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EMPLOYMENT AND MANPOWER PROBLEMS IN THE
CITIES: IMPLICATIONS OF THE REPORT OF THE
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISOfbN ON CIVIL
DISORDERS

TUESDAY, MAY 28, 19068

CONGRESS OF TIlE UNrmD STATS,
JOINT ECONOMIC CoMMrrrE,

WahingtoN, D.O.
The Joint Ecouiiic Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m.,

i1 room 8-407, the Capitol, Hon, Richard Bolling, member of the
committee, presiding in place of Chi~ieman Proxmire.

Present: Representatives Boiling, Reuss, Griffiths, Moorhead Curtis,
and Rumsfel d; and Senators Proxinire, Javits, Jordan, and Percy.

Also present: JolhhR. Stark, executive director; JamesW. Knowles,
director of research; and Douglas C. Frechtlin! minority staff.

Representative Bo.LINGo (presiding). The joint Economic Com-
mittee will be in order. We have been informed thit; one of our sched-
iled witnesses, Mr. McCulloch will be unable to be here. He is detained
by other business. So, also is Senator Brooke.

First, I would like to call on the man who should properly be chair-
ing this hearing, the chairman of the JoithECbnomic Committee, Sen-
ator Proxmire, for a-n openin " staten ent,

Senator PROXMI tE. Well, .believe theman who should properly be
chairig this meeting is chairing it.. I say properly for many reasons,
but primarily because of his quidlficatinsliis lthe area and expertise
in the area.

Today, the Joint Economic Committee will begin hearings on the
report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders.* The
Nation, indeed, the world, has been shocked atfd grieved by the scope
of the destruction of lives and property which occurred in the
disorders.

These hearings will concentrate on the employment or manpower
aspects of that. report, It states that:

Unemployment and underemployment are among the most persistent and
serious grievances of our disadvantaged minorities. The pervasive effect of these
conditions on the racial ghetto is inextricably linked to the problem of civil
disorders.

The subject goes to the very heart of the Employment Act of 1946,
which, of course, is the charter for this Joint Economic Comitttee.

*"Report of the National Advisory Commlsslon on Civil Disorders", March 1, 1968;
Chairman, lion. Otto Kerner, Governor of Illinois. Rererencee to tMts report appear
throughout hearing as "Kerner Report", "Kerner Commission Report", etc.

(1)



As the report points out:
In the Employment Act of 1946-

which established this committee--
the United States set for itself a national goal of a useful Job at a reasonable
wage for all who wish to work.

Their report makes clear that, in spite of much progress, and after
20 years under the act, the Nation is still a ldhg way ftdMo its goal.

Now, because of, the urgency with which we regardthe matter, the
full committee decidmdthold these heaffigs. Because of his concern
as chairman of the Subcommittee on Urban Affairs, and because of
his great knowledge in thefl61d, I have asked Mr. Boiling to cochair
them with me. He and I agree that the comMittee must. contInu, t6glve
priority concern to the subject, and we have no intention that the
committee's concern with. the manpower implications of the Kerner
Report and, indeed, with ill'tbhiffijlk1tti0ns of that. report, be limited
to tis brief set of hearings before us now. We shall come back to it
again in the hope of cotriboting to a constructive solution of the
intolerable social pioblemnsdepicted Ifithit report.

The Kerner Commission was fofhtiiate in -having in the Congress
four members of the-Commission, two from each House. They were
among its most able and diligmt meiYfbers. Two of those members are
here with us today, and we will call 6il~thim. One of course, is my
dear friend and colleague, Fred Harris, who is famous for many
things, including a great book he ha just finished.SenatorH Hifts. Thank you, Mr. Ch airman.

Senator PRox~imn. And the other is the distinguished Representa-
tive James C. Corman, from the 22d CongressionalDistrict of Califor-
nia, a man of whom we have read a lot about and who contributed so
greatly to that report.

Representative Bodizo. Thank you.
Mr. Rumsfeld, would you care to say anythingat the beginning?
Representative RUMsF.ELD. Nothing at all, Mr. Chairman, except to

say that I feel that this is an exceedingly important effort we are un-
dertaking today, and I commend you and the chairman of the full
committee for begififhg the series of hearings on the President's Com-
mission on Civil Disorders and certainly welcome our two guests.

Senator JORDAN. 'I have no statement, Mr. Chairman, except to en-
dorse the action taken here to make a record on the recommendations
of the Com ission and see what we can or should do about it.

Representative BOLLINO. Senator Harris and Congressnan Corman,
we are glad to welcome you both; for a number of reasons, I would
say, including thTteft that the Senate meets at 10 today on a matter of
some relative ffilportance. We will call on Senator Harris first for his
statement.

Senator HarrisI

STATEMENT OF HON. FRED R. HARRIS, A U.S. SENATOR PROM
OKLAHOMA, AND MEMBE, NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION
ON CIVIL DISORDERS

Senator HAnRis. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Joint Economic

Committee, I want to say first that I am delighted to have this oportu-



nity to give you some of my views of what this Nat6fWWIft d6 if it is
to meet the critical domestic crisis which now faces us. I understAnd
that these hearings will focus rather specifically on the employment
recommendations of the President's Nationi'l Advisory Commission
on Civil Disorders, and I think that conceit 1tt i'eflects the same
sense of natioiiAl priorities which we on the Commission expressed in
our repft.

I want also to say how proud I was to work with Jim Cortain, Bill
McCulloch, and Ed Brooke, who served very diligently and with great
distinctio o ohthe6President's Ndtifntil Advisory Commissioni on Civil
Disorders. And I am pleased and proud this morning to share this
presentation with Jim C6Oiiin.

I would first like to take- this bpportftty at the be inning t speak
briefly about some of tht ffidamental issues-rather fronde than t-
employment and underemployment alone--which th, Commission be-
ieved lie at the he-art-of our urbati awd i l-AMIMs.

My colleagues and I on the Comfmission said that three basic causes,
always present hithe American experience, but never so intensely as
now, have merged and reinforced each other in post-World War II
years to OreIte t -e infl MThY .- ry miktim which has exploded in the
form of oir t&riblJ iuliflf nders of-th- past several years. Those
three causes, we said In effect, are racismi powerlessness, and poverty.

Racism has been central to Amerieawi history. We have always
temporized and compromised wlth-it, bt have never come close to
destroying it. Racism igthe No. 1 mental health problem of America;
it cripples far iore chIldren and adults than schizophrenia or mental
retardation. And I speak both of the vitiis ir racism as well as those
who are taught it. Some people have mistakenly assumed that when
the Commission spoke of racism we had in mind just the intense
personal animo~lty many whites express toward Negores and members
of other minority groups. Not at all. We were equally convened with
the sort of racism you cannot see very well if you are white but
which Negroes ex perience every day of their live--the racism built
into the very institutions of American society, the racism which sys-
tematically and qulite impersonally excludes most Negroes from a
decent education, from a livable home, from a chanceto set up and
run a business, and-most important of all-from a decent, dignified
job at a living wage.

Lack of political power is the second factor which underlies dis-
orders. This is a country now in which most of our people live in
and around cities where human relationships are very impersonal,
where decisions attecting the lives and environment. of large numbers
of people are made by huge, distant corporations, or inaccessible plan-
ning commissions or zoning boards. Everyone I think, experiences the
desire to have more power over his own - life, and over the private and
governmental decisions which affect his life. We all feel restless and
uneasy about the fact that we don't have that kind of power. For a
poor person, that feeling of powerlessness is forsm And if that person
is young, it is worse still. And if he is poor, young, and black as well,
that sense of powerlessness is simply overwhelming.

The Commission, as this committee knows, made very detailed
recommendations in both these fields. We were not sure how racist



attitudes could be changed but. we made very detailed recommendations
about how to change behavior. For example, we recobinended giving
the Federal Government cease a1d desist powers in the employment
field on contracts and in other types of employment where Federal
funds are involved with respect to the really basic need of each individ-
ual, and especially a poor person, to exercise some control over his
environment and lfe, we spoke of multiservice centers, governiltUl
centers down ilnthe ghettos where people actually live, and a greater
effort to involve people in decisionmaking and to incorporate them
again into society.

Measured in numbers of poor people, poverty has been declining for
some yc ir in Aineriea. But a higher and higher propottimn of the
remaining poor are people who won't be helped very much, if at all,
by an expanding econOmy. Econonie growVthl in this country, occurs
essentially through the oxpaisibl of highly complex, technical in-
dustries which havo ver4, little use for people with low skills, physical
infirmities, large families, or who are too old or too young to be
employed. And it is these classes of the poor which have been growing
proportiolfftely larger in recent years.

For a variety of reasons, which I would like to discuss in somedetail, the comission on Civil Disorders felt that tremendously ex-
panded employment and job-training oppoi fities were the single
most imlportlit reconfmendati we could make toward the- solution
of these three underlying causes of urban disorder.

We stated that "Unemployment and underemployment are among
the persistent and serious grievances of disadvantaged MiMHy6~itie-s. The
pervasive effect of these conditions on the raeial g) etto" we said, "is
inextricably linked totho lIkblem of civil disorder.I

Of a total of 2 million unemployed persons and some 10 milli6h
underemployed persons in the Nation presently, the most difficult to
reach and bring into the main current of the American economy are
500 000 hard-core Unemployed who, in the Commission's words, "live
within the central cities, lack basic education, work not at all or only
from time to time, and are unable to cope with,the problems of holding
and performing a job. A substantial part of this gr6ulp is Negro, male,
and between the ages of approximately 18 and 25." The Commission
cited a 1966 Labor Department study showing that while the nation-
wide unemploybiment rate was 3.8 percent, the unemployment rate
among 16- to 19-year-old nonwhite males in the major ghettoes was
26.5 percent, and among 16- to 24-year-old nonwhite males, 15.9 per-
cent.

Since both the objectives and the specific quantitative goals of
Senator Clark's Emergency Employment and Training Act-which
is now pending in his subcominttee-closely resemble the main fea-
tures of the Commission's recommendations in the employment field,
I would like to focus my remarks on employment largely on this bill.
I wish to do so because I believe it is immensely imlort'Ant that positive
action be taken on that bill this session.

I want to commend Senator Clark and the others who have cospon-
sored that bill-and I am proud to be a cosponsor myself-for a sense
of national responsibility so quickly responding to the -priorities out-
lined by the Commission.
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The specific nufiber of jobs proposed in the Clark bill is almost
exactly the number recommended by the Commission, both in the
public and private sectors. This bill would authorize the creation Of
300,000 jobs in "community employinmit" during the first year of
operations, 600,000 by the second year, and l,200,000'by the third year.
The Commission recommended:

A 3-year program, aimed at creating 250,000 new public service jobs In the first
year and a total of I million such Jobs over the 3-year period.

In the private sector, the bill would authoiaize 150,00 jobs in the
first year, 300,000 by the second year, 600,000 by the third year, and
1,200,000 by the fourth year. The Comhmission recommended:

A 3-year program, aimed at creating 300,000 new private sector Jobs In the
first year and a total of I million such Jobs over the 3-year period, assuming that
a tax Incentive proposed to Induce employers to take on hard-core unemployed
was enacted. If the tax credit Is not so enacted-

the Commission went on-
a realistic goal would be 150,000 such jobs In the first year and 1 million jobs
over a 3- to 5-year period.

The findings and declaration of 'pose of the Clark bill explicitly
recognized, as the Commission did in its Report, that-to quote from
the bill:

There Is a huge backlog of need for additional community services and fanil-
ties in both urban and rural'areas In such fields as those which contribute to
development of human potential, better the conditions under which lople live
and work, and aid in' the development and conservation of natural resources.

On this subject, the Commission fotufd-that:
In the pul,lic sector a substantial number of . . . Jobs can be provided quickly,

particularly by government at the local level, with our vast unmet needs In edu-
vation, health, recreation, public safety, sanitAttn, and other Mniucepal services.
The National Commission on Technology, Automation, and Economic Progress
estimated that there are 5.3 million potential jobs in public service.

The Commission recommended making "some arrangements for a
flow of trainees from public sector jobs to on-the-job-tratfilyg in pri-
vate comp pfles." Consistent. with this the Clark bill requires that
peIsons rWcuited for community employment and training be pro-
vided opportunity for father eduhfttion, trffiwg, and necessary sup-
portive services so that they may be prepared to obtain regular com-
petitive employment in the future. Obviously, to the extent that it,
can be done, I;eople employed in the public Sector should be offered
ant opportunity to move into the private sector. I would hope, though,
that a reasonlable balance could be struck between our need, on the one
hand, for a great. many more public-sector, human-service jobs, and
the desirability, on the other hand, of moving as many poole as pos-
sible into private sector employment where their wages would be
mostly or completely paid by private enterprise.

I am personally convinced that there will be no more important
)iece of social legishttlo- before-thie Congress this session than-the
Emergency Employment and Training Act.. That statement may sound
like an exaggeration but, for a ninber of reasons, I do not believe
that it. is. Irrst, in every survey of ghetto grievances examined by the
Commission, the difficulty or irnpossibihity of finding and keeping-suit,



able and dignified employment at a decent wage was invaritibly cited
as either the first or second most important complaint of ghetto resi-
dents. (The grievance competing for first place with employment prob-
lems was the attitude of the police toward ghetto residents.)

Second, since the elimination of poverty in its simplest and most
fundamental form-that is, poverty as lack of money-requires only
that we provide popor people with sufficient income, the Clark bill
would make considerable progre& toward that end by allowing 2.5
million people now living In poverty to earn a decent income for them-
selves anl their faflilies.

Thit', the jobs and job training provided by this bill-uhlike other
more direct methods of income maintehance--will repeat their costs
many times over through the contribution made to natinhl pro-
ductivity and national income by employees trained and put to work
under the legislation. The 0I bill of rights is a wonderful example
of the great benefits America can realize 'from Ann vestment in human
resou rces developmet.

Fourth, I think it. is important for social and psytilblogical reasons
that. we try to relieve poverty as much as possible through employment
rather than'thli'bugh alternative income maintenance schemes. If a per-
son can work, a job is preferable to other fsrnS of income maintenance
because, as tie Commission fund:

The capmcity to obtain and hold a "good Job" is the traditional test of par-
ticipatlon In American society. Steady employment with adequate compensa-
tion provides both purchasing power and social status. It develops the capabilities,
confidence, and self-esteem an individual needs to be a responsible citizen and
provides a basis for a stable family life.

I would like to elaborate this fourth point just a bit because I think
it is tremendously important and a vital rationale for the bill we are
discussing. A lot of people in this country believe that most poor people
are different. from everyone else in that they do not aspire to decent,
steady jobs which provide good wages and a future. I think that simply
is not true Poor people in'this country are just like anyone else-they
have the same values, whether they want to have them or not. They
think about careers and jobs that lead to something, just as we mem-
bers of the middle class do. I held menial jobs, as many of you did,
when I was growing ip, but I doubt, if you could- have gotten me in-
terested in such jobs if I had known that I was going to be condemned
to working at them for the rest of my life.

One example I have cited before helps to dispute, I think, the myth
that most poor people will not work, or do not wifnt to work. In Watts,
after the riot t here in 1966, the Aero-.Jet General Co.--doing what I
hope many more privitte companies will now do--established a core-
city employment center, a military tentmaking factory. That plant
initially advertised for 75 jobs. They now, I think, employ 425 people,
but initially they hired 75. For those first 75 positions, 5 500 people ap-
plied. I have heard more recently that companies publishing similar
advertisements in Pittsburgh andI Detroit have been simply inundated
with applications ffo-- ghetto-residents.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs recently began a program under
which the welfare funds available for two Indian tribes were made.
available on an alternative basis for providing road maintenance,



fence repair, and other such reservation jobs for those welfare recipi-
ents who wanted to work. As this conmittee knows the employment
situation is far different on Indian reservations than. it. is int the country
at large, where only at very smallpercentage of those receiving welfare
are able to work. Since reservation jobs are quite scarce a high per-
centage of reservation Indiais who receive welfare could work if
work was available.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs decided last year that on an experi-
mental basis, they would-just turn over welfare funds to two Indian
tribes for them to a dfiifister, and permit these tribes to offer welfare
recipients the alternative of working to being able to draw the welfare
directly withoUt working.

There was a catch in this plan, thhgh. At first the Bureau did not
think that they could pay more to those who worked than to those
who did not. Theythought' they had to have congressional auth0riza-
tion for that kind of extra incentive. Welfare recipients nevertheless
snatched up'this work opportunity eagerly. Moreover, and I think
this is even more important, tht tit Mber of those eligible who applied
for welfare in order to work in return for what they received, in-
creased spectacularly. This Made no economic sense for the individuals
involved because they could receive the same benefits whether or not
they worked. Yet, in'those two Indian tibes a very large number chose
to work, and so will most of the poor. The Bureau ofrIndtian Affairs
has since then, I might say parenthetically, expanded that program
and has found now that they can offer a small incentive payment" to
those who work, based on costs of travel, babysitting and so forth,
which are involved. The program has been very successful, and I think
that about 10 tribes are now participatig in it.

But it is also true, as I think we all know, that a person from. a dis-
advantaged or deprived background, or someone who has been without
work for a long period of time when he was looking for work, is often
deeply damaged in some way-personally and psychologically-and,
thereafter, the mere offering of job opportu cities will not necessarily
bring him back into society. He frequently loses something of his
motivation and self-confidence and his self-image.

And I believe that the question of social and psychological barriers
to participatin in American society for poor persons and members of
minority groups Is so important that I held hearings this spring be-
fore the Subcommittee on Government Research, which I chair, on
the relationship between these barriers and the developmilebt.,of human
resources in America. An important objective of these hearings was
and is to illu thitt and recommend ways to relieve the heavy burden
borne by many men who have been out of work for a long time and
by many people of disadvantaged backgrounds-a burden which makes
it difficult and sometimes impossible for them" to find a decent job and
stick to it long enough to maKe a success of it.

The problem of job motivation is deep and complex and I do not
think we know nearly enough about it. But I feel sure that any effort
to employ the hard-core unemployed must include extensive training
programs, not only to provide unskilled persons with the ability to
perform in an econoMy which continues to increase its demands for
sophisticated skills, but also to try, at least, to overcome the debilitating



effects of deprived backgrounds or of being out, of work for a long
time. I am happy to see that the Clark bill, which I referred to, specl -

fies programs which, in the Commission's words, "would provide basic
education and counseling in dress, appearance, social relationships,
money management transpoitriti+n, hygi ei e, and health, punctility,
and good work habits-al I of which employers normally take for
granted."

Another important. basis for mnotivlatifig hArd-core unemployed is
recognized by the Clark bill, in its stipulation thit. privite employers
will be encouraged to adopt innovative approaches which create or
make available lobs and now types of careers for low-income an'd dis-
advantaged persons, and in its requirement that each "pirografm will,
to the maximum extent feasible coutibute to tle occupational de-
velopment or upward mobility of ii-diVidrnl. partiipants,l The Com-
mission found that "In the riot cities Wh'lich we. surveyed, Negroes
were three times as likely as whites to hold unskilled jol)S, whiel areV
often part time, seasonal, low-paying, and 'dead end '-a fact that
creates a problem for Negroes as significant as itemploylnent."

I think this committee surely knows that it is still true in Atherica
that With- all'our social legislation and with all -f ouir civil rights
bills the average Neg'o high school graduate makes $%j000 less than
the average white high selhool gradfiite. With addlli~fl~M ettAt ion
the gap wi(ens. The average Negro college graduate makes $3,000
less than the average white college graduate. The average Negro col-
lege graduate makes approximately the same as the average white
high school dropout in America. And I was talking to a gentleman
the other day from the HArvard Business School who pointed out that
among some 14 Negroes who are graduiites of the Harvard Business
L9choo-nmost of whom graduated .n recent years--the average begin-
ning salary is $6,000 less than the average beginning salary of a white
graduate.

If an employment program is to be successful, we members of the
Commission felt. that, "The previously hard-core uneftployed trainee
or employee must believe that.he is not being trained for or offered
a (lead end' job. Since, by definition, he is not eligible even for an
entry level position, he mfust. be given job training. le must be con-
vinced that if lie performs satisfactorily after the training )eriod he
will be employed and given an ol)poftlltifty to advance, if possible
on a clenrly defined 'job ladder' with step increases in both in pay andrespoilgibli'ity."1

I think two additional factors are very important in any job pro-
gram. First, we simply have to coordinate these wildly fragmented
and ineffective training programs that we have stated in., recent. years.
It is literally impossible to find out, as the Commission tried to (o,
how many job training slots of various kind'are filled and how many
are unfilld in any given city.

In Los Angeles-and I just pick that city out of the air-I think it
would take 2 or 3 weeks to find out how many of the job training pro-
grams and manpower development programs have vacancies; the
problem is that-the adniifli~te'timin of those various programs is frag-
mented, in a city as large as Los Angeles, among perltaps.500 separate
public and private agencies of all kinds. And so we say to a fellow



who already does not have very ftfich self-confidence in himself---'WelI,
-you just sort of walk around about 500 different places, and maybe
when you contact enough of them you will be able to get into some
kind of training program."

Reorganization and coordination are essential. I think that has
simply got to be taken into hand. We are making some beginning
steps, largely experimental now, within the now concentrated employ-
ment program, bUt they have to be expanded and made systematic.

The second essential is that these training programs must produce
a real job. One city I visited last summer as we Commissioners walked
singly and in pairs anonymously around the ghettos of this country,
lIad been runfi hia a very extensive training program, but had not been
able to obtain jobs for the people that they trained. And I do not know
altogether whose fault that was. Probably the tritiffig centers had not
made the proper job surveys; maybe they had not secured sufflciht
support from private employers to begin with; maybe their training
was in obsolete skills. There was some discrimination involved as welL
And then perhaps the jobs were simply not there to begin with in many
instances.

Whatever the reason, program offikils told us that they had more
than 500 names of people who had gone through these training ro-
grams but who still were not-able to get. jobs. And they said thatthese
were young kids who were now out t.h6tre on the streets, more hostile
than before, more depressed and pessimistic than ever, who were say-
ing to everybody, "Tisten, it's just another hustle ,  when you go
through that job pro ram y ou're, still not going to get a job."

And that is why tie omm ission was very interested in private
emp~loymlent with some kind of subsidization, either thrftgli tax in-
centives or direct, payments, that, would link the tralfflft with an actual
job. We can do a far better job on that than we have one in the past.

To continue with my statement-I can understand why the Clark
bill does not stress "new careers" in public sector jobs, since it, is de-
signed to encourage as great a transfer as possible of people from the
public to tle private sector. I would say, however, that m ard the
prospect of advancement and career employment as a vital .icentive
to success in any kind of employment, whether in the publicor the
private sector. That is the last essential factor, the chafi6vor the hope
for a poor person that he would not be in a "dead end" job, that we
would-have some opportunity for advancement.

I was very happy to note in the finding and declarati p of purpose
of the Emergency Emt~loymenit and Traning Act the statement that
"the migration of unskilled residents from ruraliareas whiahlnok em-
ployment and other economic opportufi~lies to urban areas aggra-
vates such conditto-hsthereby impeding the effetiveness of manpwer
training, job development. and related efforts in urban centers while
at the same time undermiiig the economic potentiAl 6f such rural
areas." The ghettos themselves, and their attendA.it problems, includ-
ing unemployment, were worsened by the-treniendous migra tion from-
rural areas and small towns to urban c6bters which has been taking
place during most of this century. The Commission devotes consider-
able attention to this fact in its report., as one iniportfimt origin of our
present urban dilefnma, and Mne which must be addressed.



I was also pleased that the Clark bill explicitly recognizes what has
been a major and continuing problem of 6ir present j6b-tritining pro.

ramns--the probability that far too frequently they don't lead tO acttuil
jobs. Tile Cohnmission discovered that it. is practically impossible to
find out definitely whether job training programs are reaching the
hard-core unemployed, whether trainees are beoift placed in decent jobs
which offer good wages and chances for promotion, and whether those
placed in jobs remain in them. Scattered evidence does indicate, how-
ever, that we just have to do a much better job of coordiiatting all the
facets of our employment programs, from research into what skills are
being and will be demanded by employers, to recextitioent of trainees,
to the actual content of training programs, to placement, and to chre-
fiti followup. 'The tremendous expansion of training anti employment
proposed by the Commission and the Clark bill won't do very much
good if we don't resolve these prl)blems.

Mr. Chairman, for a long time we in America have been saying that
every American has a right to a decent job at. a decent wage. I think
up to now that has been mostly rhbtoric. Now, we must. make it. real.
We must act as if we really meani it. And I thinktlhat any society which
calls itself civilized and yet. tolerates unemployment unong its citi-
zens who want to work is simply not. living up to6 its ideals.

Action on tie employment reconunendAtlis of the Commission on
Civil Disorders-the most important of which are embodied in the
Emergency Employment and Training Aet-will be a giant step in
that direction.

Representative BoiLiNo. Thank you very much, Senator Harris.
Congressman Corman, we will hear from you next before we have

questions.

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES C. CORMAN, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE 22D DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA, AND
MEMBER, NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON CIVIL DIS-
ORDERS

Representative CORMAN. Mr. 0hairman, I am at your disposal, and
I have the whole morning, if the Senator's time is limited.

Representative BOitarm. I think we will proceed as I suggest..
Representative COrMAN. I al))reciate the opl) ortffilty afforded me

to express myself on matters wtich are of the gravest. concern to us
all. The continuing explosions of frustration and bitterness in our
streets remind us that the Anwrieaw dremin does not yet. exist, for all
our citizens. Daily news reports warn of the ever-deepening crisis in our
cities. As you know, the present. deterioration of urban life prompted
the President to create a National Advisory Commission on Civil bis-
orders. As a member of that Comniiomi, I became aware of thetragedy
which has befallen a substantial number of our Nation's youth. Ill
educated, and without salable skill, these young people are unable to
secure employment. Wifo'int a stake in the existing social structure,
they have become hostile to authority and thoroughly embittered.
These people are often at the core of t-he social tiirest griping our
cities. The Commission found that young Negroes, aged 14-24, are."repnible for a dis)roport.ionalely high share of crimes in all ip-ts
of the Nation. In 1966, persons under 25 years of age comprisedS the
following proportions of those arrested for various major crimes:
murder, 37 percent; forcible rape, 60 percent; robbery, 71 percent;



birglhuy, 81 percent; larceny, about 75 percent; and auto theft., over
.80 perent." Weillst take aelio reehanithose individuals, both for
tlieir own sake tid for the sake of American society.

TIhe vast 7 years, for some Americans, has been a period of great
economiO progress and affluence. Yet, in spite of this surge of economic
growth, the 1niiffljIldyinent rate for Negroes in 1967 was more th
doublee that for whites. For Negro teenagers, the situation has not
perceptibly improved since 1961. In 1961, the unemployment rate for
r egro teenagers was '27.6 percent; in 1967, it. was 26.5 percent. The
1968 manpower rel)ort of the president, released last month, states
that:

No Inroads have been made Into the extremely serious problem of nonwhite
tenager Joblessness. While the unemployment rate for white teenagers dropped
as the economic climate proved, among nonwhite teenagers the rate In 1967
was actually higher than In 1960. One out of every four nonwhite teenagers was
unemployed In 1907, almost 2.5 times the proportion for white teenagers, whereas
in 1900 the ratio was less than 2 to 1.

his problem will be compounded, because the number 6f nolhwhite
young people expected to enter the labor force by 1975 will be even
greater. It is estimated thiat the number of nonwhite workers will
increase by 20 percent, while the nuffiber of yotrig white workers will
grow by only 18 percent. The search for jobs wl Ibe made even more
difficult, because employers will-be seeking larger uflflMbers of worke.-s
whose education aid 6,Mting has equipped them for positions in a
highly technical eonomy.

'ie problem which is before us nw is one of utilifing neglected
human resources. People without jobs are people without basie eco-
nomic security, self-sufllfieney, or self-respect. Employment is the
only longrun solution which can ,Ilow an individul to become a con-
tributing member of his society, and not merely a recipient of its
charity. Any othlr help we provide will only be temporary. Tius far,
there Tins been little evidence that Negro teenagers do not. want to
work. Whenever Job programs are announced they turn out in ]are
numbers to find the. jobs are not there. In Oakland, for instance, a
fair attracted 15,000 people--250 were placed in jobs. What we have
found is that Negro teenagers would not accept, dead end employ-
ment-jobs that pay little and promise no advancement or tra inig.

I would like to underline what Senator Havris has said. I do not
think there are any of us who did not go through a period of his life
where he lind a menial job to do for a little wage. But, each of us knew
that it was tem porary. It was a step toward something much better.
For the young Negro who looks at the adult males around him and
sees that they never moved out of those positions, it is quite a different
thing.

They want to be pait of the affluent America they see depicted on
television, and will no longer be content to be trap)ed behind a broom.
What we must now undertake is a program widh will reach the
alienated youth of the ghetto. We must no longer tolerate job pro-
grams which merely make work, or programs wlich pormise employ-
ment and then fail to deliver. These enleavors have only produced a
cynicism which views our efforts as a cruel hoax. What we need are
jobs-jobs, which provide tnhiffig at work while paying a living wage.
Jobs which promise advancement.



Tile President in his manpower message to Congress has requested
for fiscal year 1969 an appropri-fdtio"fn bf $2.088 billion for manpower
programs to reach all estimated 1.3 million Americans. The National
Alliance of Businessmen called on by the President to provide job
opportunities in the business sector has already pledged 111,000 jobs-
66,000 of them permanent, 45,000 of them summer jobs for poor young
people. The President. has asked the alliance to put 100,000 people on
the job by June 1969.

Tie Commission has recommended that I million liew jcb3 be-created
over the next 3 years in both the public and private sectors. This would
be a major stop toward achieving our goal of full employment. It is
now estimated that there are 500,000 hard-core unemployed who live
within the central cities. Nationally, 2 million are unemployed, and 10
million are underemployed, of whom approximately 6.5 million work
full ime and earnl less than the annual poverty wage.

The Com i ssion strongly urges that public employment programs,
such as operation nil htreton and new careers, which are under the
Economic Opportunity Act, be consolidated and expanded to pro-
vide necessary work-experience and on-the-job training. Our man-
power policy has not frilly explored the potential which exists in tile
sector of public employment.

In 1966, the 14-member National Co-mittoee on Tech-61ogy, Auto-
mation, and Economic Progress unaffi|usly recommended a public
service employment program to assure meaningftul work to all those
who need, want, and seek employment, bfut cannot find it. According
to the committee, there are approximately 5.3 Million potentiAl em-
ployment opportunities available in public service in the fields of
health, education, welfaeie,'home care, public protection, and sanitatioln.
The greatest, expansion in our labor market is occurring in service
occupations. As more and more legislation is enacted by Congress, we
shall witness an increasing demand to fill newly created positions. The
passages of medicare, for instance, has placed a great strain on the
medical professions, and has created critical shortages in health-
related filds. The 1967 Social Security Amenddments provide for the
establishment of day-care centers so that mothers who wish to learn
and train for employment. wilbe secure in the knowledge that their
children are well cared for. Pollution control, urban renewal programs,
and public protection offer many opporunties for an individtual'o
begin by learning basic skills, which can become the foundation for
upward mobility, with the promise of'increasing responsibility andhi her pay.
Vhe private sector, too, must be fully explored for its job potential.

The advisory committee reports that "84 percent of the Nfition's 73
million civilian workers are at work in 11.5 million private enter-
prises. The involvement of only 5 percent of all private companies
would represent the use or more thM500,000 entevpltses, and provide
a massive additional spur in job developebAt."

I would just like to say that I think we sometimes underestimate the
social sector. We tend to talk about the public service job as one tempo-
rary in nature, and we are eager to move them on in the private sector.
But I suggest to you that a highly qualified schoolteacher, police-
man, or fireman is as essential to our well-being as jobs in the private



.sector. It seems to me that we must give emphasis to trditing pro.
grams and to making resources available at the local level, to expand
einploynflt iif thoselfields.

While I favor the involvement of the private sector, I am not i.n
favor of offering tax credits. Admittedly, the 7-percent incentive credit
for investment in new equipment anl machinery has been highly suc-
cessful as a technique for reaching a large number of individual enter-
prises. I do not believe thls'hix incentive would be sufficient motivation
for employelrs to undertake massive programs of job training. The
advisory coiftlission estimates that the total annual cost to an em-
ployer per hard-core trainee would vary from $3,000 to $5,000. The
assumption of training costs, supportive services, and the cost of
marginal prodtittivity during the training period would demand a
far greater financial incentive than presently proposed tax credits
offer. Business, preocclied with achieving the highest. possible eco-
nomnic yield, cannot be fully responsive to social goals. Private enter-
Irise cannot be asked to assume the sole burden of cd6pnig with the
social and health problems of these workers, as well as and it securing
adequate transportation, the lack of which hampers the chronically
unemployed.

There is also the danger that biliness will only desire to take those
workers who can be most easily trained, and will leave beli7fdthose
who lack basic education and a record of stability. From the point bf
view of the Federal budget, there is a difference in a tax credit and
an appropriation. The argument is made that the tax credit device
IvoIds the burden of administrative "redtape." It also denies the
Government-the opportunity to monitor the selection of the trailee
and the kind and quality of training received. Leaving these decisions
solely to the conscience of the taxpayer is irresponsible. It would result
in mnximnumf cost and MiniMIfMnreturn.

The Government must enlist the aid of the private sector in pro-
viding on-the-job training and work experience for existing jobs. But
tile Government itself must provide the initial contact, counseling and
placement, and assume the financial cost involved in rehabilittition.
Such rehabilitation Will involve literacy training, and education in
dress, appearance, money management, and work habits. Special at-
tention must also be given to motivation and to worker incentives.
Training allowances such as offered under the Manpower Develop-
ment and Training Act are necessary. The trainee must be convinced
that after a satisfactory period of on-the-job training, lie will be
offered a steady job, whkch will alliw him to improve himself.

There is no doubt that such training and reliabilit"Ation will be ex-
pensive. It is estimated thAt the cost-per-job will run from $3,500 in
the private sector to $4,000 to $5,000 in the public sector.

This may mean that a tax increase will be necessary, and it may re-
quire a reshuffling of national priorities, but this is a task which can-
not wait. It would be a terrible mistake in econofile'jidgment to con-
sider the plight of the unemployed as the price for fiscal soundness and
price stability. We must not forget that every dollar Lpent will pro-
duce a human return far greater than the original financial investment.

A brief summary of the accomplishments of the Job Corps and Man-
power Development and Training Act testifies to this fact. The profile
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of the average Job Corps enrollee describes a school dropout; mostlikely educationailly retarded at. the time lie left school, lacking in em-
ployment skills and p0pportuiiitles, and probably a draft rejected. Outof the 0, percent who fiad jobs, 60 percent made less than $1.25 perhour. Ibighity percent had not seen a doctor or a dentist in the last 10years. Sixty-tIree percent came from homes where the head of thehousehold was unein1loyed and 39 percent from families on relief.As of May 1, 1967, some 75,410 youths had some Job Corps experi-ence. Of these youths, 52,985 foiad jobs, entered the milit"Xty serviceor returned to school. Sevenity-six percent f06hfd jobs, 10 percent joinedthe service, and 14 percent returned to school. Those who sought workfound that they could obtain better jobs at better wages. The average
wage per hour was $1.71 coi ared to the $1.19 previously earned. Ofthose working, 39 percent had received wage increases. Assuming theaverage Job Corps gradfidte made $1.71 an hlmr for the rest of hisworking life, and worked for 40 years, he would pay back the Gov-ernment a total of $11,200 in income taxes.

It is not meaningful to compare the cost of rehabilitating a JobCorps yif4tli to'th cost of sending the average child to school. Whatwe are doing here is to make up for yeam of -neglect in the areas ofeducation and health. It is not surprising that th6 yoths served by theJob Corps must receive much extra educatlonif they are to becomeproductive members of society.
The manpower devebloplment and training program has also made asignificant contribution in traiffing 'the- unemployed and underem-

ployed. The MDTA has helped between 175,000 and 225,000 low-in-come persons in a )erod of less than 4 years. Eiht, percent of theinstitutiohal trainees, and 50 percent of the on.' le-job trainees whowere heads of families, in training in 1966, had Ireviously earned lessthan $3,000 per year, or had received no wages for the last full yearof employment before training. The Labor Department estimatesthat for the cumlative period of August 1962 to December 1967, 76percent of those receiving institutional training were employed at thetime of last contact, and 78 percent were in training-related jobs.Through January 30, 1967, the median pretraining earnings of per-sons enrolled in MDTA was $1.44 an hour. The median posttrainingwages were $1.74 an hour. The Labor Department estimates that tileaverage trainee repays the Government for the expense of his train-ing in taxes in about 2 years. He then goes on in his working life torepay the public's investment in him many times over.
Surely it makes more sense to make an investment now and avoidthe risk of spending mavttil stte am6lft[ihn terms of welfare hand-outs to each unemployed 'individual and hIis offspring. Far less will bespent than will ot ierwise be needed to control the antisocial or crim-inal behavior which may develop. Not to incorporate an alienatedindividual into the mainstream of society will be more costly thanthe$7, 05 spent per Job Corps enrollee, or $000 to $1,000 spent per M)DTA

trainee.
The cost of confining a man to prison for 10 years, while maintain-ing his wife and four children on welfare, is far greater. The averagecost per offender per year in a felony institution in 1965 was $1,966.Assuming this figure remains steady, it would cost $19,660 to maintain



at man in prison for 10 years. To this must be added the am iTnt nec-
essary for the maintenance of the wife and four children r s'nIilthey
are 18, through aid to famlllies with dependent children. In Califoi'iia,
the average expenditure per recipient of AFDC as of ,January 1968
was $46.25 per month. Tiis is exclusive of medical benefits and does
not take into account the effects of possible liberalization of benefits.

Assuming the children were all under 8 years of age, the cost 'of
maintainiug this family on welfare for 10 years would be $27,750.
togetherr, the cost. of imaintAmitig the family and liusband equals
$47,410. 'These figures alone, not. to ntffitionthe more intilhfltble social
values to tie Nation, justify the expense of training an idnividu-ato
I)ecome a productive imhetbr of societ.y.

We are still far from the day in which each American who'desires
to work will be assured of a cliance to nake his own way. But this is
no reason to state eompacently that nothing fuftlher !'afn-be done.
Our experience with existing programs for job training indicates that
while we are not always successful, progress is being made. The re-
ports of those who have studied beth the job market and the current
problems of American soiety make clear that a greater effort must
be made in this direction. We must make t.hal. effort, and must. give
new meanig tolltle promise wihielhthis Nation offers each citizen.

Representative BOdu1No. Thank you very much, Congressman.
At the out-set of the hearing, *t-he chairman df the fihl committee,

Senator Proxnire, made an opening statement. It. is my understanding
that. Congressman Curtis has a sili'lIir statement which he wouldlike
to read, into'the, record, and witoiqtt objection it. will appear directly
after Senator'Proxmire's statement,

I will recognize him at this point to do that., and then later we will
return to the questioning.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE THOMAS B. CURTIS,
MEMBER OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE, ON BEHALF
OF MINORITY MEMBERS

Representative Cun'rm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .
First., let. ine express my appreciation, and I know the appreciation

of my colleagues on our side of the aisle, for the splendid work you
are (oing as chairman- of your Subcommittee on Uteban Affairs and
in particular for living forward right, away to hold hearings on the
report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Di.,xorders.

On blilidf of the inoilrity iemb ,ers of this coillittee, I would like
to welcome the witnesses who open. our hearings on the em1ployfinnt
and nwimpower problems of the cities hre today. The Report. of the
National Advisory Commission on Civil l)isorders hits set. in broad
rlief some of the major dilemmas facing our society, as well as our
economy. Certainly one of the most impormtn as denanding con-
sideration islmnnlploynment and underempiloyment.

Since theaivent of the so-called new economics, we halve become
used to hearing our economy and its progress described in aggregate
fermns. We are told, for example, that our rapidly growing economy
pushed the Uneiployment, rate in April down to'3.5 percent, equaling
tihe post-Korean war low. However, it. is seldom made clear to us what



lies behind these figures which supposedly indicate tile wealth and
prosperity that. all enjoy. For examp., in urban poverty neighbor-hoods for the first quarter of this year, unemployment among Negro
men 20 years of age and over was 0.3 percent, among Negro women in
the same age category, 7.9 percent, and among Negro teenagers, over
27 percent, almost seven times the rate for the total labor force.

Tie Reiublican members of this committee have for a long time
warned that aggregate measures ,timulating the economy to ever
higher levels of GNP are not enough to insure tie well-being of all.
Recent experience has borne-this out: high levels of economic activity
are iiot sufficient to insure reduion mof niiie)lloy'nent to insignifieant
levels. We have to assure that those able and willing to work have
the skills and education demanded by a growing economy, andthatli
persons with skills are matched with this demand.

It is disturbing that some believe that it took a summer of major
urban unrest and destruditoYinto bring these points h0olie. Tho analysis
of Negro unemployment and underemployment coYtitled "in th Qom-
mission report is essentially correct, and tI e recommendations fide
are some of the basic tlihis we must (to to alleviate the employment
needs of the urban lower inco-me groups. But while these recommen-
dations are received in some circles as bolts from the blue, radically
new proposals for dealing with a critical pOblem, they are certainly
not surprising to the Republican members of this conilitee.

For 6 years now, the minority members of the Joint Economic Com-
mittee have been emphasizing these very same points in its view on
the President's Antual Economic Report. Repubi ican members of this
committee have iti'odttced legislation to implemient suggestions for
improved training, retraining, job placenent and job development.
Among these are the Hum'an Investment Act, which would spur job
training by the private sector, the Employmeht Ineeu1tive Act which
would stilri{|late industry hiring of unemployed with low levels of
skill and experience, to seek to avoid minimum wage law problems, and
recently the Veterans E.fployment and Relocation Assistance Act
which would gear in the skills acqtlird in the military with the demand
in the private sector.

I sincerely hope that these hearings will come to grips with the prob-
lems in the vital area of employment and ma11power development in
our urban centers. I would like to ask unanimous consent tht ithe
section of the minority views on the 1968 Joint Economic Report per-
taining to meeting America's urban crisis through employment, train-
ing, and retraining be included in the record of these hearings.

Representative BOLL9. Without, objection, so ordered.
(Te material referred to follows:)

[Excerpt from 1068 Joint Fconomic Report, S. Rept. 1016, Mar. 19, 19681

MV. MEETING AMERICA'S URBAN CRISIS

A. Recommend the improvement of employment, training and retraining efforts
with: (1) the Human Investment Act to stimulate job training in the privatesector; (2) the Employment Incentive Act to encourage the employment andtraining of the unemployed with low levels of skills and experience; (3) theestablishment of a national job opportunity survey, as recommended by the
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Republican coordinating committee; (4) business efforts to provide more oppor-
tunities to the educationailly disadvantaged by restructuring jobs and altering
hiring requirements; (5) improved coordination of Federal training and retrain-
Ing programs; (6) further progress toward tearing down discriminatory bar-
riers to employment; (7) Improved public transportation to Increase the accessi-
billty of Jobs to central city residents.

B. Urge the following measures to increase the fiscal capacity of our State
and local governmenL to meet the needs of their citizens: (1) restrain the
current trend toward fiscal centralization at the Federal level;' (2) the mobl-
lization and efficient use of State and local r'eveiue sources through strengthen-
ing the property tax, Federal payments in lieu of local taxes on Federal property
and basing eminent domain awards on replacement value.

C. Support the following educational proposals: (1) more equitable financing
of central city schools; (2) serious consideration of free public education
through the junior college level; (3) extended preschool education; (4) sub-
stantial improvement of vocational education programs.

I). Urge efforts to bring private enterprise to bear on solving urban problems,
such as: (1) the proposed Economic Opportunity Corporation to provide tech-
nical assistance and seed money to private involvement In urban problems; (2)
the proposed Domestic Development Bank to stimulate broad economic develop-
ment. in slums and other depressed areas; (3) the amendment of those State
constitutions that forbid the commingling of public and private funds for public
purloses; (4) the encouragement of business groups already involved In this
area; (5) the creation of a National Commission on Urban Living.

E. Recommend the following programs to Improve the Nation's housing: (1)
Federal action to provide, within constitutional limitations, fair housing
throughout the United States; (2) State and local action to encourage zoning
policies to overcome social, economic, or racial segregation; (3) increased re-
search to speed advanced construction techniques; (4) Incentives for private
enterprise development of low-income housing; (5) requirement that property
must meet local code enforcement standards before It can qualify for deprecia-
tion deductions from Federal Income taxes; (0) extending the privilege of home-
ownership to the lower Income segments of the population; (7) consideration
of the Impact of public construction on existing housing and metropolitan de.
velopment and Improved relocation services for both dlsplaLed families and
business.

F. Support the economic development of rural areas.
* 4 C C C S

The Chair now recognizes the Senator from Wisconsin, Mr. Prox-
mire, for questions of the witnesses.

Senator PROXMIRE. First I want to congratulate both you men on
two ver, very fine statements. Senator Harris, I was especially im-
ptea.sod by your remarks on racism. This is the most. emphatic and con-
vincing description of racism and its economic impd-Itliat I have ever
heard from anybody. I especially appreciate your statement. and I an
going to quote:

Racism Is the number one mental health problem of America; It cripples far
more children and adults than schizophrenia or mental retardation. And I speak
both of the victims of racism as well as those who are taught It.

And then you point out the economic effects.
I think it is very important to keep this in mind because so many

think of fhe Negro problem as a white problem to a very great extent..

Senator Javits believes tlat I of the most effective ways to strengthen State and local
governments Is through revenue shnring. On Jan. 18. 190, he and 6 other &entors
(hloward Baker, Republican, of 'Tenneewe; Frank Carlson. Republican, of Kantas; John
Sherman Cooer, Republican. of Kentucky; Peter Dominick, Republi an of Colorado:
Ihugh Scott. Republican. of Pennsylvania: and Milton i. Young. Republican. of North
Dakota, Introduced a plan which would return to the States. Federal revenues equal to
I percent of the annual aggreate taxnble Income. or $3.000.000.,000 In the first year. le
urges that the revenue-sharing Idea be given careful study by appropriate nongreilonal
committees.
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And, of course, I think I speak for every member of the comniilittee
when I say you IV so right in reognizing the absolute and crucial
importlance, both of you gentlemen, of jobs. We all know that.. It. is
just. a matter of howv we provide jois for those who are unemployed
and have no rell opportmility to get. adequate employineit.

Why do you argle, why (toes the Commission argue, that you need
1 milhon so-called community jobs, and then another Mfdllion jobs in
the private sector in view of what seems to be a shortage of manpower
in so many areas and a situation which this coiiitte has been ex-
posed to often from the Federal Reserve Board and others of saying
that we simply cannot get employment niiioh below 4 percent without
unacceptable price increases and that, the only way we can solve this
problem is to train thB people to dole jobs that are available rather
than trying to create new jobs.

Senator HARRIS. Well, I think the problem is so massive that you are
not going to be able to meet it in the private sector alone. And further-
more, the mnlpower shortages are so mafi t.h In- the plbhic-service
sector tiat unless we move with real dispattch, we are going to find
ourselves in an even greater health crisis for example, than has al-
ready been rather clearly identified. I thinly the same is true in educa-
tion. We are systematically destroying the young people in America in
many of our schools both in rural areas and urbm areas, partly be-
cause of a lack of personnel.

Senator PIioxiitn. I agree with a great deal of that, but you see
wlit I mn tying to get at--and I got this feeling from Mr. Corman's
testimony n ".ybe I misinterpret him-if we use our present man-
power training programs more intensely and intelligently and coor-
dinate them and organize them better, they can do t. h job without it
brand new program with-

Senator HARReS. I do not agree.
Senator PRoxMIRE. Either tax incentives or something else.
Senator HAR IS. I think you have got to have participaton from

both the public and private sectors, and not. just through the rather
small grams we've had so far.

Senator PROXIMRE. I am not talking about a small program; big as
it has to be but using the Job Corps and the other training prognims.

Senator HARRIS. Let. me p t it this way. We have trc.menulUs man-
power needs i the health field, the education- field, and the welfare
field; in the latter, for example, we need 12,000 trained professional
social workers right now, and we do not know where we are going to
get them. I think you have got to begin recruiting and training subpro-
fessional health aides, welfare aides, and teacher aides, and employing
them in these fields. They can do much in these areas tiat will not only
help them gain ant income, and fill the jobs, but also make these pro-
grams more hthhine.

Senator PROXMIRE. But these are jobs that. require a high degree of
skill and thimiig.

Senator HARms. No; not all of them.
Senator PROXMNIE. You say jobs in education and health. So many

of these jobs require at least some pretty intensive t raining and some
generlr education.
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Senator HARRIS. Well, of course, we would haveto pvide1iaifing,
Imeause we would hope that. these subprofessionals coul make careers
in these fields. Take, for example, the education field. 1e0re in Wash-
ington at Adams-Morgma School, a very noble experiment in which
the local comnmliity has been granted some control over its school;
they have hired teacher aides from among people right there, in the
neighborhood, who come in and perform many functions required of
teachers but. which don't, require very Much schooling. Monitoring
classioms, overseeing playgrounds and lunchrooms, and many other
jobs performed by teachers can be and are just as easily performed by
pmople in the neighborhood.

That not, only, as I say, gives income to the poor people involved, but
I think helps to hunianize the teachig program by making it more.
responsive to the needs of those people.

Senator Pnoxmum. But you see-
Senator HARRIS. You cannot. improve the pupil-teacher ratio unless

you use teacheraides. We have such a shortage of trained workers in
the education and healtlrrnld welfare fleldsthat we cannot render ade-
quate services in these fields-and the situfation is growing worse with
oxpjIanding pol)Ilation-unlecss we use these people.

Senator PIRoXMIRE. So you thiilk a. large partbf this is to reorghtize
the service itself so that. the healthjoh can be done by people with
soliewhat. simpler backgrolfixd and less skills than are rqtilred now ?

SenatorhARRI1s. Yes. And we have made a good start.
Senator PRoxmmim. And it. is true in education;-it is true in health.
Senator L".srs. Wee have made a good start. with the teacher aide

program but it. is pitifllly smal. Another sniall start was made when
this Congress adopted an amendment of mine to the social security
bill requiring every State to come up with a. progr'ami, approved by
H-IW for the use of poor people, paitiortla.rly welfare recmipieiits, as
social service aides. We are expanding our day care center programs
now. We are expanding our birth control programs. It seems to me
much of that kind of work can be done by poor people, and particu-
larly recipients and beneficiaries; this will give then an opporttlity
for greater income and I thilik make the programs far more usefil.
That, program is now required in every State in the Union now, aiYd
the States are in the process of trying to coie up with plans to use
poor people in those positions, which -are called commfilit.y service
aides, I believe.

Senator PROXM!RE. You see the problem is one, I think, of recog-nizing, and I am sure you do-both of you gentlemen are eminent i
this area-of recognizing political realities to the extebimt.that we are
going to have to provide jobs thuitf are to be sustained with the con-
servative and liberal Congress, conservative and liberal Presidents.
And so I think we have to get as much of this int6 the private sector as
we possibly can. And to thi-nfkin ttrns of a mllt1n--creation bf a mil-
lion-pubic jobs, especially many of these in the Federal area, will
not provide tie kind of sustained employment for these people that we
could in the p ivate sector.

Then we get, to Mr. Corman's objection to tax incentives, and I think
you have a lot. of synpIatlly witlthe position-he has tMken, not, only for
the arguments hie has made but. if you are going to subsidize jobs with



tax incentives, you are going to have to subsidize many ongoing train-
ing programs, and the loss to the Federal Government fight be great.
But. how are you going to get-Mr. Corman-how are you going
to get the private sector to provide more jobs for these people if you
don't have s)ne dynamic, new, and significantly large program?

Represint tive COR AN. Senator, may I say first I did not mean to
indicate by my recitation of some of the successes of thelresent pro-
grams that we ought to stop there. If they had solved the problem, we
would not be here.

Senator PRoxmiE. Well, except we have not done enough with them.
Representative CORMAN. That is right. It seems to me that in many

ways we can learn by them. I become terribly frustrated in my own dis-
trict when I try to find out what is going on. And I have a tolerable
amount of education. I am supposed to understand the working of gov-
ernment. When I try to get down and find out, if I were unemployed
and looking for trainiing, where could I go, I am faced with what the
Senator pointed oft, maybe 500 agencies.

On the other hand, it seems to me the job is twofold: First of all, to
seek out those who are in greatest need, those who are hard to reach.
You can find some by putting a sign on the door, but what about the
guy who thinks he really does not have a chance. He is the one we are
trying to get at. He is the one that is worth the public investment.

Then the other half of the. job is taking him for what he is. Perhaps
he is an adult and illiterate or near adult and illiterate. What do you do
with him I How do you give him enough to start with so that lhe can
perform on the job, where lie gets a modest income to support his
family and himself while he islearning a constructive job and ulti-
mately gets out. at the other end. Then he isgoing to have something
worth selling, and he is going to be motivated and rehabilitated. That
is extremely difficult. And I do think we ought to look at the programs.
We have to see which ones have worked and how they have reached
in and dug out the guy who is so difficult to flnldand train.

Mfy alprehension about the tax incentive program is that it escapes
supervision. I do not think IRS is equipped to monitor the kind of job
that would be used in the tax credit scheme.

Senator PRoxtm. What about the possibility of some disincentive
for the failure of employers to employ some of these people? I am
struck by the fact that we have five of the greatest companies in this
country, one in my city of Milwaukee that cannot get Government, con-
tracts now-Federal contracts--because of discrimination.

Representative CORMAN. When, you get to something that is as simi-
ple and objective to evaluate as racial discrimination, you have agencies
to attempt to evaluate whether or not. it exists. There are some enforce-
ment ol)portunities. But to start using the tax structure as a means of
attaining some social goals that are in many ways subjective and diffi-
cult. of analysis and difficult of monitoring, seems to me to be nearly
impossible.

Senator PoXMIii. Then how do you do it?
Representative COICHAN. I think by manpower training programs

where the Government provides the employer with the additional
money to do the training.

Now, this means that that the businessman must contribute a lot, too.



He is probably better off on balance just on his profit and loss statement
if he does not do any of this, because there are qualified people he can
hire. So, what. is the incentive to get him to do if First of al,tell him,

iour out-of-pocket loss, the dollars you are going to loose by ding this,
the Government, will pay. The Government will make the investment
ill that employee.

In addition to tlhat it is going to take a lot of patience and under-
standing on the part of the employer. I think the National Alliance of
Businessmen isg to go a long way in bringing to the problem that
patience, understanding and motivation on the part of the businessman
himself so that he will take extra trouble. It is not going to cost. him
$3,000 out of his pocket. to trainthis kid for a year because the Govern-
Ient is going to pay him that. But he still is going to pay something
extra on the part, of his supervisors, his other employees. Here is a guy
who probably will have a lousy attendance record; he is not going to
look right, he is not going to sound right. The first time you speak
harshly to him he may not come to work for 3 days. That is not exactly
dollars and cents, but it, is a problem thlit the businessman is goi ngto
have to cope with. I was impressed with NAB out in Los Angeles. They
are just getting started but I think they do understand tllir responsi-
bihty i the field.

I believe we are better off making a direct, appropriation for the out-
of-pocket cost for training so far as the business community is con-
cerned, because it does give you control over tite two points that are
vital: First of all, the individual who is going to receive the benefit,
that is the guy who is getting trained, and sec6ndly, the kindof job that
is worth a, public investment. Does it have continuing usefulness? If
you do it just on the tax incentive basis, you will lose control over those
two points.

Senator PnoxmnlrE. My time is up, Mr. Chairman.
Representative 1BOLLING (presiding). Mr. Curtis?
Representative CURTIS. Mr. Chairman, I think one of the key ques-

tions, if not the key question, that must be asked in going into this
study is-actually there are two question%--does automiation create
more jobs than it destroys? Has cybernetics, which is another term
Used for automation, rendered a portion of our population econom-
ically obsolete?

Now, the reason I say this, basically, is that I think the recommenda-
tions of the economists-what people like myself have been trying to
say for yers-is bottomed on the premise that automation does create
more jobs than it destroys. We actually do have jobs now going
begging, and more jobs available than there are unemployed.

The collateral question, though, is-are these new jobs those requir-
ing higher skills, thus possibly rendering a portion of those who are
unskill-ed or semiskilled obsolete.

There is another school of thinking that lies behind the pressures for
the guaranteed annual wage, the negative income tax, and other in-
come maintenance proposals which. predicate their theory on the as-
sumption that automation actually destroys jobs--eats them up-and
has rendered a certain portion of our population economieally ob-
solete. I think this is something that'we should not, either one of us,
presume but ought to get into the depth of it to determine what are
the facts.



I hope this committee will dig into this but, I am wondering what
the judge et of youtwo gentlemen is on thlis, if you have a judgment,
that is, on whether or not. we actually are moving into an -ra where a
certain portion of our population is rendered economically ob-olete.

Senator, would you like to comment?
Senator HARRIS. I think technological development. has obviously

been a blessing for our society in general. And I think- that even if it
were not, we could not stop it, because it is just going to continlte. One
measure of this is the fact that 75 percent of all the Ph. D. degrees ever
awarded hve been granted since World War II. In my State, to cite
another example, we lost 1,100 jobs in recent years just because of the
automation of elevators, and still'the process goes on.

Representative Cunris. Cottonpicking machines, ditchdigging
machines.

Senator HARMUS. This problem has another important aspect.. On
the weekend before last, my Subcommittee on Government Research,
together with the Fbrd Foundation, cosponsored a national confer-
ence on rural-urban population imbalance. We now know that 70 per-
cent of the people in America live on 1 percent of the land. Somebody
asked what would we have thought, if in the early 1940's, we had been
told in advance that this massive migration to central klties, much of it
caused by changes in technology, was about to occur in America. Well,
the answer that this fellow gave, and it probably was a good one, was
that we most likely wouldn't have done anything because we would
not have believed it. We would not have believed anyone who predicted
the massive kind of change that has come about, in our society, and
especially the changes caused by migration. What we have done in
this country is, rather casually, made people obsolete, by allowing them
to move around without any kind of real infformation about job oppor-
tunities, with no attempt to help them. learn to live in an urban
society. We went on our way, continuing to think of people as living
in fixed locations and their problems as limited to a particular area. If
there were educational needs in Missigsippi, v:hy that seemed to be
Mississippi's problem. But then the people with these problems moved
on up to Senator Javits' country and these problems suddenly became
b.s problems, and ours.

I think thoso are some of the things that we have to understand about
the forces of cli'nge which have been at work upon our society: urban-
ization, technological development, the population explosion, are all
part of it..

Representative Cuwrs. But you would ag that our problem is
hatching the jobs available with the unemployed and that we do not
have to accept the fact that there are people who are just economicallyobsolete and there is nothing we can do about it? I think in addition
to the jobs available we have got to open our eyes a little to the jobs that
need to be available. For example, I think that there is a failure to see
the critical shortage in manpower in the public service fields.

On the other hand, I debated Mr. Robert Theobald, who is one of the
man promoters of the guaranteed annual income, and his basic theory
is that. there are people who have just been rendered economically obso-
lete and this will be aggravated as cybernetics increasingly takes hold.
If that is so, then we ought to be starting from another fundamentally
different base to move at this problem. g disagree with him fundamen-
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tally. But I do say mine is a theory and his is a theory. I think it. is im-J)ortant to determine whose theory is correct and thus decide what
basis we are going t use.

I will sa s, the jobs created by automation are new; they have notitles, no descriptions; they are geographically apart from the sobsle.stroyed. The jobs destroyed are attached to human beings, ani sothey cry out, and we have got to use our brainpower a little more tounderstand where the new jobs are, just as the gentleman is pointing
out.

Would you conmient oni this, Mr. Corman
Representative CORMAN. Ye, thank you, Mr. Curtis. I would be

pleased to.
I celtainly agree that automation creates jobs and does not destroythn.. 'We all know, or at least. our good fiend from Mississippi, Mr.wlhitten, reminds us each year that it used to take 80 percent of the

people to grow our food and now it takes 6 percent, and those 74 per-cent are not unemployed; they are doing something else.The problem, it, seems to me, is that. when we talk about mateclingthe unemployed and the job,, they do not match to start. with. You haveto change that manthfat you retrying to miftch to a new Job. You haveto give him something thAt is salable in the new employment field.If wo need to change our thinkilig in anty way, it seems to me it is inthe claimed lack of virtue of lpblic employment. We have a strongtendency to feel that there is just something t.h lfh is not qUite as goodabout public emloyment as private employment. It does seen to meautomation is relieving a substantial amount of the labor force fromthe need to produce goods, just as it-
Representative CUrs. They shift into service areas.
Representative CoRM"LN. That is right. Now, there are a lot of servicejobs in the pr ivate sector that are important, everybody from the head-wiaiter to the summer cottage prolprletor. On the other hand I do notbelieve that they offer any greater social contribution than the school-teacher or the policeman. And there is not any city in this land wherethere is not. a shortage of all kinds of public employees. In part, it isbecause. of a lack of funds at fie local level, and in part a lack of train-

ing and educat ion.
And so I would ho -e that we could find ways to make the resourcesavailable to expand tlie public service employment field and reach outand get these people who, bypassed because of the technologicalchanges, are more apt to have been bypassed just because of racialdiscrImination and a lack of education, to train them in these fieldsand to make those fields areas of promotion and promise.
Representative CURTIS. Well, I think that we are moving in thisdiretion. It is a question of identification. I would make this obser-vation: This business of matching unemployed with the jobs availableis not a simple one. It really requires an escalation along the ladder ofskills which exist. throughout t ie society. In other words, a man witha good job is the one who has to be retrained to take the new andhigher skill job available, while below him someone on the ladder ofskills trains for his job. This is the way you shunt the unemployed

into the labor force.
Now, I would then move to these two specifics. There are two essen-tial tools, in my judgment-e onomic tools-that are necessary to ac-
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complish this. One is the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. The Man-
power Development and Training Act., passed in 1962, requires that
this be kept up to date. When we passed that act we had the Dictionary
of Occupational Titles of March 1949. After constant pressure from
the Joint Economic Committee afd others, the LTAbor Department
finally came out with its 1965 edition which was obsolete by tie time
it was printed. The dictiontiry shQitld be loose leaf, and When it is
not, we fail to develop and keep sharp this essential tool.

A second point: You noted in your statement, Mr. Corman, that we
are presently spending $2.088 billion on manpower training programs.
The Secretary of Labor, Willard Wirtz, says it is because of a lack of
$2.5 nilli6n tihat his Department. does not. develop jobs available sta-
tistics. Now, if you do not have jobs available statistics-and you can-
not have them really meaningful until you have kept this dictionary up
to date-how in tle name of heaven are we going to do the training
and retraining job that we are talking about. here?

Now, the Subcommittee on Economic Statistics of the Joint Eco-
nomic ConMifttoe, ~tYder AMr. Proxmire's chairmanship, held hearings
about 2 years ago on jobs available statistics. Were we just being foolish
in thinking thft these statistics were so essential to make any manpower
training program effective? Were they infeasible? The witnesses, save
one, all testified these statistics were bothtiecessary and feasible. The
witness who said "No," was Mr. Nat haniel Goldflnger, of the, AF--
010, and to this dfite we do not have jobs available siatistict. I also
want to say, and perhaps I will have an opportunity in further cross-
examination to point. up one glaring omission in the report of the
National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders-namely its fail-
tire to point out. the vested interests of our labor leaders in'tle status
quo of the labor market, and their failure, or their constant under-
cutting of anything that moves toward real improvement of our meth-
ods of training and retraining because success does move men out of
areas of employment, where vested labor union interests exist into areas
which at this time probably are not even organized. But this is a big
area.. It has political overtones, of course; and it has social overtones;
but it also has this basic economic overtone.

My time is tip. This was more a speech on my part than a question,
but you should have an opportunity to respond--whatever the chair-
man would rule on that.

Representative BOLLING. If either of the witnesses wishes to respond,
let him respond.

Senator HARRIS. Mr. Chairman, I am going to have to be excused.
I am sorry, but I have an appointment at 11. I am running late.
I would be willing to come back at some other time if you wish.

Representative 1lomLiNo. We very much appreciate you being here.
We will take advantage of that offer if it becomes necessary. Thank
you.

Senator HARRis. Thank you very much. And I am sorry that I have
to go.,tenator PROXMIRE. I want to join the chairman in congratulating

you on a marvelous job.
Representative BOLLINO. Mr. ]euss?
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Representative REUss. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That was great
testimony from both witnesses. I wanted to cheer, but we have a
rigorous chaitnii~n, and I want-to stay in order.

M r. Corman, you say, and I quote:
We must no longer tolerate job programs which merely make work, or pro-

grams which promise employment nnd then fall to deliver. What we need are
Jobs-Jobs which provide training at work, while paying a living wage.

I think that is a good statement, and I want to put to you a recent
case history on just that, point. The Wall Street Journal, within the
last week or 10 days, carried an interesting story about the General
Electric Ilotpoint plant in one of the suburbs of Chicago. It is a flew,
modern plant. It. makes refrigerators, ranges, other consumer durables
that an affluent society likes to buy. And things were going quite well.
They had combed the surrounding countryside 20 tiles out and had
hired about all the white skilled workers they could.

And then they were confronted with this problem. Their plant was
on the verge of a vast Negro slum with thousands of underemployed
people in it. 'I'ley had no Negro employees, or just a hib'dfill out oftheir total of 3,000 employees. They could have, of course, closed the
plant down, written it of and gone to California, Arizona or ybu
name it., where perhaps they could have found labor. On the other
hand, their cost. accountants told them that this was an expensive way
to proceed, and that maybe they should-try to hire some local labor.
So they did, and in the last 2 years since they have started on this
programm they have hired about 1,500 Negroes.who now make up about
half of the work force at. the General Electric Hotpolnt plfht..

Their operation is now a success in every sense of the word finan-
cial as well as social. However, they had some travail along tie way
in two particulars: the unskilled Negroes that they hired wrecked
a lot of consumer durables, which then hadl to be discarded by the
inspection crews, which, of course, cost, GE sonic money. Secondly,
they had to spend a prodigious amount of executive niid near-execu-
tive man-hours working with these people, praying with them, going
over to their homes and shaking them out of bed so they would come
to work for the late shift, getting u pa high school right on the plant
to tearh the three Ws, and so on. There wvas a turnover among the
1,500 Negroes not all of them made the grade; but. the fact is now
that at, that plant about half of the workers are l)eople who a couple
of years a go were regarded as slum Negroes .who couldn't get a job.
Now, they are making $4 an hour, contributig to the purchasing
power for consumer durables themselves, and it. is a happy story.

Here is my question, I am shortly going to be confre6nted with voting
on a Senate-Iouse conference report which will raise income and
excise taxes about. $12 billion and restrict budgetary expenditures by
$6 billion. The way that tax increase package wvill operate, of course,
is to diminish consumer demand, and one of the things consumers
are demanding are refrigerators and ranges and other consumer dur-
ables, and they will then in the nature of things l)urchnse fewer of
these, and GE llotpoint will have to lay off employees, and the first
em ployees to be laid off would be the most recently hired.

What should I do I How should I vote on that?
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Representative CORUMAN. Well, Mr. Reuss, C comes before R and as
soon as I make ui my mind, I am going to cast a vote and then
you will know whaL it was when it comes your turn. I will have to'tell
you it is a difficult problem because I do not believe the public has
looked at the narrow range of possibilities for us making that $6
billion cut. It is not cutting $6 billion out. of $186 billion as we all
know, but it is cutting it from a much narrower field. Whether the
House and Senate in their wisdom may decide that we do not want
that big a cut is a question we all will have answered later. But it is
a difficult one, and I do not have any answer.

Representative REuss. I guess my question was not so much asking
your advice on specific roll-call, but it is a fact, is it not, that. if we
overkill by either raising taxes too much or ctitti.g expenditures too
much, we turn off consumer demand and thus willi cause employees
at the margin to lose their jobs? And the question I raise is whether
it is wise to engage in such overkill, particularly at a time when we
have done nothing about tax reform, done nothing ab0lt reinvigorat-
ing a wage-price-incomea policy, and the other things which enableus to stay a little closer to the full employment wind than we are
apparently willing to do.

Represtentative Co8tM AN. Yes, sir. The dilemma, it seems to me, how-
ever, is that if in truth we are faced with critical inflttion-and I be-
lieve we are--then the inflation eats up the buying power, and we do
not really accomplish anything by refraining from the tax increase,
because if the price of the toaster goes up, the employee is going to
make fewer of them because we buy fewer. And I guess that is the kind
of judgment we have to make, trying to keep these things in balance.

Representative RE.uss. Well, this is the Joint Economic Committee,
and we have a particular role to play in these analyses. Certaitily what
I have said is not a brief for inflation. Let us stipulate that we want
zero price increases on the average, not 1 percent or 2 percent aid cer-
talinly not 3 or 4 percent. However, does it not seem to you that it
ought to be the goal of economic policy to see if we cannot both keep
those 1,500 former slum Negroes at work in the Chicago Hotpoint
plant and stabilize the Consumer Price Index?

Representative CORMAN. Yes, sir.
Representative REUSS. Is that not the exercise that we ought to be

engaged in?
Representative CoRmMN. Yes, sir; and I am comfortel when I look

at this committee.
Representative RF:uss. And do you see any reason why this-
Representative CuiTs. That is sad comfort
Representative REX.ss. I think we can stipulate that we all share

your confidence. Do you see any reason, Mr. Corman, why that is im-
possible? You do not want us to give up?

Representative CORMAN. No, sir. I do not think so. And I must say
that it seems to me, and I do not mean to, in any way, indicate I have
any expertise in this field, and I must tell you that so far as our Com-
mission is concerned its special endeavors touch lightly on the eco-
nomic impact of some of these things, but it does seem to me that we
need to talk about the priorities more than we have. And this takes
greater self-discipline and Governmebit discipline, and I think we
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must have tiat. I think we cannot anticipate prolonged substantial
defense expenditures and maintain economic stability by drastically
cutting or eliminating domestic programs that meet our needs at home.
I do not mean iniby way to indicate thtt we can or we should dinifiigh
our defense spenduiig. It is my own view that we must not pit our
problems at home against our problems overseas. I think we have the
calftcity to meet both of them, and we should not pit them against
each other, but rather, put our own skills and resources toward solu-
tions of both.

Representative REuss. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Representative BOLILINo. Senator Javits?
Senator JAVITS. Mr. Cornian, first., I would like to join my colleaguein thanking you for your testimony. I happen to feel strongly aboit

tax incentives for two reasons. 0ie, the Commision, which was
unanimous, recommended tax credits, and second, you are simply
not going to get American business to do what we all want done unless
you give them tax credits or at least an option between tax credits
and a reimbursement for difference between the worker's produdtiVtl
and the wages paid. So that this troubles me very much. Although
appreciate that. you have made some good points about the IRS
monitoring, it is a fact tha to get jobs in the private sector you have
to give the option.

Asyou ktaow, I am the author of one of the two manpower bills we are
considering over here, and titAt, does give such ai option. Now, the
big demand of business is exactly along that line, and I have one
question for which I would like you to answer, if you would be
kind enough to do so, and-that is: Do you think that if we got the
l)epartment of Labor to certify employees who were eligible for tax
credit, that that. might help with your feeling that the IRS is in no
position to monitor this?

Representative CoR.%t AN. It would be a step in the right direction
if we were going to undertake it at all; yes, Sir.

SenatorvJAVITs. That would be somewhat, helpful?
Representative Co. Rt,MN. It seems to me that the great dilennma is

twofold: It is being sure that the job is the kind that is worth the
public investment, and being sure that the individual who is getting
the job is the k;,d you want to make the public investment iii.

And if I may just very briefly point out so far as the unanimity of
the report. is concerned, we did finally use a phrase that not each of
us agreed on all the recommendations. That book is a little bit
analogous to the Bible in that. there is something in there for everyone.
And that was not. a close vote when we put in the tax credits. I was
on the very sluall end of the vote. I cited it in my remarks because
that view is not original with me. It is shared by, among other people,
I believe, the chairman of the Ways and Means Committee in the
House who has even more influence on tax laws in this land than I do.

Senator JAvTs. The other thing, Mr. Corn , I wanted to ask you
was this. We feel on the Republican side, and its is indicated in our
report on the President's Economic Report of 1968, that there is a
necessity for great stimulation of small business in the slums and
ghettos of America, and that there are great opporttimities in respect
of small business; small business, for example, which would under-



take different types of local service, painting, repairing, plumbing,
et cetera, and fit also into larger programs like housing. One of the
amendments I have to the housing bill calls for that.

Now, would you agree that small business development would be
a major aspect of the reltablitAt.6wof the slum and ghettos?

Representative COR ,AN. Yes, sir.
Senator JAvITs. That, too would be a useful outlay of funds?
Representative CORMA AN. ies, sir; I would agree. And I would hasten

to point out that those things which improve the quality of life in the
ghetto must not be an end goal, but rather a temporary measure. It
seems to me that the only ultthfiate answer is to eliminate racial ghetto-
ism in our cities. But I certainly agree there are a great, many people
who were born inthe ghetto who are going to die there and we can-
not just say, well, we will get. around in a generation or two to elimina-
ing that ghetto and so you live there in deprivation while we wait.. I
do agree, and it. seems to me that the possibility of entrepreneur-hil)
among ghettoresidents is a very prosingtlhing. I doubt that any of
us fully expectt the quality of leadership among ghetto residents. We
get lost with that color, anl kind of evaluate them all'the same.

Senator JAvITS. WVell, you are very kind to say that, and that is very
perceptive. I am from a slum myself, and so I think I speak with a
certain feeling, not that I have any Mtiiusual expertise. You know as
much about it as I do I ani sure. I have a certain feeling about it. that
so .much talent, quality, and spirit among these people is lost-for
many reasons, sometimes health, soinetines fAmlly surrounding, some-
times sheer lack of knowledge on the part of the individual that pos-
sesses it. It. is i,ot juxtaposed to anything that makes it recognizable,
and is never brought out. And that is really one of the big things we
are trying to do. Ghetto leaders who can be developed by small busi-
ness, to me, are one of the most critical things which we lack. I have
little doubt you agree with that.

Representative ConMA . Yes, sir; I do.
Senator JwiTs. Now, tile other thing I ould like to ask you is this.

We have developed oil the Republican side some very usefill techniques
which we don't speak of in any prideful sense but just as useful tech-
niques, and I would like to have any comment you may choose to make
upon them. They are the following: One is,.and I have already men-
tioned it, the use of local service companies in various fields. Another
is the idea of an economic opportunity corporation, or call it. what you
will, which is also a recommendation of the Commission, to coordinate
the efforts of American business. It really would be the next step
beyond the National Alliance of Businemssen. I have to agree with you
thoroughly about Henry Ford's job.

Another is an effort to supply capital for these kinds of activities
in amounts big enough to break out of the limits of the Small Busi-
ness Administration, and for that purpose we have developed a do-
niestic Development Bank, funded at. $2 billion and patterned on the
World Bank.

And the fourth idea is to try to gain i more coordinted effort at. the
local level. We are appalled in the Labor and Public Welfare Com-
mittee, where I am the ranking member, by the fact. that. for example,
in one city there are 38 manpower tmining programs. So many of us



are interested in the idea of what we call a prime sponsor, a systems
manager in t given metropolitan arer through whom at least all these
things can be tied together. Now, any comment you have I would
greatly appreciate.

Representative CowMN. Yes, sir; thank you very much. I certainly
agree that we need to address ourselves to the capital needs of the en-
trieprleneur in the ghetto area because obviously the capital is not there
or they would note where they are. I think it is going to take'the com-
bilNed effort of the public investor willing to run a little morerisk than
he would if he puts his money in A.T. & T. stock, to get him to put. his
money there. Perhaps some Government guarantees are going to be
warranted, and I thihk some Government paftiipation in programs
similar to Small Business Administration now for other sniall business
areas. I think we are probably going to have to get away from our
plflosophy in the small business loans that we-are not going to tolerate
losses. I (1o not say that critical of SBA at all, because they always lend
all the money we let them lend, and thgy always lend it to peol;lO who
cannot borrow it from the bank and they lve a very low loss ratio.

Now, you cannot fault them. That is success.
I think what. we need to do is to give them more money, to earmark

where it is to go, and to a ticipate that we are going to have to stiffer
a larger degree of loss if we are going to meet ghetto needs. But I
tlhiik iln the long rAtn loans arebetter than straightgrants.

The coordination of these programs is the most. frustrating of all
I think for any legislator because in many way we are the ones who
get the questions from the people at the end of the line. And it is a
tiling that I have. difficulty uin'derstanding. We do such great things
in systems, in physical things, the space program, this kind of
thing--

Senator J.%vITs. The military programs.
Representative CORMAN (continuing). But we need to apply this

to our social problems, and yet it is more difficult because socialprob-
lems do not lend themselves as easily to control as do physical prob-
lems, and yet who would have thought a decade ago we would have
solved the systems problems we have in other fields. It is certainly
worthy of vigorous support.

Senator JAvrrs. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative BOaLANo. Mrs. Griffiths?
Rel)resentativo GntFITHS. Thank you. I must say I enjoyed your

statement, too, Mr. Corman, and I would like to return to the tax
conference report, not, to that part which levies the cuts, but to that
part which limits the number of Federal employees. Would it not,-
even that. part. of the tax conference report--seriously injure any
chances we have of alleviating unemployment among the poor Negroes I

Representative ConM.,N. Yes. I must confess my lack of knowledge
of the details of where these cuts are to come.

Representative GRFFITHS. While everybody else goes forward, we
are going back to 1960 onl Federal employees in the tax conference
report. At. least, that is the information I have been given.

Secondly, I would like to point out. another feature that I think
would have a disastrous effect. The Treasury has recently announced
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that they would hereafter not permit the issuance of tax-free bonds to
put industry ii a city. The tax conference report, limits this so that
if you are going to issue a million dollars worth of tax-free bonds,
you may do that.Now, the effect of that would be that you could issue a million dollars
worth of tax-free bonds in thousands of little all-white towns in
America, and true, you could give some all-white people employment,
and there is not, anything inl the Federal Government that would say
they have to iut the industry where you give both white and colored
employment. We have a little bill on t fliefoor this afternoon where one
of the cuts is being made; we are going to cut the request of the Equal
Employment OpportMilty Commission by half, from $13 million to
$7 million. So tht nll of these things put together really go against
your requests thal; we, try toemnploy people, do they not?

Representative Co .B Yes; they do. First of all, as to the attempts
to cut Federal en.ployee3-*.. td that is always a popular thing to talk
about. But if you look at, ]lhe utility of the employee from the point
of view of the society, vori probably you need many more than you
Aeed an extra waiter someplace and an extra man on the assembly line.

I am very much opposed to the" theory of tax-free bonds for indus-
I rial development. But you really have touched on the heart of the
problem when-you attempt, to solve social problems particulftrly racial
problems, with gimmicks of tax incentives. And tiat is that you lose
control over accomplishing your utltifiate objective. If in trutth you are
iiising tax-free bonds to create employnint where it is needed worse,
i. iore might be some justificatiol, though, I doubt it. It will be used
wherever businessmen anticipate that th y can get the highest-quali-
fied labor at the least cost and escape thoir just share of taxes. And it
is not a battle between that taxpayer and the Government; it. is a
battle among the taxpayers. Are we going to heap additional taxes
on other people in the private sector by relieving this man of his just
share?

Representative GRIFFITIIS. Well, I would like to say if both you and
Mr. Reuss care to follow my lead I am going to vote against the tax
conference report., because I thin this is exactly what the tax con-
ference intends to do. I think the cuts are unfair, and I think the other
thing they have added to it make all of these problems more difficult
to solve. Therefore, I think it is very unfair.

In addition to that, may I point out that at the present time, for
instance, the investment credit is really making this problem greater,
too; is it not? It is a little tax-free gimmick to upgrade the quality
of skill that you need, to place machines in place of men.

Representative CORIA N. That is correct.
Representative GRIFFrrits. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Representative BOLLINO. Mr. Rumsfeld?
Representative RumSFELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Corman, could you define racism " for us in sense that it is

meant in this whole discussion?
Representative CORMA. Yes, I would be glad to do my best. And

this isn't the first time I have had the question asked. We had much
discussion in the Commission when that phrase was first proposed.
I was apprehensive about it, because the word means what the listener
thinks it means, not what the speaker thinks it means.



And I was apprehensive, because I do not believe that America
suffers from the same kind of white racism that we think of in
Rhodesia or South Africa where we have this absolute separatism and
it conscious, active feeling of superiority over Negroes. Rather, our
white racism is evidenced in our institutions, and tis is true through-
out our society in every part of this land.

It is harsh. It is easier to see in some parts of our country than
others. But. an example which I think is the least justifiable of all
is in my own Protestaint denomination where we have one whole orga-
nization of Methodism for Negroes and another for almost all whites.

That's the kind of institutionalism that reflects white racism that
we have tolerated in this coiftry, we have been plagued with by our
history.

Representative Ru~mvFsru). Well, what does it mean ? Does it mean a
distaste, or does it mean a lack of understanding or a fear based on
ignorance or on something else? Is there any way you can more pre.
cisely tell us what word means in the sense that the Kerner Commis-
sion report talks about it and which we have talked about it?

Representative CORMAN. Well, I suppose what. the report is trying to
say is that we just have different rules for people, based on color
alone.

RepresentAtive RuMsm . For whatever reason.
Representative CORMAN. That's right. And those rules show up in a

great n~iber of ways.
For instance I visited Mississippi in 1963, and I discovered Negroes

were not permitted to drive garbage trucks. They could ride on the
back and dump the garbage, but under the mores of 1963 in Jackson,
Miss., they weren't quified to drive the truck.

Now, in Los Angeles I am led to believe-if we look at our institu-
tions out there--that only Negroes are qualified to drive garbage
trucks. Both of those are examples of white institutions.

Representative Ruats w. So you would say that racism in the sense
that this report uses the word means a conscious difference of treat-
ment, based on color alone?

Representative CORMAN. That is correct. And I think that white
racism, to the degree it. is a sin of each of us, is not so much in
having created the institutions but, rather in tolerating them ai,:i per-
petuating them. It is the way we have always done it, and we kind
of like to kee) it this way, because we are a little bit fearful and,
apprehensive about what might happen if we changed.

Now, we can all support great and vast change in other pails of
the country to bring standards up to where we think we are, but
when we look within ourselves, wit hin our own neighborhoods, within
our own ranks of employment and our own schools, and we start
thinking about, ]how do we dismantle this institution of racial segre-
gation, it gets to be very difficult.

Representative RUMSFELD. Did you have any discussion or debate
over what the word "ghetto" meant?

Representative CORMAN. Yes. And I think we probably meant by
that the area where people are relegated to live because of their color.

Representative Rumskm. Not the dictionary meaning?
Representative COrMA-.. No. Ghettoism, of course, was originally

used for places Jews were supposed to live. But I think if you walk
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into any major city ini this land and asked where does the Negro live.
almost anybody could tell you; it is almost that definable every place.
And that's what we were talking about.

Representative RU-SFEIID. Has there, to your knowledge, been any
comprehensive look at this report by the Congress since March 2, when
the report was issued? I don't know of any.

Representative ConmN. No, sir. This is the first time any of us as
members have been invited to testify.

Representative RUiSFED. This is the first time you have been in-
vited before a comntYittee'of the Congress to discuss this?

Representative COrMAN. Yes.
Representative RUMSFELD. It has been nearly 3 months, 90 days,

since your report was issued about what certainly is the single most
important problem that our country is facing today. It concerns me,
and it seems to me that the Congres has an obligation here. I par-
ticularly want to commend Chairman Proxmire and Chairman Boiling
for at least beginning some review of the very impontant material
that's in this report. I have studied it. I sense that in your recoin-
inendations there are some measures that, with a miinIMn, of dis-
cussion, a miniftum of debate, and a near unanimity, the Congress
could undertake very quickly at mininiun cost.

Is that your recollection of the recomnmendations-that there are
some areas we could be moving on?

Representative COrMAN. Yes, sir. As a matter of fact we, as you
well know, moved on one of them, and that was the open housing
law.

Representative RUMSFELD. That is correct.
Representative COrMAN. I think that open housing provision will

have great, impact not on just the number of people who may move
into another neighborhood but, rather, an indication that we as a
nation are beginning to dismantle some of those institutions of
discrimination.

Representative RUBISFELD. Well, are there not also a number of
proposals and recommendations-it is my recollection there are-on
which action could be very easily taken, without any statutory changes,
by the executive branch of the Federal Government ?

Representative CORMAN. Yes, sir; I believe there are some sugges-
tions and I am not knowledgeable enough to know in what. direction
they have moved or how quickly or what the incentives may be.

Representative RUMSFELD. Nell, I certainly have neither'heard or
read of any study by the executive branch, or of any action on the
recommendations where action could be taken without statutory
change, just. as I have not heard of any corn prehensive effort l)y the
Congress to study what measures could be taken with a minimum of
debate and discussion. And it seems to me that this is most unfortunate.

Representative CORMAN. If I might respond to just one that. I do
know a little bit about-and I am sure you will get. better testimony
from the Department-but the Employment. Service has, completely
failed to serve the people that we were talking about, and the concen-
trated employment, program may be a step in the right direction. I
don't say that we motivated t heml to act., but if they act, I think it will
be in th interest of the people we were concerned with.
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Representative RUSFELD. Mr. Corman, I was interested in your
statement. As Senator Javits, I found myself in disagreemeht;'at least
initial disagreement, with some of your comments included in our
statement. You say that you don't believe the tax incentive wouid be
sufficient motivation for employers to undertake programs of job
training.

Where in the report, is the background aid documentation located
that leads you, a member of the Commission, to come up with that
conclusions to tivation? Were there surveys of the

Representative CoRMAN. No, sir.
Representative RUMSFELD. Employers as to what,-
Representative COntAN. That's not my conclusion as a result of my

being a member of this Commission, because, as you know, the Com-
mission did recommend it.. As a result of the proposed recommenda-
tion, I tried to do some studying as to what the specific incentive pro-
grams were and how they might work, and what some of the problems
were. My study led me to oppose it. in the Commission. And I don'tmean to indicate in any way that, the Commission supports my views
on tax incentives or my opposition to them. The Commission as a whole
recommended that they be used.

My apprehension is this: First of all, I think there is no difference
so far as dollars in the Federal Treasury is concerned between a tax
credit or an appropriation. But if you do it by the device of the tax
credit, then you lose control over two points: The beneficiary, the
employee, and the kind -of job he gets. I had some discussion with the
members of the Ways and Means Committee staff and of the commit-
tee people I respect, and they seemed to corroborate this initial appre-
hension I had.

It is true that you can write in as many limitations on a tax credit
system as you can write in on an appropriations system, but by the
time you do all of that, then you have had to create more administra-
tion than you would have if you administered the programs under the
Labor Department or HEW or the normal educational institutions.

Representative RUMSFELD. My time is up. I would just like to point
out. that you say you don't believe private enterprise could be asked
to assume the sole burden. I don't know anyone who is suggesting
that, private enterprise should accept the sole burden. The ones asking
about this are asking that they work in tandem.

I would also comment on the beginning of the first paragraph where
you say that, business would take the most easily trained and leave
behind' those who lack basic education. Even that would, in fact, on
the ladder principle that Congressman Curtis mentioned, relieve the
other programs to deal with the more difficult problems, I would
hope, if you have any information that I don't have on why you
conclude that this would be maximum cost and minimum return,
that you would submit it to the committee. I am most interested in
this, and I come to exactly the opposite conclusion. And I am a little
surprised to see that a person who served on the Commission who
understands the seriousness of the problem, the monstrosity which
we have created in these 400 programs, and the confusion and the
cross-purpose at which some of them seem to be working, by the
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committee's own testimony, would not be willing to say: "Well, at least
let's try this. I think it is worth a try."

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BoL~ixo. Do you have any comment on that?
Mr. CORMAN. No, sir.
Mr. BOLLIxO. Mr. Moorhead?
Mr. MOORHEAD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to join with the gentleman from Illinois in commend-

ing both the chairman of the full committee and the chairman of
our Urban Affairs Suibicofiittee for these hearings. I don't believe
there is any other committee, and certaitnly no subcommittee in the
Congress that could review all of the matters brblight up by this
Commission's report. The recommendations go into the fields of many,
many committees of the Congress, and this is the only one comiffittee
that can review the whole Commission report.. I think that this is a
very necessary job, and I commtnend our eliirmnan for holding these
hearings.

I would also like to commend the gentleman from California,
Representative Corman, for service on the Commission and for his
testimony today.

Concerning tax incentives, for job hiring, isn't it true that a great
deal of your recommendations have to do with public service hiring
by either local- communities, cities, counties, and the like, or chari-
table public service organizations, and therefore a tax incentive
couldn't work at all in that area-isn't that correct?

Representative CORMAN. Yes, sir. I believe about half or maybe a
little more than half of the total-number of jobs recommended were
in the public service sector, and that kind of incentive would not
be applicable there.

Representative MOORITEAD. Would you feel differently about a tax
incentive, or some other assistance, for example, having private enter-
prise locate companies in or near ghetto areas?

Representative COWMAN. I am reluctant. That is, of course, another
recommendation of the Commission, and I want to hasten to add that
I was in the iiority on that vote, too.

I have two problems with the tax incentive for locating industry
in ghetto areas. Again, as I say, a tax credit is a public elxpenditure,
so far as all the other taxpayers are concerned. The effort to bring
industry back to the ghetto seems to me in th.- long run to, perpetate
the condition which we are trying to eliminate, and so I have grave
misgivings. If fhe effort is fairly short-ranged anfd involves little
investment, then the tax incentive isn't going to be much of an
incentive. The tetti~h'akig operation in Watts, for instance, is a proj-
ect that is not anticipated to have any long life.

But to think of attempting to bringiilustry back into the central
cities, it seems to me, just from the point of simple playing, is a bad
thing to do.

But beyond that., to say to Negroes in America all right) stay where
you are; you are really where we want you to be; we will send you
some job , just seems to me to be a step backward, and a bad one.

Representative MooRnErAD. The testimony has indicated thAt we have
great. fragmentation of our various training programs.
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Did the Commission have any idea of ]low to unify these, or how
-to bring order out of chaosI Should there be in any particular locality,
an individual, or a team, that is aware of the opportiltities and can
advise, and counsel people, or is the wa of the future to try to lytit ll
of them, for exaMiple, into the Labor Department?

Representative CORMAN. I don't recall that we made any recom-
mendation in that field, but we wer3 11 diverse people who met to-
gether for 7 months. I think we did a fairly adequate job of saying
what happened and why it happened. The portion that we said what
ought to be done about it, particularly when you get into specifics, we
devoted less time too. We had little talent, little staff available for
that purpose.

It was my own feeling at the time that it pretty much had to be
left to the committees of the Conkgress, much more knowledgeable in
the field. But we did feel, and I feel so strongly, that. the frustration
of the individfali'who is the poteitialbeneficiary, is increased by the
fragmentation of these programs, and there needs to be better
administration.

On the other hand, in fairness to those who are attetAlth i to ad-
minister the programs, we ou-ght: to be are- of the-fact that they are
trying to do something they haven't done before. Our conventional
cumticinal, system has evolved over a century and a half; we are
trying to create now in a real sense an educntiotAl system for the
people who got bypassed by that one. They are tough, people to reah.
They are tough tenthoin. And of all the things we try, some are going
to fail. So we ought not to surrender at this point.

It seems to me what we badly need todo is to bringth6 best admin-
istrative talent in this Nationto the Federal departments to evali ite,
at this point. what has worked and wlt has ftAiled, and then let us
adequately finance what has worked.

Representative MOORHEAD. I think that is a very good point.
I think one of the things-I know-they are doing in my district

is moving some of the Federal offices into the slum areas, like the
Social Security Office. We are trying to push them to get the Unem-
ployment Services into the slum areas where the people will come to
them. Many of the hard-core, hard-to-reach people won't go down-
town. I think we have got to go out into the slum areas.

Mr. Corman, we had some discussion about the tax bill that is
pending.

If we fail to get a tax bill, and if some of the economist are right,
that the bubble might burst, wouldfi't we lose many more jobs if that
analysis was correct than we would lose by imposing the-tax increase
and maybe cutting back on some of the jobs that Congressman Reuss
talked about?

Representative CORAAN. I think the apprehension is a reasonable
one, and I share it with you, sir.

Representative MOORHEAD. One further comment: I believe in your
conversations with Mr. Rumsfeld, that you talked about racism as
being conscious, different treatment of the races. It seems to me that
we are improving in America, that there used to be a great deal of
consciously different racial treatment, but now we are facing more
subconsciously racial different treatment, and we ought to be telling
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the people to beware of this. They may have all good intentions, but
they subconsciously go to the same institutions, the two branches of
the cfureh you mentl'ned, with6ut realizing that they are doing this.

Representative CORMAN. Yes, sir. If someone walked into my church
today and proposed we set up such an organization, we would oppose
it, but we have tolerated it now for nearly two centuries of Methodism
and we don't see much wrong with it: That's the problem, how do you
become conscious of it and then once you are, how do you really bring
about change?

Representative MO61OHEAD. Another development that should be
mentioned, we have a very fair Federal Civil Service System. We
give the exact same examination to two different boys, but one was
brought up in a slum area, in an overcrowded school with the worst
teachers, affd the other boy was educated, brought up in a family that
had been educated, went to the best suburban schools, and we say take
this exanbftiAtiin ad may the best man win.

How can we solve that problem?
Representative CORMAN !I suppose in part by compensatory educa-

tion and in part by realistic looks at civil service examinations. Do
we in'truth evautte a p6te*l employee by the kind of examination
we are giving, or do we merely give an edge to, one who lnny have
a particular kind of backgrotlil,- a: patieblar kind of education, but
maybe not the fundamental characteristics that. are desirable for the
job.

Representative MOORHlEAD. Again, this would be what I call sub-
conscious racially different treatment which is our next step to over-
come.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative BOLLINO. Before going on with calling on the mem-

bers to contiile the questioning, I have a housekeeping matter that
I would like to take care of.

The committee had the Natinl"TCommission on Urban Problems,
chaired by our former distinguished Joint Economic Commiittee chair-
man, Senator Douglas, make available to us a study it made on the
impact of the property tax, its economic implications for urban prob-
lems, and that report, in committee print, form is available at each
melbelr's place,' for use in connection with'these hearings.1

Then I would like to niA6ke a very brief comment on another matter.
There has been considerable discussion of tax incentives, and I think
that the point has not. been made absolutely clear, although it has been
inplied, that every tax favoritism, be it an incentive for sociAl purpose
or be it more disguised or be it not disguised but. clear loophole bene-
fiting a certain group or class or even individtAl, is really very little
different from a direct, al.)propriation.

I think one of the things that should be taken into account is the
proposal made, as I understaffd it, nottoo long ago by the Assistant
Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Matters, Mr. Surrey, that all such
tax treatments tax favoritisms, tax incentives-1I don t. know all'the
words-be made very clear in terms of their dollar cost and put, in a

'"Implication of the Property 'ax: Ita Economic Implicatlons for Urban Problems,"
Joint Economic Committee print. May 1008. Available front Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.: 20 cents.
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category that would make it clear thlat they are in thenature of some-
thing 'ery similar to an appropriati6n.

'hat, I think, might remove some of the, not the disadvantages that
t le gentleman from Califoria has spoken about but the disadvantage
tit a great many people, not only in the less informed public, but
among the more informed public, seem to think that tax incentives
don't cost anything. I think it is very important to ii'ke just as clear as
%ye possibly can that a tax incentive or a tax loophole is just as expen-
sive as an appropriation.
Te other argunmments bf ti gentleman from California, Mr. Corman,

I happen to agree with. I don't thltikAhat a tax Incentive is as effective
as a. direct approprration, but there is an awfll"iot of -impolitely put
"baloney" abroad in the land about the difference in the cost of a tax
incentiveas opposed to an appropriation.

Now, the Chair will call on the chaimtian of the full committee,
Senator Proxmire.

Senator PaoxxtiFi. I would like to ask about two or three areas
here.

It, is very interesting to me that inthis whole discussion we have had
this m-orfilg of unemployment and lard-core -unemployed, and so
forth, to' the be.t of my knowledge-and I checked with the chairman
when I got back front the floor-nobody has suggested that we have
to do something tocreate a greater employment opportunity by ration-
ing the jobs tht are available.

We have often had an effort inthe past by many people to have per.
sons retire earlier on social security, retire at 60, have hours shorter,
longer vacations in fact. This has been much of the'thf ust of the la-
bor movement. And'they have succeeded to a great. extent in short-
ening hours, you know. There's been a steady historical effort., and
maybe we ought to have something g in "the record -n°'that because
our perspective is inclined to be lim cited to the immediate present. At
the present we have an abundance of jobs not for minority groups,
unfortunately, and not for those who are dropouts but for most people
and, in fact, an overabundance.

What's your view of this ii fterlns of a long-range outlook?
Representative COWMAN. Senator, I feel very strongly that that is

an important area for us to move into, atnd for a great number of
reasons: A part of it, the impact. on- labor, the impact on education.
And this we did discuss at great length.

We are dealing with a lt of young kids who are out misbehaving
themselves, and what do you do 'with, theie? You know, the 13, 14, 12-
year-old kids? And the immediate reaction was, well, you know, by
golly, child labor laws caused all thAt. Let's get them back in jobs.

Well, that's not, the answer at all. It seems to me that we ought to
anticipate more than 12 years of compulsory education in this coun-
try in the immediate future. We do not need those people on the 1ib6r
market. They are not ready for the labor market at high school grad-
uation in most distances. They ought to have the personal enrichineht
plus the skill that is given to'them by higher than 12 years of educa-
tion, not necessarily a university education, although I think the
university is not availfible to a great number of young people who have
the capacity for it. And obviously, if we need fewer man-hours in
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industrial jobs, then people can get out of tile labor market earlier
I hall they used to. Our product ivity is very high. duringg the years that
man works he does produce much, muchnoidre tlhutn he used to. We,
have mechanisms for delaying a part of his share until after retire-
mont. age. And that. woull be my own view, that years of employment
ought to be reduced. It. has been a relatively short, time that we ever
anticipated thAt we pull a person off the lal;or market auid see that. he
didn't have to go to the poor farm. And I think that is a step in the
right direct ion.

I think adequate minimum wages is extremely imj)ortant. We all
hear the argument, if you raise t1e minimuml wage, then you aregoing
to eliminate some of the jobs.

The fact of the matter is it probably doesn't, eliminate them, aml
you pti -eater purclasing power in thie hanltds of the people who do
work s6tht aibri t ti1mIlfttes the economy.

I think it is iportant that, particulnrly in the case of the yoi1mg,
before they get in the labor market, we provide adequate education
for them and to alitiMiate that:we will conthiueto'rnise that age when
they ant ici" ate eating into tiflabor market.

Senator PnoxMIRE. At. any rate, there are two ways in which we
call meet, the problem of being sure that. Atiericans who want to work
can work. One way is what, you have concentrated I think properly on,
and that is, providifig more jobs in the areas where we need work to be
done.

Another way is by giving people an opportulilty for more, leisure
so that, there are more people who are not working can get, the jobs
that we now have.

Now, I would like to ask about another area.
It is interesting to me that there has been the assumption here

because we lpassed-perhaps this is the reason-because we passed
the 1964 Civil Rights Act outlawing discrimiinati1n in employment,
there's not much we can d aboit. discimintttn.

I haven't heard mttoh. discussion here about discrimination in em-
S)loyment. It, was referred to a little. Both you and Mr. Harris had

autIftl statements about the sickness that racism represents but. I
think the statistics are overwhelifflng. We passed that law 4 years ago,
and there is still discriimti.n16 in employment and very serious dif-
ficulies and an enormous am6mit f unemployment, especially pri-
vate employment, and even State and local employniit.

I am wondering if there is anythingthe Commission felt, or that. you
feel, that we can dln addition" tb'Mvercome this?

I notice you have set up a corporation, or you suggest the setting
up) of a corporation to provide an opportunity for those who (ton t
have jobs, the hard-core uifihiployed, to get jobs in various ways in
private industry, but I wonder it this corpontion also shouldn't, or
some other body shouldn't he set up to work specifically and fllfitme
on overcoming discriilnfftionin private employment which we know
still exists on a bi scale, ill spite of the law.

Representative oIUtAN. Yes, sir; as I recall, we reconunenided giv-
ing cease and des;ist powers to the Fair imploymient 1Praetices C om-
mission, although I think that would be a step in the. right (ireetion,
I wouldn't say that then we are at the end of the line. It is just a
better mechanism for trying to do what we can-



Senator PROXMIRE. How about a lot more pliblioity on this? For in-
stance, I go into Milwaukee, I shake hands at the plant gates through-
out. the area, and I find similar plants where 20 percent, of their em-
p)loyment may be Negroes.

In other )lants there's not a black face, not one, not. one; 3,000 or
4,000 or 5,000 people employed. There's no Negro.

Now, this is trite of a number of plants. We know there's that
discriIIination, and somehow I think that the publicity would lielp
greatly. There's sor P way that this kind of fact could be bright
to pu bli attention.

Representative COWtMAN. Yes, sir; when we think of the Government
aisa l)t hiIelser, we have a lot of pretty good meliatifns to try to
bring about fairness in employment, but. that doesn't meet all of the
probl em at all.

Senator PROXMIRE. IVo haven't usedA that very rigorously , either.
Rel)resentative ColMAmN. We have used it. very modestly it seems to

me, and we ought to (!o b tterthan we are doing. An awhfl lot of it.,
so far as tie business comnffilty, I think, is concerned, is what they
think their customer wants. I have-a lot of peol)Ie ask me, for example,
"Whatt can I as a Ihousewife In+ Van Nuys do?" And |e of tht.h ilgs
I have always suggested is wherever you trade, look and see whether
or not they follow a, fair employment practice. And if they do not.,
suggest that unless they (10, you nmy clange your place of doing
Iisliness. I thhflIctht. would (1o wonders, at. thelocal level, the retail
markets. In industry anl construtiOn thero are sometimes union
1)roblems.

On the other ha, you frequently Iatve labor tlions which are a
source of supporlt for doing away witl job discriiliniation.

We sugge sted the news media-and this is a: little bit, longer rnge
allroaclh, but the television, tle, news meditt itself, ought. to moroade-
(juately reflect what Anmi leia is. Tei years ago you would have, been
slacked to see somebody try to se.ll you toot last by showing a
Colored youngster brlshi6ig h1er teelh, but we aree eginliig to do that
kind of thing now. We are leginlihig in the news media to reflect
Almerica as it. really is.

Senator PRoxArmiF. I think we are working on its gradually now.
I am Just talking about a rifle-shot approach in this area.
A\rd tlen one 6t her l)rol)leni in connection with this. We just passd,

as you knoxv, the opei Olusing bill as a tter of nIational I)Olicy. We
hope it. is going to be effective. And I think that. this can have
great-very great-economic significance. And I say that because all
the Stat-istics show that. rapid as the l)opilation movement to the sub-
urbs has been, it, has beei surpass('d by the MnoveInent of j(Ybs to the
Sl)iiIhs. The jobs are not in'the central city any more.

If tie Negroes are going to have a real economic opportufnity, they
olght to have an ll opporiiityv to live in the suburbs, to move to the
sulmt'l)s, that mobility ouight.'to-lbeimn-vd. There ought to be some
wray of imfluencingthis and of helping thenm get. in the place where.
tll action is, where tie jobs are. And I think this would help over.conec thte hard-core sit uat ion.

I think it. is a goodl argument, in adtliiom to the very good argu-
ments you have adduced, of being very careful about any program
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trying to move industry into tile ghetto. We don't want. ghettos in
America. We don't want ghettos even if they are gilded. We want peo-
ple to be able to move freely, and I certainly, speaking only for myself,
don't want to see people segregated as black or white, econmiically,
or any other way. And it. seems that anything we can do to encourage
that kind of movement ought to be good public policy.

Representative COR AN. Yes, sir; I agree. And it. seems to me that
if we give careful tholight to what kind of housing programs we are
going to give public funds to, for instance, rent supplement programs,
if they make it possible for Negroes to move into existing structures,
we will make it possible for a great, number of Neg'oes to move into
suburban areas; where as if we, rely on the trtitiudlt6! pilblic housing,
which is usually in fie ghetto area anyway, you just perpett ,ifte the
problem .

Senator PROXMIRE. The clair*f&Itnhtts-allowed me 2 minutes of his
time because my time was up, to ask just, one inore question. That
question refers to s6inothihg that. we have discussed earlier and that
is the problem of-I would like to sharpen the question a little bit-
the problem of what. happens when ymftry to provide a lbllltm jobs
in the public sector, what. happens to tho d'ig-ity of the job and what
happens in view of tile fact. that so often make-work public works
programs have had all indigility about them, an unfortuffite reflec-
tion on those who work in the public sector. And especially in view
of the fact that Senator Harris and you both have indie'itel that-
maybe we can olp)m up some of these public jobs in education, sani-tation, and healt, make them simpler, in doing thatI wonder if you

don't, perhaps destroy some of the dignity and so forth that we recog-
nize is so important if you are really goiflg to nmkethliiq kind bf it pro-
gram effective.

Representative CORMAN. Sir; I would agree that caire must, be taken
to see that that isn't the end result. But one of the real impressive
people on our Commission was Herb Jenkins, the police chief from
Atlanta. First. of all, Atlanta integrtated its pollee force long before
most, other cities in this land did, and so he is sort of an innovative
guy. And he has been using what lie calls conmii ty service officers.

These are generally young people who couldn't, )ossibly pass an
exam to be a policeman, but they are given a job at slightly lower pay,
and they fire interns for policemen, and they are very, very usefUl.
And in a matter of a couple of years, if they buckle down, get some
outside education and learn something about being a polieemtan, then
they will become better policeiiin thantthe average recruit that they
pull in off the street, or out of the high school or college-that kind
of upward mobility of the public service job gives some feeling of
satisfaction.

Now, that is quite a different thbig from raking leaves in the park.
Tile parks need to be kept clean, too, and I don't mean to say they
shouldn't rake them. There are. lots of different kinds of jobs.

For instance, in my own comnunity which, as I say, is a very
affluent part of this country, there isno supervised recreation for young
people in the summertime inour public schools.

We have, I am sure hundreds of millions of dollars worth of real
property setting out there with a, big chMn link fence around it all
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recreation directors there to see that youngsters, particularly ghetto
youngsters, have some kind of supervised recreation in the summer-
time. Those are the kinds of jobs which, I think are services that do
have dignity, do need to be performed and aren't performed, primarily
because of the lack of resources at the local level.

Senator PnoxmnE. Thank you very iuch.
Thank you, Mr. Chairthan.
Representative BOLLINO. Mr. Curtis?
Representative CuRTis. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to again conmrnnd Mr. Corman for what I think are splendid

responses. I disagree with many of your conclusions, but believe me,
appearing here as one of the Commission members and subjecting one
self to this cross-exambiati6 I think, is one of the most healthy
things that has occurred, because we have got, to move this dialog
forward.

I have four items, and I hope to get to alfour.
The first is just something I want to say for the record: I hope

people here who want an exercise in humility, those who think they
know the English ln guage, or who think they understood d -6ur dy-nainic economy, will ta eth e "Dictionary of Occupational Titles" and
open it to any page and start reading down the columns. Hopeflly
people who read these hearings-and people do radthesw hearings-
will undertake this little chore. IthIfiI t would open'Up a lot of eyes
to som-ofthe very, very difficult problems we have in this area.

Now, the second thing: Our cliirMan has'Ably opened up this-sub-
ject of tax credit-and be very properly related it to appr6prlati6ns.
As one who has been and Is a tax neutralist-namely on who feels
that we tax for revenues and thus try to have as little impact on the
well-being of the sheep that we are shearing as possible--and yet also
as one who'has introduced and supported f number of these tnx credit
proposals in the field of education, and training among other fields.
I want to point out, first, that since we first put the Federal income
tax on the books there have always been areas that we decided not to
tax. Donated money for cliarities, churches, Comnimiity Chest agen-
cies, tre probably tie best examples. In other words the way I inter-
pret it, we as tax collectors decide not tO tax areas where Government
by. affirmative approprition policy decides to spend money, or other-
wise would be spending money. For instance, in air and water poilu-
tion, we decide to spend noey directly through ti Government. OMie
that decision is made, then I think if is imipottifft for us in the tax
field to look to see, is that an area. that we should be taxing? If this
is an area so important that we decide to spend money directly, hadn't
've better look to see whether this is an area that we don't want to tax?
This is a little bit different approach, you see, than most people

take; the dhdifnan has mentioned this amounts to a subsidy. Indeed,
it is in a sense a subsidy, and it is very important to note that he
relates it in that fashion. However, upon a fuller analysis, it is not
a subsidy but a restraint on the part of the tax collector.

Now note the 10-percent credit to be given in the Human Invest-
ment kct. That was only Introduced-because I was the one who
developed it and introduced it-after the 7-percent tax credit was put
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into the law-incidentally, over my objection. I think the 7-percent
tax credit was bad economics, bad tax law, to subsidize business for
investing in new machinery. But I said once you have done that, you
have to do something in the area of that which in effect competes with
machines to a, degree-namely, human labor, to equalize the economic
impact.

And on the point that Mr. Rumsfeld was asking whether you bad
studied, whether this was enough incentive. As I originally intro-
duced the bill, it provided for a 7-percent tax credit because it was
just matching the machinery credit. But business people camelo me
and said this isn't going to move us, and I zeroed in on "Why ?"

Well, it is very easy to see why. When you put money in a new
machine, you get title to it. You put money into training human
beings, they mightgo and work for somebody else. So there has to be
a differential, and [raised the credit to 10 percent. Yet I don't know
whether even this will be sufficient. But at least the dialog is being
developed along the line that I think it must be. We must look to see
whether the spending sector really has the money and, further, does
the money achieve theputposo we are seeking better through refrain-
ing from taxing it or through taxing it and spending the money
directly. Sometimes the first approach is preferrable and sometimes
it isn't.

I want to point to another important area on the same subject. Tax
credit, for corporate pension plans was put in only when the Govern-
mient moved into social security to provide for retirement to the people
directly. Thus we decided not totax at least the corporate level. Thpn
we finally extended that, as you know, with the Keough bill for the
self-employed person-the farmer, the professional, and the shop-
keeper, and so forth. I don't know where you reach-these balances.

I do feel very deeply that the dialog has to be developed along
these lines, because, in many, many instances, we do a lot better lob
by giving thetax credit, altfhoUgh, it does require, as you rightly point
out, some work on the part of the Internal Revenue, Service.

They have, for example, to see whether these pension plans qualify
under the guidelines we set up--so in the Human Investment Act,
they would have to be sure that the training program s did qutflify.

Well, now to the third -point, and I am making points, or rather,
trying to put thifigs in the record but this does come to a question.

I mentioned one area that I felt. had been greatly neglected by the
Commission's report; namely, what. the impact of organized labor has
been on these problems. I hope. people will believe this, although it is
hard for me to get them to--I am strongly infavor 6f organizedlibor,
and I am not saying this, I hope, in otlh'er than objective Criticism, but,
I think that. organized labor lies so much at the base of how these
problems in job creation and job escalation, and so on, occur. It is so
tied in with politics and other social institutions it. does need a. thor-
ough examination. Until that's done, I don't thiiWk we are going to have
it full picture of what is happening. But now I am coming to this
point, the second falure-the failure of the C1ow-ission to avail them-
selves of the work that the Ways and Means Committee has been doing
for years in the areas of most. of ou4r welfare programs, unemployment
insurance, social security, aid to dependent children, old-age assistance,
and so forth.

Last year we passed the Social Security Amendments Act of 1967
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which comprised a bill of 300 pages. We held over 7 months of hear-
ings-2 months of public hearings, 5 months behind closed doors-to
my regret, and over my objection. The Coiniission, to my knowledge,
didn't even -seek to avail themselves of this work. A lot of it was, in
my judgment, excellent. In fact, the Commission's report on the wel-
fare system shows its lack of knowledge of what the committee was
doing in these areas, and comes up with conclusions thfat just distress
me very much. An example is the sentence which appears on page 255:

We strongly disagree with compelling mothers of small children to work or
else lose welfare support.

If we in the Ways and Means Committee thought that this is what
we were doing-well, I don't know. Why, it is the last thing we
intended.

These accusations were made on the floor of the House against the
committee during the debate and were coff plotely rebhtted& Did the
Commission avail itself of the debate printed in the Congressional
Record?

Now, people can disagree with -how we sought. to move in to solve
the problems, but to say that this was the effect of the act without
ainyth. iing further is just ignoring the facts. As a matter of fad, we
increased the amount. bf nioney for -lfild-care centers. We felt that we
didn't want to intefere here, so use of the center was put purely on a.
voluntary basis. Another example, on the same page, refers to the so-
called man-inethfoise rule: "Restrict io6hs on new residents of States
should be eliminated."

For years I have been trying to -gt some definitive evidence of what
people are talking about. Is it. really true that a. man will lave his
family so the family can go on relief? I know that is something the
welfare-people say all the tife, and every time I have tried to-pin
one down-I say give me the name of one indiVidual so I can check it,
on a quiet, basis, on a confidential "basis, to-flw I6t-if thi§ is happen-
ing. Yet, every time I zero in and try to find out, those who make
these allegations disappear. And still these kinds of generalities are
handled about.

Now, this kind of thing badly disrupts, I would argue, trying to
come up with correct solrtionc& Tere we talk about the poverty pro-
gram, whether we are going to spend $1.6 billion, or $1.8, or $2.2 bil-
lion, when aider the Social Security Amendments of 1961 we are
spending aboutt $35 billion. If youhvtwe a response in behalf of theCommission that would explain what homework you did do in this
field when you talked about the welfare system, I would like to hear it.
What, attempts did you make to find out what work had been done in
this area, work that goes over a period of mAny, many years?

Mr. COW , N. Mr. Curtis
Mr. BOLLITAN. I will give you 2 mnoreminites.
Mr. ConMArX. I may be able to do it in 30 seconds, if the Chair

would like to cut me off at that point.
Mr. Cuirris. Let me say I wifild like to leave The record open for your

comments. In fact, the record is open for anyone else on the Commission
who would e.xpanfd oWthis, because if you have data, if you have work-
ing papers in this area, I would sure benefit from them.

Mr. ComipR,.. I will suggest to our executive director that this might
be useful at this point in the record.
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As both i Member of the Congress and of this Commission, I feltvery strongly from the start. that we ought not to try to expand our
jurisdiction and our wisdom to areas that arep roprely those of House
committees and Senate committees. We didnt, have the time, we
didn't. have the talent, and I don't think we had the charge from the
President.

The observations we made were ones that surfaced very quickly
from testimony given to us by people who work in the social welfare
field in the ghetto areas and by our own contacts with people we went
around and talked to.

Now, there was a lot of discussion at the time of our hearings,
as to why we weren't calling poor people before our Commission
to testify in Washington. We recognized the importance of trying
to get a feel for how people live in ghettos and what makes them
tick. And every one of us spent many, many days just moving around
in ghetto areas.

I sat. down by a little girl in one of these MDTA prograins. She
was there trying to find out if she could get back into a typing course.
I thi-ik she was 18, as I remember, the same age as thy daughter, and
she had two illegitimate children, and she wanted to learn to be a
typist. To her that was as good a carer as I thiik being a lawyer is. But
the lady who took care of her two- kids mp-oved, -ad so she was out of
the course and home taking care of those kids until she couldfnwd some-
body else tO take catwof them.

I asked her, and I asked the people there what the facilities were
for day care for these people. And there wasn't any--

Mr. CURTIS. That's true, the day care-
Mr. COMMAN. That's the kitd of thitig we were tMking about. Md

I hope no-one, including, of course, the public who reads this, thinks
that the Commission thought we had the end answers to all these
things. What we have pointed out there, you will find, was because of
a particular human problem that surfaced for us, either in our testi-
mony in Washingtoifor our trips around the colfitry.

Mr. CURTIS. I think you pointed up a la .k -of day-care units, which
is what our committee found. This is the reason we increased the
amount available for use for day-care facilities. We tho-ught we could
assist in this area. But, as you well know, bandied arouttld the country
is this charge that we are trying to kick young hi6thers with young
children-force them into the fabor market. You have this mental
picture of a yotfftg-hi6thler with a child 1 year old being told, "Either
you work or you go off of welfare." This is the kind of -thing that in-
cites-if the people really believe this, and of course, they believe it
when it is said on the nat 1onMil television networks and is repeated and
repeated-that lies at the base, I think, of a great deal of the resent-
ment that builds up.

But if what I am saying is true, if the working paperss of the Ways
and Means CoMnilttee--what, we did study, what we were trying to
do-had bone examined and these things hIad been reported accurately,
there would have been hope rather than despair. But we see so many,
many areas, I think, where instead of the Hlomewo'k being done and
the honest differences broiulit, out where they do exist., as they are
being brought out, here, we gave tlus attack on the humnity of those
who disagree with the popularized notions of how to meet the prob-
lems of the lower income groups.
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Am I coming through-as to why I expressed this concern?
l)rCeSlentatie ol,6 RN. Yes, sir. Yes, sir. And as I say, I think that,

considering the limitations in tine, star, and charge from the Presi-
dent., our recommendations as to what. needed to be done were broad
brush and were not intended to be precise. And whatever salavution
it is, we were not an action commission; we were really a recomnend-
ing body.

Representative BOLANo. Anything else?
Representative Currris. I do have one thing, if you will bear with me.
Representative BOLLINO. Sure, We are about to wind up.
Representative Cun'ris. I am worried about the use of the term

"white racism." I was liappy to see some definition of what that term
means brought out in Con gressian Rurnsfeld's examination. I cannot
fault, the news media in this respect because the term is clearly used
in the first part of the Commission's findings. The Commission alleges
the "white racism" lies at th& base of the problefhs of the Negro inathe
big cities. Yet, on page 73-incidentally, some of the task forces you
had, I think, did remarkably good jobs. Some, I think, did very'poorly.
I now see the basis for the-kind thigs you were saying abotit the
Police Commissioner of Altanta. I taught chapter 13, "Admiiis-
tration of justice under emergency coditimns-te conditi6ns in our
lower courts" was splendid add'tlie recommendations were good.

But now to get back to my question the task force studies on the
riots themselves, I thought, were very good. Subsection 3 deals with
the riot particitpaits, and I am going to read what your own task
force said- if I have the right place.

Yes. This is entitled-the "Profile of a Rioter": "He is extremely hos-
tile to whites but his hostility is more-apt to be a product of social and
economic class than of race. Ile is almost, equally hostile toward
middle-class Negroes."

Now, this is similar to my own personal observation from working
in this area a lifetime. But if this is so, then, you see, this widely
publicized statement of the Commission that. white racism is the root.
cause is not. true. No,4, thiet it isn't important, but. to treat it, as basic
(list.acts us from wha-; the real prol)len is.

I could illustrate i- in this way, because I wumt to say somethlifig
good about labor leaders. In our building trade unions we have prob-
ably the worst example of what are called lily-white .. .i6uns. But,
upon anAlysis, ismrt that. really the historical development of the guild
system, where the father was passing onl the skill to his son, rather
than racism ? I know I couldn-t be a bricklayer in St.. Louis becAuse
I don't have an mIcle or a father or some relate who is a bricklayer.
That doesn't. mean that racism doesut enter the picture and agg vate
it. But I think the oversiinglifleatimln of saying thattle labor-]eaders
are motivated by racism distracts our attention from what I think
is really the core of the problem.

Representative CORMm AN. Yes, as someone periodically seeking public
office, if I imnpliedtli.t, I would like to correct. the record at this point.

Representative (Ti'rrrIrs. Well, believe me, it is imnipliff 'and your
labor leaders do resent it, because they feel in their'hearts that they are
not racially motivated, and yet the fact. remains that Negroes, by and
large, at least, in St. Louis, Mo., have a difficult time getting into tlie
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building trades occupations--even though some are admirably suited
to fill those jobs.

Representative CORMAN. There is substantial evidence before our
Commission, also before our Judieiary Comnlittee when we were
drafthig what became the 1964 Civil Rights Act that this is an area
which badly needed correction and the reason which led to the creation
of the FE P C in the omnibus bill. My only comment about, labor is
that I was pleased to lhve testify before outr committee in 1963 several
of the most prominent labor leaders ini the country urging that kind
of discrimination be made against the law. I was terribly distressed
to see that the National Association of Real Estate Boards did not
take a similar position when were were grappling with the problem
of open housing.

Representative CURTIS. I think that is a proper observation. One
final point, then.

In the colloquy between you and Congressman Rumsfeld on racism,
what worries-and I thought your example of the Methodist Church
was good, though it. could be any church-Baptist Church or what-
ever. A problem is that so miueh'of this racism charge is interpreted
to apply to all our inistitutiolls. I think we have tO recog I ze, at least I
hope that ost. of our institiltions in our society are 1hualln institu-
tions, not "white" institutions. The Ten (omnaiindments weren't de-
veloped by white people. You can call the Ten Confniidflf.mlts the
law of "whitey," but they aren't. They were developed by contributions
from all colors and vanities of races. And I hope that the institu-
tions-the bulk of those-that we are developing in our society aren't
white, but human. This is so important because I think there is the
tendency for any Negro who does move up to be called ai Uncle Tom,
because he is working with these human institutions. And there is
also the tendency to talk about the imiores of our society as being the
mores of white culture. I hope this is not so, and I don't believe that
it is so. So I think this bee6|ies imp6'i, it in furthering this dialog.

Representative 1oLLINO. Thank you, Mr. Cormif.
Before we close the hearings, I know more thin M ost. how important

a role the various meffibers, the four members of Congress played in
the work of this Coimmission, Senators Harris and Brooke, Congress-
man McCulloch and yourself, but I suspect I know uiiquely how much
i part you played, and I thifik it is apl)ropriate to put this in the
record, because it is relatively little ktown nationally, and I think
it should be known better that you played a critical and important
role, not only in the work of the Commission, but also in its final
conclusions. I al aware, as are relatively few, that the conclui0ohs
could have beeirrather different wiltf6ut your efforts.

And I think it is imp6t'tnt that this hearing to which we invited
all of these gentlemen who made so large a conitribution should con-
clude on that note. You also have demonstratedi today a quitlity thai
I have known for a longtime you had, and that is physical endurance
and patience.

With that. we will adjourn'the committee until tomorrow at 10 a.m.
in this room whmm the hearings will continue.

(Thereip on, at 12:40 p.m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene
tomorrow, May 29, 1968, at 10 a.m.)
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 29, 1968

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,

JOINT ECONoMiC COMzITTEE

Washington D.O.
Tho Joint Economic Coitnttee eto pursuant to recess, at 10 am.,

ill room S-407, the Capitol, Hon. Richard Bollihg, member of the
coirntitee, presiding in place of committee Chairman Proxmire.

Present: RepresentAtives BolIng, Reuss, and Rn1 feld; and Senator
Proxtire.

Also present,: John-R. Stark, executive director; Janes W. Knowles,
director of research; andDouglas C. Felehtling, minority staff.

Representative BoLr.Ixo (presiding). The committee will please come
to order.

This morning the committee c6itinues its hearings onthe employ-
ment and manipower aspects of the report of the National Advisory
Commission on Civil Disorders.
The subject of today 'paiil is on the naffre of uniniIloyment ad

subemploym'lent in urban areas: how many people are unemployed,
underem loyed-or not looking for work, because they believe none is
available? How extensive are the deficiencies of education, t-rinhig,
and motivation? What are the'economic forces operating on tie sup-
ply and deinaid for labor in urban areas, and particularly in the
ghettos?

I would like to welcome the panel members for today. They bring
to this hearing impressive expertise on diverse but related aspects of
employment problems of the ghetto. Gentlemen, we appreciate your
appearance before this committee.

The panelists are Prof. R. Tlane Robson, of the Department of
Economics, the University of Utah; Dr. Vivian W. Ien6derson, who is
president of Clark College, and an economist as well as an educator;
Dr. Elliot Lipebow, of the Natoffil -Institute of Mental Health whose
expertise is in the area of anthropology. I might add that Dr. Liebow
recently published a book ehtittle! T1"Tfily's Corner: a Study of Negro
Street-Corner Men," and Prof. John F. Kain, of the Department of
Economics, Harvard University, and the MIT-Harvard Joint Center
for Urban Studies.

I suggest, gentlemen, thiat you proceed with your opening statements
for the record if you desire. I will first recognize Professor Robson,
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STATEMENT OF R. THAYNE ROBSON, DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS,
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH

Mr. RoBsoN. Mr. Chairman, Representative Boiling, and Senator
Proxmire, it is a pleasure to meet with this committee this morning
to talk about this exceedingly important problem. I think that we
begin with the proposition that the .Kerner Commission report did
dramatically and acciuxtely describe the nature of the unemployment
and the subeniploynient problems in the urban areas of this coiiltry.

The report is clear on tw6 fundamental points, I think. One is that
we have a very serious unemployment and subemploymmnt problem
in this country and, secondly, that our present efforts to deal with
that problem are, while they are praiseworthy in every respect, are
not adequate to deal effectively with the problem, to provide jobs with
dignity and a fair income to all of our American citizens who want
to work.

Now, it is my understanding that in this session this morning we
are particularly interested in the scope of the problem, the structure,
the trends, the characteristics of the people, and that the committee
is interested in some suggestion about the waste or the cost to our
society, the product foregone in economic materials because of our
failure to utilize our humtairesources effectively.

I should like just in introduction to make about five basic points
in my opening remarks and then I will take advantage of your invita-
tion to file a Ionger statement with the committee.

First, I think it is important to recognize for this committee that
the data we have available, which relates strictly to the urban areas
and more specifically to the slum areas within our large metropolitan
areas are extremely limited. The data available come from a few sur-
veys conducted in a few cities in 1966 and from the studies of the per-
sons who partidpated in the riots of 1667.

The second -pint I would like to suggest is that over the years, we
have in fact, used as our indicator of tie magnitude of the problem,
the data from national surveys with respect to the employment prob-
lems of the nonwhite population in this country. These data have been
substantially improved in the last year or so since we began to talk
about subemployment problems as well as unemployment problems-
because the subemployment problems in aggregate terms are more
important in terms of the mdnftnance of poverty in this country than
is the unemployment problem, even though the unemployment prob-
lem should warrant the first priority by virtue of its severity in terms
of its impact on the individuals involved.

Now, we ought to be concerned about the kind of information that
is available to us with respect to this problem because any6he who
reviews the studies and Commission reports, the various bills pending
before the Congress, is impressed with the ?act that a great many in-
teresting things are said abobt the total jobs needed in his country,
and the numbers of people unemplo ed and subemployed. There is
no dQubt that we need to refine our data and know more about what
it is we are talking about. I am much encouraged by the pledge that
I find in the manpower report of this year that says that the Depart-
ment of Labor is going to uhderthke in this year a series of continuing
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surveys and studies of the unemployment and subemployment prob-
lems in the ghetto.

I would hupe that this committee would do what it can to encourage
the Labor Department to-proceed with that work. It is my understand-
ing they are entering into an agreement with the Bureau of the Census
to do that.

As an economist interested in this particular problem, I think we
ought to acknowledge that our data with respect to this problem are
not what they ought to be, and we could spend a lot of time on that.

I don't think that is the most important problem, however. I think
that the data we do have available relating to the unemployment and
the subemployment of the onhilte pepfllationw inthis country is suffi-
cient to demonstrate that we do have a very serious problem, that the
reason for collecting the data is to use them as guidelines for public
policy, and that we do, in fact, ndw, have a shortfall in -this ointry
in the neighborhood of some 3 to 4 million jobs that need to be created
in order to Put .Ae unemployed to work and to upgrade those sub-
employed p60ple>!

We get varying estima ututhIeml oyed ranging
from a low of about ,00 In our urban slu Sas 2 and 3
million. We do kn- that there are at least 10 to million people
employed in this oMitry who earn I an a poverty me on those
jobs and that it 6.5 illio f t peof L are em by full-
time basis, a that this it suicie t gud t t kind of
action that t s count needs to ke.

Now I W I not reh arse fhe that a a, vail-
able with pect to the ent blems f t a nonwhi peo-
ple in this ountry. The fact t or ur t a w have t n Un-
employm t rate of 26.5 t last year, re th 2% tim the
rate for hites; ani 11 w rate i )ways ouble the bite
rate. Th facts Iiye bee h. co it and for very
commissi n for the st seve years. LJ/

What wouldIi e sim lauding these b f re-
marks is t iat we o I it t be nc !W w we a reI in
thii cunt from fait to add to this blem, tou* y
in termsof vil disorder, not 01 a II m f iii
alienation, b from lost puput. Coi sider the ple fact that we,
in the first qu r of this , proved a national roduct of
about $820 bihhio "and we had 7 1lli emp oyed-and ese kinds of
rough estimates a indeed, ough --that amounts to alue for each
job of roughly $11,0' er 0ob .

Now, if in fact we ptt 2 Million peop ork that the Kerner
Cominission said we oight to ie next 3 years, if we did
create the 4 million jobs that ought to be created to upgrade the sub-
employed people, you can sit down and start, to figure out what the
value of those jobs would bh tothe American economy.

I don't know very many economists now who are prepared to really
suggest to tile committee the kind of a productivity fdnetion that ought
tobe associated with those jobs. But I would lay, as a minimum, it
ought to be half of the average value of the jobs in this country. Thus,.
if you are talking about 4 million jobs, each of which in gross product
terms ought to be worth $5,000 as a minimitm, and could bo worth any-



where up to the average of $10,000 to $11,000, we are, in. fact, losing
in gross product. terms somewhere between $10 nid $30 billion a year by
not putting the unemployed people to work and by not providing
decent jobs where the subemployed people can work somewhere con-
sistent with their skills and abilities. I think very often that in this
country the reason we have so many subemployed people-and Obir sur-
veys in 1966 show that the subemployment rates in the ghettos are
21/2 times the unemployment rate--is because we have such a tre-
mendous supply of people who are willing to take those low-level-
entry jobs. I would suggest that there are a number of things that this
and other committees of the Congress ought to look at. But as long as
we have this disguised unemployment in the subemployed people of
this country, we will not really be able to address ourselves to that
problem.

The data are relatively clear that in the expansionary period from
1961 to 1967, the subemployed people have not benefited in wage in-
creases and in income increases commensurate with the growth In the
American economy. Perhaps what we really need is an income policy
as well as a inatffpower policy with a good Thfiversal Alinhinim wage at
about $2 an hour so tlttt we could really identify the pifoblem by con-
verting some of the subemployment to unemployment. If tlat were
done, we could address the problem n ore effectively as a job creation
problem, because this problem of upgrading 61/ million people who
are employed at poverty wages, is the kind of a problem that I suspect
we are not yet ad-dressing very successfully in otur economic policy ald
in our mnailower policy.

You wilf recall the Kerner Comiflission estimates that if these peo-
ple were employed, the males were employed, with the same occupa-
tional distribution and the same income distribution, at the same wage
levels as the white male population that the incomes of these people
would rise by $4.8 billion. That figure was compared in terms of what
the income to the recipients would be if you used the white -nemploy-
ment rate, which indicated a difference of $1.5 billion. So the minimum
you come out with in terms of present cost is something in the neigh-
borhood of $6.3 billion just in lost income because we failed to utilize
those human resources of the nonwhite population in this country in
the same way in which we utilize the white population.

Now an economist always feels uncomfortable in talking about this
unemployment problem and subemployment problem in economic
terms, because it never reveals the kind of human suffering and the
kind of loss of dignity and the kind of loss of respect that individuals
can have for themselves in this country, and it means so much more
than whatever economic value in income terms or gross product terms
than we could suggest to this committee.

I know, Mr. Chairm-ah, that you and the members of the committee
appreciate that more than, maybe, even some of the members of the
panel.

Well, I don't really think it is necessary to belabor this committee
with what the data are. We need to improve them. We need to know
more about the problems in the ghettos, but the data are already suf-
ficient to suggest that we need expanded effort to create jobs in the
public and private sector.
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I am prepttred to suggest. to this committee that we need at least
3 to 4 million jobs, ave,' that is a very sizable effort when you consider
the fact that the cdt)'fitry will grow by, maybe, 11/2 million jobs this
year. We will have t1iat many new entrants into the labor force, and,
unless, we do something more than we are how doing, we will not make
very great inroads into that problem.

(Prepared statement of Mr. Robson follows:)

PREPARED STATF MENT OF PROF. R. THAYNID ROBSON

TnE NATURE OF UNEMPLOYMENT AND SUBEMPLOYMENT IN URBAN AREAS

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee. The Kerner Commission Report
dramatically and accurately describes the nature of the unemployment and sub-
employment problems in the Urban areas of this country. The report is clear on
two major points. First, there Is a terribly serious unemployment and sub-employ-
ment problem In this country, and, second, the present efforts to deal with the
problem while praiseworthy In every respect are not adequate to provide jobs
with dignity and a fair income to all American citizens who want to work.

It is my understanding that this session of these hearings is intended to focus
on the scope, structure, trends, and characterlstics of the people involved and to
suggest rough estimates of the economic waste which these data imply. Con-
sistent with these objectives, I should like to outlifne five major points for the
Committee.

1. The data which relate strictly to the urban areas, and more specifically to
the slum areas within the large metropolitan areas, are extremely limited. The
available data come from a few surveys conducted in a few cities in 1066, and
from the studies of persons participating in the 1967 riots.

2. The data most often used are derived from nationwide surveys of unem-
ployment and work experience. The national data pertaining to the unemploy-
inent and sub-employment problems of nonwhites provides the best indications
of the unemployment and sub-employmint problems in the urban slums. The
Kerner Commission report, The Manipowcr Report of the President for 1968, and
other studies rely on these'data.

3. The findings of the limited surveys In slums and the national data on the
nonwhite population while not entirely consistent in every regard do show the
general magnitude of present problems and suggest that policy actions are not ade-
quate to meet the need.

4. With some heroic assumptions, it is possible to make some broad and rough
estlnates of the loss in productive capacity which present unemployment and
sub-employment entail.

5. Persons who have worked with manpower problems in the slums do gain
an intuitive feel for some of the characterictics of the people, the hardships as-
sociated with unemployment and sub-employment. Sub-employment is probably
more significant than unemployment as a cause of poverty in the slums. It is
difficult to exaggerate the alienation and social despair associated with present
conditions.

It is paradoxical that our urban areas provide the largest number and the
most attractive Jobs utilizing the best of our human talents and providing the
highest incomes, and at the same time have slum neighborhoods and districts
where employment conditions persist at the same levels as the depression of the
1930's.

Data on the Unemployment and Sub-employment Problems Specifically Re-
lathng to the Urban Slum Areas are Limitcd-Outside of the decennial census,
there are no periodic surveys and studies of the actual unemployment and sub-
employment in the urban slums. Special surveys were made in 1966 in a few
cities by the Bureau of the Census and by the Department of Labor. These surveys
were extremely significant In focusing on the sub-employment problem as well
as the unemployment problem. Sub-employment is a more important contributor
to poverty in the ghettos than unemployment. The results of these surveys were
reported In the Manpower Report of the Prcsident for 1967. The Kerner Com-
mission accurately captures the implications of these data in the following
language:
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"A shimn employment study by tiii 1)eportmnit or ~Imbor fit 1060( showed that.
iim etimpareil with im i unemployment rtle -for lilt iwrsom ii ii te Untited Staes oif
:1.8 pveent, 1te ttemptoytuent rAt itionig 16 to 11) year-old nomitwtie matles wits
26.6~ IK'rent, mid among III to 24 y'a r-old nonwhite ii's oif M .11 percent." ( Coin-

immsxoti Report, p.1.1.
'The ulnat voliecled during 11)(17 sliowied thlit 210 percent of i'e rioters sttudlci

were iitemtpioyed. While these daft give' Importmi nutIsiglitm to liii' intigitnudi of
I he uniemtploymenit ptrobilem, thiey do niot gdve 11- iitnriore irogresm over t line.
lund tOw' WIta 11til ed to gain hits litetdure (if i ivililtiI iiiiit id sulveiploynmpit
vontlitioui tit urlimi Alms oire tin' iatit from mit tonal surveys 4n tin' prohilems of
liutvhtes. Wh'ileu whites .41111 m'il iituuihr itiwhiltis 3 ito 2tit ail uirban poverty
areuts. nonwhites iiredoiilithlet' it,1 worst slums, and over 90) pervent ofi till lloii*
white art' Negro. Appiroxtiately 70 lirielit of til Negroes live In it m ropolitil i
areas. Until (lhe Depirt mont of Imator Initiates 1wrlotili', surveys specIllently
littitted to flic,' urban slumis, tit(,, titliit ititti for tnwiltes wvill give u4 t ie( best
picture aiihlabie. When ft% speehlt surveys tar' compirod %%-il lite ti onl iltti
for nioniites the simiarity lit Iidiuig- fidica b~s intI~ MhV mhtiti itilly lit
adteqluate for hanmel erig thu'sluuulis.

,rite whiepiiipriutfl ivhel i mst lit* kept clearly lIt mnd aire these:
1. Urlinti sluinis have 110ove-javertige, proptorliti tt oolr )lio f wiuiowedh

divorcedut andl separated ilersoiis : Of hJOjiselmidsI i'tited b oiv iu W011 utu111i of tiilli-
berm of ethic titlorIty groups." (19618 hmanpoiver Report. 1p. 8-11.)

2. Tin' Negro population Is growing very fast- -A--1.-I ieret iuutweei 10410 tmid
10)641. Tih' nn'lim age of Negroes li IWOH wits 21.1 years. tidi *t15 juireent of All
Negroes were iler 18 years of tige. heNegro ilir fore' wIil grow very rtilldhy
ii the yearo ahteal. (Klerner Report, p. 238.)

3. Ulnemiplo~ymuent rntts am' hilgher. antd aiverage durntidwnof tiiet11oyit'ent is4
longer for nonwhItes thai for wvhites lit every age and 4xv'tiiatIolial vategory for
which tntia an' tivnttati'. The, ntonwitel tiletull oy tutet rtito (of 7A1 isr vent lit
IN1T wf'as mlore 1111,titi olible II(e while, rate, of 3.1. athtc-ii nonwhite Icetlage
utueiploytuent rate at INA per venit woalmttost 2%, il titiie temAINiliAruble while
rato of I I per cent. (Mnpilower itelsurt. p. 410)

4. "Alout., 12 per cent of till, nionwhilte workers fitnd ro weeks or moren of lin-
elliloy3'tnet III JiNWI. minparemh with, It por emit, of tif white, workersY One' out[ of
every five utiskilied lilxrers %rho, were nonwhite itmi Imeniployed for tv or nuort
tveek.4 during IiNK4 (11fiftiplower iteiort. 1. It).)

ri. .9bHidniloymiemit problems due to) iivolftnry lwir-lt t'eiiihyittt lower
palrticiptionu rates for tionwhit' cities. muid low earners tir' inucit greater for
nonwhite4 thait for whites. with the utiagmiltuldv of tin', problems eitIng understated
by th' twogIized utuder-t-otit for nonwhite tntdi's.

(a) "Iletwei 1960 tuid liX17 tht' proittrt hum of tiotiwhiti nien Wi to 1
years of atge nt. lin (lie Itiuo fore rose from 731 to ill pr 1,000 IK'Ople:
11 1uong white Itien. the hneaise was ie.-s 4-rou .17 14o 65." ( foiuuvewr 111eliort.
p). M1'.)

(Mi Nonwhite wvorkerm are disproportionately affected by iart-tiun e m-
ploytmient. "The sletluote rate, for 11otiiIte 11101i WIN 22 i~'r vent.
tvnipareol to 8 per cent for whiti' men." ( Mmuipower Ittepotrt, p. :15.)

(e) "Onte-fourth of t'e nonwhite mten who worked the moh'. yetar were
low enters (annuAl etirnitigs ituier $3,ffl)), toniporumi with 7 im'r vent of
the whites." (Mimuowver Itpiort, p. 31.) "'rte puroblemu of low earninlgN
hits lM'v't le.'* retcionisivt' to tiht twttouiite 111)1urlitt1 i'eed titteniploy-
met.t and mt far hans Won etiss tiffettced by tititilwuwer tind! tinti-lioverty
programss" (Ma mipower Repoirt. p. M~.)

(I. INomuvhIte eiploytnent Is uhlspritpoortlotiate-ly vouveni rated iiitg tliii lit-
qklledt ovetipatiotis as intuorers, service workers, mnd olit'ritlves. (Mnpower
Report, p). 04.)

7. U~nempl~oymtient. rates anid sumtbpiiiploy IIllit rates dee'isx' as. filie, level of
tXIlIefitiolni l at(aliunent inease1.4s. Sonlwhites hng luehlild whites III edutevti onlll
attainment.

These essential facts add up to a bleak picture. While the diltaive niany
speeic weaknesums, the w~enknesses are much thant correctini would not likely
alter tho overall picture that emerges. However. It would bie wrong (a leave the
data at thIR polmit without Acknowledging tbat substantial progress hi beeca made
in recent years

.14A
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The available data to show int. ionwlhites are uinklng relatively greater
gains it Iitovtlig Ito tlip frailly Incoime eln of $7,000 per year nll over, aid it
niovhig Into profe.4slonal, 'e('ll licai litil mailagerial occtilllouis. However, flih
numbers of nonwhite in ihe, cnteg)ries a decade ago was No minll (hill tlese

advances aF tfct a relntively smnll lprolartloni of thetotll noniwhite lopitlftlli.
ITuemploynlent rates for nOiAwihte workers have delined ats (lie white rates have
(delhted Ili every t'ge category, except. tcennge imueployn it. Slate 102. lduca-
l lonil atilliliienl of ionlwhillve Is rising and the gap between vwhitre and non-
whites lri being slightly narrowed.

],stlnlles of tie loss it prodtlive eapaclty (ite to ilellplOylelt and sub-
elui)loyllent are diffleult to make. The Kerner Commisslon cstinintes that, If
nonwhite imemloynment rates i 19l6 hind been Itle siune as the rate for whites,
mnd If the ratem of pay had beeun the same. tlp Ineone gain for nonwhiites wouil
have been $1.5 billion. Likewise, "If nonwhite men were upgraded so tlnt they
had t ho salle oiCUlmNtlllial 11dstribtiflon and incomes as all men itn the labor
fome, . . . this would have product all additional $4.8 billion in addltllI lin-
COnit." (p. 255) By these enlculallol4 the cost of excessive ilenllployintlt niid
sub-employnlet for nowhlite males is all Income loss to (lies(" Individuals of
$0.3 billion.

There are alternative ways to view fiNts problin. 'Tie Kerner Commission stAff
did inlke it alcuIlation of nonwlite sili-employi elt lit ilisanVitged areas of
tll central ciies. The llmuulbors shown lit litese calhulatlons are 31,0oo uln1emln-
ploymnint phis 710,000 116der-emnployinent, for a combied mub-peilf1oyiulent of
Io)'3,O00. lw' estinith, l)resuiainlly consltlite the lasis for (lie recommenda-
lion of (lie creation of two, tltllIOiJobm over tie next three years. The value of a
Job it gross national product term. must, at.I be-A be somewhat arbitrarily esti-
nnated. Based onl the eleuilatlon tlat 75 nlidrn workers proluced n ONP of
$827 billion dring (lie first quarter of 1068, (lien lhe average product. per Job Is
ilp)roxinately'$11,000. The cruilal (leterikint then becomes lie klid of Jobs
that. ar-o created and the value of the product from those Jobs. If it were one-
half the nillonl average, a conservatiVe estimate, the loss oi two million Jobs
excems it gross cost of the economy of $10 billon Iper year. The Kerner Conitls-
sion report and other studies of prment dlay uainlxower prolenls do not ade-
qua(ely iacouit for the ie ! to abolish Jobs with low rates of lmy. It Is estimated
flint 11 million workers earn wnges below tie poverty income levels aind ot these
11.5 million work i full-time Jobs. The consideratiOn Ili tills problem are (1)
flint there i at lot of work worth doing at. low wage rates flint will not be done
it higher rates of pay. This reduction lit work performned a. wages rise has been

observed most, dramatically In American agriculture and household services.
(2) Ai ailluent economy like lIt, United States can decide to alillsh low paying
Jobs ind create high paying Jobs. There is much to w ,beaid for lhe age old argu-
itent tliat rising wage rates to cause itemploylent, especlily aitnong tle inn-
skilled md1( uneidteatd, It Is alsno ap trent that in hils country and throughout
the IndusIrial world, oplibstlcated Jobs requiring varying degrees of skills are
nanned by persons equally unskilled and under-edlt'ated at (lie point of hiring.

The broad policy choice Is to adopt antincofie policy along with n mniitpower
ix)llcy and to use the power of creative, Federalismn to sllniulate selective Job
creation lit inhe public and private u,'clors with Jobs (lint provide adequate In-
(,olm, and thereby replace sub-epnloynment. It is lxqsl)le to uglrade the present
wokers suffering front sub-einployment ,*) flint they tan move into better Jobs.
hlnt. If t(lie supply of people lit slum areas always exceeds tile number of good Jobs
available, lien sbtltcoploynteit will Iersist.

Onue could argue then tile neel for four or five million goodljobs oil which tle
gross proiute would be $5,000 to $10,000 Ier year and calculate (lie cost in fore-
gone production making allowances for what Is lost by ellininting low level
Job)s or by inducltig higher pay on tie Jobs, If smwiety wants the work performed.

in suunntry, however, It Is generally acknowledged tlat the available data on
Ihe concentration of unemployment and uiinder-em|ploynelt in-tle urban slunts
mind Imlloverishled rural areas could be greatly Improved. The 1968 M1anpower
IWcpuurt of the Prcsdcnt etlls attention to this fact.

"Though plans are far advanced for n new program of studies on employment
and unemployment probleuns In the urban slum areas, to be launched by the
Delartmnit of Labor in 1008, th available statistical Information for such
areas Is still limited, in thi mnni, to a fcw special surveys conducted In 1000 and
reported on Il.ast year's Manpower Report."



From the Manpower Report we learn:
"The more extensive series of surveys, now being developed for slum areas,

will provide regular information on employment and related problems in- these
areas. They will be designed to shed light upon the special einployment-contiected
problems of the urban slums and to measure their seriousness and extent.
Special efforts will be made to Increase understanding of the motivation of slumii
residents with respect to work and job hunting, training and education, and of
the ways in which people in the slums survive economically. The surveys will be
highly flexible and will test various approaches aimed at providing new insights
into these intricate problems. The findings should provide Improved guidelines
for manpower programs and policies tailored to the needs of slum residents.

"Intensive efforts will also be made lit these surveys to obtain Information on
the characteristics of persons missed in censuses or other household surveys.
This under-count is highest (15 to 20 percent) for young nonwhite men, among
whom rates of unemployment and under-employment are also extremely high.
Limited data suggest that the missed population is typically of a lower soclo-
economic group than the population counted. Furthermore, a. large proportion
of the uncounted population probfibly lives in urban slums, where census taking
is particularly difficult. For these reasons, the new surveys will make special
efforts to reach persons who might be missed In regular census surveys."

Represent native BOLLINO. Thank you very much, Professor Robson.
We will'hear next from Dr. Vivian W. Henderson. You n'fay proceed

as you wish, sir.

STATEMENT OF VIVIAN W. HENDERSON, PRESIDENT, CLARK
COLLEGE, ATLANTA, GA.

Mr. HENDERSON. Thank you, sir.
I want to apologize totheeolniittee for not, having a t.ypewritten

statement. I have a written statement that I would like to "share with
you and I will submit for the record in proper form.

I am pleased to be with the committee and I am also pleased that
you mentioned the fact. that I am here as an economist, m1ch morT
so than I am as president of Clark College in Atlatlta, Ga., because
I have spent all of Jhy life, my adult life, looking at, researching
and writing about the employment probleins of blAck people hi this
country, and also as an active parti-ip1tlt in programs and efforts
to combat poverty and destitution encountered by large segments of
the population, both black and white.

I am going to approach my bit, of the discussion by really dealing
with the problem of unused manpower, because, when we talk about
unemployment and subemployment, in the final analysis w'hat we are
really talking about, we are talking about, unused manpower. .

There are three components of unused manpower. One is the unem-
ployed. The second involves nonparticipants or those outside the
labor force who could and should be in the labor force. And; third,
those who are working at jobs below their apparent abilities and in all
probability at wages below their earning potential.

I would argue that it is this third category that perhaps gets less
attention in terms of public policy than the other two, and tle other
two get miiiimui attention as it is.

The l)roblem of unused manl)oweer, it seems to me, is especially
critical in a prosperous economy. .kewise, it is very complex under
conditions of economic proslerit'Y. We know that in this couintrv.y of
ours we are in our 86th or 87th month of sustained prosperity. This is
over 7 years of sustained prosperity.
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iellihjiloyment is at, its lowest. level since about the xtddle of the
1950's: about 3.5 or 3.7 percent. Yet despite the low overall rate of
uneml)loyffi1t for the N-att6n as a whole, despite the sustaied pros-
plrity, 7 years, there are those who are left behind ill urban and
rural areas and for whom measured full employment .has little or noiteal)i1ng.

These, I suggest, are not necessarily disadvantaged members of
ti society. "Disadvantaged" is a euphethismtt -has crept into otr
la'nigugo which I personally reject because it puts the burden of the
problem entirely on the individffal. I suggest these are victimized
,i0imlers of the population. They are victiized because they are
Irapped in positions of low net. eonomic advantage. Consequently,
uinemployfilt, while it, is low ll general, it, is diprp ioattily high
for those in the bp'pbltiin victiflhized by racial discriniatlln MifIi-
mum skills, limited work experienee, age, and another factor that has
been sharply brought, into being in the last decade, limited access to
jobs and traiilig because of such factors, itad poor j6b-irforfiditiIn
systems.

For example, along the various population groups, the jobless rate
ranges all the way from-a low of 2 percent for white adult married
men, up to an unconscionable rate of 26 percent for Negro feWile
teenagers. This will go even higher when schools close for M,; summer.

What I am saying is that, bey ond tradltiobfl -imnePloyffnt figures,
the figures that we tendto zero in on, and Upon which public policy is
based, is a larger and moreeomplkNAted area of unused nianp)wertlfat
until recently has remained largely unexplored and has escaped refillysystematic quantificaition.

This includes unemployment, in the slum areas within major cities.
It includes the plroblem of nonparticii pttomn in the labor force of
persons in the working-ago population ;'those who are neither employed
nor looking for work, and it includes the problem of undereniploy-
ment.
It, is this broader aspect of unused manpower the combination of

unemployntent, nonparticipation, and underemployment, that i5 get-
ting increasing attention on the part. of labor market analysts and, as
rhayne Robson has pointed out, it. was the object. of a special survey
taken in slum areas of eight, cities or eight metropolitan areas a year
or so ago.

The subemlployment index that was obtained pointed up rather
clearly and distinctly the extent of unused and wasted manpower In
OUr cities.

This survey discovered-and, frankly, it didn't have to have a srvey
to discover it-that unemployment in slum areas was around 12 per-
cent corn ared with 3.7 percent ill the Nation as a whole at, that tune.
In some. black ghet-tos and slum areas as much as 40 percent of the
working-age poputiofn is idle. This is another term I would like to
be sure we understand, because idle and unused manpower is not only
wasted, it doesn't make sense. As my teacher used to tell me, "that the
idle brain is the Devil's workshop." I think some of the ,problems we
have in the cities and some of the tension that is in the rural areas
suggest to ine that we ought to begin to think about the consequences
of an idle brain and an idle person. That is exactly what we have been
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building ip in this society in the cities and shun areas: a pool of
idle manpower.

The most. signiflcint factor determiiinitig filused manpower among
Negroes is racial discrimination. Despite the cry and the fact. thatspecial traihfiiig is necessary before many Negroes can get jobs, it. is
also a fact, flit largo numbers of Negroes are denied jobs and economic
opportunity while their white counterparts, with comparable skills,
training, education, and motivation get. jobs. Ihe fact is that most
Negroes, l)atlcularly the younger workers, mayo mre e(hieatiotfi thia
they need for the jobs they can get.. I want to stress this .point because
too many people believe Negroes arent ready for employment.. They
think you Iave got to go out and find them and giVe all of them some
kind of special training. Well, the fact is that most young Negroes
have more education than they 'need for the kind of jobs they can get.

Thus, while I would not discount the role of training and retrain-
ing-these are important-the fact. is tliAt. Iitihg practices are much
more ift~port. nt in determining t e eitry and the absorptiolnof young
Negroe as w6l. as ohler workers into jobs tlMiYfl that. factor.

Weno-kow-there are- not. enough jobs -for people to go aroulld,
for people with the skills'they have. Here again we put all-the burden
on the person by saying that he is disadvantaged. le doesnt. have
skills,- tht. the jobs have been escalated out of his realh by te&4fl1l'1y.
Well, this is true. But. another way of looking at that. is to say this:
There simply aren't enough jobs for peoplee at. the skilled level at.
which they find themselves.

The point is that we need to not only think in terms of racial
discrimination, adjustig hiring practices, but. also we need to think
in terms of job devel6piiidit, by way of public and- private policy, to
offset thi.s growth in unused m'an power.

As I shall suggest momentifily, I an talking about a guaranteed-
employment program. Let. me try to give just, a brief analysis of the
nonparticlpation bit, because here again, in terms of analysis, we tend
to overlook it..

An often overlooked consequence of racial discrimination in em-
l)loymnent is the frustration that acei'ues to active labor mhitkt elar-
ticipants, workers who become discouraged, and cease to look for jobs
and, therefore, become nonworkers.

In essence they are driven out, of the labor force by an absence of
job opportunities. The. magnitunde of Negro employment problems is
further shown, in other words, by trends in labor-torce participation
by adult males. Nonparttipatin treiids for this group also indicate
the urgency associated with generating 61)l)ortunltles for uiused man-
power.

One study showed there has been an increasing gap in utilization
of white and black manpower in this country. For example, for evely
1,000 nonwhite adult males between the ages of 25 and 64 years of age
in 1966,128 were in the category of unused manpower. In this case they
were either unemployed or they were nonparticipants in the labor
force.

Nonparticipants in this case were persons who were judged to
be eligible for participation, probably could have been in the labor
force, and should-have been in the labor force.
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But I want to repeat in 1966 for every 1,000, 25 to 64, 128 were
unused in the labor force, that is among the blacks.
Among whites the rate was 74 per 1,000.
The figures iII tile period 1951 to 1953, however, were 93 for

the blacks and 64 for the whites. During the interval, in other words
between the period151Iaid 1953 and 19B6,the gap between Negro nhd
white manpower in terms of utilization grew by- 23 per 1,000.

The same pattern exists for people in tle age group 25 to 44, and the
group between 35 and 55. In other words, for every ago group that is
analyzed, we fifnd "An increasing gap in the utilization of-Negro man-
power and white nip-M jwer when it is based on a per tOUstnild basis.

This is a very disturbing trend. It means simply that people are not
in the labor force, they are being driven out or they are leaving the
labor force andthis is a major source of the pool of unused manpower
that we are concerned aboit here today.

Another observation in this- respect, is that there has been a reduc-
tion in unemployIffeit In Negro adults in recent, months. You will
recall in 1959 aud 1960 nempyol 'fitmung Negroes in this country,
that, is, measured unemployment-, ranes-higlh-as 12 or 121/2'percent on
a m annal average basis. Tls was, as usuut, twice as high as it. was for
the Iblor force as a whole, which, at. that. time, was somewhere around
;1/2 or 7 percent.

This has been reduced in recent years, and it is now down to some-
where around 71/2 pe'chent for Negroes.

So while Negro unemployment. has dinhiished in recent years, the
proportion of those in tlme working-age iopulhtiin -not in the labor
force, those who are nonparticipnts, as tended to grow and, there-
fore, they don't, get cotfited amoniig the unemployed.

For example, in the case of unemployment among Negro adults
it. was 40 per thousand in 1964, lit nolpar.rptio16 has risen from 51
Ir thoiisand to 88 per thousand.

What I am trying to get to here is, that the trend toward increased
nonparticipition is, I think, one of the most disturbing trends in
Negro innpower use in this country. It is particularly disturbing in
view of the pros)erity experienced' by the Nation since 1961. Black
people are failing to share proportioniftely in that. prosperity. Their
departure from the labor market. may even mark the rise of new
phenomena in Negro labor force use.

You will recall an old adage; it. was this: Negroes wore the last,
hired and the first, flird. It may be that, a new oie is developing, in fact.
it may ave been already developed, first fired and possibly never
rehired.

They are being squeezed out of the job market because of the ab-
sence of oppoltffultiies.

As I said, skill deficiencies no doubt account for part of the problem
in Negro niaii)ower use hut, as I said also, there is another wa of
viewing the situation, the absence of jobs for persons with time skills
they have at tile present time.

This is not the complete story. I want to reemphasizo that unskilled
white workers can get. jobs which are denied to unskilled Negro work-
ers, even if we concede that many black workers are unskiled, One
of the imlportalit ingredients of discrimination, you see, is the discrim-
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ination against. equals. As a matter of fact, it. is a little diflictfllt to dis-
crimintite except. between eqtals, eq tily duimb or equally sfif'at,
equally poorly qtuilfld or equally well qualified, and one of the tugh
things about, the black worker in this cowitry is, and why the p)l of
unused black nllipower continues to grow is that the unskilled black
worker just. simply doesn't. get a shot, at a job like the unskilled white
worker. The w'lfie worker gets the steady job, while the black worker
is in and out, of tho labor market.

If I take the p"art. 6f the country wlire I come from and with which
I am most. faniliviar, tle South, and employee(,. in textile andapp-avel
factories, we have a good example. In G(eorgin, Alabama, Mimissippi,
North and South Carolina, 'Tennessee, and Virginia, emplloymont, in
textile and apparel factories offers a good example of di scrinilintion
against Negroes. In plant after plant. you will i1d white women with
6 and 7 and 8 years of schooling working full time- at decent wages,
and the otly jot) that the black wouan with a, high-school education
can get. is working in the white woman's kitchen, for what in miany
cases amounts to $5 and $6 per day.

And yet when Negroes apply, the cry is tlat they aren't, trained, they
aren't. ready.
The only thing the Negroes can get in so nuity of these instances

are jobs as janitors and maids.
Whatever else the aggregate of these comp1one1nts of Imised niian-

power may mean they add up to a substamitial Olhfffik of idleoies con-
centrated in the cities and metropolitan areas and also in the rural
areas.

Manmpower goes unused primarily because people can't get, jobs and
they can't get, jobs for such reasons as discrimination, police records,
garnishments 2 low skills, training, and educationil"deflciencies.

The trend involving the mow, ment of jobs away from the city is
another problem we'have got. This also has somethi-g to do with the
structure of unused manpower. One study shows, for exaniple tliat
in seven large metropolitainarens, 975,000 new jobs became ava-ilable in
suburban rings during the period betweeen 1948 and 1960 while the
central cities of these same met ropolitan areas were gaining only 60,000
new jobs. The central city gains were in finance, insurance and real
estate and services and these are the very areas that. persist in patterns
of employment exclusion against Negroes. The exceptions are Negro
owned and operated financial firms, and service occupations such as
maids,.janitors, inessengers, porters, and attendhints. In ninhufacturing
alone in these seven cities, the central cities lost 170,000 jobs while
suburban rings gained 250,000 new jobs.

I was interested in a New York Times report, yesterday morning, I
believe it, was'on a rel)ort by Eli Ginzberg and his asociates for the
city of New York in which they apparently suggested that. som kind
of channeling and relocation service be offeel whereby mor of the
peoplee in the -unsed manpower categories and the like could be chan-

neled into suburban rings.
Part. of this problem, of course, is because of racial discrimination

il housin0g and thelaick of accessability for poor people to'transporta-
t ion facilf Iles that would move them to these jobs.

In other words, Mr. Chairman, the basic point of my presentation
is that the dimensions of economic insecurity and job problems among
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t h.e binl,! people of this cojI-'ytry, their ecno .i.i. ineqcIlty insofar as
Negenstwl id whuitere conwernled(s am, o f jor Iiinglt f. Th(ne hlard-
4'o.0 problem is seriouls, bIut I suggest. that, the hard-core'probleim is
not really the. heart, of it. The heart. of it involves the mnirgi l work-

I'rS, the r people we tend to pushli out of the ltblur fo, theso people in
Ih e yon anger ago gioulps, the part-time, workers, th]io.e who are in nd
out of I(lie labor force, mally constituftes major 'lpaMs of the problems
that are not getting proper attention.

f would say that. insofar as the kind of approaches we need tothifik
aloult. at tlhis time, certaillv the Kerii reo)ort, has given us a. good
basis for act ion, the generafion via public policy of ,5 milliMijbbs in
pr'ivalte and public sectors, I would argue against. a tax credit, for
,xaflhple, simply becffluse I believe that. lIsiess and industry shoftld
take part of lthq*i' profitsand reinvest them in social concerns. I am not
Ioo sure lint, t x Ordit, as advocated by the Kerner report, is a plo'per
approach. I am not sure it is maingeable in the, first. place anid, No. 2, 1
SI ide rstaa'nl(opll get, tax cl di . foi' expoemsi in&MAl''d-d y way.
Wo nehed to improve upon our t.riflffg l rogIi-Ans. Them is 1o issue

about, this.
All I am pleading for though is that we get rid 6f the. myth t-hat we

have only to deal with'the:lhrdcore utmmmloyed ;ti-, re is it problem
here hitthey constitute a minor part of the prl)lm. Tile heart. of the
problem is wiih'tho nai'agiiffl workers, those in and out of tile labor
force, and those oll the frilges. We need to devote more at.tnt.|fi to
these people.

We need to devote more attention to location factors. Even the Fed-
eral Goveriment itself, where they locato their post. offices, where they
locate their tax offices, where they locate their office buildings, these
should not, 1) located ill the suburban rilngs 11aaV fromm the people who
really need the jobs, and away from the areas that need the kid of
sophist icNtioiuthese places can bring.

Finally, I think that we are caught up:in it point here where we-ree-
ogilize, ill my judgment, the falihires of our 1946 Employment. Act..
That Employment. Act was cremated and gave great holp that. we could
actually stive toward full employment. It. had two major instruments
by which we would get at. full einl)loymnht; fiscal an d monetary. By
implication it a.ssmned there would be it manpower policy embodied iln
it.; that is, employment. policy would include such things as training
and restraining.

I believe we are at. it point. today where we need to look at that act,
and to make some amendments so we can get. it positive functioning
manpower policy. This would include, for example, providing somo
people with vested rights insofar as training is concerned. It would
include. such thinnmg.'a retraining ertapfl lproplortions of our labor force
on a continuing basis. In other words, what. I im saying here is that
we hive it great deal to do in terms of developing policies that. will
keep peol) oIn the cotfiti(d road of full )"itlization of thir potential
and a lot. of this must be dos.e, not so much in looking at. the Utfftlibrs
but. in terms of coming to grips with what, we know exists and in terms
of what we know about the mnagnitide of those problems.

Representative BoITN(O. Thank you very much, Dr. Headerson.
We will-hea now from Dr. Elliot Liebow. You may proceed, Dr.

Liebow.
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STATEMENT OF ELLIOT LIEBOW, NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MENTAL
HEALTH

Mr. TEBow. Mr. Chairman, and members of the Joint. Economic
Committee, elsewhere I have set forth in writing what, I know about
the structural and social psychological barriers to employment in the
central cities, and I would like to take this opportulilty to read a very
general stateinoht.

Representative BoLLIGo. Proceed as you wish, sir.
Mr. LTmEow. rhank you.
And I would like toread it because I tend to ramble if I talk from

notes or off the. t6l) iffiy head.
Representitfite-BoiL o. Read it, if you prefer.
Mr. l1Enow. Day by day we seem more and more to be a nation in

trouble. Race, class, atnd even generationad differences are hatlening
into battlelines. There are those among us who fi-deonmlif6rt in taking
a larger view of thhigs, as in pointing out that we have by far the
highest standard of living ever achieved by any society, thafi. we have
come a long way in race relttlis, anidthafft. even the worst. off among
us is probably far better off than the great mass of people around
the world. We must not let such a viewpoint obscure the dangers and
the issues, since it. is by our own standards of measurement that. our
society has failed a large number of our citizens. It is by our own
standards of measurement that large muimbers of our citizens are living
in deep and degrading poverty, and it is by our own standards of
measurement. that, we have failed to build clties and towns in which a
fundamental decency pervades the relationship between citizen and
citizen and in which a minimal amount of socia peace and good order
prevails.

Perhaps the poor, rural and urban, the unemployed and underem-
ployed, t.le handicapped, the aged, the welfare recipient, are the
largest, single groul) that we. have failed. But it. is the ethnic poor in
out crities-the Negroes, Puerto Ricans, and Spanish-speaking por-
who see no way out of their condition through-traditional "avenues of
self-improvement, that are most vigorous and articulate in expressing
their discontent in protest and violence. College students and teen-
agers are-other major carriers of discontent.

The problem of each of these different groups is radically different,
of course, but the groups are all alike in at least. one. respect: their
members are, for the present. at least, not gainfully employed. In our
society, this commotiplace observation takes on enormous significance,
because it, is principally through engaging in socially useful work
that an indivi dual pa1icipates as a Valued member'of society. In
large part, it is through such particpation, through investment of
ourselves and our energies in enterprises deemed useful by our fellows,
that we earn our livings, gain, rSl)ect from others, and learn to respect
ourselves.

The failure to be valued as full participants in our society is a cen-
tral fact of life for American Negroes, especially for poor Negroes
in our inner cities. It is as if they have been the' victims of a giant
lockout, which has opened up--with pitifully few exceptions-only
to those willing to do the dirty, menial, underpaid jobs that need to
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be done in every society. This, I believe, is an example of what the.
National Advisory Commission on Civil )isorders identifies as white
racism, one of the prhfi.p,! causes of last, sumer's riots.

There are many practical hardheaded men and women who are
willing to accept the Kernel' Commission's analysis of the riots and of
Negro discontent ai-id even willitig to accept some responsibility for
what happened. But being practical, hardheaded men, they do not-
pro)perly-want to dwell on the past. "Where do we go from here'.?"$
they want to know. "What can we (to to hell) the Negro iito fNlll
participation inohr national life?"

Typically, we locate the problem in the Negro himself. We say, for
example, that Negroes are lazy, irresponsible, and don't want to work.
Then we offer them the most menial, the dullest, the poorest paid jobs
in our society and, sure enough, there are some of them that don't
want. to work.

11Te say that Negroes are less intelligent thiih whites, that they learn
slower aid learn less. Then we give the-w poorly equipped, overcrowded
schools and the poorest traihtd, least. experienced teachers, and, sure
enough on'the average tley seem to' learn slower and learn less.

We say that Negroes cannot be trusted, thfatthey will steal anything
not nailed down. Then, in the midst of an affluence never before
achieved by society, we force large numbers of men, womern, and
children to live in deep and degrading poverty and, sure enough, some
of them steal.

For a be i11ing, then, let. us stop locating the, problem in the Ne ro
and let us face some imlortant.-fats. The one most central fact is that
most Negroes, like everyone else in our society, do want -to work.
Indeed, most Negroes have been working all along. Here in Wash-
ington, for example, the garbage does get picked uip, the trashes
collected, streets are swept, hotel rooms are cleaned, office btifidg
floors and halls are mop pe and polished, cars and restaurant. dishes
get. washed, ditches get (tug, deliveries are made, orderlies attend the
sick and mentally dAisturbed, and so on. And, if the cities in your home
States are even remotely like Washington and New York and Balti-
more and Philadelphia, then most of the people whose job it is to do
these things are black.

But, if most Negroes have jobs, what, then, is the problem? It is
mainly that most of these jobs pay from $50 to, say, $80 per week.
The man with a wife and one or two children who takes such a job
can be certain he will live in poverty so long as he keeps it. The longer
he works, the longer he cannot live on what he makes.

This apparent. paradox is closely linked up with another assertion-
i false one, I believe-that the Negro family structure, with its absent
father and female-headed household makes for illeglthimacy and de-
pendency, emasculates the male and deprives young boys of acceptable
male models. The fact is that most, Negro children are raised in two-
parent households, and the fact is that, if the Negro mele has indeed
been emasculated, it. is not his family structure or his women who are
responsible, but rather the larger society which has taken away his
manhood by making it so difficlt-often impossible-for him to earn
a living and support a family and be the head of it. For that is what
it. means to be a man in our society, and perhaps in all other societies
as well.

96-202 0-68----,
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Given these facts, it is not surprising that there are a number-a very
small proportion of the total but, a substantial nutnber, nevertheless-
of Negro men who seem to neither have jobs nor want them, who
work a day, a week or a month and qit, who won't follow up a Job
referral or stick with a training program.

Perhaps a majority of these are youths who dropped out of school
phys~ietlly in the 9th or 10th grade aiid psychologically 5 or mnre years
earlier. Although niost, of them probably went to poor schools, not all
of them would have profited commensurately frehf going to better
schools. Learning-at least. the kind we mean when we talk abo&tt
formal education-is peculi-rly dependent on will and desire. It is
a volitional act or process that cannot be forced. Child, youth, or
adult must want, to ftin in order to learn; he must have a reason or
purpose; he must. believe that it will make a difference in his life and
that this difference will be to his benefit. But to hold such a belief
requires an act of faith, and it. is precisely this act of faith-this belief
that, education, academic or vocational, will eventfally pay off and
prove to have been worth the time and tromble-that many Negro
yofiths in6iit Mties are ineap'Able of. Thus, it is that many young men
in their late teens or early twenties who submit to-remedialprograms
and teachers trying to teach them what they should have learned in
the foUltih, h.ftliior iihth grade do little better the secondtme around
thanthey did the first. Indeed, why should we expect it. to be different?
What has the passage of a few years done to change thitigs? Tle
young hien have no more reason to trust the system and its promises
of future rewards at, the age of 19 or 20 than they did at, the age of
9 or 15. If anything, they trust it less, for what they only suspected

when they were 91 or 15 has been cobflrirned by personal experience
and observation by the time they are 19 or 20. From his perspective,
the black youth has few choices to make. He can forget about getting
an education and become a busboy or janitor who cannot read or write,
or he can work hard at getting an education and become a busboy or
janitor who can read and write. In either event., if he becomes a bus-
boy or janitor and works hard, lie becomes-after a few years-a hard
working busboy or janitor.

A great many Americans, Negro as well as white, would argue that
the young man is wrong, that even if thfit was the situation in the past,
it is no longer the sitffltilntoday. These different pereeptioms of social
reality are one of the pritteipal sticking points-in Negro-white rela-
tions. Most. whites and some Negros believe that the Negro's situation
has been improved dramatically since World War II, and that civil
rights and. other legislation hilve revived institutional discrimina-
tion and brought him to equality of Olportunity and equtiality before
the law. Negroes look at the same world and see a different, reality.
From the point of view of the Negro youth in a big city, things have
changed very little if at all, and maybe they've gotten worse.

The weight of the evidence, I believe, supp(Axts the latter lpint of
view. Negro unomployrnent has been running at aout double that of
whites; the dollar ga between white and Negro average family income
has widened while the ratio of Negro to white average faniily income
has remained relatively constant. And in the crucial area of education,
there are more children attending segregated schools todaythan tbere
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were at the time of the Supreme Court's desegregation decision almost
15 years ago.

'We cannot hope to change the attitudes and beliefs and hostility
of the Negro youth in our cities until we change the reality on which
these attitudes are based. Promises of a better future are no longer
sufficient. We must change the reality and let, him experience it before
we can expect him to believe in it and trust it. And without that belief
and trust, the system simply doesn't. work. He will cofitilfue to do
poorly in school, to drop out, or be pushed 61t, to be passed on fmohl tie
wary eye of the teacher to the wiary eye of the p 0 lcemaa' Wthie Street.
Then he or his f friends willl'fufther overload our coilrt'faeilities, crowd
our jails, add tW the ranks of the une-nployed and the dependelit women
and children and so oil and so on until the Nationtl"Guard andi 'the
Army are called in.

How do we "change the reality and let him experience it?" If hav-
ing a job and earning a living is, as I believe it is, the linchphm
of full and valued partikiptioi in Ji6r society, then every able-bodiedman must have a right to a, job doing socililly useful wo wlfpays
a decent wage. This will 0oily be possible, I suspect, if the Federal
Government acts as employer of last resort.

The negative income tax and other income supplement proposals,
I believe, are f6ciUsed on the wrong end of the employer-employee
relationship. If a man does an honest day's work, whether it. be sweep-
ing the floor or simply gtiardhig a gate, lie has earned a right to
a living wage. If a commercial or induOritil enterprise cannot afford
to pay the worker enough todlive on, the failui lies with them,
not with tile employee, and it is the employer who needs to be sub-
sidized, not, tile worker. In other words, enterprises which thropih
inefficiency or for other reasons cannot affrd to pay their workers
enough olive on must leave the field or, if they are deemed socially
useful and necessary, nust, be subsidized by the Government so theycan pay a living wage to their workers. In this way, the stigma
and obligations that go with beingthe recipient of public assistance is
renioved from the worker (where it didn't really belong in the first
place) and placed on the employer, where it does belong. Moreover,
business and industry have already demonstrated that they can carry
the burden of receiving public astaice-thamt is, subsidies-fairly
lightly.

I am not an economist. so I must leave to others to say how much
public money will be needed or where it should come from. I know
priorities must be established, but of one thing I am morally certain:
That a job-rights program or its equivalent is more important to our
national security and national purpose than all other programs, one
by one 'or all together. I honestly believe that our experiment in de-
mocracy is at stake.

Senator PRoxMIRE (now presiding). Thank you, Dr. Liebow.
Our final pan61ist this morning is Prof. John F. Kain. Professor

Kain, you may begin.
Mr. KAIN. I too, have a prepared statement-
Senator PRoxtimm. Let me say before you go ahead, Professor Kain,

the reason that the other members of tiw committee had to leave is
because there is a quorum call in-'thlp House. I spoke to Chairman B611-

ing and he said lie would be back, but lie had to leave tem pOiaily.
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Mr. KAIN. I have a prepared statement which I think I would like
to read.

Senator PROXMIR:. All right. Needless to say if you wanted to skip
any part of it the whole thing would he in the record. You go ahead
and handle it in your own way.

Mr. KAIN. Actually, I wonder if we should skip it entirely. Have you
read it?

Senator PROXMIRE. I wish you would either summarize it or read
theparts which 1,outhin gare nfostyertinent or read the whole thing.

Mr. KAIN. I thInk I had bett~e'read theentiestatement.
Senator PRoxMTri. I wish I might have had a chance to read it. I

might explain sinee we started on this, that this is a very, very rough
day for us. The House is voting on whether or not to cut spending$6
billion or $4 billion whidh, of e6lirse, is very crucial. The Senate just
completed last night the massive housing bill which is so iln6,ft1iYtto
what we are discussing in many dther ways, and we are now working
on an appropriation bill and several other very crucial measures and,
of course, we are (Afthe eve of a recess which is always a bad time.

Mr. KAIN. All tight.
In recent months the relationship between metropoltitl sttitre

and Negro unemployment has received much attefition. T etwo most
importahbt facets of this relationship Are. (1) the rapid dispersal or
suburbanization of employment, and particularly blue-collar employ-
ment, within meti'fp6h lta areas; and (2) the coitift.tod segregation
and isolation of Negroes in massive and rapidly growing central city
ghettos.

Despite much talk, no one has a very firm idea about the extent towhiolthese trends are responsible for high levels of Negro Unemploy-
ment. Nor is it clear how the physical isolation of the ghetto interacts
with its social and economic isolation indecreasing Negro employment
opporttiiities. As the author of the otly empirical estimates of the
effect of these forces on Negro employment, Y feel I can state with
some authority that the kind of information needed for designing pro-
grams in this area is still unavailable. Nevertheless, a number of pro-
grains have been proposed to solve this, unmeastired problem. These
proposals demand w tittfittI6n even if defltfitive evaluations are not
yetpossible.

Nearly everyone who has thought about these, problems has con-
cludedl that the widening spatial gap between jobs and Negro residen-
tial areas must. reduce Negro efil)loyment opportunity to some ex-
tent. Ilowever, no 6n can say with any certli nty how mueh'-f the
job loss attributidble to tls p'attern- of iesidentia segregation is due
to the l)hysicAl separation of the ghetto from rapidly expanding sub-
urban employment centers and how much of it, is due to the social and

I John F. Kaln, housingg Segregatlon Ner Employment, ani Metropolitan Decentral-
ization," Quarterly Journal of Eonomics (May 106 ) (forthcoming), also available as
Harvard Program on Regional and Urban F conomnk, Discussion Iaper No. 14. July 1907
(revised).



,(,ohomiC isolation of the ghetto. The former operates through higher
transport costs-both in tme and in hI0hofy-while the latter operates
through a lack of knowledge abojit available job opportitmlties. Labor
mobility studies consistently have identified informal job search as
the most ilm)ortant source, of information atboiit. jot) openings. Ty)i-
eally workers learn ahout jobs from friends, neighbors, and relatives,
o by simply seing a hel l) wanted sign in the window. These informal
mechanisms are almost, completely absent for ghetto Negroes in the
eae.. of subMrban jobs. If all of your fi nds live inthe ghetto, if few
of them are employed in the rapidly growing sub"Ytfbiln'phrts of the
metropolis, and if you seldom visit, the suburbs, there is ohly the re-
inotest ehaiice of your learning about jobs available there. Ffilly for
a suburban job' tobe accep table to a ghetto Negro it. nitist, be an espe-
cially good one to offset the heavy costs of commuting daily froi- the
central ghetto to a distAnt peripheral workplace. Such jobs are usually
snapped up lg before they reach channels where the isolated ghtto
resident in|iht learn'f them.

Though it may not matter much to the unemployed or undorem-
l)loyed Negro which of these explanations is the correct one, it is ob-
viously of considerable impoiotance for public p6lie.y. If the problem
is due primarily to the physical isolation of the ghetto, the provision
of faster or cheaper transportation services between central city ghet-
tos and outlykng-efi-ployment centers may be the most effective short-
riun lsponse. However, if economic and social-isolation are the pri-
mary causes, the need may be for some much enlat'ged and iff !th ,ed
formal labor market. devices to replacethe more usual ii f6i lP1r-
rangemonts tMa. seem to work reasoafibly well for many workers. These
programs, which should ' be regarded sfffly as useful stopgap meas-
ures, have tie virtue of being consistent. with the only efficient and
satisfactory long-rtin solution-suburban ization of the Negro poplila-
tion.

Paradoxically, the belated recognition of the effect of the isolation
of the ghetto on Negro unemployment has led to a series of sugges-
tions to solve that problem by increasing the physical, social, and eco-
nomi isolation ofthe urban Negro. What I refer to here are propos-
als to subsidize the location of indiustry in iuiAhan ghettos. The most
telling objection to these proposals isthe extent. to whiell they would
strenktlen the very pattern of hiounng market segregation4thWit con-
tribultes not only tothe problem of job access, but to the whole nexus
of urban problems. 2 Nor does ghetto job creation -ft 1ar very attrac-
tive on narrow cost-effectiveness grounds. I wish I could claini to have
done all of the calculations necessary to demonstrate this assertion
conclusively. I cannot. Still, ghetto job creation may be the least effi-
cient. way of providing jobs for the long-term unemi)loyed in ghetto
,n Rs, even if the adverse conseq uences on urban stt'uctre are ignored.

A program -6f providing indi t rial jobfin ghetto areas would Appear
to run counter to powerful technological and. economic trends in

s Detailed discussion of the link between housinst market segregation and these urban
problems is presented In. John F. Rain, "Tho Big Cities' Big Problem," Challenge (Se"tm-
her-October 1906), np. 5-8; John F. Chain and Joseph J. Persky, "AlternatIves to the elided
Ghetto," Warvard Program on Regional and IIrban Economics. Discussion Paper No. 21.
October 1967: and John F. Chain and Joseph J. Perskv. "The Ghetto. the Metropolis. and
the Nation " Harvard Program on Regional and Urban Economies, Discussion Paper No. .10.
March 106h.



0u 'oit.O custes ed (,alt be overcome wvithI large enough
SUISilis.I Iw(l'r.I fail to un1der-stand wywe would Wait, to chloose

i neflhcieit. and( (cost ly programs (fhat Wor4SnI) hev illost ser'iouSsi 811te-
iit Ilfdfect of o1ur socivIty. Tlhlere 1"ffnv be sit 0,11 ionls where it ile Coll-

Me it exists bet-weenl goal..; of soeiet y wheni pr.ogrteSs inl onle aliva (fll Oly
be, achlieved Rt~the expense of sonic retardation ill another. Clearly, tis
is niot the sit tint ionl Nv' face ill I lie' (case of ghevttoi iiwt eIm olloynmt.. TPhere
are alternatives that. do not, increase the isola onl -of thle ghetfto Negr-o.
Indeed, ninny 111 of the allteriltitives alIluided to fitline, foi- exnmlie, t rans-
1)oltat toil siubsid jes anld-fil""N improved 11'11' urket in1stifiuti-ons, have thle
opoiIIsite' eflect. anld, while tflit, appropriate ('alvillat ins remifln to- be
(lne, 11yN jud~gmlent. is tll ha t these woold III-ae lowvere ost pernolw job) t hant
lrolposAs ttt'htIditryto thel' gheito.

I'There is at bnsis for hli~est di Iroeines of ovildoln lohout the0 uinertaln
('1)5k of thlese lilttit 01111ivt'5 hut, there is n1o jistfificatioti foil reqtlit'itlg
thazt Subs)idhized' job". be' locatedl ill flit, ghtie-st 11 14111 iail%]. of exist ing1
InI)posls do0. While I personally %01141 d jrofel at wage subsi dy thlat
wold apply onlly toiht10 Iltiig 4411i long-ternil 1unemployed0 by1 sub-
Iuu'ban loyr- 1111'sictci thellov(ahted flifiet' ti'll n oef'ptili
mlit illiut dist atie frmti I he ghetto-I aditi to the lIogl- ic, 0111rrw
('051-eire't ivhiness grounds, of a1 flex ible wtug(' sublsidy available, to firmshi
hi ring 0he long-terml unemilp'loyed anywhere 1w -the tetfI61 is. TIhough
SOntP Of these Subsidized jolts voilldhe hdlitted ill or011 er, the: gheotto,
I ex xe'.that"M h~ 1,1 titoe would he, locatl ed ill fte rapidly expanldinig
1111E1n1p1011encenter~s distantl fr-ont the ghiet o. TIhes0 lat let' jobs wvoild
begin oto weakceit t ile co'st r~inig ties of the ght to. Snltlot-her
pror 1510115 folui It 1zi nundx'br o)f cu'rT'Nt proposaIs, for, exami pie1P tluu
partieiplAtilig firms eIInI)loy _11 Certain m1filitliffil 111111hi' of glit o
residents or long-termn til l mjloy(d, seeml ill founded. Sitc] restrnc-
I buS (ms twich IaIn %-ito fldvwa-1-ps ioirms of Intelhghtepome.
of the lolg-terll Ilitentjployed, 'IIIt onlly serve to limtiit. the uiffiber 'and
kcids, of firms w~hio would ivish to pjfi'tiptte ill such a1 pr'ogr'am alwd

here1.by uterellse. fit" prograltlls (costs per worker.
I would like to take this Opportunity to sketchl briefly tite genlevait

outflne of Jil "efliit" wa ge sit bsily proposal for the hard-core- lInM11-
loYCel.T''e idea is a sin)lIP one. The emnplo ymenit service would sim-ply

((Veilt i fy" workers wuho have ben meWlyd beyond a cert nt period
of t illiu (thle logIIiiieWpbe) o ~rtii 11t ion in't-he program.
Any employer hiring onie of these certifid o ers would reeive an
hourly chSilid.It wouitld prnbsbly be desirable to'lhave the 16itlftt.
of tie subsidy (ijendmlelO two slidhin g scales. There should be an
i(reasig scale (tependln on thle worker's. duration of utnemplloy-
muent, so thlat. firmsc. would flave a stronger Incentive (larger Cash suh-
sidy) for hirig'the really hnrd-mc unemployed, kresimittbly the
most (hffllt llcses. SimilarI1l, there should, boe a declining subsidy fotr
weeks wvoiked onl thep lpesiiiuiption thM thie pr)iltotivityj of workers
il('teasCs with trainling And experience Ott the jot). Choosfn~lg flpptopt'i-
atA schledules would not be it simpIle matter and wold ritire conl-
siderable experinmeutat iou. ~oftithAtely, the proposal lends1 itself to
~ust, this kind of expet'imentitlbb.The, subsidy could be set Vat fairly

owlevel inlitiAlly anid thenll-'e inct'ensed ntl Vdsrberemploy-_
ment rate of thle tog-teffifiloth III oyed is reached. If the, pool of flng-



term nemp~tl~~oyed begins to dry upI inI a parti(culalr labor iti'et, thie
ve'hedule, coil d b e lowered'to ieflect eit her the stronger labor market
Conditions or t(lie im piroving quality of its labor force.

I'llytulent of this Subsidy cotuld be ia'de at piart. of h le exist lug r'Clot'l -
tlig nulecha n isius of the olA~l)loyntint seeln niy programs. Etu11ployc's Simin-

phly would report the iinher6,1 and namefis o;f "Cert ifiedP ]oil g-teii un1-
entdo3'ed working for I hem uin 1lg e-It'h mlonth 11n1dl ith iin ?tibi of
their. emu1ployntlent- with thie firm. The elnjploymnent. Service 1wotldf 7"1W611
calm uhle 'the lti's subsidy from this information. Firils would lfhve
at Strong ineniltive to provlile effective I rAllnfb hc e te ol
r-eceive i a onus (ar vijiOit)~1al to thle (tifTerene ewen h
subsidy and their trite costs of hiring and employing the I fig-tri

'1'h wag sub idypogrfiuni for the IonW goterniune ployed out,11- d
above h11A till -of tlih' ad ifitl tyes 11nd1 few Of fi6hesdvafitages of ghetto
job) C'eai itu prog anis.. However, to the extent that such a subsidy
w~ognnni is (o'Odi ant answer to ghectto unrecit its applictit~ is

liklyto Ibe limited lit no'hhiletowltf aes nay case, thie
dlesignation, hard-coore unemployed, will often be a epennifor
ghetto Negrloes. A1ny suce) expansion of employment olp)ortlTitIfes for
gheptto Negroes iscetilhvurprusosoie~s~~hit bifds
miett'OipolitMI-ighlttos tOth6vI1at'l areas of -thle outt'h.- This systolil will
react- to anyl sudldenl Changes ill enifl OYMInt n colle olipoithiuiulos U1~
iuetvropol in ns. If there are ito offsettiffg iprivments ill thle
South, rates of migration into the still 'resti'kU'd, ghletto-ArN!as Will
incrleases" indeed, it, is possile that. lifooetiffi one0 mligranlt w1old
111ea in tie ghetto for e very job created.

T'i'he onverse, is equa6lly true4. Negro inigrnlon from so60tlf0fltfql
areas to me 'l6ifngetswill be rd ron 1y affected by tlloe level of
employment and incomes in-the Thild! Sout i. This fact, Mi \'hi beealM'e
)in tfitlly obvious to mue in ify researcht ott Noffth-Sofitl mirtt6

ha1d led lie for tho6 pAst several years to advocate a pro'grAth- of su
CIIII eConom1iV oevelopuintas being (desir'able both ill its own) right.f anid
ats a partly solution to the pr1oblemis of the Nat IoR' cities. 1To-wevOS,
It recent experience has vatiSed l me to ,'eordor mly pr'iorit ies 1and to

modif m is aibiut" the apprpuI011te.' ix of Ipuhhic policy forl deal-
ing with lu (ese problems.

Recent v 1 ait tenidedl 111 days of licel rings held b~y thec U.S. Commi sionl
on C ivil Mgiqt in Montgomery, Ala., ats it ('otlsidlnt. to the6 Comlilis11-
-Son. During the course0 of these heuiigsgot. rteligionl. I wa-s conl-
verted to the absolute eesiyof the unettt mutntof some.c
formu of guaranteedl tiliffl flM iie . Now this does not. mevan 0t I
w111 eWell aginilst the (111Pt. Qutite thle ('outt ray. I had long rognixide(
SOne forum ;of at gnulm nilteed aI uifliu 1 in('onle as. a 'desirable ipte'e Of 10
isliltionl anld-oneill ta t s weol l )st due. Moreovom', I wals voe-iln'tainht
I hie Naltionf ill thle not. so distant future would adopt such it scheme. Mly
V0Aoll!;'si Mv Invol v&'d 11160i th ~leu~ ruuflleme rmaoi
l ist. of desirable legislative 0-imotmebts to t lie posit ion or No. I11rioi'ity.

li yoplinion there is nto single pieve of (h)Jllestie legkhit~l mfnthat
W01ld do4 so Illuelli-t( solve the Problem of our cities and our' Nation.

3, m iore dpiatcitN1 dIcuimio1 of theme questions IR coiitani In, John P". IHnlti ani Joitepla
J. i'er.4kv, "Thle North'ai Mfnke In southern Ilural Poverty." linivard progrn on regloaanl
#1111 urban econies disutIpcion imper No. 18, Mlay 1907.



Before attending the hearings in Montgomery I had far more faith
in a program of southern economic development as both a short-
and long-term solution to these problems. The Montgomery hearings
convinced me that such measures were bot h too weak and too slow
to deal with the serious imbalances that. have developed in our economy.
I remain convinced that accelerated industrialization of the southern
economy must be regarded as it necessary longrun program needed to
insure eventual parity between the South and the rest of the Nation.
However, the hearings also convinced me that, despite the longrun
potential of sucl a program, stronger and faster acting medicine is
needed to deal with* the iT~irdifite and pressing conditions of southern
rural poverty and the related problems of "selective" migration. Effec-
tive progress toward s6lving these prol)lens in any reasonable time
period can only be made by means of a major national income main-
tenance pitoram. .

In providing an immediate solution, however, it. is important to
design a program-that does not:h-hWMP&the longrun solution of south-
ern economic development. In particular such a program should not
stifle initiftiive or discourage workers from seeking emplqyment to
improve their economic condition. These requirements would appear
to be most closely approxiffted by a p'ogr ihsi~ilareto-tie so-called
negative income tax.

The negative income'tax has acquired widespread support i the
past 2 or 3 years, but a great deal of confusion remains abA6ht its Pur-
poses and structure. Thus, it seems .appropfiato'to comment. briefly
on the proposal. Its esseitial feature is to prmvido a miniMum -icoe
for every household, while iWtthe same tlfn not discouraging economi-
cally active households fromprovidi-bg for themselves to-the greatest
possible extent.

What is attractive-about the negative income tax is that tdtulIke most
existing welfare ahd income maintenance programs, such as aid for
dependent. children (AFDC) and public assistance it does not. pe-
nalize households who attent t 'imffiprove their economic status and
reduce their welfare dependency. This aspect of most existing welfare
programs is a root cause of the cycle of poverty. Most existing income
maintenal'ee, programs have what amounts to a 100-percent tax on the
earnings of the reci pibilts. It would take considerable skill -and ithagi-
nation to develop schemes which would stifle initiative more effectively
and reduce the will to work.

The negative income tax would provide a floor for the incomes of
every individual and family in the Nation. Each would receive as a
matter of right. a certain minimum cash income. This mininmm cash
income would vary according to the family's size and composition.
In this respect it is similar to many existing income maintenance pro-
grams. It differs from most, of these in the use of unifoTm national
standards and in Allowing households to keel) some percentage of any
additional earned income. The former has important consequences for
migration behavior by insuring that individuals can exercise a free
ohoice as to where they will reside. As noted previously, the latter is
essential in terms of providing the incentives for households to do
everything possible to become economically self-sufficient.

In addition to the obvious value of a proposal of this kind in terms
of breaking the cycle of poverty in both the cities and rural areas,



there is still another, andpossibly even more important, benefit that
was I)m~glt home owerfully to me by the Montgomery hearings.
This would he its e fect in under nihng and eventitily destroying the
system of economic boilfige that continues to enslave and emasculate
the toor white and poor Negro in the rural South. The Montgomery
hearings provided much testimony. describing the instruments of this
system and their skillful use. All involve the use of economic power
to prevent the poo' southern Negro and white from effectively exer-
cising their rights and privileges as citizens. To free the poor popila-
tion of the irtil Suith from reil, afnd iifng!led, economic theats and
to restore their constitutional liberties, requires a fiuhfdfi'fltfiOAl chainfge
in the strture of these institutions. In l)artinular, it is essential that.
the economic dependone Of the por Negro aIOd white be reduced. No
fuidamental social change will be possible as long as the poor white
and Negro remain dependent on the white power structure. Only a
measure such as the ne~ttive incometax, which provides a mifigflt
income as a matter of right, will accomplish, this end. No ani tfit of
Federal dollars will leadto the independence necessary for full par-
ticipation In society, if they are channedtlrouglthese existing in-
stitutions. The negative income tax would bypass these tradittonMl
arrangements entirely.

Nor willd the benefits of such a scheme accrue only to'the direct
recipients of the tax. The economic hegeniony of the well-to-do whites
wo@'d- be sharply reduced but all 1 ioild be compehsated handsom6ly.
The huge increase i pti mAhig power in lhe South that would result.
from tie eiactment ofth,6 negitfive income tax would-by itself greatly
accelerate southern development. An immediate expansion 6f rititill ig
and wholesaling activities would probably be followed closely by an
expansion of market oriented nlffffifa'tifbhg establislifflits. The still
low-wage rates of the rural SoUth would profile fuirther stimluis.
The desirability of accelerated southern economic development is such
as to recommend furthercaiital subsidies.

Finally,-the larger income base l)roviud by the tax and'theenuing
developmnfitt in'the South would permit thiat region to break the cycle
of underinvestment in human resources and poverty. An enriched
southern economy would be able to provide educational 'Mid' health
services needed to achieve eventual productive and economic l)atity
with the rest of the Nation.

It, may appear that the preceding discussion of southern economic
development and the negative income tax strays far from the initial
concern with changes in urban structure and their effect on Negro
employment. opportunities. However, I would state emphatically that
this is not the case. The unrest in our ghettos, which has prompted
these hearings and the Kerner Commission Report itself, is but a
highly visible manifestation of more fundamental'inib'alnces in our
society.

To be effective, programs desi gned todeal with eonditions in urbi-n
ghettos must. be in harmony with equally importaiit measures needed
elsewhere in our economy. For example, the effectiveness of urban
manpower program depends fundamentally on the strutt'e of in-
centives throughout the economy. The present patchwork quilt of in-
come transfers and welfare programs colld not be more destructive to
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the incentives of low productivity workers. The negative income tax
could be a powerful force in restructuring these incentives and thus
improving the effectiveness of manpower programs.

The press release I received describing these hearings pointed out
that:

The question of welfare payments and other means of maintaining Income of
the poor would be the subject of a separate Inquiry.

It may be true that "the subject of employment is the most relevant
to the jurisdiction of the Joint Econohric Committee"; however, the
problems we are currently facing are not so easily compartmentalized.

Representative BoiLiNo (presiding). Thank you very much, Pro-
fessor Kain.

Senator Proxm ire, do yot have some questions?
Senator PROXSMIRE. Yes, indeed.
I want to say, as I said yesterday, I think that these hearings

are developing some very, very useftil ififOiAtioi. These were fine
papers today. I have learned a great deal. The committee, when they
have a chance to review the hearings, will be most enlightened.

I would like to start out with Mr. Robson. You tAlked about the need,
Mr. Robson, tocrerate, was your word, I think, 3 to 4 milli6 hAdditifnal
jobs, and looking at it from An economic standpoint of course, the ob-
vious question thfat hitsus isthat we have been told by the administra-
tion experts, the Council of Economic Advisers and the Federal Re.
serve Board and others, that our problem is an inflationary problem.
We don't have too few jobs, we have too few people, to fill the jobs
we have now. True, it is a matter of skills and so forth, but unem-
ployment is now at a level, I think, of 3.5 percent or about 3 million
people, and job vacancies are estimated to be in the area of maybe half
that.

When you say create 3 to 4 million jobs, did you have in mind to
create jobs that would be of sufficient dignity and so forth so' that they
would be more meaningful and provide a better salary than those we
have nowI

Mr. RoBSoN. Well, Senator, I think this puts this question in its
proper context, because you mentioned some of you had to make de-
cisions about spending cuts yesterday and we will have to make them
now, we are at that point, the lowest unemployment rate in the last
15 years in this country.

we do face an in6ationary problem and a balance-of-payments
problem, and I suspect that the basic position of this admin-istration,
and the Federal Reserve Board, we can't substantially increase spend-
int at this point in time for these programs.

I am inclined to think, as an economist, that these are serious prob-
lems and would give due respect to the wisdom of the Council of
Economic Advisers and the Federal Reserve Board. But I think the
nature of the problem is such we have got to restructure the society
a bit.

Now, whether or not the American public is willing to bear the tax
burden that would be necessary to, in, fact, restructure the society so
that we could create-

Senator PRQxMiPx. Let me just interrupt at this point. You see,
when you increase taxes you reduce jobs.



Mr. RoBsoN. That is right.
Senator PROXMIRE. I asked Gardner Ackley before he retired what

would be the impact of the 10-percent surtax and his letter to me was
that this would eliminate, reduce, about 300,000 to 350,000 jobs. You
put in the package, with spending, reduction at the same time and it
reduces-I think Senator Xennedy was very close to being right-
maybe 700,000 jobs. .

Now, if you are going to pay for the creation of additional public-
sector jobs, at the same time destroy almost tis many private-sector
jobs, many of which are marginal jobs which would be held by the
disadvantaged, aren't you just treading water?

Mr. RonsoN. Well, there are two points there that I think are rele-
vant: One is that in the long itn we understand what forces make the
economy grow and how to get from 75 milli6n jobs to 80 million jobs,
or where we intend to go in'tei'ins 6f increasing the level of our pro-
ductive capacity atthe same time we increase our peftiding. BU I"thi'ik
there is a problem here that it is the reordering of opportUfflty, wffd
it nay be that-the 700000 jobs that. would be destroyed by an income
tax increase or by a tax increase-

Senator PROXMME. Plus the reduction in spending.
Mr. ROBsON. Plus the reduction in spending; but you create a dif-

ferent set of opportunities for a different set of people in'tlig society.
It is an income transfer, it is a restructuring of ecohomi oipb lf'tty,and in my view the social problems of the couhitry are such that must,
in fact, be done, and I think no economist could be very honest with
this committee or with anybody else ufiless he was to admit that what
that would do would be simply to shift-opportiffity from those where
the jobs were destroyed by the tax increase to those areas where you
selectively decided to increase oppottiihity. If it were to be in the
ghetto areas and for nonwhite workers, the secondary effects of the
reduction in spending, if these funds were used to create addtiiffil
employment opportunities, would not be significant in aggregate
economic terms.

Senator PROXmIRE. Rather than create the new jobs though, how
about the notion of considering the possibility of spending whatever
is necessary-considering the possibility at least, whether we didit or
not-considering the possibility of spending whatever is necessryto provide the training that is required to make it possible for those
who are now unemployed and, usually lack skills that are required,
so they can fill the jobs that are now avallable. That. would have the
advantage of meaning that the market economy would decide, which-is
always politically easier and economically more realistic and would
have the advantage of meaning that these people would have skills
which would last a iifetifie, perhaps, and would have the advantage
that it would seem to me, that. the Congress would be more likelyto
enact that kind of measure. Education is attractive to almost every-
one, conservatives as well as liberals as well as labor. You say educa-
tion, you tie a program into education and it is much easier to push
it ahead than if you tie it into some kind of a job subsidy or creation
of a job which would appear to some at least as make work or an
artificial judgment by bureaucrats or Congressmen as to what people
ought to be doing instead of what the market decides what they ought
to be doing.



Mr. RoBsoN. I think if you link up the kind og training opportuni-
ties with the income that, people ought. to receive in their training you
have, in fact., eiwated a job. Our l)roblem, as Mr. Kain points out,
is that jobs are not necessarily located where the people are who need
the work and who need the traffiig.

Senator PROXMiRE. That. is another problem and I will come to that.
That is right..
Mr. ROBSON. We don't really ha:e good data on the job vacancies

in the coutr y. It may be as high as 2 million, using the sample surveys
that the BLS makes, but we know that. even with the 3.5 unem)loy meant

te--a little less than 3 million people-there will be 500,000 people
unemployed for tfire than 15 yeeks, and I think part. of our problem
is a restruet u ing of opportiies.

Now, I am a strong believer in the manpower training programs
and we ought. to expaiyd mt r opportunities under the Maipower De-
velopmn~t and Training Act. and increase the level of tra thing under
t e manpower programs of tei Economic Opofultles Act, but it.
doesn't do Mth good to, traln people if at the end of t.ht training
l)eriod there is not a job for them, and a job that involves the kind
of dignity-

Senator Pnox3hnEv.. That is quite right. It. seems to me we have to
coordinate this so we have trilt ihIt either on the job or close lethe
job 0n1d, of course, you have the additianfladoatdfige- of movingthe
Phillips ettfve over. You have the great: d AVMg. of having a lesser
degree of unemployimWet withott- iflAtift. Conceivably, if you could
train the hard*&6re unemployed, the 500;000 or million, whatever th6y
are$ people who are now unemployed could be trained and have a skifl.
Perhaps we could then get unemployment down from 3 million to 2
million, 3.5 percent down to 21/2 or 2 percent without'flti6n, if we
can train them for the jobs that now exist and have sufficient mobiilty.

Let me ask about anfdther area here ,tht both you and Mr. Liebow
touched on with considerable eloquence. You both feel very strongly
that-and I think the dthermeMbers of the palel do, too-we have a
serious "racism" problem, discrimination problem. It. is not. simply a
matter of unskilled persons or dropouts, it is a matter of t-he Negro, a
inan with black skin, having less of a chance of getting a job and
being discriminated against.

Do you have statistics, either of you gentlemen, from aay kind of a
study to show a coyiwp'ison between those who are dropouts-we know
there is it higher proportion of Negroes menployed, teenagers and
so forth. We also know, however, that there are a higher number
of Negro dropouts, and for reasons taffit we are all very familiar with.

Do you have any basis where you put, as you say, equals against
equals statistically, so we can see the real impact now 4 years after we
passed the Federal FEPC law, the civil rights bill, the 'real imViplet of
racism and discrilninAtion in Negro employment?

Mr. Ronsow. I think, first, as far as I know, there are not. data avail-
able that would demonstrate that point.

Mr. HENDERSON. Well, no, no ;that is not, true.
Mr. RosoN. Of a specific study.
Mr. HENDFRSON. We will say the data has not been as good as we

would like fort to be. But certainly we have data, for example, which



shows differentials in earnings between blacks and whites at various
educational levels. I was very interested in listening to Senator Harris
on the "Today Show" this morning conmenting on some book he
had written. le quoted some data we had collected which was sub-
mitted to the Kerner Commission which is no news to these gehtile-
men here, showing, for example, what, a Negro college graduate with 16
or more years of schooling earns on the average in this country what
a white high school dropout earns.

Now, some people resort to the point that-
Senator PRoxmIRE. What was the basis of his statistic? He said, of

course, the argtthnt - was whether these statistics are valid.
Mr. HENDERSON. Well, I know the ari.Umen t, sir, that there is a

differential linthe qltility of education aid, therefore, the s,'6dt&tIvity
potential of individuals differs. This argument is valid only up to a
pofit.

Senator PRoxMiR.. Yes; I think Senator Harris ftide a marvelous
point and stressed that. He pointed out Harvard Business School, for
example; the Negro graduates have $6,000 less income than white
graduates. There was a-

Representative BOLLINO. Have there been census documents on this
subject?

Mr. LiEBow. This subject was developed by Rashi Fein, at tlie
Broolings Instittltk1n, and exclusively from census materials.

Mr. HENDERSON. Not only that,-
Senator PROXMIRE. What was the date of that study, referring to

what periodI
Mr. HENDzRSON. I think it went up, to the best of my recollection,

into the early 1960's.
Senator PoxMiRw. Well now, that is the important point. I am try-

ing to find out whether or not we have made progress since we passed
a Federal FEPC law in the last 4 years, and there is a lot of evidence
we have not made much progress, but it would be interesting to see
if we did, and then I would like to know what you gentlemen think
we can do. You indicated some prescriptions but I also would
like to know if you think we can do much in publiity, publicizing now
the firms that obviously discrimilfite, because it is transparent if you
take a look at. it and I think we might shame people into better policies.

Mr. KAIN. Maybe you don't have to lut so much emphasis on sham-
ing people into not discriminating. There are laws prohibithig racial
discrimination by Government contractors and recipients of Federal
grants.

Senator PROXMIRE. Very feebly enforced.
Mr. KAIN. That is right, and I would be less inclined to try and

shame finns into not discriminating and more disposed to very much
strengthen the enforcement staffs of the Federal contract coffilh Ilce
agencies.

Senator PRoxMIRE. Why not do both, though. These firms are pretty
conscious of their public i-ma e..Bethelehem Steel, for example, was
cited, just a few Says ago; i .think that ought to be salutary, as a
conspicuous example of racial discriminition.

Mr. KAIN. What is important about the Bethlehem Steel example
is that it is the first time the Labor Department has gone that far in
enforcing antidiscrimination provisions in a Government contract.



It is their first use of a public hearing and the first. time they publicly
threatened to cancel a contract unless the firm really showed some evi-
dence of affirmative action to correct. discriminatory practices.

Senator POXMR11E. I think they indicated they would, but I saw
a study that was most shocking of the airline industry, where the dis-
crimination is just iveolting-well-docuinented discrimination. In one
pat, of the country, one ofthe airlines has been persuaded to try to
overcome this, in &Chicago, and they have done an excellent jo, so
that it. c4an be done. The Negroes are available, they have the requisite
education and so forth, but atirlines have just. refused to hire them.

Mr. IIENDERSO'N. Let me make two points. One, of course, you are,
talking about contract comp Ifliace which is one aslect of the equal
employment opportunity poicy here. The other one is the app1iction
of equal epiiypfoy,,ioht oppi6-timtiit, y provisions of title 7 to the non-
contracting firms.

Senator PRox'.Iri. Right..
Mr. H.NDF.RSoN. The shocking test imohy in New York recently

about flie bankilig industry, the communicAtliis industry-chapter 15
of the Kerner Report-the Civil Disorders Commission Docnihint-is
one of the most striking chapters in that, whole book on the extent of
discrim indfidn, nonutilization of Negroes in the commuhicati6ns
industry.

The point I want, to make here is that. the bill'bfore the Congress
at the present. time, I believe it is before the Congress, to give some
powers to tho Equal Employmeht Opp6rtUhity Comission -

Senator Pnox nR. To cease and desist.
Mr. HENDEIIsoN. To cease and desist, to issue cease-and-desist orders

now. I know the attitdebf some of the Senators and Congressmen'to
this. But the p6itit. is, we have an agency here which has very little in
terms of enforcement powers and it seems to me this is something we
have to come to grips with if we want to do something about it.

The most educative device I know of, and I think our history shows
this, is when we get, public policy that, can channel people, the beha-
vior of people, the behavior of ins.t ifions, the attiftdes tend to follow.
And my arglifiionn. is we have got to do something about changing
beha-vior.

Senator PROXMIRE. I agree wholeheartedly.
Representative BOIJIINO. If you don't mind, I would like to inter-

ject. one thing at that point, and that, is just. as an illustratibn of how
far behind the times the House of Representatives is: On yesterday,
that specific question, not the matter of the cease and desist, but the
question of fuiing the current relatively powerless agency at. the level
requested by the budget, in other words, the vast suim of $13 million,
was )efore the House. The Appropriations Committee had cut that.
particular funding to just under seven, which is about the level at
which it. is operating in this current year, with a backlog of, in the
range of, 15 to 19 months. The House, by a nonrecord vote voted not,
to increase the recommendation of the Appropriations Committee,
and I don't cite that with any pleasure. I cite that to show you the
kind of problem that we have in the House of Representatives to even
support the current level of what I call nonactivity.

I gather, sir; that you have something further that you want to
get, into.
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Mr. HENDERSON. I was going to cite one other bit of data for Sen-
ator Proxmire, to push my own book a little bit. We did a very careful
analysis in a book called "The Advancing South" which pointed up
the question you were raising about the tremendous amount of dis-
crimination -based on education, occupations, age residence, region;
about seven variables were included. We did this hind of correlation.
All I am trying to say is there is substantial evidence--fromi the best
evidence that is available-to establish the fact that discrimination in
employment, discri~miftion in terms of opportauities, is a key factor
in this whole question of jobs.

The second point, I think that one of the thin-swe will have to do
in this country when it comes to the question of the tax situatin or
the question of Inflation, we are going to have to reassess some of our
own priorities in terms of spending.

We know, for example, that we have got progatiih 7 6ing like super-
sonic airplanes getting to the moon; we have got a lot of thtigs going
where we spena a lot of foiney, a lot of people eiYmpl6yed ii these pro-
grams; as Thayne pointed out, they can have oppoibtufls in other
areas. I think somewhere along the line we are going to have to come
to grips with the priorities.

Senator P ROXMRE. I couldfi't agree with yOJu more on thit.
I would like to-ask, Mr. Henderson, abift- another problem that has

concerned me very much. The Kerner Commission shows that a study
indicated-they don't prove it, butthey had a number of interviews-
that the typical rioter was between 15 and 94 years of age, better
educated than average altl]Mi)hI he was a high school dropout, had
lived in-the area a long time, longer -than the cotmterrioters, incidefit-
ally. He was usually employed in a menial job, frequently part time,
often unemployed, and he felt discrimination keenly; lie was proud
of his race, very, very conscious of the unfaii-ness and so forth in
trying to get what we are discussing now. But .the question that keeps
coming up in my mind is how about these jobs. What are we going
to do about the jobs? Is this a matter thatif we can provide adequate
training, will the jobs be handled through autoniition ? If they are
upgraded in terms of a wages will that take care of it.? Who10 is goifig
to doThese menial jobs that somebody described very well-I think
Mr. Liebow-in pointing out the kind of things that the Negro
typically does.

Mr. HENDERSON. Well, there are two points, Senator, it, seems to
me, and I tried to make this when I was talking abouttlit.. We con-
centrate so much on the hard-core unemployed, which makes ip, about
a half million people, these are important people. We forget. about the
fact that one of the critical points, is those people who are in and out.
of the labor force, the guy who doesn't get caught, up in the stilstfics
of the hard-core unemployed.

Senator PRoxmizr,. A ou mean those who work 20 hours a week, car
washers-

Mr. HgNDimsoN. Yes; that is the guy, these are the people who are
arrested in Detroit, the Wayne study pointed out they were employed,
but many were employed part tune.

But secondly, the whole question of Negroes having a shot at jobs
on the same basis as other people. For example, the Negro female
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teenager is perhaps the most discriminated against person in the United
States of America. Here is a young lady, for example, who can read,
she can write, she can coipfite, she call measure, but the difference is
that while her white high school graduate counterpart can go down
to the bank and with no sweat get a job, she can't get one simply
because she doesn't look like Lena Horne or, hell, she's not a black
Madonna and, consequently, it is this kind of a person who really
catches it in the economy.

The same thing goes for a young man. He is caught up in the fact.
that he doesn't, get, a chance, for example, to even prove himself on a
job. They expect him to come in imtnedliately with all of. the tools
immediately for a particlar job.

Now, I am'n not talking just from. emotion.
Senator PRoxMmnl. The p01fit Itm raising now
Mr. HENDF.RSON. I am going to get tothlft point.
Senator PROXim.IRE (continuiing).. Is a problem that should be brought

up wile we are discussing discrimination, because there is no ques-
tion there shouldn't be discrimination but there is discrimination, anid
these jobs are now being done-disproportion lately done-by Negroes,
but we know they are being done by poor white people, too.

Mr. HFXNDERSON. Sure.
Senator PoXmIRE. The point is, this is a job associated with 0, lack

of dignity, a lack of status, but these are jobs that have to be done by
somebody.

Mr. HENDERSON. Let me just make two points here. First, of all,
we are talking about a mobility point. W1e are talking about mobility.
Where does a guy go from-that job? How long is he stuck onthat job
to do the mopping? The argument here is not that somebody doesn't
have to do it and maybe Negroes are going to have to dothir share.
Unfortunately, they do a disportionate share, but the question is where
does lhe go froi tiatl -)aint ?

Many Negroes can get jobs, but they can't go anywyhere and their
mobility is shunted, you see. Now, who is going to do these jobs?
I think we are going to have more dispersion of these jobs among
Negroes and whites and ftiy Negroes are still going to do them.

But the otherpoint is, I think the question of minimum wages. How
much does a guy make on these jobs? So many of these service-typeocupations-jobs--are excluded from minimum wage protection, you
see Negroes do occupy these jobs, they do work at them. My fisher
is a waiter in a hotel, I waited in a hotel, there wasn't, anything
wrong with thAt, I am proud of it, but the fact is that somehow or
another we found some kind of way. The doors were open for us to
move to something else.

Senator PROXMIRE. You think a more universal application of a
miniffifti wage and increasing the mi-iInhilthl wage might help?

Mr. HENDERSON. At least it might give the people some feeling of
econofflizseurity whe- they have these-jobs.

You have to consider another thing, the insecurity associated with
these jobs is very great.

Senator PRoxmfR.. Mr. Liebow?
Mr. LIEBOW. May I say something? I do believe this business of

going somewhere else, to move up the ladder, is very important. But



the way things are now the man who cleans up an office building can
never expect to sit down behind a desk in tiiAt Office building. It is
important to be aware, however, that not aill people are Oareer-oriented.
Many of the young men we are talking aboit in the cities are ambitious
young men, they are very ambitious young men, but there are a. eat
many people who are not. We have a very large and stable working
class in our society, people who are not career-oriented; what they
want is to have a job which is respectable, which is adiittedly social
useful, that they can earn a living at and support their faffilies. K
lot of people are satisfied with just this, and we have to deal with
both.

One of the things, I think, we can make-there is nothing wr6ng
with being a janitor, there is nothing wrong with being a waiter, so
long as you can support your family on it, and once you can support
your family on what you earn then ybu are respected. It becomes a
respectable job. What makes it menial is the fact that it pays so
little that you can't live like ti person.

Senator PoxM1E. And it is dead end.
Mr. Limaow. Dead end; but dead end is for some people irft'levant.
Senator PROXMRmD. For some people it is, others it isn't. For a

Negro today the fact that it is dead end is important.
Mr. HNDERSON. I think it is a critical poifit in 6br mood fight

now.
Mr. Lmaow. It is dead end, but in itself it is not satisfying. If that

job paid enough to live on it wouldn't be a dead end.
TomQGlatdwin, an anthropologist., pointed out-that-there are all kifds

of jobs that are valued differently by society when essentially the
nature of'the work that. is being done is the same.

Now, the woman who works in a carryout slhop as a waitresss is doing
essentially the sametlihg as the nfiliIe stewardess. There is kPwreason
in the world that we can't upgrade what are so far menial jobs. We
can give them far more status. We have done this with line steward-
esses and since there are already so many Negroesinvolved personal
services and since it looks like a great fitiy of them will be stuk there
because we can't get programs to get them out of itthen let.'s upgrade
the job, instead of upgrading the person. Let's get lots of airlihe
stewardesses in all kinds of industries. Instead of ah Ml6ie stewardesses
we will call them something else, and we will give salaries sufficient
to live on, and they will have the social status thht goes with it.

I understand girls fight like the devil to get into the stewardess
training prorAems. I am not sure what. kidl of trahuifig goes into be-
coming an aiflhihe stewardess but it can't be a tremendous aMoftt.

Senator PRoxbnRii. They only serve an average of 12, 15 months
before they get married, I understand.

Mr. HIzNDBRsoN. That statistic is being reduced, I believe.
Mr. LiEBoW. They do work hard. I have met some of them who

claim thoy hav6 to rush so to get the meals served that they have to
ask the pilotif he can't circle arotd -a few m&"tihfies so they can
get everybody fed. It is hard work, but it is dignified work, it is
prestigious and it pays enough for them to live on.

Senator PRoxmRE I would ike to ask Mr. Kain and a couple of
you other gentlemen who commented on it because it is a very im.
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portent, economic problem in this whole atrea. This refers to the argu-
ment tha. some people are making-Senator Kennedy, and tile Kerner
Confiission, but many others Support, the view-that we ought. to
provide tax incentives too, for an appeal to industry to locate in a
ghetto and provide ghetto emplo'Inent. It. just, seems that this goes
against, all of the economic trend, the ftu hidental economic trend,
in this country which is for good solid economic reasons associated
with transportation nndilYny othtirthitigs to locate jobs in suburbs.
It is easier now, the land is more available, you can locate a horizontal
plant because you now have transportation available b truck and
because our road system ,has been built up and so fort i. This is a
trend that. is going to be very, very expensive, and inefficient to buck.

So that it. would seeni'totie. it would be logical if we are going to
help ghetto residents get out.. Nobody wants the ghetto anyway. We
don't want segregation, we don't want people--maybe there are some
People but not .many, who feel that. people o1r ght. to be required by
economic circiu ti.'nci s to live according to their race. They should
be allowed to live in the sibirban areas, and get, their jobs in the
suburban areas. We ought to Whiave Federal progralns to encourage
them to move, not only a subsidy for transportation which I think
yo1 suggest or so1tg of that kind, bit so groatow oppobtuftlsty
for thWW to actually move and live in suburban areas so they can get
out of f.he ghetto anid the ghetto can fade away. How can we best
accomplish this?

Mr. KAIN. You said it. much better than I could. But before I
content on that. question I want to comment, on a couple of earlier
points.

I am much dishitrbed by the thrust of a lot of this ei'ler discussion
about edtlIMM-6h, abouttho need for tI'dtdfg, tb6Ut Allhesc dead efd
jobs thAt we have to dowawvty with somehow, about, the need to increase
the minimum wage awd so on. I think that all of these things really
arise from a couple of basic misunderstandings about the nature of
this problem.

I thfink that the first thlig we must do is separate the question of
providing an adequate level of income from the question of how best
to accomplish production in the economy.

To a very su bstanttilexteutth culrrent pi-obles of chronicnotnm-
ployinent and undereoloyninti rtise from our atteffllts-to legislate
the productive mechanism and factor I'ices to Atiieove income redis-
tribution objectives. This just. doesn't work. If an individual can't.
produce enough for t-ho pjrivite economy to be i'id' the minlhiiiii wage,
the private econoMty just won't hire hihn. It. cin't be stressed enough
that there is a pressing need to begin restrui fihg the incentives in
our economy aird 6'dTllfyiihg our approaches toward insuring an ade-
quate income. rhe need is to separAte income niit411ince from the
way in whi~h we produce output in the economy. This is one reason
why I so strongly supported the "ijeative income tax," which pro-
vides a minimum incouw$e, Iiat also allbws members of the labor force
to work at whatever wage they can obtain in the labor ..at'ket.

Senator PaomtinE. Would your concept of the negative income tax
provide that any person who is able-bohed, healthy, is not tid down
because she was a woman with children an-dto, whom a job is offered
would have to work to get the income?



Mr. KAIN. No, I wouldn't do tlat. I would rely on the fact that
ho would he allowed to keep a substantial fraction of everything he
Pailns.

Senator Pitoxminpi. I don't think you will ever get that through
Congress. I think the Government as a guara-tio 'r of jobs is something
that you will find some support for. I can't find a Member of Congress,
I think here Senator McCarthy said something about supporting
guaranteel amual income, although ho is all alone.

Mr. K~uN'. Maybe Oregon is a bellwether.
Senator PnoxmIa. I am not sure they voted for him for that reason.

[Laughter.]
Mr. KAIX. Perhaps you are right.
Senator Pnoxmmim. But, I can't find many people, I talked to a

mimber of people from Resurrection City and they are against that.
They come, front Alionsin, they want. jobs. They want the (ligility of
a job and they want the oppoi'tTffity to work.

Mr. KAI",N. lnt, what t i negative income tax really addresses itself
to is an attempt, to make more of a rality. Most individfials today are
niot. faced with a sinjilk, lfcoice of wlidhor to work or starve tW&dOtith,
Our society already its a very large and complex set of transfer
mechanisms. The nature of these transfer meelif tinMs is such as to
seriously. discoura, gle peopl from wor, k. Wew.. live ima society whose.
incentives are all out of whack; the negative ilneoTeinx is addressed
to the work disincentives that currefitly pervade our income main-
tenance programs. It, woildd irstom incentives I hrotighbitrtlh economy.
It is based on the belief tht if you give a family of four an income,
of $3,000 a year as a matter of right and then provide thit with an
opportilPity to earn -nfther $3,000 a year they will choose $6,000 per
year over $3,000 pIer year.lThe negative income tax is designed to encourage people to work,
not discourage them. This is the most. important element ofthe whole
proposal. It says y&do ,'t have to pass a law requiring I)Cople to work.
I am betting on the people you talked to in iResurrection City who
say they want to work. However, it is essential thathihiy not be dis-
couragd- from working by it system that tikes away eve'rythig they
earn, if they do work. "' hs 'is what-the existing system does in all too
nany instances.

Senator PitoxsxniE. You may very well be sound in theory, I just
don't know. But. I just say it is very hard to overcemhe this with lhe
public amd with the Congress in my view. I think if you wonhldtie
your income IITitenhttce for those who could"Mt work for any reason
at all andlheii provide those who can work a guaranteed job. I think
that you wouldT have something that maybe you could move much
faster.

Mr. KAIX. I alt not against income maintenafhee for people who
cannot work.

Senator PRoxsimnm. I know you are not. But I am just saying we can
get to thi t-pog Iti~n faster.

Mr. K.tiN. That is possible. But it is not going to deal with the kind
of problisf' we are tidlkig abotit. here today. As long as we have a
substanlthfil number of programs that, peIAlizo people who try t work,
many people aren't goi'fg to work. As]long as we say that the economy
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has to pay a minimum, amount, of $200 a week to offset the bundle of
welfare and other kinds of services, the economy just isn't going to
produce jobs for many kinds of workers. There is going to be a great
deal of productive work that canl be done at the rate of $40 or $50 a
week that will not be done if you try to legislate a minitfinticome
through the wage rate. The pie is going to be smaller as a resultof our
legislating o-ut of existence a lot of prod ive work.

The difficulty in our society is not that. the labor force is under-
skilled, it is that we have a crazy-quilt system of incentives that makes
it uneconomic for a lot of people .to work. This is fundamental. To
say it. is going to be hard to convince Congress of this Wifr that. it, is
going to be hard to make the American people understand what is
wrong with our present system of income maint~nance, doesn't really
answer anything. Con'incing Congress is kind of really your problem,
not. mine.

Senator PROXMIRE. It sure is. (Laughter.]
Mr. KiN. The other question is this dead -end job idea. Again it is

not the kind of problem a number of people ive implied here this
morning. The dead-end job question has really gotten confused with
other problems. For example, when we talk about the Negro worker,
the. problem is not principhIly his lack of skills, rather it is the fact
he is systemath6YAlly discriminated against, because he is a Negro, from
partielpation in'the economy. Thus, it. seems to me the two most press-
ing needs are to restitt'ture the incentives in oir eco noMy so as not to
discityragepeople fr-Mh work a.d't6e move vig6rthgly on all f6hts to
combat all fofths of discrinlindtionthat lower the- ate of return for
Negroes with'th6 needed job skills.

Senator Prox.TR E. UnforflIttdly, there is a rolleall that started
7 miniiites agoand unless I go now I will miss it, and I haven't missed
a r6lkill It 2 years.

Mr. HEND.RSON. May I say something, I have to go, too. The stu-
(tents may be taking over my ca pus down-there. [Laughter.]

Seriously, on the questioliof ghetto residents and on, industry loca-
tion, I think there is one fallacy in the tIf|fkihg abiit- locatig-flrins
and industries in the ghtto. We assumehere tihat'theghet.t6 cannot be
desegregated, that the only people who will remain in the ghetto are
blacks. One of the reasons for locating jobs

Senator PROXMIRE. If it is desegregated it is not a ghettd in ''my view.
Mr. HEInD Mo. That is what I am saying, in other words it doesn't

have to reniAh* a raciudl ghetto.
Senator PRox,3MIRE. I agree with you.
Mr. HENDERSON. We -have to do a little hunan vngine6eing to de-

segre &t6n. The blacks are going to be there for a long tfirte to oome.
The idet is to get. some firms in to bringin decent jobs and bring
wlriten into the centretl city to live withlithem.

Senator PROXMiRE. Thank you very much, gentlemen, I apologize.
But I woulduidpreciat it very Tf!110hqf wthen y6ftt'orrect your remarks
you might comment on what we do about opening ..fffl an-opportuhlty
to live outside the inner core city area wherethe jobs are, aifd where
the opportunities really are in the future and are going to be.

RepresentAtve Bo tING. You have a 1 o'clock plane, Mr. Hen-
dersonI



Mr. HNDFsON. I am going to have to leave at 12 15.
Representative BOLLINO. I don't want to get further inito the aru-

ment of the different approaches, because I am thoroughly familiar
with all of them, and personally, I don't agree with Senator Prox-
mire that it is impossible to persuade the Congress or the people
on the negative income tax, but I am not at all sure but what we are
going to end up with something that is going to be a coftiplfted
combination of a variety of the things that have been said.

Mr. HNDERSON. Yes.
Representative BOLLINO. I have been impressed as a Member who

has been around here for 20 years, by the remarkable change that
has taken place in the society in the last year or 2, not in terms of
action at the congressional level, but in the beginning of understand-
ing of what enlightened self-interest may be in the modern day. So,
I am less pessimistic that the Congress, which is always behind the
people in my experience, will not catch on relatively sooner than it
has in the past.

Actually what the Congress did in 1965 and 1066 was tlifiYiflAMhed
business of the 1930's and I am enough of an optimist to think that
there is some possibility we might finish the business of the 1960's
by the early 1970's, not because we are so smart but because we are
so careful.

I would like to p1n down one thing: I want to establish precisely
the title of a docofiefit a.aild its source of fifotmation with regard to-
I have seen it and I know it myself, but I want to get it forthe- record-
the discriffliifation in empoy,.I ht and wages as between the Negro
college gradu Ater Ad the white: Iigh school dtropt,9 Tiat is a Brook-
ings study, a current study?

Mr. LhEnow. Yes, but it is not a current study.
Representative BorImNo. What is that document I saw in the last

2 months, it seems to me--was it an annual survey?
Mr. ITEND .RsoN. The current Populdtion Survey has a section on

that. Again, I know Rashi's study and I know my own study which
is included in the book-I repeat--"The Advancing Sfith" published
by the 20thentury Fund.

Representative hOLt INo. Maybe I should push mine.
Mr. LiF.Bow. Why not? I just asked him, tohention ihille.
Mr. H.wnrSoN- I don't get any royalties so it doesn't make any

difference. They just pay me to write it. But the point I want t MAke
here is we went to great length to combine age, income, occupation,
regions, residence, and a whole lot of things to really point up the
tremendous discrimination.

Now, all we are saying here is that when you get a college graduate
and this includes everybody with 16 or more years of school fg, anhd
he comes out less than the guy with 9 to 11 years of schoili-g, or
equal tofltat, if somebody wiI 11|ne, as some of my economist. ft'ii|ds
do, "Well, you have tA) difforeitiate between the quality of education,"
all I say is, You know a guy could go to Podunk HI Ih School or
Podunk Coliege and come out with16"or 17 years of scho dihg, it is
very difil tfor me to see how he could be less productive th ia guy
with 8 years of schooling.
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Representative Bo.,LmNo. I understand there is some information
available now which is fairly recent because there lavent't beeI) too
inany Negro graduates at the 1harvard B1usiness School, but, I Untder-
stand there are some figures that would indicate that Negro graduates
of the Harvard Business School receive substalitlftly less initial corn-
pensation in their first. job to the tune of $5,000 or $6,000 I believe it. is,
than white graduates, which sort of eliffihfites all the side arguments,
if these figures are correct.

But. the reason I raise this point is that I want to be sure that the
staff includes in the record at. the appropriate piAnce ri ifrialtio l as
to the various studies that demonstrate this, including yoii' book, so
that we have it. quite lear. (See pp. 96--07.)

I would like to get. to a couple ofdother things. There is a lot of
unfif'ished business here, but I have been dealing with- it as unfinished
business, for 20 years and I don't think I am g6l)ng to get. it. all done
in the next 10 minutes.

There are a couple of specifics I would like to get. comment on. I
just finished reading a new book by ilarrington "Toward a l)emo-
cratic Left," and the thing that interested ine perilps most in the
book was some flgures-I didn't cheek the substantiation because I
siniply don't have time--that, purport. to show that, for 1,964, while
he acknowledges that. one-third tf the poor are Negi'oes, obviously
a fantastically disprop'Irtionat& flnber in terms of their proportion
to society, the p)Oor in the central cities were roughly Ioin] 1km611, and
of that 10 million, 15.6 were white and 4.4 %vow-Neg-o. I wonder-if
anybody has any comment. just on the. figures?

Mr. ITUNDERSoN. It. wouldn't surprise me in the centl cities at ill.
Representative Bommt.No. It. wouldn't. surprise me either. I am inter-

ested to hear you say that.
Mr. HEqNDERsoN. It doesn't, surprise me because when we look at

the population dist.ribiit1in in the ce nttalciies anid you find a dispro-
portioAto ntiftber i tho central cities and'ithey make up a substantif lAI
part. of it., so there is one of the great, hopes I have that by using
political instrmneitsifi'the central cities that. we might Ie able to get
it few more Conigressimien up lee. wiho might vote a dilerent way.

I think that this is where-
Representative Boi~iNt. Let me comMent, on that before you get

away from it.
Mr. HENDERSON. I am simply saying here if we get, a few more

representing the central cities, 'epresenting the Views of the ceittrail
people, we might get. a change in public. thitiking.

lReJlresentaive Bovi'o. I agree with you. Te experience I have,
lud in my owni district, where I tried t; introduce my constituents
to tile cotidit ions tht. exist in the city, they think thy know but. of
which they have no awareness'. You have it Problem of getting thuemn
to under tand what is there first, but there is one thing I wouldn't
be too encouraged about.. Once upon i time I was encouf'fige(l thit.,*the
one man-one vote decision might have 1tr-i t-olu (oNlgress. But
I talked to the man who knows the most about cong ressional districts,
and lie is a former Bureau of thtCICensus Director, ick Scainnion, anl
old friend of nflhe, and lie explained to mne.tAt I was wrongftiato th re
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was no real hope that we were going to get a change in the comiposi-
tion of Congress, that all we were going th get. was a yery slight change,
that the day of the cities had passed, and that the flight t hthe sIlIitrh$
had shifted the political power to the suburbs. All we were going to
get. out of one man-one vote was not a more urban Congress but a more
urbane Congress. I am aftfaid'tlfit he is correct, alth6oigh I share yoirhope..

ir. IhENDERS6N. Yes.

Mr. Ronsr,:. Mr. Boiling, I wonder if I iight comment briefly
on your figurmce because we get. into a lot of trouble. We can get. figures
Chat whites out-i iiiiber Negroes in urban areas or iettliireas,
anld you get, down to the kind of questions of what central cities are
you really tMdklng about. I)o you talkbAbout. utbaih ditA tans, of very
bown of *,500 or more, or are you talking about. the apploxiiitite v
-200 staiidalrd met-ropOlitan statistical areas? If you get to the cenitr'al
cities that. we are most concerned with in this NiNhIvy Ith tit is the large
cities with over a million population, tihen I thiiik the data show, at
least the data we have got. from the 10 cities tlt tihnBiltrMuf Census
and the I)epartint 6f Labor surveyed in 1906, that. the Negro popu-
Jlation in those cities outnumbers, in those ghetto areas, far out-
numbers the white population, .and consequently, I think we really
have got. todl6fire specific? if tsi6 these kindsof data.

Representative BomIINo. W1ell, not all the poor liveirth ghettos, in
the etfies.

Mr. RoBsoN. That is right.
Representative Bort,mo. One other point on thig and I waint to 'gt

to another one before I have to go. This other point is that. ro tlily
a good proportion of "those wildte- pobr, regardless of definition, are
not the unemployed, but the underemployed.

Mr. HENDERSON. Yes.
RepresentAtive BomIarmo. They are probably the beneficiaries of

the discrimination against the equally unskilled or skilled Negro-
Mr. IIENDERsoN. That is right.
Representative BoumarNo. I would guess. Is there any work oi that?

ias an ybody done any work on that to di fforehtlhti
Mr. KmzI. I would suggest. that. you address these questions to Ies-

ter Thurow who will b6 here next Tuesday.
Representative BOtNaO. I will do that, fine.
Mr. KAIN. He has done a number of estimates of this kind with

some of his recent work.
Representative BOLLINo. I will try to remember that. That is a good

suggestion. That is what I meant.
The other thing I would like to comment on, and I suspect maybe

Mr. Liebow will have as much on this as anybody. We have a' phe-
nonienon in tile country whichtenids to skew everything we talk about.
statisticAlly, and it is a phenomenon that I believe the census lifs'6fily
beguntoradMit relatively recently, and that is-pr6lably tley guess-
that. in the 1960 census they didn't find about 3 jIlli65'l people and
unless they can improve their methods substatitiilly1they are got ig
to miss about 5 mill6ii'ibreor less in the 1970Oiisus. I just. woatrr if
anybody has any noti6Cl or comment or view as to who those 3 to 5 ill-
lion people might be?
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Mr. KAIN. The Census has done some work ol this question. It turns
out they are mostly Negro. The underenumerat ion of Negroes is larger
than for whites. Tim Census estimates they get about 88 percent. of"fill
Negroes. By coMiJ-Afison they enumerate about. 96 percent of all
whites. Moreover, they suspect. the underenuineration of Negro nihles
and I)artivularly those living in central 6ity ghettos is considerable
larger. However this is a tough problem foir theim to be very certain
about, because of the continued higli rates of migration between the
cities and the rural South. But clearly the underenumeration is mostly
Negro.

Rel)resentati,6Bo..l-No. Thank you.
Anybody else want to comment?
Mr. II'ENDEIHSON. I an just shaking my head, his figure of 80 percent

is a little off.
Mr. KAIN. 88 percent.
Mr. HENDERSON. I see, I misunderstood you.
Mr. LEBOW. I have seen some census figures which run as high as

30 percent underoftt. For men in the ages of 20 to 28, Negro men in
the big cities, an undercojit:t miy run as igh as 30 percent..

Mr. KAMN. That. nudiber is not inconsistent because, as I said, the
males are the most undercouiited.

Mfr. HENDERSON. While I ai very concerned about this under-
count--amountfing to about a Million Negroes, I believe-it should be
understood tlhiit"tfese are distrihtt6&ever babies and older folks and so
forth, and it becomes very importtt in ter .s of representitktn in
various political bodies. I am not, too sure what. it woulddo i terins of
adding to the diniention: 6f the problem numerically or qualitatively
that we have been talking about because statistically speaking the plus
or Miftus there would not, in my judgment, change the picture con-
siderably either way. It is still a substantial pro lem.

Representative BOLLANO. No fifther comment on it.
Gentlem6n, I thank you very mthdh on beblfM bf the committee. It

has been a productive morning. We are all grateful to you. We wel-
come any additi6nhAl m atrialspertinent tW these hearings. that you may
wish to fle fo6fthe record.

(The following chapter from Mr. Liebow's book was submitted for
inclusion in th6 record :)
(From Tally'R Corner: A Study of Negro Streetcorner Men. Copyright 1967, Little, Brown

& Co.]
EXHIBIT SUBMITTED BY EILLIOT LIEBOW FOR INCLUSION IN THE RECORD

CIIAPTER I. MEN AND JoBs

A pickup truck drives slowly down the street. The truck stops as it conies
abreast of a man sttIng'6n a cast-iron porch and the white driver calls out, asking
if the man wants a day's work. The man shakes his head and the truck moves
on up the block, stopping again whenever Idling men come within calling distance
of the driver. At the Carry-out corner, five men debate the question briefly and
shake their heads no to the truck. The truck turns the corner and repeats the
same performance up the next street. In the distance, one can see one man,
then another, climb into the back of the truck and sit down. In starts and stops,
the truck finally disappears.
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What is it we have witnessed here? A labor scavenger rebuffed by his would.
be prey? Lazy, Irresponsible men turning down an honest day's pay for an honest
day's work? Or a more complex phenomenon marking the Intersection of eco-
nomic forces, social values and individual states of mind and body?

Let us look again at the driver of the truck. He has been able to recruit only
two or three men from each twenty or fifty he contacts. To him, It is clear that
the others simply do not choose to work. Singly or in groups, belly-empty or
belly-full, sullen or gregarious, drunk or sober, they confirm what he has read,
heard and knows from his own experience: these men wouldn't take a Job If it
were handed to them on a platter.'

Quite apart from the question of whether or not this Is true of some of the
men he sees on the street, It Is clearly not true of all of them. If it were, he would
not have come here in the first place; or having come, he would have left with
an empty truck. It is not even true of most of them, for most of the men he sees
on the street this weekday morning do, in fact, have job& But since, at the
moment, they are neither working nor sleeping, and since they hate the de-
pressing room or apartment they live In, or because there is nothing to do there,'
or because they want to get away from their wives or anyone else living there,
they are out on the street, Indistinguishable from those who do not have Jobs
or do not want them. Some, like Boley, a member of a trash-collection crew In
a suburban housing development, work Saturdays and are off on this weekday.
Some, like Sweets, work nights cleaning up middle-clam trash, dirt, dishes and
garbage, and mopping the floors of the office buildings, hotels, restaurants, toilets
and other public places dirtied during the day. Some men work for retail busi.
nesses such as liquor stores which do not begin the day until ten o'clock. Some
laborers, like Tally, have already come back from the job because the ground
was too wet for pick and shovel or because the weather was too cold for pouring
concrete Other employed men stayed off the Job today for personal reasons:
Clarence to go to a funeral at eleven this morrIng and Sea Cat to answer a
subpoena as a witness in a criminal proceeding.

Also on the street, unwitting contributors to the impression taken away by the
truck driver, are the halt and the lame. The man on the cast-iron steps strokes one
gnarled arthritic hand with the other and says he doesn't know whether or not
he'll live long enough to be eligible for Social Secuilty. He pAuses, then odds
matter-of-factly, "Most times, I don't care whether I do or don't." Stoopy's left
leg was polio-withered ini'ildhood. Raymond, who looks as if he could tear out
a fire hydrant, coughs up blood If he bends or moves suddenly. The quiet man who
hangs out In front of the Saratoga apartments has a steel hook strapped onto his
left elbow. And had the man In the truck been able to look Into the wine-clouded
eyes of the man In, the green cap, he would have realized that the man did not
even understand he was being offered a day's work.

Others, having had jobs and been laid off, are drawing unemployment compen-
sation (up to $44 per week) and having nothing to gain by accepting work which
pays little more than this and frequently less.

Still others, like Bumboodle the numbers man, are working hard at illegal ways
of making money, hustlers who are on the street to turn a dollar any way they
can: buying and selling sex, liquor, narcotics, stolen goods, or anything else that
turns up.

Only a handful remains unaccounted for. There is Tonk, who cannot bring him-
self to take a Job away from the corner, because, according to the other men, he
suspects his wife will be unfaithful If given the opportunity. There is Stanton,
who has not reported to work for four days now, not since Bernice disappeared.
He bought a brand new knife against her return.- She had done this tWice before,
he said, but not for so long and not without warning, and he had forgiven her.
But this time, "I ain't got It In me to forgive her again." His rage and shame are

'By different methods, perhaps, some social scientists have also located the problem In
the men themselves, in their unwillingness or lack of desire to work: "To improve the
underpvileged worker's performance, one must help him to learn to wptst ...higher
social goals for himself and his children.... - The problem of changing the work habits
and motivation of (lower class people . . . is a problem of ehanging'the goals, the am-
bitions, and the level of cultural and occupational aspiration of the underprivileged
worker." (Emphasis In original.) Allison Davis, "The Motivation of the Underprivileged
Worker," p. 90.

IThe comparison of sitting at home alone with being In jail Is commonplace.
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there for all to see as he paces the Carry-out and the corner, day and night, hoping
to catch a glimpse of her.

And finally, there are those like Arthur, able-bodied men who have no visible
means of support, legal or Illegal, who neither have Jobs nor want them. The
truck driver, among others, believes the Arthurs to be representative of all the
men he sees idling on the street during his own working hours. They are not, but
they cannot be dismissed simply because they are a small minority. It Is not
enough to explain them away as being lazy or irresponsible or both because ai
able-bodied man with responsibilities who refuses work Is, by the truck driver's
definition, lazy and Irresponsible. Such an answer begs the question. It is descrip-
tive of the facts; It does not explain them.

Moreover, despite their small numbers, the don't-work-and-don't-want-to-work
minority is especially significant because they represent the strongest and clearest
expression of those values and attitudes associated with making a living which,
to varying degrees, are found throughout the streetcorner world. These men
differ from the others in degree rather than In kind, the principal difference being
that they are carrying out the implications of their values and experiences to their
logical, Inevitable conclusions. In this sense, the others have yet to come to terms
with themselves and the world they live in.

Putting aside, for the moment, what the men say and feel, and looking at what
they actually do and the choices they make, getting a Job, keeping a Job, and
doing well at it is clearly of low priority. Arthur will not take a Job at all. Leroy
is supposed to be on his job at 4:00 P.M. but it Is already 4:10 and he still cannot
bring himself to leave the free games he has accumulated on the pinball machine
in the Carryout. Tonk started a construction job on Wednesday, worked Thursday
and Friday, then didn't go back again. On the same kind of job, Sea Cat quit in
the second week. Sweets had been working three months as a busboy in a restau-
rant, then quit without notice, not sure himself why he did so. A real estate agent,
saying he was more Interested in getting the job done than Ini the cost, asked
Richard to give him an estimate on repairing and painting the inside of a house,
but Richard, after looking over the job, somehow never got around to sub-
mitting an estimate. During one period,- Tonk would not leave the corner to take
a job because his wife might prove unfaithful; Stantbn would not take a job
because his woman had been unfaithful.

Thus, the man-job relationship is a tenuous one. At any given moment, a Job
may occupy a relatively low position on the streetcorner scale of real values.
Getting a job may be subordinated to relations with women or to other non-job
considerations; the commitment to a Job one already has is frequently shallow
and tentative.

The reasons are many. Some are objective and reside principally in the job;
some are subjective and reside principally in the man. The line between them,
however, is not a clear one. Behind the man's refusal to take a job or his decision
to quit one is not a simple impulse or value choice but a complex combination of
assessments of objective reality on the one hand, and values, attitudes and beliefs
drawn from different levels of his experience on the other.

Objective economic considerations are frequently a controlling factor In a man's
refusal to take a Job. How much the job pays is a crucial question but seldom
asked. He knows how much It pays. Working as a stock clerk, a delivery boy, or
even behind the counter of liquor stores, drug stores and other retail businesses
pays one dollar an hour. So, too, ro most busboy, car-wash, janitorial and other
jobs available to him. Some jobs, such as dishwasher, may dip as low as eighty
cents an hour and others, such as elevator operator or work in a junk yard, may
offer $1.16 or $1.25. Take-home pay for job3 such as these ranges from $35 to $50
a week, but a take-home pay of over $45 for a five-day week Is the exception rather
than the rule.

One of thb"rincipal advantages of these kinds of jobs is that they offer fairly
regular work. Most of them involve e-msentlal services and are therefore some-
what less responsive to business conditions than are some higher paying, less
menial Jobs. Most of them are also Inside jobs not dependent on the weather, as
are construction Jobs and other higher-paying outside work.

Another seemingly important advantage of working in hotels, restaurants, office
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and apartment buildings and retail establishments Is that they frequently offer
an opportunity for stealing on the job. But stealing can be a two-edged sword.
Apart from Increasing the cost of the goods or services to the general public, a
less obvious result is that the practice usually acts as a depressant on the
employee's own wage level. Owners of small retail establishments and other em-
ployers frequently anticipate employee stealing and adjust the wage rate accord-
ingly. Tonk's employer explained why he was paying Tonk $35 for a 55-60 hour
workweek. These men will all steal, he said. Although he keeps close watch on
Tonk, he estimates that Tonk steals from $35 to $40 a week.' What he steals, when
added to his regular earnings, brings his take-home pay to $70 or $75 per week.
The employer said he did not mind this because Tonk Is worth that much to the
business. But If we were to pay Tonk outright the full value of his labor, Tonik
would still be stealing $35-$40 per week and this, he said, the business simply
would not support.

This wage arrangement, with stealing built-in, was satisfactory to both parties,
with each one Independently expressing his satisfaction. Such a wage-theft
system, however, Is not as balanced and equitable as it appears. Since the wage
level rests on the premise that the employee will steal the unpaid value of his
labor, the man who does not steal on the Job Is penalized. And furthermore, even
if he does not steal, no one would believe him; the employer and others believe he
steals because the system presumes It.

Nor Is the man who steals, as he Is expected to, as well off as he believes him-
self to be. The employer may occasionally close his eyes to the worker's stealing
but not often and not for long. He Is, after all, a businessman and cannot always
find it within himself to let a man steal from him, even If the man is stealing his
own wages. Moreover, it is only by keeping close watch on the worker that the
employer can control how much Is stolen and thereby protect himself against the
employee's stealing more than he Is worth. From this viewpoint, then, the em-
ployer Is not in wagetheft collusion with the employee. In the case of Tonk, for
instance, the employer was not actively abetting the theft Ills estimate of how
much Tonk was stealing was based on whfAthe thb6ught Tonk was able to steal
despite his own best efforts to prevent him from stealing anything at all. Were
he to have caught Tonk In the act of stealing, he would, of course, have fired
him from the Job and perhps called the police as well. Thus, In an actual if not
in a legal sense, all the elements of entrapment are present. The employer know-
ingly provides the conditions which entice (force) the employee to steal the un-
paid value of his labor, but at the same time he punishes him for theft If he
catches him doing so.

Other consequences of the wage-theft system are even more damaging to the
employee. Let us, for argument's sake, say that Tonk 18 In no danger of entrap-
ment; that his employer is willing to wink at the stealing and that Tonk, for his
part, is perfectly willing to earn a little, steal a little. Let us say, too, that he is
paid $35 a week and allowed to steal $35. His money Income-as measured by
the goods and services he can purchase with it-is, of course, $70. But not all of
his income Is available to him for all purposes. He cannot draw on what he steals
to build his self-respect or to measure his self-worth. For this, he can draw only
on his earnings-the amount given him publicly and voluntarily in exchange for
his labor. His "respect" and "self-worth" income remains at $35--only half that
of the man who also receives $70 but all of it in the form of wages. His earnings
publicly measure the worth of his labor to his employer, and they are important
to others and to himself In taking the measure of his worth as a man.4

With or without stealing, and quite apart from any Interior processes going on
In the man who refuses such a Job or quits it casually and without appartbit
reason, the objective fact is that menial Jobs in retailing or In the service trades
simply do not pay enough to support a man and his family. This is not to say
that the worker is Underpaid; this may or may not be true. Whether he Is or not,
the plain fact is that, in such a job, he cannot make a living. Nor can he take
much comfort In the fact that these jobs tend to offer more regular, steadier

SExactly the same estimate as the one made by Tonk himself. On the basis of personal
knowledge of the stealing routine employed by Tonk, however, I suspect the actual amount
Is considerably smaller.
4 Some public credit may accrue to the clever thief but not respect.
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work. If he cannot live on the $45 or $50 he makes in one week, the longer be
works, the longer he cannot live on what he makes.'

Construction work, even for unskilled laborers, usually pays better, with the
hourly rate ranging from $1.50 to $2.60 an hour." Importantly, too, good refer-
ences, a good driving record, a tenth grade (or any high school) education,
previous experience, the ability to "bring police clearance with you" are not nor-
mally required of laborers as they frequently are for some of the jobs in retailing
or in the service trades.

Construction work, however, has its own objective disadvantages. It is, first of
all, seasonal work for the great bulk of the laborers, beginning early in the spring
and tapering off as winter weather sets in.' And even during the season the
work is frequently irregular. Early or late in the season, snow or temperatures
too low for concrete frequently sends the laborers back home, and during late
spring or summer, a heavy rain on Tuesday or Wednesday, leaving a lot of water
and mud behind it, can mean a two or three days workweek for the pick-and-
shovel men and other unskilled laborers.8

The elements are not the only hazard. As the project moves from one con-
struction stage to another, laborers--usually without warning--are laid off,
sometimes permanently or sometimes for weeks at a time. The more fortunate
or the better workers are told periodically to "take a walk for two, three days."

Both getting the construction job and getting to it are also relatively more
difficult than is the case for the menial jobs in retailing and the service trades.
Job competition Is always fierce. In the city, the large construction projects are
unionized. One has to have ready cash to get into the union to become eligible
to work on these projects and, being eligible, one has to find an opening. Unless
one "knows somebody," say a foreman or a laborer who knows the day before
that they are going to take on new men in the morning, this can be a difficult and
disheartening search.

Many of the nonunion jobs are in suburban Maryland or Virginia. The news-
paper ads say, "Report ready to work to the trailer at the intersection of Rte. 11
and Old Bridge Rd., Bunston, Virginia (or Maryland)," but this location may be

6It might be proftable to compare, as Howard S. Becker suggests, gross aspects of
income and housing costs in this particular area with those reported by Herbert Gans for
the low-income working class in Boston's West End. In 1958, Gans reports, median
income for the West Fnders was Just under $70 a week, a level considerably higher
than that enjoyed by the people in the Carry-out nei hborhood five years later. Gans
himself rented a six-room apartment in the West End for $46 a month about $10 more
than the going rate for long-time residents. In the Carry-out neighborhood, rooms that
could accommodate more than a cot and a miniature dresser-that Is, rooms that qualified
for family living-rented for $12 to $22 a week. Ignoring differences that really can't be
Ignored-the privacy and self-contained efficiency of the multi-room apartment as against

th rgetd pbi iigofteroighuse "apartment," with a public toilet
on a floor always different from the one your room Is on (no matter, It probably doesn't
work, anyway)-and assuming comparable states of disrepair, the West Enders were
paying $6 or $7 a month for a room that cost the Carry-outers at least $50 a month, and
frequently more. Looking at housing costs as a percentage of Income-and again ignoring
what cannot be ignored: that what goes by the name of "housing" in the two areas is
not at all the same thine-the median income West Ender could get a six-room apartment
for about 12 percent of-his income, while his 1963 Catry-out counterpart, with a weekly
income of $60 (to choose a figure from the upper end of the income range), often paid
20-33 percent of his income for one room. See Herbert J. Orns, The Urban Villagers,
pp. 10-13.

'The higher amount is 1062 union scale for building laborers. According to the Wage
Agreement Contract for Heavy Construction Laborers (Washington, D.C., and vicinity)
covering the period from May 1, 1963 to April 80, 1966, minimum hourly wage for heavy
construction laborers was to go from $2.71 (May 1963) by annual Increments to $2.92,
effective November 1, 1965.4"0pen-sk " work, such as building overpasses, highways. etc., in which the workers
and material are directly exposed to the elements, traditionally begins in March and
ends around Thanksgiving. The same Is true for much of the street repair work and
the laying Of sewer, electric, gas, and telephone Iines by the city and public utilities, all
Important employers of laborers. Between Thanksgiving and March, they retain only skele-
ton crews selected from their best, most reliable men.
8In a recent year, the crime rate in Washington for the month of August jumped 18

percent over the preceding month. A veteran police officer explained the Increase to
David L. Bazelon, Chief Judge, U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia.
"It's quite simple. .-. .You see, August was a very wet month. . ... These people wait
on the street corner each morning around 8:00 or 6:30 for a truck to pick them up
and take them to a construction site. If it's raining, that truck doesn't come, and the
men are going to be idle that day. If the bad weather keeps up for three days ... we
know we are going to have trouble on our hands-and sure enough, there Invariably
follows a rash of purse-snatchings, house-breakings and the like. . .. These people
have to eat like the rest of us, you know." David L. Bazelon, Address to the Federal
Bar Association, p. 3.
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ten, fifteen, or even twenty-five miles from the Carry-out. Public transportation
would require two or more hours to get there, if it services the area at all. With-
out access to a car or to a car-pool arrangement, it is not worthwhile reading the
ad. So the men do not. Jobs such as these are usually filled by word of mouth in-
formation, beginning with someone who knows someone or who Is himself work-
ing there and looking for a paying rider. Furthermore, nonunion jobs In outlying
areas tend to be smaller projects of relatively short duration and to pay some-
what less than scale.

Still another objective factor is the work itself. For some men, whether the job
be digging, mixing mortar, pushing a wheelbarrow, unloading materials, carry-
ing and placing steel rods for reinforcing concrete, or building or laying concrete
forms, the work is simply too hard. Men such as Tally and Wee Tom can make
ouch work look like child's play; some of the older work-hardened men, such
ts Budder and Stanton, can do It too, although not without showing unmistakable
signs of strain and weariness at the end of the workday. But those who lack the
robustness of a Tally or the time-inured Immunity of a Budder must either forego
jPbs such as these or pay a heavy toll to keep them. For Leroy, in his early
twenties, almost six feet tall but weighing under 140 pounds, it would be as
difficult to push a loaded wheelbarrow, or to unload and stack 00-pound bags of
cement all day long, as It would be for Stoopy with his withered leg.

Heavy, backbreaking labor of the kind that used to be regularly associated
with bull gangs or concrete gangs is no longer characteristic of laboring Jobs,
especially those with the larger, well-equipped construction companies. Brute
strength Is still required from time to time, as on smaller jobs where it is not
economical to bring in heavy equipment or where the small, undercapitalized con-
tractor has none to bring In. In many cases, however, the conveyor belt has re-
placed the wheelbarrow or the Georgia buggy, mechanized forklifts have elimi-
nated heavy, manual lifting, and a variety of digging machines have replaced the
pick and shovel. The result is fewer jobs for unskilled laborers and, In -many
cases, a work speed-up for those who do have Jobs. Machines now set the pace
formerly set by men. Formerly, a laborer pushed a wheelbarrow of wet cement
to a particular spot, dumped it, and returned for another load. Another laborer,
in hip boots, pushed the wet concrete around with a shovel or a hoe, getting it
roughly level in preparation for the skilled finishers. He had relatively smlI
loads to contend with and had only to keep up with the men pushing the wheel-
barrows. Now, the Job for the man pushing the wheelbarrow is gone and the wet
concrete comes rushing down a chute at the man in the hip boots who must
"spread It quick or drown."

Men who have been running an elevator, washing dishes, or "pulling trash'
cannot easily move Into laboring jobs. They lack the basic skills for "unskilled"
construction labor, familiarity with tools and materlaLq, and tricks of the trade
without which hard Jobs are made harder. Previously unused or untrained
muscles rebel In pain against the new and insistent demands made upon them.
seriously compromising the man's performance and te.s-ting his willingness to
see the Job through.

A healthy, sturdy, active man of good Intelligence requires from two to four
weeks to break In on a construction job.* Even If he Is willing somehow to bull
his way through thifirst few weeks, It frequently happens that his-1oreman or the
craftsman he services with materials and general assistance Is not willing to wait
that long for him to get Into condition or to learn at a glance the difference In
size between a rough 2" x 8" and a finished 2" x 10". The foreman and the
craftsman are themselves "under the gun" and cannot "carry" the man when
other men, who are already used to the work and who know the tools and ma-
terials, are lined up to take the Job.

Sea Cat was "healthy, sturdy, active and of good intelligence." When a judge
gave him six weeks in which to pay his wife $200 in back child-support payments,
he left his grocery-store job in order to take a higher-paying job as a laborer.
arranged for him by a foreman friend. During the first week the weather was
bad and he worked only Wednesday and Friday, cursing the elements all the
while for cheating hint out of the money he could have made. The second week,
the weather was fair but he quit at the end of the fourth day, saying frankly

'E estimate of Mr. Francis Greenfield, President of the International Rod Carriers.
Building and Common Laborers' District Council of Washington, D C. and Vicinity. I
am indebted to Mr. Greenfleld for several points in these paragraphs Aealing with con-
struction laborers.
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that the work was too hard for him. He went back to his job at the grory
store and took a second job working nights as a dishwasher In a restaurant,'
earning little if any more at the two jobs than he would have earned as a laborer,
and keeping at both of them 'ititil he had paid off his debts.

Tonk did not last as long as Sea Cat. No one made any predictions when be
go a job in a parking lot, but when the men on the corner learned he was to
start on a road construction Job, estimates of how long he would last ranged
from one to three weeks. Wednesday was his first day. He spent that evening
and night at home. He did the same on Thursday. He worked Friday and spent
Friday evening and part of Saturday draped over the mailbox on the corner.
Sunday afternoon, Tonc decided he was not golig to report on the Job the next
morning. He explained that after working three days, he knew enough about the
Jobs to know that It was too hard for him. He knew he wouldn't be able to keep
up and he'd Just as soon quit how as get fired later.

Logan was a tall, two-hundred-pound man In his late twenties. His back used
to hurt him only on- the Job, he said, but now he can't straighten up for increas-
ingly longer periods of time. He said he had traced this to the awkward walk he
was forced to adopt by the loaded wheelbarrows which pull him down into a
half-stoop. He's going to quit, he said, as soon as he can find another job. If he
can't find one real soon, he gueses he'll quit anyway. It's not worth it, having
to walk bent over and leaning to one side.

Sometimes, the strain and effort Is greater than the man Is wlling to admit,
even to himself. In the early stunmer of 1963, Richard was rooming at Nancy's
place. His wife and children were "in the country" (his grandmother's home In
Carolina), waiting for him to save up enough money so that he could bring them
back to Washington and start over'again after a disastrous attempt to "make It"
in Philadelphia. Richard had gotten a Job with a fence company in Virginia. It
paid $1.60 an hour. The first few evenings, when he camie home from work, he
looked ill from exhaustion and the heat. Stanton said Richard would have to qilt,
"he's too small [thiuj for that kind of work." Richard said he was doing O.K.
and would stick with the job.

At Nancy's one night, when Richard had been working about two weeks,
Nancy and three or four others were sitting around talking, drinking, and listen-
Ing to music. Someone asked Nancy when was Richard going to bring his wife
and children up from the country. Nancy said she didn't know, but it probably
depended on how long It would take him to Save up enough money. She said she
didn't think he could stay with the fence Job much -longer. This morning, she
said, the man Richard rode to work with knocked on the door and Richard didn't
answer. She looked In his room. Richard was still asleep. Nancy tried to shake
him awake. "No more digging," Richard cried out. "No more digging! I can't
do no more God-damn digging!" When Nancy finally managed to wake him, he
dressed quickly and went to work.

Richard stayed on the job two more weeks, then suddenly quit, ostensibly
because his pay check was three dollars le&s than what he thought it should
have been.

In summary of objective job considerations, then, the most important fact Is
that a man who Is able and willing to work cannot earn enough money to sup-
port himself, his wife, and one or more children. A man's chances for working
regularly are good only If he is willing to work for less than he can live on, and
sometimes not even then. On some jobs, the wage rate Is deceptively higher than
on others, but the higher the wage rate, the more difficult It is to get the Job, and
the les the Job security. Higher-paying construction work tends to be seasonal
and, during the season, the amount of work available Is highly sensitive to busi-
ness and weather conditions and to the ch'abging requirements of Individual
projects." Moreover, high-paying construction Jobs are frequently beyond the
physical capacity of some of the men, and some of the low-paying jobs are

to Not a sinecure, even by streeteorner standards.
" The overall result Is that, In the long run, a Negro laborer's earnings are not sub-stantlally greater-and may be less-than those of the busboy. Janitor, or stock clerk.Herman P. Miller, for example, reports that in 1960, 40 percent of all- the Jobs held byNegro men were as laborers or In the service trades. The average annual wage for non-white nonfarm laborers was $2.400. The average earning of nonwhite service workerswas $2,500 (Rich Man, Poor Man, p. 00). Francis Greenfield estimates that In the Wash-

Ington vicinity, the 1665 earnings of the union laborer who works whenever work isavailable will be about $3,200. Even this figure Is high for the man on the streeteorner.
Union men In heavy construction are the aristocrats of the laborers. Casual day laborand Jobs with small firms In the building and construction trades, or with firms In other
Industries, pay considerably less.
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scaled down even lower In accordance with the self-fuifi ig assumption that the
man will steal part of his wages on the Job."'

Bernard assesses the objective job situation dispassionately over a cup of
coffee, sometimes poking at the coffee with his spoon, sometimes staring at It as
if, like a crystal ball, it holds tomorrow's secrets. He Is twenty-seven years old.
He and the woman with whom he lives have a baby son, and she has another child
by another man. Bernard does odd jobs-mostly painting-but here it is the end
of January, and his last job was with the Post Office during the Chirstmas mall
rush. He would like postal work as a steady job he says. It pays well (about
$2.00 an hour) but he has twice failed the Post Ofice exaktilfltion (he graduated
from a Washington high school) and has given up the idea as an impractical one.
He is supposed to see a man tonight about a job as a parking attendant for a large
apartment house. The man told him to bring his birth certificate and driver's
license, but his license was suspended because of a backlog of unpaid traftei fines.
A friend promised to lend himt some money this evening. If he gets it, he will pay
the fines tomorrow morning and have his license reinstated. He hopes the man
with the job 1|il W6lt till *bbinrrow night.

A "security job" is what he really wants, he said. He would like to save up
money for a taxicab. (But having twice failed the postal examination and having
a bad driving record as well, it is highly d60ibff6fhAt he c6tild meet the qua lifica-
tions or pass the written test.) That would be "a good life." He can always get
a Job in a restaurant or as a clerk In a drugstore but they don't pay enough, he
said. He needs to take. home at least $50 to $55 a week. He thinks he can get that
much driving a truck somewhere . . Sometimes he wishes he had stayed in" the
army . . . A security Job, that's what he wants most of all, a real security
Job . . .

When we look at what the men bring to the job rather than at what the Job
offers the men, it is essential to keep in mind that we are not -looking at men Who
come to the Job fresh, just out of school perhaps, and newly prepared to under-
take the task of making a living, or from another job Where they earned a living
and are prepared to do the same on this Job. Each man comes to the Job with a
long job history characterized by his not being able to support himself and
his family. Each man carries this knowledge, born of his experience, with him.
He comes to the job flat and stale, wearied by the sameness of it all, convinced of
his own incompetence, terrified of responsiblity--of being tested still again and
found wanting. Possible exceptions are the younger men not yet, or Just, married.
They suspect all this but have yet to have it confirmed by repeated personal
experience over time. But those who are or have been married know it well. It Is
the experience of the Individual and the group; of their fathers and probably
their sons. Convinced of their Inadequacies, not only do they not seek out those
few better-paying jobs which test their resources, but they actively avoid them,
gravitting in a mass to the menial, routine Jobs which offer no challenge-and
tWerefore pose no threat-to the already diminished Images they have of them-
selves.

Thus 'Richard does not follow through on the real estate agent's offer. He Is
afraid to do on his own-minor plastering, replacing broken windows, other
minor repairs and painting-exactly what he had been doing for moitihs on a
piecework basis under someone else (and which provided him with a solid base
from which to derive a cost estimate).

Richard once offered an important clue to what may have gone on in his mind
when the job offer was made. We were In the Carry-out, at a time when he was
looking for work. He was talking about the kind of jobs available to him.

"I graduated from high school [Baltimore] but I don't know anything. I'm
dumb. Most of the time I don't even say I graduated; 'cause then somebody asks
me a question and I can't answer it, and they think I was lying about grad-
uating.... They graduated me but I didn't know anything. I had lousy grades
but I guess they wanted to get rid of kne.

"I was at Margaret's house the other night and her little sister asked me to
help her with her homework. She showed me some fractions and I knew right away
I couldn't-do them. I was ashamed so I told her I had to go to the bathroom."

And so It must have been, surely, with the real estate agent's offer. Convinced
that "I'm dumb. . . I don't know anything," he "knew right away" he couldn't
do it, despite the fact that he had been doing Just this sort of work all along.

Is For an excellent discussion of the self-fulfilling assumption (or prophecy) as a social
force, see "The Self-Fulfilling Prophecy," Ch. XI, In Robert K. Merton's Social Theory
and Social Structure.



Thus, the man's low self-esteem generates a fear of being tested and prevents
hin from accepting a job with responsibilities or, once on a job, from staying with
it It responsibilities are thrust on him, even it the wages are comiensurately
higher. Richard refuses such a Job, Leroy leaves one, and another man, given
more responsibility and more pay, knows lie will fail and proceeds to do .,
proving he was right about himself all along. The self-fulfilling prophecy Is every-
where at work. In a hallway, Stanton, Tonk and 11oley are passing a bottle
around. Stanton recalls the time he was in the service. Everything was fine until
lie attained the rank of corporal. He worriedabout everything he did then. Was
lie doing the right thing? Was he doing it well? When would they discover their
mistake and take Ills stripes (and extra pay) away? When he finally lost his
stripes, everything was 6all ilght again.

Lethargy, disinterest and general apathy on time job, so often reported by
employers, has its street-corner counterpart. The men do not ordinarily talk about
their jobs or ask one another about them.13 Although most of time men know who
is or is not working-at any given time, they may or tiitay not know what particular
Job an individual man has. There is no overt interest it Job specifics as they
relate to this or that. person, in lirgo part perhaps because the specifics are not
especially relevant. To know that a man is working is to know approximately
how much he makes and to know as much as one needs or wants to know about
how he makes it. After all, how much different does it make to know whether it
mnn is pushing a mop and killing trash in lin apartment house, a restaurant, or
an officerbuilding, or delivering groceries, drugs, or liquor, or, If he's a laborer,
whether lie's pushing a wheelbarrow, mixing mortar, or digging a hole. So much
doe one Job look like every other that there is little' to choose between them. In
large part, the Job market consists of a narrow range of nondescript chores
calling for nondistinctive, undifferentiated, tmuiskilled labor. "A Job Is a Job."

A crucial factor iithe streetcorner man's lack of Job commitment Is the overall
value he places on the job. For his part, the strcctcorncr man puts no lower valley
on the Job than he does the larger Sothvty around him. le knows tile social value
of the job by the amount of money the Oetiloyer is willing to pay him for doing it.
In a real sense, every pay day, he counts In dollars and cents the value Placed on
the job by society at large. He is no more (and frequieitly less) ready to quit and
look for another job than his employer Is ready to fire hint and look for another
man. Neither the streetcorner man who performs these Jobs nor the society which
requires him to perform them assess the Job as one "worth' doimlW'(ld worth'doing
well." Both employee and employer are contemptuous of the Job. The employee
shows his contempt by his reluctance to accept It. or keep it, the employer by pay-
Ing less ttt is required to support a family." Nor does the low-wage Job offer
prestige, respect, Interesting work, opportunity for learning or advancement, or
any other compensation. With few exceptions, jobs filled by the streetcorner men
are at the bottom of the employment ladder in every respect, from wage level to
prestige. Typically, they are hard, dirty, uninteresting and underpaid. The rest of
society (whatever its Ideal values regarding the'dignity of labor) holds ths job of
the dishwasher or Janitor or unskilled laborer in low esteem if not outright con-
tempt.1 So does the streetcorner man. He cannot do otherwise. lie cannot draw
from a Job those social values wiilch other people do not put in It."

U This stands In dramatic contrast to the leisure-time conversation of stable, working-
class men. For the coal miners (of Ashton, England), for example "the topic lof con-
versation] which surpasses all others In frequency is work-the difficulties which have
been encountered In the day's shift, the way in which a particular task was accomplished.
and so on." Josephine Klein, Samples Irom Imglish OGultures, Vol. 1, p. 88.

t Is important to remember that the employer Is not entirely a free agent. Subject
to the constraints of the larger society, he acts for the larger society as well as for him-
self. Child labor laws, safety and sanitation regulations, minimum wage scales in some
employment areas, and other constraints, are already on the books; other control mech.
anisms, such as a guaranteed annual wage. are to be had for the voting.

5 See. for example, the U.S. Bureau of the Census, Methodology and-Bores or Soco-
economic Staltus. he assignment of the lowest SER ratings to men who hold such jobs
Is not peculiar to our own society. A low SER rating for -"the shoeshine boy or garbage
man ... seems to be true for all industriall countries." Alex Inkeles, "Industriat Man,"
ml. R.

ASThat the streetcorner man downgrades manual labor should occasion no surprise.
Merton points out that "the American stigmatization of manual labor . . . has been
found to hold rather uniformly in all social classes" (emphasis in original; Social Theoryand Social Structure, p. 145). That he finds no satisfaction In such work should also
occasion no surprise: "[There Isl a clear positive correlation between the over-all status
of occupations and the experience of satisfaction In them." Inkeles, "Industrial Man," p. 12.



Only occasw)nally does spontaneous conversation touch on these matters di-
rectly. Talk abott Jobs Is usually limited to isolated statements of intention, such
as "I think I'll get me another gig (Jobi," "I'm going to look for a construction
jo when the weather breaks," or "I'm going to quit. I can't take no wore of his

." Job assessments typically consist of nothing more than a nonconitnlttal
shrug and "It'S O.K." or "It s a job."

One reason for the relative absence of talk about one's Job Is, as suggested
earlier, that the sbafeness of Job experiences does not bear reiteration. Anothier
and more Ithportant reason is the emptiness of the job experience Itself. The man
sees iiddile-class occupations as a primary source of prestige, pride an0d self.
respect; his own job affords him none of these. To think ab61t hIs J69ito see him.
self as others see him, to remind him of Just where he stands liU thls society."' AMd
because society's criteria for placement are generally the same as his own, to
talk anout his job can trigger a flush of shame a11d d"deep, almost physical ache
to change places with someone, almost anyone, else." The desire to be a lSoll In
his own right, to be noticed by the world he lives In, Is shared by each of 1hiThtfk
on the streetcorner. Whether they articulaite this desire (as Tally does below)
or not, one can see them position themselves to catch the attention oftheir fel-
lows in much the 'ahle way as plants benid or stretch to catch the sunlight."

Tally and I were In the Carry-out. It was summer, Tally's peak earning sea-
son as a cement finisher, a semiskilled job a cut or so above that of the Uhkilled
laborer. Ills take-home Pay during these weeks was well over a hundred dollfr's-
"a lot of bread." But for Tally, who no longer had a family to support, bread wa.
not enough.

"You know that boy came in last nightly That Black Moozlem? Thift's what I
ought to be doing. I ought to be in his place."

"What do you mean."
"Dresused nice, going to (night) school, got a good Job."
"Ile's no better off than "ii, Tally. Yol make'more than hedoes."
"It's not the money. (Pausel It's the position, I guess. File's got position. Whlh

he finishes school he gonna be a supervisor. People respect him... Thinking about
people with position and education gives me a feeling right here [pressing his
fingers inth'thd pit of his stomaohJ."

"You're educated, too. You have a skill, a trade. You're a cement finisher. You
can make a building, pour a sidewalk."

"That's different. Look, can anybody do what you're doing? Can anybody Just
come up and do your Job? Well, in one week I can teach you cement finishing.
You won't be as good as me 'cause you won't have the experience but you'll be a
cement finisher. That's what I mean. Anybody can do what I'm doing and that's
what gives me this feeling. (Long pause] Suppose I like this girl. I go over to her
house and I meet her father. lie starts talking about whnt he done today. lie tAlks
about operating on somebody and sewing them tifVfnd about surgery. I know he's
a doctor 'cause of the way he talks. Then she starts talking about what she
did. Maybe she's a boss or a supervisor. Maybe she's a lawyer and her father
says to me, 'And what do you do, Mr. Jackson?' (Pause) You remember at the
courthouse. Lonny's trial? You and the lawyer was talking in the hall? You
remember? I just stood there listening. I didn't say a word. You know why? 'Cause
I didn't even know what you was talking about. That's happened to me a lot."

"Hell, you're nothing special. That happens to everybody. Nobody knows every-
thing. One man is a doctor, so he talks about surgery. Another man is a teacher,
so he talks about books. But doctors and teachers don't know anything about con-
crete. You're a cement finisher and that's your specialty."

"Maybe so, but when was the last time you saw anybody standing arotind talk-
ing about concrete?"

11 In our society) a man's work Is one of the things by which he is Judged, and cer-
tainly one of the more signifIcant things by which he Judges himself.... A man's work
Is one of the more Important parts o his social Indentty, of his self: indeed, of his
fate In the one life he has to live." Everett C. Hughes, Men and Their Work pp. 42-43.

I Nothing that lower-class persons "are constantly exposed to evidence of their own
Irrelevance.' iee Rainwater spells out still another way In which the poor are poor:
"The Identity problems of lower class persons make the soul-searching of middle class
adolescents and adults seem rather like a kind of conspicuous consumption of psychic
riches" ("Work and Identity in the ~ower Class," p. 3).

to Sea Cat cuts his pants leg off at the calt and puts a fringe on the raggedy edge..
Tonk breaks his "shades" anti continues to wear the hornrmmed frames minus the
tenses. Richard cultivates a distinctive manner of speech. Lonny gives himself a birthday
party. And so on.

98-292 0-68-7
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The atreetcorner man wants to be a person in his own right, to be noticed,
to be taken account of, but In this respect, as well as in meeting his money
needs, his job falls him. The Job and the man are even. The Job faIm'H-the man
and the man fails the Job.

Furthermore, the man does not have any reasonable expectation that, however
bad it Is, his Job will lead to Letter things. Menial Jobs are not, by and large, the
starting point of a track system which leads to even better Jobs for those who
are able and willing to do them. The busboy or dishwasher in a restaurant Is not
on a Job tick which, If negotiated skillfully, leads to chef or manager of the res-
taurant. The busboy or dishwasher who works hard becomes, simply, a hard-
working busboy or dishwasher. Neither hard work nor perseverance can con-
ceivably carry the Janitor to a sltdown job in the office building he cleans up.
And"it Is the apirentlee who becomes the Journeyman electrician, plumber, steam
fitter or bricklayer, not the conhmon unskilled Negr6 laborer.

Thus, the Job Is not a stepping stone to something better. It is a dead end. It
promises to deliver no more tomorrow, next month or next year than It does
today.

Delivering little, and promising no more, the Job is "no big thing." The man
appears to treat the Job In a cavalier fashion, working and not working as the
spirit moves him, as If all that matters 19 the immediate satisfaction of his
pr(,ent appetites, the surrender to present moods, and the Indulgence of whims
with no thought for the cost, the consequences, the future. To the middle-class
observer, this behalvior reflects a "present-time orlentat16n"11an "Inability to
defer gratification." It Is this "present-time" orientation-as against the "future
orientation" of the middle-class person-that "explains" to the outsider why
Leroy chooses to spend the day at the Carry-out rather than report to work; why
Richard, who was paid Friday, was drunk Saturday and Sunday and penniless
Monday; why Sweets quit his Job today because the boss looked at him "funiny"
yesterday.

But from the inside looking out, what Appears as a "present-time" orientation
to the outside observer is, to the man experiencing It, as much a future orientation
as that of his hilddle-class counterpart. m The difference between the two men lies
not so much In their different orientations to time as In their different orienta-
tions to future time, or more specifically, to their different futures."

The future orientation of the middle-class person presumes, among other things,
a surplus of resources to be Ifvested In the future and a belief that the future will
be sufficiently stable both to Justify his investment (money in a bank, time and
effort In a Job, Investment of himself In marriage and family, etc.) and to permit
the consumpUon of his Investment at a time, place and manner of his own choos-
Ing and to his greater satisfaction. But the streetcorner man lives In a sea of
want. He does not, as a rule, have a surplus of resources, either economic or
psychological. Gratification of hunger and the desire for simple creature comforts
cannot be long deferred. Neither can support for one's flagging self-esteem. Living
on the edge of both economic and psychological subsistence, the streeteorner man
is obliged to expend all his resources on maintaining himself from moment to
moment.2

As for the fitture, the young streetcorner man has a fairly good picture of It.
Int Richard or Sea Oat or Arthur he can see himself in his middle twenties; he
acan look at Tally to see himself' at thtity, at Wee Tom to see himself at his middle

SOTaking a somewhat different point of view, S. M. Miller and Frank Riessman suggest
that "the entire concept of deferred gratification may be Inappropriate to understanding
the essence of workers' lives" ("The Working Class Subculture: A New View," p. 8I).

"This sentence is a paraphrase of a statement made by Marvin Cline at a 1965 colloquium
at the Mental Health Study Center, National Institute of Mental Health.

" And If, for the moment, he does sometimes have more money than he chooses to spend
or more food than he wants to eat he Is pressed to spend the money and eat the food any-
way since his friends neighbors. kinsmen, or acquaintances will beg or borrow whatever
surplus he has or, falling this, they may steal It. In one extreme case, one of the men
admitted taking the last of a woman's surplus food allotment after she had explained that.
with four children, she could not spare any food. The prospect that consumer soft goods
not consumed by oneself will be consumed by someone else may be related to the way In
which portable consumer durable goods, such as watches, radios, television sets or phono-
graphs, are sometimes looked at as a form of savings. When Shirley was on welfare, she
regularly took her television set out of pawn when she got her monthly cieck. Not so
much to watch It she explained, as to have something to fall back on when her money
runs out toward the end of the month. For her and others, the television set or the phono-
graph Is her savings, the pawnshop Is where she banks her savings, ar.d the pawn ticket
Is her bankbook.



thirties, and at Budder and Stanton to see himself in his forties. It is a future in
which everything Is uncertain except the ultimate destruction of his hopes and
the eventual realization of his fears. The most he can reasonably look forward to
is that these things do not come too soon. Thus, when Rihhard sqtanders a
week's pay In two'days It is not because, like an animAl or a child, he is "present-
lime oriented," unaware of or unconcerned with his future. lie does so precisely
because he Is aware of thdfiie and the hopelessness Of it fill.

Sometimes this kind of response appears as a conscious, explicit choice. Richard
had had a violent argument with his wife. lie said he was going to leave her and
the children, that he had had enough of everything and could not take any more,
and he chased her out of tld house. Ills chest still heaving, lie leaned back against
the wall In tle hallway of his basement apartment.

"I've been scuffling for five years," he said. "I've been scuffling for five years
from morning till flight. And my kids still don't have anything, my wife don't have
anything, and I don't have anything.

"There," be said, gesturing doWtnthe ball to a bed, a sofa, a couple of chair and
a television set, All shabby, some broken. "There's everything I have and I'm
having trouble holding onto that."

La-oy came In, presumably to Witlttidihlih .on behalf of WIcbard's wife, who
was sitting outsidel o the steps, afraid to come In. Leroy started to say something
but Richard cut him short.

"Look, leroy, don't give me any of that action. You and me are entirely different
people. Maybe I look like a boy and maybe I act like a boy sometimes but I got
a man's mind. You and ic 'doh't want the same things out of life. Maybe some of
tle same, but you don't care how long you have to wait for yours tuid 1-want-iiiie-rgh t--no." "

Thus, apparent present-time concerns with consumption and indiflgnces-
material and emotional-reflect a future-time orlentAtln. "I want mine right
now" Is ultlniately a cry of despair, a direct response to the futitre as he sees it."

In many Instances, It Is precisely the streetcorner nian's orleitht.6n to the
future-but to a- future loaded with "trouble"-whieifhot- onily leads to a greater
emphasis on present concerns ("I.want mine right now") hut also contributes
Importantly to thidinstability of employment, family and friend rei0tionshlps, and
to the generalrtranslent qttalty 6fdaily life.

Let me give some concrete examples. One day, after Tally had gotten pai, he
gave me four twenty-dollar bills and asked me to keep them for him. Three lays
later he asked me for the money. I returned it and asked why he did not pu- his
money in a batik, lie said tht4th6_banks close at two o'clock. I argued that there
were four or more banks within a two-block radius of where he was working at
the time and that he could easily get to any one of them on his lutch hour. "No.
man," he said, "you don't understand. They close at two o'clock and they closed
Saturday and Sunday. Suppose I get Into trouble and I got to make It [leave].
Me get out of town, and everything I got in the world layin' up In that bank?
No good! No good!"

2 This was no simple rationalization for Irresponsibility. Richard had Indeed "been
scufring for five years ' trying to keep his family going. Until shortly after this episode.
Richard was known and respected as one of the hardest-working men on the street.
Richard had said, only a couple of months earlier. "I figure you got to get o t there and
try. You got to try before you can get anything." Ills wife h rley confirmedthat he had
always tried. "If things get tough. with me I'l get all worried. But Richard get worried.
he don't want me to see him worried. . . . Ile will get out there. lie's shoveled snow picked
beans, and he's done some of everythIng. .-. . lie's not ashamed to get out there and get us
something to eat." At the time of the episode reported above, Leroy- was Just starting
marriage and raising a family, lie and Richard were not, as Richara thought, "entirely
diffoetnt people." eroy had Just not learned, b?- personal experience over time. whot
Richard had learned. urat within two years Leroysa marriage had broken up and he was
talking and acting like Richard. "Ile Just let go completely," said one of the men on the
street.

"6There is no mystically Intrinsic connection between "present-time" orientation and
lower-class persons. Whenever people of whatever class has been uncertain, skeptical or
downright pessimistie about the future, "1 want mine right now" has been one of the
characteristics responses, although ti usually couched in more delicate terns: e.g., Omer
Khayyam's "'Take the cash and let the credit go," or Horaces "arpe diem." In wartime.
especially, all classes tend to slough off conventional restrains on sexual and other be-
harlor (I e become less able or less willing to defer gratification). And when inflation
threatens, darkening the fiscal future, persons who formerly husbanded tho-Ir resources
with commendable restraint almost stampede one another rushing to spend their money.
Similarly, It seems that future-time orientation tends to collapse toward the present when
persons are In pain or under stress. The point here Is that the label notwithstanding,
(what passes for) present-time orientation appears to be a situation-specific phenomenon
rather than a part of the standard psychle equipment of Cognitive Lower Class Man.
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In another Instance, Leroy and his girl friend were discussing "trouble." Leroy
was trying to-decide how best togo about getting his hiiilds on sonme "long green"
(a lot of mioney), and his girl friend chutlotned him about "ltrdutle." IA'my Hueered
tit this, saying he had had "trouble" all his life and wasn't afraid of a little more.
"Anyway," he said, "I'm faiitous for letavitg town." I

l'hts, the constant awareness of a future loaded with troublel" results in a
constant, readiness to leave, to "make It," to "get out of town," and d1,(s trages
the man froim sinkitig roots Into tie worlI lie ves in.1 Just as it discourages blii
from 'itflinii6iiey In tho bank, so it discourages hn from condtifffffirg i! fi1tmwelf to
a Job. eslw, tiily one whose ixtyoff lies it the promise of ftfire reward,; rather
than iln the present. In the same way, it di.'t'ouraiges him from deep and hitslng
commitments t6 faniliy and frintddO to any oth&'r persons, places or things, since
.4(ch conmiittttnents could hold hi otage, lititlng his freelom of tOV t. atl1|

thereby coinprtising his security which lies In that fzeloni.
Whit lies behind the response to the driver of the ptckil) truck, then, is a

Complex combination of attitudes and assesments. Time streetcorner man Is
inder continuous assault by his Job experiences and Job fears. Ills experiences aid

fears feed on one' another. The kind of jot lie an get-an(l frequently only after
fighting for it, if then-steadily conating4 his fears, depresses his self-confldelwe
and self-esteem until finally, terrified of an opl)orttnity even if oneb presents Itself,
he stands defeated by his exlkrielices, his belit'f in his own self-worth destroye(l
and his fears a confirmed reality.

(The following llaterils reliti g t*'l" li como 6f 'Iouwliite.s oim-
pared to that, of whites are icleudel in the record 'it this pofiht:)

MEDIAN INCOME OF MEN 25 YEARS OLD AND OVER, BY EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT, 1966

Median income, 1966 Nonwhite
Income as a

Nonwhite White percent of while

Elementary:
Total ........................................................ $2,632 $3. 731 71
Less th n 8 years ............................................. 2 376 2,945 81
8 years ...................................................... 3,681 4,611 80

High school:
Total ........................................................ 4 725 6.736 10
I to 3 years ................................................. . 4.278 6 69
4 years ...................................................... 5 18877 73

College: Total ......... ............................... 5:928 9.023 66

Source: "Social and Economic Conditions of Negroes In the United States" Bureau of Labor Statistics, Repl.N o. 332,
and Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-23, No. 24, October 1967, p. 21.

MEDIAN EARNINGS OF MALES 25-64 YEARS OF AGE WITH EARNINGS IN THE EXPERIENCED LABOR FORCE, 1959,
BY YEARS OF SCHOOLING, UNITED STATES

United States

Education Nonwhite as
White Nonwhite Percent of

white

All levels o1 education ............................................. $5,278 $3.037 57. 5
Less than 8 years ............................................. 3.757 2.348 62.5
8 is ...................................................... 4.578 3,205 70.0
I to 3 years high school ........................................ 5,180 3,430 66.2
4 years high school ............................................ 5,624 3.925 69.8
I to 3 years college ........................................ 6,236 4.280 68. 6
4 or more years college ........................................ 7,792 5.023 64.5

Source: James 0. Maddox, with E. E. Liebhalsky, Vivian W. Henderson and Herbert M. Hamlin, "The Advancing South"
(New York: The Twentieth Century fund, 1967), table 6-4, p. 134. The source of the basic data is the U.S. Census of
Population, 1960 Occupation by Earnings and Education, PC (2) 78, U.S. Bureau of the Census, So* also ch. 6 "Racial
Inequality In Emptoymenk," The Advancing South. 7

J And proceeded to do Just that the following year when "trouble"-In this case, a grand
jury Indlctmikht, a pIle of debts, and a violent separation front his wife and children--
nPlieared! again.For a discussion of "trouble" as a focal concern of lower-class culture, see Walter

Miller, "Lower Class Culture as a Generating Milieu of Gang Delinquency," pp. 7, 8.
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MEDIAN INCOME IN 1947 TO 1966 OF FAMILIES, BY COLOR OF H AD, FOR THE UNITED STATES

In current dollars]

Ralio ot
Year Total White Nonwhite nonwhite

to white

1966 .......................... ........ $7,436 $7,722 $4,628 0.60
1965 ............................................... 6.957 7,251 3 994 0.55
1964 ............................................. 6,569 6,8 3,839 0.56
1963 . ...................................... 6.249 6.548 3,465 0.53
1962 .............................................. 5956 6,237 3,330 0.53
1961.................................. .531 5,981 3,191 0.55
1%,0 ............................................... 5,620 5,835 3233 0.53

.1959 ---- ----.................................... .411 5,643 2,917 0.52
'! 1953 .............................................. 087 5,300 2,711 0.51

957 ............................................ .. 4,9 1 5166 2,764 0.54
1956 ....... ............................ .. 41 4,993 2,621 0.53
1955 ................ ..................... 4,21 4,605 2,54 0.55
1954 ............................................... .4,113 4,39 2,41, 0.56
1953 ............................. ................. 43 3 4,3 2 29461 0.56
1952............................................... 3.890 4,114 2 338 0.51
1951 ............................................... 3,709 3,85 2032 0.53
1950 ...................................... 3,319 3,445 869 0.54
19 .............................................. 3,107 3,232 1,650 0.51
1948 .............................................. 3,187 3,310 1,168 0.53
194? ............................................... 3,031 3,151 1,614 0.51

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce. Series P-60, No. 53, Dec. 28, 1961, p. 4.

IFrom the Washington Post, Sunday, Jan. 14, 19081

Is THE NEaRo AMERIcAN MAKING PROORFS?-A DEBATE ON TIE MEANING OF
STATISTICS

Early In November, President Johnson released a Government
statistical report on the socialid economic c6ndlttl6o's of tile Negro
American. It presented what it called a "mixed picture" which on
the whole leaned1 to the side of opt imism. This provoked some contro-
versey, and among the dissenters were two Brookings Institution
experts. Herewith, in chronological and logical order, are tile Presi-
dent's statement, tile Introduction to the report, time Brookings
(.rltlqtle ald a rebuttal by the two pt'lncipal authors of the report.

TuE PRESIDENT STATEMENT

(President Johnson made the following statement in Issuing the report on
".'ioelul and Heolioni, Condltlons of Negroes ix tho United. States.")

This summer, I asked two highly respweted Government statistical agencies to
draw together the latest and mo.'t relevant (Ita concerning the social and
ec.molnlc condition of Negroes in Anetrlca-the bad with the good; tile disap-
iK)lntig with the encouiraging-in a simple format that could be easily
understood.

That report, prepared by the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Census
Bureau, Is now ready and I commend it to all Americans for serious study. As the
reports indicates, no set of statistics caln present a conm)lete pleture of all aspects
of life. We have not yet. learned to ineasure oil a yardstick ill tile elements that
eontrillllte to a sense of i'iitlility among people. Yet much can be learned from
the evidence at hand.
'rititless-and False

This report, is I view it, backs up neither of the extreme positions that
emerged in the wake of the summer disturlances. It does not confirm the diag-
nosis of bleakness and despair: that there has been no recent progress for Negroes
In America and that violence is therefore a logical remedy. It does not confirm
the opposite view: that "Negroes have been given too much."

We know those views to be fruitless. This report shows them t6 be false as well.
Par from showing "no progress," the pleture revealed is one of substantini

progress. As tile Nation rode a great tide of social and ecomofflte proqpel-ity over
the past seven years, Negroes it America not only kept up with the general
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advance but in important ways moved ahead of it. In education, in occupations, in
income, in housing, most Negroes have made galns over the past few years. Today,
for the first time, a substantial nifimber of Nfr~roes in America are moving into
the middle class.

But that Is only one of the meanings in thi data, and taken alone it is of only
limited value. The second meaning is grim.

The gap between Negro and white levels of living in America Is st1, large
despite progress. What is most troubling is that in many of the worst slum areas
of America, life is not getting better for Negroes-it is getting worse.
Through Opened Doors a

Any set of data is subject to a wide variety of Interpretations, and I ant sure
that this will not be an exception. I have formed my own judgment about its
deeper meaning.

The Negro progress made over the past six years was earned by millions of
Negro Americans going to school, getting better jobs, making higher wages-
motivated by the shine drives for a better tomorrow that motivated white Amer-
icans during this period of economic expansion. Government helped by opening
doors of opportunity.

Our civil rights laws have opened doors to jobs, schools, housing, public
accommodations and voter participation that were once closed to Negroes. Man-
power training programs have opened doors for skill lhitprovement. Aid to edu-
cation is providing better schools with better teachers ad better facilities.
Medicare and Medicaid and other programnsare opening the way to b tter health.

The American system places a premium on individual enterprise and initiative.
The data in this report show again that when people have a chance to better
themselves-they will better themselves.
Millimis StIt Unreached

The data show that our Job is not ended. Millions of Americans-whites as well
as Negroes, children as well as adults, in every region of the Nation-remain
unreached by the opportlitlies of the'day.

In the urban areas--large cities particularly-as I have pointed out timte ard
time again, the Nation faces a major problem. Successful Negroes are moving
out of the worst slum areas, leaving behind communities that are inhabited
largely by the deprived, the unskilledthe handicapped and new immigrants from
the rural South. It makes all the more urgent that the Federal programs for
reclaiming these slums be adequately funded. We must put our country first by
giving top priority to the problems of our cities. This must be without regard to
party or politics.

The data in this report show that people do make progress, great progress,
when they have, the opportunity to do so., Our job it the coming days and the
coming years is to continue and to Intensify our efforts to offer people a chance.

Let us get on with the job.

INTRODuOTION TO TIHE REPORT

(This iM the Introduetlon. to the report by the Bureau of Labor Statistics aid
the Census Bureau on "Social and Economic Conditions of Negroes in the United
States," Issued Nov. 2, 1967.)

This is a statistical report about the social and economic condition of the
Negro population of the United States. It shows the changes that have taken
place during recent years in income, employment, education, housing, health and
other major aspects of life. The report was prepared jointly by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics and the Bureau of the Census.

Virtually all of the statistics are from the Census or from Federal Government
studies designed and conducted by technical experts. Many of tMe figures have
been previously published. Others are scheduled to appear soon in regularly
recurring Government reports. Some of the data were tabulated specially for
this report.

The aim throughout has been to assemble data to be used by Government
agencies at all levels, and by the general public, to hell) develop Informed judg-
ments on how the Negro Is faring In this cMuntry.

A statistical report cannot present the complete pictUre because it is necessarily
limited to those aspects of life which can be measured. Many elements which are
crucial for a dignified life in a society of equals cannot be measured. Yet much
can be learned from a careful examination of the factual evidence at hand.
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Advances and Retreats
The statistics provide a mixed picture. There are signs of great Improvement

in some sections and of deterioration In others. The data show that large num-
bers of Negroes are for the first time In American history entering Iitdthtnid-
dle-Income bracket and Into better environments In which to raie their families.
Yet others remain trihped in the poverty of the slums, there living conditions
either unchanged or deteriorating.

The kaleidoscopic pattern begins to make sense only when we stop thinking of
the Negro as a homogeneous, undifferentiated group anhd begin to thing of Ne-
groes as Individuals who differ widely In the aspirations, abilities, experiences and
opportunities.

Millions of Negroes have tilrooted themselves in search of better jobs, greater
freedom and wider horizons. Many have takeh advantage of education and train-
Ing programs In recent years. The fact that these opportunities exist, and that
large numbers of Negroes are using them, proves that there are open avenues
of upward mobility in our society. Many who were at the bottom are finding their
way uJi the economic ladder.

The substantial Improvement in the national averages for Negroes in Income,
employemnt, education, housing and other subjects covered in this report f0flct
the widespread nature of the social and econorflc gains experienced by most
Negroes in recent years. Yet large numbers are living In areas where conditions
are growing worse.

In part, the deterioration in the poorest Negro neighborhoods reflects the fact
that these areas are constantly losing their most successful people t6 better neigh-
borhoods, leaving behind the most Impoverished. As a first home in the city, these
areas alho attract rural newcomers who come with' the hope-as did4'Ifihilgrants
of previous generations-of making a better living, but with few skills to equip
them fotdrbli n life.

'This complicated pattern of progress mixed with some retrogression makes It
hazardous to generalize about the social and economic conditions of Negroes in
America. The statistics show dramatic achitVemebits; they also reveal a large
remaining gap bewteen the circumstances of whites and Negroes.

Income Gap Narrowed
The single most important fact i/ the economic life of most Americans--white

and Negro alike-is the great productiity of oui economy. Millions of Negroes
who Just a few years ago had small Jobs, small Incomes and even smaller hopes
have had considerable gains.

0 Although Negro family income- remains low In comparison with the rest
of the popfflation, the Incomes of both whites and Negroes are at an all-time high
and during the last year the gap between the two groups has significantly
narrowed.

Still, despite the gains, Negro family income is only 58 percent of white in-
come. A majority of Negro families still live in the Southern region where In-
comes are far below the national average and where employment opportunities
for them are more restricted than elsewhere. Outside the South, Negroes do
'ich better. In the Northeast region, the median family Income for Negro

families is $5400--two-thirds the white median; In the North Central area, the
median Income of Negro families is $5900-ebout three-fourths the white median.

0 Today, over 28 percent of the nonwhite families receive more than $7000 a
year-more than double the proportion with Incomes that high seven years ago,
as measured in constant dollars taking Into account changes in prices. Outside the
Southern region, the percentage of Negro families with Incomes of $7000 or more
rises to 38 percent.

The Incidence of poverty among nonwhite families remains high, with about
one out of three classified as poor. Still, just six years ago one out of two of the
nonwhite families was poor. Last year, the number of nonwhites In poverty
was reduced by 151,000 families. The majority of nonwhites who are poor work
for a living and are not dependent upon welfare assistance.

Whites and Negroes have both benefited from the prosperous conditions of
recent years. Continued prosperity for more than six years has brought with It
increased .Job ofportunitles. Many who had been out of work have moved Into
Jobs; others who worked only part-time are now working full-time or overtime,
and still others who were employed at menial tasks have taken advantage of the
opportunity for upgrading their skills or status.
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0 Unemployment rates for nonwhites are still twice those of whites, but the
level for both groups has dropped dramatically. For nonwhite married men, who
are the chief providers in nearly three-fourths of the non-white homes, the un-
employment rate dftlped at a faster rate than for white married men during the
last five years and now stands at about 3/ percent.

Despite the decline In the unemployment rate, nonwhite males are somewhat
more likely to be "not in the labor force," that is, neither working nor looking
for work. Further, unemployment has not decreased sharply everywhere. Teen-
age unemployment continues very high at 26 percent. In one of the worst areas of
Cleveland (Hough), unemployment rates from 1960 to, 1965 moved downward
less than 2 points and remained at 14 percent In' 1965. The subemployment rate,
which reflects part-time work, discouraged workers and low-paid workers, was
33 percent in'1966 in the "worst" areas of ide large cities.

* The decline In unemployment and the rise In income reflected an expanding
range of well-paying jobs. The number of nonwhites in professional, white-col-
lar and skilled jobs went up by nearly half during the past six years.

Even with this substantial progress, It should be noted that Negroes are still
far less likely to be In the better Jobs. For the first time, however, the number
of Negroes moving Into good Jobs has been of sizable proportions. Since 1960,
there has been a net Increase of about 250,000 n6hWhite professional and man-
agerial workers, 280,000 clerical and sales workers, 190,000 craftsmen and 166,000
operatives in the steel, automobile and other durable goods manufacturing In-
dustries. There was a net Increase of nearly 900,000 nonwhite workers in Jobs
that tend to have good pay or status duritig thb past six years. Yet many Negroes
remain behind: a nonwhite man Is still about three times as likely as a white
man to b in i low-paying Job as a laborer or service worker.

0 Education has often been considered a6 the key to economic success In our
society. Recent Improvements for nonwhites in this area parallel those previously
described employment and income.

Six years ago, nonwhite young men averaged two years less schooling than
white young men. Today, the gap is only one-half year. Nonwhite teen-age boys
are completing high school and going Into college in Increasing proportions and
for the first time the typical nonwhite young man can be said to be a high school
graduate.

Despite the gains In "years of education attained," the only data available
that deal with the "Ilevel of achievement" show a maJor gap: Nvgro students
test out at substantially lower levels than white youths, up to three years less
In, the 12th grade. Further ,about 43 percent of Negro youth are rejected for
military service because of "mental" reasons, compared with an 8 percent rate
for white youth.

* One of the encouraging signs revealed by this statistical study is the very
active participation of Negroes In voting anid registration. Outside of the South,
almost as large a proportion of Negro as white adults voted In the 19064 presi-
dential election. Almost 70 percent of all registered Negroes voted in the 1966
congressional election. By 1966, there were over 140 Negroes In state legislatures,
almost triple the number four years earlier.

0 One of the somber notes sounded by his report concerns the increase in resi-
dential segregation; a survey of 12 cities in which special censuses have been
taken shows Increased rates of segregation In eight cities.

* But perhaps the most distressing evidence presented in this report Indicates
that conditions are stagnant or deteriorating in the poorest areas. About half a
million poor Negro families-10 percent of the total-have lived all their lives in
rural areas with very limited opportunities for improvement in education, em-
ployment, housing or income.

Another 10 per cent-half a million Negro families-have incomes below the
poverty line and live In poor neighborhoods of large central cities. This tenth
lives in comparatively wretched conditions--many have poor housing; a sizable
proportion are "broken families"; they are at the bottom of the Job ladder, and
they have the highest unemployment rates.

* The unevenness of social and economic progress among Negroes can be seen
most dramatically In the results of the census that was taken in Cleveland two
years ago. Outside of the poor neighborhoods In Cleveland, Negro families made
major gains between 1960 and 1965. Average incomes rose, the Incidence of
poverty and the number of broken families Were reduced. But In the poorest
neighborhoods, all of these social Indicators showed decline.
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In Hough, which Is one of the worst of the poor neighborhoods, the incidence
of poverty Increased, the proportion of broken homes Increased and the male
unemployment rate wns virtually unchanged. A similar sttddy was made in various
neighborhoods In South Los Angeles after the riot In Whtts several years ago,
and showed much the saine pattern.

Despite the general liprovement In the conditions of life for Negroes natih-
ally, (onditons have grown worse In places like lotih 'aid Watts. As Negro
families succeed, they tend to niove out of these econoinlcally and socially de-
pressed areas to better neighborhoods where they and their children have the
opportunity to lend a better life. ''hey leave behind Increaslig problems of
deprivation in the heart of our largest cities.

The facts In this report thus show a mixture of sound and substantial progress,
on the one band, and large unfilled needs on the other. They do not warrant com-
placency. Neither do they Justify pessmism or despair.

Tims BooxiNos CRITiQUE

(By Rashi Fein and Stephen Michelson)

(Fcin is a senior staff member of The Brookings Instiltution and Michclson a
research associate at Brooklngs.)

A report on "The Economic and Social Progress of the Negro Population,"
prepared by the Census Burean, concluded'th-at'"Aggregate ImproVetoent ha' been
substantial and progress from decade to decade has been at an accelerating
rate." The publication, in text and tables, stressed the economic progress of the
Negro over the years but noted that he had not yet achieved equality. The authors
expressed optimism for the future.

Since 1948, when the above report was Issued the face of American life has
changed. Real national income has quadrupled f it1vislon, telephones and auto-
mobiles are commonplace. Yet when, with the Bureau of Labor StAtistics, the
Census released Its latest study on "Social and Economic Condittons' f Negroes
in the United States" early in November, Its summary seemed 49 years old.
The Bureau noted "the substantial Inniprovement [thafl . , . reflects the wide-
spread nature of the social and economic gains experienced by most Negroes in
recent years." It pointed out that still "large numbers are living In areas where
conditions are growing worse" despite "sound and substantial progress" and
"dramatic achlevemekits." The signs of progress and retrogression evidenced in
the report, conalibded Its authors, "do not warrant complacency. Neither do they
Justify pessimism or despair."

There have been other reports between 1018 and 1067. In 1000, the'then Secre-
tary of Labor, James B. Mitchell, in transmfitting a special study on the cmnomfe
progress of Negroes to President Eisenhowver, noted: "In education, type of work,
Income, housing and other areas for which measures are available, the history
differentials between whites and Negroes have narrowed.... This report...
is not a basis for complacency but a spurto continued action."

Two years later, under a new Administration, the IAbor Department reported:
"The economic status of Negroes In the United States has steadily Improved In
recent decades. Negroes have advanced much faster on the average than other
segments of the population. However, despite the narrowhig of historic differ-"
entials, Negroes are still behind the majority of citizens in tieasures of economic
well-being."

Thus for 50 years Government studies have concluded that the Negro Is mak-
ing substantial progress, that he has not yet achieved equality, that we should
not be pessimistic but that we dare not be complacent.

In this review of the most recent Government report on the Negro, we will not
at first question these most general conclusions. Let us assume that what Is
presented is correct. What is at Issue is whether this lItest report, released with
a press briefing by the Predent of the United States, merits our confidence.

(1) Are the data presented relevant to an understanding of "how the
Negro Is faring in this country?"

(2) Are the data Interpreted correctly-What do they really tell us, what
questions do they answer?

(3) Will their, or similar, data significantly Increase our understanding
of theprblenI facing the Nation and thus help provide direction for public
and private policy?
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It Is, of course, Impossible In the limited space available to 'discuss the almost
90 published tables. Nor Is it necessary. Many of them provide factual data so
highly aggregated that they offer no analytical handle or Insights (e.g., "Total
and Negro Pophlati6n, 1900-1966"') ; sfill6t hers, even If Meaningful, re outdated
(e.g., "Per Cent of Housing Overcrowded, 1900"). We shall, therefore, concentrate
our attention on groups of daita and on the Inferences that the report draws from
them.

The most basic and overriding clticismf "that we would make Is that the report
deals with measured outcomes and hot with"Orocesses. Not only are we not en-
lightened on why things are happening and thus on policies that could speed
change, but we cannot even Judge the significance of the reported changes.

Are Negroes faring better-in the measured elements of life (and the report
Itself concedes that "many elements which are crucial for dignified life In a
society of equals cannot be measured")-because "they try harder" or because
obstacles to progress are disappearing?

Picture two groups of runners, some black, some white, In a foot race. They
will run equal distances but the black runners, unlike the white, will have to
go over hurdles and barricades between start and finish. They will race each
month, and perlodlally-occasionally with special press briefings-4he results
of the latest race will be reported.

Usually these results-Justifying neither despair nor complacency-will show
that (a) both groups of runners are ImprovIng their speed: (b) though the black
runners still lose, on the average they lose by less and less from race to race. But
we are never Informed to what extent this'improved performance of the losers
is due to the hurdles being lowered, to what extent It stems from better training
or greater effort.

This Is Important, because though the blacks may continue to Improve relative
to the whites, and though they may be as fast or faster runners on an equal
track, they may never equal the whites' time as long as the barricades are In
place. A fair race involves eliminating Inequailties on the track as well as the
provision of equal tMining and preparation for the race.

Information on the time of the race tells us little about the relative conditions
of the track. Most of us would agree that equating these conditions should be a
primary goal. Information on the relative success of the Negro-if stemming
from greater efforts over an unchanged track-may therefore be misleading vie
a vis the goal of equality of opportunity.
Avoiding the Barricades

That this question is of signlficance Is clear. Self-congratulatlons by white
America are hardly in order if Negro advancement is based upon effort and be-
havior greater than that required of the white community. And there Is evidence
that Indeed some of the progress that the report welcomes is based on Negro effort
to get around barriers that are not placed in the way of white Americans.

In the introduction to the 1967 report, the authors underline the statement,
"Although Negro families Income remains low in comparison with the rest of
the population, the incomes of both whites and Negroes are at an all-time high
and during the last ytcat the gap between the two groups has significantly nar-
rowed." Negro family Income is now up to 58 per cent of white family Income-
the significant narrowing" being the Increase from 54 per cent in 1965.

What can one say about these statements? Surely that part of the gain Is
attributable to the fact that the Negro Is finding ways to circumvent the bar-
ricades, not nece,-arily to the fact that the barricades have been significantly
lowered. Some of the gain, for example, Is attributable to the fact that Negroes
are moving more repidly than whites from the low-income South to the North
and the West.

Part of the Negro's relative standing is due to the fact that nonwhite women
are more likely to be In the labor force than white women and, when working
are more tlyely to be working full time. It is surely encouraging that opportunities
exist for Negro families to have three earners or more, yet it Is perhaps more
important to know that the median Income of Negro families with three or more
earners still remains lower than the median Income of white families with only
one earner.

Much of the gainlint family Income, therefore, may be attributable to the com-
position of the family and to the extra efforts by females in nonwhite families.
This, of course, brings us to yet another point. If we are to Judge how the Negro
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is faring, how complete can our judgment be if it Is based on comparisons of
data for Negro and White families?

Family income Is what the report focuses upon, but the composition of Negro
families Is different from that of white. Unless we recognize this--and (he report
is of little assistance In alerting us to these poin-ts-countng families may
seriously bias the results.

In the first place, nonwhite tend to stay slnkle more frequently than do whites,
and unrelated individuals of both races tend to be poorer more often than do
ftmilles. Second, the composition of poor families is different for whites than
for nonwhites. A nonwhite family Is three and a half times as likely to be poor
as a white family but the nonwhite child Is almost four times as likely to be in
a poor family thdh is a white child.

The statistical analysis may be cumbersome, but the point Is simple: Poor fami-
lies tend to be larger. Thus In 1005, 39 per cent of nonwhite famtlies, but almost
O per cent of nonwhite peroms, were in poverty.

We believe that an examination of how the Negro family Is faring Is too limited.
We mnst also ask how IndIvidutils are faring. It surely is mitleading to average
a family of two earning $7000 with a faffilly of 12 earning $3000 and conclude
that the average family Is earning $5000. The average individual Is In a fam-
ily hearing substantially less.

This discussion assumed that the numbers in the report were themselves cor-
rect, that median 'income of Negro families did jump from 54 to 58 per cent of
the median Income of white families in 1960. But stopwatches err, and sample
surveys err, and just as we insist that several watches time a race, several
observations are needed to make a trend.

The ratio of fibivhite to white median family incomes only a year earlier,
in 1965, was the Mime as It had been In 195. There has been no significant up-
ward trend in this ratio from 1950. Perhaps we did experience remarkable
progress in one year. Regrettably, however, we will have to wait until the 1967
data are available to-feel more certain on this matter.
.Avenue or Alley?

Our criticism of the report's first finding, then, relates to the fact that while we
are given information on the results of the black-white foot race, we are told little
about the relative difficulty of the track. Why did these results come about?

Even aside from the questionable evidence on family data and the reliance on
one new and possibly erroneous number, the information given Is of little use fi
answering ques-tions about barriers to economic progress. It Is, therefore, not very
helpful In assessing the relative emphasis to be glvenf alternative policy tools even
in reaching thi more limited objectives of "informed judgments."

The report says that the evidence "proves that there are open avenues of up-
ward mobility In our society." In our judgment, the authors have confused an
avenue with an alley, for It may well be that upward mobility tells us'far more
about the perseverance of the Negro In overcoming obstacles that It does about
the equity of our society in providing opportunity.

The report's second point concerns Improvement in the percentage of families
with incomes of over $7000 a year. The report emphasizes the fact that over
28 per cent of nonwhite families in the United States now have Incomes of over
$7000 per annum. CertAlily all of us welcome an Increase In this percentage. It Is
Important, however, to compare this percentage with other relevant data In order
to ". . . develop Informed judgments on how the Negro is faring in this country."

To what shall the 28 per cent be compared? Should we note that in this same
year NI per cent of white famille. received more. than $7000 a year? Should we
note that between 1947 and 196 an additional 34 per cent of white families
crossed the $7000 threshold but that this was true for only an additional 21
per cent of nonwhite fatmilles; that even since 1900 white progress has exceeded
nonwhite progress?

Our understanding of the problems facing America could be Increased if the re-
port paid greater attention to the fact that the absolute c)read between white
and nonwhite median familyincome Is rising. In 1947 It was $2200: in 1960, $2800,
and in 1966 $00. Perhaps we should note that even with the increasing pro-
portion of nonwhites obtaining higher Incomes, the median family Income for non-
whites In 1911 was only equal to the median Income (in constant dollars) that
whites had obtained In 1047.
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A 20-Year Lag
We noted before that the report emphasized the statement of progress. Re-

ported (but not emphasized) was the fact that "the incidence of poverty among
nonwhite families remains high, with about one out of three classified as poor."
While this percentage has been dropping, it still remains higher than the per-
centage of white families with incomes of less than $3000 some 20 years ago.

Reports of progre: should vot rely on measures that ask that the Negro com-
pare himself with what conditions were like for his father but, rather, with what
conditions are like for the rest of America. The Negro, after all, cannot ignore the
fact that today the odds for the white are four times as high that he will be
"well off" than that he will be poor. For the Negro, the odds are less than 50-50.

It must be noted-the report did not do so-that even as the percentage of non-
whites relative to the percentage of whites with incomes of over $7G00 increased
from 1960 to 1966, so too did the percentage of nonwhites relative to the percent-
age of whites with incomes under $3000.

The average of the times of the runners in the race is an important datum, but
of equal importance are the times of the majority of the runners. Can we ignore
the fact that most white families have Incomes over $7000 per annum while most
nonwhite fathilies have incomes of under $5000? Emphasis on families over $7000
seems misplaced.

We repeat that it is not our purpose to question any particular item reported
by the Census Bureau and the Bureau of Labor Statistics We are, however, con-
cerned whether the total impact of all the data and the presentation will add
significantly to our understanding and our judgment about necessary actions.

It seems to us, therefore, that while it is important tb emphasize that miemploy-
mient has been dropping but that the nonwhite unemployment rate is still twice
the white rate, equal emphasis needs to be given to the fact that this ratio has
held quite steady since 1954. If relative progress is highlighted when it occurs,
equal attention must be paid to areas where, unfortunately, it is not found.

Furthermore, even this 2 to 1 unemployment ratio is somewhat misleading.
Data presented elsewhere in the report note that 'the Census Bureau estimates
that its Current Population Surveys miss about 13.per cent of the nonwhite popu-
lation of working age and 2 per cent of the white." If estimates of the effect of
undercount are made, the unemployment rate for nonwhites jumps far more than
the employment rate for whites. The spread increases. Also significant is the
fact that a higher percentage of nonwhite adult males are not in the labor force
-that is, not working or even seeking work.
Educatffo's (la.h Value

The reports fifth major point is that nonwhites are improving their education
faster than whites. This is important because "education has often been consid-
ered as the key to economic success in our society." But the report's own figures
indicate that education even today proves to be far more valuable to the white
than to the nonwhite.

The median income of a nonwhite over 25 years of age and with eight years
of schooling is 80 per cent of that of a similar white. But a 'ter four years of high
school it i 7 er cent, and with some college, only 66 per c~et! By going on to
college, the ii:white increases his annual income by an average of $740 but the
white increases his income by $1950. Thus, though the nonwhite an increase his
income by getting more years of school, relative to the white with the same school-
ing, he does worse and worse.

This does not deny that equal years of school yielding equal amounts of learn-
ing is a goal in itself. Even if this implies greater resources devoted to educating
children from poorer families, equality of opportunity in' the labor market, as a
goal of American society, demands it. But we raise the question-and suggest
that much more intensive analysis is needed on the matter-of how much impact
such education will have on nonwhite earning power.

Only last April, the "Manpower Report of the President" indicated that "as
matters stand now, many Negro workers--especially the younger ones-have
more education than they need for the Jobs they can get." Furthermore, the re-
port indicated that "several careful economic studies . . . have consistently
-shown that Negro workers earn lees than comparable white workers (that Is,
taking into consideration age, education and other factors) in thb same occupa-
tion and industry. These studies have concluded that discrimination is an impor-
tant root cause of the earnings differentials."
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Does the current report add to our understanding by Ignoring the possibility
that the key really lies In the labor market, in the refusal of white employers to
hire nouwhites for good and well-paying Jobs? As the report itself notes, "The
majority of nonwhites who are poor work for a living." We would have hoped
tho authors of the report would have paid more attenton to the Implications of
that remark.

Unanswered Questions
We are di-appointed In this report. The data it presents are limited and incoin-

plete. They are not particularly useful for analytical purposes. Many of the Infer-
ences that the authors draw from the data seem far too sweeping. The report
fails to address itself to any number of important questions: Are nonwhite-white
nitloo the most meaningful measure? How much of the recent gains Is a cyclical
plienonenon? How much of the Income differential is due to the education differ-
(etial? By how much are Income gains eroded by ghetto conditions?

We hope that the Government Will recognize the importance of adequate re-
search In depth on the social and economic conditions of Negroes in the United
States. 'I here are many things that we do not know. There are even more that
we do not understand. It Is time that we began to ask some hard questions. It is
time that we try to answer these questions It Is time we learned to distinguish
between the superficial AYid the meaningful.

By far the best Government report on this subject was produced by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics In June of 1906 ("The Negroes In the United States: Their
Eonomic anid Social Situation"). The data provided in the 1908 report, the dis-
cus.tdon of the'duta, the Inferences drawn from them and the tone of the document
itself provide evidence that our disappointment Is not the result of setting in-
ordinately high standards. It is distressing that in terms of the quality of the
reports we are retrjressing.

The President has presented a report with praise for progress similar to that
in the 1918 report, with a warning against complacency such as we read in 1960.
lie urges us not to be pessimistic, but It Is not clear that Negroes are Improving
their economic position relative to whites faster than they were decades ago. He
urges against despair, but Negro poor are a greater percentage of the poor today
than they were in 1960.

If pessimism is to be dispelled, the rate of progress will have to be Increased.
Indeed, to the extent that this report fails to recognize the dimensions of the prob-
lem, there Is even more cause for pessimism than the data call for. On this matter,
too, there is little reason for complacency.

THE AUT' REBuiTAL

(By Herman P. Miller and Dorthy K. Newman)

(Miller Is chief of tho 0Jcnsus Bureatt's Population Division, Mrs. Newman Is
assistant chief of the Offlce of Economto Studies of the Bureau of Labor Statfs-
ties.)

Our critics' disappointment stems in part from a basic misunderstanding as to
why the report was prepared and the function it was intended to serve.

After the Detroit riots last summer, the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the
Bureau of the Census were asked to compile the latest and most relevant data
on the social and economic conditions of Negros In the United States "in a simple
format that could be easily understood." We were not asked for a compendium
of detailed statistics and technical analysis; we were not asked for a monograph
Intended for specialists; we were not asked for a learned essay concerning the
failings of social statistics. We were asked for a concise presentation of "the good
with the bad."

The purpose of the report was to provide much needed, up-to-date facts, based
no reliable sources, against which the many charges and countercharges that
were being made at the thie could be checked. The aim was to present an obJec-
live view of the situatidoof Negroes in America based on facts so that a troubled
nation could tturn to facts for guidance rather than to Inflamatory rhetoric.

As it turns out, the image of the Negro which emerges from facts is perhaps
different from what Fein and Michelson seem 'to have had in mind. It Is differ-
ent, too, from, the image of the Negro that appears with frequency in both the
mass media and the technical, sociological and economic literature.
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A Stereotype Demolished
The report documents the wellknown differences between Negro and whites

in many of the Important aspects of life. It also establishes that In the forest
nelghborhoods these differences are getting worse. It makes clear thai Negroes
in America are discriminated against; that segregation exists and nitty liv
increasing; that life In the slums is harsh.

At the same time, however, the report demolishes a currently prevalent
stereotype that runs something like this: The typical Negro chlihl Is the Illegiti-
nite offspring of an alleitat d, iinemnployecl. shiftless father and of a welfare
mother, the ch1il growing up uneducated In a slumi worl doinfinaled by woman
and social workers. This characterization Is valld for some Negroes in some
places. but It Is Incorrect when applied with brood strokes to the entire Negro
l)opulation. There is nothing to gain and much danger from clinging to such n
stereotype--especialy as background for puibliepolicy.

This factutal report covers most of the areas toward which policy is directed
or being considered: employment, Incoie, education, housing and living con-
dlitions. In doing so, it examines the "facts" often taken for granted about
American Negroes.

Among these so-called "facts" are that Negroes are fast Increasing as a
proportion of the American population and becoming a majority fit most large
cities; that their families are usually headed by woman; that Negroes, especially
the poor, are usually on welfare and those In cities teid to live in dilapidated
houses; that the teen-agers are mostly dropouts; that the woman have lower
unemployment rates than men and contribute more Income to the family or
earn higher wages than Negro men.

The hard facts, subjected to careful analysis, show that these are myths.
Policies cannot and should not be introduced or Implemented on the Jrnsis
of myths.

A Fault of Statisttcs
Fein and Michelson ask, "Are Negroes faring better . , because they try

harder or because obstacles to progress are disappearing?" All of us who have
studied these questions, Including our knowledgeable critics, know that there
Is as yet no clear or accepted measure of the intensity of effort people make
to Improve themselves or of the relqtlve effect of obstacles that hinder them.
This Includes discrimination.

That Is an unfortunate fact about the state of social statistics and the Oovern-
ment Is attempting to rectify it by developing long-term social indlcators, a
process which Fein and Michelson know will take years. Until then alas, we can
only work with data that exist, not with data our critics wish existed.

We conclude from the data that Negroes have progressed-as whites have
progres.ed--bothi because they "try harder" and because opportunities exist.
As the report states:

"Millions of Negroes have uprooted themselves In search of better Jobs, greater
freedom and wider horizons. Many have taken advantage of education and
training programs In recent years. The fact that these opportunities exist, and
that large numbers of Negroes are using then, proves that there are open
avenues of upward mobility In our society. Many who were at the bottom are
finding their way up the economic ladder."

We will stand on that.
Self.Answering Report

With regard to specifics, Fein and Michelson make a number of strong crIticAl
points that sound strangely familiar-because In fact they appear In the report.
Thus:

* They discover that the absolute dollar gap Is widening between Negro and
white--and the report states lust tlat, precisely and prominently.- (p. 18)

* They let us In on the fact that a larger proportion of nonwhite persons
than families are poor-and the report states just that, precisely and promi-
nently. (pp. 22,23,25)

* They uncover the starting fact that the white-nonwhite unemployment ratio
has remained unchanged-and the report states just that, precisely and promi-
nently. (p. 30)

* 'hey complain of a dearth of' information about the Negro family-yet an
entire section of the report deals precisely and prominently with the family.
(pp. .0-78)
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Where statements index by the critics are carping-or actually erroneous:
* A complaint Is lodged against use of 1060 Census housing data-but no

mention Is made of tile fact that four extremely significant tables dealt with
i);tl housing udta-the first time the dna nl)pered anywhere. (pp. TM-N))

0 The critics demand tMitt greater attention be given to the difference between
laftor force 1Articllplton rnteni of white and nonwhite Mten, yet the difference
is only two percentage polints--7) per cent vs. 81 per cent-and the data are
Presented prominently in the report by age, with reasons assigned to the differ-
ciwes that do exist.

o The critics strangely attribute the 1005-0 rise In Negro-to-white income
ratio to family composition and working wives.-factors which were constant
during that period.
Yo Data.Slhaping

But these are only the minutine. On a broader canvas, Just as our critics are
'disappointed In this report," so we are disappointed with their review.

Both flie critique .by Fein nnd11 Michelson and the columnn by Joseph Kraft
published in this newspaper Nov. 7 are critical of the report because it does
not always conform to their conclusions. As Kraft said, "Inforniatoii cannot Just
be allowed to flow front the bureaucracy . . . On the contrary, data must be
forced out and shaped.." Feln and Michelson also chide us for not emphnsizing
Ileir conclhionis.

Sorry, jbtt we are not data-shapers. Clearly the most important service tie
statistlcal governmentt agencies caii render in this period of contfuslon and
ferment about Negroes in America is to seek the truth andi present It, whether
or not It conforms tW preconcep1tIons.

If lhat truth involves stating tint it recent years Negroes lit America have
made Important gains in jobs, income, education and housing, then that truth
ought to be stated, even If Iein and Michelson choose not to discuss its importance
in subsequent criticism.

if Fein and Michelson feel that citing the positive as well as the negative
aspects of Negro life weakness the case for expanding and Improving Govern-
ment programs, they are mistaken. A call for action based on the proposition
(hat action has failed is a clarion call of futility. The whole truth is the frbst
springboard for action, because it shows in what respects action has worked
and, plainly, that more action, urgent action, Is needed.

RlepresentativO BotazNu. The Joint Ecofloi'lic Cofnilllett will
sland adjloried until T'uesday next. when it. will meet at, 10 n.m. in
room 1202 of lho New Senate Oe1 BUilding.

(Whoreupon, at. 12 noon, the hearing was adjourned, to reconvene
tuesday, June 4, at. 10 n.m.)
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of Economic Advisers, and is now a most productive meffiber of the
Upjohn Institute. He is also a member of the Advisory Coin'ittee to
the Joint. Economic Conit|ee.

Professor Ginzberg is director of Conservation of Hffhiian Re-
sources at Columnbia university, and very well known for 'his work
i-n the field of human resources.

Professor Thurow, a junior member of this panel, has already es-
tablished himself in the human resource field as a most able scholar.

Dr. Colm, you may begin as you wish, sir.

STATEMENT OF GERHARD COLN, CHIEF ECONOMIST, NATIONAL
PLANNING ASSOCIATION

Mr. CoLm. Thahk you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a prepared statement of 22 pages.
Representative BOLLiNo. We would be delighted to put it. in the

record and allow you to summarize it.
Mr. CoLr. Since I was told I had 10 to 15 minutes, I agree it would

be preferable if I summarized the paTr.
Mr. Chairman, it is difficult to deal with the very comprehensive

report of the National Advisory Coffimission on Civil Disorders-
which I will refer to briefly as the Kerner Report--in a few minutes.

I will not deal, and my paper does not, deal, with the merits of the
analysis and recommendations in detail.

I would like to say at the beginning that I find myself in great
sympathy with the analysis of thetreport and with most of the recom-
mendations. I thought I could be most useful to this c6Wittee if I
concentrated on two questions: First, what are the costs of tlirse rec-
ommendations in terms of dollars and nialipower; and second, what.
are the fiscal implications if these necomme dAtlirns are adopted?

The first part, the cost analysis, is largely based on a study that the
National Planning Associtition is i-nthe process of completing for the
Manpower Administration of the Labor Department. However, the
Labor Depaitnment has not yet seen the results, so the Labor Depart-
ment has no responsibility, nor hasthe National Planling Associa-
tion-because I took the worksheets away from Mrs. Joyce Powell
and Dr. Leonard Lecht in order to get my main conclusions, and they
are free to change it before it is submitted to the Labor Department.

So my conclusions, Mr. Chairman, are entirely my own, and neither
the Labor Department nor the National Planning Association as such
is responsible for them.

Now, to be very brief, I present detailed tables in my testimony. We
have tried to estimate the costs of the recommendations over andabove
the fiscal year 1968 level of programs, both inthe pubilioand private
sectors. We come to a figure of about $40 bilhilo in G'P per year. That
means if these recommendations are adopted, including their direct
effects on the economy we would have to add $40 billion to the gross
national product., or divert part of the gross national product now
devoted to other purposes to the purposes of this report.

This would be tantamwfiht to creating about 3.7 million additional
jobs.

These estimates include Government expenditures and related out-
lays in the private economy-an example of related private outlays
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would be: If the Government promotes low-income li-fting, for ex-
ample, through public h6uisifig, the whole amount would appear inthe
budget-if the Government does it through rent subsidy, a major part
would'" pear as private construction expenditure. And in the $40
billion, these private expendittires are in~luded-as well as what would
ap ear in the budget.

If we want to examine the feasibility of these programs, we have to
consider first. what part could be derived from utilization of now
idle resources.

We have about 3 million unemployed at. the moment, some under-
employed, and probably one-lhlf -illifn to 750,000 hard-core unem-
ployed in the cities. There could be some effort that could add to the
gross national product without taking it away from anybody else.

Second, tle GNP is growing year by year, in contact dlars, by
about $.35 billion per year, and the manpower is increasing by one and
it half million per year.

If we would go for all the recommendations within 4ttlietable
of tle Commission-for instance, tile whole housing goAl t Wwachieved
within 5 years, the whole 2 million employment goal to be achieved
within 3 years-we would use up the full increase in GNP, we would
have to absorb all increase in incomes aitd produedti6 atftd divert it to
this purpose.

This, Mr. Chairman, appears to me as an unrealistic proposition,
because we havejto provide for growing p6Itiofin, we have to pro-
vide capital equip-ilent for growing industry. AdiffIlly, the whole
report assumes a sat ifAtbry rate of economic growth.

Such a massive redistriliution of income and in the allocation of
resources does not appear feasible.

In the study which I mentioned, using the goals of the National
Advisory Con.isft'son but adopting a slower rate of achievement-for
instance, a houMng goal not in 5, but in 10 years, thee en-loyment goal
not. in 3 but in 5 years-we get ail increase in GNP of about $15 billion
per year, and an increase in nmnipower utilization of about 1.2 million.
I would say, Mr. Chairman, with certainqualitlctitionson he fit-

cial side, such a pursuit of the goals of the Commission at a slower
pace, with these alternative figures-which are given in detail in my
prepared statement and which will be given in greater detail in the
study for the Labor Departqfeit-appears feasible to me. I

But second, the financil'implications. It. is very difficult to divide
the $40 billion at the full speed or the $15 billion with the lower speed
into the public and private sector. AVe have to make certain assump-
tions about the method, for iMstiktle, of pVromdting 16uing, the meth-
ods used in ifflenettingthe various ptfograms. The Commission also
proposes certain tax incentives which are not affecting the expendi-
tures of the budget, but have a negative effect on the revenue side.

With all the"'qfhlfldftitins-some of which you will'ffii:itrhy Stte-
ment., others in my mind-we come to the conclusion that the full tn-
plementation of the Kerner Report. would require an increase of an-
nual Government expenditures of something like $23 billion. The
slowed-down model would require an increase of about $6 billion for
the average of 'the first 2 years. I would remind you again, this is over
and above the 1968 budget.
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InI contrast with the $23 billiom or the $6 billion increase in Govern-
mnert expenditures inider'the full sieed or slowed-down version of tile
Kerner Repo'rt--the programs for the p6or are recommindod with an
increase of $3 billion expenditlres in the President's budget from
fiscal 1968 to 1969. Now, we think a slow but comlprellensive p16ursuit of
these goals would ab-Mit double this figure.

Tile Commision is not 'ery (lear oil how they want. to, have their
whole progil'ai financed. Their' mmin enplhasis is on the so-c'alled fiscal
divideofld, which they estimate at $11 to $14 billion, but. in adding up
for the average of the next 2 years they use a figure a little bit. ablove
$14 billion-the arithmetic is not, entirely clear to me. Over a 2-year
period, they figure that. there will be an increase in revenue of a bout
$28 billion as a result. of tile fiscal dividends, and $16 billion as a result
of the surcharge, the speeding up of corporate _payments, and the con-
tinuation ' of the excise taxes, whih over 2 years' period makes a total
of $ billion available. That seems to be the basis for financing of
the whole program.

I have a few questions here, Mr. Chairman.
1. We are now operdtfhig on something like a $25 billion deficit. One

might. well say that iart of the fiscal dividend and tle surcharge will
first. reduce the deflet. I am not an aidvocate, as the ehair f l f ' thfis
committee knows, of balancing the budget. exactly each year, but. $25
billion deficit is it little bit- too-muich even for a Keynesian.

2. The fiscal dividend of $14 billion I think is based on an income
which is enlarged, not only through greater peodit'lon activity, but
also through a rise in prices. You tell me what. fiscal dividend yOu
want, and I can figure it Out for you. It depends largely on the' pro-
jeoted relationship of personal incomes to corporate incomes. But. it
has become kind of standard to acsume tiht tie'fiscal dividend under
present circtimnst ices-the relaf6nship of profit to other incomes-
would amount to snfrmething of $10 billion to $11 billion excluding the

effect. of infliitiid.
Inflation has an effect on both sides of the budget-not exactly

the same effect, but, for exam )le, the pay increase is related to the cost,
of living even by legislation. One cannot say that tlint part of the fiscal
dividend which is 4I11e to price rise or cost. rise is available to new ad-
ditional programs. Part of it-I believe a major part-would be ab-
sorbed by increased pay of civil anid Mifllthry persomiel, and increased
contract prices.

3. As the Commission very correctly reeogilized, there atre other
claims on the bufdget-not. all additional money would be available
for social programs.

4. The suriharge is only temporary, according to present legisla-
tion, and presumably would be dropped in case of a deescalatim or
termination of tile military phase of the wvar in Vietnam.

I believe that even in case of a deescalation f tIe war in Vietnam,
one could not say that. the whole spending for Viotiiit, now about $28
billion per year according to the )efense Department, would become
available for social programs. There is the pacification jprograni in
Southeast Asia. The Defense Departielit is already waiting for the
day to replenish their inventory, and to support non-Vietliiinre-
lated defense expenditures which are now curt lled, and' there are other
programs which should be considered.
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Mr'. Chairman, I see my time is tip but I ask permission to present
to you one indli 1cOltisiol.

I do agree that coafditions in rurfal areas, and in maiay cities, are in-
toleralle in an ufll1Oit. society, and are crying out for remedies. Many
pirogranis have heeen inifiated; some are more, others less, promising. I
bring to yoill attention ia (able ill my statement which shows the very
.-ubstantial increase in social programs over the last decades. Much
Is Ieen done, but oit enough. There is a deplorable gip between gen-

endi In'Ograin de.sigln and effective implementation. Admirable as the
(oiiuiiss~ion's repot i i n its analysis of the manifold causes of dis-
content. and 'Is outline of remedie 1 I think it. has failed to recognize
the seriousness of the budgetary situation and has plIed too MUh
coifidenco in all early windfall gain of the fiscal dividend.

I think, for i 2-yetir period after deescalatifn in Vietnam, the sur-
charge should( be 'ontine( for financing the initiAl phase of this
step-up in social programs. thereafterr file fiscal divide-nd could thke
over, and we could have a drop of the suitlilt'ge, later perhaps also in
other tax rates.

I believe, as the Comfilission says, that "1the country can do for its
people whtit-i chooses to do," but this implies more difficult, choices
than are indicaled inthe report.

In short, I do not believe that there is, as the Commission's report
appears to i"ly, it relatively paiiless fiscal way to fl ne its pro-
posed programs for the years immediately nlwAd. In My judgment.,
achieving theso social programs and ethefG61m flM t ograms wich
are determined by the political process will r-equire for the next few
years either higher tax burdojis and appropriate price-wage Ildes,
or a continued high rate of inflation and aggravated diffietilies in the
international economic situation. Thank you.

Representative 130LLNo. Thank you, Dr. Coli.
(Theprepared statement. of Dr. Cohn follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. GERHAAID COLMO

It is a difficult assignment to deal in a brief statement with the economic im-
plications of the Kerner Commission Report. I can probably best serve the pur.
poses of the Joint Economic Committee if I concentrate on only two aspects of
the Report, hoping that other witnesses will focus on other aspects. If this Is
agreeable with the Chairman, I will focus first on the costs of the recommended
programs In terms of dollars and manpower, and second on the finanliAl liu~phia.
tions of the policy recommendations made by the Kerner Commission. I will not
discuss the merits of these proposals per s, but let me say that I am personally
I sympathy with the objectives of these proposals. A few more general Intro-
ductory remarks will be needed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The emphasis of these hearings Is on the employment and underemployment
problems in the cities. There are three interrelated groups of possible causes which
create the employment problems in the cities: One ithii lack of job opportunities
ini occupations which can be filled by the unemployed in the central city. For
a number of reasons, transportation and insurance problems among others, many
Industries have moved away from the centers of the cities. Another cause is the
fact that because of environmental, family, and educational conditions and
discriminatory attitudes, some of the people growing up in the Inner cities have

*Dr. Colim Is chief economist at the National Planning Association Washington, D.C.
The views expressed h:erein are his own and not necessarily those of the association.
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difficulty seeking, finding, and holding jobs, even where there are opportunities
or where commuting facilities are provided. The third cause is that the lack of
opportunities In rural areas attracts people to what they believe are better
opportunities in the cities--people who often are least equipped for utilizing
the kinds of opportunities that may exist there. Cities which are in the forefront
of fighting poverty are also the most attractive to those on the move in the hope
of Improving their conditions. This adds to the problems of cities which are
doing something about them.

Because of the complexity of causes of unemployment and underemployment
in the cities, with all the social ramifications, even a remedial program must
also be of a complex nature-much more complex than when considering the
means, for instance, to reduce high average unemployment it the nation as a
whole. Because some remedies will, by their nature. involve long periods before
they can become effective, therefore, to some extent Interim solutions must be
found to gain time before the more basic attack on the deep-rooted ills in our
society can become effective.

The U.S. Government had become aware of the problems of the cities anud the
problem of poverty in the midst of affluence long before the wave of riots in 1007.
Many programs designed to deal with urban renewal and to provide employment.
educational, and training opportunities have been InitiAted In recent years. Never-
theless, we have not yet begun to deal with the problems of the cities on a scale
commensurate with the scope of the Issues they pose.

Using a broad definition of social programs-which Includes health. education.
low-income housing, social insurance, and welfare--public expenditures (Federal.
State and local) have increased by spectacular -ahmounts over recent decades.
Part of the dollar increase reflects the Increase in prices, but the increase is also
sl ctacular when expressed In dollars of constant purchasing power or as a
ratio to GNP.

TABLE I.-SOCIAL EXPENDITURES UNDER PUBLIC PROGRAMS, SELECTED FISCAL YEARS

Total social Total social Total social Total social
expenditures expenditures expenditures expenditures

fiscal years (in millions of (in millions of as a percent of as a percent of
current dollars) constant 1966-67 total public GNP

dollars), expenditures

1934-35 .................... $6,548 $16,761 50.0 9.5
1939-40 .................... 8,795 21,852 48 9 9.2
1959-60 .................... 52,293 57,522 39.2 10.6
1966-67 .................... 100,238 99,934 44.6 13.1

Note: Social expenditures Include expenditures for social Insurance, public aid, health and medical programs, veterans'
programs, education, housing, and other social welfare. In addition to public programs there are private programs such as
health Insurance, (Blue Cross, Blue Shield), private pension programs, etc.

Sources: Ida C. Merriam. "Social Welfare Expenditures, 1929-67," Social Security Bulletin, December 1967, vol. 30.
No. 12. (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare); "National Income and Product Accounts
of the United States, 1929-65" (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Commerce); Survey of Current Business, May 1968.
vol. 48, No. 5 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Commerce).

In recent years many new programs related to urban renewal, education.
training, and so on, were adopted by the Congress. However, aitpprollrliat los for
many of these programs lagged far behind the authorixations. This is largely
(lue to the fact that the war against poverty was inteis-Ified at the same time
that the war in Vietnam was also stepped up. And these wars on two different
kinds of fronts happened while the country wvas engaged lit ai arnaments racel
with the Soviet. Union mid in the threatening atmosphere of a hostile China.
It is not my intention here to judge the merits of U.S. foreign policy, but one
cannot appraise the economic and fiscal implications of the domestic problems
without considering the world scene as a whole and U.S. invol-ements in inter-
national affairs In particular.

II. TIIE ECONOMlO AND 'MANPOWER COSTS OF THE KERNER COMMISSION PROGRAM
PROPOSALS

The Kerner Commission's main policy recommendations include:
1. Stepped up programs for urban renewal and housing for low- and

moderate-income families;
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2. Additlonalrprograms In support of education of disadvantaged children,
vocational education, and adult education;

3. Providing on-the-Job training with Federal support;
4. Creating employment opportunities in the private and public sectors;
5. Improving standards and benefits under social assistance programs,

Including the adoption of uniform standards to check migration to cities
paying higher benefits;

0. Providing Incentives for industrial investments in rural areas in order
to check migration to the cities;

7. Adopting a national system of Income supplementation.
This list is not intended to be complete. The Commission has not presented

c-st estimates and bns not provided sufficient detail for making reliable estimates
of the program costs to government or to the private sector and of their effects
on employment. (In particular, there Is little indication of the timing for these
various programs, other than for housing and employment.)

The Natioi al Planning Association, as part of the research it has been con-
duct-ing for the Manpower Administration In the Department of Labor, has been
preparing estimates of the probable employment in different occupations which
woid be generated by the expenditures to implement the recommendations In
the Kerner Commission Report. In the absence of more specific cost estimates in
the Report, the employnifitt estimates are, of necessity, approximations. This
research is still in a preliminary state, and the estimates have not yet been
reviewed by the )epartment of Labor. The NPA report is being prepared by
Mrs. Joyce I'owell under the direction of Dr. Leonard Lecht. O the basis of
these prelimlnnary findings, I include in the following table some highly tentative
estimates of the costs (public and private) that would be involved In the
implementation of these programs.

The total additional outlays for these programs would amount to more than
$40 billion per year if the targets were to be achieved within the relatively short
period set by the Report (e.g. for housing 5 years, for additional employment
of the hard-core unemployed 3 years).

TABLE 2.-COST IMPLICATIONS OF MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE KERNER COMMISSION
[Billions of 1968 dollars]

Full Kerner Commission program A Slower pace alternative I
Total Public Private Total Public Private

Housing$ .......................... $I8.8 $4.5 $14.3 $9 $2.0 $7.0
Employment' ....................... 8.5 5.1 3.4 3 1.8 1.2
Welfare (p91blic assistance only)...... 7.8 7.8 ............ 1-2 1.0-2.0 ............
Education I ......................... 5.4 5.4 ............ 1 1.0 ............

Total ........................ 40.5 22.8 17.7 14-15 5.8-6.8 8.2

1 Costs In a year of full operation of recommended programs.
'Average annual cost for the first 2 years of operation. These estimates are based on the assumption that the time

required before the recommended programs could be designed In detail, adopted, and Implemented would be longer
than assumed in the Kerner Commission ReporL

3 On the basis of 6,000.000 additional units over a 5. and a 10-year period, respectively. This would Involve mostly
private financing. promoted by rent subsidies.

I Creating 2,000,000 new jobs In the public and private sectors over a 3- and a 5-year period respectively. There Is a
possible partial overlapping between programs for additional employment opportunities and other additional programs.
It Is assumed In these estimates that IS percentof the employment opportunities stated as targets lithe Kerner Commission
Report would be provided by other programs.

3 Allows for substitution of part of the assistance programs by programs of Income supplementation. The programs
referred to are Federal State, and local payments for old-age assistance, aid to the blind, aid to the permanently and
totally disabled, aid to families with dependent children.

a Based on programs for disadvantaged youth, adult basic educaUon, lowering the student-teacher ratio, and bringing
about equality (by age) in the proportions o white and nonwhite enrolled in regular school and higher education programs.

Note: All estimates represent additional costs over and above outlays for these programs In fiscal year 1968. All esti-
mates are subject to revision.

Source: Center for Priority Analysis. National Planning Association.
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I think these periods are too short, simply because of the time needed to have
these programs designed in detail, adopted, and implemented. Under the second
heading of the table is presented an estimate of the annual costs if a somewhat
slower, and we believe more realistic, time period for reaching the same goals
Is assumed. The annual Increase Is estimated for the average of the first two
years at $14-15 billion under these assumptions. These additional outlays
represent In part an addition to the GNP by use of otherwise Idle resources
(e.g. the hard-core unemployed in the cities) and in part a shift of resources
front uses they otherwise would have.

The total estimated outlays are also divided into those which presumably
would be made by government (Federal, State and locsl) and those made from
private funds. This division between public and private resources depends on
the design of the program. The same goal of providing housing for the lower-
Income classes can be achieved either by public housing or by rent subsidies.
In the first case the whole amont of construction costs appears as a public
outlay; In the latter cace most of the construction Is financed by private funds,
with only the rent subsidy appearing as a public expense. Also, the job oppor-
tunities can be provided by different means, with a larger or smaller share of
costs appearing as public expense. The Report is not specific about the program
design; therefore, this division into public and privtte funds is a most uncertain
estimate. Nevertheless, the estimate that the recommendations would Imply an
approkifmate Increase In government expenditures for social and urban programs
per year of about $6 billion In an Initial period and of more than $20 billibh nuyider
the time schedule of the Report (over and above 1967-68 expenditures) may at
least Indicate the order of magnitude which is Involved. The consequences of
these estimates for fiscal policy will be discussed in the next section.

In the following table (Table 3) the dollar estimates for the recommendations
of the Report have been translated Into thanpower terms. How much employment
opportunities and what kind of employment opportunities would be crelited
through these programs? The answer to these questions would hell) in any
appraisal of the feasibility of the programs. (Would they exceed available
manpower and thereby have an iifiti0oary Impact? To what extent would they
they absorb now unemployed or underemployed manpower and thereby be
effect ive in combatting an Important cause of poverty?)

TABLE 3.-THE EMPLOYMENT EFFECT OF MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE KERNER COMMISSION REPORT,

uin thousands)

Full Kerner Slower pace
Program Commission alternatives

program I

Housing ........................................................................ 1,761 766
Employment ..................................................... 567 289
Welfite4 (public assistance only) .................................... 754 77-154
Education .......................................................... 504 77

Total .................................................................... 3,686 1,206-1,283

' There is a possible partial overlapping between programs for additional employment opportunities and other additional
programs. it Is assumed In these estates that 15 percent of the employment opportunities stated as targets In the Kerno r
Commission report would be provided by other projiams.

I Amount of employment In a year of full operation of recommended programs.
a Amount of employment In the average of the 1st 2 years, assuming a longer time period for implementation of recom.

mended profams.
I The employment created through transfer payments Is calculated on the basis of estimated expenditures of Income

recipients. See table 2, footnote "'" for detailed explanation of programs Included under public assistance.
Source: Centel for Priority Analysis, National Planning Association.

For an appraisal of the manpower effects of these programs, particularly the
present hard-core unemployed, It Is Important to classify the Involved manpower
requirements by skills. This work is In preparation in the NPA report mentioned
above. The following table (Table 4) gives some tentative estimates for a few
broad classifications which appear most relevant. 4
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TABLE 4.-EMPLOYMENT GENERATED BY EXPENDITURES TO ACHIEVE EQUALITY OBJECTIVES IN EDUCATION
WELFARE, AND HOUSING I

un thousands

Total Housing Welfare I Education

Total White Non- Total White Non- Total White Non- Total White Non-
white white white white

Total ............ 3,019 2,704 315 1,761 1,587 174 754 667 87 504 450 54
White collar ............ 1,316 1,243 74 562 539 24 359 339 20 395 365 30
Blue collar ......... 1,122 1,018 105 912 830 82 190 170 21 20 18 2
Service workers.......267 201 67 63 50 13 118 87 32 86 64 22
farmers ............... 100 86 14 41 35 6 59 51 8 .....................
Laborers..: ............ 213 156 57 183 134 49 27 20 7 3 2 1

I This table excludes the provision for opportunities for the hard-core unemployed.
I Includes public assistance only. The employment created through transfer payments Is calculated on the basis of

estimated expenditures of the Income recipients.

Note: Detail may not add to totals due to rounding.

Source: Center for Priority Analysis, National Planning Association.

For an appraisal of the impact of these programs it is important to consider the
extent to which they would utilize otherwise idle resources or require a shift in
the use of resources. If we assume that some of the resources for construction of
housing for low-income people would be diverted from funds which would other-
wise be used for other types o" residential construction, or that some of the
Federal funLs would be obtained by shifting funds from other Federal programs,
the net addition tothe GNP and to employment would be smaller than suggested
by the estimates. On the other hand, to the extent that the programs stimulate
new activities and generate additional incomes, a multiplier effect would take
place. This would add to the Job-generating effect of the programs, but possibly
also to the inflationary effect. For simplicity's sake, I propose to neglect beth the
possibility that some of the new programs would involve diversion of resources
from other work and that the truly additional work would have a multiplier
effect. Then we can examine the net addition to work opportunities and incomes
of $14-15 billion for the next two years, or a rate of $40 billion under the time
schedule of the Kerner Commission Report, and the corresponding creation of
additional Jobs of 1.3 million and 3.0 million, respectively. Because of the nature
of these programs, most of them would Involve work done in the centers of the
cities, and they are designed to absorb as much as possible of the existing unem-
ployment and underemployment of whites and nonwhites in the cities. If the U.S.
economy expands over the years by an annual average rate of a conservative 4
percent, the increase in GNP (at constant prices) and the increase in the labor
force for, say, the next three years could be estimated as follows.

TABLE 5.-NET ADDITION TO GNP AND LABOR FORCE, 1969-71

Increase In GNP Increase In total
Calendar year over preceding labor force over

year (billions of preceding year
1968 dollars) (millos)

1969 ................................................................... 34 1.48
1970 ................................................................... 35 1.51
1971 ................................................................... 36 1.53

Source: Center for Economic Projections, Natlonal Planning Association.

For an evaluation of these estimates I might note that it is my personal opinion

that under the proposed "package" of the Conference Report which includes the
teinl;orary tax increase and the $6 billion cut in expenditures for fiscal year 1969
(excluding certain specified programs), relatively tight credit policy, and assum-
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ing no implementation of the Kerner Commission Report program proposals,
there might well be some increase in unemployment during the course of 1969.
However, it should also be considered that not the whote increase in GNP and
the labor force would be available for additional social programs.

In the light of the over-all coa,,ideration, in a nation growing in population and
in economic potential, a large part of the increase in production will be "pre-
empted" to provide goods and services for more people and by the need to expand
capital in the private and public sectors. Considering that if only one-third of the
increase were available for improvement In the general standard of living and
desired public programs it appears th, the physical resources, expressed in
terms of GNP or employment, should be available for stepping up the war against
poverty, but that the immediate adoption of the Kerner Commission Report pro-
posals would require a substantial shift of resources from other purposes.

The recommendations of the Kerner Commission Report, if adopted in full,
would require that a large part of the rising incomes, profits, and capital funds
be channeled into programs of the kind proposed by the Commission and that
other uses of resoruces be restricted. The Commission's Report says (p. 16) :
"... this county can do for its people what it chooses to do". Within the limits
of the general proposals made by the Commission, this is a true statement, but
the Commission has not indicatedl the priority decisions and their consequences
implied in the Report.

111. TI. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF THIE KERNER COMMISSION PROGRAM
PROPOSALS

The Commission Rerport does not present estimates regarding the costs of the
proposed programs either to society or to the government. The only clue to the
Commission's thinking on these lines Is the emphasis on the "fiscal dividend"
of $!?5 billibn over two years (that is, the automatic increase in revenue from
existing tax rates due to the increase in the tax base resulting from economic
growth), plus the proposed tax surcharges, excise and user taxes (which, ac-
cording t-. the Commission will result in revenues of $16 billioff in two yee.rs ),
as the wain means for financing in revenues additional programs.* There as
the suggestion, that over a two-year period a "fiscal dividend" of $28.5 billion
plus t16 billion front the surcharge, tha t is, a total of $44.5 billion, is available
for additional financial resources for new programs. Only parenthetically, let
me add that without the proposed surcharge we would be in much worse
condition to accomplish even a minimum of the Government's present objectives
at home and abroad without incurring a serious inflationary development.
There is reference in the Report to "competing demands" and also to the pos-
sibility of further "changes in tax rates". This rather vague language conveys
the impression that under existing tax rates and the temporary surcharge
there are adequate resources forthcoming to finance the Commission's program
during the next two years.

Without going into detail, I believe this view may be Justified when looking
further into the future. It is not Justified when looking at the situation during
the next two years.

There are several items to be considered before drawing the conclusion that
about $44 billion will become available for new programs during the next two
years, namely:

(1) Without the package of the tax increase and expenditure cut there
would be a budget deficit of around $2.5 billion in fiscal years 1968 and 1969. I
am not convinced that the budget books need to be in exact balance, but a $25 bil-
lion deflect is certainly inflationary in an economy with generally high employ-
ment.. Thus, a large part of the fiscal dividend and the surcharge will be needed
to reduce the deficit to manageable proportions. Also, the fiscal dividend ac-
cruing to State and local governments is likely to be "preempted" by the
inevitable increase in local costs, e.g. for education and crime prevention.

(2) The estimate of a fiscal dividend of slightly in excess of $14 billion per
year may be a reasonable estimate of the additional revenue to be derived from
a tax base expanding at a high rate. This is in part the result of an inflationary

to his Is the estimate given In the Budget document, The Conference Report is saidto give an estimate of nearly $17 billion for fiscal years 1968 and 1969.
'The arithmetic in the text (p. 230) is not quite clear.
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rle In incomes and prices. This same inflationary Increase in incomes and
prices also affects government expenditures for cxstling programs (e.g. pay-
roll increases, contract prices). To that extent the fiscal dividend would not be
available for new programs.

(3) The Commission does refer to possible demands on the budget which
would compete with demands for the proposed additional social programs. It
should be recognized that Fome of these demands are determined by present
legislation. If a substantial part of the additional revenue should be made
available for new social programs, a far-reaching reassessment of programs and
priorities ill be needed, and this will require cooperation between the ex-
(.xecutive and legislative branches. I believe that here is a first task of the new ad-
ministration and the new Congress. To cut some expenditures without re-
examining existing legislation-as now contemplated under the Conference
"opacknge"-is, in my personal opinion, not the best way of accomplishing the
objective of a non-inflationary fiscal policy and of meeting the highest priority
tasks of the Oovernment-and the country.

It may be pointed out that the Commission's programs may be predicated on
the assumption, and the hope, that the military phase of the war In Vietnam
can be terminated in the near future, which would free a parge part of the
nearly $30 billion per year we are now endingg for that war, so that military
expenditures as a whole would be substantially reduced.

This hope I share, but there are two Important considerations which I be.
lieve should be faced squarely. First, a de-escalation or termination of the
military phase of the Vietnam war may have to be combined with expenditures
for a Southeast Asia pacification program. Also, a termination of the military
phase of the war in Vietnam may be the occasion for the Defense Department
to claim additional funds for programs not related to the war in Vietnam
which were curtailed because of It. In other words, the reduction in total
defense expenditures may be substantially less than the reduction In niffitary
expenditures for Vietnam. Second, if we assume that the war against poverty,
along the lines of the Report recommendation, should be stepped up when the
war fit Vietnam would be deescalated, it may be necessary to continue the sur-
charge for another year or two. In the first two years the combinations of the
fiscal dividend and the yield of the surcharge would be adequate to substantially
reduce the deficit and to gradually step up the high-priority programs of the
government. Once defense expenditures and the deficit have been somewhat re-
duced It would be possible to finance the further increase in the urban and social
programs by the "fiscal dividend," which would permit termination of the
surcharge in a future year.

There are likely to be objections to adopting and maintaining the surcharge
not only for fitiancing the war In Vietnam but also for the Initial phase of the
stepped-up anti-poverty program. There may be some who argue that we are
engaged In a two-front war, one to restore and preserve peace In the world, and
one to prevent social disintegration at home. There has been no war in U.S.
history, or In any other country, which has been financed entirely in a non-in-
flationary manner. Not only Is inflation one of the most unfair methods of taxa-
tion that can be devised, it also has undesirable economic effects. In spite of
this, nobody suggested in the Spring of 1944 that we could not establish a second
front in Europe because the expenditures could not be financed by additional
taxes. If we regard the "war against poverty" at home to be as Important to the
survival of our free society as was the war against fascism, we might accept some
temporary price rise as the cost we pay for not doing a perfect job with adequate
tax, monetary, and other price-wage policies. This might be a lesser evil than
losing either the war to preserve peace In the world or the war against social
disintegration at home.

The international situation, however, prevents us from taking a complacent
attitude toward a continuing price and cost rise. Any policy which results in a
price and cost rise In U.S. Industry relative to price and cost developments In
competing countries has to be considered In the light of international adjust-
ments. I cannot deal with the balance-of-payiuents problem within the limits of
this testimony; however, one cannot speak of a rising trend in prices and costs
without referring to the possible consequences for the balance-of-payments
problem.

A few words in conclusion: I have not discussed the merits of the specific
program proposals of the Commission. I do agree that conditions in some rural
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areas and many cities are Intolerable in an affluent society and are crying out
for remedies. Many programs have been initiated, some are more, others less,
promising. There is a deplorable gap between general program design and
effective implementation. Admirable'ns the ('omnimission's Report is in its analysis
of the manifold causes of discontent and its outline of remedies, I think it has
failed to recognize the seriousness of the budgetary situatlii and has placed1 too
much confidence In an early windfall gain of the "fiscal dividend". I believe, as
the Commission says, that ". . . the country cati do for its people what it chooses
to do," but this implies more difficult choices than are Indicated in the Report.

In short, I do not believe that there is, as the Commission's Report appears to
Imply, a relatively painless fiscal way to finance its proposed programs for the
years immediately ahead. In my Judgment, achieving these social programs and
other government programs which are determined by the political process will
require for the next few years either higher tax burdens and appropriate prIce-
wage policies, or a continued high rate of Inflation and aggravated difficulties
in the international economic situation.

STATEMENT OF ELI GINZBERG, HEPBURN PROFESSOR OF ECONOM-
ICS, GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Mr. GINZBERO. I would like to state for the record, first, that I have
one governmeiffil job to which my testinfoihy is not apposite. I serve
as Chairman of the National Manpnwer Advisory Committee. What I
am going to say today does not implicate my colleagues on that com-
mittee or the Secretary of Labor or anybody else. I am talking with
my professorial hat on. Maybe it is appropriate that somebody from
Columbia University testify about the Negroes. We also hivel had a
revolution on the canipus, and the Negro problem is of revolutionary
import. So I ought to feel atlhome.

Let me say that what I will try to do is to ptt before you some con-
sideratifts based upon my studies and observations of governmental
programs, with specific reference to'the Kerner Commission's sugges-
tion that there be a large governmentally sponsored expansion of jobs.
That is the center of t heir manpower recommenldriti6l.

I want to tidlk to, and arbiid),the job problem and-partlhlarly to the
Commission's recommendations.

Let me begin by reminding all of us that, in the last 6 years, we have
seen an increase of something of the order of between 11 million jobs
and 12 million jobs in the economy, and that Negroes have gained em-
Iloymet slightly faster than the white population, reflecting prinmI'r-
ily the fact they started with a higher level of unellployment.

Now, that is a very sizable increase in the job market. And still we
find ourselves with substaltial iutiflenrs of jpeo le who are not only tin-
employed, but underemployed, and employed at undesirable wage
levels, which means that. they live in poverty.

I want to put before us and rembid us that, as the Ciomlnission cor-
rectly stated, there are 61/2 million people who work full time, who can-
not. earn enough to support their families above a poverty level.

So that if one begins to think about governmental creation of jobs
in the ghetto areas, or in the large cities, such at program has to be re-
lated to this phenomenon, this ovierhaliging weight of 6.5 million peo-
ple who work full time in the United States and do not make an ade-
quate living. And that raises the issue, therefore, as to whether, if
one begins with a governmental job program at minimum wages in
the cities, one does not immediately invite an intensified migration into
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the cities from low-income areas where most of the people livingin
I)overt are now working.

We ilave some clues out of I)etroit that that. is what happened whel,
Ford Motor Co. began to go into the ghetto, and look for employees
after the J)etroit. riots. The presumlptions-and I have not gone thleoUgh
the evidence carefully, and it is hard to o through-but there is a
suggestion that. 'Qilte a few of the l)eolle wAo were hired by Ford were
people who were not indigenous to the ghetto the day beore the. Iriot
began. They were in-migrants who became aware of le fact that here
were good jobs opening up, and not having good jobs, or having no
jobs at. all, they came to apply. My first, comment is to say I do not
think you can direct. a specific goverlioinithly finfnteid job p'ograin
to the ghettos of the United States without relfiting such a program to
the problems of rural poverty and to the problems of people who work
today at below mlninutni wages, or at wages which do not yield them
a living wage. That is a first point.

I think we have been in trMAble with many manpower problems be-
cause we have been too specific and do not adequately understand the
nature of a natilntdeconofyt, p-t01citlarly the mobility of people. The
second thing tifat strikes me'is that a tremendous number of jobs which
now exist are no longer availableto. NegToes because the jobs and the
people have been separated. The jobs have been going out to the
l)eripheries of the cities. The Negroes remain crtufht inside of the
central cities. The transportation systems are very inadequate. I see
little point of an ad hoc jol-creation program that runs couriter to the
logic of the way the economy is developing. I wolild say thht such a
program inikht compound our problems, waste the taxpayer's money,
and get us into more 'diffllel ties.

We should face up 1)-uarely to the fact. that, unless we manage
through the ellihinhtion of housing discrifihlAtion on the one lhiffd,
to enable Negroes to live closer to where the jobs are, and begin to
put some money into a transpoirtAtion system which would reknit the
present unemployed with the jobs that. they could fll-I am talking
about, blue collar jobs--we are going to be in real trouble. So, I say
again, to the job-creation problem, the Kerner Report. presents too
simple an approach.

Another thing that impresses me is that there are substantial num-
bers, especially of young Negroes, who are involved in the whole black
power movement., who quite correctly, in my opinion, feel that they
have been denied a share in the American dream for 350 years-who
will just, not take any kind of job. Many of them feel that to take a job
at minimum wages in the service sector, which will lead nowhere, is
simply adding isult to injury. And one must understand that in the
transtormaltion of our manufacturing economy to a service economy
we have come into a situation in which there are very few career lad-
ders in service jobs. If one takes a job in it restaurant in the kitchen.
let us say, as a dishwasher, one has no place to go-one is likely to be
stuck there,. It is quite different from starting in a steel mill in a yard
job, where the job ladder has 18 steps. A man may not go all the way
ul)--I)ut the average wage in Inland Steel these days is about $8,300.
So a fellow who starts at. the bottom has a chance to move, to get a
pretty decent job with time. By and large, that, is not the stntur'e
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of the service sector. So we are in a very difficult dilemma, because
many Negroes, inl my pilion, are not talking about jobs-they are
talking about, jobs which have a future. Now, I havo not seen any-
thing bi the Kerner Report that. ridly is responsive to that denaitl.
I am sure that. the U.S. Government, by juggling balgets around, can
create a certain number of public service joIbs. But. it caiinot, I think,
by itself very readily ceate a restruetUiiig of career ladders which
assures that the opening job is going to lead somewhere.

Now, we have had exleriinliits, as I know, with the "new careers"
program. The reports are still equivocal and in Illy opiliioll the out-
look is not. too promising. So that is another issue that has me very
disturbed.

Tile next. point I want to make is I think we should face il) to the
fact that we understand next, to nothing about. so-urces of income of
a quasi-legal natfire iin tile ghetto, and tile way ill which relief pay-
ments and other kinds of incofie affect the ghetto economy and Peo-
ple's behavior toward jobs.

Wlre have just. now begun some research at Columbia to find out. how
young people who have no jobs manage to exist.. Nobody really under-
stands that. We have spect 1lations about. it, but we do not. really know.
That is another way of saying ihat one has to think about jobs in
relationship to othel: soureei of inttome-from, let: its say, interim jobs,
occasional jobs, family and other kinds of relationships in which"there
are inco m e flows which permit. people to exist..

One of my stffdenlts jist. completed a teri l)aper for me about, the
new WINS'progl'in, based on the'recceit amendmi |nt to tile Social
Security Act., which is an tniuelntiveI program timed at, taking people off
relief by encouraging them to go back to work. I do not want to pre-
judge the outc6fi. of the while program for the Inited States. But
i am not very optimistic that. it. will work in New York to any real
extent. The margins between relief and the advantages that people
would get by working at jobs tihat they could qualify for are so narrow
that most of the people probably wilf not avail themselves of tle new
I nIcent ives.

A second point that I could make in passing is that. the social work-
ers are not enamored by the new program, so they are not. pushing it.

'lme next point I want to call to your attinltion "Is that, as long as we
continue, to permit very large numbers of young Negroes to come out.
of tile ghetto schools as badly prepared fol white-collar work as they
are now coming out, we are really atssuring ourselves very long-term
trouble.

The city of New York-I have just finished it hok on "Mnpmlower
Strategy for the Mt'tropolis"-is a white collar economy, as is true of
most. metropolitan centers, except for Detroit and one or two others.
But only 60 percent of our studlcuts coming out. of high school have
a high school diploma, and many of them are not. truly qualified at
that, level. They have a diploma for having sat. long enough in school.
So we have a gross (iscrepancy between the nature of the Jobs and
the qualifications of tile youngsters.

I don't see that, given that kind of a situation, we can create, except
very artificially, a job structure that has much rationale, because it. is
going against the grain of the national economy.
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So I would say that., given tie amount, of miney one has to play
with, it. might. make perhaps more mse to tlink about what one Could
do through a much ieore intensive effort' to improvethe educatiOn of
Ithe yitfiigster. coming to the labor market.

I amn convinced ,that. lutthig in $3 to $5 billion more a year by the
Federal (Iovernmetit will not do the job. The bureauera.ies in the
ghetto schools are so bad, the gap between teachers and students is
so givat., thft nothing short, of a manlpower infusion of young people.
of college competence will ever shake upthe ghetto schools to a pomt
where youngsters will learn to read aid writ6-t!i6perly.

1 (1o not. flii k it. is as mtieh to (1o iAith money as it. has to do with
getting the country into a mood where it. simply demides it must. be
done-otherwise these young people in the ghetto will be lost.. One
sliml)ly cannot. o)eate in an urban ecmomy, in the last third of the
20th century, if one is unable to read nd write because the jobs are
mostly white-collar jobs. I do not believe'for a moment that these
youngsters cannot Im laught-I do not think they ever were taught,
and T do not thtik lliflt"'Most of the )resent teahii'ers are. geiing to teach
them.

I do not like to set. this whole discussion of ghetto inemploybient in
terms of gross expenditure levels, budget surphlses, calculatig the

amount of additional money that may become available for reinvest-
miten. after Vietnftom, beeauiso I think such an approach simply slides

over all of the major institutional problems related to-the natore-of
jobs, tile elifiges inl jobs, the preparation of'l)ople where they live,
and so on. The Joint. Economic Commlttes should think, however,
about. broadening the scope of the Economic Eilployinent Act of 1946,
at least to the extent of enabli-lg idividuils who are able and willing
to work, aml fble and willing to work including a willingness to take
training, to come to a Governmiit, office, and say: "Here I an I want
to work." 'lint I believe is a. necessary and liong-delayed obli atIli
that was implicit in the Fmployment Act that. has not been ffilled.
But that is quite different from calculating statistically how many
underemployed and employed people there are and designing pro-
granis to take care of them.

From what. I see of the Labor Department and other programs thatare now underway, such as Concentrated Etlploymenl. 1it grams and
others, we are having considerable trouble, I believe, in flnfdi1 enough

rellsons, especially men, to get into some of those, programs. Were is a
1ot of slippag between calculating a iieed and finding tle people in
need. I want to se an oploinit-y tnder Government aegis for a man
to come into some office in a community and my: "Here I P.m; I am
willing to work: I camot find work," aiid be. placed on a job. That I
nderst and.
I do want to raise with you, however, the question whether the

Employment. Act considers that, women are entitled to jobs. As I look
at the picture over th last 6 years, the major competitors of Negroes,
especially Negro men, hrxe been white women who have lxen drawn
into the labor market in hicrmsing numbers as the economy expanded.
As this has happened the poorly edhicated Negro inevitably falls back
in the queue. So that one of the central questions of a philosophicated
nature that the Employnient Act still has to confront is whether
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women are entiled'to jobs on the same basis as men, in which case
tle job-creat.ion pro-lam in'the Uiiitod States is of an order of mag-
nitude that. nobody has yet. calcul6ted. As I see the actual working of
the economy, every time jobs expa'l morm and more women get drawn
into work, and the poorly prepared Negroes get. further behind. These
are some of the considerations involved in changing the Enploymenll
Act. a

The next. thing one has to think about is whether we mean jobs or
jobs that carr, a living wage, because you face the possibility of the
inflow of many' of the 61/2 million people from outside, of the central
cities who are now working bilt who are not making a decent living.

I would suggest. that. the ,Toihit Ecoomic Com-illttee broaden the
challenge implicit in the Kerner Commission Report, and think
through what might be called the Iing-term public ellployllelt policy
for the United States, which took into consideration rut'al poverty,
rund underemplofi 6it, the iffitlkit. demands for women for work,
and the special lrobelels of tie 'egro, because unless these pieces are
considered together, no specific program aimed at creating 2 million
jobs over the'next few years for Negroes will succeed.

Representative BOItIN. Thank you very niuich.
)r. Siegel?

STATEMENT OF IRVING H. SIEGEL, SENIOR STAFF MEMBER OF THE
W. E. UPJOHN INSTITUTE FOR EMPLOYMENT RESEARCH

"Mr. So1EEL. Thank you.
My statement is 27 pages long.
Representative BoiA1,i. Withoft objection, it, will be )ut in the

record.
Mr. SIEoEL. I am merely continuing my sentence to tell you that I

will siffiitflze, rather than read. I realize reading is unfeasible. I
shall, however, try to cover the three main topics whmch the three divi-
sions of my paper treat.

I have chosen to begin tle first. two divisions with the two sentences
that the Kerner Commission devotes to the Employment Act-two
sentences alluded to, but. not literally quoted, in the letter of invitation
from the Joint Economic Committee. Literal quotation makes the sen-
tences more interesting for the peol)le who have to administer the act.

The third part of my paper is devoted to a discussion of the Kerner
Conmission's recommenulftifts with respect to emiploynent.

First I should like to refer to the "basic conclusion" of the Kerner
Commission. There are two "basic conclusions," incidentally, which
are quite different, but. both labeled as such-unless I misread. rhe first
labeled basicc conclusion," which occurs in the summary, says that the
Nation is moving toward two societies: one white, one black; separate
and unequal. It, is this basic conclusion I now consider.

This may be too hopeful a statement. It suggests an equilibrium
which could eventually be reached, but the dire view of the Commission
entails much more. One might suspect. thant, in between, that as we go
this route, there will not be two communities, but very many competing
communities. It. seems that we are in danger of an extensive breakdown
in our country of the sense of community. Such a breakdown would
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involve, among other things, very great difficulty for the pursuit of a
balanced nfitional economy, for the pursuit of national objetives at
home and'abroad.

Sy, pitoms of such breakdown, of course, are often stressed. There
is tie flight to the suburbs, there are the racial disorders themselves,
there are outbreaks on the campuses, there are public service strikes;
and, of course, there is the old occasional violence in labor-management,
disputes.

The real question is whether or not what I call "focused rage" be-
comes a substitute for the technique of parliamentary action in the
United States, whether or not it becomes a substitute for the more
orderly processes that we have pursued in the past. This question has
an imlortant bearing on the meaning of the Employment Act and
the future of the EmSloyfment Act.

This prologue brings me to-my first, hmi wt6pic.
As I see the Employment Actd, it is not a commitment by-the Federal

Government, without regard to anything else, to supply jobs, to prom-
ise jobs, to create jobs. It actually is a framework for the balanced
lu's"Iit of eeonoiiie policy with respect to all governmental afidpHitVte
objectives, but with a heavy accent on employment.

I think that one needs merely to read the 109-word Teutiic sein-
tence that. contitutes the I)eclaratift of Policy, section 2 of the act,
in order to see this. Very rarely are these words quoted correctly or
completely. Strangely, there are instabces, as in the Report of the
Commissi'6 - on RUral Poverty, in which the whole sentence is quoted
verbatim, but without any evidence that the Commission appreciates
the baltifced phrasing of the sentence.

I think it is of some importance that there is a great tendency to
misstate what the Employment Act is. This brings me to my second
main poit-the implication min the Kerner Commission's second sen-
tence, partially quoted by your committee, the implication thatthe act
has failed. I do not believe at all that the act has failed. I think that,
during the regime of the Employmelit Act, remarkable progress has
been minde, especially in the direction of moderating recessions. I have
kind words even for the active fiscal policy pursued in the past 7 years,
which has exacted prices not yet fully recognized, prices still to be paid
by our economy. That active policy has, nevertheless, demonstrated
new dimensions, new orders of possibility, under the act. Certainly, that
active policy has helped drive unemployment down to such a low level
that, ill mnyopinion, we now can see tle stubborn hard core of unem-
ployient, a residual unemployment earlier concealed. We see this
residual against, the background of affluence. I believe that part of our
present economic difficulty is actually a result of the success of policies
pursued linler the act. The.. troubles of which we are now so painfllly
aware in the ghetto are, in a sense, curious evidences of success in
driving down unemployment.

This point is nmpoi'thnt because there is a danger thatthe idea of
balanced economic policy may be thrown out-of the window, that the
act might be declared obsolete, that we shall be urged instead to engage
hereafter in serial crash programs to remedy this or that residual or
fractional unemployment problem. Tomorrow, some other commission
may release another report, which directs our attention to still some

96-292 0-68------9
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other residue, some other difficult problem. Wye should not flap from
one problem to another without having some kind of a balanced com-
prehensive concept as to what we are trying as a nationito do.

Price stability-more or less or limited infldti6nif you prefer-is a
meaningful national objective whether we like it or not. Maintaining
some kind of realism in our balifnce-of-payments position is also im-
portant, whether we like it or not.. We have to contiful the other work
of the Federal Government, whether we like to or not. We have anoun-
liquidated problem in Southeast Asia; and, no matter what our feelings
are about tlifat undeclared war, we have to bring it to a termnlitfl )
that is meaningful with respect to the future of this country, as well
as our present. posture. There are State and local problems, too. There
is a question of harniP-1i|. g Federal activity, not, only with respect to
these lower jurisdictions, but also with respect to private enterprise.

Incidentally, all of this is in the act, all of this is in that tortured
sentence that constitutes the declaration of policy. It was written not
with ordinary ink, but with the blood, sweat, and tears of our history.
I believe it is an adequate summary statement of what our country is
all about.; and I thihk it would be ridiculous to throw aside all these
balanced considerations every time we have some urgent problem.
The difficult challenge instead is to see what kinds of hard choices
we need to make to accoiftodkte new requirements. Our require-
ments will inevitably evolve, even if the Employment Act stands in
its present form.

Now I come toward my last section. Before taking up my final
topic, however, I want to say that I like the Kerner Report. s emphasis
on jobs. It does not go altogether forth disjictition between jobs and
income, a disjunction which was being sold to us when some other
devils were being recognized-when the devils were supposed to be
described by "automation," "cybernation," or some other barbarism
of the new lexicon. Now it seems that, instead of acknowledging
devils with no personality, devils that are vague, abstract concepts,
we are ready to personify the arch devil-now it is white racism,
the white society. The new deviltry which the Kerner Commission
is defining brings new difficulties for both the analysis and remedy
of existing basic economic problems. Anyway, I do like the idea that
the Kerner Commission, even though it identifies white racism as the
devil, does emphasize employment, as a major source of remedy. This
idea is important for those who believe in balanced economic policy.

I am impressed that, even when the Kerner Commission puts in a
good word for income supplements, it emphasizes the importance
of work. This emphasis is significant, not onily for assisting the un-
employed themselves, but also for the maintenance of incentives on
the part of those people who are currently employed and whose earn-
ings and whose productive energies will remain the basis of the
transfer payments needed to improve the income distribution in our
country. The Kerner Commission says that it favors a program of
income supplementation that does not deteriorate the incentives of
the people involved that encourages those who can or do work to go
forward toward fuller employment. I regard this standard as sound.

Now I come to the last. part. of my statement, which deals with
the Kerner Commission's employment recommendations.
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The Commission states that work, especially in a nonnmenial job, a
job having a future, is vital for counteracting poverty and unrest in
the ghetto. It describes strategies in six areas-the consolidation and
concentrations of efforts to recruit and place workers, the removal of
barriers to employment and promotion, the creation of a million new
jobs in the public sector in 3 years, the creation of a million new jobs
in the private sector in 3 to 5 years, the economic development of
areas of urban and rural poverty, and the encouragement of Negro
ownership of businesses in the ghetto.

Even t iough there is an urgency about these proposed improve-
ments, it does not seem at all clear that the Kerner Commission's
views with respect to the scale of the needed national effort and the
time rate of accomplishment will be realized. There are three reasons,
three broad reasons, for believing that the national effort will not
be mounted on a scale and according to the time schedule that the
Kerner Commission recomrntends.

One reason is that technical difficulties abound. It is especially
difficult to accomplish an extensive organization or reorganization of
manpower services while a vast throughplit is also sought.

I am impressed with the concern that the Kerner Commission shows
for organizational matters. Experience in these matters indicates that
it is very hard to revise adnistrative structures and, at the same
time, to accomplish vast.operating feats through the very structures
that areYIlfddrgoing revision.

The second reason that the scale and time suggestions of the
Kerner Co :iniission Report will probably not be met is thatthli ro-
posed programs must compete with other public and private cmihit-
ments andobjectlves to which other speakers lhve already alhded.

The thihd reason is the slow generation at. best of a "new will" to
resolve decisively the basic problems related to civil disorder. The
phrase "new will" was actually used by the Kerner Commission, which
noted that what is needed more than anything, more tian new pro-
grams, is a new will. It is pertinent for us to consider whether this
new will could be generated quickly enough and on a sufficiently urgent
basis to accomplish what the Kerner Commission wants.

I want to say something here about. public service jobs, which can
be provided, supposedly, by new will. What is interesting, however,
is that. we do not seem to have enough old will to assure that neglected
public service tasks will be performed. Even without the pressure of
ghetto explosions, we have recognized all kinds of public require-
ments in the cities, in the States, even on tie. Federal level-wit 1 re-
spect to pollution and so forth. We do not see these tasks being very
earnestly addressed.

This observation is importalit because it. relates to the notion of
racism. Notice that the white majority, the white society, the white
institutions that the Kermier Report,(alks about-that these institttions
are remiss even in solving what. would seem to be essentially white
problems. Apart from the creation of public service jobs for employ-
mnent's sake, with government as employer of last resort, there is an
unmet challenge for government to become employer of first resort.
Many activities are neglected which only the government, if anybody,
will perform--State and local governments particularly but also the
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Federal Government. Neglect- imipairs the quality of life for all, inlutd-
ing the white mtjority.

It is important not. to look merely upon residual employment re-
ating activities of Government. We have moved into the service sector
in a rather big way, and one of those service sectors-if you use the
word sector in a very broad sense-is Government itself. NVe have to
define and man an increasing nAT.ber and variety of jobs with career
ladders within the Government itself. The jobs are capable of em-
ploying the whole gamut of skills, from the lowest to the highest.
Withif this kind of a framework there would be ample train 'ppor-
tunities for the hard-core unemployed, too. I am not recommending
t-his unfinished Government business as an alternative to emergency
action. I am proposing that, if we flap, ,if we keep on talking about
meeting this or that urgent. requirement, we shall continue to defer'the
vast, and mpr6hensive range of neglected activities that ought to be
performed by Government as employer of first resort. This deferral
accentuates demandoi for last-resort activities.

Now, I should like to -oncefitrate on the problem of new will, which
is basic to the whole report. I am near the conclusion of my remarks.

The experience of reading the report, which is a sort of nonfiction
equivalent of "Moby Dick, gives ne the hindsight to have offered
some advice to the Commission on the generation of a "new will" and
the movement toward a "true union," two phrases used in the report.

First, the Commission, in my opinion, should have taken explicit
account of the need for balanced pursuit, of nati6otlad6bjectives. Such
a pursuit. is implicit in the Employment Act; -and -l -other Federal
legislation, concerning manpower as well as other cAtegories, has to fit
into some kind of a plausible whole.

The larger-systems approach and cost-effectiveness analysis, of
which so much is heard, ought to be applied--even crudely and experi-
mentally-across Governmeoit programs and across periods of time.
Alternative trial balances should accordingly have been prepared or
proposed. The problem might have been commended to'the Council of
Economic Advisers, to the National Plainihg Commission which has
a Center Priority Analysis-I am pleased to hear that Dr. Column's orga-
nization has already done some useful work in this direction, with or
without a request from Kerner Commission-and to organizations
maintaining econometric models.

We should, for example, be able to consider how much inflation
would be generated or how much might be tolerated to accommodate
the Kerner Commission's recommendations regarding employment,
education, welfare, and housing. What are the implications of the
report's recommendations for the end game in Vietnam? How much
constraint on now expenditures for urgent domestic programs is really
implicit, in our inflationary and balatice-of-payments difficulties?
What. about taxes to implement the recommendations with minimal
price effects?

These are not easy questions. They point to a need for progress to-
ward a calculus, however rough, to failitate national intergroup bar-
gaining on vital issues that could also be settled far less peaceably.
We need a calculus of consensus for the engineering of consensus. I
am talking of a consensus based on a proper understanding of alter-
natives and on the competition of objectives.
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Second, as a positive incentive to white men of good will, a timetable
should have been established that sets significant yet cleverly achievable
employment goals for the first year. Correlatively, the'Report could
have encouraged a general understandlihg among whites and blacks
that, even wifti most earnest dedication in the wlite commtfnlty, the
full reconnendations of the CoMT'Nssion respecting employment,
education, housing, and welfare are not easy to meet.

An auspicious beginning might thus have been assured; a possible
contributlon. to the cycle of overexpectation and overreaction among
whites and blacks would also have been avoided. In this connection
the report could have made more of a statement on the "difficulty o1
really imprioving the econoMic status of the Negro man." This state-
ment reads:

It is far easier to create new Jobs than either to create new Jobs with relatively
high status and earning power, or to upgrade existing employed or partly em-
ployed workers into such better quality employment. Yet only such upgrading
will eliminate the fundamental basis of poverty and deprivation among Negro
families.

Finally, if an even, conciliatory spirit could not have been main-
tained in the preparation of the report, more encouragement should
still have been offered to tie white nadjority, on whieh-iMplementatmon
so largely depends. For a joutifflit writing the introduction to the
commercial edition, it may seem a sufficient, coup for the Commission
to have stated the m ame of the shame as "white racism." But imple-
mentati6n-that is the real thing. The "we"l of the report are mostly
white; the taiited "white society" and "white institttti6fs" are essen-
tially "tihe nation" that. is being asked "to generate new will" and to
move toward "a true union."

Would it not., therefore, have been better "strategy"-a word ap-
peawing often in the reporU-to encourage the White majority to don
the armor of crusading concern than to accept the poisoned shirt of
corroding guilt? After all, much good will exists; and muc'h is already
being done, though far from enough. Even the establishment of the
Commission and the publication of its report, Mtit be attribute.d t,
least as much to white hope as to black dispair.

Thank you.
Representative BOLLINO. Thank you, Dr. Siegel.
(The prepared statement of Dr. Siegel for inclusion in the record

at this point follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF IRVING H. SIEOEL*

IMPLICATIONS OF TIE KERNER COMMISSION REPORT FOR ECONOMIC POLICY

This statement, organized around three heads, considers some of the remarks,
findings, and recommendations of the Report of the National Advisory Commis-
sion on Civil Disorders (the Kerner Report) In the light of the Joint Economic
Committee's letter of invitation. The points of departure for my first two sections
are the two sentences In the Report that refer most explicitly to the Employment
Act of 1946; these sentences were cited, though not quoted literally, in the Com-
mittee's letter. Following the Committee's lead in one other respect, I have used
the commercial edition of the Report, energetic promotion of which seems to
have relegated the handsomer but tardier official version to obscurity.

*The views expressed here should not be attributed to the W. E. Upjohn Institute.
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At the outset, I should admit to a certain vacillaton between two views of the
future in the preparation of this statement. The first view, which It is natural to
assume and prefer, is that the established order will prove adequate to the stern
challenges Impending at home and In the international arena. Domestically, ac-
cording to this view, the task, say, of greatly improvIng the economic and social
status of racial minorities will be resolved more or les satisfactorily, In good
enough time. The stresses will be accommodated with flexibility and resilience,
and the needed adjustments made without essential Impairment of the viability
of the Republic. On the contrary, the foundation of popular support would even
be strengthened. This is the vision that animates the Kerner Report: "to make
good the promises of American democracy to all citizens--urban and rural, white
and black- Spanish-surname, American Indian, and every minority group" (p. 2).

A grim alternative possibility is an extensive breakdown of the sense of com.
munity--which would, among other things, prevent balanced pursuit of na-
tional objectives at home and abroad. Symptoms pointing to breakdown Include
not only the flight to suburbs and racial disorders but also outbreaks on the
campuses, public-service strikes, and occasional violence In other labor-manage-
ment disputes. If the use of "focused rage" becomes a pervasive practice, the
functionality of the nation-state and the national economy would be hobbled
drastically. Even if not pervasive but systematic, the practice could Introduce
significant duress and distortion Into the legislative process, the administration
of laws, and the allocation of Federal funds.

MEANING AND FUTURE OF THE EMPLOYMENT ACT

The Commission's first reference to the Employment Act represents the usual
sort of simplistic paraphrase, rather than a faithful or studied-interpretation,
of the 109 words I constituting the single sentence of section 2, the Declaration
of Policy. The Commission states:

"In the Employment Act of 1946. the United States set a national goal of a
useful job at a reasonable wage for all those who wish to work." '
The Declaration, however, actually says much more than this, and also much
less. If it did not, It could not have gained impressive bipartisan support In
1940, and it might not since have proved so flexible for accommodating greatly
different theories and styles of implementation.

The tortured negotiated sentence of section 2 cautiously circumscribes both
the nature and extent of the Federal commitment. It does not even mention "full
employment," but refers to "maximum employment." It does not obligate the
Federal Government to offer, provide, or guarantee jobs. It says nothing at all
about "a reasonable wage," contrary to the Commission's assertion. It does not
presume to speak for "the United States" or "to set a national goal" for jobs
without regard to the prerogatives and duties of the private sector and of the
other layers of government. It does not consider employment as an Isolated
economic category, and it acknowledges the coexistence of other Federal duties.
It declares, in short, this "continuing policy and responsibility": With proper
attention to other prescribed Federal functions and to customary private and
non-Federal governmental roles, the Federal Government is committed (1) to
contribute to "conditions under which there will be afforded useful employ-
ment opportunities, including self-employment, for those able, willing, and seek-
Ing to work" and (2) "to promote maximum employment. production, and
purchasing power."

A return, from time to time, to the language maze of section 2 would supply a
wholesome reminder that the Act serves better as a potential master framework
for coordinating public and private economic policy than as an absolute, un-
equivocal Federal pledge to maximize employment. Despite differences in cir-
cumstances and emphasis, the various Councils of Economic Advisers have
sought, or have been forced to discover, more or less balanced blends of economic
objectives. Indeed, a Council has to assume, or is soon made to acknowledge, the
curvature of the economic space In which we live. Exclusive or zealous concentra-
tion on maximum employment, for example, would soon lead to troublesome read-
Ings In some other economic dimensions, such as prices and the International

I have counted "self-employment" as one word.
'Report o/ the Nationat Advisory Commission on COrit Disorders, Bantam Books, New

York, 1968, p. 414.
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balance of payments. Pursuit instead of, say, a good record for price stability
might too soon entail ai lfitOleably high unemployment rate.

A cursory review of the Economic Reports of the various Presidents make it
clear that the legislative charter has, indeed, been broadly construed. In his
valedictory Report, President Truman listed three purposes of the Employment
Act, the first of which was to provide a framework for public and private col-
laboration toward common economic ends. The other two were also more gen-
eral than employment maxmizaton-"to prevent depressions" and to signify a
national resolve to maintain "a full and growing economy." '

The reports of the Eisenhower years that followed reflected a keen and per-
sistent concern for the stabilization of prices and international payments. In the
valedictory Eisenhower Report, as in the penultimate one, it was even proposed
that the Employment Act be amended "to make reasonable price stability an ex-
plicit goal of national economic policy."'

The Kennedy-Johnson era has seen a daring test of the range of plausible com-
binations of readings on the primary economic gauges. The systemic tools of fiscal
and monetary policy have been used very actively for the encouragement of
growth as the universal solvent of unemployment and other ills. (Growth also
brings new problems, of course; and its failure to cure the stubborn residual
ailments that it more fully exposes may complicate these ailments by depressing
the patient-and his friends and relatives. I return to this matter in the next
section.) Specific "structural" remedies were also applied to unemployment; and,
by exhortation of labor and management to live according to the productivity
principle, an attempt was made to extend the base of policy maneuver provided by
the production-cost stability inherited from the late kisenhower years. (The in-
troduction of an annual Manpower Report of the President, compatlblle with the
Economic Report, illustrates the interest in complementary and coordinated struc-
tural attacks on Joblessness.) Activism and the expanding Impact of Vietnam
hostilities have finally produced impressive distortions In commodity and money
prices and international payments; and the 1968 Report, not so cocky as its prede-
cessors, starkly repeats the lesson of inevitable interdependence of the major
economic variables.

If a broad construction of the Act remains generally acceptable in the coming
years, what next evolutionary steps seem natural? The antecedent clause echoes
my earlier comment on the threats of parochialization and fragmentation of our
society, or worse; but it also anticipates that coordinated national economic
policy will remain pursuable. Given such a resolution of the strains already evi-
dent, we may project a more determined transition from a "mixed" economy
toward a "monitored" one, in which "responsible" behavior will be increasingly
demanded of individuals and groups wielding strategic economic power. One ave-
nue of development is the reinstittiton of guidelines-but guidelines that take
account of productivity prospects instead of past trends.

A second direction of plausible evolution Is the social constraint of private
power to set wages and set prices. Syndical arrangements of the Federal Govern-
ment with management and labor organizations offer one such approach; these
arrangements could be rationalized on the ground that active governmental policy
in behalf of growth and sustained demand diminishes the risk element in economic
outlook and accordingly warrants diminution of speculative wage and price
increases. Perhaps, something like "wage-deferment bonds," which I have pro-
posed elsewhere, will one day find favor: the idea would be to protect workers
who accept wage increases within guideline limits against the ravages of inflation
attributable to less "responsible" decision-makers, including government.

A third indicated direction is the harmonization of the older Federal Reserve
Act with the never Employment Act. A common Interface for policy becomes
evident when the guideline criterion is restated in terms of aggregate output and

$ Economic Report of the President, January 1953, pp. 5-11.
4 Ibid., January 1901, p. 07. Unofficial evidence of the uneasiness felt with regard to

the balance of payments fit the late Eisenhower years Is provided by the following exhibit.
a classical haiku shared at the time with my colleagues on the staff of the Counell of
Economic Advisers:

While I sing and splash
In my scented bubble-bath.
Who tugs the golden plug?

SSee my paper on "lFuller Employment with Uptrending Prices: The 106S Economic
Report," Journal of Economic Issues, March 1988 (in press).
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payrolls (or total incomes). That Is, the supply of money and credit should bear
some reasonable relationship to the volume of output, which In turn provides
a governor for nonrinflationary total wage (or income) payment&

That pressures for emergency resolution of stubborn residual problems of un-
employment will intensify is indicated not only by violent actions and by the
general tenor of the Kerner Report but also by the findings of two other advisory
bodies cited therein. These bodies, engaging in casual pontification, first misstate
the import of the Employment Act and then propose concentration on the pro-
vision of Jobs for partietlar segments of the population. It is desirable, how-
ever, to continue construction of the Act as a broad-spectrum charter for the bal-
anced pursuit of economic policy, with a heavy accent on employment. The Act
should not be used as a mandate for crash programs relating to jobs. The primary
task of resolving, say, hard-core unemployment in urban centers should be left
to new special-purpose laws and to the more determined administration of exist-
Ing special-purpose laws. Successful implementation of the Employment Act can,
of course, provide a favorable setting for such governmental endeavors.

The summary volume issued In February 1966 by the National Commission
on Technology, Automation, and Economic Progress illustrates the danger of
casual pontification, especially when good channels of public communication are
available. In advocating Federal sponsorship of "public service employment," a
proposal echoed by the Kerner Commission, the Technology Commission asserted
that "we take seriously the commitment of the Employment Act of 1946 to pro-
vide 'useful employment opportunities for all those able, willing, and seeking
to work.'" It also spoke of "recommitting Federal policy to the Employment
Act's promises of a job for 'all of those able, willing and seeking to work.'"
Words such as "provide" and "promises" certainly go far beyond the descrip-
tion of the Federal Job role written into the Act; and the term "recommitting"
is gratuitous or disingenuous.?

The second body cited by, and obviously having some influence on, the Kerner
Report is the President's National Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty.
Findings issued in September 1967 recommend "that the Federal Government
take more vigorous action to reach the goals of the Employment Act of 1946."
This recommendation, strangely, Is followed by a rare verbatim reproduction of
the Declaration of Policy, which the Rural Poverty Commission "endorses" with-
out any printed evidence of an actual reading. After stating that the "goals"
of the Act "have not yet been reached" (inasmuch as "millions of Americans are
unemployed or underemployed," even in the absence of recession), the RIural
Poverty Commission makes this remarkable proposal:

"The Federal Government, in cooperation with the States, should initiate
comprehensive social planning, setting forth concrete goals to be attained by
specified target dates."
Indeed,

"It should be definite public policy to reduce the national unemployment rate
from its current level near 4 percent to the lowest polible fractional rate of
unemployment, as rapidly as feasible." Brave and sage exhortation Is then given
to show the attendant difficulties of such a program. Without directly criticlizing
the Council of Economic Advisers, this prestigious body comprised essentially of
noneconomists advises that "monetary and fiscal policies must be used In a timely
manner," that "recession must be avoided," that "excessive Inflation should also

* On this paragraph and the two preceding ones, see the paper cited in footnote 5 and
two other papers of mine: "Guidelines for the Perplexed," Journal of Economic Issues,
June 1967. pp. 12-24 (reprinted In 1968 by the Joint Economic Committee) a and "Pro-
ductivity Measures and Forecasts for Employment and Stabilization Policy," In S. A.
Levitan and I. H. Siegel. eds., Dimensiona of Manpower Policy: Programs and Research,
Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, 1966. pp. 269-288. CA paper I shall present at the
American Statistical Association meeting In Pittsburgh In August 1968 will consider
the design of algebraically consistent index numbers of hourly earnings, prices and

productivity. Improvement of available measures along such lines would be desirable
for the support of the guideline administration.)

T Technology and the American Economy, Vol. 1, February t1988, pp. 35, 37. The quota-
tion from the Act onp. 315 incorrectly Includes the word "all"; the one on p. 37 Incorrectly
includes the words "ali of."

In addition to the notion of "recommitment," we find frequent reference In both
popular and technical literature to the "Full Employment Act of 1046"- misnomer. Bothof these common errors are repeated in a recent "Call to Americans of Goodwill" that
demands of the Congress, among other things, "Immediate creation of at least one million
socially useful career jobs In public service" (New York Times, June 3, 1068).
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be avoided," and that "a more equitable and humane economic policy must be
achieve(L" a

In concluding this section, I cite another seemingly authoritative statement
that tends to encourage misunderstanding of the Act, to support Its conversion
from a comprehensive framework for economic policy into a mere basis for
extreme unemployment proposals. At a meeting in December 1967, the Executive
Director of the Rural Poverty Commission said:

"The Commission calls upon the Federal Government to fulfill literally the
language of the Employment Act of 1956 (8le). Specifically, the Commission
recommends that the U.S. Government stand ready to provide jobs at the national

nifflmum wage to every unemployed person willing and able to work."9
Contrary to the Implication of the first quoted sentence, a "literal" implementa-
tion of the Declaration of Policy would necessarily be balanced and hedged,
rather than simplistic and misleadingly "straightforward." Furthermore, the
recommendation contained in the second quoted sentence Is offered as though it
logically follows from a supposedly correct reinterpretation of the Declaration.
Even In the Rural Poverty Commission's report, however, this recommendation
(on "guaranteed employment") is separate from the recommendation concern-
Ing "vigorous" enforcement of the Employment Act, mentioned in our preceding
paragraph.'*

HAS TIlE EMPLOYMENT ACT FAILED?

The second sentence In the Kerner Report that refers to the Employment Act
also deserves comment. Coupling the Act with Federal measures explicitly re-
ferring to manpower Improvement, the sentence renders an unduly pessimistic
verdict:

"Despite these (,Federal) efforts (at manpower development and training),
and despite sustained general economic prosperity and growing skill demands of
automated Industry, the goal of full employment has become Increasingly hard
to attain." "I

This evaluation Is not warranted by facts presented In the Kerner Report and
by other Avallable statistics. Actually, substantial adVances In employment levels
and substantial reductions In unemployment rates have been recorded In recent
years In spite of the large numbers of new labor-force entrants, the sizable rural
Negro in-migration into the cities, extensive industrial relocation and merger,
and changes In productivity, technology, and tastes. Nonwhites, furthermore,
have shared In the Improvement although their economic situation is still gen-
erally desperate.

The statistics cited by the Commission after the sentence quoted above refer
to current status, rather than to time trends. They show national unemployment
at about 2 million (the correct figure is 3 million), underemployment at about 10
million, hardcore unemployment in the central cities at 500,000, and unemploy-
ment rates among younger slum residents at several times the national percentage
for the entire total labor force.

These and other status figures cited elsewhere In the Kerner Report cannot
prove that "the goal of full employment" impited to the Act "has become In-
creasingly hard to attain." However "maximum" or "full" employment is de-
fined, the Implicit unemployment target must remain well above zero percent-
as high, perhaps, as 3 percent, representing about 2.35 million of the persons in
the current civilian labor force. The persistence of such numbers seems almost
inevitable for an economic order like ours. Much of this unemployment is tran-
sitional and may not require heroic or new remedial measures. Public policy, on
the other hand, does not dismiss a "small" residual unemployment percentage
as Inconsequential. It has also recognized Increasingly that the concentthtion of
unemployment according to race, sex, age, or location merits attention even if
the group affected Is not sizable.

Figures that do show economic improvement over time for nonwhites are
scattered throughout the Kerner Report. On p. 253, for example, It Is observed
that "unemployment rates among Negroes have declined from a postwar high

s this paragraph, see The People Left Behind, September 1967, pp. 18-19.
* National Growth and It Distribution (Report of a Symposium on "Communities of

Tomorrow," December 11-12. 1967). U.S. Department of Agriculture, April 1968, p. 45.
10 See the third recommendation of the Rural Poverty Commission In The People Left

Behind, p. 19.
11 See footnote 2.
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of 12.6 percent in 1058 to 8.2 percent in 1967." In the same place, an Important
status figure Is mentioned: "Among married Negro men, the unemployment rate
for 1967 is 8.2 percent." (If these were stabler times, one might optimistically
observe that this was the rate for all married males in the labor force In
19063, and that the rate for the latter has since fallen to about 1.5 percent.)
On p. 282, It Is noted that "the proportion of nonwhites employed In white-

collar, technical, and professional Jobs has risen front 10.2 percent in 1950 to
20.8 percent In 1060, and the proportion attendIng college has risen an equal
amount." In the same place, mention Is made of the growth of a Negro middle
class-but only as an additional Irritant, alas, to the Increasingly alienated
Negro have-nots.

What about the future? Only two pages before the sentence about the Em-
ployment Act, the Kerner Report sounds almost reassuring that we are on the
right track with respect to corrective measures (p. 412) :

"Much has been accomplished in recent years to formulate new directions for
national policy and new channels for national emergency. Resources devoted to
social programs have been greatly increased In many areas-. Hence, few of our
program suggestions are entirely novel. In some form, many are already In
effect.

"All this serves to underscore our basic conclusion: the need is not so much
for the government to design new programs as it is for the nation to generate
new will."
The "new will" would presumably manifest Itself in the voting of larger Federal
funds (for which Vietnam requirements now compete), In Imnproved coordina-
tion of programs (within and between govern ineta layers) for more effilOnt
service, and Increasing Involvement of business firms and foihddtlans In urban
revitalization (the establishment of the Urban Conlitton and the National
Alliance of Businessmen is acknowledged on p. 418).

Statistics and program information not Included in the Kerner Report also
gainsay the verdict rendered in the second quoted sentence on the Employment
Act. A Census tabulhtlon, for example, shows a reduction in the absolute number
of nonwhites below the poverty line between 1959 and 1966 as well as a decline in
the corresponding percentage--from 54.6 to 41.4. On the whole, however, whites
have fared muchU better than nonwhites; their percentage below the poverty line
was 18.0 for 1959 and 11.8 for 1960. (Nevertheless, absolute figures for 1960
show that peihury remains a widespread blight; 20.1 million whites and 0.6 million
nonwhites were still below the poverty line.)"

The latest Manpower Report of the President should also be mentioned. It, too,
offers statistical evidence of advance by nonwhites In various aspects of employ-
ment and unenployment-as well as evidence, of course, of egreglons failures
(e.g., to reduce teenage unemployment) and of persisting and pervasive economic
afflictions. The document i.s of intere.mt here. however, for two additloffal reasons.

One reason is that both the President's profatory Manpower Message to the
Congress (Januiary 23, 1968) andthe Secretary of Labor's Introducttoiio point to
the long-term gains made during the regime of the Employment Act. Over the
years, the focus of attention has shifted from the gross nationaal problems of
moderating recession and of sustaining and increasing total eniplo.yn ht toward
regional problems of economic Improvement and now toward problems of varlis
sipeciflc (atCTorf.s of individuals. The remainingg targets" that command Federal
attention, the Secretary notes, include the hard-core unemployed, the sea-
sonally unemployed, youths between school and work, inactive older workers.
racial minorities, and the Jobless handleapptl.

The second reason that the Manpower Report Is of Interest here is Its descrip-
tion of Federal-progranmi directed at these "renmining targets" and presumnably
responsive to the Kerner Report. For exafilple, it (1.sculsses JOBS (Job) oppor-
tunitles in the Business Sector). a govertih6nt-imdfit ry "partnership" for train-
Ing and hiring the hard-core unemployed. It also disciisse.,4 the National Alliance
of Businessmen (but I do not see the acronym NAB). It describes CEP (Con-
centrated Employminent Program) and CAMPS (C operative Area Manpower
Plannning Systeiu). which potentially meet the need mentioned In the Kerner
Report for Interagency and intergovernmentnl coordinfitlon of nianpower and

13U.S. Bureau of the Census. "Incomp in 1960 of F%amllies and Persons in the Unitedl
States." (Current Population Reports: P-60 No. 53. December 28, 1007). Table H. (A
newer Census report presents the same figures. as well as other pertinent Information:
"The Extent of Poverty In the United States: 1959 to 196q," P-60, No. 14, May 31. _1068.)
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related services (including manpower services provided under the emerging
Modlel Cities I'rogram). The Secretary of Labor confidently reports that "we now
have the knowledge," acquired through experience under various programs, to
help the ha rd-core unemployed.'"

The President and the Se cretary of Labor should not be expected to proclaim
co ts a(d setbacks ats loudly as they proclaim successes, but It Is fair to observe
that the progress made during the era of the Employment Act has Itself helped
to exacerbate the disappointments widely felt. over persisting minority misery.
Though hampered by expansion of Vietnam hostilities, by Inflation, and by the
gold drain, active fiscal and monetary policy has contributed very substantially
to tle reduction of national unemployment drag. But there are feedbacks: Active
fiscal policy hits itself contributed to our Inflationary and balance-of-payments
difficulties-and to monetary and other distortions that have not yet registered
their full social costs. It is true. besides, that the start and stall of a well-adver-
tised "war on poverty" in a "great society" have helped to generate and also to
frustrate a "revolution of rising expectations." What I want to point up here,
however, is that a clearer revelation of disparity of status adds fuel to such a
revoltion-as the Kerner Report noted. The stubborn remainIng problems of
Jobles.sness and low-grade emnploymient in our society have been exposed to easier
view against a background of Increasing general affluence. The evils existed
before, and solid historical Improvement has also been achieved; but they now
stand more fully revealed and are amplified, repeated, and dramatized In our
entertafiieint atnd news media. ThPe obvious ubiquitous signs of unequal eco-
nomh,' and social status have a psychological effect which appfarehily cannot be
matched by the citation of any record of historical Improvenent.

The tion-correspondence between evIdence of historic gain and the fact of
current despair Is poignantly reflected Is some recent remarks by the President.
In a seeci in Chicago on April 24, he rightly observed:

"Our society still bears burdens and scars front times before we were born.
But we have acted to relieve those burdens and to heAl those wounds. Nowhere
else--in no other society on this earth, are so many so devoted to leaving this
earth better than they found it. It Is this purpose that is throbbing through this
Republic now."
On May 20, lie said the following Insa speech In New York:

"To ie, the fact that we recognize a gap between achievements and expecta-
tions represents a symptom of health, a sign of self-renewal, a sign that our
prosperous nation has not succumbed to complacency and self-indulgency."
The temper of the.%e comments accords with the outtlook of the Kerner Report,
even thought the Report's treatment of the past and present may well discourage
the average white reader-and the nonwhite reader, too.

The difference between history and status, between objective and psychological
fact, should still matter to any Msinl scientists" even if he Is committed to
attivism. It is not necessary to accept the verdict that the Employment Act has
more or less reached Its limits, that tie economic and social gap between whites
and nonwhite. can no longer be narrowly significantly tlhrbigh'the Job route.
Despite prMpaganda adinst which no profession Is proof, work Is likely to remdlfi
a vital category of human activity In"the future, either in our own society or in
any stable successor. Work hIts not been rendered vestigiAl or ceremonial by
automation, cybernation, or any other barbarism of the new lexicon ; It remains
important for personal dignity awl politial eoliesion as well as for economic
lir(iuctio. -An outmoded iiiiteriali.sth ('coiice)t that does not die Identifies produc-
tion with iainfaeturing atid similar processes only : but service production has
for many decades beendtitllIlly A l otherwise respectable, nid It Is destined
to continue Its impressIve expansion as on emjiloyer. The link, in short, between
work mid income does not need to lie severed; and'a social scientist cai still
look forward to us long and honorable a career iln studying employment as in

scoring guaranteed incomes.

KEr.Hsr ('o.% MissioxN EMPLOYMENT RFccOMME.NDTtONxs

Work, eslcially iln a non-menlal job with a future, Is deemed vital by the
Kerner Commission for conteraeting poverty and unrest In the ghetto. In the
(Imlter on recomnemldatins, the Ileport says (p. 413) :

3 On this paragraph and the two preceding ones, see Manpower Report of the President,
April 198, pasalm.
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"Unemployment and underemployment are among the persistent and serious
grievances of dLsadvantaged minorities. The pervasive effect of these conditions
on the racial ghetto is Inextricably linked to the problem of civil disorder."
Furthermore, in supporting a national program of income supplements for the
needy, the Commission remains mindful of the value of work: "To provide for
those who can work or who do work, any necessary supplements in such a way
as to develop incentives for fuller employment" (p. 466).

After describing desirable employment goals and strategies, the Kerner Report
proposes programs In 6 areas: (1) conolidation and concentration of efforts to
recruit and place workers; (2) removal of barriers to employment and promotion;
(3) creation of a million new Jobs In the public sector In 3 years; (4) creation
of a million new private jobs in 3 to 5 years; (5) economic development of areas
of urban and rural poverty; and (6) encouragement of Negro ownership of busi-
ne.sses in the ghetto. Some of the facets of these programs will be mentioned In
the course of the discussion that follows.

Although public and private action along the recommended lines is already
under way, it may not at all proceed on the scale and at the speed recommended
by the Commission. Three reasons suggest themselves: (1) technical difficulties,
especially in the accomplIshinent of an extensive organization or reorganization
of manpower services while a vast throughput is also sought; (2) competition of
proposed programs with other public and plivate commitments and objectives; and
(3) the slow generation, at best, of a "new will" to resolve decisively the basic
problems related to clvil disorder. I discuss these points in turn. •

The Commission's statement of required "basic strategies" gives some idea of
the magnitude of the tasks entailed (p. 415) :

"Existing programs aimed at recruiting, training and Job development should
be consolidated according to the function they serve at the local, state and federal
levels, to avoid fragmentationf iffld duplication."
The Kerner Report recalls the difficulty experienced in reorienting the Employ.
mient Service. It proposes the creation of a Federally-chartered corporatlon-to
coordinate the Job programs for the private sector-"a single cooperative na-
tional effort * * * with the assistance of business, labor aid Industfifit loaders
at national, regional and local levels" (p. 418). This corporation would operate
"through regional and local subsidiaries" (p. 422). Arrangements would also have
to be made "for the flow of trainees from public-sector Jobs to on-the-Job training
in private companies" (p. 416). Specially-trained supervisors are required for
helping the hard-core unemployed through the iitial job experience (p. 417).
While these administrative and logistical tools are themselves being forged, it is
proposed that, in the first year, 250,000 of the million public-service Jobs be
created and 150,000 of the million new private Jobs-or 300,000 private jobs if a
timely tax credit is enacted. These goals are much more ambitious than those
proposed in present government plans.

Additional technical obstacles impede attainment of the Kerner Report's ob-
Jectives with respect to scale and speed. An employing agency or firm has to
define or restrutture Jobs for the hard-core unemployed nad 6ther persons of
limited skill, to design career ladders, and smoothly to accommodate these into
established work systems. 't set up even dead-en,l Jobs and Integrate them into
established public and private organizations would still require time, skill, and
tact. The Report notes, furthermore, that "a sure method for motivating the
hard-core unemployed has not yet been devised" (p. 410). If trainees in new
public-service jobs, moreover, are paid "not les.,; than the minimum wage or pre-
vailing wage In the area for similar work, whichever Is high" (p. 421), objec-
tions could well be raised by unions representing experienced workers; or an
impetus would be given to demands by such workers for wage increases to pre-
serve differentials.

What I have Just said could serve as the first of my observations on the com-
petition of new employment propomls for the disadvantaged with other private
and public commitments and objectives. Private employers, of course, wish and
need to make profits, and stockholders expect dividends. More affluent com-
panies can, of course, afford better than the others to pursue social purposes, and
they may not need much persuasion to recognize the probable attendant benefits
to their public image. Below the Federal level, govermnental Jurlsdictlons are
notorious for reluctance to levy new taxes and to raise debt limits; and many
plagued urban areas already have woefully Inadequate revenue bases. As for the
Federal Government, new undertakings are disouraged by demands for Vietnam

I I
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(and other purposes) in a period In which the protection of the value of money
and competitiveness In -foreign markets are also deemed to be important
restraining objectives. Tax credits, recommended by the Kerner Commission for
rural development as well as for private Job creation, are rarely enacted with
enthusiasm; and the) will not now be embraced eagerly.

At the beginning of its chapter on recommendations (which cover education,
welfare, and housing in addition to employment), the Kerner Commission ad-
dresses itself to tie nation's fiscal condition and capacity (pp. 410-411). It cites
two facts as fundamental-the vast productivity of the national economy and the
responsiveness of the Federal revenue syk'tem to economic growth. While acknowl-
edging that the national cornucopia is not Inexhaustible and that the allocation
of funds among alternative objectives may require hard choices, it does not see
an insuperable problem. Despite Vietnam and other demands, we have "enough
to make an important start on reducing our 'social deficit.'" Indeed, figures cited
by the Commission do "demonstrate the dimension of resources-apart from
changes In tax rates-which this country can generate." Unfirttinately, how-
ever, the Commission makes no reference to constraining factors, such as infla-
tionary pressures and the nagging balance-of-payments deficit. Furthermore, the
Commission fails to estimate the annual cost of its proposals and to present
alternative budgets that also accommodate other major national purposes (includ-
ing, say, price restraint). If such steps had been taken, the meaning of the Report
would have been rendered more concrete, and compromise and constructive
accommodation would be easier.

A comment is required on public-service jobs. It is a mistake to think only of
new low-skill and low-training employment opportunities when we consider the
Induction'of the hard-core unemployed into the world of work. Actually, signifi-
cant jobs could be provided for a very wide assortment of occupations and at all
levels of skill If the various layers of government saw themselves as the logical
employers of first resort,1 not last resort, for certain services that the private
sector cannot or would not normally Supply. These new or expanded services
pertain to health, eduction, agftl-PNlTOtion, recreation, police and fire protection,
mail delivery, urban development and reconditioning, and many other categories
of public Interest. Although governments alone are the potential entrepreneurs,
they could finance private participation on a contract basis. These government-
operated or government-sponsored undertakings could provide on-the-Job training
opportunities and career ladders for new workers as well as Jobs for manual to
professional and managerial employees. But, of course, time would still be
required-and a "new will," too-to meet these long-neglected public needs.
Thus, "new will" is demonstrably absent to meet perennial, accumulating, public-
service requirements in general. The "white society," in short, neglects itself too;
it does not tend to neglect the area of the Kerner Commission's primary concern
on "racist" grounds merely.

These references to a "new will" bring me to my third, and final, point.
A widespread reading of the Report is not likely to generate the public zeal
that would assure attainment of the Commission's goals of scale and speed.
First, there really Is no monolithic, superorganc, "white society" that hears,
and then decides to honor or to Ignore, the Commlssion's recommendations. The
polarizatlon of popular "white" sentiment on what to do, how much, and when
is rendered unlikely, furthermore, by the failure of the Comisslon to draw up
a budget accommodating the Report's employment and other objectives with
remaining national purposes. (The Secretary of Labor, Incidentally, has taken
the position-both in the latest Manpower Report and in testimony on legislation
proposing more ambitious Job creation programs than the Administration
favors-that It is up to the people to make known their appraisal of the Com-
mission's recommendations.) Is Still worse, the Kerner Report seems to have
neglected the opportunity that it had to tap the reservoir of good will already

Is See mv Introductory chapter. "On Manpower. Forecasting and Public-Privatp Roles:
Three Evolving Concepts." in Manpowr Tomorrow, Augustus .!. Kelley, New York, 1967.
Since governmental action as employer of first resort is the key to an important romaininiz
economic frontier, and since the sense of community might be seriously impaired by the
adoption and extension of Income guarantees that are divorced from work, I see Ic-
creasing merit in the verbalization of the Beverldgean concept of full employment (i.e.
more Job than seekers) as a social Ideal, as an eventual goal, for the United States.Is Washington Post, May 10, 1968; and Manpower Report of the Pretfdent, April 196S.
p. 10.
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existing in the white majority. This leaves us with an open question: Will
activism by racial minorities, will marches and camp-ins, will new disorders,
supply the moral equivalent of "new will?" This question is seasonal and
qtisotiable.

The experience of reading the Report (a non-fiction equivalent of Moby Dick)
-gives me the hindsight to have offered the following advice to the Co)nissllon
If I had been asked in advance about the generation of a "new will" and the
movement toward "a true union."

First. the findings ought to have taken explicit account of a need for balanced
pursuit of national objectives. Such a pursuit is Implicit In the EmlflymOient Act;
mimd all other Federal legislation, concerning manpower as well as other needs-
has to fit into some kind of a plausible whole. The larger-systenL,; approach and
4Vost-effectiveness analysis, of which so much Is heard, ought to be applied, even
rudely and experimentally, across governmental programs and across periods
of the. Alternative trial balances should accordingly have been prepared or
commissioned. The problem might have been commended to the Council of
Economic Advisers, to such non-gover 6inntil bidles as the National Plaiilng
Association (which has a Center for Priority Analysis). and to organizations
maintaining econometric models. We should, for example, be able to consider
how much inflation would be generated or how much might be tolerated to
ncconiniodate the Kerner Comnission's recommendation regarding employment,
education, welfare, and housing. What are the implicalIons of the recommenda-
tionq for the end-game In Viet Nam? How much constraint on new expenditures
for urgent domestic programs Is really Implicit Ii'6ur Inflatl6onry and balance-
of-payments difficulties? Should the tax burden be Increased beyond the Presi-
dentlal request? These are not easy questions; but we do need to progress
toward a calculus, however rough, to facilitate national' intrgrolup bargaining
on vital issues that could also be settled far less peaceably. We need a calculs
of consensus for the engineering of consensus."

Second, as a po.sitive Incentive to white men of good will, a timetable should
have been established that sets signififit yet clearly achievable employment
goals for the first year. Correlatively, the Report could have encouraged a general
understanding that, even with earnest dedication in the white community, the
full recommendations respecting employment and other categories are not easy
to meet. An auspicious beginning might thus have been assured; a possible
contribution to the cycle of over-expectation and over-reaction among whites and
blacks would filso have been avoided. In this connection, the Iteport could'have
made more of a statement on the "difficulty of really Improving the economic
status of the Negro man," which apieirs on pp. 25--236:

"It Is far easier to create new Jobs than either to create new Jobs with
relatively high status and earning power. or to upgrade existing employed or
partly-emnployed workers into such better-quality employment. Yet only such
upgrading wlll eliminate the fundamental basis of poverty and deprivation
among Negro families."

Finally, If an even conciliatory spirit could not have been maintained in the
preparation of the Report. more encouragement should still have lken offered to
the white majoity, on which'Ippi eii1ht.nin so largely detmnds. For a journalist
writing the Introduction to the commercial edition, It may seem a sufficient coup
for the Commission to have stated the name of the shame as "white racism."
But implementation-that is the thing. The "we" of the Report are mostly
white: the tainted "white society" and "white Institutions" are essentially "the
nation" that Is being asked "to generate new will" and to move toward "a true
union." Would it not, therefore, have been better "strategy" (to use a word
aplearing so often in the Report) to encourage the white majority to donthe
armor of crusading concern than to accept the poisoned shirt of corroding PuiI;
After all, even the establishment of the ('omiulsilon and the publicatloil f its
report must be attributed at least a4 much to white hope as to black despir.

Representative Bouaixa. Thank you. A'nd now we. will hear from
Profe.oor Thurow.

I' It may soon become technically feasible and publicly useful to Interpret Sections 3(n),
4(c). and ;(b) of the Employment Act to require routine annual estimation and revelation
of the monetary and manpower Implications of alternative (desired or foreseen) com-
prehensive mixes of public and private programs and actions.
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STATEMENT OF LESTER C. THROW, PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT
OF ECONOMICS, HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Ir. THUROW. I will briefly summarize my report..
Let me call your attention to charts 1 and 2 in my prepared state-

meat. (See pp. 143, 144.)
'l'w) problems domiite American social policies. One is the prob-

lent o-i poverty; the other is the prolen of racial inepndit~y. I Ati lly,
these two concerns were viewed as separable problems. Increasingly
o Cit. is recogtiziVg their inteOde-lldeme. Both problems have so-

ciological, cultural, and psychological aspects. In their economic as-
pects, however, both problems demand changes in the American in-
come distribution.

Tile war on poverty is designed to eliniiniAte the bottom tail of theinicoimie distribution. Those with incomes below the poverty line are
to achieve iitfones above the poverty line. In its broadest context the
war on racial inequality is designed to equalize the inco me'disti'bu-
t ions of Infijority and in nority groups. hldividwal whites wray have
higher incomes than i' Mlldltlildac ts; individual liikity hiive

higher incomes thll iuilividttill whites. But the two income _(istribi-
I ions should not be-disthmguishable.

Full employment, economic growth, and price stability have been
our economic goals. The Kerner report, implies that altering the shape
and level of the Afnerii inconime distribfition must. beeoime one of our
central economic goals. In addition, the income distribution should
be altered in a, short period of time.

To elevate tle goal of changing income distributiwf-to a central
orbnomic goal is-not enough. There are always tradeoffs between the
various goals. The weights that are gohig tobe placed on' the various
goals must be established. TheoreticAlly, determining the desired in-
come distribution is an ifhqottait aspect of economies. It might even
be the most imP0'tnaspect of government and economics. All of the
axioms about, the efficiency of a free enterprise system of ec4ftmics
depend oith ph'lior establishment of the desired income ditribsti6in.
If we do not have the desired income distributionn, all of these axioms
break down.

What is the desired income distribution? That is something we htwe
elected you gentlemen to decide.

When we-look at. the income dist.ribti6n, there have been no changes
in the postwar period. In relative terms, the gap between rich andpoor has remained constant. The gap between blak and white.

Relative stability in the income distribution implies widening abso-
lute differences. It. implies that the gap between median income of the
top 20 percent of the population and the bottom 20 percent of the
lmpoulat lon has widened from $8,600 to over $12,000; it illifftthat
the gal) between black and white has widened from $2,000 to over
$,.3000.

When we look at. the income distribution, we find a very strong
cyclical component-the difference between full employment and re-
cession has a large.effect onth tdifferenice between black and white
incomes. In a recession year, black incomes are approximately 50 per-
cent of white; in it fUlt employment year, such as the one we have
now, black incomes are approximately 60 percent of white. Obviously
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a full employment year does not, solve the problem, but it makes a
10 percent difference, $700 per black family.

When we look at the income distribtion in a broader context, there
is no evidence that. the income distribution is becoming more eqtiul,
either between rich or poor, or between black and white.

What policies could le used to change the income distribution. Tile.
first. thing I want to talk about is aggregate economic policies. If the
economy stayed at full employment, for a long time, this might en-
courage some structural changes that would lead to more income
equalization. Even if it does not, it should be emphasized that aggre-
gate economic policies are iMlartant. Let us assume the surtax il-
crease and the expenditure cut--what if this cut is too large, and you
end up with a recession. This means that Negro incomes are going
to fall from their current level of 60 percent of white to 50 percent.
of white. I suggest that would lead to a very explosive situation. It is
a situaiti6i that should be avoided at. all cost I think that is something
that should be considered seriously in our deliberations on the current
tax increase and expenditure ctt.

Second, if we ate looking at. ways to chithge the income'distribbition
quickly, I think we must say that while a guaranteed income and a
negative income tax are not an answer to tll Of our problems, they are
almost a necessary precondition for rapid change. But I will I eave
this subject, since I understvi'd that it. is coming ufp in fltture hearings.

Another prograhl could be suggested. It. is a prognrin we always
suggest for everybody else but ourselves. I am talking about urban
lId reform. People in poverty araas should be allowed to buy the
homes they now occupy wit-h no downpayment. In the Boston area
studies indicate that at current filnket. prices and using current mar-
ket interest rates, rents would fall by 50 percent. if homes were sold
to the individuals who now live'in tiem. They could be buying thoir
own homes at 50 percent of the price the are now paying in rent.

Land reform is a device which we traditionAlly advocate for Latin
Americans, the Vietnamese and everybody else with social problems.
I think we ought to applyihAt-reominendation to, ourselves. We must
seriously think about urban land reform and what it can cofittlblate
to changing the income dist.riblitin.

Onti-t e-job tt'ifihig is another imlortAn.t mnethod to change the
income distribution. The. Kerner Coilnmisiolli 10)ort' recogniize l 'the
upgrading problem but they underemphasized it. Remmboenr "thit. 93
percent of all Negroes are. employed, as previously mientioltid, a lot
of then work fill time. We need a manpower training system that
will encourage. upgadiig as well as empllloyi nt. In the appeluhix to
my paper I have tried to sketch out such a sy tem. If the Government
is going to give Iwnuses to private industry to upgrade workers, the
bonus should be given in terms of what.you want, not in terms of the
inputs. Currently we give boises for trzunhig programs. That is not
the way the bonus strut re should be organized. Bonuses should be
given tor raising peolle's income. If you are stuecessful at raising
somebody's income, you should b given'a bonus on that basis. ie are
essentia rnlWdihig. a cost-plus training program. We are really inter-
ested in increases in income.

It. would-be very simple to organize a system of manplwor training
programs that were organiized on an output basis. People would receive
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subsidies if they were succemful at raising somebody's income. The

method used is their own business. This gets the Government out of
t h 1-16business of trying to inspect training progmflnis. It turns
ibitiative'back to the private sector. The private sector must decide
the best way to increase a p'n's income. The Government is involved
only to the extent that it. will cost extra money to provide u ig.

All of these methods could be used to change ti income disttibl-
tion. I think they all deserve serious consideration. We can talk about
them in the discussion period.

Relireseutative BoILINO. Thank you very much, Professor Thurow.
(Tie prepalrd statement of Professor T'hurow follows:)

PREPARED STATHMINT OF LESTER C. TI1'Rb)W

IMPLICATIONS FOR ECONOMIC POLICIES

1. INTRODUCTION

Two problems dominate American social policies. One Is the problem of
poverty; the other is the problem of racial Inequality. Initially, these two con-
cerns were %1ewed as separable problems. Increasingly society is recognizing
their interdependence. Both problems have sociological, cultural, and psycho-
logical aspects. In their economic asects, however, both problems demand
changes in the American income distribution.

The war on poverty Is designed to eliminate the bottom tall of the Income
distributor . Those with incones below the poverty line are to achieve Incoiles
above the poverty line. In its broadest context the war on racial inequality
is designed to equalize the°Incoint distributions of majority and minority groups.
Individual whites may have higher incomes than Individual blacks; individual
blacks may have higher incomes than individual whites. But the two Income
distributfions should not be distinguishable.

Full employnlent, econoinic growth, andprilco stability have been our economic
goals. The Kerner Report. Implies that altering the shape and level of the
American Income distribItlion must beome one of our central economic goals.
In addition, the Income distribution should be altered In a short period of time.
But more needs to e done than to Include n new economic goal In our Pamftheon
of economic goals. Priorities aniong these goais must be defined. Although
achieving full employment, high econoinlc growth, price stability, and the
desired Income distribution Is desirable, the possibility of nchlevilng all of these
goals quickly and simultaneously is remote. Explicit trade-offs must be recognized
a n1111ade.

Achieving the desired Income distributionn may require some sacrifices in
other economic goals. In the short-run economic growth may slow down as
resources are channeled Into areas with less Immediate payoff. Rapidly up-
grading nlnority groups in the labor market may require structural changes
that lead to less price stability. It me put the problem bluntly. If the Incoime
(listributions for whites and Negroes are to be equalized within a short period
of time (one generation or less), soeie sacrifices must be made in other
economic goals.

Choosing a desired income distribution and the weight to be placed upon achieve.
ing it is ultimately a public value Judgment made through the polltlAl process.
The economist has neither special knowledge nor prerogatives in expreing his
opinions on these Issuer. You are the people who have been elected to make these
hard decisions. If econic priorities are'not reoriented, there will be no progress
it equalizing the Negro and white income distributions just as there has been
no progress in the last twenty years.

It. TIE ROLE OF TIE INCOME DISTRIBUTION IN TIE AMIERICAN ECONOMY

In a market economy the Income distribution plays a central role In the allo-
cation of goods and services. Individual preferences determine market deoiahids.
but references are weighted by Income before they are commuhicafted to the
market. If an Individual has no Income, his latent demnfds for goods and servIces
have no effect on the market. To make his preferences felt. the Individual must
have Income with which to translate his preferences into effective demand. Wnce
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the income distribution Is a measure of the distribution of potential purchasing
power, the income distribution is a measure of the weight given to different
Individual preferences in making economic decisions. It s a measure of our dis-
tribution of economic power.

Axioms about the efficiency of a market system of economics depend on the
prior achievement of an optimum distribution of income. If income is distributed
in accordance with society's preferences, individual preferences are properly
weighted in the market place. The market can then efficiently adjust to an
equitable set of demands. If income is not distributed in accordance with so-
ciety's preferences, the market adjusts to an inequitable set of demands. Market
signals do not express society's desires and the market system does not result
in an acceptable distribution of goods and services.

A market system of economics generates Incomes in the process of producing
and distributing goods and services. Individuals earn income by producing and
distributing goods and services. Although a market system of economics may
efficiently handle the demands for goods and services following from society's
desired income distribution, there Is nothing in the market system that auto-
inatically regenerates society's desired income distribution. Starting With society's
desired distribution of demands for goods and services will not lead to society's
desired distribution of income. One of the continuing functions of government
is to alter the market income distribution to that desired by society. Taxes,
transfer payments, and direct expenditures such as those on education and the
war on poverty are all tools used in the effort.

Achieving the desired income distribution does not settle all allocation ques-
tions. Many goods, such as police protection, are not usually provided by the
market. These public goods still must be allocated. In addition, society may have
more egalitarian ideas about the distribution of particular goods than it does
about goods in general. There is nothing irrational in deciding that the distribu-
tion of medical care should be more equal than the distfibititon of cars or TV
sets. Incomes might be distributed toaehieve the desired distribution of cars and
TV sets, but other nonmarket arrangements may be necessary to achieve society's
desired distribitln of medical care. Thus, the distribution of income is not the
only allocative decision which society must make. but it is certainly one of the
most important.

Incomes serve as both a source of potential purchasing power and as a system
of work incentive. The income distribution which is most equitable according
to society's preferences may not produce the most work. Therefore, the distribu-
tion of income may affect the total amount to be distributed. As a result society
must consider the problem of economic growth when it considers the problem
of the desired income distribution.

As general income levels rise, however, there Is no reason why the tradeoff
between additional output and a more equitable Income distribution should
remain constant. If addition61' Income becomes less important as society grows
richer, progressively less weight needs to be placed on the Importance of monetary
work incentives. In addition, different methods of redistributing income may
have very different effects on work incentives. Some redistribution systems may
discourage work effort: others may-aetually Increase it.

In most cases there i3 no a-priori method of determining the qualittitive effect
of redistribution systems on work incentives. In no case is there an a-priori
method of determining the quatltative effect of Income redistribution systems
on work Incentives. In addition, to Income a host of nonmonetary Incentive sys-
tents and work constraints influence work effort. Promotions, demotions, praise,
and economic power all provide alternative Incentive systems. Assembly lines,
bosses, and a standard working day all prevent individuals from altering their
work effort. In many cases these other systems of work incentives and work
constraints dominate the effects of Income on work effort. Thus empirical infor-
iation must be gathered to determine the Interconnections between work effort

and the income distribution before the Importance of the inte'.onnection can be
determined.

lNonomists can delineate the Interconnections between economic growth anl
the distribution of Income and between work Incentives and spe0ic redistribu-
tion plans. To the extent that there are unavoidable conflicts between the In-
come distribution and economic growth, however, society must reconcile the dif-
ferent goals. Society may choose an income distribution that does not provide
maximum work incentives, a distribution that does not provide the ideal dis-
tribution of purchasing power, or a distribution which meets neither goal fully.
Unfortunately, no method exists to avoid such choices.
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In a democracy the factors that determine the desired dis-ribution of income
are as varied as the factors that influence individual- preferences. All sorts of
constraints might be placed on the acceptable shape of the income distribution.
These constaints may be based on beliefs about absolute or relative minimum
survival qandards or about the proper distribution of economic power. Since
economic arid political power are interconnected, a democratic form of gOvern-
ment might demand constraints on the income dlstrilmilon to achieve polite ,al
equality. Social problems, such as th se presented by low income minority groups,
influence the shape of the desired Income (Iiotrlbution. Poverty which Is con-
centrated among a racial minority might be more Intolerable than poverty which
is spread across the population. The stability of individual positions on the
Income dlktributlon also plays. an important role in sociall Jmdgmenus. Society
would probably tolerate a much more disperse Income distribution If the aame
individuals were not consisently at the top or bottom. IMetine incomes as well
ns annual income are important in choosing a desired Income distribution.

1r. TIlE AMERICAXI INCOME DISTRIBUTION

'Phe 1966 median family Income was $7,436, but this average masks a ui1de
dispersion (see Chart 1). Fourteen percent of Americin'familles had less than
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$3000; thirty percent had incomes over $10,000. Among unrelated individuals the
median Incone was $2270. Thirty-even percent had less than $1500; four per-
cent lid lnconies over $10,000. Since 1947 family Incomes have rlseni from $4401
(1960 dollars). Although income s have risn, measures of Income di.perslon
indicate no progrem to a more egalitaran Income di.-Iributlon since World War
It. In 1947 the bottom fifth of the families received five percent of aggregate in-
Income; in 1906 the bottom fifth of the families received five percent of aggregate
income.

The Impact of racial Inequality can be seen in the differences between the
income d14ributions for whites and nonwhites (.ee Ohart 2). In 196 the median
family income was $7722 for whites and $4,628 for nonwhites. Nonwhite Inomnes
were 60 percent of white Incomes. Although only 12.4 lwrcent of the white fami-
lies had incomes of le., than $3000, 30.4 Perent of the nonwhite fmllles had
invoics les than $3000. At the upper end of the income dis-trlilutlon, :'1.6 per-
cent of all white families had Incomes above $10,000. Only 12.2 percent of non-
white families had similar Incomes. While there have been cyclical changes In
the ratio of nonwhite to white tinilly Incomes there have been no discernible
secular trends towaris closing the gap between white and nonwhite Incomes. In

CHART 2-DI1RIBUION OF IITE AUID NONWHITE FAMILY INCOME IN 1966
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terms of their Income distribution, the nonwhite population Is lagging approxi-
mately thirty years behind the white population. This was true In 1947; It Is
true in 1966.

Although relative measures of Income dispersion were constant In the postwar
period, they Imply widening al*olute differences in Income. In 1947 the difference
between white iid nonwvhite inedian family incomes was $2249 (1966 dollars)
in 1966 the difference was $3094. In 147 the differe p bW,,3'.an f" mn,lin
family Incomes of the lowest fifth of the population and the highest fifth of the
population was $W,69 (1966 dollars) ; In lik$i tne difference wu.m O,2,tbi.

Given twenty years of stability in relative measures of income dispersion and
twenty years of widening abolute differences, there is no re.on to suppose
that the nature of the American economy is about to change. '1he burden of
proof Is certainly on those that think the Income diotribution will take care of
Itself. Unless positive evidence can be found of structural factors that will alter
the nature of the American economy, there is no rem.on to think that our income
dstrlbutlon problems will solve themselves. Without specific government pro-
grams to change the Income distribution, the present trends Mill continue.

Poverty as It Is now defined will slowly decline. If more realistic long-run
poverty definitions such as fifty percent of median Incomes are used, there will
be no progress In eliminating poverty. The gap between N'egro and white In-

'comes will remain constant in relative terms; it will widen in absolute terms.

IV. MEASURES TO ALTER T E DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME

Aggregate Economic Policle8: If altering the distribution of Income becomes
a central goal of economic policy, aggregate economic policies play an important
role. Recessions munt be avoided. Although there are no secular trends in the
ratio of Negro to white Incomes, there are large cyclical components. In reces-
sion, black Incomes are approximately fifty percent of wvhite incomes. In periods
of low unemployment (3.0 to 3.5 percent), black Incomes are approximately 60
percent of white Incomes. The difference is worth $770 to the median black
family. High employment does not eliminate differences In the two Income dis-
tributions, but it narrows them.

Government policies should create tight labor markets. They are costless In
terms of government expenditures, and they produce rabier than consume re-
sources. According to the advocates of tight labor markets, abundant Job oppor-
tunities reduce poverty by providing employment and Income for the unemployed,
the under-employed and those who are attracted Into the labor mt-rket by the
possibility of finding employment. In addition to quantitative employment ef-
fects, tight labor markets have beneficial qimlihttve effects. Shortages among
s killed workers encourage busine.mses to enlarge training progrms. Restrictive
union practices may decline when workers are less fearful of competition for
a limited number of jobs. As the probability of finding the desired job Improves,
IndiOiduals find it more profitable to develop skills and knowledge and become
more willing to complete government training programs.

Economists traditionally pay homage to the concept of a balanced labor
market In which the vector of labor demands is equal to the vector of labor
supplies. In a balanced labor market, however, there are no economic pressures
leading to changes in either the vector of labor demands or the vector of labor
supplies. If changes In the distribution of Income are to occur, the vectors of
labor supplies or demands must first be altered. To create the economic pres-
sures which can force the necessary structural changes in the labor market,
labor supplies and demands must be out of equilibrlum. The demand for labor
must le larger than the supply of labor. Shortages rather than balance become
the sine-qua-non of progress since shortages provide economic incentives for
change.

The profit motive is the driving force behind business decisions. Business
Initiates change when It Is profitable to do so. In an unbalanced labor market
the employer's preferred workers are no longer available. They are already
employed. Since the employer cannot hire his preferred woker, he must Investi-
gate the profitability of hiring less preferred workers. Presumably he will hire
the disadvantaged if the profitability outweighs the costs of hiring and training
them. lhigh utilization rates do more than reduce the supply of workers, how.
ever. Raising aggregate demands leads to shortages of goods and services as
well as labor. With shortages of goods and services the profitability of extra out-
put rises and with It the profitability of hiring disadvantaged workers.
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An unbalanced labor market is similar to an economic boycott. In the normal
boycott, economic power is created by the employer's need for the customer's
patronage, but in an unbalanced labor market, economic power is created by the
employer's need for labor. Both consumption boycotts and labor shortages create
market power for the poor, but the sustainability of an unbaltaliced labor market
i obviously greater than the sustainability of a buyer's boycott.

The magnitude of the structural changes caused by unbalanced labor markets
depends on the length of time over which the labor market remains unbalanced.
Longrun structural changes in methods of recruiting, training, promoting, and in
obstacles to advancement should be even larger than short-run changes.

luone Redfstribution Policies: The only other economic policies that can have
an immediate impact on the distribution of income are direct income transfers.
Ultimately everyone should be aOle to earn a good living. In the short-run this,
is not possible. Many of those in poverty can be helped In no other way. The
trick is to find a method of eliminating poverty quickly that will not conflict
with helping everyone to earn his own income in the future. The negative income
tax is such a program. It can be used to eliminate poverty; it provides incentives
to work.

Other programs such as urban land reform should be considered. Urban
renewal projects could be formed to allow individuals to buy the homes or
apartments they are presently occupying in ghetto or poverty areas. Individuals
would be allowed to buy their current home or apartment with no-down payments.
In the long-run, urban land reform would have small budgetary costs. Individuals
would repay the cots of buying their homes. Urban land reform would create
the pride of ownership and the economic power that goes with home ownership,
but urban land reform would also result in an increase in the real income of
people in the ghetto. In most cases the monthly purchase costs would be much
less than current rental payments. Practical programs for urban land reform
involving single family homes and apartment houses could easily be developed.

Manpower Policies: The income distribution is actually a product of the under-
lying distributions of human and physical capital, the level of productivity, the
organization of the economic system, discrimination, and many other factors.
Manpower policies can be used to change the structure of the economy and
consequently the distribution of income. Structural policies, however, are almost
by definition policies that take time to accomplish. Given their level of funding,
current manpower policies do not have a noticeable effect on the distribution of
income distribution in the next ten years.

The Kerner Commission in its Report and in Appendix H correctly points
out the long-run importance of increasing on.the-job training. On-the-job training
is one of the major areas where Negroes suffer from discrimination. On-the-job
training is also necessary to obtain monetary returns from education. Without
on-the-job training, education is often of little value.

Existing experience with on-the-job training programs has been favorable.
Private training has the advantage of increasing incentives. In on-the-job train-
ing, Jobs are directly, visibly, and risklessly tied to completing training courses.
A visible job can provide the incentives necessary to persuade workers to com-
plete courses of instruction. Without a visible job, the risks of not finding a Job
or refusing a job offer given during the training period may be so large as to
not make training worthwhile.

On-the-job training programs are also important to move individuals onto the
promotion ladder. Incentives depend not only on finding entry Jobs, but on
believing that advancement is possible. Private industry already has set up
the machinery and methods of provide training which is automatically geared
to specific jobs. To the extent that training is informal rather than formal, only
industry can provide it. In addition, training costs are reduced to the extent that
output is produced in the training process.

In terms of work IncentiVes, quality of training, and costs, on-the-job training
has many advantages. To make a substantial impact on poverty, however, the
government must provide financial incentives to train the poor. The reel costs
of training the hard core unemployed or subemployed are high enough .o thAt
private firms simply will not (and should not be asked to) undertake any more
than token training without financial incentives. But what kind of financial
Incentives should be provided?

The present program of grants for on4he-Job training suffer from a lack of
generallzablity. Detailed contracts are negotiated with each firm participating.
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This cannot be done for the country as a whole. The human resources are simply
not available to negotiate all of the necessary contracts.

Generalizable programs must use direct grants or tax Incentives If a firm
qualifies' under the provisions of the program, it con receive the subsidy without
direct negotiations between the firm and the government. This can take the form
of wage or training subsidies. Wage subsidies are an inefficient means of stimulat-
ing OJT unless they are made conditional upon providing training. If they are
conditional on training, the subsidy might as well be given directly for training
rather than indirectly through wages. This is probably more acceptable to both
labor and management.

Both general grants and tax credits for training suffer from some severe dis-
advantages. (1) They encourage cost-plus training programs giving industry
very little incentive to economize. (2) They also require an enforcement mech-
anism. Either the Department of Labor or the Internal Revenue Service would
have to check on the costs and quality of training. Since most training is
informal, the difficulties of enforcement should not be minimized. Many produc-
tion costs could easily be made to loolc like training costs. Thus, the government
would be stuck In the middle of a firm's training and production problems. Despite
their generalizable appearance, training subsidies might do little to minimize the
need for govern t manpower. (3) Both programs would also give aid to those
who do not need I. The government would be paying for many people who would
have received training In an ere s od to overcome this problem
completely, but It can be nimized by restricting rants or credits to those
that meet poverty cri a. This opens another place wh enforcement would be
necessary. (4) Th ax credit scheme Introduces additional distortions into the
tax system. The efficiencies of doing t y seem excusa , given all of the
other dlstortlo in the tax system, buf the of addition inefficiencies in
the tax systen cannot be comnp igno

An elte ve to general enu subsi e for tra ninI to Im a corporate
profit tax barga w Is plac trust d to be tu to industry
for traini purposes. Is would ave th of a nefit tax, It would
probably used for th

The in ntiye system suggest er Ion In A ndlx H
meets so ie of these objections, It I too o enter towa d unemplo ent and
an Initla period of t Ining.'M egroes Ind n hetto egroes are mployed.
Nlnety-t ree perce t the N ntly I he labor force are loyedy
They n to be u r to bs a fut re. Incenti es must
be orga zedto en, uagne rkers as w I as the
emplo nt Of the employ. o okesaw11sth

Many the prev uob n el tedbyasystemof ntsor
tax credit for raisi the I I level a n in very. Instead f provid-
Ing paym for tra prwpogra e I given a us depend g on how
much ikt Is le to raise the Income o work . Raising I come le a from $0
to an avera of $4,000 over a fQ ear rod eight be rth a 5 bonus or
any other a mount. This el ates the oat-pl nat of train grants and
provider in ie for n and cheperain g ethod8. If I omes can be
raised withoutt- Ining -In the r. The bon Is then paid to
eliminate some reaction in the ma et and is doubly J fiable. (For the
details of such a sy see Appendix A.)

Enforcement perso would only be necessary to d rmine the incomes of
workers covered under program. This could y be done with existing
Internal Revenue records an Id onl a file check. T'he government
would not have to determine either e cos or quality of the training program
and certainly be spared the problems of designing and monitoring good training
programs.

The training incentives W~ould be limited to poor workers by having a maxinmm
income limit and reducing the subsidy as incomes rise. Thus, raising an income
from $0 to $2,000 Is worth much more than raising an income from $2,000 to
$4,000. The program would be opened to everyone with incomes under $4,000 per
year, but with small bonuses paid for raising incomes above the $3,000 level. The
system has the advantage of encouraging both employment of new workers and
upgrading of those already employed.

V. CONOLUSIO(NS

Fconnommc theory has long emphasized the importance of achieving the desirei
Income distribution. All of the axioms about the equity and efficiency of a market
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economy depend on achieving the desired Income distribution. Empirical analysis
of the American income distribution Indicates that the income differences
between poor and rich and between white and black are growing larger it
absolute terms although remaining constant In relative terms. The Kerner Com-
mission report emphasizes the social Importance of obtaining an equitable
income distribution. The very existence of the Kerner report demonstrates the
importance of swift progress toward a inore equitable Income distribution. Alter-
ing the American Income distribution must be established as one of the central
goals of A-merican economic policy.

APPENDIx A

DK'TAIL8 OF AN INCENTIVE SYSTEM FOR UPOIRADING WORKERS THROU011 ON-TUIE-JOB
EXPERIENCE

The System
Either direct grants or tax credits would be given to private firms, nonprofit

institutions, state and local governments, or departments of the federal govern-
ment, based on the amount by which they were able to raise an individual
worker's income over a five year period.
Bligibility Requirement8

An Individual whose Income is below the maximum covered by the subsidy
system would be eligible with the following exceptions:

1. Individuals who are full-tifhe students.
2. Individuals who are part-time students and do not work full-time.
3. Individuals who are within two years of their last year of full-time

schooling or who are within two years of their last year of part-time school-
ing and part-time work.

4. Individuals over 65 years of age.
The first three restrictions are designed to solve the problem of entry Into

the labor force. Subsidies should not be given to individuals whose incomes are
low because they are receiving training or entering the labor market. The two
year requirement should be waived for Individuals who come from families
where the family income was below the poverty line. This would allow the
program to have an impact on the problems of poor teenagers which it would
not otherwise have. Individuals over 65 are eliminated on the grounds that
training programs are not the proper answer to their problems.

A decision must also be made on whether the program should be limited to
heads of households. The program should be open to everyone since limitations
to heads of households will create the same problems as the current welfare sys-
tem. The limitation would encourage male desertion and the creation of female-
headed households. To overcome the problem of females who are returning to
work, a two year work requirement should be Instituted like that for teenagers.
To be eligible for the program a married woman must have worked full-time
In the labor force for two years unless she comes from a family where the family
Income Is below the poverty line. This would allow the program to have an Impact
on poor females without giving a big subsidy to white middle class wives who
are returning to work after their children leave home or go to school.
Maximunt Income Limits

Subsidies should be provided to encourage Increases In Income for all Indi-
viduals who are now earning less than $4,000. This sum is high enough to allow
the head of a family to lift his family out of poverty, but Is still significantly
below the median income for full-time workers ($5677 in 1965). Since the amount
of subsidy per dollar of Income Increase will fall as Income rises, the upper
limit is not tremendously important. Most of the subsidy will be given for In-
creases In Income below the $3000 level.
The Time Path.'of the Income Strcam

Since calculating the increase In Income eligible for a subsidy as the difference
In income between the year previous to entry into the program and the fifth year
of the program would encourage large income Increases in the fifth year and
low Incomes In the first four years, the subsidy must depend on the average
income over the five years. It is still desirable, however, to encourage an upward
trend in income since most income increases will not be reversible. Thus a
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weighted average should be calculated with the fifth year weighted more heavily
than the first year. I suggest the following set of weights:
Year: Wetght

1 ---------------------------------------------------- 0.10
2 -----------------------------------------------------. 15
3 -----------------------------------------------------. 20
4 --------------------------------------------------- .25
5 -----------------------------------------------------. 30

Income in the fifth year is thus three times as valuable as income in the first
year. To prevent firms from playing the system by juggling increases in income
into a favorable pattern, a requirement should be instituted that the maximum
annual increase In income be no greater than twice the minimum annual increase
in income. This will force income increases to be spread over the period, but
will still encourage firms to keep employees for the full five years. Wage pay-
ments in later years are more valuable to the firm than wage payments in early
years. Hopefully after five years they will be so integrated into the firm that
very few of them will be discharged at the end of the program.
Degree of Progression in the Income Sub8fdy

Since the utility of increasing very low incomes is presumably greater than
the utility of increasing relatively high incomes, a strong degree of progression
should be built into the subsidy system.

For the first $1000 4% of the total subsidy should be given for every $100 in-
crease In Incomes.

For the second $1000 3% of the total subsidy should be given for every $100
increase in incomes.

For the third $1000 2% of the total subsidy should be given for every $100
increase in incomes.

For the fourth $1000 1% of the total subsidy should be given for every $100
increase In Incomes.

Thus 40% of the total subsidy would go for increasing incomes from $0 to
$1000, 30% for increasing incomes from $1000 to $2000, 20% for increasing
incomes from $2000 to $3000, and 10% for increasing incomes from $3000 to
$4000. By introducing progression the income subsidy payment a bonus Is paid
to reach hard core groups and to make the initial hiring decision.
The Size of the Subsidy

How large a subsidy should be given for raising an Individual from an income
of zero to a weighted average income of $4,000? If increases in income were
constrained so that the maximum annual increase could be no more than twice
the minimum annual increase In income, the smallest amount of Income that
would create a weighted average of $4,000 over the five year period is $16,848.
The time stream of annual incomes would be the following:

Year: InOome
1 -------------------------------------------------- $1,053
2 --------------------------------------------------- 2,106
3 --------------------------------------------------- 3, 150
4 -------------------------------------------------------- 4,212
5 --------------------------------------------------- 6,318

This would be the minimum five year wage payments and most firms would pay
considerably more since it is doubtful that union and labor market restrictions
would allow wage adjustments precisely tailored to-the subsidy system.

To put the subsidy into perspective look at the training costs of current gov-
ernment programs. The Job Corps current costs are around $5000 per year, but
they were initially much higher. The total costs of MDTA training seem to be
about $6500 per man year of training. The costs per enrollee are around $1600,
but most programs do not last one year. These costs indicate that a rather large
subsidy can be given without exceeding the costs of current programs. This is
especially true since the subsidy systems' costs are related to actual benefits while
the costs of current programs do not necessarily result in any benefits. Thus
there are no government risks of failure in the subsidy system. If failure occurs,
there are no budgetary costs.
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Based on these figures I would suggest $5000 as the proper subsidy for raising
an individual from an income of $0 to an average income of $4,000 over the five
year period. Five thousand dollars is less than one-third of the minuflum pos-
sible income that can produce the maximum subsidy. In most cases the actual
subsidy would be much less since most individuals do not start at the zero
ieome level. The subsidy could also be adjusted as experience Is accumulated.

Potential Cfots
The costs of an Incentive system for on-the-job training depend on its success.

If the program were a failure and incomes did not rise, there would be no pay-
mnents to employers. If the program were successful and everyone who met the
eligibility reqult-6mnnts reached a five-year average income of $4000, the costs
would be approximately $20 billion or $4 billion per year. Actual costs would be
less since the program would not succeed in raising everyone to an average In-
come of $4000.
Enf orccmcnt

The income concept use for enforcement and for calculating the subsidy should
be "adjusted gross Incombe" as it appears on the personal income tax form. If
this income concept is used, enforcement only requires a computer check of the
income tax files to find income in year zero and the succeeding five years. To be
eligible for the program the individual must file an income tax form in year
zero, but withholding statements are available for all those who worked during
the year.
Tra in ing Requ from en ts

No particular training programs should be required of industry or govern-
ment. Any technique which allows Increases In individual Incomes is acceptable.
The subsidy is solely based on their abilty to increase the Incomes of their
workers. The subsidy is not a subsidy for training labor but for Increasing in-
comes. If this can be done without training or by upgrading other workers and
creating vacancies so much the better.

Special Handicaps
Should the subsidy differ for different groups of individuals depending on the

handicaps they face? Should a worker with little education, a criminal record,
and black receive a larger subsidy than a worker with fewer handicaps? With
progression built into the subsidy systems special categories do not need to be
established. Workers with the most handicaps will have the lowest Incomes.
The subsidies for increasing Incomes are largest for the lowest income groups.
Thus the handicapped can be favored without appearing to discriminate in
their favor.

Timing ot Payments
The subsidy could be paid In annual installments with the requirements that

the books balance at the end of a five year period.
Job Mobility

If a worker changes jobs voluntarily, he is eligible for another five years of
subsidies at a new employer but his initial income is the last income which he
received at the previous employer. Thus the new employer can only receive sub-
sidies to the extent that he is able to increase the workers income above what it
had been at the previous employers. The old employer, of course, receives a bonus
based on how much he was able to raise the workers income level. This provision
is necessary to prevent immobility In the labor force and create competition for
the workers in the program. Private industry risks from job mobility should be
covered in the size of the subsidy rather than by preventing job mobility.

If a worker is fired for not working satisfactorily during the five year period,
no subsidies are given to the firm. This is a risk which the firm must bear. If a
worker is fired because of a slack economy, the firm is eligible to receive the
subsidy coming to it for the time the worker has been employed if it agrees to
rehire the worker at the end of the recession and actually does so.

The Lazy
What should be done about d worker who pitrticipates in the program for five

years, quits his job, and then enjoys a period of idlenesq and poverty? Should
he be eligible for the program again? I suggest that he be allowed to enter the
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program again, but not with the same employer. This will prevent sweetheart
deals between the employee and the employer.

Depreciated Skills
What should be done about workers who have been earning good incomes but

whose skills become obsolete because of technical progress? How long a period
of poverty should they be forced to endure before being eligible for the program?
One year of low Income should be necessary for program eligibility. This guaran-
tees that skills are really obsolete and that the costs of technical change are not
simply being transferred to the federal government. In special cases where large
numbers of workers become technologically obsolete, the Secretary of Labor could
certify their eligibility.
Conclusions

There are as yet unrealized problems which would emerge In trying to design
a practical system of income subsidies. These would appear in the course of doing
the staff work to design the details of a subsidy system, but there do not seem
to be any Insurmountable-problems.

Representative BOLLINO. Senator Proxmire?
Senator PnoxfiiRE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to start

off with Dr. Colin, since he was the first witness.
Dr. Colim, a number of the other panelists have brought up the very

serious point, one way or another, of the dilemma Congress is inright
now. We are being asked by experts who have appeared including
this panel, to some extent at 'least, to engage in a substant I3lprogram
of creating new jobs, or providing opportunities for more people to
work in the ghetto, in one way or another. And yet at the same time we
are asked within-the'next few weeks to pass legislation which you ewn-
omists overwhelmingly support to increase taxes and to reduce spend-
ing, which will have the effect, accordi-bg to the letters that I have
received from the Council of Economic Advisers, of eliminating jobs.
Gardner Ackley, who is strongly in favor of the measure, wrote me
that the tax increase itself would reduce jobsby 350,000. The reduction
in spending will have-of $6 billion and appropriations of $10 bil-
lion--or might have an even more extensive impact. So you might be
eliminating between 500,000 and 700,000 jobs at the margin, which as
Mr. Thurow said, and I think said properly, would be inclined to ad-
versely affect minority groups, Ngroes are the first fired, the last hired.

How do we reconcile this situation?
Mr. COLM. Senator, I cannot reconcile these two demands-one, as

you said, to do something in addition on our ghetto problem and the
rural areas which are to some extent the source of the city problem-
and at the same time reduce the budget by $6 -billion.

I do believe that we need the tax increase. The chairman of this com-
mittee is aware that I have been in favor of that for quite some time.
I believe we are late-but we do need that tax increase.

What tactical concessions should be made in order to get Con-
gressional approval for an urgetitly needed fiscal measure, this is not
the question for the scholar to answer. But as a citizen, I give you my
view, Senator-I think you are entitled to tht-I believe that cutting
$6 billion out of the budget, without changing legislation, makes very
little sense. You pick those programs wIere you can cut-we have
been told it is about a $40 billion out of $185 billion-where cuts can
be made incase Congress does not Ohange legislation.

The President said'the need for the tax increase is so urgent thfit he
is accepting the cut. But I believe that the first job a new President

_14 I N
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and the new Congress will ho to reconsider what. I)rograflvelf tbe cur-
tailed and what pi'0grams should be increased withhl6th1inits of the
whole fiscal ca )ality.

Senator PI{txMtin. I think T understand that, well. I think you have
made an excellent, point. If I could spell it out--I interpret it, this way.
You are suggesting that prhaps we can cut some of our militaty
spending, our space spending, some kind of public works spending,
such as a highways, perhaps-these programs thit. involve to sonie
extent at. least, highly skilled labor, men who are in short. supply
elsewhere-and then we can tur around and invest wlhat is saved
to a considerable extent in provi(ling greater opportunities for people
who are unleremployed and unemployed. What. I am talking about
is the aggregate picture, however-the aggregate situation. These
jobs, it istrue, in the fir-t instance are occupied by skilled people, who
perhaps can go elsewhere. But. looking at. it. from ali economic, iflifnet,
as you eliminate-reduce that part of the economy, tihe stimulus of
tia part. of the economy, and inetvase taxes at. the same tine, you are
going to have an indirect effect, but. a very definite effectt on fie jobs
that. are now held by minority groups and by the very people we are
trying to help.

Mr. Co,. Senator, if the program of the-tax-increase as now pro-
posed, plus the $6 billion cut-with the exclusion of the particular
categories-if that. is adopted and implemented all thrmgh the year
1969, 1 think we will have a slight. iferease in unemployment, during
the calendar year 1969. In other w6trds, I believe we are here engaging
in a lit-tie overkill.

Senator PRoxMIRE. To what, extent.? Right now our unemploymeht
is 3.5, 3.6. You say we ill have increasing unemployment in 1969
if we adopt, that program. You are talking about. increasing tip to 4,
maybe 41/,-another 500,O00fo a million e 61tiloyed.

Mr. CoizM. Yes, I think iilirat range, Senator.
Senator Poximrtu. This presents a tough problem. It me read you

two short paragraphs in'this morning's Wall Street Journal:
liieh-eollar Iag bodes ill for efforts to find Jobs for the hardcore uneniloyme.
Increases in the number of blue-collar Jobs averaged 700,000 a year In 11)(11

through 101, but fell to only 300,00 lant year. Nearly all the 1967 blu-ollnr
gait enne in highly skilled occupations, such as for me-hauhes and carpenters.
Result: "Virtually no additional omortunities for unskilled 1and sentl-skilled
workers," according to a Labor Department analysis. By contrast, 1.2 million
new white-collar jobs appeared in 1967.

Manpower experts find the trend ominous. If Negroes continue to hold only
the type of jobs they generally occupy iow, their tinemploymient rate. by 19T5
would lie arout(d 20 percent, triple the present. rate, warns ,eymour Wolfbeln,
former Labor DepAiutment economist. A much fa,-ter Negro breakthrough Into
white-collar and skilled craftsmen's ranks is necessary."

So it would seem that. the approach flint, Mr. Ginzberg surgested
is highly logical-that is, if you are going to do this, you have to
star t whit education, an intensive emphasis on education-Teacher
Corps, whatever--in a vrT big nd elnphatic way. What. worries
me about that, is that may be aI right, for 10 years from now or 15
years front now, but, what are you going to do now, what. do you do
in 1969, 1970, when the unell)loymnelt., as you say, is likely to in-
crease. What can you do with any degree of responsibility anti
efficiency to find jobs for people when we are taking this massive
action to reduce oppoitifhity to work.
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Mr. ComM. Senator, I have the same reaction as you expressed to
my friend Eli's statement.. ie logic I tflifk is i'al"milable, consid-
ermng the underlying problem. But. we cannot. wait until wo have
solved tile basic problem of attide, motivation, ehVimirhiental and
N(iiational factors. And I think we have to consider measinile which
he! j) for the t.ifne being.

Now, for instance, an urban renewal program, even at. the cost. of
smile .ther Progritims, woul-d give relatively more ol)s to Negro eitydwellers than other programs which woulf be curtailed.

Hut even there the effect. is limited. The estifiates )repare(d for the
Lfa!or Department suggest, for insthnieo, that. if thme whole housing
program of the Commilssilon w old be adopted, there Would l)e an
inCreaso in employment due to the construction of housing of 1.8
million, of which about 200,000 would he nonwhite. 'This is a rela-
tively small proioti., lut, it, wold help somewhat. in the cities.

I do think-1I agree with
Solator 1]Roxmilup. This is going to be very gradual. I am the

ranking mjitj.iy member, of the Housing Subthiilit.tee. Our pro-
gram this coming year will result' in exactly $14 miflllon of addi-
tional exlxondxlire in'ow programs in the 1hlousing area, lWe have
had 1r(t, i.Stlpplements on the books for 2l/. years, and through rlant.
year the totul number of families assisted y rent supplemehts was
'100 in the whole country. So what I am saying is this is something
that. is likely to take so n time. We hope eventually we are going to
get. more. But. it, certainly is very frustrattilg and aggravat.ihg for ill
of us tryIng to s6lvo the problem.

I would like Mr. Gmnzberg to comment on this, because I did
indicate th~nt'inn was a problem.

Mr. GINZ11FRO. 1ll, I would-first make.the distinction again, as
strongly as I call, that this is not solely or p)rinimaly a money problem,
although it lot, of problems are not going to be solved without money.

Iet, me say that. we are going to have a considerable numl)er of
young people conii out, of the armed services. While the Negroes (o
not conie out in the same numbers as whites, because the armed services
otler them a better career, nevertheless they too are coming out.

I (o not, think it would take too mlmch imagination, to thiffk how to
convert some progilAis that we now have, such as the (I bill, into an
em loyImlnt programu for the ghetto schools by which veterans millht.
lbe ent. eed into teaching and where they could perhapss get linked into
some kind of career opportunities if they began to teach.

1 think we are an overcertifled Sciety. We have locked ourselves
in in all kinds of ways. We say nobody" can be a regular teacher in
New York City who (foes not. fhave a master's (legrep. All I know is
that, many i)eol)le that have a master's degree do not teach the kids in
he ghettos adequately. So I an getting to be more suspicious aboutmaskt "s dlegrees.

I would argue that, we should have a series of different kinds of
)rogralis-mnIuy of which wild not necessarily take a lot of money,
mt would take a lot of will, good will.

I would sty that. there are. literally thousands of women, married
womnilen, in New York who'onder cert'Mii emlItions, would be willing
to give a hand to the etlueatiotn of glhetto youngsters, but, they cannot
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do so, given the present structures. And I think all the way through
we have to begin to thiiik through, at local levels, as well as at Federal
levels, how much good will one has to play with. Because if you do
not have good will at a local level, nothing is going to, hftpen-I do
not care how much money Congress appr'opritates. We have been
through this in our farm program. We have been putting in billions
of d6liars for farmers over many years, but because it was structured
in a particular way, the peopletifit needed it most got least.

I would argue that there is a possibility-even with a tax increase
going th-ough, and even with some loss of jobs from the expenditure
side-that it is not incontceivable that one could, at that same time,
begin experimentally, to say, that Negroes who need jobs, today, to-
morrow, or next week, can show up at certain employment offices and
be placed on a public job. There would have to be some conversion
of money that we are now using for the training. And I would think
that it wotild be possible to say that that the Employment Act be
broadened, at least. experimentally to offer an opportunity for a man
to work if he is able and willing to work-and if he comes to a gov-
ernment office and says "Here I am, I want to work, I am willing to
take traihiig, and all I am asking for is a job at mimifnium wages"-
I think we could do that simultaneously with a-tax increase and ex-
penditure cut. I do not know what the fiscal adjustments all come to.
But I am not impressed, Senator Proxmire withIi working solely with
econometric models. I think the problems o the Negroes and the insti-
tutions that we have to deal with over the different parts of the United
States do not permit one to calculate this out in terms of what a re-
duction of x amount will do in terms of jobs for y.

Let me put it this way to you.
We understand ver little in detail about what a billion dollars of

governmoYital expenditures do for Negroes specifically in ghetto areas.
It is a very indistinct relationship . And I could conceive that you could
cut Federal expenditures by a sizable amouht-I am not advocating
this at the moment-and have in the short run relatively little impact
on Negro employment.

On the other hand, you could cut in such a way that the differential
impact on Negro employment would be very high. We just do not know
too much about that. We would have to think our way through that.

So I would say that I would like to go in both directions simultane-
ously. It seems to me that we have no options; I join Professor Colin
in saying that the tax increase is long overdue. You will also have to
accept whatever political price you have to pay to get it. I would hope
that the programs that are cut would have less direct impingement
on blue collar unskilled workers-and there is a way of ma king some
estimate of that. And that would be one of the criteria I would hope
that the Congress would follow-one of the criteria-it cannot be the
only one. And at the same time, I would like to think about using
some of the funds that are around 'and converting them at least in
part to experimenting in five major metropolitan centers--to say that
if a man comes and is unemployed is able and willing to woik, in-
cluding willing to take training, tRat we will put him on a public
service job.

Representative BOLiNG. Thank you.
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Senator PROXMrE. My time is up.
Representative BOLLiNG. Congressman Rtmsfeld?
Representative RuIMSFELD. Professor Thurow, I would be inter-

ested in having some comment from you ab6tit your remark concerning
land reform in the Uiited States. As I recall, you indieitedthat you
had some calculations indicating that it could be possible for ghetto
dwellers to purchase their homes for about half of what they are
presently paying for rent.

Have you had an opportunity to review the housing bill recently
I)assed by the Senate-it has not been dealt with in the House yet.

Mr. TkUnow. Very vaguely. ..
Representative RuStFF.LD. It contains a provision, I believe for the

first time-the Percy amendment or title to the bill-that deals with
this question of home ownership, and is at least a beginning of an
attempt to provide some mechanics and some incentives for home
ownership.

I don't recall any material in your paper on this subject.
Mr. TiuRow. I did not put any specific figures in. I am not sure

exactly what they would be from area to area. The reduction in rents
that could occur might be very different in I~hrlom thifi'they are in
Roxbury. Calculations have been made for Roxbury. That area would
get a very significant reduction in rents if uran renewal projects
allowed individuals to buy their current hones at market rates. To
maximize participation -there should be no downpayments. One of
the big problems at the moment in Roxhiry is you cannot insure a
house, therefore you cannot get a mortgage, therefore you cannot
buy it.

Representative RUMSFELD. Dr. Siegel, you made the comment, I
believe, that part of the problem we are facing is a breakdown in the
sense of community life. You dealt with it very rapidly as you sum-
marized your paper.

Could you elaborate a bit on that for me?
Mr. SIEOEL. Yes, sir.
Essentially, the legislation under which we live implies something

like a national community, with reasonable stability in the lower
jurisdictions. We have had un eresion of community in 'the lower juris-
dictions. There is a danger that more and more people are becoming
disaffected vith the dominant values of our society, and are becoming
interested in direct action to resolve ceiain difficulties. There are more
and more existentialists around us, and at all levels of education. There
is a great, widely diffused feeling of frustration. This was initially
shown, I suppose, by the migratin of people from the central cities
to the suburbs; but it seems to be spreading, being manifested in other
ways in other groups. I think our technology of communication has
hag much to do with this frustration. In our type of society, sound
travels faster than light.. We hear all kinds of statements ma.de and
amplified, and these sometimes reinforce each other.

Many Government officials themselves seem unconcerned that'they,
too, are pillars of the establishment.; that their words may, therefore
have a special negative impact. One of the rules I would c6..ind
to anybody in Government service- based on my own experience of
18 years in it, including 7 years in the "dinosaurian" Eisenhower ad-
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ministration, with the President's Council of Economic Advisers--
is that the high priests of the itiier temple should not themselves kick
the sacred cow in the udder. I believe this is a gxod rule, altho-iih we
do not always follow it.

There is a peculiar feeling in the land tlt. we can sand iiffner-
able, simultaneous, Lazy Suzan "revolutions-in-lace." All you have
to do is revolt against this or that which is at. hand. It is cute to do
so; and not only that, it is a. formi of self-expremion. There is a (-
gradation, in short, of the sense of comnunity-not only geogml)hie
community, but. also in terms of shared values.

What we seem to be witnessing, for example, at the college level,
is not a revolution of ordinary subversiOf-not, say, Comnflhisqt
Marxism, but, something which Communists themselves deplore as
infantile leftist. It. is more like anarchy, a kind of anticivilization. In
other words, there seems to be a smbsh'ntial breakdown of cherished
values in the places of learning too.

Now, if different interest groups pursue what I call "focused rage"
as a teehnkpie, instead of ilarlinefitary action, in an endeavor to cor-
rect different situations, you are not going to-be nble to maht4ianfly-
thing like a balanced ccontenM policy. You are not even going to have
two separate societies, sel)arate and unequal, if rage governs mee re-
lations. You are going to huve many, many separate subsocieties at
first-in collision with each other, grinding against. each other-until
somo kind of an equilibrium emorges in the ftiure. A rather hopoful
picture, a constructive one, is that the eqiiilibrin would see two co-
existing large societies. Before equilibrium, we shall live in a crushed
zone offtih-bil.

I confess to vacillation between two different points of view re-
garding the ffiture. They are reflected in my statement. One is the
continuing development of society on what amounts to a stable na-
tional basis. The other view, which I have just outlined, involves a
breakdown of the sense of community, a decomposition.

In the Congrs, you are in danger, in the latter situation, of being
pressured, of being subjected to duress, for costly parochial legislation
dealing with this or that fragmentary problem of our fragmenting
society. The whole activity would soon cease to add up to the main-
tenance of anything like a sovereign state, a nation-state capable of
maintaining a balanced economic policy at home and of conducting
a sensible foreign policy abroad.

Representaitve RUMsFELD. Thank you.
Dr. Ginzberg, as I recall, you-inditated that this was an overcertified

society, and it is thought that possibly housewives and returning vet-
erans might be included in the teaching vocation.

You Might be interested to know that at least here in Washington,
D.C., housewives are being included on a voluntary basis, teaching
ghetto children-on a completely uncertified basis. I have no way to
evaluate what the effect on the children is or might be over a period
of time, but at least the effort is being made in some school districts in
the Ditrict of Columbia, particllarly those where students are being
bused in from other parts of the city. The housewives in the area to
which they are being bused are becoming involved on a systematic
tutoring basis.
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Mr. GiNzEnao. I would like to suggest., if I ma-I did a job for
you as U.S. aide in Ethilopila some years. ago-hnr ly a iodt1 for-the
Ilited States-it. has $,50 GNP per person per year. But it is in-

teresting that, Ethi6pinf hAd a systeni of national service for 1 year for
all university stfrdorts. My own view is that the ghetto edhkttI6Il
problem will Inot. he basically solved until we do something of that
order of magnitude. As I look at the bureaucracies of the 6ity schools,
they need a. tremendous infusion of either married women-but there
are not. enough of those probably available-or of young college. juni-
01.9, seniors, graduate students to really shake them I'l). I don't, think it
is inconceivable that. one of these days, as the national mainpower
deninands hopefully go down as Vietnam peters out,, to think about a
major effort, of that. pr:poi'tion, because I see no other way of assuring
that these schools triln out qualified youngsters.

Let, me just point out one figure.
As I recall it., about. two-thirds of all Negroes being tested for the

IT.S. Armly froin the souitheastern p. rt. 'of thie U1nited StAtes fail the
eighth-grade equivalency examMIyAtis. The s rntdfMin the ghetto
schoolissip Nort istonlyeslightly better.

This simply mne ? Att. we are producing every year new inflows of
young people into the labor force who are crippled before they ever
get started and alti gh My friefid, Dr. Siegel, took some objection.
to the strong words of the Kerner Commission, I think the fct. hat
a democratic society committed formally to equality of opporlmity
cannot. really remain indifferet to the fact that, it. permits such. in-
quality to continue. I am more sympfth etic tha n hie was to the
Kerner tomMission. I do believe we are to a substanti degree a
white raistsociety. That. does not mean I think white people gohome
at. night. and make ricamtatio me against Negroes. I just mean they
lpermilt at series of institutions, to continue unchianged which really as-
sure I)thological results. And I would argue that, there is not i sird
of evidence that Negroes youngstersdcannot learn. But we have not
been imaginative enough or interested enough. to figure out. how to
teach them.

Representative UiMSFELD. My timeois up. Concerning the Kerner
Com mission Report, it. seene a to inc amid alrlte questions about, "Will
it. be impIlemnentedI?" "Why isn't. it. being implemented?" the important
thing to point, out is that we don't run the Government of the 'Unted
States by commission, I would hope. That Commlission. Report, along
with other Commission reports, has a place and a role. It is proper
that. the Commission was created. But the next step, and the ilMI.nt
step, I think, is for the Con press of the United States, and the execu-
tive branch, to aggressively look at what the Kerner Commission has
said, reject that which does not stand up, and begin to develop ways
to move toward -the -goals atnd recommendations that, are sound. In
this regard I cong,ratulftte'the chairman of the Joint Economic Com-
mittee, Senator I roxfire, and the presiding chairman during these
hearings, Mr. Boiling. To my knowledge this is the first time the
Congress of the United States has beWin to look at the work of the
Kerner Commission. I am generally in agreement with you, that we
can deal with these problems, if we vill try, if we have the will. And
I also agree with Dr. Siegel that unfortunately, and not surprisingly,
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we do not find all the answers in the Commission report., because we
do not.

I apologize for i'Wfffilg over my time.
Representative Botiamo. Mrs. Griffiths?
Representative GRIFFITHS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I really did not expect to ask this question, but. I am compiled to

ask it., Mr. Ginzberg. You have pointed out that Negroes do not accept
jobs because they find the work demeaning or they see. no prospect of
advancing into a better job. And then you immediately suggest that
one of the ways to take care of the whole problem is to get women to go
to work in schools. I would like to point out to you, Mr. Ginzberg, that
one-third of the work force is woefnSn, and they have absolutely no
chance of being pren-oted. Why do they work?

Mr. GTINZBERo. Nol--I think that isnot quite a fair analogy.
Representative GRTFFITHS. Let me tell you how fair it. is. Only 1

percent of them draw more than $5,000 a year. Only 1 percent..
Mr. GINZBERo. But I have to remind you, Mrs. Griffiths, two-thirds

of them are not fUlltine, full-year workers. That is a very important
point.. You can say one-third of the" la6b4or force are women, but, two-
thirds of lifit one-third are not. full-time, full-year workers. Since I
have been studying wonianpower as a major field of interest for the
last 15 years, anid tip until today I have always been accused of beingvery partial to women, I do not want to find myself in this peculiar
position of being anti-women and pro-Negro. I do not want to find
myself in tlIfit position.

Representative GRWFITJIS. I am not suggesting that you are. But
I am saying that you are saying that Negro-es would work if they had
. chance to be pro6totd. But women are working and'they do not have
a chance to be promoted. For all practical. purposes, they have no
chance. It is like saying every little boy can be President..

Mr. GiNZBERO. I surely agree with you that women have their prob-
lems of getting a fair break in the labor market. I am impressed, how-
ever, over the last. 10 years we have had more women added to the
labor force than i'nen. I am impresed, Mrs. Griffiths, with the point
I made, which is that as industry relocates from the central 'ity to the
suburbs, there is a real subtle competition going on between white
women who are drawn into the labor force and the Negoes in the
central ghettos who are left high and dry, because the jobs have moved
away from them. And many of these jobs are simple jobs that Negroes
could fill. And that is going on all of the time. I have always thought
women were full citizens, and are as entitled to work as other people.

Representative GIlFFITITS. Why do you think that men are not
going to work unless they can be promoted, whereas women will?

Mr. OlNZBERO. I did not say all men. I said that young Negoes who
are highly identified with the Black Power movement, and therefore
are very antisoeietal, anticommunity, alienated-simply do not believe
that the civil rights revolution they have been w'aiti'tg for is fulfilled
when they can get a job for $1.60 as a dishwasher, and when they sus-
pect that 10 years hence they may still be in that same job.

Representative GniFFiTjr. Lef. me tell you the firm that washes the
windows in my house in Detroit., the president of that firm told me- that,
they pay a window washer from $100 to $150 a week, and they cannot.
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get. window washers. I really do notllik fhat, there is any reason not
to be able to get, window washers. at that price. That, is t. tremendous
price.

Mr. GINZBERG. I lhve never washed it window. I could think some
people might get dizzy.

Representative GRIFFITHIS. I am sure some people do.
Mr. GiNzmmo. But I would argue that. in general-there is another

point I made-we do not filly understand the economics of the ghetto.
And I suppose that some people are not taking certain kills of jobs
because lhey are not. doing so badly on their own. You see, we only
know about employment status and we do not know that very well,
incidentally-there are new statistics based on new resemv'ch work
coming out of the Depattncit, of -Labor which indicate that we may
be off by several millions in some calculations about, who is in or out
of the labor force. So that. I am by no means clear as to what. the fhll
dimensions of unemployment, underemi)loylient, and so on are in the
ghettos.

One thing I am sure of that is I do not want to discuss these prob-
lems without. having the income side of the picture under I)ettr coiit f'l.

So that I would like to know much more than is now known about lw
some l)eople who are uhenploy&, or reported as unemploy din-the
ghetto, nfifige'to" exist.. I have my own views on that, but. they are
very speculative views. I know for certain that we lave lhfIlt, a. welfare
system which does permit. people to exist. without, working. And I
would simply not want to generalize beyond the one point flM. there
are many yotlng Negro men-the evidence showed u ) after the Wafts
riots--wh; id they could not afford-to work for less than $2 an hour.
When you realize Ihitr, it, might cost. them several dollars a day in
carfare7 that is not too surprising.

You have to take a look at, the totaleinployment. I)icture, in terms of
what it Costs a man to get to a jo) and got. back. I hear about Now
York City's suburbs, where people say they cannot get. anybody to
cut the g1rasq. Of course, they cannot. Let. its Say that they are willing
to pay $2 an hour to eut'the grass. But it wouldcost a Negro from New
York City, from Harlem, on the New York Central, $2 a day to get. to
(he job and come back, and he is not sure to have a job evey day, or
8 houm of work a day.

So thaf, t.he basic question-the structure of a service employment, in
the United States, the putting together of the people who want jobs
and need jobs, and where the jobs tare, is a very difficult, matter. The
labor market is badly sl)intered, balkanized. "

Representat.i v (G'IFITIIS. May I ask you, or anyone who cares to
answer, what. you think the effect, of thati, part. of the tax conference
report which p'ermnits tile issmunce of a million dollars tax-free indus-
trial bonds will be upon the inner city?

Mr. Tifi, ow. Probably the answer to that. is not. very muih. When I
was working for the staff of the Council of Economic Advisers I was
once asked to l)rel)are a report on regional development measures for
all of the European co litries, what measures worked and what did
not. The answer to that is no measue worked. And that was t'ue for
Communist and non-CommlMist countries alike.

Representative GRWFITIIS. Obviously it is not going to hell) the
inner city. But is it going to hurt it?
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Mr. Titrunow. A lot of European countries have had very aggressive
programs of trying to persuade industry to move to one spot or an-
other. They have all failed. There seem to be very strong forces that
persuade people to locate in certiin places. I still remember the report
of the Communist government of Huligary on their regional location
policies. The state planning commission hn the legal auilhority to send
industries to various regions. They could write an order telling a fac-
tory to go to some region in Hungary but the factory would not go
there.

Representative GRTFF1itts. Of course not. 'We are not even suggest-
ting that.. What. we are doing is giving them a million dollars tax
free, and they can select the place to put the factory. Aid they will
select the places where they have'the highest skilled employth-i~t. If
I know smnalltown America, and I think I do they would hang oit
"White Only" signs. So that in place of actu'-iliy li~pintg, you will be
putting white people to work, and you will still be hurting coloredpeople---.

Apr. Titunow. Most of the investigation of southern efforts to Ast-
tract factories indicates that the policies have been relatively unsuc-
cessful. They might be successful vis-a-vis other southern towns, but
they do not attract extra industry into the region. A subsidy is given
but it does not accom1pli5hlything.

Representative GRIFFITHS. I checked those in Michigan who used
it-companies like Budd Wheel were using it.

Mr. Tirunow. I think you could easily get agreement among econo-
mists that location subsid Iesrfir a coml)lete fdlitre.

Representative GnIFFrlis. I do not want to argue against, myself,
because I am as opposed to the tax conference report as anybody,
not because I am qqosed to the tax, but because I amolposed to every-
thing in it-the cut, the million dollars iifditstrial'bonds, the cut In
Federal employment, and so on.

But I would like to ask you, in your judgment, what would the
effect of a tax cut or the tax increase in the matter of tight money be?
Do you think the effect would be relatively the same or what,? Would
you care to answer that?

Mr. COLN. Did I understand
Representative GnrFITHS. If we do not. pass the tax increase, what

do you think the effect would be?
Mr. Coi1 m. I think if the tax bill does not pass, the Federal Reserve

would feel that they have the full responsibility of combating infla-
tion-we had a little taste of that in 1966, in the fall-of 1966--I think
it would be particularly hard on the construction industry, in that
respect, particularly on the construction workers, including the Negro
workers.

Now, I do not believe that even with the tax bill, we will have sin
easy-money period, because of the international 'aspects. But I do be-
lieve that with the adoption of the tax bill, the credit policy would be
somewhat easier than it would be otherwise.

Mr. TIRTROW. Let me speak on the other side of that. Professor
Ginzberg does not like econometric models, but I happen to. If you
program the cufrefit Tax Act expenditure proposalss into the existing
econometric models of the American economy, they indicate a reces-
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sion in 1969. Whether that will actually occur or not is another ques-
tion. All of the econometric models I know anything about end up
with a recession in 1969 as a result of the current proposals.

Representative GRIFFiT~tS. I agree with you absolutely. I thi)ik what
we are really saying in the tax bill is we cannot afford frll employment.

Thank you very much.
Representative BOLJINO. I have avoided, with some success, getting

involved in the argument of the tax matter during these hearings. I
think I will continue to avoid it. One of the things that fascinates me
about the last answer is I w6tfld love to know where the $6 billion
was going to be cut. And I would have a very interesting time-I know
something about econometrics, even though I cannot pronounce the
word-I would be fascinated to know how you can construct a model
without knowing what none of us know, and some of us coinplMhi
about-where the cuts are going to come. Macroeconomics is not all-
while I do not disagree with the report, I think one can take th krgi-
ment that the kind of cut is going to have extraordinary signifleauce
in what happens to the economy.

I was interested in Dr. Siegel's emphasis that we had lost commit-
nity in this country.

Would suggest that that perhaps failed'titike it0t6tccount thie-ap-
parent losses of community in this country on many occasions in the
past-because I have to face rather proihyftly another matter that is
not totally without pertinence to this hearing-a piece of legislation
reported out of the Public Works Comffittt0e of the House of Repre-
sentatives overwhelmingly, which in effect bays that. the people who
now are in Resurrection City will not be given a perMit to stay-there
beyond a certain date in June. I have been reviewing a good deal of
history. I have found a rather substantial loss of commmlfity in the
thirties, when we had a different crisis, and a whole series of losses
of community in the last century-one of which resulted in something
called Coxey's Army, which involved a very substantial nufiber of
farmers coming to the Capital protesting the fact that they were not
getting a fair share in the society. While I agree we have a loss of
community, and I agree that we have a series of problems, incie'ibg
as one author says in a very recent book on anarchy, that, tie new left
probably represents emotional anarchism as the John Birch rep-
resents economic anarchism-I don't find -anything remarkably new
in it though.

While I sympathize and. agree we have a loss of community, I think
we have had similar kinds of situations before. Therefore, I am not
very much disturbed by a new phenomenon. I am very much distlrbed
by a repetitionof an old p hnomenon.

The other thing that I would' like to suggestV-not getting into this
argue ment either, as has the chairman of the V1l commttee-is that his
list of placeeto cut isa very limited one, with which I-

Senator PROXMmxi. Only suggested.
Representative BOLLINO (continuing). With which I can easily

agree. I would suggest also them are other areas that would be helphfu1,
in pursuing objectives of the Kerner report,, which have been previ-
ously suggested by the current President.. He suggested that we cut
school lunch- programs in such a way that we would have funds that
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would hW littilale to go to t-ho right. jplCo. iti.t0ttd of the sillmi an11d
middle lss, middle invomneo, ellsyI to afford, nlol)oor, getting se'hool
h11110 lrgIaills, and1( vo lituight, . olplTt ride our' t'iort oil thioso4 who

r vll IICC(mN thom. Aniiol it like m1anner1m, iilt-ho~uh h 'n em
highly unwilling to do it, we m'light substanltililly out. a1id to iffpiuctte
1are89s, SvlloN, Wiieh miuis thait. illy ('hildlI today Will live inl
Monitgomlery Countiy [trl vounted for [it (o that. pak'tienlai'11 selhool
systeml, wich60 is patently iiilimts. It. is at sibimin -systemil. AndI I

olld suggaest thait the po00r need t0I0 food, ild the inner' Vit-ie\S uut'N
(lie eue4J.-ionaIh ftuds t- tiieh gi'ento egi xhge.

But, that is justf an- ilhistraitin of tflirsv.t-poit--I hilt nolxuldy knows
%Vhere. thoe uts are goping to comeu. It. is ConceuvaI'lWei, if we had theso ocuts
a long wvithl thetax bill, thmt tile Presidenlt. mighlt. echoosei to implonment.
his 01(1I -~onui MOfilat'i oils, [that, at lot, of poopro 1 e i glt, get. very badly
shocked.

But. I do hire, it qust-ionl.
I wvolld first. ITO eto engage, i alittll huekeeping. Dr1. Siegel

obviously hats real section 2.) of the E11119pmit Act,9 not. once, but
inatty tillis, and lo. ('it(4I an exampIle, of it Comuimission whiel oh i,)
(luoted1 it. hill. hadlt not, read it.. As Ibest ats I outld- thudil out., ill halstily
selilining his full st-temlenit, lie dlid] nt quote it, inl full. I wournld there-
fore like to see to it, that, Nhc record hidIMMltholt very confused 1)oliticial
.compromise which is seet-ion 2 ofillh61ijpyinent. Act-not. to suggest.
Olhat it, was not. exactly whait, tile Congress felt, whien it passed( it, ill
1 916-hut. it, is at nastor ie10 of evadlhig nuftuty l1m1d, sharp, speci he
issues ill the into'rest., ats 1)i'. Siegrel poiitted ollt, of 00oming Ill) witit
generality wh leli would gv ouvrneok

]lint, I think it is very cler that that is as political a documment. as
everl Q1merged-a1 pariclafr secion-as, ever emerged -from nthe tninds

of ome ve lever peo4ple, inlehuiling th, late0 great. Senaitor '1at.
The sontewie follos:
Svc. 2. The (Comgresm hereby dIm-lres t,111t. is4 is. tMe ('0t11t.1g11 lX)11icx 11114

repoiisih~lity of the 1"el-r (loveriunemut to Itse all coitedI i~~IH()listelit
witht Ito nuitI 1111( obigitionsi andit other esseniital (onit-derfllom.4 ot nation
policy, with the aitlstiiv lind i -jMrltioI of Ind~uistry. ngrl('iiltur, labor, andl
state mill( hovui governments, to c~ornilhiate 111t41 ittilize fill Its lihiil.,; (ulilons.
anud rtrceet for thle putrposeo of creating midl maiditing. lit it manner cten.
hateil to flster Ando promote tree competitivee ipnterrie sanl tile general weoltare,
('oiditiohiS under which there will be atrordedI usefuil enuployaaont opix)rt nitieq.
Iinlding spit-epij)103'iielt, for thtosoi ahile willing, sand seeking to work, and to
promote innxinuma employment, production, ando pitrchasing power. (15, U.S.C.
1021.)

Now, tho thing I would like to Ipltts.t tieatally with Professor
'l'Iiurow is t-his.

Several witnmessos have. mentioned the nmnber of mndereimuloyeI,
which we do not, sem to (10 very w~ell wih ait, this level oft1110 0(0n-
gross-we (1o not seem to unlderstand 'the implications of 'Vildoenu-
ploymnent. Underemploymfenit May be even worse inl sonme respects than

Professor (Ilzborg menioned 0% million. Whent we had this samei
question tip) before, Professor Thurow, I asked a question and~ it was
suggesed t-o meo it. might be better directed to you.

Tuis wvas ill the context of the Kerner Conunission chargeW, I guess,
of white ntIsIcql.
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Is, it. possible to demonstrate that. 0h0 underemployed, white poor,
aroCh ti i 1eic m f i t'lt'( dr is. IIIiittim1 iguist. titi', &Millikhy or bl)evO

sI I-ate tilltt. olite wvhitt\q IK'ii('it. 1I'l o)) I tIg ale to (IiswiIniht gis
lieks. But. gemully, it, is not. Cho' while poor w~ho holnefit.

llepresntttv( I0I'.NEI. Ill teiis of' job) oppoli'tllity, t1ho ('onfltfl-
tioml IlnfltobN ll, least. ono 111d p~er'haps t-wo peophe-1 forget. whether
111m, wevoP w!( 1Wms ol 0q (l'st.Iiniss- -witsU tIitti dIU (iserIiHivtii, bl ek -
whIte (1isvriinntioi, anto01 eilj)103'ens Was~ so sub~tilti t hia thle

underemployed, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ wx wl( oei i yitlleu)~elihite 111111, wold hiive
it mu11Ch1 better opportunity for. i bellter job, flinit iilit give huill somec-
th ing like nonpovrerty emp~loyment, full tI 0"iiiploytnent., tha liti ack

Afr. T1iuviow. That is portainly true. If vou eorreC observed sta-
isties for ed lcittfion1, f railling, be"at ion, 1111 age, volt "~Ithays end up

with it id In h1-tlterIe is Sometlhig loft over. A whtito worker itita
sixth1 gl'tido edlitl t.i?611ieotm oilW-o (htti han a black worker. I lo, maukes
oilt. betf r1 thtiu people w~ho hiii1ti he -objective Abillties. Ill 1hfal S-se
(1i14'iillitliutipi os ulP ojjpotUm11t~em for Poorlv edltittd 11,11d(1orl
Iintiiitmd C~i4-~)rt1I~e hat, would not. 1w' openl if we lid to
sharue timos% jpobs equatliy with poordy (4iat'vtod imnd poorly trained

llercentti~' BI~.Io.Where does timt. leads? I'Int.isth tt-
111011t. of the1 objective. facets. Is t0ere ally (eosrHotta.ti
volv di'swiSTlihill, ot' 15 it. just. all i11)plh'itiolf dtilwnl filonl 1v Cer.tin
set of eiremstrilies?

Mri. '1'liuiiow. From Staltistics, voll call i)Oly (ledlco stmtist-I'ho fats.
'1110 q-tiionl is one of 'iissttioii. 1)(I 1e' fatise bo y ae~t.1o
peCople just fhidOnly 0l)1Cor(d fit, thooffim( (tOol' 1111(1 ifilpCi'd, to beC
whlites Or does the of'rved statistics reult. from11 (Hibolt'V('loicCo onl
I ho part or emlnymrs? I t hink all I ho evidence poititis to doelhbeio~

ioico. Whenl it. (.41111 to f11llvig low-skill jobs, Pimlployls give l)Itfer-
t.1ifil threltillent. to6 tihe white.
Mr. (ItNZhEI.1m. lAfiiy I Conm it'61 oil that'?

M~r. GIiNZ11n:BO. We halve just finished -i boo~k on "Ihe Peripheral
Worker." if you take at look at, thle labp'oro hithle Unitold Stnte4, the
I ist. striking filet is thilt. of-fill t10he)oleC who Worked last, Year, V)-
lpelvent did not. work foll" time full year. Thiat. is in pall, because of
tho yolung people thalt were in school holding down parut-tinme jbs,
bevausC.e of large tiiiinheris of women who have part-time jobs, an dbe-
Callse of older people 11nd liltlnbl' people whlo, tenld wi ofhmv-and some10
poor whites ilso-who have trou'bie stayVing inl a job throughout thle
year.

If youreally-think about. who hams rep~lar employment, and who
(hoe imlot. inl thle AMerican ceonomty, I thin yon beghrio reco gnize thatt,
w~hilte males,' 25 to tifi are, the prim work force and-for at Nv I mit series
Of litYPI'CIit, reason. tRoy tend to get, th6 better jobs, to get, better fited
into the labbor malrket.. Mnd thien you hafve groups, the swving people,
anld among tho swilig people are wvomenl Some, Of %ho 10 d not wtht,
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regular jobs full tiune full year, but, a large iniinl)Cr of other people o0
fhe eriphery sueh a Negroes who wanhlibut cannot get full-thile jobs.
Andml anliong" he various rea-ons diserifflinltion Ioot.s large.

Mr. 'lTiow.Tho distinction 'shouhl not. bo drawn too strongly.
\lx11t (10 percent of the wlite nules have full time Iear-round -jobs.
About 5it) percent of the black males have full tim year-rollind Jobs.
'!There is about, a 10-Ipeenlt. different-ial. P ut, if you look at. tle income
of those people with full-timle jobs, they are 2 to 1 in favor of tl
wilites-ev'en though both groups art working full time, year round.

RereSentativeI Bo1AN(. Tank you.
Senator ]iloXMItxt. Drt Gilihorg, atre you saying in your prepared

Statement..l thlt it job program (lesigned to brillll more jobs ijlto the
ghetto, into the inner core, the area whore minority groups live, might
aggravate tiu"I)roblems of the ghetto? In other words, what it, might
do-lis I unde-stmilnd you--many of the younger high school dropoults
and ot.het's, but. with ,o11o educational, who havo ll M1)trt.ILijP1tling inl
the riots, mnaly of these lni ght not. take fh6 jobs, eslictal lv if it is keyed
to tie nimulm walg. hut. that, it, would attraet, loo' lieople in front
rural aras, aud l(Ugregte the congestion aind tlho housing irol)le1s
and -so forth. Is that. correm t.

Mr. (hzm'ER. Yes. I think I speeilicAllyaid tlat. if oneitioved tlftt
wity in the North it. woild fail to get. some of the alienated Negro
youth into jobs. irou would althi te, older Negroes, who had worse%os-Ihat wol ld h good for tlh6tn-aid it. would alt rilet mi large muim-
ber of other in-migriants.

Senator ]nB iXnMru. Your answer is to say what. we should ho, t hink-
ing of is how to tit ko-na dvaittIOvof the opeh housing bill wojust. passed,
1111d the ecollolilio fleet tait.tlhoe' are nmore jobs tlit ha ,ve moved to the
smumlbs t.hfini"people, aind ftin further fact. that, we were told by at wit-
ness in leariutgs a coupl, of llollls ago1.that. of tho Negroes anA white
living in tl e inner city, tlhat. a greater proportion -of Negroeos have jobs
outside the city thi[,Ati'miites in every ealegory-not, just Service jobs, ill
in ever category. This is becaluso the Whites tlr 1 natives of the e'ity,
lived there long, have, senliority, have the jobs there. And the. jobs
(leveholp, in spite of the diflieulies, they have had to go outside.

Mr. OINZI IEIR. I did have a suggeslioul that. we try experimnntfilily
in a ,series of northern eit.ies to see wi'hat, would halion--his part, of
le Knl er Report. I am willing to go along witlh-if we simply said

that lit. one of th ie emlloymellt oflices located close to t.le glhetto, If oll
want. a jot), and you are ablo to work, willing to work and w\illin to
ho trained, if youi come ill wo will place you ini ome kind( of plublic
eni)loyinlellt. lit. i minimum wage.

[would like to see such a,- elrOrt.
Senator PIroxm1HE.. This is thIe problem I have with you, Mr. (winz-

berg. You are a brilliant, man. Whtn you S.y is always so appealing.
lt. you would like to, test. it. out, you would like at pilot, program to
seo if it. would work. It. is the uiest ion that. Senator Keloele(dy asked
Sontlor MeCarthy on Saturday night, whell he said, "(an you realism.
tically expect. to move 10,000 Negroes to Ot'an e Counly?" Van you?
When, hmow long ? 'Ihlis is a poblem iln Watts. 'I h s is a 1)'olm In see.
lions of Milwaukee, and tll of ommr big cities. TIlhese people ned jobs
Il0w.
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All'. GINZIMM. YOU SIIN' it is It Problem. I do 1161 kilow how mally

Negrovs who voll SIIN' 111'eil j6b.s. Itow will fillce On" Icind of joh.,; You are
willing to offer 1 (14110 how to projildge-01111. I IIIII sm. -illg
to.."m 01,11f, I IIIII (Illest iolling NVII(tt her 91VPII Oilly 11141ill-flim NvIlge 'clbs,
AvOll no IvIll vill-ver on)Ortltilides 111011 into (Ilem, how fluilly Illfobl-
ploymi yollill will be willing to nevept, flipm? I redly woul(I like it)
film) olif Abollf. that

SvIllitol. PluxAllin... IS111, it. it 111111fel. also of doill Ir lot"" of Illilins.
Not. stwhig you move in it 1111-1-11111t. is- it. Blit
Say 1 lig .you lilt veI odatlim" III III rS*,IllId do0witi. ill]. No. I, You Illive Co
proviN% I rithihig of vverv kiii(H Elf you ('1111 l1llllgl1l(x9 III PVpI1Y WRY ),()If
vall possibly )VIISIIII&A Oollgrps ,; to gel Illong Nvith, so thvN, 111.0 1116 to
get the job, _!11111 are if) file ventlehl Oities to 1116 extent 'Wov vall. This
Is hard, beellilse So of IIIest" jobs. l'(41111re it dt.glvo of ed1loallon
I I III I. is In IfVI I, IlIghel. flidi it.", u1set'd (o'be. No. 2--thilt, you (10 1111 YMI om)
to providogivilter Illobilitygreater holis-ing opporhli*lity, and So fol-61,11,
i I It he A lid Out( I it 101111 Ift ; voll 80111("% Wild bf *101d I -
I iollill wbi-k 6pliorti-I-Aides, 11111y1w exi;.11ding 811111111m. jobs, solliOllibig
of 11111t. kind i111111-6-OiCy.

Ail'. OINZ11F.1141. I IIIH 1111040-Ally to that. I OfflikIlac- we
do liol, Illive livill.1%, ellot III kil(;wlildge to Ito llbnllf llow to re-
111,161111go si(lialiolls., Ille Ifill orill'-filify of whiell wiN
1 11111 impl-twwd by I lie Kerlitir C6lA111iN4ic)II WIX)IOC sIxemilig tlle Net
flult it very Iill.g(% 1111111herof peoplawho Wore lic-tive Hotel's 1111d pixifty
good jpbs: Yet, ) they 1410fed.

Chim-num I itoxminp.. I w6fild liko U) iv4k Dr. Sisgel-vou talk
aboid-mid I think vou make it very gocld point, it. is 11 pi)illrdvill
hils milerged " I I I'll t, wl; Iflver w(dike if.-(;l"not, flic-ro hs it 110(cd fovj lyfltwg
joh.s. into pt"IN.-peelivkI Mill'tIml-of1wr-I 11irmilmitsfol. evollollm, voil-
sidollitioll-illilliti6n, Illilit'Ary of pivy 11 toll I.s, and So
foil.h. III of her words, it is not. till Ith-S-4111111til 1111HOOUN' 16111 IIIIS 14) COHIP

absollifeiv finsf. It. 1111S.. to Im put. ill penspeetive % ith other Illitl6frAl
priorifiv .

AVIlf1t. I Otillillot. IIII(JOIN.4tAl-II(I ilifellsive (1-tvilifilgl. ("Nismilld-
onlen", for OXA-1111,40-Whiell ll ( .higllly volit'rovensilli, but. vor-

filinly Shollid lielp to- bring down t'lluso luld
perhaps Sollm others, Ilro not. clilly cmisisfellf. fightifig illfllifi'611
and lielt)illg oill. billiolee of plivillOAl's, I Al I. -it 1-0 suppl 6plout 11 Py.

Mr. SIPAIm'. Sit-, I 1xilievo (fiev lire of. ('4111 bet. I think NvItio we aro
wit-limsing Itero today is tile 1;111-y' of 1111111111lef", without tho Illithl
(.11111-11001'.

IV,, neAxI not. talk Oxint, thesAN other mal))R)Ivell PPogni'llis Its I'llollpll
thoy 11.1-0 millh, nmv. III'(% 11111y be 1111stelvd, givell the ellomility of oill.
wo Oem, and ollfwml I Illit "w(I vallflot figill'o out till llbsollll 1111swer.
lid, from -swniteli.

11"0 call filko Ilecollot, of provisiollss for cellse-Illid-desist ordms.

are Dopart-in6l"it.-Of I'Abor prognilliss thilf thelle Is, stIV, Ili A11111poNver
Development, and Trall-ling Act. Sure, we ave disappof.,11(tid-Over whilt
him been dtsmso; far. What. I do not, like abelut, the Kerner Celffiffii.RSlicill

t.j %Oi q $jj(IjO t.IjlOjlt..

Report. is I-11- . it of i(S ft I Perlin I lull
not Sympat1=10ligh to tll'O colleopt. of wilite 1-110isill. If Ods i(TC41 is tO
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be reniderd coiist.rtetivo, it, has to bxe interpreted aseon ~bir' iio4
IllN*Y'ite, t'voit ill th ljusI.. W1hyN (lOH'. we' also t ike acco'4lit (if thli fact
that. we han'e it soviety with black anid whlite( ji'ople which is wrestling
W~ithl it lproblt thlit, a fter all1, is 35() yearsN. old ? IfI (lie problem were
easy, it, wou0ild hanve been solved already. We, wold tIot hit'hei'.

~At'llto1 . 11iioxm. It do: 1(1 ot See anythling wroiig With t he rejm-l
ilitt lg hard] at. thle fact, that racisil is a. lg ecooi lct factor, that it is
the hevart. of thie econoi problem as wtil as1 tint" Social prohlem1.

Mrfi. SMO~RI. Yes, sir I% ut. it. olight, to go far beyond, onl 1,it pract ical
side. TIlii t-riek is itot, to give t-ie iifl---4t'o impit of fte' shalle-as
witite racism. 'I'ho quivit toi is-well, where and lhow do we o from
here? Anud I feel thlitt what It' Cm-I ("filt5i~h oil 41411d linivt' (lu'i to jro
Ville objectives which arte more feaible, ait, least within th firle
year--

Seln-tor. 1PoxMmwp. But it. hams it gc(I shock etret't., dloe'sn't if.? We
havoc been enllightmled by thle fact. (lint ill vir-tuallly ev'ery cat egory
Nt'gi'oev slifrer a. terrible (1ivserinunhiti~il. Negro collegep gralldmv~s, wo
11I'-0 told1, lt(e ('A1i9ils 1'tOjofl'. Shows, havoc tlmi'saint'1 illconie its while hligh
school (lroolits. I tavi'd Bui em School graduates, Negro atid(
wii es, tile (liserep)almwy is soilo$6,OOOai ent.

AMfr. PS IFII.I it% . ~m~y"ht a~s huh
Sena1tor' 1ROXMIti Sure it. is.

ais aict-ioilable.61 for --v e( ci ol by Iti Iof good( Nvi l.
Senator 1PRoxmim. Whit(. is tlet just itkatt-imn We are tiilklnig ill

tile I-Itii'iAr l(Ihsiiie" S('llooh, of peopleO Whlo have11 gott'l(-I r '(-10flegr"'
thley arm talking about. 1te, avi1 gPIl e ill hoth Ii ctegries. (\'rtaln%, lv o
would 110t. argue tiirlit. at Negro, college. gradhilitt' is equivalent inl guilty
to at white hlighl -shool dropouit.

Mr. SI~l.Absohlitely nlot. 1 mIa' 11 3'1 againstil an, kid of dis-
Crimninimi1. Whlat. 1 1111 interested in0 is coils( ructive iilipiroemoleit of
thle sitimatloti. I calmot. see how scoring at jouii-m119tic coulp Solves thle
pm'obloei. This is tilte io ilit I ann milking. A labelinig (if titiscoomplex of
problems ats white t'aclstwimay do A11tolti.lr'ta iiei shock efr'et.
As I said( before, y'ot cnni kick it sacred emw ill Ole ludder. 'I'hle "Il13'
trolible i4 it, maly stop givig milk, it may (hop deadl(, it may' em'J tuil
ouit, to be a11with il miaroohledl han'i.

Senator PIloxMmlm. It mla3' wa-lke upiwud stlaitgivi-lg milk.'UThe probe.
1cml is tlhat. 3'oli see this-a after years an1d v'ears amtll year.4 of passing
legislation-I thik thme first eivil rigiltsblpse ill 19 f~ilte Year I
came to eonigress-wo have. hiassel at numberw) sinve t hen1. We have beenl
woi'kiug hard, and yout say, linm mamny arles, I ryqiiig to Nvomk on dis.-
0mimimintionl. Anld yeot. I go to plantls i41 Milwauikee, where 31,000 omr
4,000 people lire 0'lf1)l03(iA, mind (here are very fewN% Negroes employed.
It. is existing tooday. 'lPhis is true 1 am suire, 'in Bostoni, inl New Y'ork,
iiall -1 ile country.

It sems to ic this has to he called tol ur tvtenionl aigain andahgainl
11i1d aga-in as vividly anld drama il-t ic-ally, its eimph~at ically ats psi~
Ikmplo have to ree-ognize this is at fact.,1hat has hui1pp;enIed Ill terms
of Passig logislat-ioii ha11s niot (lile jOb11.

mr Swo'11FAH. I WOnl(I .141- let. S do- (1 it -aiil I nioie. 1 am11 sayvnig let uts,
1101. Iiito'tly ('o1'1'0(lt h)Cohplo with gil t-le(t us 0iidowi I lipill Mtill ('0lC&el'1.
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I feet this is thm (itilt.I1m or ow lit' 1tetei' uoixwt. willit. it. does not. pr1o-
v'idl is lt(1(itiolll 8111ititii. veoiiigeiiient I think, for' while people
to mlove for'ward with1 deeIiilnt ib1' to) %tolve the pi'oblIi.-I T1he' 11am1
of II( problem is onily (lIllioi par(101 or1 ofilhe t lung. if it is valle
litt'151it if. l~iV511111 setO flitiilitn1011to' tr to ov't'i'toine. I would like
to vnil it, somtliiing else, SonmethIing Iliorq iiinezhe I (1o not lhave
it good joiii't11im-I hat(idle for' it. ighflt. 110w: 1)11, s1(iv hg tIi is 11" nill
(111hitiiollarv problems, otite titlt. is 3.5t) 3v'04i old, 1 11u11 111110 iffii'ev*~ed

1li1t. there IS it will inl t his vouittfi'i' (welliito do smet i lg about it.. I tb ifik
I hisis it very import ant. thing.

I inIIve, ill Ily staiteiiiei( Itwo ('1o16t Mims frIoil) Il le ideill, it Ilyti
IIIlnoed fimfl 11,01adays, poinug oilt thitat in at period like this,

wolwe itroe showing Su4t'll t'oniteet', whenl I Iliee is it III%% geuleiat hoi
voolinig upl 1that. is iiitet'estedl ill this problem, we' Somteltow (do not give,
011ii-Allves s.111liieWt viedit for' having tittith' ait 'ltfttOiVdli
tis peiio, ill wlih ied Sense of t'oiI111111lit v is Itinder nt (ik, gaillis
Iltve,% nove 1-(+xt\'*, bee n made ill nfAiYtnl co'(cem.

Selnator I) HOMSi11w. 1 A't* lIIt' get oin aitt-itoi' l)nt or ctiei'ner ukl-

1 )011l. You eltizo their arligunilt 1flint inll tf of the plvslgv of (lie
panlploymnlent. Act. 120'ar ago, we aro still shi'it or prov'itlng eli-
loh)3IitlU'41 goall oI' kil) phlyhit'oill is ht(4'011tii1g ihlcrt41sligl'y I111rod fit

altt 11,11. You a1'gim' lt -fflmIetll hyVmn1e(%IIt i'a1les ill rseent. yells fiiive, be4'ik
ilipjoved. You mi 5Il~'01wliit' hil ve Siat ed (Ilt iiprovenmiehIt.

'nlie vel Eh fln"plo3'iwml Act. ivms )n854--t lie following, 1'e011--

iitg pliM(, it.- Ilni gotten1 worso, dwi'ng, 111111 of th voms. nime w~'imn
3'oii look Ilt l io 1Itlito i I 101loy~n~t wh~3t't its pawed l)l t ill-
piItlo3' Iieitt;I Wits 6.9) lp'rcelt, ,it. is itow 7A1 percent. IRil'ig i h inter-
veliiig period, it, rangd for i' mlt3 Years ait. 10 (ato l) IK'reolt..

Now~, tCltit does, not. sitgu\st. (4) iii Clint. sinve (lie lintployimtent. Act.
wais pill into ofteet. (hl toit opp ) 1'tlnhtles for Neg'os lo W ovk have
IlitI)1'ovmd- Atlloya itlVOot-thieyv (ldttrioited. 110f, Athis wals ver-
ta1iiih pow,' "of t1he t Ilist of (It' Enilplo3'mnetl.Act ', was to t i'3 to iti'ove
.1loil eiploy IttelI. Op l) ' tilI ies for 0111 Iepe

Mrt.~~i.i. I wvoild Ilat say thlit"'tileriT44j1;Iov'ItIeItt Act is at caulsal
flctor' ojteiat.iitg by itsel f. I w~ouild say In1t. I here-Z is 11 ileolitf1ity ill- this
count i'y whijelt the niet. embodies and Txrses 1he big chaimi1 ge ltitt
(ook pimt aftet world War. 11 wAvs 111i new inlsistence flt. thl edlemilI
(hn'ertnmonf. ims some1 kintd -of e0o'oiii l)OII.4IbhIt-y ; tliat, it, ('#1111(
act-11iia.l Ilit it.4 owni rs~Ources anid cotidiet, its olvet'Il ii61 witlli -greater
I.M11t1l'itws, of file Oppoities\ for fuliler' emlplo'imlent.. I bel iev'e t hit.
he record would halve een fll' frWormt if t h01.0 were 110 sitehi tonern'l,

if t here wereo no cryst al izat-ion, of Such tiln ideaL ill this con11ti'. I do
lio. knlow Nv'lint. thie sit intl ionl would ha.Ve been ill thte IhSMic0 Of' thO 1t,
bt I do not, think we. would have eolol Inl thte waly thnt. we, did, as
well as. we did.

InT1 the palst. t-wo (Nfl(\', goverilllimilt. t'm1-lloymltit. 1111. beenl nwereas-
Iug as at percentaigeo of totall entphoyienfl. Maybeix this is at pertinlent
favorable flitom' tpihlfrt hemFiplovnemtt. Act.. rhito fact that
ittuc(hi iore work now falls int the service in'ist-i'ies ilt gent'rol, rath0er
11111n ill 111n1f1~wi~ andollier. ('oiiiodity pr'odi ioN 1, lsfo gives a1
certain stability to emtploylniot.
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I repeat that I do not want to say that the Employment Act is the
causal factor. I say instead that what has happened ini our deiocratic
society is that we have, through some kind of trial and error process,
been learning what the central economic difficulties are and trying for
improvement. From time to time, around one leadership or another,
we take legislative or other action that amounts to an imprecise but
major step of "social engineering." I would say if we did not have
this concept of empiricism and partial corrective adjustment we could
hardly have done as well as we have.

I would say also that we have a good record with respect to moder-
ating recession. Furthermore, we have made some gains in attacking
regional economic difficulties-possibly not very remarkable gains, in
view of what Professor Thurow says different countries have also
experienced, but we do show a concern and movement in that direction.
We also show an interest in categorical unemployment-specific
groups, especially Negroes right now. But we have long been inter-
ested in different categories, and we have surely made some headway.

I also note a reniark in the Kerner Commission RIport that the Ne-
gro middle class has been rising. There htve been iffiprovements in the
access of Negroes to professional and technical work. There is a greater
percentage employed i th, areas than before. Tihe Kerner Report
cites evidences of such imp *ovement, and I meiiti6inthen i iv my state-
ment. I refer to recent census figures showing a decline of poverty-
for nonwhites tqo, although their plight is still deplorftble, in absolute
and relative terms.

Aggregative sociology troubles me. Professor Ginzberg and others
have indicated that ftggregitive economies may not really show us the
true nature of a problem, may not show what the particular impacts
of a gross action would be. I suggest that aggregative sociology is
even worse if we are looking toward remedy.

I do not think one ought to force the whole community into a box.
We should not discourage the many people who do show concern-
including the white women who do do voluntary teachings lke my
own wife has done, without pay, without the formal qualifleations,
but with some success. It is important that the different reservoirs of
good will not be allowed to go dry.

I have heard, as I said before, very little today about the manpower
programs of our Government. Inadequate as they may be, they are in
operation. The Kerner Report's impact may not, lead to any action
that goes beyond them in the near future. They deserve our notice.

I dareay that the JO3S program, which we did not hear about
today, will be far more effective than other more ambitious efforts that
remain largely on paper in the difficult short run that facs us. The
National Alliance of Businessmen will participate in this program
to train and hire the hard-core unemployed. It will also try to find
jobs this simmer for 200,000 needy young people.

We can always devise longer-rumn programs; and, if we are not by
then dead, we may have solutions. The only. trouble is that-there always
is a short run, and you have to keep ruimfling all the time anyway.

We have, I think, been making progress under the act, despite the
hedged commitment respecting employment- under the act. Further-
more, even though the act is not an unconditional mandate for man-
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power policy, we can nevertheless pursue various specific manpower
aims within the framework of the Employment Act, and we are doing
that. Even Professor Ginzberg's suggestion, which I would not in-
corporate into the act, might be accomniodated if it were thought to
have a place in a comprehensive mmpower program. If we must now
identify government with doftiihfitt color, we should note that tile
white majority is working, working every daty-though success is
limited, especially for racial minorities. The generally improved em-
ployment situation of recent, years has helped to reveal the subborn
employment difficulties that. have long afiheted minorities. The ma-
jority is not content with the past. performance. It. should be encour-
aged to do better within the context, provided by tile Employment
Act.

Senator PRX3IR-r. (r'. 1 Coh?
Mr. Cot. I feel we should not be 1too much concerned with certftln,

shall I say rhetorical phrases in the reprt, hut more look at the
analysis anca recommendations.

Tihe questimn-evefits have shown a limitation-In what could be
done under tile basic concept of the Employment. Act. I think it is
quite clear-we had a l)eriod of great success with nmcroeconominic
policies from 1960 to-1965, par i-kliy with government expenditres
I ax policy, and so on. The record of tile last few -years, I thifik, is less
something to be proud about. I feel the inflation problem has not.
been faced, neither in its size nor either character-particularly as
a cost.-push inflAtion.

I think the Empioy lit Act was basically conceived in macro-terms.
It. has limitations. It has shown that ouretremendous economic progress
has affected various groups very unevenly. There are parts of the
rural community and the cities, which I think rightly feel tfiMthey
have been left. behind. And there are structftral problems which ap-
peari as mnicroeconomic ald 'lTicrosociological details, but are addihg
Ulto big issues. The employment act, in its basic concept, which
think was a historical event for its thine-and is mainly concerned
with the general level of employment, the general level of purchasing
power and production-but it. did not raise the question of employment
for what and for whom, and what arethe structtirl problems in the al-
location of resources, and the way specific groups are affected.

1 think it. is a merit of the Kerner Report that they use the oppor-
tunity of their assignment to point out what needs to be done. Ob-
viously, anny of tlie things they propose are in line with policies
already itiated which ought to be ext ended and intensified. The
biggest. job is the 6 million housing and thle 2 million employ--mtent task.
I (1o feel that the basic recommendations deserve the full study of
Congress, but as I said before, I believe the report has failed to
fully appraise the size and financial iMpllctions of their recommep-
dations.
Perhaps we should see now which experiments are most proniis-

ing, and then follow on a larger scale along those lines. I am very
much afraid under the $6 billion budget cut some of the really
promising programs will be limited because -they can most easily be
restricte-fronnT administrative and legislative point-of view.

In response to Irving Siegel's remarks-I see more usefulness in the
Kerner Relort thanhe does-I pay less attention to some of the
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journalistic oratory in it, which I do not like either. But I think
we have a very serious problem in this country, that groups or re-
gions of the country andgroups of people are feeling that they are
left behind, to quote the title of the report. by the President.'s National
Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty. And I think there is a job'to
do for both the Executive and Congress, and I can only repeat
that I hope the question of the basic tax policy, continuation of-the
surcharge for the initih! phase of this program, and the basic re-
consideration of certain allocation of resources which requires changes
in legislation will be the tirst job of a new administtttion ial'fda new
Congress.

Mr. liNZBFERO. Senator Proxmi1re, you mntioind the increase in
the rates of unemploymuit, between Negroems and whites since the be-
ginning of the Employment Act of 1946-a. widening disparity. Let
me suggest to you that what has really haiened is there has been such
a large-scale relocation of the Negro" pomtilitf6fit fllfm southern ri'al
areas Inlo I rhan areas, tihat what was -ormnely farm underemploy-
ment but not coiiitodlnow becomes unemn)loyiuet inlthe cities. I think
that is the 1114 of the Negroproblem to'a l it e extent. We have long
had a very large number of alienated and disadvantaged Negroes
hidden from View in the United States. Tliey were kept on the small
farms in the South.

Senator Pnoxmtm,. This is an accifeAte historical description. But
what. I am getting at -is the fact you have-right now, with whtt matny
people consider excessive expansion in the economy, and a situatift
that indicates this drastic fiscal action ow the part of the Government,
and an expectation -n the part of all you genItlemn we will have
greater flhuemployment next year, you still have almost 8 percent unem-
ployment for Negroes. No matter how y'ou argue historically it is be-
cause the Negro was working as a sharecropper on a farm in Missis-
sil)l)i or Alalhamni antd getting a very, very low income, he has now
moved to New York or Chicago, and even those not employed are
getting welfare l)yl3mIts which leHelaps are greater than the income
that they siilfered 20 years ago, we all know that is not-this is not
an answer, beclse we know it should I)e a whale of a lot better. And
those who are emlployed, many of them are working in jobs where
the income is plitifully inadequate, and they ought to have greater
opportunity.

Mr. GINz;MERo. Yes. Bit I really am somewhat syml)athetie to Pro-
fessor Siegel's emphasis.

Senator'IPiox.miR. I am, too. I think all of us have to be. We have
accomplished a whale of a lot in the last 10 years. I think all of us have
to recognize that. Congress has done far more than it has in the preced-
ing 90 years. But we still have a terrific ufift to go, anld there always
is a tendency to become slfflig and comlacpltent ourselves-and say "We
have (lone it, now we can get on to somintliibg else.

The fact is we passed some good civil rights legislation. We have
not put. the economic mitsle behind it.

For somebody living in a ghetto in Chicago, or New York, or any
of the other places now, life is not a great deal better now than it was
20 years ago, and perhal)s it, is a lot worse, because now they have
television and can see the kitid of lifelthiMthe people who do not live
in the ghetto live, and see it, all'the tune, c6nitiitly reminded of it.
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Sure their standard of expectation has gone ip. I think in this country
we can (to so niiich, (to a lot more than we are doing to make those
expect at ions more ineaningfUl.

M'. (INZI3,lER. in a certain sense you put too much muscle behind
housing. You iake it )osible for a lot of white people to g6 to the
sulIurlbs and becolne pure white. So in a certain sense it is the Congress
sul)Iort for housing, lower income and middle income housing that
hiuis really I think to a large extent, responsible.

Senator l3ox.1niE. We have had all FIHA program that redlined the
gliettos, refused tosisurehones in tie ghettos.

This brings me to the, point 1 wanted to ask )r. Thurow.
You talk about urban land reform. I think this is a most stimulatifig

and )rovoeative suggestion you have matde. We can take a greater look
at Opportunities here. I would like to point out that, the Senate has
just. passed a bill, sent, it to the House, and the House is in the process
of pass ng i- bill, to l)errhlit., nuffgl greater opportiiity for the poor to
owni thelr own holies. It goes dow'n to-tile subsIdizing At, an effective
level of I percent. It. permits people with incomes as low as $3,000 Atid
less for tle first tiie to refilistic lly have a chance to own their own
hine. I would like task youi-we still have a conference oi this bill-
I an sure thl iiOse and Senate will-disagree-I wold liket-o'ask you
what. we can (1o tofiiftioigive a greater opportaniiity for p ople" town
their own hom1tes. You lhafve sug gestedtflt.1tey cotlId it tleir housing
costs in half if 'they owned their homes, instead of reitfhgtfheni.

Afr. TilRow. I suppose there are two things. One, deirease tie
dowipayment that would be denfinffded. Presumably sich a systein
could be rui without any kind of a dowipaylelint. Just start mofnthly
payments. 'hat would be one-possibility. The other side of tle pr6blei
is niking homes available for sale. That is where urban h] d rforni
coMes in. Are you going to allow the prograwnto work privately or are.
you golig to increased lhe supply of homes for sale.

Senator Prox:Mnt:. One of the things we have is the Proxmire
I1ilielidnient which provides instead of i substantial 'ifiiber of hous-
ing unlits, iestilting fromtli"le urban-renewal and so forth,. being for
iow-ind lodeitelhiconie housing, that we-which has been construed
by 11171) to be 20 lerleent-utider mnyamiendient it is a llreipolide6rflt.
niuber which is going to b)e constl'i s 51 1)ercelit.

Mr. Tlilr'ow. In additioli to new hones, we should also be willing
to let. people buy hoines t-hey now have. They might not be good homes,
Inlt oiwnlng your own bad home is better than paying hilg 1rent, for a
lad hoie.

Senator PROXMIRE. The President.'s program provides that. of the 6
nlliloln hnies for low- and nioderate-licoine people, 2 million will be

rehabilitated units. So this will inll'thiey can fix 1ll) their own home.
Mr. Tiutow. It shilould be emphasized thrat we must look at-the il-

ce'iltives of the people who are involved. Land reform fits in with the
desi'es to own your own turf. I think it is very desirable from that
l)oiit, of view. Wie nust look at the incentive structure of the Negro.We talk about education. Every study shows educati6iis iot a good
investment for the Negro. He cannot expect. to get very nich out of it.
That brings us baek to the discrilifthation, or white racism. If you cal-
'lot 0t a job, it does lot make a difference what kind of edication
Youil nmve.
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Senator PRoxnRE. Let me ask about that very intriguing point you
made at the very end there. You were talking about the waste involved
in subsidizing employers to provide trainitig for pSersons with low in-
comes and so forth. And you were suggesting it would be much better
if they were subsidized for providing an increase in income. I do not
think you had a chance to explain clearly, really, how you would accom-
plish this. It sounds most interesting but also quite different.

Mr. TiIURow. The detailed proposal is in appendix A to the tes-
Sinony.

Senator PRoxmIRE. I noticed that.
Mr. TitUnow. The system would start by determining an individ-

uial's l)revious income friom the, Internal Revenue Service. If he did not
file an Internal Revenue form, you would assume his income was zero.
Thent the government wofildd )ay a subsidy to'the employer based upon
the individtrll's income as reported to the Int~finfil Revenue Service.
Just for example, I designed a concrete system' tlfftt has concrete num-
bers. Any n unbers can be put in. The system has a progressive subsidy.
The incentive for raisi ng soniebody from a zero income level to the $1,-
000 a year income level is a lot larger tafin the subsidy of raising them
from $3,000 to $4,000. Bitt in this way, I think you can create an effi-
cient market to train people. You are not tied intoptIuticular methods.
It. is not a cost-i)lus procNvIent. procedure . The only auditing that
vould be necessary is to look at, the i flnAiiVx forms.

Senator PRox5M11P:. Has that been tried in any other country or
area? It. sounds intriguing. At the same tifie I can see some-

Mr. TituRow. I (to not know of any case where a system like this
has been tried.

Senator PROXMIRiE. It might be a good thing for OEO to try.
Mr. THUtow. What we want to enipliAsize is increasing incomes.

I think thtt is where we should look on whether progress is made or
not made. If you look at: the income statistics, they show progress is not
being made in terms of equalizing Negroes and whites. Blacks are
not catchingui" with whites in terms of their income.

Senator 1)R0Xo.M1RE. There are so mfiany forces in the economy that
tend to do this, and do thisatftlficially, and do this out of relationship
to productivity. I am talking of construction unions, which pitt at-
tractive preiffiifilh on the employer paying more--he is closed down
and put, out, of business, if he does not give--some of the latest. increases
I think have been 15, 20, 30 percent a year in some construction trades.
Now, you are talking about something else. You are talking about a
much lower income being raised up, to a living wage. At the same'time
there is this problem of developing artifleial, addit linMl artificial forces
that mean that, people are going to be paid without relationship to
their productivity.

Mr. Tnvnow. That is certainly trite. You might have a plumber who
goes through a very long apprenticeship period which is coni pletely
irrelevant to being a plumber. le learns to pit together a lot of joints
that modern plumbers never put together.

But what you want to do is to have Negroes advance at least the
minimum rate which institutions-permit whites to advance. Currently,
there are a lot, of adverse instituti6fitl factors that limit whites' ad-
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vancement, but Negroes are not up against those institutional limits.
'rhey are way behind them.

Senator POxMIIRE. Well, there are a series of other questions. The
hour is late. I apologize. I have taken a long, long time. But I would
like to ask each of you gentlemen to answer these questions when you
get. a chance to correct. your remarks. You will each have one to three
questions additio-ifl, and you can answer them in any way you see.

We will see that they are given to you, so that you have a chance to
(1o so.

(The questions to be answered by Professor Thiurow are as follows:)
Question No. 1: If income redistribution is to be accompished

through the job m"Ia'ket, rather than through income triifers, you
point out that there will still need to be some sacrifices in other eco-
nomic goals. WoUld you elaborate on these sacrifices? I presume thMt
the sacrifices necessary for retrailing might have a short payoff
period'?

(The answer finished by Professor Thurow follows:)
In the short-run resources might be invested In Individuals who could not make

a major contribution to Increased output. If these resources were taken from
other projects with higher payouts, the aggregate rate of growth might fall.
Breaking down Institutional barriers to empl6ymeht might require excess demand
for labor. Employers may refuse to hire Negroes for good jobs as long as there
are other potential employees. If this were the case, the economy might have to
tolerate more Inflation to Increase Negro employment opportunities. To main-
tai full employment, we might have to tolerate larger deficits In our balance of
payments or sacrifice our current exchange rate.

Question No. 2: You"point, out that excess demand for labor has the
effect of redistributing income. This seems clear for the short, run;
but, in the long rt, might, not inflaiti fredistribute income away from
the poor if such policy werepursued?

(The answer ffuiished by Professor Thtrow follows:)
The poor are generally not those who suffer from Inflation. They are not on

fixed Incomes, but must earn a living in the labor market. Thus their gains from
Increased job opportiffiltles produced by Inflation more than offset their losses
from Inflation. They have no monetary assets that might decline in value. The
only exception Is the aged poor. For them there Is an easy solution to the prob-
lem of Inflation. Society Security payments can be raised to offset the Impacts of
inflation on their standard of living. Empirically the poor do not fall behind In
inflationary periods.

Question No. 3: What, would be some of the difficulties in imple-
menting your proposal of grants or tax credits to firms for raising the
income of the poor? For example, it may be that firms would promote
the poor at the expense of the near poor.

(The answer furnished by Professor Thurow follows:)
The progressivity of the subsidy system determines whether firms would con-

centrate on the very poor or those near the upper Income limit. The more progres-
sive the system, the more encouragement to concentrate on the very poor. Pro.
gressivity could be designed to encourage any degree of concentration desired. A
progressive Incentive system also means there Is very little Incentive to hire those
right below the upper Income limit at the expense of those right above the upper
income linit. Very little subsidy can be gotten by doing this. If a progressive
subsidy plan Is not used, the cut off problem is extremely serious.

The major problem Is ignorance as to how many firms would participate and
how many Individuals they would aid. The subsidy would have to be varied by
trial and error until a subsidy was found that would engender the desired re
sponse. I simply do not know whether $5,000 Is too high or too low.

06-292 0-68-12
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Question No. 4: How do you think the Government should proceed
in meeting the eniployineht problem in the cities? Should we try private
industry first 1 Siould we beef up up our manpower training right
away? Should we start to create Government einployinnet on a inas-sive basis?

(Trhe answer furnished by Professor Thurow follows:)
I refuse to accept the Implied distinction between public and private employ-

iwnt. Both public and private agencies need to upgrade Negroes and provide them
with good Jobs with a future. Government subsidies should be given to both
private Industry and public agencies, but the subsidies should be paid for results-
lnreases in Income. If tils loes rnot bring a quick response, the only alternative
will be to shift to niassive government employment programs.

(Tie questiolis to be answered by Dr. Colin are as follows:)
Question No. 1: You point out that some of the outlays for the

employment policies recomnided by the Commission would "repre-
sent in part an addition to the GNP by use of otherwise idle re-
sources 1 * * and in pitt a shift of resources from uses they otherwise
would have." I think that it is extremely important to estimate quhn-
titatively how iiijl ortalit each of these sources would be.

('[lie answer fui'ilished by I)r. Coli follows :)
Answer: It might be useful, at least conceptually, to distinguish three kinds

of relationships between the outlays which would be Made under the programs
recommended by the Coinlissilon and the anticipated Increase In GNP.

(A) There Is, first, the mobilization of previously Idle resources. These con.
sist, as far as employment. Is concerned, of those unemployed and underemployed.
They have been running at about 4% of the labor force, or somewhat above 3
million (including the full-time equivalent of the underemployed). Recognizing
that the Kerner Commission Report recommendations are so designed that they
attempt to give employment opportunities to the hard-core unemployed and
underemployed, it might be assumed that as a result of these programs 1 million
man-years would be utilized which otherwise might not be. While presently
the ratio of the man-year employment to GNP amOunts to roughly $11,000 per
man-year, perhaps less than one-half of this ratio could he assumed for man-
lpwer engaged in these special programs. Tils would mean that about $5 bil-
lion may be added to the OP (in real terms) over and above what It would
be without these programs.

(B) One could compute the increase there would be in social programs or
programs for the benefit of tihe poor if there were allocated to these programs
the same percentage of future Increases in GNP as they obtained In the past.
In other words, here we ask by what amount these ijrograms would Increase If
their share in the GNP remained constant. For this computation we would
exclude the Increase In ONI' due to the extraordinary mobilization of otherwise
idle resources discussed under (A). An Increase of about $7 billion per year In
social programs would keep the percentage of GXP devoted to these programs
constant.

(C) Every Increase in social programs beyond the $5 and $7 billion flgtires
would require some change hi the relhtilveilloeation of resources. Even If these
figures are only regarded as a very rough Indication of orders of magnitude, It Is
clear that a program Which involves $40 billion per year In additional government
expenditures and related private outlays Woild require a substantial reallocation
of resources. The slowed-down version mentioned In my prepared statement.
which amounts to $15 billion additional ONP in government expenditures and
related private outlays for these purposes, would probably involve a small
increase in the proportion of GNP devoted to these purposes.

Speaking only of the estimated government expenditures, for which a little
better Information for the base year is available, It Is estimated in Table 1 of
my prepared statement that government (Federal, State and local) expenditfires
for social programs amounted to 13.1% of GNP In the year 1968-07. We do not
have available estimates of the social program eXpenditures of State and local
governmentsin the fiscal years 1967-68 and 1968-69. Therefore, we do not have
a good basis for estimating expenditures for all public social programs as a
percentage of GNP for these fiscal years. It may, however, be a reasonable
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assumption that expenditures for social programs without implementation of
the Kerner Commission Report would grow in proportion to the ONP, that is.
remain at 13.1%. It then follows that with full Implementation of the Kerner
Commission Report the percentage would increase to 15.0%, and with the slowed-
down version to 13.80/ of a GNP projected to 1968-9.

Question No. 2: In table 2, column 4, regarding the average cost of
the Commission's employment recoMMThfndAtIon (assuming a longer
time period for implementation), how much would be accomplished
in the 2 years in terms of jobs and trifltfig?

(The answer furnished by Dr. Cohn follows:)
Answer: As far as an answer to this question can be given, It is provided In

Table 3, Column 2, of my prepared statement. (See. p. 116.)
Question No. 3: In analyzing the increments to GNP that can be

expected from carrying out the Kerner Commission recomnondations,
you don't say mulh ab'6ut inflation. Isn't this a very realistic danger?

(The answer furnished by Dr. Colm follows:)
Answer: I think the conclusion can be drawn from my prepared statement and

my answer to Question No. 1 that if the recommendations of the Kerner Com-
mission were adopted in full and with the time objectives stated or implied In
the Report, there would have to be either a very'drastle Increase In taxes (at leastdouble the presently considered surcharge) or a substantially inflationary price
rise would appear inevitAble. With a slowed-down version, I believe a substantial
inflationary price rise would be avoided under the following assumptions:

(a) that.the military phase of the war in Vietnam would be de-escalated
or terminated during 1969;

(b) that the increase In non-defense expenditures for Southeast Asia orthe Increase In defense expenditures not related to Vietnam Would not fully
compensate for the reduction ° In military expenditures for Vietnam; -

(o) that the surcharge would be continued for a year or two beyond the
date of reduction In defense expenditures;

(d) that the Government would adopt a more effective method for dealing
with price and wage developments.

If the war in Vietnam should continue or even be Intensifled, I believe tbrt
even the slowed.down version of the Kerner Commission recommendations would
lead to some further inflationary price rise, unless an additional tax Increase
(over and above the considered surcharge) were adopted.

If none of the Kerner Comntdssion Report recommendations should be adopted
but the pending proposal for both tax Increase and spending cut be fully Inple-mented (without further rise in military expenditures for Vietnam) I expect
some slow-down In the rate growth and some rise in unemployment In 1969-
possibly with continued temporary upward pressure on prices because unionnegotiators would still demand wage rate Increases to compensate for price
rise in the past.

In pointing to the possible inflationary consequences of pursuing the recom-mendations of the Kerner Commission Report (even in the slowed.down version)
I do not suggest that this necessarily leads to the conclusion that no increase in
these programs is possible. The relative urgency of various conflicting goals has
to be considered. In my prepared statement I say that when survival is at stakea temporary price rise may be accepted as the price we have to pay for in-adequate tax policy. But, we have to recognize what policies concerning the In-
ternational balance of payments would have ' to be adopted as a consequence of a
price rise in the United States which Is not In line with price and cost develop-
ments In countries with which we are in competition.

Question No. 4: Is there any way of assessing what the per capital
loss in efficieIcy might be in the case of the newly employed under an
.expanded program? It woUld appear"1nevitabl"' hf tth6 costs of tian-
ing. would go.ip sharply, whereas the output might be reduced for
an mitial period so thlat- the trdlitiontl cost-income ratio prevailing
in a partictllftfiiWidutry or enterprise mlght, notbe pertinent.

(The answer frnihed by Dr. Colim follows:)
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Answer: In the first year productivity per man.hour for peol)le formerly among
the underemployed or hard-core unemployed might be only nbout one-half of
normal lrodulctivity. This Is partly because of their edu(atlonl ani other (de-
flclencles and partly because half of them wouli be employed by the 'overnment
on public service jobs on which productivity Is lower than in the total economy.
The cost of hiring and training each new worker Is esthated at 3,5-00-or
about "3,100 niore than wouhl be required to hire and train an ordinary factory
worker.

('Fhe questions to be answered by Dr. Siegel follow:)
Question Ne. 1 : Oil page 23 of your statement, you write that "the

(ommission fails to estimate the a nhunl ('ost of its proposals and to
present. alternative bulgets that also accomilodiote other major na-
I ional purposes (including, say, price restraint)." l)on't you thik that
those are tasks for such organizations as the Upjohn instlt*Ate, NPA,
and the Joint. Economic. Committee, rather than the Commission in
its report completed minder pressing const! rints?

(The answer furnished by Dr. Siegel follows:)
Part III of the Kerner Report has the title "What Can Be Done?" and Chapter

17, contained therein, presents "Recommendations for National Action." The
quoted sentence and the succeeding one in my statement refer to an opportunity
that was nimlied (a) to render. "more concrete" the proposals ninde by the
Commission in Chapter 17 and (b) to facilitate "compromise and constructive
accommodation." The Commission, indeed, accomplished a remarkable aunouit
of work between the end of July 1907, when it was established, and March 1068,
when the commercial Version of its Report appeared; and, in this brief period,
the Commission necessarily had to rely heavily on completed and ongoing
economic research. As 1 point out later in my statement, the problem of designing
"aiteruititive~ t'ih lhnces '" could, nevertheless, "have been commended to the
Council of Economic Advisers, to such non-governmental bodies as the National
Planning Association (which has a Center for Priority Analysis), and to
organizations malintalfilig econometric models." From Dr. Colm's testimony, I
was pleased to learn that National Planning Association has already been
addressing Itself to apprisnl, In monetary and manpower terms, of the Con-
mission's recommeidAltIons. NPA's existing capability to do so surely owes
something to contract support provIded by the U.S. Departinent of. Labor under
authority of the Manpower Developnent and Training Act.

Perhaps, as the state of estinating arts Improves (or as inhiitlons to make
lroJe-tions continue to dissolve), more research groups will engage not only In
the construction of alternative trial balances that are useful for compatible atil
comprehensive policy design but also in the quantification of the manpower
Iniplications of different policy mixes. The extensibility of this idea to the
implementation of the Employment Act Is obvious. The tihe may soon Ie right,
in other words, to Interpret Sections 3(a), 4(c). and 5(b) of the Act as
requiring the translation of anticipated or desired total public and private
,'jonom'l performance (lu*tiding the Administration's legislative program) into
coherent sets of financial and manpower accounts.

Question No. 2: I think all of you see a need for extensive public
employment to take up the niflpower slack. This poses an ler basic
problein. What (to we really mean by "job creation' On the one hand,
we know that there are sut)stantial" nuithl6r§ of vacancies. Why can't
these be filled fromii the ranks of the unemployed, in your opinion?
Now, on the other hand, it appears to me that many o tie jb~ .tlit
are going begging are very low paying, low prestige jobs which-the
unemployed (1o not want. How do we resolve thig question?

(The answer fuml.thed by Dr. Siegel follows:)
Concerning what "we really mean by 'Job creation,'" three things should Ix,

said:
1. "Job creation" Is definable In many ways, but the concept is functlonally

most significant when it allows for i process of mutual adaptation between (a)
the available individuals and (b) the work that potential employers (private
and public) want done. With regard to available Individunls, the adaptation
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process may entail eneultitration, motivation, basic education, job training, and
idequate supervision. With respect to the work to be done, the process may entail
tihe design of jobs having appropriate content or the provision of graded, artic-
ulated, Joh sequences to form career ladders. The adaptation process obviously
Involves costs, in o'ney and time; appropriate nreangements for sharing the
vost burden, however, often do hot exist, and the required time cannot always be
spared by needy Individuals or by would-be eiolIoyers.

2. Although our society is regarded as work-oriented, It never has devoted
Itself as zealously as It should to the creation of Jobs for those who want them
or ought to have them. Work Is Important not only for economic purposes
but also for political and social cohesion; accordingly, even If work generally
leconies less onerous, It remains necessary as a form of "social dues." Since
the disjunction of Income and work Is now being pressed, It becomes Increasingly
desirable for our society to consider establishing conditions for Beverldgefn
"full employment" as a more wholesome alternative. According to Beveridge,
Ime full-employment standard requires that there be "always more vacant Jobs
than unemployed men, not slightly fewer Jobs." These jobs should be "at fair
wages, of such a kind, and so located that the unemployed men can reasonably
be expected to take them."

3. As we continue to create Jobs In the private sector, we also need, in line with
the preceding paragraph, a more decisive assumption by government (at all
jurisdictional levels) of Its rightful role as employicr of first resort. Enough work,
already well described, remains to be done in the public sector to supply ameni.
tles, for a growing population and enhance the quality of living. It Is not suffi-
clent, however, to talk of the work to be done; this notion of unmet needs has
to be transformed iflto "Job creation," into active demand for workers. That is,
Jobs have to 1)e defined, titled, and translated Into slots actually to be filled. Funds
have to be provided-by additional taxatfon aid, perhaps, by a sharing of Federal
tax revenues with state and local Jurisdictions. If governent nts as employer
of first resort to satisfy unmet public needs, the created Jobs are likely to Imy
well enough, to carry prestige, to represent a full assortment of skill require-
ments, to provide career ladders, and to include opportunities for meanlngful
on-the-job training of the hard-core unemployed, of persons of varying degrees
of skill and education, and of teen-agers.

Concerning the coexistence of job vacancies and Joblessness (or only tenuous
amnd circumscribed attachnii'fit to the labor force), two observntilons are offered:

1. The number of vacant Jobs usually reported for a geographic area is smaller
than the number of unemployed persons-or of persons who should have Jobs,
whether or not they actually are in the labor force. (See, for example, New York
Times, May 6, 1968.) The problem is not simply one of qualitative mismatch.

2. Anomalies may be due not only to racial di-erlimination but'hlso to niunerous
other factors--e.g., age or sex discriminntion, union barriers, inadequiles of
skill and education (or even over-edueatlohi), self-image In light of past work
history, satisfaction with welfare or unemployment benefits, availability of
superior training options, draft status, language difficulty, unsure literacy,
health defects, motivation lack, exaggerated expectations, inconvenient Job loca-
tion, transportation cost (money and time), and unattractiveness of pay or
working conditions.

To reduce the gap between vacancies and Joblessness, we should, as a nation:
1. Move toward the Beveridge concept of full employment as the soundest

social alternative to a general Attenuation of the, link between work and income.
2. Maintain employment Incentives (as the Kerner Report proposes) in the

design of a ny Income-supplementation schemes.
3. Seek determined action by government (at all levels) as employer of first

resort.
4. Support existing government prgrpms (JOBS, CEP, CAMPS, Model Cities,

Neighborhood Youth Oorps, OIerat lon iivistream, New Oareers, MDITA training,
etc.) and private endeavors (e.g., those of the Urban Coalition anid the National
Alliance of Buslnessmen) that seeks to Improve the employability and employ-
ment of racial minorities and that Indoctrinate younger slum dwellers in the
values of work; and expand or develop such manpower programs in directions
indicated In-the Kerner lReport.

5. Improve work prospects of teen-agers through better counseling and guld-
nnce services In the schools and als, perhaps, through establishment of a
"youth wage" lelow the statutory iililithm.

6. mtanolia.rkle the cuiltrlI adntation and greater functional literacy of dis-
advantaged children, as well as the general elevation of their educational
littainment.
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Question No. 3: What, in your opinion, is tho pract iem iniiumu
1une0i1ployiientf. igilre thiat. %o c'an use as it target. under' the Riploy-
niett. Adt?

('1th answer furnished bky IDr. Siegel follows:)
Iit my stutemout.i I referrmI to .3 pore'nt of thep eltilion laor force (iibout 21.:

miillion ju'rsoiim) as4 thep iipllt unemployment target for a sot'lety siteli am ours.
This ligurt' maly 114' Itioarnticaliy low Ii view of (it) tin' 1lt0h'iilty of Ifilntnifiliig
rt'asoiiile prltv- -statlillity im iiolve fiscal afi monietary liolicy puslii um-iniploy-
iInt dlowi toward *t iK'rtv't [it reent years;: andi (1)) strutumral 4limiges relatid
to the Iiiere fit flit" imIIIIher (if young persons. fit- gr'-tter ia rtelpixiti of
women lin I h(- labor force., antd rurimiirban mi1grltiln. Oil I hi' ofie~r 1110id, thlipmnfle
inetid4 Ilk flit, hor-market jwrforiminee of racil toilnorite find iuilteungirs its
fte result of -41mvillh' manplower polleles would help u-A to move toward :1 pt-rt'c'it.
'I'liv imeniployjueht rttte for married itien. largely comprisingg exIperliIiv
workers, hams rale'i to about 1.5 percent ; mid thits low lgure offers hopel. Finally,
we ay bep able to limprovpip he thlllpq curve bsy two .h'vices I luentionoti lin my
Statement a 1) tit', itrodet filn of wage-4eferinent bmls atnd (h) 4ynidical
an lngemi'nts with linhor mild unatagemnent to Ilmit Ivage and p)rice- Itterease4 tin
vonsilerat ion of flt,, greater mtablilty of epllil~it 1111dl Illnei iii iiillble
through balance-d government. polityr. 0I have to fld Iint, whati'ver the lntionil
IIInell)ployment raft, W,-k eanot afford to be complacentl If [heo ini'denes'1. Is igh
for any frat ion of the( labor force fileitille~ by race sex, age., or oeat Ion.)

It may bei use~ftl to loo4k tit Ilie lt',tl~boytlit'uut rate of :1 j'rt-ent a fndt Its4 ahmhinti
etquivalenit lit another way. Th'le nuudk'r (it ixrso'ns currently mrepivel ast 1imm
ployed (Peasonailly unadjusted) Is itctually not. much above my figure of 2.3 il.
liom. Thle challenge Inny aeo'orditgly lit' retAnted as one of maiitdning ximueliug
Ilike our iltely reallm.ed low namonmil unomuploylletot level while, regaliltg porice
stabillIty. Thus restanted, the( challenge inay sound lesms insuporable.

S The question- to hoi answered byi D)r. 0IiulZberg follows:)
Quest tol No. 1: T1hero is it de-ep (11ifereiitle, noiPprelyi, bet weell

ttho~so who'Imifinthud WI' ui t1- (leerili e fni p'' h o'if je andii tose who
(121111 fin we have to pl'wvide'jobs in fiecili es.11What is Your opillioln
is to hloW wo ('1111 i'esol 't' I his baie~5t i emoiii ?

(11wui allwer'I ftie1lishedbvy Dr. Iiulzherg follows:)
We' 11111t do4 both. People uuust. Wivte ft-e oppoirtity to get out of Ite ghietto.

I lotusig for Ne'grcuiu i st ls'- opened. Yeut immy Ix-opliv -lI~xir 1llet ilud ml stlt' 11
Si oi-vh toulanie to IlveIll in ghttto fr at long tutu'. (Imndlt ions tIn the
9111i1t to 11) 4 muthliuprve e11M 1VenI Whlile Wanly leaVeI.

I do not think that t ryimig to lim-ate Indmooutry lin tlit, ghtt o will eoimIII' to Much.
l,1111 1il Is sIpl too) sca-rce, too costly, anduultoo Ill-sulto'd for Idsra uls~
Yet, it modest eflort tin this oliretion may make sense as oute way of Iteasifying
fil, hetmipo of t he ghett.Io collmmitly. I 1-a is favor lol ling upproprhimte, luabil
hliillulgs lit the ghetto mileh lit large 8tato' otliles, hoit uls, t'oiiuilty
t'ollo'ges, ot t'eiera.

Attentionl 111.0t h it oo, fo mse flm, ioff improveil tranispiortt ion. Most ghetto rt;-
dents will lie forced to Mlil jobs ontsho lie ghetto bill1 they 111118 bec able to get
to tCuem reamonitholy quickly and 'ht'aly. My lirlouri lls aire: linprvt'd1 I ramsplottii-
I ion : 0o)(111 houig Ill tflit-- subliris : fuind plant hocal ton li tuu near thie ghi't to.
(hir nma~n lumiu l: ( prcsiul lg) . ()(1t11110l161l, 1 m-i1t11 to 111111k You

v'ery' very muchol for it 1110s. stimulatin1g anmd 11elp-1 (l hen r-llg. It. hasg
teell imst. interesting. We hut I'e golt lulots or IIw fl lif il'rmil idells,

and it i11114,11 blfet' tll1(hers-tatdiung of' hkow comtplex aini difflieilt thigh
priobleml~ is. At. fip 811 am 111 1 1lt do) 110)1 11ink it luIII, dlimiishedl 0111

(lI't'l'llilitI ~lwo (10ih eII11 to hlp~j SoIv(' fll' pleml~ . Than11k you
V11Vr 111110. T1hue conlhlf lev w-il-011,1 istmi t lieneings iil his room tolu1or-
rOW 1116o% tig At 10 o'elvok.

(Whmereu)oli at. 12 :*40 l. 1 hoe Ilullll fme was rt'(esvd(, to retionvenie
at. 10 011. We IlleSl113', 04J I 5C 1968.)



E~MPLOYMENT ANDI MANPOWERI PROBLEMS IN THE
CITIES : IMPLICATIONS OF THE REPORT 'OF THE
NATIONAL, ADVISORY COMMISSION ON CIVIL~
1) 1 S01 IS

WEDNESDAY, JUNE bp 1008

(CON Olus V88 O'Ii: I .U Nirrl) Siwrrs,
,J 01 NT E('ONOM It' OI A ( '-ru.

'lhe .Joint. 4fl'XoilicCo('onimittee mfot, j)ul'ifl alt. to- recess at 1O a im.,
in room 1202) New' Seiuito Office Building, lion. Willim;*. Proxinire
(chairman df the Joint. Evonloinlit' ('muml(tee) IersidllM

I'reent. Senators lProxil&'- and .1orlahl ; aind tepi.Reson lit W~e
H ~tis.fel.

Also ))leme : 4T111It . St41ark, exeeiit ve. director; mAid D0IMon4hi- C.
F'reehttling, minlority tmit.

CI~h'iwn~noM~t:.'The' comitteo w~ill come to order. I under-
stndthitMr SItia i. on to w lil hts beeti detainied lsewhere.

'IhiS morn-1ilig WeV beginl' t folurt i ily of hearhfgst on101 temnphoy-
men01t 11 Iland ipnoer 11.peetvs of the I~erner (Commnission Report. Thle
jmnel10 for boday is foviusinig oil emlployment.U oppoi'tuitndtltIWk j
developlnlent. Thle Cominlssion cites n import-ant goal large-scale
deo'elopinu'nt, new%% jobs inl thil, public and privilte "Wetom. Wve mvr eon1-
'ernied witill hfow tlhs go-A'ail ~~liatiftiized as,. well as' the potofltl1l4,

(liflniul it's, bol~it-1s, and~ Co05(.
Aks was smated vesterdhitv, tile fimidanwpliil quetionl before us. is

whIat. mnethiods are best slledl inl terms of off~iectiee and genl'A
eoloimmi hyi~lt. -fil*,~ mitetig un111eloymenl~ wt. a111nd lripo'nh
to i miimi.

TIodlay's pil will look at. this question i oehtdfo~i.nr
s1)vl'tivl'e by rkidiltig 11 closeuJ) ait. smile of the plibhie and private
efforts of elm lovin g and rtnlning-t-he hardcore. on the, paknel are ex-
perts in the feld ofluisineis, academia, and community orgh~hizttidim

rte iits whto are present. at. thle miomet-and~ as say4 Mr. Saltz-
man will ho hore-are Mr. Beorkeley 0. Burrohl, president, of the Na-
ional Bti1ihess League, fr,. Garth, L. Mangium, coclirector, Center for

Man-Power Policy $Sudles at. George Washington Univoroitys
We" expect Mr. '811ltzanh. And we l-( till 1 ~l*IIAw IA't)1l

It. Sullivan, thle ehtIiuwidf Itlip Ol))maldty it dustiAl Ceniter ill
Ilhladeiflhla will be able tojimke lt.

Mr i. Ihit rrel, you maty begins. Veory lutppy to hanve you.
(170)
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STATEMENT OF BERKELEY G. BURRELL, PRESIDENT OF THE
NATIONAL BUSINESS LEAGUE

If"r. BrrUnnma,. Thank you very much, Senator.
First Of all, it is a sad dlay. Vy testimony won't be quite as fiery as I

thought. it would be. . "

I am )leased to be here this mflkn. The Natioal Business League
offieens alld our members a rod the Nat ion join me in assuring the
('onmuittee of our ap reeiation for lhis oppotility to place on tile
record our views wit i respect to employment and manpower in our
cities. certainlyy there ,; no more conipellmg and urgent problem con-fronting this Nation today than the matter of gain Mllv employing
the energy and latent taleilt of the thousands of indigent Americans
"io occupy 011o central cities. Yet, as we sit here this morning, the
stark fact is that tiis Nation is not tooling up to (to any such thing.
Neither government nor imih'ite efit~F1)rise, individual citizen nor or-
ganized group is this morning willing to take the wrenclhig steps
necessary to amlioate the existing inequities.

What. we are experinemg to lay is a frenzied futile exercise de-
signed to present a facade of change witiot changing anvthing. We
are engaged in a fatc glue of creating eOunittees to create jobs and
deluding ourselves ift'o lilkinf that we are accomnplishing something
by tossing arounldall nn11n1, of figures that are sul)posedly represellta-
tive of new-found jobs for the deprived. The currently fashl fifble bit
of chieiiaery is the. "ghetto plant." idea. Every major executive in tile
Nation who wants to be identified withilthe 'in t," has a task force
wvorking on proposals, is exafililhig several alternatives, is main'tain-
lug dialog with tile indiliyius populattisn, or is ill some manner or
other giving serious collsdo1ielt1t CoIll cliig a plant in thle ghetto..

Yet as the long, hot summer buns intoits ashes of bitter despair,
the activity will accelerate, the job supply will remAin conlstabt or will
shrink, ani the growing hatred of black'and white for eacl other willintensify..

The tragic fact is that this Nation remains Onlithe think of disaster.
and most. of its stubborn, proud majority l)ollAtihilwiwhieh h-, pepMs
to be white-has no intentionof yieldinlg to tile legitM*06-deniflids of
a long-suffering, depri vf7d minhfdty l)OPtlace. But it need not be that
way; tile large-scale. deVeloI)ment of jobs in our urban centers is a
pragmatic )ossibility. Given the will anti adequate resources, the gross
national product can be expanded as we provide enriche&dcpportY1Ities
for our able-bodied citizenry to become producing coinlinonents of our
society. There are two ways that expanded employment can be pro-
Vided.

One is to htve big corporations provide. "'Instant" jobs in plants cast
down in the heart of the central city. Such a course of acti.i however
admirable, will never be a cardinal fffTetioiVlpart of tile parhit com-
pany's profitmaking activities. SUCh plains will always be expendnlIle
stepchildren mteh like the old auxiliary unions created duing World
War IT to absorb minority workers-that. can be readily adanicned at
the slightest economic downturn or withdrawal of Government sup-
port. payments. They are a kind of a cortifthiftit"of -1the old mid-
Victorian concept of the "white man's burden."
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What. is worse, tle populati-on that is projected as the tti te bene-
liciaries of this condescending involvement may feel the same smould-
ering emotion that it. has harbored for more than a century: cold,
bitter distrust of their benefactors.

The other method of developing the needed job supply is through
the growth -and developments of interracial business enterprises owned
and operated by a meaningful joint venthire with'tho indigenous popti-
lation. And w; submit to you that. not only is the establishment. of
such entrepreneurial activities a better method for addressing the
i)roblem of providing employment, but we firmly believe that there is
no other method that can remotely compare witi such efforts in terms
of gross benefits to our society. And we are talking about measurable
economic benefits as well as ancillary social improvement.

The evidence is all around us. This is a dollar society, a business
world, a profftmaking culture that places the highest premlum on
success in the busiiiess of profltmaking. Every man in this country is
measured by his peers on the basis of- his relative economic success.

The news vendors on the street corners are respected and looked tip
to by their peers because they are in business for themselves. The cap-
tains of industry, the high and the ity of the world Vof business
enjoy the greatest. degree of admiration, inaeed, adulation, as a result.
of 'their profl('iItkIng skill.

All along the path from the corner news vendor t61th-eitop corporate
executive, each and every businessman is revered by the smiull sample
population tlfat knows him pv'iffarily because lie is in business. Every
strata of our society ,holds the business functionary in great high re-
gard and accords him an inordinAte atnount of =t.

In the light of these facts it would seemthat Vl lementary com-
mnonsense would be required to point. utthe need for an entrepreneurial
elasN- of indigenous citizens. Not only has'This Nattion hot. seen the need
hut it. is resisting all efforts to poinft.it in that logial dittion. The
deternuned effort, with very few exceptions, points in the direction of
corporate lnntft1shIp, 'not interracial partnership.

There seems to be a kind of steel net. cast over us that. galvanfizes
and magnetizes us into 6uedlrectt6if atd one direction only. And-tfht
direction is the principle of black men working for white men, not
with them. And that pattrn lerds to-further chaos.

And I have said it before and I repeat it here and now, you do not
need any particular degree of extrasensory perception to 1)redlt-that
the residue of this hated plantocracy will be destroyed by this gen-
eration of angry black youth who are determined to assert themselves
as men.

These strong, proud young people are not directly bent on destroy-
ing our Nation but-they are hellbound to establish heir own identity,
to master their own destiny, and to tuake those same positive ciitrm -
butions-to our society for ihieh white men have seen their names efl-
blazoned in this history book. Unfortunately unless access to power
in the business system is provided for them, they will, indirectly de-
stroy whatever they can of it, until it is opened totem 'or urltll 'they
are suppressed into concentration ciips.

In place of this downward dehumsizing spiral we suggest the com-
mittee rearrange its thinking, to the extent of redefinng both the
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Kerner report's assumptions and even the assumptions of the joint.
committee as it operates under the assumptions of tile Employnenl
Act of 1946.. The fact is that. ill 1968 merely a "useful job" is not enough to "fully
utilize the hmAin resources" we are talking about. The conllhtteeo niust
accelerate its redefinition of filblio policy about employmentnt" to mean
"employinent in upwardly mobile eanees.s" and employmentt, as )oten-
I jail managers il busilnes'ss that provide access to a stake in the capital
accumulation system." That. is where the action is in American society
and unless the black man-obtfins the opportunity to qualify there, tin-
less he obtains access to the wherewithals to compete in business et
vetra, not just equal job oppoifififty but. access to equal p)artiHipatd0ion
in husifless, we will still he imposing on black men tile subtle steel net
of slavery, an advanced form 'of it to be sure, but one which he is still
biul the instrument ill I he hands of an-other atid 'uiot "his own man."

'T'o ho quite specific, one of the first priorities to be rearranged in
the Federal Establishment after the committee develops its thinking
as suggested above, is to fund an exl)erltiental elitrepreneursehool for
tlhe explicit purpose of developing effective en trl)reneurial education
)rograms. 'today entrepreneur education for the disadva t.ged is

scandalously neglected bothby Federal agencies and public and private
educational inst lH6ns.
The best study of what is done is a careful self-indictment checked

out. by the agencies themselves entitled "T1tIlizing the Vocational Edit-
cation Act. and the Manpower l)evelo'pment and Trainlbng Act To
Train Small Business Entrepreneurs." (It is a report by the Labor Do-
partment to House Subcofl2hilttee No. 5, chaired by Congressman John
Kluezynski, dated November 1967).

It reveals, gentlemen, that eirepr neil tifihlg fllls between and
among five agencies' stools and has zero priority at All of them. Neither
Commerce; OEO, SBA; HEW, or Labor has nnything worth ietiltimi-
ing. Outr texI)erieice confirms the evidee of the. report. We know, be-
cause we are doing what they do not do and some of them actually call
upon our small capability for help. We suggest that a consortium 'f
tile agencies be created to address tile public policy vacuuhi now exist-
ing in thiS hrea aud tHit his be amade lhlgh pl'iority.

We feel that an entrepreneur school could compete quite favorably
with Job Corps programs and emh)loyffint p gramss with respect to
cost. effectiveness, and we would be happy to take a part of the respon-
sibility to-develop such a training program. We remind the committee
that only a reallocation of j|'Ioi'Ities ow the Hill can make the agencies
start. to pay attention, but even after We have achieved this there must
be a firm comnmit meant on the li)art of the executive braiIh of Govern-
menet.

These prioritie1Yrt1-tlw; flffily imbedded in the mind of the Btlrea'u
of Budget, us it has tile power to disconrage, at the suggestion of the
President, the intention of congressional legishdtifit. Unless there is a
willingness on tile part of the admniniMMti'ttiM to encourage urban
tranquili y, this voehile will also betwaited. .

Secondly at a higher level, beyond entry point, into the free enter-
l)1',_o system. .N *|,1s approach is plarlnerslhdf n pt l)laIitAtinSlli .

When the 9f, refers to l)natners.hlIp intliu of planIOlIftllp, we
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seek to join the experience, capital and expertise of the successful
majority business community with the struggling minority "lusines"community ill all interraeial effort to forge a new economic society.

We do not want the imag e of whites always controlling jobs "and
money, rather we want to establish a new class of owners, managers
and proprietors who will act. as catalyst for the fiinds of our very
young, and point thtnw toward the excited enrichment of careers in the
world of businem. In the process, we will create jobs that do not cur-
rently exist which should cut down the resistance to sharing now
prevalent in many areas of the mhjo1lt' community.,

We seek to forge a greater balance of power by joining multiracial
talent in the vigorous pursuit of profits that ,will yield a sense of worth,
of dignity, of lisitive value as we exIand job opportunities and create
e(ont)hlii v'ibitions that do not and cannot otherwise exist.

A new plant, in a ghetto is fine so long as the ghet"residents own at
least part Of it, manage most of it and exercise some degree of meaming-
fitl control over its ft atre.

Tie National Business League has chartered a course, of action for
our central cities that. can yield to oir Nation tl1e highest possible
Ienefits at, the lowest possible cost.. W call our program' Projct. Mfiyt-
stream. It involves-the rapid'revitalization of our cities by involvinfg
tle inner city residents in a dete rmi nition of their own destiny; we
would do this by creating a total new cultural environment within
the heart of the ghetto.

We have developed what w. call-n-drilm'Tottl. we would plore
in the heart of every ghetto-iwtir 50-odd e1fh)tbr cities. Withinllis
new core we would create: noew economideally strtitfled hlising, eniviroll-
mett, a new diversified shopping environment and a new govern-
mental services or eivic environment. )uring the process of physically
erecting the core, we would involve every element. in our moving
vibrant community. We would teit'Wdhe able bodiedin skills that are
marketable as they rebuild an ata they can identify as their own.
We wolild-ereate a elass of entrepreneurs by the merging of white
resources with lmhiority capability. We would maximize the benefits
of governmental social programs b y makinfgthem prodti'thve of Ifl Tn-
ingfull social benefits.

Perhaps the best. analogy of today's circumstances would be our
plight. on the most1ihig of December 7 1941. One dastardly act im-
mediately formed us into a committee Nation determined to right
a grave wrong. No matter how we got. here, we stand today as a
nation sorely bet with a massive internal problem, tOhliat is no less
grave thiAvthe attack on Pearl Harbor.

The fundamental difference between Pearl T-Wfhor and Watts, De-
troit, Newark or the Nlations' Capithli the nfttre of the: i"act. oi the
total soety. Whereas Pearl 'Harborthitedus as an 1nnhy aggrieved
people, the civil disorders have divided Its nid splintered blh our
resolve and our purpose. The polarizatlioithift has resulted neutthlizes
the kind of positivee action requisite to rapid advancement toward
urban tranquility.

In those days businesses were created ovrllht.. No -ne asked for
financial statements or collnteral, all tle Nftioni wanted was produe-
tivity. Government would fin'nee any technician who could produce.
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Government was willing to gamble that its citizens who sought to
produce would produce and were therefore worthy of financial sup-
pol.

The same kind of spirit is needed today. The hand up that is needed
in our area of influence should not be regarded as a handoit. It. is
wrong for Government to pressure industry to buld plants ill the
ghetto if the ghetto residents are not. going fo share in t ie operation,
ownership and control of these plants.

Look around us in this country today and observe the tiny, infinites-
imal number of black businesses that are involved in the Nation's
business. Simple proportional mathematics will tell us that there
should be ten times the number of succe sful minority businesses that
we have today. How else can the ghetto develop natural leadership
based on legitimite power?

But few and far between are those elements of our society that are
willing to believe that we have the training and the mental capability
to succeeed.

There is a near total lack of faith on the part of the majority popu-
lation is anyone who is not. white. White men weigh other white-men's
ideas on the basis of the merit of the concept; but they weigh black
men 's concepts on a scale seared by ai mistrust of color. 'le result is
an unequal balance of judgment that a great nation can ill afford.

I hope that these remarks are of some value to"the cni ittee and
that I might be able to elucidate further if there atre specific questions
that the committee-might wish to direct to'us.

Thank you very much.
Chairman PRoxMnE. Thahk you, Mr. Burrell, for a fine statement.
Mr. MangImI

STATEMENT OF GARTH L. MANGUM, CODIRECTOR OF THE CENTER
FOR MANPOWER POLICY STUDIES

Mr. MANOUM. Senator Proxmire, Senator Jordan, I appreciate this
opportunity. I am partilft'ly iiwpressed that this committee set up
as the watehtdog of the Efililoyment Act of 1946 implies by this
hearing that tile achievement of 31/2 percent unefiloyn0!t as a na-tional average is not all that is meant by the nroliise of "maximum
em )loyni6nt1 and "a job for everyone able and seeking to-work."

Chairman PRoxmaRE. I see your statement. is 19 pages. If you want
to skip any part, of it, the whole statement will be printed in the
record.

Mr. MA 1 uom. Thank you, Senator. I promise to skip a good bit
of it.

I would like to start, by referring directly to the employment recoi-.
mendations of the Civil Disorders Commission, which are six in
number:

Consolidating and concentrating employment efforts, opening the
existing job structure, creating a million'new jobs in the pblic sector
within 3 years, creating 1 Millthrknew jobs in the private sector withi
3 years, developing urban and rural poverty areas, and encouraging
business ownership in the ghetto.

I notice the absence of remedial basic educAtioh and traifihig for ex-
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isting jobs. I would like to make some comments on the potential in
that area as well.

"The Conufiission was rightly concerned by the problem of admihis-
tering the current manpower programs. The services available withinthem are rather extensive, not. in niffibers of slots, but in the types ofservices. But. they are fragmented and scattered among a large variety
of programs and agencies, so that it. is very difficult. to focus the avail-.able services on the needs of individuals. There is a tendency to run the
progranis for the good of the programs rather than to direct them tothe needs of particathr clients. There has been a lot of concern about
this problem in the last couple of years. There has been considerable
IHogreSS but, this still remains a very basic problem, and one which can)e cleared up ulti.hMtly only by the Conigress which structured 'the
series of programs in the fir-st place.

It. is interesting to note'that while the Commission, in looking at this
lproblkm of concentration and consolidation, and decrying tle factthere was such a variety of agencies and programs involved, still
iiraised the emergence of two new instrumentalities, and suggested
a tiird.

Looking at the existing programs, there are basically two types.
Those which provide basic education and skill training to P6tiare the
uenmlployed to.compete more effectively for existing jobs, and thosewhich provide income through work relief, Miisnamed as work experi-
ence.

The absence of any recommendation- to-expand thebasic editdtftli-
and skill training area may be a result of the focus on the hardcore
of the unemployed. There is an assuniption tht the hardcore unem-ployeqd are not motivated by the opportfii(ities to go throu--h a basiceducation and skill traiihgprogran, and then hunt a job thereaft r.It is tlto lfnt i6tivttion can be supplied best, by putting people di-
rectly on the payroll, and then having them receive the training after-
wards under the direction of theemployer.

Actually, there seems to be no a priori justification for the choiceof on-the-job as opposed to other kinds of training. In fact, it seemsthat there is considerable l)otential in each, and the tt'adeoffs betweenthem probably vary considerably by location and the particlar
situation.

I amn interested, however, to see that the Commission's report focusesvery heavily on recomimedations for eiiPloying the hard-core unem-
ployed, w1hle it itself describes its typical rioter as a young Negromale havig more education than his neighbors, and being already em-
ployed, but employed in a menial job.M'ow, if it is true that the frustrations festering in the ghettos aregenerated by the lack of oppoftM!h1ties to rise withIfthl, o-ftirge
from them, then it nay well be that these pressures can be cooled asmucht by offering opportunities to those just below the rfargin of suc-
cessful employability as it might be by trying th pick up people fromthe bottom ot tholad[der and bring them-up. Since we would assumetaking people from below the margin and lifting them above the mar-
gin would cost less per head, we may be making a tradeoff-of betweenfewer hard-core employed being served or a larger number of the less
hard-core.
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It is notable under the current situation that we do have facilities
for basic education and training which are not being fully utilized.
The skill centers which have been established under the Manpower De-
velopment and Training Act, for instance, which are mostly in the
inner city areas, do have a good record of enrolling ghetto residents.
Compared to other training programs outside the skIll centers, there is
a verv noticeable difference in the degree of minority group meniber-
ship,"lack of education, all the other criteria of the disadvitAged.
These facilities, which were established with Federal funds, are cur-
rently operating at. about half capacity (lue to the. lack of funds to
bring people into all the available training stations.

The enrollments in the instifilti-MIl trfilfi|g segment of our man-
power programs is falling. We have to recognize that any service we
provide costs money that cannot be used for Soie alternative. And the
very imjportat 0)portifhity costs of each of these two different ap-
proaches must be recognized.

I do not, think a great deal of coffible't on the very impoirtant area
of opening access to jobs is required. he. need to remove artifleciil
barriers. to jobs is something we are all vommittedlto, though we may
not. do an lwful lot about it..

There have been some interesting experiments, plartieulni'lly the
efforts of a group called the Workers l)efenme League in New York,
now spreading their activities into ,30 cities, where they work simul-
taneously with employers and young Negroes. lhev have worked
with the employer to try to get 'him to lower his hiring standAi'is-
those which were artificial tuid mirzilistie-while at. the same time
they have worked with the employees to help them to leap over these
barriers, in miany Cases merely tlaliing;tlhOi1vto succeed in tests. You
remember there was one veriy interesting vase in which a local union
became very disturbed because nearly too percent of all the young
People who had "one through tlids-prOgrtlh successfully plussed a test
that even high school giradites h1ad a great deal of lifliclity with.
these people wet iutoilhe courts to say there must inve been some
conspiracy and chicanery involved but they had to admire those who
were succesful.

I would like to spend time on theqtucstion of jobs in the public and
private sectors as recommended by the Commission.

Essentially there are two ipproaetcs to ereaiting jobs in the. pub-
lic sector for the hard core orthe disadvantaged. One is the new ca-
reers approach, fostered by the Feden-l 0overftium t in a program
first introduced by Congressman Schener, and bearing his name, in
which attempts are made to restructure jobs in the public vector in
professional actiiities, to provide subprofessional aides for all kinds
of professionals in health services, education, and -recretion. The
objective to build a. career ladder wh"Orepeople enter at. some level
within their existing etlpabilities, but hfpeftilly by esteildt ning jobs
will be able to move Ip into useful aid satisfing careers.

The experience in this program is as yet, very' slight. It. has actually
been underway for only a few months It is much too early to see
what will happen. One thing tht is notiecoblo Already is fLat this
program is selecting, or what is called "creaming," thuvwllftble groups
rather strictly. It appears at the momeht thathihis will turn out to
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be a very useful device for taking people with considerable potential,
but who have in the past not had tile oplportunity or not taken the
ol)l)oltunity for education, and now wvill have an opl)ort,011ty to
exercise that pote'fittdtlfty had all along. I would guess it is likely
to be a relatively small but important group.

The other method is that which now carries the name of the "Gov-
ernment, as employer of last resort.."

It. is interesting that this proposal has been endorsed by every m.ijor
national co ihission exploring any subject related to this area since
the National Commn1ission on Technology, Automation, and Economic
Pliogress first. made that proposal in early 1966.

I think it is important, however, to note, that the Automation
Commiission did not propose the Government as employer of last, resort
as a single panacea for taking care of the total problemi, but as one
of a kit of manp)ower tools that they thought would be necessary to
have a comprehensii'e program.

As that Commission viewed the situation, it thought that the first
ste) was to expand aggregate deimind-to the inaxitn'mthaft. wits pos-
sible withinn acceptable limits of price inCreases-that of course has
been done since the proposal was origin Ally made. But the next. stepwas to j)rov.ide rernedia| ed catiOn, trfifil"g, mobility assistance, im-
)roved labor market services, whatever other programs could be

lrovided to inr.ease th1eibtlity of theo'nomPloyed a -mderemployed
to compete for existing jobs. But then they said there will still be
some peolle left. over at acceptable levels of aggregate demands. If
we are really going to make the Employnient Act. of 1946 mean what
it says, we should iave a floor, a gortiantee underAll M ployment, and
that'would be the Government acting as employer of last resort.

They streced that even that. should-be accompanieAd by basic educa-
tion, by skill ti'aitlhig, by every other possible service, to make it
possible for that. t6 be a temporary resort for individual, even t.hoith
it would need to be permanent as to program, to allow people to
move up from that floor into a more satisfactory long-term
commitment.

Because any recommendation of this kind always brings the im-
mediate reaction, "that. sounds like the WPA," I have gone to the
trouble to dredge u) some data which go way back to the 1930's, to
show that this program does not deserve the reputation that it has
long carried ih this country. In fact., it. was probably ono of the highest.
return investmefits we ever made. The table appearing in my prepared
statement. (p. 193) poiits out. some of the Concrete public faIll Ities-tfat
were created by this program, to say nothing of nl1the -elrent services,
the art., the writers' projects, and all, in addition to the employ-
nient. It is possible to have a program of this sort, and-have it very
)roductive.

We have had some experience in recent years with the Neighborhood
Youth Corps, work ex)erienco and trainihlg program, and other pro-
grams which essentially are tile employer-0 -last-resort type programs.
But. one- thing Iiotlceably missing from th m in o fot.rast to thl experi-
ence of the 1930's is that. thoroehas been very little attention tothe
)roduetivity of thb workers involved. The purposehas been-tMprovide

income iafid some kind of useful activity fot' people. Bfitl'thire has been
little attempt. to assure that. they produced something worthwhile.
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For this reason, there has been relatively little work experience come
out of it. There hais also been relatively fif|e increase in public facili-
ties and public services.

Once getting rMIfIl fthis l)rollv of trying to assure produetiVity,
such a program is not a difficult one to adfi tiftr. The Neighborhood
Youth Corl)s provides the model. It is not a matter of the Fedrild
Government becoing the employer of last resort, but instead, provid-
ing funds to State and local governments, Federal agencies, and private
noel)rofit iustitiintios, saying to tht "If you will de bnstrate tous
your ability to iake produoeive use of this labor 'ald ip'ifbolde useful
work experience, accompanied by basic, education amd trliting 0J)o-
tunities, we will )ut. -iti) the money to Pay for the wages ol the-salaries
of these people."

This being d6he, there is no end to lho useful kind of work that is
available in the society to he done. I have spent some few pages point-
ing out, some of them.

Skip ping over to the current emphasis in the MiAMiMwer programs-
the subsidization of jobs for-tho disadvastectd thlpiiVMt setor-
this is very new. There has been no ex)erienco yet to evaluate. All one
can do is siipeulate a little bit abolt. som: 6-f the potvfitiftl gains and
some of the potential problemsthat ml glit occur.

The first limitation in coltrh-'t to tlhe public sector approach th-fat
one must note is that this is not an approach whilh is likely to create
jobs. It is likely to fave very little effect on the t6tftl'iithber of jobs
available. It is at device to ration jobs or reallocate jobs inthe direction
of the disadva6itagd. At its best it would say to employers, "Rather
than hire people who you might. otherwise have chosen to hire, who are
available to yoll we want you to hire )eople who we describe as dis-
advantaged or hard-core unemployed and we are willing to pay the dif-
ference between the produetivilty of those people and the wage. We
are willing to pay for whatever training and ethor services you have
to provide to make them useful employees, so that you will give your
jobs to these people." The implied mcial assumption is that as a result
l)eople who now-experience more than thoir share of the unemploy-
mert will get their share of jobs, and -other people will share some- of
the unemployment. We will spread the unemploylent and the low-
incomes somewhat more equitiily. There are some obvious problems.

One of the greatest. diffieilties will be, to assure that the people who
are hired are those who are more disadvantaged than the ones the em-
i)loyer would otherwise have hired. If we 'ust simply pay the employer
to hire one disadvantaged person rather thitn another, we have accom-
plished very little. But on the other hand if we pty him, and he hires
the disadvantaged rather than r the nondisatdvantaged, we have accom-
plisled something.

The other problemm wfll be to assure tht.t people stay hired, and that
this is not. just a ver-y temporary panacea. It. is already apparent even
with limited experience in these programs, that assuring that the
people hired are the disadvantage is a very difficult task.

Conceptually, we know there are some people out there who must. be
disadvantaged, and we call them hardcore unemployed. We have no
measure of disadvantage. We know from experience that there are
certain groups who experience more unemployment, more underem-
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ploylent, nore lowv incomes tli others. But we do not know that ily
particular indiv thlilnerits this-appellatini. .

We know, for instance, that disadvantage is concentrated among
Negroes, among those with low edfinft if ldfff some of the age groups.
But, We do not know that any particular Negro is disadvaitA l or
even that any particular young Negro high school droipltis disad-
vantuged. Tleiefore we d not. know thtat we. should pay the eiloyer
for taking on one rather tluw-on6thtor. Hbw this would work out agin
ilI lhe long rn1, only tie experience, of the next ear or two will tell
us. It. should he. pointed (Alt, however, that even'if the g,6's are mIt.
which currently are for 500,000 people over 31 years, it will hardlycratch the surface of the problem we are talkhin about.

If the 500,000 g4dl were, a point in time number, it would be a mean-
ingfinl colitlIltI-tll and five a. meaningfullllpact, it ti tlal'lv if it
were drawn from tie, ghtto tM6f tlhd count try. But. we have to ren'; ber
we are operating In a highly dynaltit labr 6*alfrket: in which Mi'6ghl
3 billion people entet, the labor tfo'c every year aid a couple of ill-
lion leave every year. There is a teop*Wdois IntuifOver. Oily 53 percent
of the lIAbor force works frill tifie, fill) year at best. If you take 500,000
peOplle over 81h years, whieh is a. little over 100,000 a year, even if com-
pletely sitecessfl, you may find you hfve lost tivcl of its impact in
1h1t tt lWtftfver.

Another thifi to!he kept. in f fl'lodti stalitly is the c6heept of op-
portunity cost. rht money we spend doing one thing callitf be spent
doing something else, andl it. is difficult, to know without some ex-
perience whieh Will, tun out to he the most effective-the new ap-
)Ir'och or some of tlk older ones.

And at final point to remember. Though we have to, by necessity,
act. on these programs and probleths from a Federal level, o a. na-
tional basis there is a tremendous difference among the employment
problenis of various comimuiities. There is a great deal of difference
in trying to solve tle problem that Mr. Salt.zman has in Detroit,
whih is a town of heavy industry, than in a situation like New York
City or Washington, .. , which are towns of predominant white-
coll r employment. There is a tremendous difference In smaller cities
in North Carolina, where you do not have the problems of tremendous
distances from the ghettos out to where the jobs are in the suburbs,
and where it is not very far from where the people live to where the
textile plant is.

In summary, then, it seems to me that there have been some very
useful recommendations made. I have not taken time to comment,
here on the problems that Mr. Burrell has already commented on,
although I do have some in the written testimony But I do want to
point out in summary that if one looks at, jobs and employment op-
portunities as an immediale solution to Avil "disorders, one is probably
wasting his time. But if one looks at employment opportunities and
job development as part of the process of creating a climate of op-
portunity within the inner city area, over time, so that the residents
there feel they have as much of a stake ill the larger society as those
of us who do not live under those circumstances, in the long run it
will make a very important contribution, both to civic peace and to
the welfare of the people involved.

Thank you.
001-202 0-68-13
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(The prepared statement of Mr. Mangtin for inclusion in the rec.
ord follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PROF. GARTH L. MANOUM'

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AND JOB DEVELOPMENT IN TIlE INNER CITY

In 1961 with unemployment at 6.7 percent, a crystal ball preview of this scene
would have been incomprehensible: the Joint Economic Committee of Congress,
established to further the goals of the Employment Act of 1046 Just as exercised
about unemployment at 3.5 percent, the lowest rate ever recorded in the absence
of wage and price controls. This event indicntes either ick of accomplish.
meant nor misplaced concern but Increasing sensitivity to human distress, growing
awareness of the geographical and demographic Imthology which can be hidden
beneath national averages and the rising expet4ation and Impatient of those left
out of general prosperity.

Other panels have enumerated the magnitude of current employment problems
with special attention to their concentration'lin center city slums. Suffice it to
say that the numbers are large with an Inadequate number of Jobs, lack of
preparation, and sometimes motivation for existing jobs and difficulty of access
for vocational and, to a lesser degree, discriminatory reasons as the basic prob.
lems. These being the difficulties, answers must be found [i remedial education
and training, bringing Jobs to people and/or people to jobs and expanding the
total supply of employment opportunities. There has been considerable expert.
ence with each and the Commission on Civil Disorders has recommended Im.
provement In some of these efforts along with some previously proposed but still
untried additions.

TIE SUPPLY OF EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

No dependable data exist as to the relationship between the number of people
seeking jobs and the number of Jobs seeking lople. Rough calculations based
on testimony before this committee suggest that Job vacancies, even in the
present prosperous climate, are less than half the number of unemployed, Ignor-
Ing problems of underemployment and nonpartlclpation in the labor force.

TABLE I.-ESTIMATEO JOB VACANCIES RELATED TO NONAGRICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT I

Annual fates (Labor force, 16 years of age and over)

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967

Nonagricultural unemployment (thou-
3,920 3,230 3,260 2.990 260 2,250 2,440

onat) .......................... ... 6.1 5.0 4.9 4.4 3.8 3.2 3.3

Estima ted Job vacancies (thousands) I 500 605 590 655 820 1,130 965
Estimated job vacancies as a proportio

of nonagriultural unemployment .13 .19 .18 .22 .31 .50 .40
Estimated job vacancy a rate and per.

cent ............................... .8 1.0 .9 1.0 1.2 1.6 1.4

I This table should be taken only as an Indication of general magnitudes and trends over time. Nonat cultural employ-
ment and unemployment are official Department of Labor statistics. Job vacancies are estimated from the results of an
April 1965 survey conducted by the Bureau of Employment Security and the Bureau of LaborStatistics in 14 cities, published
in U.S. Congress, House, Subcommittee on Economic Statistics of the Joint Economic Committee, "Hearings Job Vacancy
Statistics" 89th Con., 2d sess., 1966, p. 72. The number of lob vacancies was estimated by elevation oR the average
number of unfilled Job orders reported by the U.S. Employment Service for each year by a factor of 2.69. The factor was
derived from the relationship between job vacancies as measured by the April 196S survey and employment service
unfilled job orders In the cities at the time. Though the unfilled orders were less than ;I of the vacancies estimated by the
survey they were consistent In occupational distribution. The table assumes the relationships between unfilled orders
and ou vacancies are constant over time and that the national ratio is Identical to the total for the 14 cities for which
data are available. See Myron L Joseph. "Job Vacancy Measurement." "The Journal of Human Resources," fall, 1966.
59-80. for discussion of the limitations of lob vacancy concepts and data. Despite all these qualifications, it Is felt that a
general Indication of magnitudes and trends Is useful. The author Is, of course, completely responsible for the use made
of the data.

ISte 1.
a As a proportion of nonagricultural employment.

Garth L. Mangum is Research Professor of Economics and Co-Director of the Center
for Manpower Policy Studies, George Washington University, where he Is evalunting
Federal manpower programs under a grant from the Ford Foundation.
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CONTRIBUTIONS OF EXISTING PROGRAMS

The achievements and shortcomings of the various manpower programs have
been evaluated elsewhere.' Some have met with considerable success and others
have made little contribution. The numbers enrolled have been too insignificant
to have a measurable Impact on the total problem--currently perhaps one In ten
of those eligible. However, out of what are best viewed as a series of small scale
experiments, a variety of service functions have been Identified as being needed
In varying degrees by those finding it difficult to compete successfully for or gain
access to satisfactory Jobs:

(a) Outreach to seek the discouraged and undermotivated and encourage
them to partake of available services.

(b) Adult basic education, to remedy the lack or obsolescence of earlier
schooling.

() Prevocational orientation to expose those of limited experience to al-
ternative occupational choices.

(d) Training for entry level skills, for those unprepared to profit from
the normally more advanced training which assumes mastery of rudimentary
education.

(e) Training allowances, to provide support and an incentive for those
undergoing training.

(f) Residential facilities for youth whose home environment precludes
successful rehabilitation.

(P) Work experience, for those unaccustomed to the discipline of the work
place.

(h) Job development, efforts to solicit Job opportunities suited to the
abilities of the disadvantaged Job seeker.

(i) Relocation And transportation assistance to bring the workers to where
the Jobs are.

(j) Subsidization of l0lvate employment for the disadvantaged.
(k) Job coaching to work out supervisor-worker adjustments after a

Job is found.
(1) Creation of public service jobs tailored to the needs of Job seekers

not absorbed In the competitive market.
(m) Supportive services, such as medical aid, for those who needed cor-

rective measures to enter or resume positions In the world of work, or day-
care centers for inothers with small children.

(n) Relocation allowances for residents In labor surplus areas and spe-
cial inducements to employers to bring jobs to those stranded in depressed
areas.

It remains to make these available as needed and to learn to administer them
effectively.

RECOMMENDATIONS OF TilE KERNER COMMISSION

The Commission on Civil Disorders made a number of useful proposals for
providing Job opportunities to ghetto residents:

(1) Consolidating and concentrating employment efforts.
(2) Opening the existing Job restrictions.
(3) Creating 1 million new Jobs In the public sector In three years.
(4) Creating I million new Jobs In the private sector In three years.
(5) Developing urban and rural poverty areas.
(6) Encouraging business ownership In the ghetto.

Notable Is the absence of any recommendations to expand existing efforts or
undertake new ones to prepare people through remedial basic education nnd train-
Ing for jobs which now exist. Each recommendation plus this additional possi-
bility merit discussion.
hmprotlimg existing programs

The Commis1on's only recommendation Involving the manpower programs
which have emerged during the past seven years is that they be consolidated
and their efforts concentrated. The services available are fragmented among a
large number of programs administered by a variety of agencies. One result is
that services are delivered according to the requirements of programs rather than

I Oath L. Manzgum. "The Statui of Manpower Policy," testimony before the Sennti,
Subcommittee on Employment, Manpower and Poverty, May 7. 1988.
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the needs of people. Another is that effective delivery of services has proven
to be. beyond the administrative caiiability available In many conmmnIties.
particularly in those most In need of assistance. Efforts are underway to bring
the various programs under one roof and concentrate their efforts on target areas
In the ghettos and rural depressed areas. However, administering the Incoherent
Jumble of programs within the limits of their varying guidelines an( procedures
has so far proven no easier than administering thenm separately. The situation Is
improving but still demands consolidation and rationalization along functional
rather than program lines. Until Congress takes on this restructu ring, federal
and local administrators can only make the best of a bad situation. It is inter-
esting to note that, while the Commission recommended consolidation of exist-
Ing programs, it praied the emergence of two new Instrumentalities at the na-
tional and coinmunity levels, the Urban Coalition aid the National Alliance of
Businessmen, n1d recommended creation of a third.

Existing programs are basically of two types:
(1) Those providing base education and skill training to prepare the unem-

ployed to compete more effectively for existing jobs: and (2) Those providing
income through work relief misnamnd as work experience. Absence of any rec-
ommendation by the Kerner Comniission to expand the first category Is un-
doubtedly n consequence of its emphasis on assisting the "hard core unemployed"
who, it was assumed, could not be reached or motivated by these means. There
seems to be no a prior Ju01ficAtioh" for this choice. Those unemployed the longest
or most alienated from the systent may be the most difficult to train nid tie
hardest to interest In training. It is undoubtedly true that they are likely to bt,
more easily motivated by immediate receipt of a paycheck from a private or 1111lh-
lie employer but, for then particularly, remedial basic education and training,
whether given on the Job or off. will be necessary before they can successfully
compete.

However, tile Commission's own report describes the typical rioter as having
more education than ils neighbors and'being employed but in a menial Job. If
it Is true that the frustrations festering in tile ghettos are generated by the
lack of opportunities to rise within them or emerge from them, these pressures
are likely to be cooled as iuich by assisting( those Just. below th' tInargin of success-
ful employment. Employers who can be "bribed" to hire those they would other-
wise Ignore might be ns much enticed by the availability of a well-trained em-
ployee. Situations vary widely by location. In some ghettos few Jobs exist and city
size and transportation Inadequacies make acess difficult. li others, Jobs are
within reach and the primary problem is to make the potential employee at-
tractive.

Skill Centers established under the Manpower developmentt and Training
Act in the inner cities have had a good record of enrolling ghetto residents,
providing them with basic education and skills and seeing them on to regular
employment. The facilities, established with federal funls, are currently oper-
ating at about half capacity due to the lack of funls. Enrollments in insti-
tutional skill training are falling while Increasing funds are being allocated to
subsidizing time private employment of the "hard core." While tile latter should
be tried, it is. not clear that it is preferable to the former. How many could be
brought Into successful employment by training alone is as uncertain as the
number who can best be helped by subsidized employment. It Is clear that the
facilities, IW4tructors and trainees are available to at least double present train-
ing efforts. The preferred mix of manpower services differs by community but
in most there are many Jobs fillable on the basis of training alone.
O1Cntngt access to Jobs

The need to remove artificial barriers to Jobs requires ito comment though
the means of doing so does. The announcement of public policy inherent in the
various anti-discriminatory laws anld regulalions has Imade a considerable di-.
ference even though enforcement may have find lInited impact. Overt, deliberate
discrimlinatIon is declining but numerous Institutionalized barriers remain. Fed-
eral, state and local governments are often the worst offenders. Efforts of
such organizations as the Worker's Defense League which simultaneously work
with employers to lower barriers and employees to surmount them have met con-
siderable success. It is difficult to understand the Riot Comntission's Inclusion
of recommendations for a higher minimum wage in a section entitled "opening
the existing Job structure."
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-lobs In the public sector
The proposal that the federal government should act as "employer of last

resort" has been endorsed by every major national commission exploring any
related toiplc since It was first made by the NatiolnAl Comnlsslon on Technology,
Automatlon and Economic Progress in 1900. The proposal was not made In Isola-
(ion as a single panacea but was designed to be the floor under a ladder of various
oplportunitles. Expansion of total employment by Increasing aggregate demand
was hlglwst on the list followed by remedial oduration, training, mobility a.,Ist-
ance and Imiproved labor market services to Improve the eelolency of the labor
n:irkel and enhance the ability of the unemployed and underemployed to compete
for availlihe job.. The last resort was to supply useful but noncompetitive Jobs
Ini iblile service tailored to the abilities of those left over i'hen infldtionary
pre.s.-ures had exhausted the economy's ability to produce more competive Jobs.,
private or public. It was to be the last resort for the Individual and public policy
but was to lie accopnianied by edc4iorrandfrining opportunities to provide a
way out for those* with the otentlial ability to progress upward from the basic
Job guarantee.

lB'eause the immediate reaction to the proposal has been frequently to recoil
in horror and cry "WPA," I have dredged up a long forgotten table to support
my contention that the New Deal work relief programs were, In the context of
tie times, sonie of the most productive pitblic Investments we have ever made In
this country (sec table 2). It is worth noting that in 1939, 0.8 percent of the labor
force anid 2.8 percent of the (Iross National Product were involved In such iro.
grams compared to perhaps ilve-tenths of one percent of the labor force and
one-tenth of one percent of tei GNP today.

TABLE 2.-WHAT $10.000.000.000 BOUGHT:

MAJOR CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS OF THE WPA

Number

New Reconstruc-
construction Additions lion or

Improvement

Highways roads streets and related facilities' ...................... 651,087 ..................
Sidewalks a nd paths ............................. 95...............0
Curbs ad ....... . ................... 2 . 3 .............. 3,441

Public buildings ..... ............. . .. ......... .... .. 35, 064 4,792 85.254
Stadiums, grandstands. and bleachers ....... ..... ., 302 129 797
Parks ........................ .. .......................... 1, 668 189 6.3s5
Playgrounds ........... 3 085 107 9,581
Athletic fields...... ...-.............................. 3,026 68 2,457
Swimming pools .......................................... ...805 ....... 339
Utlity plants ............................. 2.8.7 ! 112
Water mains and distribution lines I ........................... 16,117............... 3.658
Landing fiels................ .353 131 469

I Miles.
Source: U.S. Federal Works Atency, "Final Report on the WPA Program," 1935-43 (Washington. D.C.. U.S. Government

Printint Office. 1947), pp. 131-32.

Related experience Is currently being gained In the Neighborhood Youth Corps,
Work Experience and Training, Job Corip Conservation Center, Operation Main-
stream and New Careers programs. Unfortunately, current efforts have not at-
taied New Deal quality, despite the criticisms of the earlier period. The fact that
reports are available on the hours worked and the physical accomplishments of
lh, earlier period while neither are currently kuown on any current program Is
anilIi dlcation of the problem. There has been little attention paid at the federal
level to the degree to which productive use Is made of the "free" labor by project
sponsors. The victims are the value of both the work experience and the public
services and facilities which could be produced.

The New Careers Is the most Intriguing of current work programs though too
new for evaluation. Its purpose Is to move the unemployed and Underemployed
tip through restructured gubprofessonal Jobs into useful and satisfying public
service careers. Experience to date Indicates Its potential as a second chance
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for those with ability who lack premration. It Is unlikely to ever be a large .cale
Job creation )rogrln.
The prlniary advantage of the public service eIl)lO.|lVt 'hli))roatel Is tljlt it

creates Jobs, whereas neither training nor subsidized private employment are
likely to have significant Job creating effects.

Tile Neighborhood Youth 'orim provides the best. model for ia program to guar-
mntee public service employment opportiultles, if only Its administrators will
IKone is concerned alout the productivity of te labor It subsidizes tntd the
extent of basic education and triilning opporluiflies provided as they arm about
Income into it, hands of enrollees. The federal agency requests proposals from
federal, state, local and private nonprofit b1)is.ors who should be required Ito
deinnstriite ability to use (he ilihor for useful Iublie service ptrrpoiws, while
Imilding in upward molllity jiporl (ifiti les for the libteni illy Alei tiil ifilifitflfillig
it sheltered evlrniment for those who vint never I, expected to complete. With
that assilrante, projects can li, fielded, iionitored uid cairtflily evitluited ts-; t
prereijulsite to roftlililfig.

('onciving of useful work to be done by participants in a public service em-
ployment prognik Is not (itlleult, but, overcoming opposition of Interest group;
nd administering projects might be. There are few, if au y, alternatives to lmb-

lIly sponsored employment for immobile rural adults will inadequate edttuetlon.
linrd lhysical work still has dignity li these areas and there is plenty of useful
work in conservation and rnted activities to be, done. Sic le Inehlenee of
broken families is less, [lit- elientele wold be primarily mule. The always de-
Ihleilt edlatlnlon ind health systems could, willh minliml training, oter oullels
for women as well. A guarantee of rurl employment. would slow oullngrtlon to
urban areas, whihh might eas', their current problhts.
Tihe silltion in the, urban slims is multh more complex. Housing diserlhhmia-

lion miod Iraiislwrtltion dellelieles limll the access of shim residents. Persoml
Iimitathbus such a1s inadaeqnte educatinnand traifng, police records, low moti-
vtilon, or famiily hurdelms lend to Ilock theft frolm' the liImst rapidly growing
urban Job. Vesled interests control Inifty of it Jobs for whhih lim reshlfits
might qualify. Self-estee.m appears to be more threatened by low wages and
distasteful tasks tham by ildl0le:,s and deliendeney.

iteniedial eduetion and IfMining, t ra nsiiortltfoi iml royements. industrial
dew loment efforts, and open housing In ilhe sthurbs could rtdtee tlte need for
publilely Supporte(l jobs. Absent those, suiprofesihnlzatlon in the jImverly
program, eduation, health, welfare, crime control ltld communfilly development
offer a dennst rated IItentIal for the most aile anti mmllviuted. Since the em-
ployers ore lmrdpressed pmblic agencies, professionI relueta nce ( n bp overcome
by availability of funds, Ixlitleal leverage, and assistance ili restrueuring Jobs.
Job needs for women will for exeedip the supply of istential subprofessiontl
opening,. elhe better prepared males can alsom work Its subprofessoutl ile of
various kinds but tile opportunities. are limited. Vatst oplportmlties exist lit slum
rehabilliatlont Ini'tfapping them will retulre fInids, th overeonminug of resistance
from Insttutlons with a rested Interest lit such work and the develolmuent of
methods to utilize low-skilled labor.

The force account approach to construellon of public, facilities, typical of the
WPA. Is probably not feasible politically In the current situation. Only with major
portions of the labor force unenllnlOyed could the demand for Jobs overcome the
opposition Of those with vested Interest in employment Il tie Indtstries affted.
It Is lower skllld public servle Jobs wlllh must provide the major source of
employment to unemployed adult male residents of urban sluims. IWal and state
govermimnnts ind more particularly the federal ,ivil service have Ien guilty of
insisling oil unrealistically high ellgibillty requirements for low-skilled, non-
sensitive Jobs. These governments are more likely thn private employers to
demand high school education and (lean police records even Men both are
Irrelevant to the Job.

A fimal employment source of almost unlimited Imtentlal Is the expansion of
public employntt to those activities which would Imy If labor were free, mrLssum-
Ing the employment of tie Idle, lthe dependent and the lowly paId to lie anl
objeclve equal 1o the value of flie wages paid. Two malls a day i residential
areas has been suggested. The nunher of unskilled but useful tasks in ce aning.
repairing, nnd refurbishing public buildings, streets, parks. and neighborhoods
Is without limit, though It may le diffihult to avoid the stigmn of mnke work.

The costs of such a program are a simple functlon of the, numthers Involved,
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flit- wnges pid and( thep overheard costs. The federal nit ,Iiniin wage Is an obvious
11)01'r. lit tO' an attractive aspiect of a tiniversal public etuployntent gihirittitep
Would e lip 1nin11at Ion of min111imm wa'ge anltiitist ritioti. However, the national
1011i11m1111 wllge 1-4 il11~ilut- to provide motivation lit high wn'ge i'onimintIitis
ili soII1I proportion of average wages is probnbly prefersible. it public rservice
empilollymlent program would Ie- niade mom' Attac've by availlmiliity of n bier-
areimy or jobs at igher pity. Ihowever, It properly cominliied wIth C'dii(A11tifinh
railtltig anid with oilier publc Jobs nuil If effedlt 'ly ministered, regula r

iiiiilei eiiijtoyiit'it iddit mu to) priv'ate oiNritiiltes, cold pfoide& the neeed
iijiwurul inoililly. TIhen only flhe entry level jolins. plim the, supervisory Ikislitons
:ilticlii' In tlmin wold require, subsdN7Atlon hfid tlie Miflhit111ih wage phtis over-
heivd W'0iil1l becouli' thep cost.

Finding usefull tARk to employ Ii the publIc serie altime Congress will hl'ipro-
liriite, fiimids to employ Is nm e'vervheliiing challenge. (letting effective ndminls-
I rail m of suchi n proglrami might lie uore dimleult.
JIobs~ it the pri rate scelmrt

.Tohm- for the (lisndmvnmge l in the- privatte stxtor is4 thel current emiphnsis- Ii
fI'vlvril manlwtve policy. -Since there fist its yet no e-xpe~rience to ev~ilutiie, one(, (call
(0i1ly spiecuilate about Ihe plotential coniift]u baus and prob~lemsi. Os4tesily, oh.
stiuli's to emuploying thie "hatrd core" are, removed by reibursementt of the costs
4f I raining the inadiquately qkillNI ont-the-job to make theft equal to nltertn-
I ivly it1VmIiiah' ll ployees. Aetualy lit tle inehningtul training 'wenrm lin industry
ait emitry levels. Though some of the payments tn employers under currett ptro-grinsi su110 0.s .1OICa llvie llsed to ptmrulmase, bos' education amid classroom
irainiiig front educational isitfutions, It Is most usewfil to view the payment as it
silisidy (lesigmed to Iurchanse a job. If well handled, tlie pityment will bep Just
%ililenelt. to off-set the employers relltnnciti' to hir, the( client ii preference to
flit,' imost ott native enmlidate the employers eotildh hive hire, iSulishlmle eil-
phol)(4i1ii of Ime dilildvflitiged faces thep mell bnsi hiandellfp as trioningi JIo.grams: It doe1s mnot create Joh'c* ait bepst It only effeets who gets thiem. A subsidy
pid to at private employer for hiring n (1isadvaiitaged iosou i ay, If high
eigi, at trat exiansion for tlie msliiy's sake its op3posed to the itroillumItii'm

mike. 'I'iis unlikely. however, It i-. more roil stable to tssuim that -fle employer
('jmiiloys'4 the ('11pei Ill lieu 'of someone else ie( would have hired In absence of
flt, xidisidy.

'i'ime chief pinaci ial diffltlly Is it-wming-thatt thle employee hired 1is .ighiti-
eiiuitly miore disadvutugem thuim thel a iermattlv. The A B? On-the-Job risingg
jiirgriiui feii Into dis-repte for Just tism reason. AR pressure wvas npplied toi'ximil MIYP-W iph demographic characteristics4 of fte enrollees ShIMe away
(rim tlip minority gromp~s. poorly educated find the young and] old who were
101idexih'id thep disamiviuiged targets. The 110KM'l of thep current efforts is that Iy
mueits of A.3.310 to P~()O pter head rather thun fte- prevous avenige of around ~'0
imn oveonw tite oistae of e'mpiloyer reluetmn. The Iasie problem remains,
homwer. To lie it imber of iu minority group or less thimna high 5(11001 graduated
or iimd(r 22 or over 44 years of age fis not lirtma face evidencee of Job market.
disaidvatiige. higher Itrolortinns of these groupsq thnit others appear to ftire
ioilieli b t i tile homdiaps but the( ma1fjority lit eacht group still (10 reasonably w~ell.6O'llvallftage" is iiot tinl bsollutt coalition hift at position along at Contimnunt. it Is411111011t to PM1tuhilish criteria Whichi docs nt ope time possiillity of beamingg"
withini vauci group. 'Chlits. lit addition, to the facet thmu Hummms with 645O0,00O act utaliy
-hard core" unmnpitlnyed over 31,1, years would manke, a hmrdlY noticeable denit In
flit- universe (if nleed. poses sonic (lililetilties4 for tlie .t111 program anid the sub-

Am. tomg mis4 the( result fix to thing Jobs into mm ghectto where thle employer would
mii ihave recruilted, who gets thev Job may nt bc, of great importance. Building a"eiimittv of opportuifity" Ii such places mummy bep flie best long-run linurance

aigauint frustmiiloti amid renting. The utost Inmportant cons-ideration is that of
oililmirI uitly costs. A dollar spe~nt onl suiiilimzing private enmlloytnent euutmuot beoslitt l on sh rduivalitm, Iraining or soime othe ienlernative. If the employer falls
14) hire people~ signihicamit ly udiffem-ent, Iii Alithr ability or location than those ie(
woi~il oh hu'rwisc him- hired, social welfare Is lint enhanced. If lie does, thep qties-1h41m 1,4 fuily. 44i44d 1t e'xhiedture% accomthtIsh minore per dllart than oilier alterna-
ives?" 'lu answer wvill depend on tflini", locatin amid condhittH1. ~isdv

prIvni h emiilloyuie smmi m itt afrad lvi totuiouicit of at total kit, of remedial man111-
po4wer t uoils limit is not ticcesi rily preferable' to others.
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Since the Riot Commission endorsed tax incentives as the preferred route, to
private employer involvement, some comment on that recommendation is neces-
sary. The notion is attractive to businessmen because they expect it to be without
controls or "red tape." The expectation is unrealistic. The objective is not to
encourage training in general but the employment and training of the disadvan-
taged in particular. No less "red tape", reporting, monitoring and evalution would
be necessary to assure that members of appropriate target groups are enrolled
and properly trained under tax incentives than under direct contract or reim-
bursement measures. As already noted, assuring pursuit of social goals Is difficult
enough under the more direct approach. nix incentive devices to bring jobs to tile
ghettos and depressed areas to create a climate of opportunity there are a differ-
ent matter. The location rather than the client is the relevant factor and less
monitoring is required, As the Riot Commission report rightly points out, there
are essentially two long-run approaches to "cooling" the frustratlons ttlderly$ig
the rIots---"gilding the ghetto" and dispensing ghetto population. The first will re-
quire bringing jobs to where th people are. Rebuilding the ghetto are most like-
ly to provide jobs to ghetto residents if contractors are of the same race. Negro
and other minority group entrepreneurship in this and other small scale indus-
tries is vitally important to a cllmhte'of opportunity. Dispersion will require not
only open housing but low cost and subsidized housing but, accompanied by re-
medial education and training, would be the best long-run solution.

SUMMARY

The employment recommendations of the National Advisory Commission on
Civil Disorders are generally admirable ones. They are deficient in giving too
little credence to remedial basic education and skill training. They are somewhat
unrealistic on tax credit. 'Their estimate of the public service and subsidized
private job needs are none too large. Both proposals have merit and shiiod be
pursued along with expansion of remedial education and training. To have pub-
licly created Skill Centers operating at half capacity for lack of a few dollars
In the very inner cities Whete th,-needs for themaore greatest is less thani rational.

Any assumption that lack of jobs Is a primary cause of rioting in the short run
and that providIng jobs will be an effective short run deterrent is probably an
over-simplification. Riots are more likely atttlbbtable to a complex climate of
frustration in which quality as well as quantity of Jobs are Importaut but so are
many other factors. Potential violence simmers below the surface of most any
society but it is held in check by the commitment of the majority to law and
order. The immediate participants in a riot and looting may be the Idle, the
greedy, the angry or Just kids on a lark. The key question is, "why have the more
stable elements withheld their constraints?"

Probably more impOrtant than the immediate availability of Jobs is the presence
of a total climate of opportunity, including jobs, which create a vested interest
in orderly human relations. Immediate riot control, then, Is not the dangling
of Jobs like rewards to good children. Probably nothing but effective "restrained
but firm" police action can meet the current challenge in the short run. Longer
run solutions involve education, training, housing, mutual respect and jobs.
If access to opportunity is guaranteed, motivation should flow from the experi-
ences of those who demonstrate the possibility of finding success within the
system.

Chairman PROX311E. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Saltzman?

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR W. SALTZMAN, MANAGER OF THE EDU-
CATION AND TRAINING DEPARTMENT, FORD MOTOR (10.

Mr. SALTZMAN. My remarks may sound a little bit like footnotes to
Mr. Mangum's paper. Accordingly, I will edit my prepared statement
as I go along.

My name is Arthur Saltzman. I am manager of the education and
training department, personnel and organization staff, Ford Motor
Co., Dearborn, Mich. F or 13 months beginning in October, 1905, I
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was director of the Michigan Econoin 0ItIf1fIty Office, tile State
Technical Assistant. Agency funled by the 0ffice of hionobmic OJYi1'-
tuility. This ihffiif)g I wold like to comment on jObAdevol101i1l t.A'n-d
jot) c atioln, and then on sonie aspects of training the disadvalltged.

The Natloi lIl Advisory ('otni.sion Report. recommends the cre-
aion of 2 million new jobs in the 111blie and pi'vatte sectors during
the next 3 years. I do not pretelid tlbe sufflicenl3 expert to assess tlhe
feasibility of tl0.4 cOnnnendftble goal but woulclIfkt (Y ao ltly voice to
those suggesting thit. we shold st by redtwlng the pIotoMIlM bf what.
Aaron filditdvky calls "... a recipe for violence: Promiise a lot,
deliver a little."

My colflhtnts aire made from the'position of sonteOne ill One corn-
inunity who has made soic observations, a1d I am going to-restrkit.
I Ieiti to reflect tlt Viowpofflt.

l)liveohing whaft is pnif ised requies ciM1Mifhtg itnd visible action
at. the local level toward realivaible goals acceptnble to both in"ior-
city Negoeltiiens as well .6ilfer groups involved.

I suggest fit that all plaimtin for employment of thel digsadv ift-
aged in the private sector be d6 lin terms of placement. into presently
exist-ing jobs rtherliiriii wly created onies. This is the phenOni-
emoilMr. 11V angum has just commented upon.

Tile Kerner Commissioin Report uses the term "evrei6hi of jobs."
Senator Proxhlire's letter of cofluiftmioi for this heauig r6fes to
thie "large-scale developnii6t. of lobs." Job development is the tira-
(litional etnploym ent ffi l c1c eclffftib, of ilillfig it jol for a person who
would ordi i.ly not be hired. Wldther the job is newly e ated or
not is irrelevanl. Most recent. private industry lproi'lis for hiring
the disadvantngcd hve involved pllacel 8ts, iolorexisthifg jobs. At. lie
Ford Motor Co., hiring practices were changed and the6 emtploymnent
office was brought into the innercity, but the jobs were a really in
existence. Some other fins redefined entry-level jobs soMewlhat. The
im)ortait point thou h is that"the jobs themselves did not necessarily
constitute a net a(ldittoltothe tot lil-Irbr of jobs availAble.

Resort to job development is the best. short-run strategy for pro-
vding private sector jobs for the disadvantaged. This includes: re-
vim of hiring standards to assure that"they do, in fact, Melate to job
requirements, militant supervision to assure that they do, in fact re-
Jate to job requirements, milit-ilit superviion to assure that all1tose
meeting mininifit stan(lards are not seemed out, and that entry-level
jobs are redefined where feasible. Programs to create new jobs are ulti-
mnately dependent upon lhe t real growth of the economy and are not
necessarily available when needed.

Second I suggest emphasis on local rather than national employ-
mnet goals in plamiiing with the local innercity Negro rogis. local
job market realities may mean tlit entry-level job with futures are
in short supply, and it is important to avoid unrealistic commitmifts.

To illustrate the potential difficulties, let me cite appendix I of the
Kerner Report (p. 315) which emphasizes that-

The Job must not appear to the hard-core person to be a dead-end job.... It
must be made clear to him from the outset that his satisfactory performance at
the entry level will result not only In continued employment after the tralhilng
period but also In an opportunity for advancement Ideally though a clearly
defined Job ladder with step increases in both pay and responsibility.
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In many labor markets, most private firms are too smatlldto offer
job ladders, clearly defined or otherwise. Forty percent of the private
work force is still eVIloyed in small units. The 20 employee factories,
corner gasoline stations and show relir establilib|t 6n.titftthe
bulk of the available piivate sector employment i many areas.

The large enterprises whiclioffer reasonable ftffibers of well-paying
jobs to reitivoly unskilled workers are located in industrial centers
such as Detroit, PittsbitVhIg or Clevelaid. They may have branch
operation s in htlger met y6polithi centersb'i tthese are frequently in
suburban locations and inaccessible to the inner-city residents.

These labor market realities mean tlIfit in New Vork for example,
it is more difficult to develop promising jobs for unskliled in' than
in Detr6it where more. jobs can be developed. Commitments should be
made to New Yorkers in terms of the ifthbers and type of jobs avail-
able there and to Detitlters it terms of the Detroit labor mitket.

I have emphasized the need tO pla r - terms of existing jobs for the
short ruTn. Now jobs are created in the lWIVdte sector, of course. It
should be noted though that new jobs are less likely to meet the needs
of the hard-core unemployed thimn existing ones.

Now jobs are created when established -flrms expand or when new
firms are launched. The jobs in the well-established firms are more
likely to survlve'thaun jobs in newer firms. However, all are vulnerable
to the "last in-first out" practice and are unlikely to provide a basis
for motivation in tho sense that they are secure jobs with promotional
opporttfilties.

would emphasize local planningithe public sector too. Jobs can
be developed by working with privately suplyotted service Instlttlons
such as hospitals and utilities to modify entry-level screens. Local,
State and Federal governmental bitreaus are frequently hamst ng by
civil service regulations; but forward-looking commissions have
already mo difled regulations in some cases, and creative administrators
can make them even more flexible.

Job creation in the public sector has one great advanltage. It is
feasible and can be accomplished in a timely manner. The OEO com-
munity action program clearly demonstrated that jobs for the
unskilled, such as classroom aides and comwitfihty aides, could be
created quickly. However, a problem does arise when these jobs atre
represented as leading to "new careers." Careers are far more difficult
to develop, and again enthusiasts could be inadvertently setting the
stage for future unftilfilled promises.

To summarize this first part of my presentation, I suggest planning
locally with involved groups. I urge that such planning be realistic
to prevent unrealizable expectations. Existing entry-level Jobs both
private and public should be assessed and, where possible, developed
for the inner-city unemployed. The emergence of newly created private
sector jobs should be anticipMted and even expedited, where possible,
but not included as part of the plan. New iubli sector jobs may be
created to meet the needs of the-l employed, gut it should be recognized
that such jobs are not likely to provide viable careers.

Turning now to the Commission's training recommendations, I
find that the essence of my comments again is to urge emphasis on
local continuing, visible, result-producing action.
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There has beci. progress in the 0 years since MDTA, but it has
produced locallevel problems: One year ADO mothers Are paid to
stay home, the next year they are urged to train for jobs; one year
the unemployed are to be trmin in, institution, the next year only
on the job; one year tieiin the kids locally flext. year in residential
centers. These shifts must appear at least a little confusing to the
local cltien. A discontimed program frequently mi16s an tmi'ifl~l -d
promise with consequint. loss of confidence. There is obvious need for
synthesis and cont itilty.

Next, to ificeease credibility, programs should be planned to rneetindividuinl t, iiffiffg !neds f'li6rtif -'nth assuliptlbtlM t training
needs are known. Just in case this sounds lik0o ilffite emplisis on'the
obvious, lot me return to the ConThissioi report. The same paragrffhli
cited earlier includes the following assertion about the hIard-116re
unemployed iYdiVidithl, "since by definition he is ]not elible even
for an entry-level position, hie miist be given jobthifflhg.
Tie facts are that several firms includig Ford have hired certified

members of the htird-core unemployed for entry-lovel jobs and that
these people succeeded under the same treatment afforded 6tlrs hired
into t he same job. The pMretirtltltht all nM. lbers of theihrd-eore
lielliployed uieed tvrqiflywg for entry-level posit lolls seems unwarraiited.

At Ford, we undertook our first official hard-core type" experimentin 1964 wh.a we entered itito a coopqrtive office skilIsprogi'~m with
tt local, priviite business school. Trainees who were selected by the
Michigan Employment Secfrity Commission cAftie along so far, so
fast that we accused the Commissi-on of "creaming." The following
year the Commissi6n sent along a second group selected at rafinid0
who did very nearly as well.

The point is that we did not know vhut to altiMI temid tothig day
we do not know 'how muoh of the elaborate pgtifiniv was really neces-
sary. There are undoubtedly many hard-core unW l toyed md iidtnls
who reguire extraordinary support in orler to survive in the indus-
trial environment, but we ltvo lttle verified itfrnmatiomi abitt how
much and what kind of support is needed.

I suggest that we ought to specify the -ieeds of the specifle hard-
core lP)ioii involvd and the requireients of his par-tiolilar jOb before
assiting that lie needs training by definition.

I think it important to-recognize the limitations of our lI'esent ex-
perience. Ford and other companies are niow planning programs which
will test various hypotheses about what tie disadvantaged persoin
iieeds. But we do not now. WeP calmot tell at. this time whether it. will
cost $20 or $20,000 per pesou to rehabilitate-the disadvantaged. We
cannot tell what specific training approach is most likely to work.
I urge caution in making commitiuents in the iner city until we learn
More.

Finally, a comment onthe Commission's recommendation for super-
visory training. In th1is area, too, I would emphasize thht platillhg be
focused on meeting individual iieeds. At Ford we recently comilpleted
a company ywide supervisory program relating to our recent iner city
hiring project. The objective of- this rogra n was to inform super-
visor.s of company policy and to provide a forum for them t6 antteipfte
problems and formulate plans.
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We believe tile program achieved its objective, but now what?
Consultants talk about the need to 6ia1h1e attitudes, develop special
counseling technitlqUes, be sensitive to di fiereht types of commuhnica-
tions problems. This sotids fine in the abst-nct, "but the specifics are
that some of these supervisors are Negro and 'probAbly have the same
background as the new hires, others are whito, some fr.-6lthe Soith.
Some are college graduates, others not. The design of a training system
to accommodate this supervisory spectrum constitutes a substantial
challenge.

1e frankly do not know at. this'p"lhft'-l6w to deal with it.
In closing, I am awite that solnithiUg iihst be. done regardless of

the problems. I urge caution, however. Aioney should be spent, but we
should be prepared for many false starts and ninny failirs.

We should b~p prepared to learn from creative failuies-recogizinig
that. creative fafliyes are going to lean 11flfllld promises ill tle
inner city. To reduce the i'nlpact of uniffillhed proMises, ambitious
general-purpose programs should probably be given low priority.
Modest programs designed locally to validate reasonable hypotheses
should be encouraged.

Chairman Pnox3nP.. Thank you very nmui.
Mr. Sullivan?

STATEMENT OF REV. LEON H. SULLIVAN, CHAIRMAN OF THE
OPPORTUNITY INDUSTRIAL CENItR, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Mr. SUtL_ Liv . Thank you, Senator Proxt-Mre. I want. to tifnulk
the committee for an opportunity to say al few words, and my words
will be very few.

Unfortunately, perhaps the most. signficant manpower program in
America has been hidden bly most. people who ought to know some of
the facts ab0lit it.. It has been reported to some minimal extent in the
pIress, and there are sofielvdlflt.Pators and executives in the Federal
Government. who know about. it. But. for some reason the real sigifi-
cance and impact of the program has been hidden from the Congress
in terms of those committees who should know really what. is going on
with the program, and much of America.

If I change my tactics, if I decided, as I can do, to make noise,
to demonstrate the existence of this program I am sure then that more
attention would be focused upon it. But. because I am on a "zig" and
not, a "zag" now, it becomes so that I wonder and thousands of people
who were involved in this program wonder whether or not. we should
zag rather than zig, as we are zigging now.

The program I make reference to is 010, the Opportulnity Indus-
trial Center program, a program created out, of the. black'comfilu-
nity, led largely by the black community, it program that. was not be-
gaul by the Government, is not all agency progrfnin, is not a bureau-
cratic program but is a program in the trte American tradition-of
the people, by tie people, and for the people. It. was iitinted in an old
abandoned jailhouse in Phildelphia in January of 1964. This program
was begun with nickels and dimes from people in the black community,
in the concenitrated comnutnities rather than the ghetto, for we abhOr
"ghetto", we abhor it. And my people (to not. think they live in ghettos.
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Situations May indicate to those who live outside thift it, takes on the
!r'opo'tiolo of a ghetto. We prefer not to be called ghetto-livers. We
ivo in concentrated comnumities of America.

From these men and womniie black men and women, and bo s anidgirls, tells of thousands of dollars was raised, to intit 010 the -

portunity Industrial Center. This was before there was an 0 007 This
was before thete was any effort. expended as far as the )el)ai'Moient
of lAbor is concerned, for these kind of indigenously created and
initiated progragls.

Yet on our own, by the lnmfdetds andithir by th~tdliusMlds, black
meun and womm1Y if PHlll161)iia bgan t bi&iltl0iC.

Our first. partnership was withriatdosty-becau -we did not believe
it was possible to develop a mallfpower program without the fullpfrt-
ne1Ship of industry. Therefore, we wenlt to industry, to assist us in
struturinlg our' curiculum to assist. in securing equpment., to scree.
our Hint.r14trs anid to be sutre timt. jobs were available to our peoplewhen o~rr people had concluded training;.

This was sigifflcant, gentlemen, ill talit in Jamry of 1964 very
few industries in America had begira to opmnv their doors to black men
and w61iht of the coulneotitted coi1flhlty. There was oly tokenism
on a very broad and general scale. AMi yet, industry, by evidence of the
supj)ort, it began to give- to an indigenously created program, said in

hldeliia and hriiDelaware I l '-If men and women ate train-
ing, then we will see the. jobs are available.

At. first many of is did not. believe it. We said "We will see, If you
put your jobs where your mouth Is." So we began tin.

Most. of the people whocame to m.: did at.t finish high school. Most
of the l people who came tc us were in Poverty categories. Many of the
people who canle to us were froli jails, from all kinds of conditt6ns,
walk ingin-the streets, doing mani y thifis to keep alive.

The educators and academicians said it could not succeed-for I am
a preacher, tihe astor of a church, 1 do what I do free, it is a part, of
my tithe to God, OIC is a patlof hiy ti theto God. They said it could
not. succeed because I did not.go to academicians to establish a: pittel.
for 01C. I did not ro toethe iM btmtlns. I did not, even go totfe tomi-
versities.I went. to tlo. people-those persons who had some capability
in the comunurty-ard designed a iprogralm to fit: the.iced of the man
who was in need. Ili other words, if a man needed a suit, I did not go
across the country to find out how to make a suit for another man. I
took the nilrfid MANiiade a suit, for tilfitnn.
Two digtlhict, phases of OIC disting-ish the program. First was skill

development. But skill development was only incidental. There are
thlousands of institritifns in America that cam In-oide skill develop-
ment,. to black and white people- the academieiatns, instit utions the
technicians. But we developed skill because we wanted a. man- to nave
a minimum skill-so that. t-he excuse of industry could not. hold tip by
saying "You have no skill."
The next, and most. importaitilihing we did was redevelop a program

of attitude-self-hablitation I called it-the process of self-habilita-
tion. This was tie first selfhabilitatioit levocational program in
America. All programs that have occurred in manpower dealing with
prEvo(,at.ionl- traihnig were patterned after this program begun in the
black community, O1.
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The attitudinal program called the feeder program was made out of
necessity. After a month I found that putting a. man behind a machine
to teach him a skill was not. enough. Therefore, we developed the
feeder, the attitudinal prevocational program, to prepare men for
skilled training.

Two weeks to three months, men and women were in the attitudinal
training program, feeder training program. Here men learned the
basics again of reading, writing and arithmetic, although we did not
call it that. So I called it communications skills and computational art.
Therefore, the language of computational skills thlat now you find in
your schools and your technical institutions and in your universities
is traced to the black community of Philadelphia, where I created the
term, communications skills and computational art.

The first programs in America institutionalized to teach minority
and African history were in OC. I did it because I wanted black men
to be proud of what they were. A colored woman does not have to be
blond to be beautiful, and a black man does not have to be white to be
smart. I wanted him to be proud of what he was, to stmnd on his own
feet, and to realize that genius was color-blind. Therefore we taught
African-American history. In addition to that, we taught Italian-
American history, Irish-American history, AppalacIiian-American
history, Chinese-American history, so that our people could see that
every man had a sense of value and respectability in our American
society, so that a man could respect himself first, and others next,
because if a man respects himself, he does not have to hate you any
more.

People who have been a part, of violent movements came to OICs
by the hundreds, and their total lives have been reconstructed. Women
who had been walking the streets for a living, women who had been in
jails, men who wanted to tear the country down, had come to OC,
and had become some of the most positive productive citizens in
Philadelphia.

It'is not what I say that will prove what I say. You should see what
I say.

But no one believes it. For example, there are those who Cy 0
is "creaming." I think creaming was create(] somehow synonymously
with lie development, of OC, because there are those who perhaps felt
that. in OC, a massive manpower Irogram in the black community,
we do not have the sense or cal)ability to take people who had been
out of jobs and make them available for productive employment. So

they say these people cannot be what. you call hard-core people, you
must be creaming-until they come to see, and they find people in'the
seats of 01C, many of them never lvd jobs in their lives. They have
been on relief. Yet to see is to believe it-the President had to come
himself to see it. He told me one night- he was coming to see it, and
the next morning he came on his plane. Mr. Kennedy came to see it. Mr.
Brooke came to see it.. Mr. Romney came to see it. Now Governors and
mayor. every week are coming to see it. Because it is true. Black men
can be made productive. Black women can be made productive, equal
to anything a white man or woman can do. There is a militant program
of training I speak of now. To say that. black men and women cannot
is a lie, and much that, we talk of in terms of our sophistication and
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tecimicalization of manpower is an evasion of a truth-what black
Americans can do and what they can be.

In Philadelphia 4 years ago this u i'ogran started. We have doubled
ii what we have added to the Philadelphia economy-every investment
that has been made in the program. According to the Depafifielit of
Labor statistics, we have added $20 millionn in new purchasing power
to Philadelphia. Each year we save the Commonwealth now more than
$2 million that would have gone into relief checks. 'We saved the money
from rlief checks, as much as we used to operate tie program. Themoney sved in relief checks in Philadelphia amounts to more than we
put. into p)utting-the program on. The program on our initiative has
spread into 75 cities. It is now reaching more than 20,000 people in
makeshift training programs-because the Government does not give
me,i the money to (10 lt oil the scale I want to (10 it.

Mr. Shriver a few years ago wanted to invest $25 million in a bud-
ding 010 concept. Members of his staff said it, would be too great an
investment on a program not proved. He himself said "If we had, we
would have put OIC's like supermarkets in every community in
America." And he was rlht."

Four years ago I said " integration ws1thout preparatioi is frustration.
From my pul)it I predicted what. would hapeni in the streets of
America. I say this is an opportutfiity thAt. we can do away with
some of the frustrations by giving 'len preparation in an era of
integration.

I was one of the forertnners of integration. I created the selective
patronage program in this country. I created the selective buying Move-
ment in America-because industry refused to employ colored people
on an equal basis. I created it.

After I saw the jobs opening, and enlightenment come, I decided I
would produce men to fill the jobs. Because I said protest is empty with-
out progress. OIC's are now developed in 75 cities on pennies and
nickels and dimes, on shoestrings--while billions of dollars are being
poured into manpower programs that do not reach us at all. Programs
that can be seen, led by black leaders in this country-I mean the real
black leaders of this country-are crying for support. We are having
programs in church basements, in shanties, on street corners, under
trees in this country. OC. And yet billions of dollars are being spent,
in sophistication, rather than implementation of programs to reach the
heart of te person who needs the work most,

If you do not believe what is being done, come to Philadelp hia and
I will show you. Go to Seattle, Wash., I will show you. Go to Oklahoma
City, I will show you. Go to Roanoke, Va. Go to Xenia, Ohio. Go to
San Jose, Calif. Go to Sail Juan, P.R., where we are trying to start. a
program under the trees, and I will show you. Go to Erie, Pa. Go to
Poughkeepsie. Go to Birmingham, Jacksonville. Go into the delta,
where we are hing to start a paxgiamn now in rural black America.
And I will show you-people wvith pennies and nickels and dimes on
shoestrings trying to save themselves while the Government expends
billions o dollars on .sphistication.

Maybo if I made noise enough, maybe if I marched on the Capital,
people would know. But I am zigging-I am not zagging. So no one
listens.
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They say "Sullivan, we have given you $'20 million, $16 million or
something like that.." I said it year ago "Give ni a hundred million
dollars and I will train it lundrled tlhousanin men and women for you."

11rell, they say, w"rake this, we are .llfiig you now, go along, we
will devise other programs and try to l, you n. Thy tried to lit, OTC
into a1 p mglam called OPP. They mutil'ated OIC. Thoy mutilated it.
And they put, is in to kee l) us quiet more thitw- jrodUCe'nnything.

11Tell, if they (10 not. give us the ol)portunity. to exland our work and
do it, as OI should, they can keel) CEHI and we will do our program
with VohlUiteors.

It is an American prognn to fit. the needs of American people.
I am a plWmOleher. I at. not. t theoretician, I am not. an academiciam.

I am a black aman who knows that either I will (1o something to help
my p ople to be lifted and raised, or by 1988one-half of the black com-
mumity in America will be on relief. We wid become a government's
!moplo, rather than a plle's government.. It. will mean'4thut the whole
life will depend )upo) % linl the ( Governeniit and the President want
to (1o with me. And I do not. want that. I do not. want a government to
tell me what. to do, to st-ructure my life. 1 (10 not. want. it.. I want. to Im
sel f-dependent on my own right..

Another thing I want to say is--you talk about jobs, creation of jobs.
Black people can create jobs whle they are in their own comnmnitnities.
hIelp us develop skills, and we will rlainild Mr, own imme, cities.

General MIotor.s and Gleneral Electric-they are not. the only ones
with sense enough to know how to create jobs. We have got brains, too.
We can create econonle deoel6p|itent, ourselves for the. good of Amer-
ica. Not just for black men, but for all Americans. Not that we want
people to give its jobc, even now.

I want to have the capability to create my own jobs. Six hundrel
thousand corporations in this county of size, and a. very few controlled
and owned by black men. I want, to create or orationss. I (lon't. want.
to shine the shoes, I want to make the shoes. I want. to mIake (Irses,
not bity them. My 1))l want not. just to be the coimsiiers, the beggar,
we want to be pixiucers. We don't want. You to build housing for us.
We will build it for ourselves, and you, too. We will build them to-
gether. There you haove a problemm with the labor unions. rhat. is a
whole new sernon I won't go ito right now.

The thing I am saying is there is a. movement on foot. lhcre, a. massive
movement of self-halilitation in Anmeria.; black men who are saying-
the cry is not "Burn, Baby, Burn," but. "Build, Brothers, Build." Tile
new cry is "Build, Brothers, Build."

What we need though, is support from manpower committees and
councils, from tile Congress, to say to the Department of Labor-
"Look at. OC, and give OC a chance to prove or disprove what it.
can do." And I thik this will hpl)pen. You give tis a chance. (ive us
a $100 million a year on the basis of what we are doilig, come and
see what we are doing. And we have not lost, a penny that I know of.
Might have. But $100 million it year. Eighteen months after we get
$100 million, I will double it. in inCOmO to tlIh cOnfhllfMflity. In 10
years-I did this on the jplan.D-I figured it. out-in 10 years, with a
I00 nilliona yemr--it will still be a baby as far as manpower is con-

cerned-we wili develop our manpower, 'e will develop th cnphibllit-y,
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we will organize the community militiy toward traiidhg and re-
training, and productivity-within 10 years, with it $100 udlli6bilfor
10 years, I will ndd to the American economy $2. billion. I will add
$13VSO million in new wages, and I will save the. relief rolls in Alier-
ica $10,800 million that would go in relief eliecks. I will save the
economy of this country $24 billiOnl.

If you think it. cannot, be done, go to tle Chiambor of Commerce and
ask their economist, because they have been there too, and they said
1 save more than that. But. I a]m giving you a minilfi caleiatln.n.

In other words, gentlemen, You Iiave in youp hnids an egg. Either
you can crack it or else you can hatch it. But, it. is up to this Gov-
oernment..

Thank you. That. is what I have to say.
Chairman Proxmim. Thank you, Mr. Sullivan. That. is one of the

most effeetive presentationss I lve ever heard, and I have been in the
Senate for 11 years now. It is i splendid job.

I would like to start with Mr. Butrrell. If Mr. Sullivan would like
to comment-you gentlemen have similar approaches, and similar
ideas. They are different ii some respects.

I agree wholeheartedly with your basic theme of the importance
of Negro ownership and tReg'oesheing in business for themselves. This
to it very great extent. is a bisiines society. It, is a lot. of other things
too, but.'it is a, business society, and we consider the businessman as a
leader, in many ways the in]oftint, economic leader in our society. Sn
I think what you llead for anid suggest is enormously appealing.

I wrote a book about 4 years ago called Can Small Business Survive?
'[le conclusion was that, to survive it. is going to take a great, deal
more ability as well as more capital. Sina business will nee6d to have
people who are muel more competent in reeordkeeping and so forth
than many small lisineme.n lhave been.

As you know, the survival prospects for small business in this
country are not, good. The average small businessman who goes into
retailing lasts 6 months and fails, or sells out-he oftin sells out. at.
a loss.

So that. it. is tough. And it. ieeds ill t1he studies-and thero have
been a whole series of studies-on the needs of small business. Number
one, it, needs capital. But. number two, it. perbAps needs even more
ability t-raining, experience.

So 'that I think that you are making an excellent appeal. I think
what you sy makes all the sense in the world. But I just wonder if
the entrepreneur school that. you talk about can really get it. moving
with sumficieit speed and on a sufficiently comprehensive basis to do
Ile jo) unless we also look at this from the stiuipht fpieovidtng
training and education at. many levels. After nil, the best businessmen
are men who have had jobs elsewhere, who have learned to be good
by working for somneb ody else for a while. Some come out. of school
and start. their own business, but not very many. Usually they work
for 5 or 10 years at least, develop manngerial qualities andzfibilities,
have gone t.hr6t11h the tough hard exi )erience of competing with
others, done well in working for somebody else, and then started their
own businesses.

So that what you feel is necessary to be done in addition to estab-
lishing the ent.reprenet'rihl school, to provide a real oporthiiity for

06-292 0-08-14
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the black man, to own his business in the kind of substantial way that
you and r agree he does not now.

Mfr. BUFR.L I.. Well Senator, I think looking at some of the experi-
ences of the world we miss, for example, the oppott ftf1tty in America
to approach the economic devel6ment of the inner cit-v in much the
same way that you approach the development of Africa, for ex-
ample-there you pump in whatever capability is iieeded-if it is
financial resources, if it is the manageria I capability of whites, that
has to be there.

In our own community we can look around us and find out. that
American business has joined hands with every conceivable kind of
person in this world except the black man in the pursuit of profits,
here in America.

So in the normal process of proftifkffi ng, the tietiflifig that you talk
about could be tie kind of experience that is needed. I would agree
that as time passes, as each minute passes, businesses become more
capital intensive. Well, if that. is ti'ue, thieii large amounts of capital
are indicated.

I do not thifik I have said today in my testimony, or in any other
of my public policy statements-have I seemed to indicate we are
talking about tie. star itp of a nmiber of miargiial businesses that are
expected to feed on its own unecoitomic comununity. But I am simply
suggesting more signifiantly that we establish the kind of viable
busiesses that can compete in an open society.

A mistake that a lot of people make is thlt as they hear tho plea of
of the National Business League to create within tliis coit ry the kinds
of businesses flint I an now suggesting, they simply 12 at me, a
black man, and I suppose their assumption is that I ain talking about
the creation of a, num ber of very small businesses. I am not. I am sug-
gesting that the businesses could be made viable and large enough to
coi pete in an open society.

Chiairmn PnoxpinE. Let me just, ask. You had your business ex-
perience. I think I have seen you on television.

Mr. Bunrmrar. I am afraid so.
Chairman PROX.IUnE. A gentleman who has a very successful busi.

ness, or at least has had. So you know yourself the very serious
problems of business inalagenielnt, and how you (1o not. easily come

y a mal who call run a successful small business these days. What
kind of experience did yoU have before your started ylfir own business?
Did ;you start it yourself directly; is this the only employment you have

Mr. BuniwiLL. I have had Government. experience, but. I certainly
did not, have a background of business. I had the desire and the
deterrinit ion not to work for anybody after coming out of Woi'ld
War II. So I started with a liffdred (Iollars and went into the dry
cleaning business-not knowing really too much about, it. I had the
expePrience of having run a raaiher large drycleanrig plant, on an Army
post. But. my experience there was just. yelling and screaming and
keeping peoil;e working. I did not know ainytlihig about the. business
at all.

,rhie point I make is that I started and made all the normal inistakes.
I t ook all the wrveling steps necessary. I did not have the help of peo.
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pie who told me-who could have told me I was about to make a mis-
take. I made them. I think many small businessmen in this country
have done exactly that, white or black.

I am simply suggesting that blacks need the right to fail as much
as ally other person in tlfis country. And'tliat. right to fail seems to
be somehow elusive. There is no one at. this point. in time who seems
interested enough to join hids with potential black capability and
teach them the necessary ingredients of operating a business. There
are some small efforts being made right now within our own organiza-
tion. We run a program. of management trailing and assistance.

Chairman' PRox3InuE. I would think-I do not. mean to interrupt-
I would think that. your proposal dovetails very well with Mr. Sul-
livan's experience.

Mr. BU UEL,. It. does.
Chairman Pnoxmim. And that, these two should work very well

together. They are both aimed at the rsame purpose. Mr. Sullivan's
would perhaps involve a somewhat greater number of people. But
certainly the people who- hraxedeveloped the self-habiitation, aitdtlI~b
the skill, and then-the work experience, would be the natural p47p1e
to work into your entr-epreneurial school, and then work on to de-
veloping their own businesses.

Would that. be your feeling, Mr. Sullivan ?
Mr. SULLIV,. Yes; I think so.
Mr. Bunnrm. I would thlhk so.
In addition to tlft, Senator, I have suggested in the testim6iy that

training of-
Chairmtftn PAOXMIRE,. Have you applied in any way, your organiza-

tion, for Governtnent fonds?
Mr. BuRRELT. We operate a Government-funded proge'am miw. We

are funded by OEO and EDA.
Chairman PaoxminE. I mean for the entrepreneurial school.
Mr. BUnJirtJ. No. We have discussed it. There does not seen to be

enough entlhusiasm at the moment to even present it.
Chairman PROxMIRv,. Do you think it would be a good idea now?

Are you ready for it?
Mr. BUJrUELL. I am sure it. is. I am more convinced thAn ever today

that there must be someone willing to try it.
Chairman Pnox.AnF,. Why don't. you formulate this into a pro.

posal. Or nffybe you have.
Mr. BunR, '1,. We have one developed.
Chairman PRox3nnE. I would like to see it. I would like to see it.

formulated as specifically as possible, so that we could see what. we
can do-ab-lt it.

Mr. SULLIVANT. Could I say something on that, please?
Chairman I3noxmnm. Yes, sir.
Mr. SULLIVAN. I agree. I can see how they could dovetail. We have

already developed a manpower and economic development school.
I have done it with private resources. I am building Progress Plaza,
which is a $2 million shopping center in Broad Street-not person-
ally, but a cofMitfifty corporate Ion-people ptt $10 a montl down, 36
mor~lhs, and we raised a quarter of a million dollars, in developing
this Progress Plaza. On the site I am developing an emtrepreijeurial
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training school, being bitilt. rightnow, in which I am goiig to tfitfi 260
eutrcreneurial managers a year.

Chairman Proxmrmn. Is thiis in Philadelphia'?
11r. SuLLIvAN'. 'Yes. Anld With these entrepreneur,'s, I am going to uls.

these meni to go iltO establi.lm nts. I am already developing several
factories-not, for me-I (to not get. anything out. of it-ill which 1
will be training men to go into these smaller businesses, and small
factories.

Chairman PIrox~xuIE. OIC is dig'rthis'.
Mr. Sut•IvA.N-. OIC is a nonprofit institution. 'l'his is whdat. I call

Progress Elinerprises, whiclh is I1ilot herl nonlprofil group.
Cliairman ProxmiII. I see.
Mr. Sv'rruv.\N. Now, the Ford F'o nlation u'e me nluloey for the

entllprenetlriid school, and I raised a hundred thousand on my own,
just. from my vown frienlds and people ofil " churchh .

Chairman PROXMIRE. I was just going to ask you that. I do not
mean to interrupt. But I would like to know if yoi could tell me how
much foundation money, private moley, ilustrial monev of various
kinds, how imuelh local or State1 m61le1 or if, and Iow n1;10l F'edeelil.

Mr. SttN'.,. No State or Federal'money at all. This first I raiog
program I am using no Federal money. I am talking about. the enter-
preneurifl development ahdli rliIltAg school.

Chairman Pnox-rmmE. You have foi v di lfttln uipox .
M'. S avt,vAx. From For(]. And I raised a hundred thousand do-

lars myself. I am going toletm4n 200 men for businesses in Philadel 1 1fla,
in the IW'tse Philadelihia iti'a--not only for our own-creative bllsi-
neses but. for supermarkets, and other enterprises. I can see how on a
national scale, Mr. Br11..,you ought to talk .t my men. I think you
have somntdlihIg here-Senator Proxmire is saviurr here-maybe we cal
work out something.

But, I think we are on the threshold of something here. that. can
rea,'1y' menu something.

Fr'alkly, it. is ily ambitions totraill a tolls ind eit reprelle rs a ,Vea'.
And I will do it With or without the Government. I am going to do
it. anyway. If T have you, I can do it. faster.

Chairm'an Plox'min:. 1We are all delighted to heat' that.ftltde ai
that. approach.

Mr. Bulumm:u'h. Selato •, I would like to say we have in 0111' prolposal--
we. ca (1o it at. any level. We are simply conviliced that these wrenching
ste)s are going to; have to be taken if you are going to create withhvrthe
black commnuifty the kind of ilatua leadership (lint is required. There
is no natural, leader.lip. ill the. ghetto. A man with a shoeshine parlor
is uot. very likely to coiviwo -anybody they should do anything. And
it is this kind of tiny ellreprleurial effort that has to" be changed
if the image of tho'ghetto, as some. peol)le call it, is to be one of
having in it. substantial leadership lihat can become a real ioodol for
people who are hell nLWon doingothei'wise.

So that, whatever it, takes to createthat, kind of an enttepreneltpnl
experience, this collty is going to have to face 'il) to the fact, that.
black mncii must. particlato iin what. we kiow as the free epterllrise
system. 'Ihs is w aint, the movenemit. is all about-it is the lack of par-
teipation in this free enterprise system that. makes people say-since
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we do not see blacks particlpatiig, let, us destroy tile system. Those
of us who are a part of it. know that the. system works, that. probably
America, the free enterprise system of Ame'ia -is f lie best system ill
the world. But it. hs to be p'resiVed long enough to fit bilncks into
it. I think Dr. Sullivan and his program, and the National'Busine.s
League; and its 68-year-old program, are probably the only expres-
sions of a belief in the system that we have. And they must be
strengthened.

Ohairman Peox,.Nnw. Very good.
My time IS1111p. I will be back with some morequestions.
Representative Ru s'Ean. Gentlemen, these have been fine

statements.
Mr. Sullivan, let. me say as one member of the Congress I applaud

tile fact. you are on a zig. I hope anfid ray you will stay there, and that.
our society will respond thoughtfitl ly and intelligently, so not only
you will continue , to .e convinced thatf is the properY course, but so that
others will be encouraged to joIn you.

Your fame and good works are well known-otwithstainding your
very modest remarks about this. I would say the fact. that. this member
is at least reasonably faiilliftr with youi and knows something about
you and about. your work, is some indicatii of thit fact..

Mr. Burrell made tie comment. that. there is no naturalleadership
in the ghetto, or the concentrated commmit-y, as you wish. I would
say he. is wrong. I am impressed by you Mr. Sullivan. Yore testimonyheio has been obviously imjressive. Soie sa that you are the dir-•, .mreM S .l -. Ia f.iYnt
ference in Philadelphita-that it is you-that mkes the difference. And
I, notwithstanding my respect for you, don't believe it. I thiik there
is leadersli p in the concentrated community, in tile ghettos, tie urban
centers of this country. I thhik'tlt. it. is ho. I do not. know wlt.
sl)ark or factor led yol to move in the direction you moved, or under-
take tie. particular activities you have undertaken, but. I thitik fint
the potential for that. spark exists in every part. of our coM1ftry. I
thin k that the people areflitre; the leadership qualtios are there; and
I would be interested in your comment on tis-because it is a very
fundamental question.

You don't. make peoplee like you and others who are doing what. is
being done. You do not. train them at a school. You (id not get. this
way through some Government. program, I would Susp)ect.

Do you'have any comment. on tiat?
Mr. SVMAV-X. Yes. Burrell is always right-I do know what he

said-I caine in1 a little late.
RepreMsentative Rr.31rs1iLD. I think lie said there is no natfuivlleader-

ship in the ghetto.
Mr. BupltimJ.,. Let me clear that ul). Evidently there is some miscon-

ception of what, I said. I am simply suggesting, Mr. Rumsfeld-natural
leadership accrues to lhe owners of eal)ital, tie efattains of industry.

Representative Ru.ssmu,. That is untitural leadership the way I
ant thinking of it.

Mr. lBuirri.l. In a free enterpris- so ciety, in a dollar society it is
natural. Let. me say that Negroes al)l)arenty have more leaders than
aly race of people, in tie world. Everybody is a leader. I have never
seatd of at white leader. IThat is ity problem. But I do know that as
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I look at the white community it is the man who is tile president of the
large corporation, who c(oiltrois tl6 'avroll, witt) li gs the management
capability of determining the destiny of his coilrn"flly and the th6uslrds
of people , Wl °niy work for him, w'ho is a leader. I am suggesting to
you there is scately anly such natural leadership in the ghetto. We
have self-appointed leaders, we have iiewspalper-appoilted leaders, we
have all kinds. But. we do not have tile kind of leadership tht I am
talking about. that has tile president of General Motors. And this is
what we are heading for and nust have if we are going to have urbhan1
tranquility-somebody had better help its develop the kind of leader-
ship that. is resj)ected-because it is cal)ital oriented. 'lThnt is ly sug-
gest ion. You are probably right on tile other.

Mr. SIT'LI.xNz. I think reily what he is saying is that there is a
great. deal of leadership potential there that. h's tiot beeut developed.
I have had the o )0lrt1llity to develop fttitfides.

There is a gold mile of leadership iut the black community, a gold
mine. As a matter of fact, the black community is a gold mine. Amid
ole of the mnitreasons that I am trying to do'what. 1 am doing as a
preacher, and doing it. as a1 minister, because I think God wants nile
to to it frankly--cirazy as it. might somid-is because I ant trying to
p'ove there is a go d-li i e of leadership in these commulities.- 1hey
cuin do things in manpower, inl manpower development, they can do
something of thet kind l)Aei thought could miot be done. And that is
the reason I ti not. go nronfid 'niueh to big cities. We liav . l)i'ogeium ill
70 cities. I have ben to 20 other towns. People come toi hildelpilfn
and gee What I have done, and go back to (1o it. there. A,\id I (lont go.
Thie mayors ask tie to come, I wont. go. I want to prove that. you got
leadership right, there where you are. All they" need is a little (lirectiml,
eCouragent.l Becaus. if I go all over the c4ilry with my movement,
I will (lie, and th, lfihg willdie withlile.

I am trying 0 Ceate -something to last a hundred years. I am trying
to eale somethlt1g where the indigenous leadelshiIp in the colcen-
I rated community can assume its owit productive assessable role. I ant
trying to prove there are Sullivans there-there are a thousand Sul-
livans in these towns. I ,aine out of an rlley, you know, broken home,
-t1l llat. bil. [ camlle out of an tlley. There lre thousands of Sullivans,
10,000. And T am t tying to build to show there are a thousand of thoih
there. Tile only thhifg I ask is for support. I will (10 it without Support.
Bitt. I agree with you.

Mr. tumsmi. I can remember sitting in a comferenee where Mar-
garet. Meade recotnended that we have a year of con'Ifulsory service
for every young perom in our collitry. A very liberal l)rofessor who
hlad hee'1 mtive ill the I)overlNy pIlogri'tin tide the cominent. that. her
Il-oposal itmle his flesh e'rnwl: , veryone wondered why. lie said:

I nt for national service, but onee you make it eomlmlsory, and pretend that
the (iovernmenmt ims th, wisdom to organize anti order the lives of every yoting
li1l1l 1lllod yollng WOmItul In this country for a year, Into soinethiihg productive.
on behalf of society, you arte destroying the whole concept of it, and the ®overn-
meint does not have thai wisdom.

TPiis leads to my)g' juest ion Abot yol IlOgr1aitt.
Is it possiI)le that lart of the strength of vOdiu' progeralil is that it. is

not bIeing cortj)tiled or liitramileatiz'ed or fi'fitg'ated byt le (overmletlit
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involvement to tle extent that others have-it. has not suffered the
lague of tile sophistication to which you refer?

Mr. SULLIVAN. I think there is no question about it, sit. I think that.
if we are perIittUd'by Government agencies-and there were attempts
made to come in an( bilrw~airntize tih e)pgriftit, and take it over-I

iperhas would have had more money in it, but less eftectiveness. I have
maintained the indigenous leadership, role characteristics of the move-
ment, because I think it is on that basis that it, has been successful. I
think the people look at it as being their program. They do not look
at, it as being a Government program.
They do not look at it as being a poverty l)rogrq . It is a poverty

program. I get mine fio-m the -overt-y program. But they do not see
it, like that. They see It as t heirs, OIC belongs to them, witlhrthe support
of the Gloverament. I think that is one reason, one of the big reasons
it. has succeeded. And maybe one of the big reasons I have not. gotten
more Sul) port. Because one of the reasons why in the Depaitmnint of
Labor, other placs, OEO, llEW-they might say "Wait. a minute,
what-is this crazy Sullivan doing, he is doing it in 75 cities." The
guidelines are set. by the peo ple, adfilhistered by the peple, with- the
su)poi'. of Government. Maybe that is the reason. But. tifit is the way
it has to be to succeed. The people can't see a program coming fr(%Ythle
top down to them. It, has to come from the gilts up-wth the support
of the Government. I think that is whAt America is abolit.

Representative lV.lsrFELD. I think you have an exceedingly im por-
(ant point there. I would hate to se you lose sight of it, or any of the
rest, of us misunderstand what the stingth'of it is.

It seems to me Mr. Saltzman that, your final comment is certainlly
one that. I can agree with. As a person who lives in the District of
Columbia ditIng the sessions of Congress, I must say that we have, the
laboratory, we have the l)lace right here where there is a clear, full,
Federal responsibility for many of the kinds of problems that exist. in
urban areas all over the country. Here we could do exactly as you sug-
gest-undertake some modest. )rog Iams -designed to locally validate
reasonable hypotheses, that then cMuld be eficouraged.

It may be a Goverunent program, it may not be. It may be simply
a st-imulition or encouragement, or an education process as to' the kids
of things that can be done. I take it. this is your sentiment-but not.
specific reference to districtr of COluhibia.

Mr. S.rT3ZAXA. Yes. But let me say I do not mean that. we ought.
to excuse inaction in the name of "modesty prograins." I urge notion.

Representative UM.wsr,. Exactly, I appreciate that, and I thiik
so, too. When you made a comment that I think could be misinterpreted
-you say you urge caution in making commitments until we learn
more-you (1o not mean caution in terms of making a commitment, to
deal with the problems, but you are talking about. figi'ing out what
works and what does not work.

AM%. SAM3TMN. Y es. I urge caution inll Tflkiig promises which we
do not know now how to fulfll to-people living in the inier cities.
That. is the imlOiptiit t thing. Because one of the things that-I as a
white person going into the black comn1hity always Aet thrown at.
me a list, a list of tile unfulfilled promises that have been made. And
unfulfilled promises are frequently a consequence of excellent and
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ambitious programs which are untested, fail and then have to be
discontinued.

Representative RUM.%SPF7:D. M [y time is up.
Senator PRox31111i. SenatorJordai ?
Senator JoiDtN. Thank you, Mr. Cliirnan. I, too, want to com-

mend all four of you for very fine statements this morning. I believe
there is a wider area of agreement among you than there is disagree-
ment.. Mr. Saltzman, you quoted someone else as saying tie recipe for
violence is to promise a lot and deliver a little. And I think that has
been one of our great difficulties with existing programs. You have been
quite critical of the existing programs, because in your terms they have
a confusion of l)urpose. And I agree with you-there is a confusion of
purpose in the myriad programs that we have operating.

It. seems to me that. you gentlemen are speaking pretty much the
same language. When you summarize the first I)art of your statement,
Mfr. Saltzman, and say, "I urge that planning "-you suggest planning
locally to involve groups, and this is what Mr. Sullivan is talking
about., and what Mr. Burrell is talkilig about. You said, "I urge that
such planning be realistic to prevent unrealistic expectations." And I
could not agree with yOu mnre. I think you make a strong case for some
not of caution here, *because as we create new jobs, and then comes a
tightening in the economy, the very law of the business jungle is that
the jobs last in are usually the first out, so that the new jobs that
create great l)romise sometimes are the first casualties in a slight
down-turn in the econ6i y. Would you care to elaborate on that?

Mr. SALT-ZMAN. I think you have said it very well.
One of the real problems in the private economy of course is the

mortality of new firms. Entrepreneurs, as Senator Proxmire pointed
out., most frequently fail. And when a new firm hires two or three
emiployees, and then fails, these people are out of work.

Now, this has a tremendous cumulative tnpact in a comnultty. That
is the reason most. of our local plans talk about placement into large
existing firms. My point is such plans are fine-provided we are talk-
ing about existing jobs. But even in large firms, the law of seniority is
that tile new employees we hire are the ones that have to be released
first. What this means to me is that we ought to focus intensively on
the job developrnet function.

Senator JORDAN,-. From your experience with Ford Motor Co., when
you took these hard-core unemployed people and threw away yolr en-
trance examinitlohs, that is your qualifying ex14it)bns, ri(l started
putting them to work, did you find that that was a rewarding experi-
ence-would you say that they made their way right from the start.
Or did you have to work along with them?

Mr. SnMA,. This differs. Most of the people hired in our inner
ci ty during program were ,iven a very brief ortientation lecture, if you
will, from 2 hours to one day, and then they went to work. Now, they
were given the same kind of on-the-job training that-other men re-
ceived-that is a foreman or special instructor showed them how to do
their job. But from there on in they worked just as everybody else
works, and at least as effectively.

Senator JORDAN. Have they been good employees for Ford Motor
Co.?

Mr. SAIrM[AN. Yes, sir.
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Senator JORDAN. I think that is significant. It proves something to
us that we have been searching for a long tim--that you can make
productive employees out of these people if you give tiem a clfWce.

Mr. SALTZMAN. "I aree.
Senator JoRDAN. Mr. Mangum, I liked the way you handled the

Government as an employer of last resort. You said that this was only
one of a kit of tools, and should be regarded as temporary or I believe
a transitory stage in the development and training of that individual.

Would you care to develop that a little more-becasue I think it is
significant. People sometimes think if the Government is an employer
of last resort, that is the end of the road. You talk about it as being one
of a temporary nature. And I like that. Would you develop that,
please.

Mr. MANOUL You know what sometimes happens to your children.
I happen to have coined that phrase in a report that I wrote a. few
years ago, and it. has tended to be picked up and talked about as one
single program. I would only stress again t hat in the original context
in which tNis proposal was devised, it was thought of as something that
would always be there as a guarantee or'a floor. It. would be pern!Aiteht
as a prograin, but. not permm'ientt for any individual. It would be the
last resort for both the Government and the individual-to make the
Employment Act mean what it said-that anybody who was employ-
able could always have a last resort job, if every effort were put in to
move him up and out from- tfhat into the regular sector, either public
or private employment.

ann tor JORDAN. A lot of us have been talking about the need for
creating miore jobs and concentrating on'the problems th-it beset us
in the centers of population.

How do we stop the migration of these people out of the agri-
cultural areas of the country who are being replaced by automation in
their jobs-they flock to the popuhltiobi centers.

Have you considered the possibility of going into the country with
creating jobs or setting up'businesses to keep those people in place, and
stop this migration to-the-population centers?

Mr. MANou.M. Yes, surely. I happen to think one of the places where
we have the greatest need for the employer of last resort proposal is in
the rural areas, for several reasons. There is much more to be done
there by the kind of labor available. The people who live in the rural
areas and are without jobs are much more used to rough manual work.
And you can use this as a device to some degree to regulate the flow
into the central city.

We are all very much concerned, of course, about the center city
problem, because there are so many people there. But unfortUnately
I suppose we are more concerned about it because those people have
learned not to sit quietly and docilely and live with their situations.
However, we ought to keep in mind that the greatest poverty, the
greatest real degradation in this co hitry is still folid in rural areas.
It is not surprising that people who possibly can are going to get out
of those areas into where, though condltilfst may be bad, they are still
a considerable step above what they were in those areas.

Mr. SULLIVAN. Could I speak to" that?
One reason we are vitally interested in the-developmaent of some sort

of a hold-to progr-am is because we do want to do something topolarize
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population, to do something to minimize the influx into the bigger
cities.

As a matter of fact., that might, be the point of our success-the sug-
gestion that you indicated.

For that reason, I am concentrating-my organization is concen-
trating its work now on rural communities with groups that came from
the Delta, and Jackson, Mliss., just, last week. These are people that
came to Philadelphia with the idea of developing OIC-type rural
programs-very excited about it.

Also concentrtifig on communities between the sizes of 20,000 and a
hundred thousand. In other words, we have some sort. of development
under the trees and on the street, corners. Now we are going to con-
centrate on the smaller comntities, hoping we will be able to hold
much of the community there, because there will be opportunity where
they are.

You find many people seek the gold of the streets of the big cities,
only to find they are tarnished. But they cannot go back, and they
stay there. And they maximize that problem. So you have to polarize
your population so that opportunity will be wv'her6 the people are, to
make a good life for them there, and to make the rural areas produc-
tive as they can-even to the extent of shiftilng the concept of economic
development into the rural, less populated areas. And we have some
thoughts on this that we are quite concerned abett. I am glad that you
are thinking in those terms.

Senator JoR., . I think we have to reverse the trend. Let me ask
you tbis-because you have had experience in Philadelphia, a large
city center. As your people gain experience and affluence, and a job,
is there a tendency for them to move out of the city center into thesuburbs?

Mr. SULLIVAN. Oh, yes, many of them do. Persons have a tendency
to become middle class.

Senator JonD.N. Then they would wailt to move out of the city?
Mr. SuLL',iv . Yes; out of the concentrated community, into better

housing. A great, deal ofthis is aspirationtil because some of the con-
centrated sections are deplorable in terms of life. They want something
better for their children. They reach out and move out. And people
come and take ip where they .were. It has to be a reverse and intake,
too. But there is the chance aspirationally for a person who gets a better
job to go and buy a house in a community he calls a better community.

Senator JoRWNN. If We can have a double-edged program of stem-
riing the influx into the cities, and encouraging those who ns they gain
in affluence to move out. of the city centers, we might work toward a
solution.

Mr. SULLvx',.%,. And to our knowledge the middle-class black nai-
he might leave physically in terms of neighbollibod,' but not irterins
of his work. In other words, I (to not. want black people to get, caught
in this middle-class grab bag, where lie forgets where lie came from.
Every middle-class black man, as far as I am concerned, has an obli-
gation. to help his brother and sister where hle came from. He might
do it voluntirll1y' tithe his time in OIC centers-but the black nan
Imust not get caught in tlhat. l1e muIst come back and help hisI brother
soliehow. In this way he is helping himself and helping his broth'tor,
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too. And the idea of polarizing opportunity is essential-it is perhaps
the key to some of the solution ofI rban problems.

Mr. M L of. Senator, miy I make a further comment on rural op-
portunity. The week before last I was in North Carolina, looking at
a number of different programs. I spent some time in a predominately
rural area where a third of the county is white, a third Negro, and a
third Indian. There were tremendous amounts of poverty among the
Indians and Negroes. I inquired, "How much land does it require to
make a decent lving?" Somebody said, "If a family has 20 acres of
ground'ititd uses it right., he cal make it." I asked ho~' many the peo.
)le had. It turned out that many of the Indians and Negroes in the

area did have 20 acres of ground. I asked-where are the agricultural
extension agents? I learned that they take care of the middle-class
farmers wNith large farms. These people have their little 20 acres of
ground which nobody has ever taught them how to run. A little entre-
1)reneurship on those farms would go an awful long way.

Senator JoRdAN. Good sug gstion. I am sorry-my time is i.
Chairman PnoxtMRE. I would-like to0ask both Mr. Saltzman and Mr.

Mangun about something that troubles me in your testimony.
Mr. Saltzman, you said, "Programs to create new jobs are ultimately

dependent on the real growth of the economy, antd are not necessarily
available when neededY

Now the Ford Motor Co.-I know you do not necessarily agree with
everything *,hoy support-but they favor a $10 billion tax increase,
and t $6 billion cut in expenditures. The best calculations I can get
from exchanging correspondence with the Council of Economic Ad-
visers is that this will eliminate 700,000 jobs. Yesterday we had testi-
mony from very competent economists that-one said that every single
economic computer, programing the tax increase, and the expenditure
cut, shows a recession in 1969.

Now, my question is-how can we provide additio1al jobs if the
economy is going to go backward-if they say in order to achieve price
stability we have to put the brakes on as tight.as this fiscally, and
create not 3V2 percent unemployment, or 3 million people out of
work, but 4 million people out of work, perhaps, and 41/2 percent
tunemployment.

I want. to ask that. of Mr. Mangum, after you reply. le might be
thinking about this-in response to this Government, as last resort
concept: How can you have a Government. job of last resort if the
economists all tell us you are going to have 3 million unemployed,
or you are going to have inflation.

Mr. SALTZMA,. Well, I really do not. know how to respond to that
question, Senator. Let me just respond again from the point of view
of somebody working in a firm.

It is very difficult, for me to tell when a job is being eliminated as
a consequence of changing technology. That is, the net difference in
jobs is difficult, to ascertain. Therefore, when the economy coitracts-
which is what you are talking about-I cannot l)redict what is going
to happen in my firm.

Chairman PnoxMri. But you have told us that-and I quote you:
"Programs to create new jobs are ultimately dependent upon-the real
growth of the economy."
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If the economy does not grow, you are not going to have the jobs.
Mr. SALTZMAX. Yes; I think this is a fact of life.
Chairman Piox,.zfmE. So Congress is going to create a very, very'

difficult situation for the last hired, the first fired, the marginal work-
ers black and white, who are always likely to be close to the fringe
anyway. Then if we try to co!iMter6act that. with a Government pro-
gram, what happens to our stabilization effort?

Mr. SALTZMIAN. I really cannot make any intelligent remark on
that. The point, is, of course, that inflation could be a far worse con-
sequence even for the last-in, first-out individual than the pre-sent
situation.

Chairman PROXMIRE. That is right. But I do think there is a, failure
on the part-this is something that maybe I am wrong on, because
heaven knows economic expertise is on the other side-all the Govern-
ment expertise seems to be on the other side. But I think we have
completely misjudged the kind of inflation we are in. It. is very largely
a cost-push inflation, with wage increases greatly exceeding produc-
tivity increases. It is not a demand-pull inflation. We are operating
at 84 percent of capacity. Just. lost. month1 once again, the hours of
work per week dropped, so that overtime is very scarce. We are not
utilizing our manpower very vigorously. We could expand our pro-
duction greatly it seems to me without having a demand pressure on
prices. So I think that is one of the reasons why frankly my polio)
judgment is to oppose the tax increase-althougl I am going to be
in the minority in doing so.

Mr MANGULM. I think we should recognize that we have always
required the poor to be our price stabilizers. That is simply the way
things are structured,- as you pointed out, If we are going to try to
restrain inflation by reducing employment, obviously the people left
out will be the people least able to bear the burden.

Secondly, I think we should add to what you have said about. the
nature of the inflation. A wartime situation is inherently inflationary
beeaus"' you hire people to produce goods which you throw away, in
effect, by shooting at other people, rather than the- peacetime situation
where you produce goods for people to use their pay checks to buy.
So you are always going to have in a wartime situation a tendency
to have more money chasing fewer goods, which is the classic case
of inflation.

Chairman PRox.-H.%i. It. is a little different kind of wartime situation
now of course-quite different than World War II, and considerably
less impact than the Korean war. There is the enormous increase in
the size of our economy.

Mr. Mxou.% At. the same time we went into this at. a much higher
level. We went into World War II with tremendous slack. We had
some slack when we went into the Korean war. We had relatively
little slack when we went into this. And then youir final question, about.
what one does, how one justifies advocating Grovernment programs in
this situation.

In the first place, it. would be my opinion thit: the accumulation of
$10 billion in tax increase plus $6 billion in expenditure cuts is exces-
sive. Secondly, I say the justification for manpower and antipoverty
programs simply has to be that we must find some way to quit requir-
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ing the poor to be our only stabilizer of the price level. We must find
some way of spreading the unemployment around if unemployment
must be the balance wheel; I think for instance, that the employer of
last resort kind of program cali be justified oil grounds that tHe addi-
tion to aggregate demand necessary to create a job on that kind of a
program would be less than the aggregate demand addition involved
in the traditional way of creating a job. It is a difference of $5,000
against maybe $20,000 or $30,000 in that circdPhstance. So what you
would attempt to do is say-

Chairman PROXMIRE. This is because the Government would provide
jobs that are much lower paid?

Mr. MANGOUM. Lots of things are involved in it; profit margins, and
a lot of other things. It .woufd be lower paid. It would also be labor
intensive rather than capital intensive. But wvhat we would really
be trying to do would be to spread the unemployment more equitably.
Why should we load people already experiencing 6 months of unem-
ployment every year with the additional unem ployment? Whly don't
we load it. on the people who are experiencing 4 weeks of unemploy-
ment each year? There should be some attempt to spread the burdens
of prlce stability a little bit more broadly.

Chairman POXMTR. The trouble is that WPA really did not pro-
vide any experience with a job of last resort, because as you know,
the lowest--I just checked it-the lowest level of unemployment in the
thirties was in 1937, when it, went down to 14 percent. At one point
it was 25 percent. And, of course, the underemployed were probably,
together with the unemployed-were half the work force during
much of this time. So that thie WPA-I would agree with you-was
very creative, and very constructive in many, many ways, not only
because it kept people from just wasting themselves, but also because
of the quality of what they produced to some extent.

We still have not really wrestled with whether c- not it. is possible
to move the Phillips curve to create a situation in which you can have
relative price stability-and I think we should be willing to mike a
sacrifice on this-niaybe accept 3- or 31,-percent inflation if neces-
sary-in order to get the unemployment down perhaps to 2 perent-
naybe less than 2 percent.

ls it conceivable, conceptually, that if the Government provides a
job of last resort in your judgment could you get unemployment down
to much less than it has been in the pasty-sa get it down to 2 l)ercent?
Could you reduce the number of unemployed?

Mr. UANOmi.. No one knows how far down it could get. I would
be prepared to argue on the basis of absolutely no experience that in
some other kinds of conditions than a wartime situation, and moving
toward it somewhat more gradually instead of the sudden plunge
we took in the last, quarter of 1965, that we could get down at least to
3 percent. I wrote for Senator Clark a report in 1963 in which we
advocated 3 percent as a goal under the Employment Act of 1946.
I do not see any reason to think that in the package we set, in which
we provided all the basic education, reinedial education, the man-
power training programs, the relocation, and ultimately, even though
we did not call it by that name, the employer of last resort, we could
create an environment which would shift the curve and make it possi-
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ble for us to operate at somewhat lower levels. We can only find that
out by experience, moving down and see how far we can go before
these things happen. But we won't do that. I am afraid in a wartime
situation.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Congress Rumsfeld?
Representative RumsiFw. Mr. Burrell, I was visting recently with

Congressman Widndl, a member of the Joint Economic Committee,
who also happens to be the ranking minority mei~ber of the House
Banking and Currency Committee. He could not be here today be-
cause he is involved in the housing bill. We were discussing some
reports that it is increasingly difficult for businessmen to obtain ade-
quate insurance protection against fire, crime, and other hazards,
because the business may be located in a general area that is con-
sidered to be high risk, and that even in some instances where the in-
surance might be available, the rates might be prohibitive.

Have you or your organization any evidence th at this is a fact?
If so, how serious is it, and do you have any thoughts as to what
the Congress might do to deal with this problem?

Mr. BURRELL,. Well, it is a serious problem-so serious that I might
suggest that in looking at some of our businesses located in ghettos,
and we get. reports-where fire insurance used to cost $200 for a
3-year premium, these costs have spiralled to a point, if it is avail-
able at all-to a point where it is probably more likely $300 per year,
as opposed to $200 for 3 years.

When we were talking about small, marginal type businesses, these
kinds of costs just simply cannot be absorbed. Every, indicator points
to the fact that this national insurance corporation, think it is called,
within the Riot Commission reliort, needs to be absolutely adopted,
so that business can continue-whether they be black or white of
course--because business just. cannot operate without insurance. There
is no way to be self-insured and ol)erate a small business in the
community.

So, I would certainly support the fact. that the Congress needs
to get not into this nationM insurance development corporation, what-
ever the technical name is, that is suggested in the 'insurance section
of the Riot Commission report.

Representative Ru.rsvr.D. Thank you, very much.
Mr. Sullivan, you made the comment, I believe, that some people

have hidden the OTC concept, and I think you included the Congress in
that-in the very early l)at. of your statement. Could you be rather
specific for the commiftee as to h'ow, 'if at. all, the Congress has hidden
the OIC?

Mr. SULIVAN. I think-I do not think I said Congress. I said
some agencies of Government.

Representative Ru.svFr.n. You are thinking of the executive
branch?

Mr. SULLIVAN. I do not, think I mentioned Congress. I mentioned-
some aspects, for example, in the Department. of Labor that have
looked at OIC and have-in some manpower programs, have castrated
the program I think, in my opinion, for the sake of just keeping
usquiet. I know this is a very. difficult thing to say. The idea here-
you expend a billion dollars in manpower-is a program that the
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entire Department of Labor knows is a viably, successfully proved
pro gram, with the best analysis that money can buy. They have in-
vestigated our program; anatlyzed our program; studied our p ro-
gram-tlie best manpower experts in the country. Reports come that
the program is not a lie, it is doing what we say it is doing.

Groups all over the country are clamoring for these programs in-
digenous people, trying to start something with nothing, needing
some support from. somewhere. And yet you put a billion dollars in
manpower programs, and literally almost cut out 010 and say "We
Cannot go any) ftifther w~ith this tinlg, because we do not have room
for it, or perhaps it, is not ready jus yet., or because it does not fit
in quite yet. When you cannot fit 0IC into somtig ndcti l
to pieces in order, to, iake it fit-you cannot utse 0T0 as a square peg
~in it round hole. It has to be a round hole for a round peg. And so
they say "Look, we are giving you $10 or $15 million. that is won-
derful.) It is not great. My program is the cheapest program in the
country; $1,000 from the street to a job. Other manpower averages
about, $3,500. I do it for one-thlrd,

My productivity is greater. This is a very-to say in public, sitting
like this-my productivity is greater. My retention is greater. Almost
two tfmes as great as some of-the cohventional mallpower programs.
I have 7,000 people on a waiting list. They say you go to classrooms
and some are empty. In OC classrooms people are standing outside
waiting to get in.

In Bedford Stuyvesant, a program started 8 months ago, already
they have a thousand people on the waiting list. Just motivation. Peo-
ple sitting, waithig, yearning to go Into a job. And we cannot under-
stand-my leadership cannot understand why it is that here we are
trying to do something, we have the community motivated to do
something-

Representative RUMSFELD. There are generally two sides to a coin.
I take it from what. you are saying, then, that you know of no instance
where the statutes passed by Congress have resulted in an11y situation
that would be detrimental to the OIC. Conversely I take it you refer
to tie absence of anything positive to encourage the executive agency
in this area.

Mr. SULLIvAN . I do not know which. It is very possible there is
some legalistic problem.

Representative Rvwrs•n. I do not know of any. I would be curious
to know if there are any.

Mr. SU.LLVxA. I think it is a question of competence. You raised a
question of where are the Sullivans-whether or not, there is the
competence to do these things else here.

Ti e problems in some commnities have occurred because there has
not been the kind of support, because they have been able to take the
leadership and develop them. In other 'ords, we have not had the
resources, the flowing resources.

Industry has, therefore, taken it on its own and said they are going
to help. For example, a couple of weeks ago we organized a Natioial
Advisory Industrial Council, comprised of Ben Gilman, the 'head of
A.T. & T., the head of General Electric, the president of Metropolitan
Insurance Co.-Edgar Kaiser-25 men have come together to weigh-
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we havo to (10 something to help this Irograml, or else otherwise
something is going to happen to it. And I-

RepresentanRttiVe HMsvrEt,. llave thMOre heen htftAites where people
who have conie ti) to leadership) positions, or could have Collie i) to
leadershi) positions in tle Ole concept, have been clipped off for
fully Government-supported activities?

M1. SULr.LIVAN. No, I would not be bl to-y that.
Rel)resentative RH.Mssr... Have you heard any criticisms of lhv

)rogram in that it, might not. lend itself readily to pout ical control in
th local or urban nreasby big eity michines.?

Mr. SuLLIVA . Oh, yes.
Representative Ruus.t.-JD I am not surprisel .
Mr. S0rr..vx. Oh, yes. You have a movement. here.
Representative RUMtstsyLD. I sensed that it would not be as easy

to handle.
Mr. SU ~av.x. It is not easy to handle.
Representative I'tr,.%Its . Sone of th OEC programs under the

u'l',eit. statitto'V l ONisitets, a1d untider some oft he Operat ions of tie
Oflk'e of Economic Opt'tffillt', tie uitch more worka)le froil tle
standpoint of the Chieago political sit iat ion, for exam ple.

Mr. SUiJIv.SN. M. .rhmsfeld, you said something tia is very true.
Representative Ru.svr.o. I sensed that that might be hiding he-

hind the door.
Mfr. Sullivan, I have heard the concern expressed by some over a

period of time, and also very recently, as a matter of fact, Ihnt. invest-
nieni in the ghettos or the coneenttraied (omniunities is wrong because
it is going to perl)etuate them. I happento think that. is riulbih. And 1
take it from your Comn1ent. to Senator ,Tordaln about trying to avoid
this middle-class grat)-bag mentality, but. rather to keel)p)eople in the
urban centers, and Ibuild and st rXgthei tlhem and balrihve them, is an
anisweir. And from your answer I assume you would agree with my
conclusion that this fear is unfounded.

Mr. SiTItv.ix. Yes, sit'. I think the only su por)t that can he feasible,
even itt making the Government employer of last rsort-it should be
counted as a teiporiary measure. M1y community, my people, cannot
afford to be dependent on the Governmlntt for their liveliltool.

()n0 reason we have OIC--I showed y-ou this. Here you have my
comintinity-we have had to lean on the'vwhite comn1fity for every-
thing, for' educat ion, for jobs, everything, you have to lean on. Anld you
are always leaning. What, hapI)ened in (ermany-take it, away and it
falls. c1uahhy the thing OI! is doing is say-we'll build your own
strength, so it they take it. away this want. happen. That. is w hat I am
trying to (1o. I (o not want. anyone to have to pro)) ie ul) all my life.
I want to develop my own slf-dependability. hfelp mue until I get
there. But I all going to get, there. So that any support. that is giveit
in relief or attything else to ie nmust be only a temporary expedient,
until I am al.6 to stand on my feet. And that is what. I ant working
towards.Representative RutMsEEIA). My tite is tl)again. Thamk you.

Chairman PnOXM iII. I would like to ask Mr. Mangum and Mr.
Saltzman to comment, on what I think was a very intrii iing and in-
genious suggestion yesterday by Professor Thurow of Ilarvard. It
may not be practical-lie is the first one that, calledI it to my attention.
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This was a criticism of the present system of Government grants
for on-the-job training, saying that the approach should not be el
eralized tills way-that it, amounts to cost-plus contracts, and is lust.
as iineficielnt. Instead, that, you ought to have a sliding scale of coln-
pensation for tile employer, And pay him intionshi)'to how much
lihe employee's income was increased. In other words, if you increased

the productivity. of this man so he can earn more money, thell the
employer wold get, a better grant. This way you would have some
incentive, and be morIe efficient.

I know it. is bringing something new in. But. I am interested in your
reaction.

Mr. M11%ou.r. Conceptually it sounds like a good idea. I think it
runs into the same problem as the current system. You take Mr.
Saltzmans firm-how much did lie increase the income of those people
who were living in the l)etroit ghetto and who were all unemployed.
lie took them out. of "itihmployment'. and paid them whatever he pays
them on that assembly line, which is pretty good. Ie increased their
productivity by enmploi'ing them. Yet, lie did not make them inherently
any more plroductve. 1houhd lie have palmel.. for having (lone that?
Should the (loverninent pay for that produeivity? Ford is being paid
fairly well by consumers of Ford automobiles.

Mr. Saltzian?
(hairmal Prox.MNlM. Before he comments, let me say what. I was

intending was that instead of having a flat. compensation to the em-
ployer, reg Ardless of whether the man develops into a $4,000-a-year,
.. 0-a-we k man, or develops into a $7,000- or $8,000-a-year man, it.
ought to he Ielated to how much-how productive lie has become--so
(lint, 3'oi P.mn develop in(o a man-give him every possible opporttfity,
there, w, ,ml.I be sompe incentive to get all the training and productivity
give hi,, a chance to-really show his stuff, becau, it. is going to help
tie employer directly and in~medlately.

Now there is a natural tendency for an employer to do that., they
all should of course. If you are a good employer, you want to do-this.
Hut there ought to be a sp[ecial e 0ot to (10 this, so that. you upgrade
tlie skll as nuich as possil b.

Mr. SUvLIVN'N. I agree with you, Senator lroxmire.
Chairman Poxmin.. That hind of differential incentive, you think

would be useful?Mr. SUItAvWAN. Oh , yes. Yes, sir.

MI. S.VIz. r.\x. One oflhe things that concerns me, when we talk
about. on-the-jol) training is that, I wonder if we are really talking
about training. On-flhe-job training typically does not amount. to any-
thing very sophisticated. When you get. into a very skilled trade, we

proqum re al apprenticeshipj lrogramn, o -course.
(Thairmai P ox.qm.- Ia. is it. That is the trouble. So many of

tlime programs. should train p eo)le. to do thesimplest. kind of thing.
A fellow makes a minimimtn wage, and the employer i.s ot really look-
ing for talent. Maybe this would make him tilk in-termis of trying
to (1o that.

Mr. SALTA.. Again, let me talk about my experience working for
the State.

My problem was that in my judgment most on-the-job training
gni'ts "enabled marginal emloyers to provide marginal employment

90-292 0-08-15~
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for marginal employees." This is from a speech I once made. Now the
t hing is that companies like Ford really do a reasonably good job of
on-tlhe-job training. We have a highly articilated 'dilprent i ceship pro.
gram whieh works very well. We are in the process of exploring ways
of modifying it. now, to accommodate the new people comnig into our
organization. We are in the process of exploring ways to enable them
to become foremen, and (cwupy other positions.

Most. well-established firms hrtvo consideration and concern for thoir
employees and do these things without Federal help. What, happens,
therefore, is that the moneys for on-the-job trdIining do not necessarily
provide incentives to responsible effi-loyees in the sense you are talking
about..

Chairman PRoX-Mlluv. They do not now. But. we would like to -e
them strclutured so they would.

Mr. S8Atn7z.r.%x. At. Ford we are willing to ask for Government. help
where the new people require extraordinary service or support. As I
said in my piese station, Nwe are not, quite sure now what this extraor-
dinary service or support will really anmit to. But, when you make

o10neys available in large stmns, what hal)pens is that ill effect you do
not, pay for trafiflng-you frequently lust. subsidize marginal employ-
el.s. Anld it. is veriy difficult, to avoid tis-when one gets into the practi-
cality of adlministering a program at the local level. I have tried it, I
know the pitfalls.

Chairman Pnoxmim. You do not. think this would help overcome
that tendency to-

Mr. SALITmZmrN. This sounds fine in concept. But administra-
tively-

Chairman PRoxMIiRE. I think there is no question we ought to try
it out onl a lhiited settle to begin with.

Mr. MAtNoIY. The only measure we have of people's productivity
is what they get. paid.

Chairman- x POXMIRE. That is right.
Mr. ALml,,tr. It. is another way of saying, "fRt, us have the Govern.

meni. subsidize increase in incomes." It. is another way of saying, "[Let
us have the GoverInlent pay a port-ion of the increase in incomes."

Chairman lPRoxMIRE. I wu 1d like to ask Mr. Sullivan-yesterday
Dr. Ginzberg stated that. there. is evidence that "mmy Negi'oes tire
Turning down jobs which paty tile mininnum wage or slightly more." Te
suggested they do so because they lind the work demeaning, or tht
the' s eie prospect. of advance ent, lie speculated lhat. m11any were
able to earth an equivalent income-from "quasi-legal work" in their own
neighborhoods with less effort. In view of these difficulties, I wonder
how successful a I)rogram consisting of tie Government. as last. resort
employer would bIe. How could the. jobs be noncompetitive, and still

ot. be deadeld jobs?
Reverend Suiuiv.tx. You call them "chicken feeding! jobs. These

are jobs in the (olnnunityjust. to keel) us quiet, so we will have some-
thing to do. )eadeld jobs. One of these gent lemen menlioed t lie dead-
enld conel.t.

In the. fitinal analysis, it will help keep a man's-keep him lhivng, but
it. won't giye him the kind of life---

Chairman Pliox.mtml. Ile argued it wouhl he coulter'1oducti\'e, be-
vaulse lie said what. is likely to happen is lhat. you will attract people
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from rural areas to come into the conceitiated commiolvities to work,
it, will aggravate the congestion, ad the housing problems, and the
.peole who live there, nany of thnit,, the fellows who are proud and
who watl. a job to lead soniwhe'e, wont take the jobs anyway, ald
that therefole it is not a good solution.

mr.StJI1.\.. riiero is a question about %how good a solution it. is.
WVe have concentr ed on some Iahilig. W1o want a man to be able
to look forward to something, something boyoid where he is. Even
file kind of stopg'l) jobs we would encourage our peple to take are
only temporary, ill terms of conitig back and learning a skill.

NIinety lrcel)C of the colored people in America are still doing serv-
ice-type jobs. Even those, jobs are going out of existence-labor, shoe-
shine, domestic jobs, cooks jobs.

Chairman I11oxImilm:. Elevator operators.
Mr. SuLIIIvAN. Yes. Eveni good cooks-Southern fried chicken, they

make them now in packages. Biscuits look like pills. You put.them in
Water and they expanl and junij 6t. This is the future of America. So
that the jobs we have-by 1088, if we are not. carefitl, one-half-1970,
0iie-hialf of our population will be relief-type people. So we have to
develop some %skills.

,he thing that has happened is industry has become receptive to a
man with some kind of a skill. For that reason, you have people who
have never thiished high school, sixth, eighth, niilth 'rade, going into
IBMI work, teletype work. We know how-in 10 weeks we can make a
secretary out of it girl who has never finished the 10th grade. She has
the dexterity y.

We know we ean teach this kind of capability. Just to put them
in something and say this is as far as you go, that is not enough. You
can put. theiii there as a slopgap, but only that. The incentive should
come through the productive training, in coolpration with industry.
For that, reason I said OICs ought. to he like supermnnrkets. I think
Sargent. Shriver is right. Feeder programs, training and retraiiiig
I)rogra ms. In that. way it. keeps going aroifd. *

Chairman iPoxmlm. I would like to have you and Mr. Burrell
comment on a problemm that, has. plagued many Members of Congress,
and divided Presidential candidates and others recently, and tliat is
th deep lifferenlece between those who think we must. de-centralize the
cities-that is do ourI best to 1)e.'sulade people not. to live in these con-
centrated comnnutnities, and pemuade them to move to the slblrbs, the
argument being thalt the econoilic fact of life is that there is greater

iucvse in jobs in th suburbs than peol)le, and especially the blue-
collar jobs. But. all kinds of jobs are in tile sulil'bs. 'flehr are good
solid economic, reasons for it, one of them being that. the land is much
less expensive, of course, ill the suburban areas, and second being
we now have a transportation system that enables us to take ad-
vantage of that with highwvays all over the place, and with .trucking
transportation. 'l'hal. this is a cl(mr, detlilte, contiming economic factof life. A nd to try uider these circumstances to, some people say,
gild the ghetto, or concentrate in these already congested areas, is
noneconomic, won't work very well. But on the other hand, you 'have
the problem whieh Senator Kennedy put. to Senator McCarthy in that.
debate on Saturday night :"Are you telling me you are going to move
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10,000 Negroes to Orange County in fthe next. few months; and if
you don't, what. are tihey going to do in the next few months? How
are they going to solve their problem ?"

In other words theoretically it. might be fine to say move to the
suburbs. Practically, how do you accomplish this, and is it. worthwhile
to accomplish ?

Mr. BURELt. Senator, you just, sailed up1) y favorite stream!
I think that we have a lot to accomlish by way of making tie

pie larger, so that you can divide the slices greater. In our present.
growth pattern we have a certain size pie, and nobody seems to bewilling to cut it. any thinner. I think you would agree that. the re-
vitalization of the urban centers mus. be. the next. frontier of activity
in this country. If tlt is trm--and it must be true, because we simply
cannot, continue to permit our cities to become increasingly blacks,
further deteriorated-a lot, of activity is going to have to occur within
the central cities in order to make It, livable for any6ne Who wants
to live there. In, other words, the tax base conthmes to flee to the
suburbs, and it, leaves this tneconomic core in the center, living on the
most valuable land ,that tie country hns. Tie reverse of that is that
you say the jobs are fleeing to the suburbs, and they certaiily are.
They are following the money. The development of enterprise around
the beltways of this country means that you do not have people living
there who oan accept, the blue-collar job. So why don't we approach
it both ways.

One real fact of life is that as long as all the-people in this room
live, we are going to have a Chinatown. I do not know whether we
are ever going to have the utopian comMunMuity that. says a Negro
in this house, a Chinaman in this house, an Italian in this house, and
so forth. I do not know whether that. will come within our lifetiffe
or many more lifetimes of persons.

So there are people who say gild tie ghetto-it is a-it is becoming
part of the romance of our fime. But I think it. is a fact of life thait
we are going to have to rebuild our urban centers so ,t.hat anybody
would like to live there. You pump1 in the socia-l services that are
necessay-law and order come high upon the list of priorities, schools
high ul)on the list, of priorities. This is why peoplee have gone, this
is why the central core cities have been aban'doed to blacks, to heir
detriment.

Here we are, the uneconomic central city, trying to solve our own
I'oblems. With what.? Yet we must get, away from the economics of
despair, and the attitude of scarcity and cutback in this economy,
and look at. where the new units are for growthli. I leave it to the ecol-
omists to tell me where the mortgage money is going to come from
to build in the muinbers that would be required, numbers of housing
that. would be required-and I would suggest. that there are many
job opportunities attendant to that. kind of revitalization. If Leon will
help when the time comes to take on the unions-and that is going
to have to be done, because somehow Negroes are goingto have to par-
ticil)ate all along the line in the revit'alization of our ulban (ores
in tie planning, in the development, in the actual construction, in the
construction trades.

'Tie day of tle old line master carpenter is gone. We haove subcon-
tractors. that. do all kinds of things. Subflooring is done b y the sub-
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contractor. You do not need a degree in electrical engineering to p11
wires through a conduit. You do not need 6 years of apprenticeship
to learn how to nail a piece of board op on a wall. These are the new
opportunities that con ld be created, and a lot of money is going to
lave to be spent in doing it. Negroes are not going to fiave an oppor-
tunity to build anl Israel as the Jews (id, and to develop the kind
of pride in Israel that: they developed. But tley can have i stake in re-
creating their own communities, and from it will conic the kind of
pride that we are all looking for within the black community.

We cal1 solve a lot of problems therefore simply by begining to
approach tie problem of how you revitalize our urban centers. Y1ou
will give people then the opportunity to earn the money that it will
take to crack the white picket. fence that surroi ds our central cities,
and those who want to move there can, there will be a free movement
in this county that has to occur. Any other programs that. we are
talking about leave America divided at its foundation, which is its
economic base, and this is where we are going to lave to reach. There
is going to ha've to be a commitment ol .she part, of the Congress, oil
the part of whittover admiIiitMMtia1, and somebody better send the
message to tie Bureau of the Budget. that Congress should not be
frustrated in its attempts -to revitalize our centers and plrvide these
kinds of opportunities.

Mr. SULtav.\N. I think lie made the speech for ine.
It. hns to be made clear that plrejudice discrimination cannot obtain

in our comnuiliiities. Wherever I go--here I am Leon Sullivan, In
Philadelphia I ami Leon Sullivan. 41There people do not. know me I am
still a black American. So I call move where I want to move.

The second problem is economic. Prejudice and economic. You have
to develop economiealy. This is one reason for my theme song, I have
to have 010's all over this country-in every community, like super-
markets. So I get. it dollar in a iiman's pocket that is an independent
dollar, and not a Government dollar to keep him quiet. It is an in-
dependent dollar, so lie can be independent as a man can be in
America- so they can move out and buy a house out. there where hie
is not permitted to buy because lie doesinot hlave the kind of economic
credentials to get it. I want. him to have economic credentials. That is
what I am working for.

Chairman Prox.IN m. Thank you very much.
Gentlemen, I want to thank you for a splendid job. I want to ask

each of yom to answer the following questions wlen you get the
tratiscript.

The que-stion is tis:
Do the poo- and the minorities. disc-over their needs only when Gov-

to fill them? ,.lis is relative to thle argmnt. of
overp)romising. Or are Govermuent programs a dim reflection of those.
needs? The statement that violence is in hnilt caused b)y so-called Gov-
erililleit promises imllies that the people (10 not. know wvlat. their needs
1re nlttil some Gnvernmient. )rOgril1 am tieulates tlem. Quite the. reverse

i11ay be trle-thnt. is, the people who make their needs known by many
luethods, including outright demands and petitions-for example,
Resurrection City movement, anld many others--while the Govern-
met. struggles to catch up with the facts.

And anly observations you would like to make on that would be very
much appreciated.
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Mr. MANoUM. Several comments occur to me in reference to Sena-
tor Proxmire's question. The implication of some of the questions this
morning app eared to be, "We shouldn't have promised so much." It
could as well be argued that- we should have d6livered more.

I spent my boyhood on a sharecrop ftrm far from town without
electricity, radio, telephone, news)aprs, and so forth, and my youth
on the WPA in a small community where my friends' families were
all in the same boat. I don't think it ever came home to me that we
were poor. I doubt that this is true today in a city with television and
Cadillacs. This revolution of rising expectations is occurring all over
the world and word of the American poverty hasn't penetrated the
jungles.

Surveys have shown that few have heard of or been touched by the
Federal programs. During the Detroit riot, I made my own survey
among program administrators I knew there and discovered that only
7,000 people were enrolled in all the Federal work and training pro-
grams in the entire metropolitan area. Total enrollment nationwide
in all programs was less than 300,000. Not to have gotten enrolled prob-
ably doesn't add to the frustrations but I'm sure that to have enrolled,
worked at it and then not obtained a job afterward does. That is when
we had better be prepared to deliver.

This leads naturally to comments on the universe of need, a subject
upon which you heard testimony recently. I will only comment that,
in an economy where 11 million experience unemployment in a year
of record employment, 2.5 million of them for 15 weeks or over and
over I million for more than one-half of the yearh; where 2 million work
part-time while looking for-fall-tim-work, where over a million stand
in tle wings, not looking for work but ready to enter if an attractive
job appears, where 11 million work forless than the Federal mininimm
wage and over 3 million men work full-time and yet do not earn
$3,000 per year, an average enrollment of 300,000 at a totnl aIual cost
of $1.8 billion hardly matches need with resources.

I don't imply that things are getting worse. Employment and earn-
ings are at record levels. But this is an awful big country. Too many
people, though a lower proportion than in the past, are being left
behind-and we can afford better.

We all realize the budgetary "crunch" but as good economists we
should all look to our priorities. Agricultural subsidies, space explora-
tion, veteran's benefits, highways, and a whole variety of aids to the
middle class, to say notluing of military expenditures, could all be
delayed with less pain than aid to the disadvantaged.

Within the manpower field, the Federal Government is still spend-
ing $4.5 billion a year on higher education and nearly $2 billion on
impacted areas middle-class education compared to about $1.5 billion
on the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. and $256 million
on vocational education, only 1 percent of the latter aimed a. pre-
paring the disadvantaged for jobs. We are spending $1.8 billion on
remedial work and t.rining programs in an attempt, to clean up past.
failures while the influx of new disadvantaged exceeds the enrollments,
let al one the success of remedial programs.

I don't imply by this that all of the manpower and antipovety
money has beon well spent. This is a new field. We have 200 years in-
vested i our educational system, over 100 years in monetary policy and
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30 in fiscal poioy, yet they still have their shortce-hings. We are 6 or
7 years into the remedial manpower business. We have accumlated a
great deal of valuable experience. Just when we hiave lessons which
could be applied, unfortunately, everyone is too busy frantically
search ing for a gimmick to solve our problems overnight and "on the
cheap" to take stock of the experience.

Mr. BURRELL. I would make one quick observation, Senator, and
that is the Government has the faculty in its wisdom or lack of it in
seeing what it recognizes as a problem, and then devising a solution
that they think was problem-oriented, and then. work backward and
hope that they bumnp into0the problem somewhere along the line. And
I would suggest that Government listen to mnen like Leon Sullivan, and
the Berkeley Burrells of this world-I had to get that in, Leon-I do
not want you walking off with all the money-so that we can identify
for Governmefit, or anybody who is interested, what the problem is,
because I think we can come closer to articulating the need of the
militants in the street, who recognize the problem, but who cannot
quite articu6late what the problem is. That does not. mean we are all
onuiipotent. But it does suggest to you, or should, that if pait of the
problem is the lack of parficiatifn in 4he capital accuraflAtiion pro-
cess in this coubtry-this is a dollar society-then we had better devise
a means by whici we can change the fact that Negroes have only
one-half of 1 percent of the capittM] in this country, to a point where
it. is more commlnensurate with their percentage ot populfition.

Chairman PROX MJRE. Well, thank you. You other gentlemen might
reply in the record. (See below.)

I asked unanimous consent to include at the end of theprinted record
of today's hearing a very fine statement by George Many, )resident
of the AFL-CIO, on Colgressman O'Hara's (Democrat o Mtchigan)
bill, H.R. 12280, to guarantee productive employment opportunities
for those who are unemployed or underemployed, along with a policy
statement of the AFL-CIO Executive Council on the urban crisis,
adopted in September 1967, together with a background piiper on this
issue of the AFI.CIO Policy Committee.

(There being no obectiois, it was so ordered, and appears on pp.
228-244.)

Tomorrow morning we will meet in this room. We have five experts
who will discuss racial discrimination as an economic problem, which
will conclude our hearings.

Thank you very much.
(Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m. the subcommitter was recessed, to recon-

vene at 10 a.m. Thursday, June 6, 1968.)
(The following letter was later submitted by Mr. Saltzman in re-

sponse to Chairman Proxmire's request:)
FORD MOTOR Co.,

Dearborn, Mich., June 18, 1968.
JOI ST ECoOMIxc COMM Tr.E,
Congress of the Un ited States,
Washington, D.A.

GENTLEMEN: The following statement Is submitted in response to Senator
Proxmire's question about the needs of "the poor and the minorities".

I hnk that most people have some concept of their own personal needs
whether they are rich, poor, white or black. Poor people participate willingly
In government programs which, in their judgment, meet their needs in part or
in whole. The problem of "over promising" arises when stated program objec-
tires initially appear to meet individually perceived needs but later do not.
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When programs have clearly specified goals, I.e., increased welfare benefits,
desegregation, the right to vote, free access to public transportation and the
like, such goals are measurable and at some point Individuals can determine
the extent to which goals and their own personal requirements have beenmet.
They can decide then, to withdraw If their needs have not been met, request goal
modification or continue to participate.

What happens all too frequently, however, Is that a government project is
represented as one thing and Is In fact another. When the Office of Economic
Opportunity established its Community Action Programs with its concept of
citizen participation and citizen voice, large numbers of Individuals in many
communities willingly participated. It developed shortly, however, that the pro.
gram hadn't been thought through; than an effective voice for the local residents
had not been provided and thus a poorly conceived program frustrated Individ.
uals In many communities.

Similarly, the "Head-Start Program" was represented as enabling previously
disadvantaged students to function as effectively as their peers. Parents who
were aware that their children were second-class students willingly participated.
Since an eight-week summer Head-Start Program could not produce promised
results, we had once again the potential for frustration.

It seems to me that the federal government should focus on providing an
environment within which local leaders (including federal, state or local govern.
meant officials) can synthesize community requirements sufficiently so that
citizens can decide whether group objectives meet their individual needs.

To this end, program objectives should be established which are realizable
and measurable In terms local citizens can understand. Then citizens can deter-
mine whether their continuing participation is warranted by comparing group
objectives to their own and group achievements to the minimum achievements
they are willing to accept.

Sincerely,
ARTHUR W. SALTZMAN,

Manager, Education and Training Department,
Poraonnel and Organization Staff.

STATEMENT BY GEORGE MEANY, PRESIDENT, AMERIcAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND
CoNOREs OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION *

My name is George Meany and I appear here today on behalf of the American
Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations.

At the outset, Mr. Chairman, let me. say that I have come before the Congress
on many occasions to testify on behalf of pending legislation. I can recall no
single occasion when I felt so wholeheartedly in support of a piece of legislation.
H.R. 12280 and Its companion bills are of paramount Importance.

Congratulations are due to you, 31r. O'Hara and to all the members' of the
House who joined In sponsoring this legislation, for having introduced a sound,
commonsense, realistic, achievable piece of legislation. I Intend to discuss It in
detail in a moment, and describe why we think It is so badly needed. Before
I do, I want to deal with what, I am sure, will be the main objections that will
be raised by opponents.

Some will say "America can't afford it." Others will say: "It will cost too
much."

Let me answer in this manner:
First I am In basic disagreement with those attempts to sell America short.
I am convinced that this nation can do every single thing that Is necessary to

solve the problems of America.
The defeatists In our midst, the cynics who only look at the price tag on an

Idea and never its worth, undervalue this nation. They undervalue its material
and Its moral strength. I do not.

Any nation with a Gross National Product of over $800 billion a year can
afford the expenditures proposed in this bill and In all the other measures we
support that will solve America's problems.

Let me make it quite clear that I don't consider these are just the problems
of the cities. I think the urban crisis of America Is the problem of all America.
No matter how great his personal wealth, no matter how elaborate his personal
holdings, no matter how secure he considers his investments--If our cities fall-
every American fails.

*Statement made before the Select Subcommittee on Labor of the House Education andlabor Committee, on H.R. 12280, a bill to guarantee productive employment opportunities
for those who are unemployed or underemployed, May 7, 1068.
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Let me deal for a moment with the reaction of those who talk only about the
cost.

They are the ones who never discuss how costly It is to do nothing. They arethe ones who fall to realize that a Jobless man Is a liability to this nation whilean employed man is an asset. There is an even greater cost-the decay of this
nation's moral fiber.Most of the members of this subcommittee voted -recently for the Civil RightsAct of 1008-a vote to right ancient and grievous wrongs, including discrimina-tion in housing. We in the AFI-CIO applaud this action. We supported you allthe way in that fight.

But now we must turn our attention to the next task--the task of translatingcivil rights legislation into economic reality. Let me read to you from a statementof the AFL-CIO Executive Council in August 1004, shortly after the firstmemorable Civil Rights Act was passed. This Is a quotation from that statement:"It cannot be said too often that for equal rights and equal opportunity to bemeaningful, there must be full opportunity as well; full employment, full educa-tional opportunities and all the rest. The right to be hired is empty indeed whenthere are no jobs to be had; the right to be served in a restaurant or hotel hasno meaning for those with no money to spend.$"In that sense the fight to create Jobs for all, and to abolish poverty inAmerica, are themselves civil rights campaigns, indispensable to the success ofthe law which bears that title. The AFL-CIO will press for these goals as vigor-ously as we campaigned for the Civil Rights Act Itself."That was the simple truth then; it is the simple truth now, nearly four years
later.

Let me make it quite clear that I have complete and utter confidence in theability of our democratic process to solve all our problems, including the problemof unemployment. If I didn't I wouldn't be here today.
The American trade union movement has complete confidence that this countrycan do the Job that is necessary to solve our great domestic problems. It seemsto me the time has long since passed when the Congress can afford just to study,debate, discuss, deplore-and do nothing.
Against that background, Mr. Chairman, I would like to turn my attention tothis bill, which I consider an absolute must If we are to solve the American urbancrisis.
In our work-oriented society, the major solution to unemployment, under-employment and most poverty Is the opportunity for a regular Job at decent wages.For the unemployed and the under-employed, as well as for the children of all

impoverished families, there fs no more realistic route out of poverty than gainful
employment.

H.R. 12280 gets directly to the heart of this issue. It authorizes $4 billion offederal grants to federal, state and local government agencies and private non.profit organizations, in the first year of operation, for the creation of up to onemillion public service jobs for the unemployed and under-employed. Moreover, theservices that would be provided by this program are badly needed, socially useful
work that would not otherwise be done.The bill proposes--with utter simplicity--4hat America meet two of its pressingnational problems-unemployment and a backlog of unmet public service needs.It does this through a program that would put one million unemployed and under-employed people to work, at not less than the federal ininmum wage, or theprevailing wage, whichever is the higher, in performing badly needed servicesIn parks, schools, hospitals, playgrounds, llbrarie., public building and similarinstitutions in the government and private, non-profit sectors of the economy.In advocating the idea of a public service employment program, In February1906, the tri-partite National Commisssion on Technology, Automation andEconomic Progress declared that:

"Dimploying the unemployed Is, in an important sense, almost costlets. Theunemployed consume; they do not produce. To provide them meaningful jobsIncreases not only their Income but that of society. Much of the work that needsdoing calls only for limited skills and minor amounts of training . . ."The public service employment program should be coupled with basic educa-tion, training and counseling to raise the productivity of the employees andassist them to move on to better Jobs. With this assistance, the opportunity forhigher incomes would provide the nece.-ary Incentive to seek other jobs. Sincethe jobs would provide services for which society has growing needs, no element
of make-work would be involved."
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Early enactment of It.R. 12280 would get such program under way. It would
pr.,.lde the keystone for the government's numerous antipoverty efforts among
people of working age, as well as the various private programs to provide Jobs
for some of the hard-core unemployed. It would be a resounding act of federal
government commitment to help the unemployed and under-employed lift them.
selves and their families out of poverty.

Unfortunately, large-scale pockets of unemployment and under-employment in
our urban center and depressed rural areas have become a social cancer, despite
the general economic Improvements of the past seven years. The rise of sales and
production of the 1960s has not provided enough job opportunities for the most
disadvantaged, unskilled, inexperienced job seekers-particularly Negroes and
teenagers--in a period of spreading automation and rapid growth of the labor
force.

In 1967, according to the official reports of the Labor Department there were
3 million unemployed or 3.8% of the civilian labor force. Among Negroes In the
labor force, 7.4% were reported to be unemployed. Among teenagers, 12.9% were
unemployed and Negro teenagers the percentage was 20.3%.

However, the government's report of 3 million unemployed In 196T is an eco-
nomic statistic-an average for the year-as-a-whole. Such an economic statistic.
however, does not adequately measure how great an impact unemployment has
on people. The situation-in human terms-i-s much greater and more serious.

In 1966, when reported unemployment was about the same as last year, the
Government's survey of the work-experience of the population shows that 11.4
million people were unemployed some time during the course of the year; 3.4 mil-
lion had two or more periods of Joblessness; 2.4 million were unemployed 15
weeks or more during the year and 1.5 million of these long-term unemployed
were men; 2.2 million Negroes were unemployed during the course of 1966 and
one-third of them were jobless for 15 weeks and more. A similar situation existed
In 1967, as the government's report will Indicate when it is published.

Revealing as these reported figures are on the extent of unemployment, It Is
now widely recognized that they are an understatement.

This understatement is due to the fact that the 1960 decennial census did not
accurately count the population. This was particularly true in urban slums and
depressed rural areas. It Is also due to the fact that people who have given up
seeking Jobs are not counted as unemployed. The greatest social problems are
among those who are not counted-those who are so cut off from the mainstream
of American society that they are not Included In the officially-reported, regular
statistics.

Estimates of the unemployment undercount vary---some go as high as 3 million
or more. The estimate of the AFL-CIO Research Department Is that the under-
statement Is In the neighborhood of 1% million, possibly more.

This would mean that there were approximately 4/A million unemployed, on
the average, in 1967. It would mean that about 13 million people were unemployed
during the course of the year and about 31, million to 4 million were unemployed
15 weeks and more.

In addition, we have the Labor Department's reports on under-employment. In
1967, there were 2.2 million people who were reported to have been compelled to
work part-time, because full-time Jobs were not available.

In recent years, therefore, there have been about 3 Milllion to 5 million people
who have been unemployed for long periods of time or have been seriously
under-employed.

This situation Is even more serious than It looks on the surface, because It Is
not evenly distributed throughout the country and across the entire population.
It is concentrated-with dire social Implications-In the slun districts of oum
urban centers and in depressed rural areas.

In a special survey of 10 urban slum areas in November 1060, the Labor
Department found that approximately one-third of the population of working
age had serious job and income problemnis-unemployment, under-employment
and very low yearly Incomes. This woul-t mean that about 10% to 15% of the
adult men and about 40% to 50% of out-,f-school teenagers-Including those not
usually counted-were unemployed In the slum districts of our major cities in
November, 1966. The sitifation In urban slum areas Is not much better at
present.

As for rural areas, the Commission on Rural Poverty estimated that approxi-
mately 18% of adults in such areas tire under-employed. A measure of the
problem in less-populated areas of the country can be seen in the Labor Depart-
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nient's report, for March 1908, that there was substantial or persistent unem-
ployment in 487 small rural communities-about the same as two year before.

In terms of human beings, families and communities, therefore, the problem
of unemployment and under-employment Is far more serious than official reports
usually indicate. And this problem Is highly concentrated in urban slum distri(-ts
and depressed rural areas-particularly among Negroes, Mexican-Americans,
Puerto Ricans and Indians.

Moreover, many of these unemployed and under-employed people have very
little, if any, education, vocational training or regular work-experience. Many
of them, too, are rural migrants from the southern states into the cities of the
N North and West, or the children of such migrants. Ill-equipped to compete in the
regular labor market, they are unemployed or part-time occasional workers-
frequently people who have drifted outside the government's usual statistical
reports.

So a key answer to this problem is Jobs, now-not next year or the year
after.

And public Institutions, in both urban and rural areas, have an urgent need
for the services that these people can perform.

Let us put these two needs together construetively-as H.R. 12280 does--and
get this program ol the road, now.

Such employment, at the wage floors provided in H.R. 12280, should include
provisions for assistance to help these people move up the job and income
ladder to better-paying and more-skilled jobs in public and private employment.
The immediate need Is regular employment, linked with literacy training,
guidance, counseling and training In skills.

.Moreover, the program envisioned in this bill does not preclude the Importance
of private business efforts to hire some of the hard-core unemployed. But the
process of business hiring---depending on general economic expansion and the
opening of unskilled, entry Jobs In private business-can hardly be exlcted to
meet the needs of the large numbers of disadvantaged unemployed and under-
employed rapidly enough.

Let me, at this point, make a comment on the proposals, to "let private business
take care of the problem."

The fact Is the private sector Just cannot do the job alone. I think it Is time
the Congress faces up to this fact and stops trying to pass the buck to private
employers.

We think the National Alliance of Businessmen is a good idea and we are
doing our best to be helpful. But even if this program Is a 100% success, it will
only make a dent in the problem. As a matter of fact, the Wall Street Journal
carried an excellent article on this subject recently and I am so impressed with
it I have brought along a copy which I ask be put In the record at the end of
my statement.

So it follows. Mr. Chairman, that we do not support H.R. 16303. I have
prepared a detailed comment on this measure, which I also ask be Included in
the record at the conclusion of my remarks.

Suffice It to say here, that we are pleased to see Republican proposals for
meeting this problem but we are not impressed by this measure. It would benefit
all-too-few workers and it places major reliance on tax gimmicks, which we
oppose. We support, as I've said before, the concept antd the approach of the
O'Hara bill.

When we look ahead, Mr. Chairman, we find that America's labor force is
growing rapidly-about 11/, million a year in the next 10 years. And the spread
of automation Is reducing labor requirements in some industries, Increasing the
educational- and skill-requirements of many jobs and moving Industry location
from cities to the sulbrbs and countryside.

The American economy must expand rapidly, merely to prevent the present
level of unemployment front rising-to provide jobs for new entrants into the
labor force and for those displaced by automation. I'nless itnediate action Is
taken to provide a million public service jobs now, large-scale pockets of unem-
ployed and under-employed disadvantaged people will persist, as a spreading
danger to the fabric of American society, even If the economy continues to
expand normally.

A halt to general economic expansion or a recession, of course, would mean rls-
ing unemployment and under-employent-a potentially explosive situation. But
even the present size of the problem has serious social consequences.

Federal action to create one nJW1ifl Oi ublic service jobs must be the keystone of
any realistic national effort to employ the long-term unemployed and seriously
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under-employed. The government must be the employer of last resort ttnd the.
time for such action is now!

At this point, someone may say: "Fine, but Is It feasible?"
There is ample evidence to prove that such program is as workable as It is

necessary.
Two studies, In the past several years, report a public service employment

potential of between some 4 million and over 5 million jobs. (4.3 million according
to a study by Greenleigh Associates and 5.3 million reported by a study for the
Automation Commission.)

This need in urban and rural public service and private, non-profit Institutions
can rapidly be translated Into one million jobs within a year, If the funds are
made available.

Dr. John W. Gardner, Chairman of the Urban Coalition, recently reported:
"To find out how many socially useful Jobs could be made available

immediately, The Urban Coalition asked Dr. Harold Sheppard of the Upjohn
Institute to survey a sample of major cities. Based upon a prellhiminary analysis
of this survey, Dr. Sheppard has concluded that at least 141,000 persons could
be employed almost overnight In the 130 cities with population over 100,000.
These would be jobs in regular city departments where supervisors are already
available and work tasks are clearly defined. If this sample were expanded to
small cities, to county and state governments. and to jobs with private, nonprofit
organizations. It Is likely flint enough jobs could be found to put 500.000 persons
to work within Aix months. By further planning, the number might be expanded
to a million or more within a year.

"A public service employment program would not only enable unemployekl to
earn their own way, It would benefit the general public, by the ninny neces,'ary
and useful Tasks which would be performed."

I agree completely with Dr. Gardner. Let me now conclude with a few words.
Mr. Chairman, we in the AFIr-OIO have been warning about unemployment

and the social Ills It breeds, for the lost dozen years. Eight years ago, It was the
major burden of our testimony to the platform committees of both patties.

.W'Vve said It repeatedly in every conceivable forum nhi(l we've bWen greeted
with indifference by the Congres.

Now the Congress, can no longer delay. Now the Congress can no longer pretend
unemployment will dIappe0hr if no one notices It. Now the Congre.s is hearing
the voices of the people all over this land.

Now the Congress must net.

NATIONAL MANPOWER ACT OF 1968, 11.R. 16303, 16304, 16305

While we are pleased to se this effort on the part of ninny Reiublicans to
deal * th the job and training needs of 'the unemployed, the underemployed, the
poor, and members of minority groups, we are of the view that the proposal does
not come to grips effectively with the problems eonfronting us.

The total number of Jobs In the first yeqr is estimated at 300,000. including
220,000 in the private sector and 80,000 public service jobs through Community
Service Employffent programs. In the second year, the number of public service
jobs authorizedd would increase to 100,000, but no estimate has been made with
respect to the prlvate sector beyond the first year, because of the inability to
predict what effect the proposed tax credit could have.

In terms of actual Job creation, this program leaves inulith to be desired. The
tax credit would create few if any additional Jobs, but ntiter would influence
the filling of Jobs already available. Tius, In the main. new Jobs which Woll I,
(remated by the Natlonlal Manpower Act of 19A would be those conni-ected with
the (onimunitty Service l;niploynient progranits--'0,00 In 11H39. and 100,0M0 In
1970---and these are fAir too few In number to ieet our urgent need for joh.
or to assist In a meaningful way in providing manpower for the iintion's needed
public services.

There are, however, olher weaknesses from which the prolM)sed tax credit for
private busites enterprise.s suffers. It should le noted, first, that the sumninary
which decrlbes the content tnd purposes of tile National 1aopwver Act of 10f9,
contains a proisa-"tltfiat no existing employees are dismissed fit order -to hire
green-eard peole"-whilh i not includedl fit the laugnlulge of the iirolxsed satute.
But even If It were Included, the fact is that a program of tax credits can lead to
a game of mAch,l hllirs-wIth the unemployed workers, given the advantage
of such subsidy to the busiie.s and thus mafde more attractive to tile employer.
displacing employed workers. This would merely reshuffle unemployment aniong
unskilled workers.
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Moreover, It would be Impossible to assure that such tax credits were not being
given to employers for doing what they would have done anyway-that Is, to
hire workers to meet the employers' normal ieeds. Consequently, the proposed
program of tax credits could represent a windfall to employers without neces-
sarily accomplishing the purpose for which the credit Is proposed.

So far as tiet proposed progamni of Community Serice Employment Is con-
cerned, we see the need for a sub.4antially greater number of Jobs. We also have
resrv'atfons about the exteit to which priority Is given In tile National Man-
power Act of 19(K to the creation of small service companies as the mechanism
through which the Jobs are to be created. There Is a place for such service or-
ganintions, but we believe priority should be given to public service Jobs In
regular government and non-proflt agencies, where there would be greater op-
portunity for the workers to move up the job ladder to greater skills and incomes.

Another major feature of the National Manpower Act of 1908 which we would
( u.stieon Is the proposed Economic Opportilty Corporation.

We are not sure that we understand its purpose. It would appear to duplicate
[ etivitles already being carried on by existing bodies, both public and private,ee-ially ith regard to providing Information and technical assistance, and the

conduct of research. And, so Ar as mobilizing til private sector Is concerned,
we are not convinced that such a formalized arrangement Is necO.Airily more
desirable than the present approach which Is embodied in activities of groups
such as the Urban ('oalition and the Natiolthl Alliance of Bu.inessmen. It seems
to us that tile kimd of repre.shititIonal activity which (lie proposal advocates as
a means of expIedting private-sector involvement could lie accmplished through
adisory bodies, assuming ,there Is in existence the legislative authority for carry-
lug out the programs for which such Involvement Is sought.

In summary, 11.11. I (3 indicates concern for the problems of the unemployed
and seriously underemployed. However. (he total number of Jobs Inmoolvd fi this
pinopo.ml Is altogether too smnall--even if fully achieved, 300,000 jobs would hardly
make a dent In the problem.

Moreover, the. major emphasis of this bill Is on n tax subsidy to private busities,
for hiring unemployed and seriously underemployed workers-which employers
normally do, when entry-level Jobs open up. There Is little, If any. new job crea-
tion Involved In this major part of the bill.

The clear-cut job-creation proposal Ii this bill Is 80,000 public service Jobs
in the 11r year and 100,000 In the second year-na very long way from providing
a keystone for meeting the Urgent needs of about 3 million to 5 million people
who are long-term unemployed or seriously underemployed.

[From the Wall Street Journal, Friday, Apr. 20, 10681

POItICs AXID PFOPLE-Iow 'MAN" JOes?

(By Alan L. Otten)

WAmuEXoTo,.-One reason President Johnson Isn't seeking big new urban-help
prograins in the wake of the recent. rioting Is his belief that Congress wouldn't
approve them; he doesn't want to raise excessive hopes hnong tile poor by ask-
ing for help lie knows they won't gel. the White floituse explains.

Richard Nixon says ihe won't Join those who promise billions of Federal (lol-
lars to rebuild America's cities, because tie: budget bind makes such promises
"dishonest and a cruel delusion."

This concern about raising excsslve hopes hns become a favorite blpartIsan
explanation (critics might call It a rationalization) among those ol osing any
dramatic new Government moves. Yet ths sameover-oliniszm may be the tragic
flaw in tie politicians' favorite alternative answer to tie prohlemis of the urban
poor: Massive involvement of private enterprise.

Consider tie Adminixstration's three-year progrimi, now being launched with
great fanfare, for Federally sbl seizing luiness to hire and train some '0,000
iien amid women chrohically unable to find work or out of work for a long time:
tie goal is to hire 100,000 of these hard-core unenployed In tie next year. A
65-member National Alliance of lusinessmen will spearhied tlie 50-city campalgii,
acronymlcally entitled Job Opportitillle. ll ie Business Sector.

It's a laudable effort, by dedicated citizens giving unselfishly of time and
energy, and they seem to be going about It in a highly professional way. There
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are local orientation meetings, quotas for each city, lilring-pledges from in-
dividual enterprises, magazine ads urging businessmen to Join. up.

Maybe this camlmaign can Indeed accomplish what earlier ones have not. But
the problems are enormous, and certainly the previous efforts have been a dis-
appointment. Business response was sluggish. Administrators often reported far
more success at putting hard-core unemployed in school or in public work than i
private jobs. Dropout rates were high, both during training and afterward.

One knotty question facing JOBS recruiters: How far (town Into the pool will
they dip? Their target is "poor persons... who are either school dropouts,
under 22 years of age, 45 years of age or over, hiandieapped, or subject to special
obstacles to employment." That core sounds hard enough, but chances are a lot
of recruits will lie people who lost their Jobs not so long ago and probably would
soon have found new ones anyhow. Business Is still out to make money, after all,
and It's still easier to recruit and train people with some motivation and job
experience than those with little or none.

The Administration's three-year target of 500,000 jobs Is the official estimate
of hard-core unemployment in the 50 cities, averaging out to a little over 3,000
i each city each year. But many experts believe the real number Is two to six

times the 1500,000, counting such groups as those who have simply given up the
search for work. In the District of Colunbia, for Instance, where the first-year
JOBS quota Is 2,000, even the official estimate of hard-core joblessness Is 8.000
to 12,000, and "for every hard-core unemployed person we go oVit to recruit, we
find several more." says Fred hetl, the local I.S. Employment. Service director.
"Ihow many are out there?"

As fast as some hard-core unemployed find Jobs. other low-skilled workers are
losing theirs to autoniation and other factors. The very success of tie newly
employed persons may draw into the labor market friends and relatives who
haven't been looking for wo rk, or MUt.ctto the big cities still more poorfamilies
from rural areas. Even If the 500,000 goal is fully achieved, says manpower spe-
elalist Garth Mangun of George Washington ITnlersity. "we will never notice
the difference."

That may be the basic drawibaek of the JOBS caiilpatgn. The openings it seeks
to fill already exist; it is not creating additional Jobs. 'Moreover, present Gov-
ernment economic policy may even be reducing Industry's manpower beed; Fed-
eral spending plans are being trained, to quiet some of the boom in the economy.
and invariably the least- skilled workers are fired first as the economy cools.

So other routes may have to le explored, too. Som specialists urge a harder
sell io persuade employers permanently to lower hiring standards and lions to
lower membership reqtilrements. Others think the Government must subsidize
business not only to train le.s-skilled, less-prodiictive workers but also to keel)
themiu employed. And still other experts believe that along wlths all this there
nust, be an extensive program of Government employment for those willing to
work but unable tofunllfd Iit plvht'iyndustry.

A series of high-level commssions-most recently lie Presihent's "riol com-
iisslonl"-has proposed flita the Government. not only slUr private living but also

Itself become an "employer of last. resort." So has Ite prestigious Urban Coalition.
with Its considerable biusliess membership. Most of these recommendations talk
of a million or more "neahningful" public service joli.-working for Ih Federal
Goveriinont and also, with Federal flhuuincial help, for state nind local goveri-
niits and non-profit Institutions.

To dsiniss such involvement as mere leaf-raking Is to write off the roads nnd
bridges. parks ail playgrounds, paintings avid plays created during thle depres-
siotu by the Civilian Conservation Corps.. National Youth Administration anil
WVorks Progress AdninislratioIn. Today's couiiterparls cmld be clealnig ip silA im

neighborhoods, hielpling professional staffers i schools mild liospilals and l)arl.,4
andl libraries, baby-sitting for working niothers, providlig extra ilall deliveries
for business , Most of the lpprolp.als envisage sclooling aid couili.nillig along will]
lite mpke-work, to hell te iiien and womei venliunlly move up to better
positions,

The .101 8 irograni iMild other Federal efforts to Induce business to hire more
liard-core unemployed are enilnitly worthwhile, anld boy all -iieans must, go for-
ward. But thir aecoiulllshmnients Hily at Ibest. iliike a1 small (emn i time problem.
aind perlial, a miwore opllniinied attllde toward expanded government employ-
lient is also ili order. No one lere Is sure, how much It would ease lie sliU ten-
slis Iliat so deeply worry tie loliticianis and everyone else. Whaimit people (1o say.
however, i tliat there's no bigger or more expeliilve make-work program thlln
rebuiling burnied-down cities.
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if 111il # -9

THE URBAN
CRISIS.
*an analysis
* an answer

The growth of the American population has In.
crcased sharply-from several hundred thousand a year
in the 1930s to an average yearly rise of 2.7 million
since World War II. Moreover, the number of people
in rural areas has been declining. sshile metropolitan
area growth has been booming. Each year. the popu-
lation of America's metropolitan areas grows by over
3 million, the size of a very large city.

Under the impact of the technological revolution
in agriculture, employment in farming has dropped-
it fell 3.2 million between 1950 and 1966. Ilundreds
of thousands of farmers, farm workers and their fam-
ilics-sveral million people-have been leaving the
rural areas in search of jobs and himes in the cities.

Many of those who seek their future in the cities
are Negroes. Between 1940 and 1967, probably about
4 million Negroes moved from the South-primarily
rutal areas-to the cities of the North and West. In
1960, according to the Department of Labor, about
40 percent to nearly 50 percent of the Negro popula-
tion of 10 major northern and western cities was
born in the South.

The Department of Labor estimates that almost 1.5
million Negroes left the South In 1950.1960. follow-
ing a similar migration of 1.6 million Negroes in the
wartime decade, 1940-1950. This historic migration
is continuing at about that rate in the 1960s.

For the country as a whole, the proportion of Ne-
grocs in city populations rose from less than 10 per-
cent in 1940 to over 20 percent in 1965. In most
of the large northern and western cities the rise was
greater.

All of the now migrants to America's cities of the
past quarter of a century-whites and Negroes, Puerto
Ricans and Mexican Americans-have faced the diffi.
culties of adjusting to a new and strange environment.
But these difficulties have been especially harsh for
Negroes.

The Negro migrants to the cities of the past quarter
of a century have brought with them a history of
slavery, segregation, lack of education and, frequently,
poor health, as well as suspicion of government author-
ties. On coming to the cities of the North and the
Vest, the new migrants have faced the discriminatory

practices of those areas, lack of adequate housing and
the impact of automation on job opportunities for
uneducated, unskilled workers.

The northern and western cities are suffering. In
part, from the social ills and delinquencies of the
South-including color bars in private. state and local
government employment; backward standards of edu-
cation, vocational training and public welfare gener-
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associates, to provide the necessary funds to federal,
state and local government agencies and to non-profit
organizations, to help them bear the cost of creating
one million public service jobs for those who are now
unemployed or seriously under-employed. The emer-
gency employment section of the anti-poverty bill
introduced by Senator Clark of Pennsylvania repre-
sents a step In this direction.

In a work-oriented society, jobs for the unemployed
are the first essential towards helping people to lift
themselves out of poverty and deprivation.

21/2 Million
New Housing Units
Each
Year

America requires a national housing goal of 2h
million new dwelling units each year during the next
decade, supplemented by a large-scale effort to re-
habilitate substandard housing that is worth saving-
to provide an ample supply of decent homes for our
rapidly growing population, as well as for those who
live in substandard housing. Such goal is in sharp
contrast to the annual construction of only 1.2-1.6
million new housing units in recent years, accompanied
by very little rehabilitation.

The most urgent needs are: 1-to provide low-rent
publicly subsidized housing-new and rehabilitated-
for the approximately 20 percent of city families whose
incomes are below the requirements for a minimum
decent standard of living (about $5,000 a year for a
family of four); 2-to provide adequate housing for
lower middle-income families (between about $5.000
and $8,G0 a year for a 4-person family) who are not
eligible for public housing and cannot obtain decent
dwellings in the standard, privately financed housing
market; and 3-to provide expanded and improved
community facilities and services-such as schools,
hospitals, mass transit, day-care centers and play-
grounds.

Low-Rent Public Houslng-Construction of new,
low-rent publicly-subsidized housing should be stepped
up immediately from a yearly rate of 30,000-40.000
new starts of recent years to 200.000-300.000 per
year in the .iext two years and stepped up, thereafter,
to an annual rate of 500.000.

New public housing construction should be supple-
mcnted by large-scale publicly-subsidized rehabilita-
tion to provide additional low-rent housing. Rentals.
of such new and rehabilitated housing should be con-
centrated in a range of $40 to $70 per month to meet

the needs of the city poor. In order to maintain de-
cent housing at low rentals, a partial government sub-
sidy should be provided for adequate maintenance of
the properties.

A major federal effort along these lines should in.
clude architectural designs and first-class construction
for attractive homes and neighborhoods. It should also
include an emphasis on people and services-with
provision for nearby shopping, schools, transportation,
playgrounds and the availability of social services. As
part of an overall effort to rebuild our urban areas.
new and rehabilitated low-rent public housing should
be located in both the city and suburbs and inter.
spersed with other types of rental and private housing
for the creation of balanced neighborhoods.

The federal program should Include provision for
the potential sale of low-rent public housing develop.
ments or parts of such developments to tenant cooper-
atives or to tenants who meet the income requirements
for home-ownership.

We strongly support an adequate rent supplement
program, but this program should be a supplement to,
not a substitute for, a major effort to provide new and
rehabilitated low-rent homes for low-income families.

Housing for Lower Middle-Income Famlles-An-
other large-scale' program is needed to provide the
opportunity for decent homes for lower middle-income
families-with monthly rentals concentrated in a range
from about $85 to $135.

A considerable step-up and overhaul is needed in
the present very small program of federally subsidized
interest rate loans-at 3 percent-to sharply increase
the construction of such housing by cooperatives, non-
profit and limited divided corporations. A federal sub.
sidy for the partial abatement of local taxes on such
properties Is also required.

Federal housing legislation should also make it possi.
ble for cooperatives, nonprofit and I'mited dividend
corporations to acquire existing properties-with gov-
ernment insurance of long-term and low-interest loans
-for the operation of such housing.

Trade unions, limited dividend corporations. co-
operatives and churches should be encouraged to par-
ticipate in a large-scale effort to provide decent homes
that lower middle-income families can afford.

Moderate-Income Housing-This section of the
housing market already operates with government-in-
sured mortgages such as FHA and VA. There is
need, however, to increase the supply of funds that
move into this part of the housing market.

Major sources of additional funds, such as pension
funds, college endowment funds, and private trusts are
not attracted, to a sufficient degree, by mortgage in.
vestments, even when they are government-insured.
A bond or debenture-type obligation, fully guaranteed
by federal insurance, could be the method to channel
additional funds. through the private bond market,
into the financing of housing, as a supplement to the
funds of private mortgage financing institutions.
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An increase in the supply of moderate-income hous.
ing will enable such families to upgrade their living
conditions and make additional dwellings available

for lower middle-income families.

Open Housing-Housing restrictions against Negroes
and other minority groups must be eliminated. All
people, regardless of color or national origin or re-
ligion, must have the legal right to buy or rent dwell-
ings that they can afford-in the suburbs and outlying
areas, as well as in the cities. Open housing is an
essential part of a meaningful effort to rebuild our
metropolitan areas.

Urban Renewal--The emphasis of the federal urban
renewal program should be shifted drastically from
commercial and ex.,nsive high-rise construction to a
focus on homes for pcoplc, balanced neighborhoods,
community facilities and services. Families to be dis-
placed by the elimination of slum housing must be
provided assistance in finding decent dwellings at rents
tlhy can afford.

We have repeatedly stated our support of the Model
Cities program with adequate appropriations and we
reiterate our support. But this program alone is not
enough.

The ghettos of our major cities must be replaced,
as rapidly as an increasing volume of new and re-
habilitated housing becomes available, by balanced
neighborhoods, with a mixture of different types of
housing and different economic and racial groups. A
combination of new sites for housing developments,
open housing in the suburbs, the large-scale construc-
tion and rehabilitation of low-rent and lower-middle-
income housing can quickly begin to eliminate ghettos
and the isolation of their inhabitants. Any semblance
of aparthNid-%hether enforced by old racial barriers
or new legislative proposals of well-meaning liberals-
has no place in America.

Mass Transit

Every American city has ai urgent nred for an Im-
proved and expanded mass transit system. The need is
greatest and most urgent in the low-income areas of
most cities. With the movement of Industry to outlying
areas and suburbs, open housing and the establishment
of adequate mass transit systems are as essential to
the solution of America's urban crisis as the massive
construction and rehabilitation of housing.

In localities where the construction of rapid transit
systems will take several years, emergency measures
should be adopted to provide temporary but adequate
and fast service in areas that now have inadequate
transit service or none at all.

Mobility has always been an Important part of
American life. The rebuilding of America's metro-
politan areas must include adequate provisions for
mobility In transportation, housing and employment,
rather than the stifling isolation of ghettos.

Accelerated
Construction of
Public
Facilities

The rebuilding of our metropolitan areas will re.
quire an increased pace of public facilities construction
-- water supplies, sewage systems, mass transit,
schools, hospitals, day-care centers, playgrounds,
libraries, museums, clean air and water.

The Congressional Joint Economic Committee has
published a comprehensive and detailed inventory of
existing state and local facilities projected needs
in each category for the decade 1965-1975. This
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time for youngsters who are In school and full-time,
including (raining, for out-of-school youth. This pro.
gram should be expanded substantially-to aid young-
sters to remain in school and to provide some work
and training for young people who have dropped out
of school.

The small Job Corps program in rural and urban
centers for jobless out-of-school youth should also be
expanded, as experience with this effort increases the
feasibility of solid progress.

report projects a rise from $20 billion for state and
local public facilities in 1965 to more than $40 billion
in 1976-for a total expenditure of $328 billion over
the decade.

In the past, federal grants-In-aid have accounted for
20 percent of the aggregate cost of these state and
local outlays-with borrowing accounting for 50 per-
cent and current state and local revenues for 30
percent. Federal grants-in-aid vary by category from
none at all to 50 percent and more.

An acceleration In the pace of building these essen-
tial facilities-the underpinnings of adequate living
conditions-will require a step-up of federal grants-
in-aid.

We urge the Congress to adopt at least a $2 billion
a year additional grant-in-aid program for an ac-
celeration of public facilities construction by state and
local governments-in addition to categorical grants-
in-aid.

Youth
Employment

The highly successful Neighborhood Youth Corps
program provides about 300,000 full-time and part-
time jobs for youngsters below the age of 21-part-

The 89th Congress of 1965-1966 rightfully deserves
recognition as the education Congress, for never before
in our history was there such a comprehensive attempt
to deal with the specific problems facing the nation in
education. There remain, however, significant gaps
in the over-all plan to fully develop programs which
will realistically meet the needs of urban communities.

At the elementary and secondary school levels,
priority must be given to the principle of equalizing
the standard and quality of Instruction provided pupils
from low income families with those from middle- and
upper-income groups.

The recently developed More Effective Schools pro-
gram advanced by American Federation of Teachers'
locals should be implemented in all urban commni-
ties. The program requires additional funding beyond
present levels because of its very nature. It addresses
itself to the remedying of years of substandard edu-
cation offered minority and low-income groups.

Significant aspects of the program are cosily, but
there are no alternatives. To meet our current and
future needs, local school systems must have funds
available to approve programs which will reduce class
size to a maximum of 22, add additional teachers to
deal with problem children, add to guidance counselor
services and upgrade the skills of counselors, provide
special care for the seriously disturbed child, provide
teacher-aids and add medical and dental services over
and above the amount now provided in regular school
programs.

Vocational education and training is not reaching
the hardcore of the large number of unemployed youth
In our cities, the school dropouts and youths with
socio-economic disadvantages.

Vocational education must be geared to the needs
of the modem job market. It must adopt educational
methods that reach into young peoples' minds to pre-
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pare them for work-not merely to teach them the
skills of an occupation, but to prepare t1em for the
complicated world of work, through a combination of
general education, occupational education and prac-
tical learning on the job at the going wage rate.

To reach these young people in large cities, the
federal government should make available to the states
and local communities grants to encourage innovative
vocational education programs. Experts have esti.
mated that at least $1 billion will be necessary to
make such innovative programs effective.

In addition, year-round use of school buildings in
the afternoon and evenings, as well as regular daytime
sessions, is essential to meet the growing need for job
training, remedial education and recreational facilities,
for working youths and adults. Such use of school
building Is also needed to serve as community centers
and to house a variety of activities related to the
improvement of urban conditions.

Recent federal legislation in the field of higher
education has placed great emphasis on student aid,
to meet the increasing tuition costs and fees at the
nation's institutions of higher learning. Major reliance
on the financial institutions of the nation, to make
government-insured loans to meet this need, has
proven, thus far, to be unworkable and unrealistic.
The financial institutions have not responded ade-
quately to this program. As matters now stand, Con-
gress should return its attention to this problernt to
bring about a workable solution.

Manpower
Training

Manpower training programs must be strengthened
and increased emphasis given to training for mean-
ingful job opportunities.

The governments training program provides for
training, with the payment of allowances, up to two
)ears. Unfortunately, the present emphasis is often
on training programs for jobs which are dead-end, as
well as low-wage. Moreover, as long as present train-
ing allowances remain as meager as they now are. few
workers, especially heads of families, can afford to
forego the opportunity for immediate employment.
even at low wages-particularly if there is no assurance
of a job at the end of the training period.

The government's training programs should be
linked with job-placement when training is com-
pleted. Also, it is essential that training allowances be
increased to strengthen the staying-power of the
trainees.

Public
Welfare

Our federal-state public welfare programs were in-
tended to provide assistance and services to deal
directly with poverty and social deprivation. Public
welfare Is supposed to provide assistance-on a dig-
nifi.,d basis and as a matter of right--4o individuals
and families in need of the basic essentials of living.

Today, our public welfare programs fall far short
on these counts. Over 7h million people are today
Ili Ing on a precariously low level of existence, in
many cases shut off from even the most basic necessi-
ties of life.

It must be remembered that those on public assist-
ance include about 2 million over 65 years of age,
700.000 are blind or permanently and totally disabled
and about 5 million are In families with dependent
children (of which about 3,750,000 are children). -

The entire public welfare program must be restruc-
tured. A comprehensive program of public assistance
should be established, based on the single criterion of
need. A federal minimum standard for public assist-
ance payments, below which no state may fall, should
be determined. Comprehensive social services should
be readily accessible, as a right, to those who need
them. The Administration of all welfare programs
receiving federal funds should be in accordance with
the principle of public welfare as a right. The Ad-
visory Council on Public Welfare, in its report of
June 1966, recommended these principles as a basis
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for correcting the existing deficiencies of our public
welfare system.

The federal government should establish nationwide
federal standards-with adequate federal funds--to
provide a decent floor for the public welfare system.

State work-incentive programs should be required
by the federal government to permit welfare recipients
to retain a substantial number of the dollars they earn
without penalty, thus encouraging them to go into the
job market and eventually move off the welfare rolls.

Eligibility requirements for welfare applicants should
be simplified, and demeaning investigations- of appli-
cants should be eliminated, to enable social workers
to perform their professional services of guidance,
counselling and assistance.

Neither the federal government nor the states should
seek to coerce welfare recipients to participate In
work-or-training programs without providing adequate
day-care protection for the children, or without prior
determination of the skills and aptitudes of the welfare
recipient for the work or training, and without offering
some cash incentive for the welfare recipient to par-
ticipate In such a program. Such work or training
program should be part of the Labor Department's
manpower and training structure.

Rural

The American urban crisis is, in part, a reflection
of the poverty and backwardness of many rural areas
-particularly In the southern and southwestern states.
The cities of the North and West are now paying for
the delinquency of these rural areas. A meaningful
attempt to solve urban problems must include efforts
to lift the living conditions in the poor rural areas and
to upgrade the education and skills of the rural
population.

Nearly 30 percent of the American population lives
In rural areas. Only about one.fourth of these rural
residents are farmers or farm workers. The others
live in small towns or villages, strip settlements along
old roads, Indian reservations, old mining settlements
or In scattered isolated dwellings.

Federal legislation should provide farm workers
with the same protection afforded other workers--
such as unemployment compensation and the right to
organize unions and bargain collectively with em-
ployers.

The federal program to assist low- and moderate.
income rural families to buy or rehabilitate housing
should be provided with adequate funds.

In the long-run, the solution of the nation's urban
and rural problems requires a population with adequate
education and vocational training. The beginnings to
achieve this objective in rural areas-under the Vo-
cational Education Act of 1963 and the Education
Act of 1965-should be continued and strengthened.

The approach of the Appalachian Regional Develop.
meant Program should be extended to other regions
of rural poverty-federal aid for the establishment of
adequate public facilities such as highways and roads,
hospitals and health centers, schools, vocational and
technical training institutions.

The Agriculture Department's encouragement of
recreational and tourist activities In rural areas should
be extended, as well as such community Improvement
projects as the improvement of water and sewage
facilities.

Fair employment practice.; are as essential In rural
areas as in metropolitan communities. Rural Negroes,
Mexican-Americans and members of other minority
groups must have full and fair employment opportuni-
ties to work in the industries of the rural areas and
in the rapidly growing employment in state and local
governments.

Such efforts are needed to improve the economic
and social balance between rural and urban areas and
lift the standard of life of all Americans.

We urge the federal government to develop, co-
ordinate and maintain a national Inventory of needs
for housing, public facilities and services, by specific
categories, based on present unmet backlogs and esti.
mates of future population growth.

We urge each state and metropolitan area to develop
a similar inventory of needs within its geographical
jurisdiction.

Such inventories of present and projected require-
ments should serve as the foundation for programs in
each category. They should also be used as yardsticks
for the measurement of progress towards meeting the
objectives of adequate housing, public facilities and
services.

A planned national effort, under federal leadership,
is needed to apply as much of the nation's resources
as possible to meet the requirements of a rapidly
growing urban population, while providing a sound
foundation for the continued advance of the private
economy.
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THE URBAN CRISIS:

A 10-Point Program
America's urban crisis Is rooted in the radical social
and economic changes of the past quarter of a cen.
tury, as well as in the tragic history of Negro slavery,
segregation and discrimination.

The population of America's metropolitan areas
has skyrocketed, with an increased birth rate and the
migration of millions of people from the farms and
rural areas. While middle-income families have been
moving to the suburbs, the cities are being left with
a minority of wealthy people and large numbers of
the poor, the deprived, the new migrants.

At the same time, the spread of automation has
reduced job opportunities for uneducated, unskilled
workers and speeded up the shift of industrial location
from cities to suburbs and outlying areas. The need
for adequate housing, community facilities and serv-
ices has soared, while the tax base of the cities has
narrowed. And despite the long overdue adoption of
federal civil rights legislation, discriminatory prac-
tices are still a widespread reality, although rapidly
declining under the pressure of government, churches,
trade unions and other private institutions.

Instant adjustments and overnight solutions to this
complex of-problems are impossible. Gimmicks and
slogans can achieve headlines, but hardly any positive
results.

Yet complacency can lead to disaster. Rapid for-
ward strides are essential to the preservation of a free
and democratic society.

Immediate measures are needed to provide jobs,
decent housing and adequate community facilities.
Planned programs over the next decade or two are
required to revitalize our metropolitan areas as cen-
ters of American civilization.

The Economic Policy Committee of the AFL-CIO
has given careful and thoughtful consideration to
both immediate and long-term programs which will
meet the needs of America's urban areas. The Com-
mittee's report to this Executive Council, which is
hereby made part of this Council statement, contains
solid recommendations which the AFL-CIO Executive
Council now adopts as its program for meeting the
urban crisis. Specifically, the AFL-CIO calls for:

1 * One million public service jobs for persons now
unemployed or seriously under-employed. To

provide this necessary means of helping people lift

THE AFL-CIO EXECUTIVE COUNCIL *Jope$ ibi, st ile-
ieirl d ite qxarterl semio. 5eMtember I. 1967, iv New

York City.

themselves out of poverty and deprivation, Congress
must immediately adopt a $4 billion program to fund
federal, state and local government agencies and non-
profit organizations along the lines of the O'Hara bill.
We also consider the Clark bill a step in the right
direction.

2o Two and a half million new housing units each2 year, including:
a. Public housing through new aid rehabilitated

low-rent homes for the 20 percent of city families
whose incomes are below requirements for a minimum
decent standard of living. New public housing con-
struction, now at a 30,000-to-40,000 annual level,
should be immediately increased to 200,000 to 300,-
000 for each of the next two years and 500,000 a
year thereafter. Adequate appropriations for the rent
supplement program are a necessity.

b. Housing for lower middle-income families not
eligible for public housing and unable to afford decent
dwellings in the standard, privately-financed housing
market. Federally-subsidized interest rate loans and
a federal subsidy for the partial abatement of local
taxes on such properties are needed to Increase con-
struction of such housing by cooperatives, nonprofit
and limited dividend corporations. In addition, federal
legislation should make it possible for such groups to
acquire existing properties, with government insurance
of long-term and low-interest loans.

c. Moderate-income housing, already operating
with government-Insured mortgages, stepped up
through measures to increase involvement of pension
funds, college endowment funds and private trusts.

d. Open housing, in suburbs as well as in cities,
an essential part of a meaningful effort to rebuild
our metropolitan areas.

e. Urban renewal no longer confined to commer-
cial and expensive high.rise construction. The focus
instead must be on homes In balanced neighborhoods,
with families displaced by slum clearance given assist-
ance in finding decent dwellings at rents they can
afford.

f. Model cities program, with adequate appro-
priations.

q Mass transit, improved and expanded, is an
urgent need In all metropolitan areas.

4 Accelerated construction of public facilities,4 such as water supplies, sewage systems, mass
transit, schools, hospitals, day-care centers, play.
grounds, libraries, museums, clean air and water, are
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essential to rebuild America's metropolitan areas.
For this, we urge Congress to adopt at least a $2 bil-
lion a year grant-in-aid program to state and local
governments in addition to categorical grants-in-aid.

, A substantially expanded Neighborhood Youth50. Corps program to help youngsters remain in
school and to provide work and training for those
who have dropped out of school.

The opportunity for quality education can be60 met only by realizing the need to close the
educational gap between the privileged and under-
privileged schoolchildren of our nation, by special in-
centives to teachers in slum areas, federal subsidy of
the More Effective School type program, full use of
school buildings for job-training, adult education and
community centers. In addition, vocational training
must be realistically geared to the modem job market.

7 Manpower training must be linked with job7 placement and training allowances must be
increased so that trainees can afford to remain In
the program.

o Public welfare assistance must be restructured,
0 with the program based on need alone, a fed-

eral minimum standard of payments and adequate
federal funds should be provided, state work-incentive
programs should enable welfare recipients to retain
a substantial amount of the dollars they earn without
penalty, and demeaning investigations of applicants
should be eliminated on the principle that compre-
hensive social services are a matter of right to those
in need.

Relief of rural poverty, concentrated In the99 southern and southwestern states primarily, by
federal legislation to provide farm workers with un-
employment compensation and according to them the

same right other workers have under the National
Labor Relations Act to organize unions and bargain
collectively; by adequate federal funds to assist low
and moderate-income rural families to buy or re-
habilitate housing; continuation and strengthening of
the Vocational Education Act of 1963 and the Edu-
cation Act of 1965 In rural areas: federal aid in
establishment of adequate public facilities, such as
highways, hospitals, schools, vocational and technical
training Institutions; extension of the Agriculture De-
partment recreational and tourist activities in rural
areas, and provision of full and fair employment
opportunities for Negroes, Mexican-Americans and
other minorities to work in the industries of rural areas
and in state and local governments.

.I Economic planning, under federal leadership,
0 and including each state and metropolitan area,

should include the development, coordination and
maintenance of an inventory of needs for housing,
public facilities and services to facilitate application
of the nation's resources to meet the needs of a
rapidly growing urban population, while also pro-
viding a sound foundation for a continually increasing
private economy.

America's urbat crisis did not come upon this
nation without warning. It has been coming for a
long time and the government has not been alert to
its responsibilities.

The program we have offered will not achieve suc-
cess overnight, By its very nature it is a step-by-step
proposal for both immediate action and solid achieve.
ment.

America cannot wait any longer to get started and
the federal government must supply the leadership
and resources to the great national effort that is
mandatory.

The AFL-CIO Executive Council discusses problems of the cities before adopting a ten-point program.



EMPLOYMENT AND MANPOWER PROBLEMS IN THE
CITIES: IMPLICATIONS OF THE REPORT OF TIE
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON CIVIL Df8-
ORDERS

THURSDAY, JUNE 6, 1068

CONoRESS OF TilE UNITED STATES,
JOINT EcoNo311c COM3iE,

Washington, D.C.
The Joint Economic Committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in

room 1202, New Senate Office Building, Hon. Richard Bollitg pre-
siding in placo of Committee ClirmangProxmire.

Present: Represefltttives Bolling, Curtis, and Ruinsfeld; and Seni-
tors Proxmire and Jordan.

Also present.: John R. Stark, executive director; and Douglas C.
Frechtling, minority staff.

Chairmkai PROXMpRE. Congressman Boiling, who has been chairing
these hearings, will be along shortly. Today we have the last session
in our current 'hearings on the manpower -inplictions inthe Kerner
Commission Reprt.. We lhave been fortuniate in the quAity of our
witnesses. They -have all been most informative and stitlmItting. Today
we are equally fortunate in having a distinguished panel of experts.
They are Bertram M. Beck, executive director of Mobilization for
Youth, of New York City, accompanied by Russell A. Nixon, associate
dIrector at the Center for Study of the Unemployed, Now York Uni-
versity; and Virgil L. Christian, Jr., professor in the department of
economics atthe'University of Kentucky.

Another scheduled witiiess, Dr. Carl H. Madden, will not be here
today.

Mr. Beck, we will be very happy to hear from you.

STATEMENT OF BERTRAM M. BECK, EXECUTIVE DIMCTOR,
MOBILIZATION FOR YOUTH, NEW YORK CITY

Mr. BECK. Thank you, Senator. I very much appreciate the oppor-
tunity of testifying before you. My testimony is not that of i national
expert on manpower, but of a man who runs a neighborhood program
in one of the ghetto areas of the city of New York. We do have with
us today-in addition to Mr. Nixon, who is going to speak of an aspect,
of our work-Mr. Gilbert. Lewis, who has been working with a group
of youngsters who are being trained for employment in the film in-
dustry, and they have made a 10-mintle flIhi of'life in our pai4'icular
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area of ouir great City. We hope that we might hlive the opportunity at
any point that you feel it. would be appropriate, Senato< to show you
that film as a setting for our testimony.

liairman Pnox.!in:. I think that would be fine. We were inforimed
of this. I think that fllnifl lht be very enlightening.

Mr. BECK. At any point you tliiik it is proper, Senator, we ure riady
to roll.

Chairman PRoxmniR. Are you set up right now ?
Why don't you proceed with your statement, and while you are

doing so, you can have your people set up.
Mr. BECK. Very well. le
In my statement--I have submitted for the record a written state-

ment, so I will merely hit. the highlights of it in my oral presentation.
The program with which I am concerned on the Lower East Side

has as one of its primary purposes, training people for employment
and securing jobs. I would like to talk to you about the impact of the
current national efforts to prepare people for employment on an
ongoing program.

To begin with, I would like to make the point that while the
Kerner Report contained no revelations it has caused me and those
with whom I work to do a lot of soul searching about the real nature
of racism in oitr society; most particularly the way in which racism
may be present subtly in our own attitudes. As we reviewed this
phenomena in relation to employment, it became increasingly clear
to us that the major obstacles to securing employment for tle-ghetto
residents are a series of credentials which are required for entrance
into jobs in our society today. Some of them are the credentials of
unionism. Some of them are the credentials of professionalism. Some
of them are the credentials of life habits; a manner of speaking, a
manner of addressing other people. The absence of these credentials
is what keeps our aim to place people in jobs that exist from findtlig
fulfillment in the actual act of placement.

Today, in our society, a number of different solutions for economic
problems in urban areas are advanced and I would like to talk about
them briefly one by one.

First, we have been attempting to locate industry in the slum
areas, and I know you are familiar with what has been done in Watts
and some of the other depressed areas of our cities.

Despite these success stories, I cannot be optimistic about attracting
substantial large-scale industry into what is plainly a high-risk area,
unless there is. some form of public subsidization for such a venture.
I do not, however, view subsidization of industry to perform public
acts as not the proper line of attack on a public problem. I believe
that industry has a proper concern with social problems, and is increas-
ingly discharging its social responsibilities. f also believe" that in-
dustry's primary concern will continue to. be and must continue to
be, operating a profitmaking venture. I am skeptical about mixing
this eroft concern with Government's responsibility to solve sociallproblems.

A second solution advanced is the creation of jobs through the
institution of public works projects. I am sure you are aware that
thus far, although this holds promise, Congress has not really pro-
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vid,d a major public works program that would make the Government.
the employer of last resort for people who want to work.

In addition to these two possibilities there is a third venture which
is the organization of producers cooperatives and consumer coopera-
tives which meet the need, the growing desire of tile most deprived
people in our slum ureas, to run their own show, and to master their
own social institutions. And although the cooperative idea is an old
idea, I think it has a new relevancy because it fits so well into the
desire of people to run their own show.

The fourth possible solution is the possibility of tackling the require-
mont of credentials which keep people out of jobs. We need to shift
the focus from what piece of paper you hold, what diploma you hold,
or what apprenticeship you have passed through, to what is the corn-
petence o? the person, what can the person do.

Now, in a program which has been funded by the OEO and the De-
partment of Labor, we have been training a number of persons who
have left the r is of the public assistance for jobs in the health arena,
for social worWl'ositions. Although this has been a small and, to some
people, an expensive pro---Am-ftiiik we have deifionstrated some-
thing that gives us a e as to one way out.

When this pro am was opened, although. tl was not bioad pub-
licity, there o re five applicants for every job t available. This
gives the lie o the notion that wel ar lliare full o reeloaders who
would pre r to sit Iac I take a chc , nd do not i'ant to work.
That has lot been 0)1 xperi nee five or ach job slot vaillble.

The gram h s taken 16 perso s, m y women, all egroes and
Puerto icans, off thae-wefp tra m I hem for 'obs where
they a now earning from $5, 00 peraea.

Tlii fact I am boutt t e is, hih , vry ii nportant. efore the
train joined p-lrogr tiy d i recei public assistanceamutn t 0 e r/iieb,.revigpbcsitne
ings fting to $5 ,0 r. I . .bs rep resent an al earn-

floset$ 0 or-lie .1 s, 1cef'nent after their 40-
week raining I as rest t d in a gated earning pow of over
$17110 0.

Now these fa ts speak fo v S. I t they are undeniable.
We 'can 'ove people--and tljoy- vant t be move - roni 'elfare into
producti 1 jobs in tl -serice ctor. et, to ntinue is program
under the resent resources that re in de hilable to to OEO andeqthe es e otis effort cause the com-
petition for fids av ailaible is sro great, and tile a i wit available is
so small.

In summary of at I have said, the fa .of unemployment and
underemployment in t IMI al cit ously a national disgrace.
One of teto employment tials which are required
for jobs-and I use the term "credentinls" very broadly, including
not only formal edifcation, but also the apprenticeship system in the
unions, the kc:nd of personal relationships one has. The requirement for
credentials keops its from advancing people into jobs. I ask that we try
to open occupations, when people are competent to do the jobs, rather
than focusing on the attainments that are often the consequence of the
clftss position of your parents. •

Another point I made is that although we might look to a massive
public works program as an immediate solution at least for the men
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and the women seeking jobs in my neighborhood, thus far Congress
has not seen its way clear to advancq'ing this kind of solution.

I have held before you the possibility of developing occupations in
the service sector, occupations whi6h will be of benefit to our hospitals,
our welfare agencies, recreation, and I have given you, I think, some
very convincing data that this can be done. I have given you the eco-
noibic facts that show these, are real savings.

I do believe that if those of us who have been fortunate in our
society, and have the credentials-the degrees and the right words--
are willing to move over a little bit and say that we will allow other
people who have been shut out of society to come in-not with creden-
tials, but with competence--then I think we could make some dent in
this problem.

Now, I was asked to bring with me this morning, in addition to the
film, one of my associates, Mr. Russell Nixon. Mr. Nixon is a clhair-
man of a committee of the board of my agency. He is, in other words,
a volunteer at Mobilization for YoUth. H is particular committee has
been concerned with the building trades unions and the exclusion of
certain minority groups from them. He has been making what I would
characterize as a dignified, statesmanlike, ratiollal approach to this
problem. I thought you gentlemen might wislh to hear what the ob-
stacles are that are eneoufttered in a neighborhood when you try to
make an approach which I would Mliaoterize as polite.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Beck follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BERTRAM M. BECK

Gentlemen, I am grateful for this opportunity to appear before the Joint
Economic Committee. Let me begin by saying I am convinced that the employ-
ment crisis In the urban ghetto is the single most destructive fact of our domestic
life.

I am reminded that George Bernard Shaw once wrote that England lost its
American Colonies because an Important British official was on holiday during
the Battle of Saratoga.

It Is the intent of my testimony to convince you that "business as usual" in our
affluent and economic complacent society is the most dangerous course we can
follow. There Is no "holiday" from malnutrition, infant mortality, urban violence
and decay. And these are the real offspring of unemployment in cities throughout
this nation.

The Kerner Report is extrenely pessimistic but useful on the subject of
unemployment and under-empjoyment. On page 402, it casually drops the incred-
Ible fact that In the 1-24 year old age group among Negro men in the central
city, 22.5 percent are currently unemployed and probably two or three times that
figure are under-employed. Think of it. In our cities seven out of ten black
American men between the ages of 10-24 are either out of work or working far
below their capacity. Mix this gasoline with the growing fire of racial pride and
self-regard that Is spreading throughout Black America and we find that the
real miracle i that the nation has suffered so little violence in the smnmer riots.

What are we going to do about it? Do we Intend to retreat into our enclaves
and recite parables about "crime In the streets", "law and order", "Juvenile delin.
quency", or are we at the very least, willing to concede that we have failed on
every level of public action to deal effectively with a Jobless, hopeless and violent
ghetto.

I'm quite sure this committee has Ustened carefully to a spectrum of programs
and approaches to the problem of unemployment. I will not add significantly
to this list. I will, however, try through my experience with Mobilizatlot for
Youth on New York's Lower Fast Side, to Identify sonic unique aspects of the
problem as I see It.
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I Intend today to focus in the problem of implicit racisem. When the Kerner
Report authenticated the word "racism," I believe it is meant to describe
the subtle habit patterns of our society that prevent the "have nots" from sharing
the institutions, wealth and prerogatives of the "haves." In the field of employ-
went this kind of raclnn is particularly vivid.

Getting good Jobs anywhere in this country requires "credentials" ... they
are manifold, these credentials, and simply not available to most minority
Americans. These credentials come In the form of institutional traditions, habits
of speec'l and dress, nepotism, patronage, under and over graduate degrees and
probably most vicious of all, professional standards-standards which are cut
iu stone, immovable, unrealistic and do not admit the possibility that there Is
more than one way of getting a particular job done. Behind this curtain of
"profemlonal Ism," with Its 25-year pins and secret handshakes--our society
becomes Increasingly polarized. The traditional "ladders" out of tile ghetto are
removed and our successful, affluent, Industrial nation becomes a closed frater.
nity leaving only the most humiliating service tasks to most folks outside the
club.

Even a half-century ago, the immigrant poor of America shouldered their way
into our economy and our politics through ninny ports of entry. The Irish and
tile Italians built railroads, highways, and skyscrapers. Those ports are now
closed .... closed by the conspiracy of "credentials" that ranges from union
cards to racist hiring practices. Thus the lion's share of the American dream is
walled-in by our own complacency, our habits of success, our myopic optimism,
our anxiety to live the good Illf that our grandfathers were denied.

Having said that, let me briefly cover the three of the usual "solutions" pro-
potuided by manpower experts in recent years to the employment crisis. The
first Is the "Industry into the ghetto" argument-which calls upon the American
industrial establishment to move pieces of Its production capacity Into the cen-
tral city where it can tAke advantage of the resources of manpower available
there. Ise no serious coildcnce that the private sector of our economy is prepared
to do anything of the sort except on the most token basis. American industry
considers the ghetto a high-risk area, Incomputable with the standards of their
business. American Industry is not, with some exceptions, prepared to engage
In the kind of sensitive, unique skill training operations required to qualify many
of the ghetto unemployed for productive labor. The spectre of "credentials" re-
appears-the habits, the standards of a lifetime are not about to disappear and
be replaced with surge of uneconomic morality-it isn't going to happen and we
must look elsewhere.

A second "solution" often advanced Is the creation of Jobs by the Institution
of public works proJect; by the Federal Government. Forgive my cynicism-tile Kerner Report was4 published four months ago-the Kerner Report unequiv-
ocably nailed the central city crisis to vast unemployment There Is not now,
ntor has there been, any credible evidence of a will on the part of the Oongrmg
or Administration to create such public works proJects in response to what tle
Kerner Report has described as a national emergency. It Is not a matter of
money-it is a matter of will. When this country was paralyzed by a depression
three decades ago, our meagre public resources were mobilized into a positive
program of rebuilding the nation, both its property and Its people. There is no
less a orists before us now.

A third "solution" is one for which I have much enthusiasm but little hope.
That is the belief that the poor themselves call, in the ghetto, build their own
viable economy ba.sl on local Industry. cooperative economies and self-deter-
mination. It Is the nature of all men to survive even the most degrading environ-
ment. And In the ghetto, particularly in the black ghetto, the determination to
govern his own institutions and build his own economy and life-style, is now the
first commandment of the new, articulate black militant. The stridency of his
voice is an excellent measure of our failure-and I intend to hell) tis home-made
economic and social upheaval In any way I can. But make no mistake: It is a
poor alternative made necessary by our failture of will, our mnbending creden.
tials--our national relfishness. To be candid, this movement towards self-deter-
ruination cannot do much in the way of altering the Inexorable facts spelled out
In the Kerner Report. The resources simply aren't there. But It can help to
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(G) De)spite (heit horrlfyilig rca liy or tmei emii~oyittii vrh-is, fit', Fvderal

(IovernhiitnI shows tit) sAgis of resimindiiig elli'r fi tt'tiis of iiiasslvt' publiv
works lurtgriit or hii tvriti of (lie wildi'sptv111 tl(i~g of etup11loymt'nt pr~gnitus
oil ny level.

(4) Tihe htoix- (hlamt major Intlitst ry wvill iiovte ito tMo' gliet to Is nouts4'iist
and1( (lit resour-es nvailnhle to bIld gliet to-owned Iiiutry tire simply itot

(to) TIhlere a re' mone iossilv. avenues of tipproach a, iii. t lirmigli the, systeintiv
aelvvioptmt Eof neiw otuiiljtt hus 1114l i ml .e4omifl. thlrougli IN, lt' -41t'VElE 14iil't (if

imubhit'a ly prdd-n'ntle~ ogramiis while a rte des.ignied enrefifly aiid svii'4-
ively. uing I(" lt ihdoi ort hose who live and work fit lit' gliot to.

111t 110tP (If t his 1111t1.a 1111anythin9 at jitl. iiuiess Somiehiow thits Cohtgre'ss. fill,;
miut re Nati 14)1 cai fake' at least twoE linlwrlnl ,;tt-lw:

(1) We' uist stiligitoringg jiuil avoliliuig 1114' tterrib~le Irt iith oilitll,' irhia i

ghettlo. We tit1i-t 111141 It' boutrage to set' Otur domelte It'll for whati It Is. 1111t1

imiuke in irrevoinilt .Iix'IsAi to mass- our resoinvs 1114 ouir cvlllee.' vt iteilg'ncie'
to 4-huitiugi' It.

(2) Wo imst' dgve till it large, iwirt i of our pr'nlgilves : opetnt (lit doors of this

plrivnit' ('lull c i(i I tMe nii liliE'lli sov'itey mtid ltoiw' thalt 41111' fililit't of flit, jimst will
be4 forgiven by our iiew brotlivrs of thit future.
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RepresentaivO Bolot.N0 ( prsiding). Thailank ou, Mr. Beck.
I undei'sland t0iillh sll not ready yet, so we wIll pr'oeed.
M'r. Nixon.

STATEMENT OF RUSSELL A. NIXON, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF
THE CENTER FOR STUDY OF THE UNEMPLOYED, NEW YORK
UNIVERSITY

Mr. NiX ozN. ''hank you, NMr. Bolling.
Members of tie coinnittee, I am sur that. we ail are here this

morning tinler lie slhadow of the desperate events of the last. 2 days,
which i seriess to ni10 gives added urgency to the. hearings that IIIs
(4)iiilte hits wi.tlysl Nth4led, and is very ofl'ectively coducttiing-an
added urgely to thl Horier Report whieh is the subject of theselI'aiiigs.

A major vil'( ti of thit Kerne qlle orl--/he Report of /he Aalwnot
..ldti'orl (n'nomdm.ion on 01,41 D/sopvler-is that. it. is addre.sed to
Ih naked facts of our ' soiety and it. calls on all eoncerned to "tell it
hlow it. is"-to "1s, it. how it is"-here and now. The crisis of (fWr cities
and the s'ah,, of civil violence and rebellion which led to the creation
of Iie l(ernei. Comi.,ssion anl its Report. make it. ab.olutely imperi-
I ive to face up to the Ii1rd realities of the adverse employment, condi-
iolts and job oppolltunities for Negroes, I'uerto Ricans, Mexican-

.Aillei'mas, a11d olher minorities ill our e(olloly.
As I)r'. Beek suggested, I will Ie add'e.sing my attentti6ft to the

v,'lsoiiUet ion il1dlist ryl-perhamps t hie Itost il11')rhfilt enll)loyfi6ht itrei
at. issue, lecauel of its lhuge size, because of its crucial ceilefihle In
Mllr economy, because of its special signifleancee for the ghettos and
minorities, a1nd becau.e of its enormously growing potential in our
societ.y.

I would start. out. by summarizhing three facts which I thifik char-
aeterizo the present, silualion and are relevant to this 1)anr.ieular hear-
ing addressed to the question of racial discrimniltion and employ-
n1o01nt.'T'hese tlce facts are very simply stated.

First.. As at result of it complex pattern of past. and present. diserimi-
nalion and e.xclusion, minority workers aro generally barred from
most, construction work-excel;t in very marginal circumstances and
in th, unskilled categories, the constvuction industry lahor force on
June 611968, is lily whit'.

Second. No prograres are uqndo'way, and no changes are in the works
at the present, t ine which will result, in a balanced construction labor
force with appropriate proportfio.s of minority workers it the, years
imnnediately ahad. Current antidiserimination agreements and decla-
,'ations by 'buildIng trades, union, and employers, legal enforcement
actions and slpecl al)Itien.teshti) programs 1re highly laudable but.

they are inadequate to (,huinge signiiantly the lasically white mfaklil)
of the constl6ttion lal)or force.

Third. Te coliulilig failure to eroate a mioity worker constirc-
I ion labor force is leading to an intolerable impasm whieh tlu'eatens
to result in drastic and rfen violent. confrontntlon whenever buildhig
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and construction is iflidelttken in our cities. It. is unrealistic-aud you
here in Washington are sitting ill the middle of an example of this, in
the question of the stAleniiatCd cleanp work following the violence of
some weeks ago-it is umrealistic to expect. that wilu wte-k vrowss tire
going to be perniittod peacefully to relhild o-ur slums, lehabilitate
and build new low-income housing, (Olist.rut. schools and hospitals,
in the Negro, Puerto Riean, and Mexican-American neighborhoods o
our cotiilfitry.

The comlrelensive housing l)lan just. approved by the Senate, the
model cities program, government. 1)liblic woi'ks at, all levels, are all
put, in jeopardy by the failure to integrate the construction labor
force.

Finally, to shift, from what. I thilik is a statement of facts to fnil
o(i)in101 andfi a recommendation.

A drastic crash program on a new level and a new scale is needed to
bring Negroes, Puerto Ricans, and Mexican Americans quickly into
the construction industry, mid to avoidthe dangers and troubles in-
herent ill the J)resent situation.

Now routes and standards f6r eitry into construction jObs, ration-
alization and restrtuctillng of jobs, ntew programs of on-the-job train-
ing, with realistic ladders for occupatimnal advaneeiilt. must. be
developedd.

I would emphasize to you that impressive steps arc being takeii ly
imay employers at. the present, time, through tle Nat-ional Alliance
of Businessmen, and the Trban Coalition, to do just. this in major sec-
tions of industry.
It, is high time- tlidt the construction nldust.ry made tile same effort.
Since we are, dealing hore with extremely diifhcult aind complex prob-

lens, and an issue which involves very seriously vested interests, I
would suggest, that a special blue ribboi commission le established to
de.sign1 an(d recomnmenid a, realistic program for tlhe full mid In-o dilate
integration-of the NatiOn's construction labor force.

Dr. Beek has mentioned the special experience at Mobilization for
Youth, and I think that. this is siguitieant, Ibecause Mobilization is a
higlh-quality youth program, a pioneer in this field, in the Lower East
Side of New York Cit-y, and its experience confirmIs the observations
T have just inade.

'Io put it. very siiml)ly to you-uin ,I years of rather sophisticated and
very serious effort, Mrohilizatiol for Viouth ha11; beeni conuletely unable
to (Ilanlel its trainees, primnaria lu Puerto Rican and Negro youth-
into jobs in the construction industry.

MAobilization for Youth is aided in its job development efforts by
I volunteer group of employers, union representatives, and other coi-
eiered individuals who cOniprise thte Mobilli'latiln for Youth Corn-

illittee o l Enployment Opportunities. The committee chairman is
hIerbert.t, Bienstock, the Regional 1)irector of the I.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics. A ear ago, Mr. Biensto('k appointed a. Special Subomnmlt-
tee on Employment. in the Consti'uetion Iin1dustry, 111d] named tie as
chairman with Mr. 1olmes Browni, vice president, of Americat Air-
liles, Mr. Donmld Armiger, assistant vice president of the First
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Nrationad City Bank, Mr. Ed Corwin of the Now York Board of Trade,
and Mr. Iarold Wolchok, Teamsters Union official, as other members.
Aided by the Mobilization for Youth staff we have worked during the
Imst year canvassing all avenues of approach to the development. of
jobs for M FY youth in the construction industry. These efforts are
contiutig, but. as of nlow we have failed to place a single MFY
Pltro Rican or Negro youth in construction work.

In the course of our efforts we have had confer~ifees with all the
principle groups concerned-with Government officials responsible for
enforcement of nofdiserimintation .laws, with the head of the New
York City Building Trades Council, with the chief employers, with
civil rights representatives, with the personnel director of New York
City, with tie leaders of the Bureau of Apprenticeship Trainhig, awd
with Workers )efense League apprentice training project leaders.
Wo. have been i]tl) sed I-i our discussions with the unanimous and

vigorous affirmnation of hostility to all forms of racial discrimination
in the construction industry. We do not question that. At the same
time, we ,have been impressed with our inability to develop thk'6tigh
theso ifpressi e and authoritative contacts any concrete program or
lnoees for the employment of MFY triiinees in construction jobs in
the cit-y of New York.

We are concerned because we think thitt this reflects a generalized
situation throughout the counttry as far a minorities are concerned.

Viewed froih the frame of reference of the Kerner report, "national
action ol an unprecedented scale" to elilmihnito the roots of racial dis-
criiiiation, it is completely inadequate merely to state that from
nlow oil, overt racial discrin lmAt16 will be ended in the construction
trades. This is true for' at least two reasons.

First. )o facto discrimination is part and parcel of tile present
apl)rentieship and hiring system of tiC constrtieon industry. With-
out far-reaching changes in the industry's job entry processes, that
system will perpettiate it racist labor force, regardless of amtidiscrimi-
nation avowals by employers, unions, and Government ,.

Second. The racist, distortion of tie present construction labor force
coml)osition is so extreme that timem" cannot be left, to solve the prob-
lein and drastic balanchig action, remedial actions, are immediately
required. The estimate of tile NAACP that "given a continuation of
the ,present rates of advance, it, will take Negroes 138 years, or until
2094 to secure equal participation in skilled, craft, training and em-
lploynient" is wel- founded.

The preseIt policies of exclusion practiced by the construction trade
unions is all admixture of racial discrimination and a tactic of limit-
ing the supply of labor for advantage in the establishment of wages
and working conditions for construction union members. This con-
cern for wages and economic security is a thoroughly, legitimate ob-
jective, but -it, cannot any longer he j)ursted at. the price of racial
exclusiveness, whether aiueved by overt. discrimination or by art.i-
ficial hiring standards unrelated to job l)erformance, discriminatory
occupational tets, and an exaggerated and one-dimensional training
procedure.

96-292 0-68-47
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To continue to perMit the misuse of tile apprienticeship system and
the craft standards to bar minorities is not only socially intolerable
today, but it also jeopardizes the legitMiAte and socially desirable
Values of tile apprenticeship and craft systems themselves.

The lessons of the developing manpower programs for thie hard
core unen)loyed make clear that new employment policies to "screen
in" rather than to "screen out" the disadvantaged are necessary. In-
dustry, business and Government generally are increasingly recog-
nizing the need to iedeflne, redesign, and restructure jobs to create
new job opportunities for the disadvantaged, to pursue special pro-
grams of recruitment in the ghettos and of in-service training and
supportive services are necessary to make possible fruitful employ-
ment of hitherto excluded workers. Valuable new resources of labor
are 'being uncovered. New careers in nonprofessional and subprofes-
sional jobs in'the public service are opening new opportunities for peo.
pie who desperately need them and meeting serious manpower needs
at the same time. These ore manpower efforts that go far beyond
simply refraining from illegal acts ef discrimination or even of token
and symbolic integration. They are in the spirit of the Kerner report.
The construction in- dustr has not yet made similar efforts.

The New York State Commission for Human Rights has recently
completed a survey of tile minimMuI qualification for apprentices in
57 Building Trades Joint Apprenticesal) Committees in New York
City. These standards, summarized below, indicate the widespread
exc usionist character of the ap1prefitice system in Now York.

.1finflifinf Quallficationa, 57 Building Tradee Joint Apprenticeship conmittnc.s,
New York (lily (as of January 11, 1968)

Require high school graduation -------------------------------------- 30
3 years or more residence ------------------------------------------ 22
Below 20 years of age ---------------------------------------------- 43
Police clearance or police record report ------------------------------- 22
Minimum point score ----------------------------------------------- 23

Source: "Building Trades Analysis of Apprenticeship Selection Standards In the New
York City Area," New York State Commisaion of Human Rights (mimeo) March 1068.

When you add the less visible barriers and exclusion devices you can
readily understand how this exclusion process perpetuates itself. I
won't detail the table-it is in the testimony. But out of the 57 building
trades joint apprenticeships, 30 of them require high school gradua-
tion for even applying to get into the industry. Twenty-two of them
require police clearance before they can even apply to et into the
industry. And 23 of them have "minimnfm point scores,' which is a
ready formula for exclusion.

The consequences of this type of practice is represented beyond any
qumtion in the facts of participation in the construction industry in
the city of New York. It, is within this framework that, we have had
oitr so far unsuccessful experience at mobilization in placing our
youngsters in the construction industry.

This table, which was prepared by the Commission on Hulnan Rights
in New York City, on the basis of extensive hearings, and updated
from 1963 to 1967. Just let me highlight i couple of points. These are
symbolic.
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ESTIMATED UNION MEMBERSHIP AND APPRENTICE PROGRAMS, NONWHITE JOURNEYMEN AND APPRENTICES

Approximate Negro and Puerto Rican
Union total

membership Journeymen Apprentices

Elevator Construction Union, Local No. I ............................. 2300 10 (1) 5
Plumbers Union, Local No. I ....................................... 3 000 24 2
Plumbers Union. Local No. 2 ............. ..................... 100 21 2 or 3
Operating Engineers Union, Local No. 14 and 14A .................... 1,600-1.750 23-50 0
Operating Engineers Union, Local No. 15 (A, B, C, 0) .................. 4,700 1 407 0
Sheetmetal Union, Local No. 28 ........................ ............ 3 ) ('))

* Ironworkers Union, Local No. 40 .................................... 1,050 ( 7 14
Metallic Lathers Union, Local No. 46 ................................. 1, 600-1 750 5 5
Steamlitters Union, Local No. 638 ................................... 6,800 14

A ........... ....................................... 4,000 0 ...... ...
B ........................................................... 2,800 200 .......

Total ...................................................... 28,450 697 54

aUnertaln status.
I Zero No(oft.
a 1 Spanfsh speaking.
Source: "Bias in the Buildhin Industry," in updated report, 1963-6, the city of Now York. Commission on Human

Rights, May 31, 1967, pp. 14-17.

The Elevator Construction Union Local No. 1, approximate total
membership 2,300 people, has 10 Negro and Puerto Rican journey-
men. This is in a city with 35 percent Negro and Puerto Rlicati
population.

Plumbers Union Local No. 2, that is the home local of the president
of the AFL-CIO, 4,100 members, 21 minority journeymen and two or
three apprentices.

In the Steamfltters Local 638, 6,800 members, 200 minority journey-
men and 14 minority apprentices.

On an overall basis the New York City Human Rights Commission
estimates that less than 2 percent of the skilled craft unions are Puerto
Ricans and Negroes.

Let min repeat again-this is the situation in, a "progressive cit
in a State and city that have pioneered in the enaste-meat and apphca-
tion presutnably of antidiscrimination legislation, in a city in which 30
to 35 percent of our population are Negro and Puerto Rican, and ii a
city in which we are signding a billion dollars in the next year for
school construction, and contemplating model cities programs, and
rebuilding of slunis, and the building of more hospitals. I suggest to
you that these two purposes-or this purpose, an ( this situat0n11, or
Condition, are completely at odds.

The conclusion of the New York City Ilufifitai Rights Commission
report is simply this. It says:

The pattern of exclusion In a substantial portion of the bulidhIg and construe-
lion trades, which was revealed In Its 1903 hearings, still persists * * *. To a
considerable degree, this exclusionary imttern Is attributable to racial bias, but
regardless of what the other underlying causes iay be, there Is no doubt that the
Import of this pattern of exclusion is racially discriminatory, and Its victims are
the non-whites * * *. The unions continue to iinintahni almost Insurmountable
barriers to non-white journeymen seeking membership. They continue to be lily-
white * * *. 'The employers continue to shirk their responsibility to Include the
non-white journeymen it their work force * *.

-BIlas In the Biilding Tradcs, p. 44.
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I wor'I suggest that this situation is at least as bad in all of the
other major cities of our country.

THE SPF.crAL IMPORTANCE OF TIE CONSTRUCTIoN INDUSTRY

This is importalnt-and I come to the concluding point--because of
the very particular importance of the construction industry. It is not
just a by-the-way example, in my opinion. This is in the center of the
employment and economic system of our country. The pattern of racial
exclusion in the construction industry is of special signiflcance because
of a number of reasons:

1. It is a large industry.-Total new construction expenditures in
March, 1908 were at an anntuM rate of $81 billion. In that month this
year, 3,425,000 wage and salary workers were employed in contract
construction.

2. It s an industry with especially large growth pro8pects.-On the
logical assumption that social and employment programs of the future
wvill enihasize urban redevelopment, slum clearance, housing', hos-
pital, school and other public facility construction, the potentility for
growth in the construction industry is enormous. The conservatively
based estimates of the U.S. Department of Labor foresee an increase of
1 million workers in contract construction between 1965 and 1975. If
the economic proposals of the Kerner Report are implemented, the
growth Of construction employment will be even greater.

3. The Jon.t)uetion industry i extraordlnariy dependent on public
funds.-Between 50 and 60 percent of new construction projects are
Federal, State, and local public works. With new programs, this pro-
portion could rise substantially.

4. Oontruetion is highly visible and esvpeeially related to the low-
income and AnIvnority population.-Everybody watches construct ion
I)roduction. Much of it now and in the future will emphasize slum
mieeds, be located in slut. areas and be the result. of special programs
to meet. the needs of minority groups.

5. Construetlon jobs are good jobs and consequently important to
minority itorker whose complaint i. low paid menial work as imeh
or more than ;t is unemnployment.--This is true on two counts.

(a) In 1967 average construction wages were $4.09 an hour, and
$154.19 a week. Total private industry wages in 1967 were $2.67 an
hour and $101.99 a week. Phmbers average weekly wage in 19067
was $170 and that 6f electricians was $190.42.

(b) Construction jobs are male jols, both in the sense that they
are filled by men and in the highly iMportafit symbolic sense that
they are manly jobs. Thus this work has special meaning for the
Negro male whose manhood has-been demeaned by menial work.

The importance of construction suggests not only that, racial ex-
clusion from that work is particularly damaging, but that, realiza-
tion of equal rights in this industry would have enormous positive
iml)lications. Much of the test as to whether ti Kerner report will
have real meaning will be decided in the construction ind ustry.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairmaii.
Representative BotmNO. Thank you, sir.
We will hear next from, Dr. Christian.
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STATEMENT OF VIRGIL L. CHRISTIAN, Ml.9 PROFESSOR OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY

Dr. CRISTIAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My testimony is a mrhrked contrast to that of the previous speakers,

i that they addressed themselves to the problem of an overt dis.
criminitlon in the job market, whereas I wish to talk about institution.
alized discrimination for which education is a strong proxy variable.

In the Kerner Relx.t which presents the t.ypcal Negro rioter, there
appears the statteiebt "he feels strongly that lie deserves a better
job and that he is barred from it, not because of lack of training
ability, oi ambition, but. because of discrimination by employers.' r

And again, in ranking grievances of the Negro community as per-
ceived by that community, it lists inadequate education fourth-not
even in the first, level of intensity.- These quotations indicate that
the Negro does not realize tl'it his problem is even more fundAmental
than job discrimination; namely, that relthtively poor schooling has
placed himat. a marked disadvantage before he reaches the job market.

'is therefore mistaken in putting most of the blame for unequal
treatment on the employer, because the total society is in fact respon-
sible for a considerable part, of it.

1. Unequal educational opportunity puts the Negro worker in an in-
ferior p position in the competition for jobs entirely independent of
discrimination by employers.

Segregated schooling has meant inferior schooling for Negroes.
This point, not disl)ute(t by any serious researcher of the question and
strongly reaffirmedi by the recent study "Equality of Educational Op-
p ortuit.y" sponsored by the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, suggests that the nonwhite suffers in two ways: First, lower
enrollment rates for nonwhites at all grade levels leads to a lower
median number of years of schooling; second, lower quality academic
programs means that at given levels Negro students score lower on
aclnevement-tests and, additionally, that the score gap generally
widens as the grade level progresses.3 At the 12th grade, the "achieve-
ment disadvantage suffered by Negroes in comparison to whites is
about 9 points in the standardscores in the metropolitan North, but
about 12 points in the rural South." '4 Should the Negro from the rural
South migrate to the urban. North his disadvantage, because of a be-
tween region variation which affects all students, becomes even larger.
This means, of course, that there is a perfectly valid economic reason
for employers to lean toward white applicants in their hiring policies,
particularly for the better paying and more demanding jobs, since they
know that the white at a given grade level is likely to have had better
schooling and will lresunably be more productive.

Occupatiofal data growing out. of the reports generated by tit, le
VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 lend support to the foregoing

Report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, p. 73: U.S. Govern.
ment Printing Office, 1068.0 Mbd., p. 81.

meant of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education, US. Government Printing
Office., 100.'Ibid., p. 220.
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contention. Mr. Orley Ashenfelter of Princeton University, in a re-
pol. prepared for the EEOC based on 1900 data has prepared an in-
dex of occupational position for 28 major industries ill which he
shows that. for the industries studied (with one minor exception)
Negroes occupy a disproportionate nfilrbe of low paying, low skilled
jobs, and further that they are concentrated in these industries which
iave a high proportion of such jobs.5 x extending his analysis by ex.
mining t-le relationslip'l)etween the Negro's educational it.tainlnent
and his job position, Ashenfelter Iosl.ut04t- at. nearly a third of the
diffeirhtial bet-ween the Negro and white indices of occupational
)OSitioll diSIpl)IeaR when tie Negro a 1ttins the satnMe edian year."

of schooling. Were a further adjustment made for the lower qililty
of Negro schooling, it appears likely a third of the remaining differen-
tial would vanish.0

Thus it appears t.hat roughly half the job discrimination faced by
the Negro in the industries studied was attributable to differential
education. In one se.ise it is tragic that. this is true. For it. means that.
the long-run solution of the problem involved i great deal more
than just overcoming employer discrimination, difficult as that might
be. And it implies that millions of Negroes currently in the labor mar-
ket, and hence discriminated against n this vital respect, alrNady, will
be at a competitive disadvantaged all their working lives.

It is no more thnn honest. to point out, however, that. the EEOC
datat do not, provide a basis for inferences concerning the entire labor
force. They cover firms having 100 or more employees, not the full
speotrmn of American business. Corporations are therefore dispro-
portionately represented. If it. be true that smnll firms are more likely
to discriminate in their hiring practices than are larger ones, then the
case for educational disadvantage is overstated here. But it would
be serious even if it involved only the firms covered by the EEOC
reports.

2. Migration of the Ne'o from the rural South to urban ghettos,
South and non-South, wi not., in and of itself, cure the problem of
educational inequality.

In 1910, 91 percent of f.he Nation's nearly 10 million Negroes lived
in the South and only slightly more than it quarter of them were in
cities of 2,500 or more." By 1066, only 51 percent of the 21.5 million
Negroes were in the South and 69 percent, of then lived in nietropoll-
tan areas. The 12 largest central cities contained two-thirds of the
Negro population outside the South, and one-third of the total in the
United States. Obviously the Negro population has become dispersed
geographically and increasingly concentrated in the largest urban
centers.

Unfortunately, there is little evidence that this dralnatic shift in
Negro population has brought. an equally dramatic shift. toward edit-
cationalequalty. In fact, the previously cited study of educational

5 Orlev Ashentelter, "A study of Policies and Practices Relating to fl'tle Vii of the Civil
Rights Act of 1064." mimeographed. The technique ustd by Ashenfelter was developt by
Garw Becker In his "The Economics of DIscrimination," Uiversity of Chicago Press. 105".

,IThe method Involves adjustment of years of schooling for Nogroes downward to make
them equivalent to years of white schooling. Achievement score data from the Coleman
report provides an empirical basis for the adjustment.

U.8. Riot Commission Report, op. cit., p. 239.
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Ol)lortunity states that. the disadvantage suffered by the Negro in the
rural South is reduced by only it fourth in the urban North. Tile
reasons seem apparent: theoy can be summarized by noting that the
urban Negio generally is found in substan(lard housing in a racinl!y
segregated section of the central city, fre(Iently ittenls schools which
are a Iniost. us segregated is those in the South, and i. set. by all tile
miseries attendant, to the urban slums. Thoflight oi tho more affluent
white residents to he subilrbs has eroded the tax b[s) and, additioit-
ally, and perhaps more importantly, has left a socioeconomic atmos-
j)here that is hardly condueive to quality education; the two factors
taken together indicate that, it, will be increasingly difficult for city
gov'ernmofits to finance good schools and substantiates the notion,
advanced in the Coleman Report, thattho students in them will not be
highly motivated.

3. Improvement. of tle schools which Negroes attend is then a neces-
saly, thollgh not ia InevesslarV and suffieplnt condition, for curing the
conlcntration of Negroes in low-skill, low-paying, low-status jobs.
Tho preceding arginent is not. to be, interlpreted as a defense of the

eInmployient practices of Americani industry. Or of the apprentice-
ship and melbership l)rlactices of organized labor for that mtter.8
That there is widespread discrimination by both m ldifage'glmt. anild
unions is an unequivocal fact, widely studied and t.horoutihly docn-
ionted. Ienco it. would be fallaciou's to assert. that. the Negio's job
inferiority would be Wi )ed out if le achieved full educational equnit.y,
given the existing social at~t.1tudes toward him. But. it, would be equaTdyly
fallacious to assrt, that, his jot) inferiority would be wiped out. b,;
corrected social attitudes, given the existing disparity in educational
achievement..

In the absence of racial diserimination, the job market. would become
completely impersonal, and coml)etitive forces would compel emplov-
ors to hire the better prepared workers, leaving the Negro still behitid
in respect of the bet(or jobs.

There is still another aspect of Negro employment, thit. is related
to tho level of educational achievement of the Negro. That is, the
low occul)at ional status of the Negro worker, which is )artially att.rib-
utable to inadequate preparation for the better jobs, make hili highly
su1sceptible tounderemlployllent. aid'untlOmlloymelt.

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE AND THE PERCENTAGE NOT EMPLOYED, FOR MALES 25-54 YEARS OLD, BY COLOR, FOR
THE UNITED STATES, 1957 AND 1967

Unemployment rate (percent) Percentage not employedYea r
White Nonwhite White Nu0iwhlte

1957 ............................................... 2.7 7.0 5.3 11.2
1964 ............................................... 2.8 6.6 5.6 12.2

I Table reproduced from Harold M. Baron and Bennett Hamer, "The Negro Worker In the Chicago Labor Market"
edited by Julius Jacobson, Doubleday & Co.. Inc., 1968 alter data developed by Susan KM land and ). Ross Witzel in "Labor
Force and Employment In 1964," U.S. Department of'Labor, 1965.

* See P. Ray Mnrshall and Vernon M. Briggs, Jr., "The NXegro and Apprenticeship," Johns
l1opkins University Press, 1007.
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Baron and ymer, in a study of Negro employment in Chicago,
make the additional point that no white employment is more cycle
sonsitivo.

Within the business cycle we find that the fluctuations of nonwhite employ-
ment are more marked than those of whites. During downswings In the economy
nonwhites are cast into the pool of the unemployed at a rate twice that of
whites.*

In respect, of unemployment, and underemployment, it must be con-
ceded that the body of opinion of labor economists is that discrimina-
tion in the labor market, not educational disadvantage, is the primary
culprit. Sidney Pecks asserts:

The color line Is also apparent when it is known that twice as many Negro
adults as whites are unemployed whatever the occupation, educational level, or
age."

And Baron and Hymer continue:
Apologists often try to explain away high rates of Negro unemployment in

terms of the racial differences in education and occupational experience * 0 $
we find that at every occupational level and in every occupational category
Negroes have a considerably higher rate of unemployment than white&"

The only modification suggested here would be to emphasize that
low educational attainments concentrate nonwhites in occupational
categories that are vulnerable to layoffs, which affects gross unemploy-
ment figures, and, second, that an adjustment made -for the inferior
quality of Negro chooling might reduce sharply the within-ocupa-
ton unemployment rate differentiitl between whites and nonwhites. If
this statement seems a bit. tentative, it is because the work upon which
it is based is not far enough advanced for one to be unequivoml--f few
weeks hence it might be much stronger, or, alternatively, withdrawn
entirely.

In the former case one could then argue that differences in education
are important in explaining high rates of Negro unemployment, and
not feel like an apologist in doing so, for he would be putting a share
of the responsibility on the total white society, where it certainly be-
longs, rather than entirely on labor market institutions, which have
responsibility enough without shouldering that of others.

It is unfortunately true that the two major aspects of the Negro's
probleni-inadequate schooling, which places him at a disadvantage
before he reaches the labor market, and discriMination in the job mar-
ket itself-are both outward manifestations of the racial attitudes of
the white majority. Nothing said thus far should be taken to mean that
equalizing edcational opportunity is a complete solution. It leaves
the second factor out entirely, and it, says nothing about the millions of
Negroes in the labor market who have already been victimized by
.scond-class education. But 'it has been emphasized in this statement
because there exists legislation-title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 in )articular-a imed at overt market dliscrilnination. Enforce-
nient is tie issue there. The real tragedy for the present generation is
the large group of people populnting the urban ghettos who are, and
always have been, obsolete in terms of the skills needed to be econom-
ically effective in an urban society.

*Ibid. 0. 238. The study referred to was made by Lester Thurow and reported as "The
Changing Structure of Unem ploywent, An Econometric Study." Review of Economics and
Statistics, XfjvII, (May 1085).10 Sidney M. Peck, "The Economic Situation of Negro Labor." In The Negro and the
American Labor Movement edited by Julius Jacobeon, Doubleday and Co., Inc., 190.

11 Baron and Hymer, op. cit., p. 239.
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Unless the United States is somehow able to maintain a level of
economic growth that will sustain relatively full employment over the
next two or three decades, it is difficult to believe that even the most
racially free market will be very kind to these people over that period.

Representative BOLLINO. Thank you.
Mr. Beck, would you, for the benefit of those of us like myself who

arrived a little late, tell us a little bit about the film.
Mr. BECK. I would very much like to, Senator.
The film is in a sense a backgrotuid for the testimony of Mr. Nixon

and myself, but it also is in a sense a witness, for the film was made
by Neighborhood Youth Corps youngsters, all of whom are members
of minority groups, all of whom are school dropouts with very low
reading levels. They are youngsters who are working with teehical
guidance from adults, but the adults did not tell them what to flihu or
how 4o structure the film. So in a sense I think the film-I do not know
whether you will agree-is a witness for human capacity, for the
potential of people who are often thought of as having very little
potential. It. is a rough film in parts, some of the language is rough.
But it is an .honest film and shows you something of the neighborhood
in which I live and the youngsters who made the' film also live.

Representative BOLL iNo. Thank you very much, Mr. Beck. We will
now proceed.

(At this point in the hearing the film referred to was exhibited.)
Representative BOLLINO. W6 thank you very much.
I for one hope that those who saw it understood it, and that a greit

many more people see it, because so few people understand the situation
with which in a rather distant way we in the Congress deal, and you
gentlemen deal much more closely.

Before proceeding with the questioning, I ask unanimous consent to
place in the record at tleappropriate place the statement of Congress-
man Charles E. Bennett to this committee on the subject of these
hear'igs.

(The statement referred to above appears on pp. 280-297.)
t this time I will recognize Senator Proxmire for questions.

Senator Pnox mi :. Mr. Nixon, you discussed the mobilization for
youth effort, and you said that you were unable to place a single
Puerto Rioan or Ne youth in construction jobs.

Precisely whom did you see? Was it local un ion people, employers,
both I Where did you find your principal difficulty, and what did you
do to try and move them?

Mr. NixoN. The answer is that we talked with the leading construc-
tion employers in the city, and we talked with both Mr. Peter Bren-
nan, who is the head of the Building Trade Council, AFL-CIO, New
York City and New York State, and we talked with individual union
officials. We have not been able to break through the apprenticeship
entry route and the requirements which they have set up.

We have sent people to apprenticeship programs, tried to get them
through, but without any exception they have been excluded by a
variety of standards which arepetty well known-high school grad-
uation, passing of tests at a certain level.

Senator PRoxmPE. Did you have any Negroes or Puerto Ricans who
met these standards who were excluded-that is, who were high school
graduates, got police clearance?
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Mr. NixoN. I am very glad you asked that, because that makes the
point.

There is a tendency to turn off now and say "Well, there is no dis-
crimination, anybody that can meet these standards can get it without
discrimination." I think there is a great deal of truth in this statement
But the standards have now been set at such a level that whether or
not there is racial discrimination as such, the consequence is excluding
minority people from those jobs.

I would suggest that they are standards that are not related to per-
formance, they are not related to what is required to do the job, tiley
are excessive, they are designed basically to 1imit the supply of entry
of labor into the trades.

Senator PRoxMui Do you get any cooperation in this viewpoint
from employers? After all, employers are anxious to hire people to
do the job. They often have a dearth of people whoare available, espe-
cially in the construction trades, where you sometimes have a big de-
mand, and they have to wait for people to meet it. Do you get any
cooperation from any employer on this T

Mr. Nixozf. Let me just say that from employers and unions we are
getting sympathy in a way we never got it before. But basically-

Senator PNoxmim How are you getting it in a way you never got
it before? Are they suggesting ways in wh AOh there eaft be exceptions?
What concrete measures are there ?

Mr. Nixozi. They are much more open in their statements of hos-
tility to discrimination. They are more open in their efforts to make
sure that there is no overt discrimination practices. But they insist
that the standards be maintained just as they are, and that they do not
really change the requirements for high school graduation, no police
reioord and so on.

Senator PRoxmiRI. What. proportion of Negroes have a high school
diploma in this area, who-are unable to find jobs?

Mr. NixoN. Sixty or7O percent do not have, Senator.
Senator PRoXmHRE. That single qualification excludes them. In ad-

dition if they have any. kind of police record, even if they are picked
up on 1he basis of suspicion for something, they are out ?

Mr. Nixozf. That is right. There are variations in this. Also beyond
these specific requirements, there are the less definite requirements
of a verbal test, an evaluation by an administration group.

There has been an effort, as you know-the Workers Defense League,
financed by the Department of Labor-to try to get by the barriers that
are set up through tutoring specially selecting Negroes and Puerto
Ricans and helping them to pas the tests by intensive efforts. I think
this is a laudable effort. But I would suggest to you this highly pub-
lioized program is only aiming at the entry into apprenticeship
throughout the country of 375 minority people in 2 years. This is not
the route by which we can expect to achieve an integrated labor force
to clean up Washington, D.. right today, or to build nhew schools in
the Bedford Stuyvesant area, the Lower East Side, or in Harlem, N.Y.

Senator PROXMiRE. I would like to ask Mr. Christian, to come in on
this at this point. I think you make a very very strong and reasonable
argument that there are two elements here. One is racism arid discrimi-
nation, and another is a more subtle less obvious kind of racism-
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inadequate education. Because they have less education they have less
qualifications.

At the same time, what studies have been made of the kinds of jobs
for which educational qualifications are not significant, or are not im-
portant? Mr. Nixon makes a point which seems to me to have a lot
of reason to it-that many, maybe most of these jobs should not really
require educational achievement of a substantial amount.

Mr. CIRISTIAN. Senator, that is certainly true-the kind of job
lie is talking about. I was addressing myself really to the entire spec-
trum of employment in the country, and in particular to the better
paying jobs--the managerial jobs. He is still talking here about a man
who is, if I understand the building trade--and I do not know perhaps
as much about that as I should-functioning in a skilled or semiskilled
way when a foreman tells him what to do, or it is apparent that he
knows what to do. That is, he can be told exactly what to do.

Now, there are studies underway which indicate that many of the
educational job qualifications are not needed for jobs of thfit orort.
That, in fact, people with lower levels of education than has been
p resumed can function effectively in these jobs. I think maybe Mr.
Beck or Mr. Nixon could say more about that than I can.

Senator PROXMIRE. That would be very helpful. I thifik every mem-
ber of this panel and most of us are familiar with people with very
limited formal education who have been extraordinarily productive in
almost any kind of a job, but at the same time others who do not have
that genius, rare tenius-Lincoln or somebody like that-just fairly
ordinary, but wit ia very limited education, school dropout, can still
do many of these things and do them well.

Mr. C.o Yes, Senator.
I would like to address myself to that point, in these terms.
We have had some success in training programers for computer

work, certainly key punch operators, who have a very low formal
education.

Senator PRoxMIRE. What do you mean by very low ?
Mr. BECoK. A fourth grade reading level-youngsters who have left

school at the earliest legal opportunity, and got very little out of
school.

In these film-making ventures, we found that youngsters who lack
a theoretical background, if we get. to them. early enough actually can
operate rather complicated equipment, quite readily, and then learn
their theory.

In the social work occupations that 1 mentioned, we have been able
to take people who have little formal education, and, over a period of
9 months, to expose them to some theoretical notions and some practical
work, as they secure a job. Over 75 percent of the people I referred to
in my testimony.are voluntArily going to get their hig school equiv-
alency now. I think the answer to this problem is in part that we are
pretty fixed on a notion of a convefiitonal education pattern-8 years
junior high, high school, college, graduate education. If we would
think instead about the kind of potential that is in the youngsters who
made that film, how we can get them to work, and while they are at
work exposing them to educational experiences, the mind can be
stretched, abilities can be developed. We should never desert the notion
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that competence is needed at different levels for different jobs, and we
want to develop COmllpetence.

Senator PRoxtMIE. ITRIve yOU attempted to work lp alternative
qualification standards that you suggest? In other words, they simply
have finished their legally required education, or something of that
kind-that they not, have a conviction for a felony, something that is
better than the obvious disqualification of many persons who can do a
good job if given a chance?

Mr. BECK. Senator, there has been little of that. I would like to
see us, as a nation, move toward the standard of competence to do tile
job--whether it, is to lay bricks, to deliiMshi a building, to be a teacher,
to be a social worker---whe e we would attempt-

Senator Pnoximn,. Have you submitted a formal alternative and
made all effort to persuade tle building trades or any one of tie build-
ing trades to consider adopting it.?

Mr. BcK. I will turn to Mr. Nixon for that. on building trades.
Senator Pjtox~tuu:. Particularly the laborers, for example.
Mr. Nixov. Tile answer is only'in a very partial way, Senator.
'The fact, is in the construction trades, one of the efiaracteristies is"darkness" as far as facts are concerned. lire do not know niny of the

things that we should know about the building trades. Thei'o is no
objective description of what tile actual perforniice requirmnients
are in the basic trade classifications in the bliilding industry. There is
a tendency to mnake those descriptions address themselves purely to,
let. us say, a master plumber, or a muster electrician, and you-i uwenly
two Categories-aplrentice and plumber. We have learned in other
sections of industry you have to restructure jobs, and you have to do-
Cine different levels. And there may, be some people whio do not. meet
the standards of total master plumbing eaaefty who ean still do good
plumbing work.

Senator Pnmoxirtrnp. Around our house I could not fix anything-
my wife has to do all the work. I thifik that, is common with many
of us-no matter how much we have gone to school, or what evidence
we have of formal education. A pragnatie examination of some kind-
do you have liis manual dexterity, do you have a way of being able
to fix things-being able to work intelligently with your hands and
so forth.

Mr. NIxoN. Senator, t-hose standards and descriptions do not exist
in tile building trades. I say that categorically. I think they are not
known for very good reasons, because if you .found them out., you
would find many of these standards are excessive, and even Perhaps
regressive in tie sense that. you set requirements which damage tohe
likelihood of a worker staying on that work, and doing -it properly.

It should be noted tlat. when the civil rights movement began to
develop, and tho Ipresmsire against overt. discrimination And against.
tho "father to son" line began to develop, there began to be a sub-
.ditution of higher standards in tile building trades industry which
did not. exist before. These are new historical developments.

If you ask the plhumblrs' union or the carpenters' union in New York
"How many of your inembers are high school graduates," they will
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look away in embarrassment, they do not know, except they do know
most of them are niot, and yet they set. Fuch a standard for entry.

Now, just one other point.
We have learned a great, deal in the last few years, and industry has

been learning and maybe teaching a great deal about this, and they
have found ftiat it, is possible to use hitherto excluded people in very
)roductive ways. They have found that their standards were exces-

sive. One of the characteristics of the development as industry is trying
to meet the demands for job opportmlties of the disadvantaged is
to lower the entry standards of requirement.. That is happening in
major corporations. It is a general lesson that we have learned in the
labor market in the past years. I ant just. repeating myself to say
to you that none of this has been translated into the construction
industry in this cotuntry.

Senator Pnox~tinE. My time is up. I will be back.
Representative BOLTINO. Mr. Curtis?
Representtfivo CURTis. Fitst yet me say how pleased I am to flnd a

(ialog like this finally developing before a congressional committee.
I have been seeking one on these subjects for over 12 years.

I would like to ask a qiest ion of Mr. Nixon.
In my study of the ICeriner report, I did not find any of this kind

of material or dialog at. =ill. Did I miss it?
Mr. Nixow. No sit. I think the Kerner report is weak in thing rettird.It does mention~the need for elimiiiiiting some of the excessive staffd-

ards. It does mention the fact, that there has to be more positive recruit-
ment efforts and so on.

When it discusses the building industry, it does so in a very sleight-
of-hand way and says that, the efforts of the AFL-CIO, and the con-
struetion employers, to encourage minotrity entry, and nondiscrimina-
tion praot ices, should be encouraged and Increased.

I think this totally inadequate, sir. I think this will not meet the
needs of the p)rohlem we have in our inner city. And without putIthg
this as a mark against the Kerner replr, I would say an extension
of the spirit of the Kerner report. iln this fleld would require much more
inquiry and the development, of a much more far-reaching report.

ROpresontativO CURTIS. I appreciate your remarks. I feel very
strongly this way. It fact, I would carry youIr remai ks a step further.
It seers to me the Commissioit avoided a discussion of excessive em-
ployinent standards inl he construction industry and their effect.
inproducing all white Construetion unions.

Everything you have said today about the situation in NowYork
City, 1 certainly find and have found over a period of years to be
Iruo i my city of St. lxuis, Mo. I will touch on'this a little bit later.

I worry very much about what I think can be an over-emplhasis on
racism. 1 have to be careful how I say this, because I do not want
to create the impression @hat T in any sense (1o not. thiik that racism
is deeply involved. But I was impressed with some of the task forces
of the kernor Commission-whieh I thought were excellent. Some
IThought were, unfortunately almost wohless.

The chapter, "Profiles of D)sorder" was one I though was excellent.

W a & . %OV4 KIWSU $ft
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On page 73 of the Kerner Report, under the section of "The Riot
Participant, Profile of the Rioter," the task fore repolits, concerning
the urban rioter:

lie Is extremely hostile to whtcs, but his hostility Is more apt to be n product
or ,Nl0 and oconornle class than of race. lie is almost equally hoetile towards
Illde-cla&9 Neg ros.

Now, my own judgment. would be along these lines. But the Kerner
Commission apparently did not read the work of at least sme of
their task forces.

If this Commission task force statement. is true, then what has been
widely spread around the country as the report of the Kerner Com-
inis.ion-that. the underlying cause, Negro poverty and unemploy.
ment and white racism-is not true and is apt. to divert oip AtteNtiol
from go.ting to the real problems.

Now, let. me i,0l4itOethis again to your critique of the billdilg trades-
and believe me, I share a great deal of your eonclusions and
observations.

On the other hand, if we oversimpnlify this to believe that white
construction Iiliis hare their orgin n racism, I think we are making
a mistake.

I could not be a bricklayer in St. Louis, mainly because my father
wasn't; nor was my uhcle, and so forth. .

A great (teal of what I see in the craft unions-and this is true in
the building ttmdes-conies from what is in a way a very fine system,
with great merit to it-the guild system, in which' the fAther transfers
to the son the skill thift ho-has learned. Having said this, I go on to
argue, however, that valuable as this system has been in the past, be-cause other values in the society must be recognize, we must now
work to alleviate the harmful effects it is having.

But )y saying it, is racism that motivAtes the leaders of the building
trades, gets their hackles up, because they feel in their hearts, as.I
interpret it, that. this is not so. And yet racism might seem to explain
what Ias happened, because certainly, racism can produce this situ-
ation you describe.

Would you comment on my observation there?
f r. NxxoN. I agree with you. I think there is racial prejudice and

discrimination in thosi tuition today, and there is a huge residue of it in
the past. But I would put IV very large emphasis on the general re-
stricting of the entry into the crafts for the purposes of collective
lhargainig-that this is a very major factor.

1 think it. would be very hard for you to extricate one from the
other-although my inclination would also be to say where there is
discriminntiOn, it. is more basically in service of the exclusion of the
supply of labor than it is in the service of racism.

1 would like to just make one point.
You may notice in my remarks I talked about Negroes Puerto

Ricans, and Mexican-Am-ericans. You must remember that there are
million Mexican-Americans in our country, 4 million of them in the
Pacific Southwest, and that in New York City, we have 1 million
Puerto Ricans. So this is a wide problem.

Reprentative Ct'ris. I could not, agree with you mor--and par-
ticularly making that emphasis, I also include the American Indiftfs,
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which we frequently forget.. Let us not forget also that a lot of these
people are whites-even Anglo-Saxon Protestant whites.

'1his is why the emphasis of the task force that this is more a social-
economic "l)roduct of social and economic class than of race" is im-
portant, to understand, though racism gets into it, there is no question
about it. But a great, deal of the problem of the Negro as I see it now
is that. the Negro has been a rural dweller, and his skills have been in
the rural area. We have had a continued migration-not Negro mi-
gration alone, but he is very much caught into it-to the urbti areas.
And the rural Idweller always has a problem of adjusting rural mores
and customs and so forth to urban living. There is also this economic
factor-the difficulty of having his skills translated.

In one way the movement is symbolized in the Smithl-Hughes Act
of 1917--Federal vocational education which is oriented toward agri-
cultunil skills. We havo done some of it, but we have not moved to
update this tothe training of urban skills the way we might.

I think one of the key problems we have got, to answer-and this is
an economic one which cannot be assumed by either side-does auto-

ainalon create more jobs than it destroys?
Now, Dr. Theobald argues it does not, and therefore, that auto-

mation will continue to render certain people economically obsolete.
I could not disagree more with his statement and his theories. Every
bit of evidence I see indicates the opposite. Quite the e6trar-1-as
automation moves, we have better opportunity to uttfilko people' with
limited skills.

Mr. NixoN. You are absolutely right, Mr. Curtis. If you examine
Mr. Theobald's remarks, you will find they aro usually absent of facts.
With regard to technological change, the evidence that we do have
indicates that the probable net impact of technological change in the
last 10, 20 years has reduced the overall skill requireme-lts rather
than incrensed the skill requirements. We know this.

Representative Cuirris. I an) so happy to hear this-because you
see-my time is ul)-the i)eople who are, nrguiing for the adoption of
the negative income tax, the guaranteed annual income, et cetera, are
on thoTheobald premise.

MY assumption, and let us get to it, is that our Nation's greatest
underutilized assets is tile unskilled Negro-t.he Negro citizen, the
Puerto Rican citizen, et. cetera. We have jobs going begging. It, is
true you are not going to match the people-tleso skills with th lie now
jobs created without quite a bit of work. But, the potential is there and
it, could be done.

Well, I will come back. Thank you.
Representative BottLNG. Senator Jordan?
Senator JoDAN. Thank you Mr Chairman.
Mr. Christian, you developed some very interesting statistics point-

ing out tinder your second point, on page 4--the migration of the
Negro from the rural South to the urban ghettos, South and non.
South, will not in and of itself cure the problem of educational In-
equality. And you point out that in the last, half century a substantial
number of Negroes have migrated to the central city-to the extent
that now 12 of the largest cities contain two-thirds of the Negro
population outside of the Soith, and less than half of the Negroes are
now in the South, whereas 50 years ago, 91 percent were in the South.
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This then leads me to an observation, a statement made by Mr. Beck
when. ho points up the very bad situation with respect to employment of
colored people in the cities. Negro men in the central city between 16
aud 24 years of ago-221 percent are currently unemployed, probably
two or three times that figure underemployed.

Seven out of 10 black American men between the ages of 16 and 24
are either out of work or working far below their capacity.

Then what attraction is there in the central city for those people to
migrate from the country? I will ask you, Mr. Beck, to comment on
that, if you will.

Mr. BECK. Well-
Senator JORDAN. Why should they come to the city to such a formi-

dablo r ception?
Mr. BECK. It is the hope that somehow in the city there will be a

better life. We certainly see that in the migration of people from
Puerto Rico, where ostensibly you would not feel that they were
bettering their situation, and yet they come with the hope that some-
how, you know, there will be new opportunities.

Sonator ,Jontxu. Well, are inducements held out. to then that they
will find a better life in tle city? I cannot understand why this trend
coittiites in the face of the very adverse circumstances that obtain in
the cities for them.

Mr. BoK. Of course there lavo been instances where people have
come into the city at. times when there was at big market for unskilled
labor, and then have been left there. Those are sometimes inducements.
I have read of instances, yoll know, where labor is imported for sea-
sonal jobs. Sometimes diltorences in welfare standards, I think, may
be a reason. I)ifferences in practice concerning a minority group are
another faelor. The excitement a lig city holds for soni people is sill
another.

I think it. is probably a compound of those factors that causes the
mi1grati6n.

Mr. NixoN. May I make a comment?
I just. want. to say the very fact of their coming indicates a degree

of niotivation which is a very positive factor. That is particularly true
of the Southern black who c'ies North, and of the Puerto Richil. Bt
we must recognize there are degrees of frightfulness. And if it is
frightful in Harlem, it is more frightful in San Juan. The official
unemnployment rate in Puerto Rico is 14 percent, and the responsible
estimates are that unemlployernent is actually 30 percent in ]uerto Rico.
So they are not coming from a very nice, idyllic rural situation to the
ghetto problem. They are coming from one bad situation to one that
from our standpoint is still bad.

Senator ,JoItI),N. This leads me to the second part of my question.
Can we deal with: tits proposition totally by concentrating our efforts
on the central city, or must, we also go to the rural areas with remedial
programs?

Mr. CHIrMTrA. Well, Senator, first of all I think there is a further
inference in regard to the nig.tion-there has been a teclnological
revolution in Southern agriculture. In fact., there has been a techno-
logical revolution in agriculture in general, which has made employ-
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mont of the purely manual sort of laborer decline sharply-it has been
t hopeless employment situation for the Negro on the farm. It is
better to have some 110pe of a job than no hope of a job. Welfare was
more available in the city, you see. This began with the Now Deal
programs when you could at. least go to a soul) line in tho city-in the
countryy there was very little.

Now, your next, question was what.?
Senator tJonI).;. I want. to know-should we not. have put a good

deal more effort (han we are doing towards heading off this migration
by taking remedial action in the rural areas, where tho potential
nligrants now live who are planning for one reason or another to p*ll
up their stakes and Move to the central cities.

Mr. CnRs8TAN. Well, coming front an economist this may sound
nonsensical-but it has always seenied strange to me that when our
problem was too mitch production in agricul tire, we continued to spend
millions of dollars in speeding the techno1gical revolution in gricul-
ture, so that we get more and more per acre from fewer and fewer
workers on the farm. Consequently, we have run these people into the
cities, ahid have (lone nothing about. pre)aring them for employment In
urban areas.

Senator JoBDm. Could a good part of the answer be to move some
industry into the rural areas rather than to bring it into -the central
core of the cities?

Mr. ChrlSTIAN. Well, that would be desirable if it could be done
but., of course, you realize there are advantages to industry i concen-
tration. That is where industry is integrated and interdependent, there
are advantages in having plants close together.

Mr. Nixow. It should be observed that. the major loctional develop-
mnet with regard to industry has been out of the city and into the
noncity areas. The likelihood of reversing this, I think, is very slim.
I think that, Senator Jordan, you are right in saying much must be
done in the rural areas. But plea remeni.ber we are going to try to do
something to make it better in the inner cities. We must do something to
,tmake it better in the inner cities, which is going to increase the motiva-
tion of i)ersons to come to the inner cities. I do not know how you are
going to be able to stop this historical trend which has been running so
deop and long in olr economic situation.

senator JORDAN. Mr. Nixon, you made a pretty harsh indictment of
the building industry, construction industry, andI think well deserved.
I agree with you there ]hs been a very great. discrimination there in
employment practices.

.But 60 to 60 percent, according to the statement you made, and I
think that. is accurate-of new construction projects are Federal, State,
or local public works.

Now, why can't we apply 4he provisions of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 to see that those public works rojects do not permit discrimina-
t ion by reason of race, creed or color.

Mr. NixON. Well, I certahly agree with you. Incidentally, I did not
mean to make an indictment of anybody. I meant, to make a plea for
change. I think in this Instance we have the laws that.w require.

96-292 O--8-----18
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Congress has done what is necessary with regard to legislation. Where
we are falling down is in the. administration and application of the
legislation.

Senator JORDAN'. III the application of the statute.
Mr. Nixozi. No question about. it. We have the weapons.
Senator ,JORDAN. Very good. Then you see no immediate need for

new legislation to deal w*ith this problem.
Mr. NixoN. My answer to tliat. would be I do not.
Sentitor ,JORD N. You do not. You would say that. we have enough

statutes on the books-if we implement then, if we give then substance
and direction, that we can meet this thing with the existing statutes?

Mr. NixoN. Yes, Senator. Without. going into detail, these statutes
have now been tested for the most part at tlie highest court levels, and
aresolidified in every conceivable legal fashion.

Senator ,Jonx. .Would you agree, Mr. Beck?
Mr. B.cx. Yes, sir. I see really a ueed to interpret, the statutes so that

we begin viewing such a. phenomenon as the appreoiticeship system as a
form of discrimination.

Senator ,IJORDAN. All right. We are legislators. I want. to know
wherein we are at fault here--what we need to do.to get this thing
going. Mr. Christiani didyou want to-speak to this point?

Mr. CHRUsTHAN. Well, I would agree with the other gentlemen inso-
far as overt discrimination on botli sides of the labor market is con-
cerned. I am not sure that I agree entirely in regard to the point-
education-that I was trying to make. I am not ready to say what I
think should be done, because that is not. something I came prepared
to do. But it seems to me that in respect of educational tdvncement,
we are at the moment moving very very slowly. Insofar as it would
take a generation of students, that is 12, 15 years, to cure the thing if
you -began immediately-we are talking aboit a long pull. At least I
am talking about a long pull. These gentlemen are tod king in terms of
more immediate matters.

Senator .JonDmi. Thank you.
Mr. NixoN. Could I just, suggest. to you. Senator, Congress never

really gets out. of the law it passe, even though it does not do the ad-
ministering, because you do appropriate the money, every year, and
you have appropriate ion hearings, and there is a reasonable expectation
that the Congress will begin to ask, "How is our money for public con-
struction being spent. insofar as antidiscrimination laws are con-
cerned?" and to begin to make this a lart of the judgment with regard
to alpproIiationls.

Senator ,JorDAN. That is a valid criticism. We do not follow up.
Thank you.

Representative BoLt, xo. Mr. Rumsfeld?
Representative Rt,.Mspru. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
This must. be anl unusual day. I have been in Congress 51/2 years, and

I cannot. recall a previous hearing In committee or subcommittee where
I agreed with p ractially everything that. had been said. I certainly
commend you three genltlemien for your collt Hb tlions.

Mr. Nixon, you are obviously a very iice mal. You began your
statement saying, "A major virtue of the Kerner report, is," and then
proceeded to discuss i subject. which, as Mr. Curtis fins pointed out-
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and I would have to agree--at least as far as I have been able to find,
the Kerner Commission Report practically ignores in toto. The index
cites page 145 on union discrimination. If you read page 145, there are
two or three sentences, innocuous sentences. If you look at the summary
and conclusions, what do you find. You find that the Commission
commends the AII-CIO for what they have done thus far and en-
courages them, as you have properly poiaited out.

You say you do not want to Indict anybody-not with reference to
the ComnmWission, you were referring to the buildlig trades-and I quite
agree with you. Indietmentts do not serve much good, and in the last
analysis any indictments that cold b handed out. at that level really
fall to the people in our society for permitting such a situation to exist
over a period of time.

But as a practical matter, this committee, as you properly haxve in-
dicated, has to know where the problem is very specifically, and where
to apply the oil. I think you have put our finger on an exceedingly im-
portant problem area. I can say that- if you are too nice to say it,-I
think it is most unfortunate the Kerner Report did so totally ignore
thisexceedingly important. problem area.

Mr. Christian, I was very pleased to see in your statement the com-
ment that enforcement is the issue with respect to title VII of the
Civil Rights Act, tile employment title. I was equally delighted to
hear Mr. Nixon's comment, which is what gave rise to my opening re-
marks that I agree with practically everything that has been said. Mr.
Nixon commented that the Congress does have the very important
responsibility, not simply of initiating and passing statutes, but then
of following them up, in the oversight and review responsibility of the
Congress. Ini my opinion the Congress of the Unit6d States, during
the 5./, years I have served in it, flas not done the job it should, ani
certainly ths ias n area where we can spend a great deal more time.

The question came to my mind, Mr. Nixon-you mentioned, or it
was mentioned, that there are some areas in our society-and I know
this from my congressional district-where there is a shortage of labor.
We talk about these credentials and requirements.

It became apparent from what you said that these requirements are
not waived for Negroes and other minority groups, Puerto Ricans,
Mexican Americans, simply because there is a shortage of labor. The
question then is: f rom your experience, are those requirements and cre-
dentials in fact being waved with respect to whites?

Mr. NxxoN. No; they are not being waived with regard to whites,
blacks, or Drowns.

Representative RuVisF.LY. So the fact. is that we are *ust. tied up
with these requirements and credentials, so to speak, and continue to
have this shortage of labor. In my congressional district we have the
lowest. unemployment of any district o fthe united States of America.
They are crying for qitunllfleA labor.

Mr. Nixox. The way this is handled is instead of increasing the labor
stipply by allowing an easier entry route, is to increase overtime, which
has certain desirable consequences.

Representative RoisPimt. And raise prices.
Mr. NixoN. And also to bring in skilled tradesmen from other areas

where work is not so tight into a part1cllfAr-nrea where it is tight.
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For instance, in New York City we will on occasion bring in skilled
craftsmen to New York, if we have a shortage, rather than to open up
the entry so that you can get that labor right, out of your New York
City labor force.

fRepresentative RUMSFErLD. But isn't it true they also, then, raise
wage rates to try to attract additional people?

ir. NIxoN. Wae rates-no, sir; I do not think so. They are not try-
ing to attract additional people. The wage rates are set, very high.

Representative Ru3isF w. If there is a shortage of labor, there is
not a pressure to increase wage rates-to decrease that shortage ?

M r. Nimo. Not exactly that sequence. I think the maintenance of
a relatively limited supply of labor is a powerful lever for the develop-
ment of wage rates that are quite high, relative to other wage rates.
And that depends to a certain degree on not having a larger supply of
labor available. That is really the way to work.

Now, as far as I am concerned, high wage rates are a highly desirable
thing, and I think the union has a right and should defend its stand-
ards. It cannot do it at the cost. of a racially exclusionist policy in the
construction trades.

Representative Rusmsuw. What about this provision in the tax con-
ference report that provides tax incentives, tax-free revenue bonds to
attract industry to other parts of the country. Have you had a chance
to look at this? Is there any possibility that this conceivably can be
harmful from the standpoint that you are talking about, that an opera-
tion mi ht--because of an unwillingness to lower the requirements,
particularly for the minority groups--move to an area where there
is possibly a greater number of potential employees who are white?

Mr. Nixow. I suppose that might be a danger. But I do not think it
would have to develop that way.

Actually, I think that provision could be used to the advantage-if
you added to that the requirement for certain equal opportunity appli-
cations, that you might turn that toward equal opportunity rather
than against it.

Representative RUM.S'FELD. Mr. Beck, I understand that you have
been involved in both public activities and purely private activities?

Mr. BECK. Yes, sir.
Representative RUMSI'aD. Was the Henry Street Settlement in exis-

tence 20 years ago?
Mr. BECK. 75 years old.
Represenitative RVIISMLD. 18 or 20 years ago I went up to the Henry

Street. Settlement and larticilated i somne activities up there over a
brief period of time, demonstrations and various things. I am curious
to know how you compare the public with the private activity.

We had some very interesting testimony from Leon Sullivan, from
Philadelphia, in which lie compared some of the difficulties. ie feels
one of the great strengths of his private activity is that it is their own,
that with this comes a strengthening of desire and pride.

Mr. BECK. Yes, Senator. That is why I hold two jobs. One is executive
director of Henry Street Settlement, and the other is the executive
director of Mobilization for Youth. Mobilization for Youth is what
some people call a quasi-public operation. All its funds, $6 million, come
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from taxes, some from city, some from Federal Government. But the
problems of operating such a venture are enormous.

One problem is that all of the funds are for specific time limited
programs that have a beginning and an end. The effort to maintain
continuity without any funds for the central core of this quasi-govern-
mental organization, places a great strain on the administrator-the
episodic nature of funding through the Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity and other Government sources oil a demonstration basis causes
great waste, and difficulties.
Then, too, there are certain proper responsibilities that come with

the relationship with Government--certain proper restrictions on
activities.

Now, to move to the strictly voluntary sector, there we have what I
think is a very imniortant part of America. Henry Street is a long-
standing agency. And yet it is supported almost entirely by people
who dig into their own pockets of their own fe will. Henry Street
aims today to increase social participation of the people in the neigh-
borhood, to get them to interact with their government institutions.
This I feel is a questionable expenditure of public funds, but a very
proper expenditure of voluntary funds.

At Henry Street there is provision for encounter between persons
from middle-class walks of life and persons who have not fully partic-
ipated in society, and an encounter around joint efforts.

So that I, too, like Mifr. Sullivan, ant very interested in doing my part
to maintain in America a truly voluntary association, as Heny
Street is, that will interact with [he public sector, monitor the public
sector, and thus try to really makedemocracy work.

Representative RumSFELT. Thank you very much. My time is up.
I do have some other questions, and I wouldlike to come back.

Representative BornNO (presiding). Prior to proceeding to the next.
round of questions, the Chair has a question to ask and a brief state-
ment.

The question is to Mr. Beck. You mentioned public works projects
in which the Government would be an employer of last resort. I won-
der if you would be able to give n idea of the kind of public works
projects you have in mind, and whether they would be the kind of
projects hant would enable there to be connected with them an educa-
tional program which might be an upgrading of skills program, or
any other kind forthalt matter.

Mr. BECK. Ves, sir.
I had in mind necessary demolition of uninhabited buildings in the

shum, some of which we saw in the motion picture, and reconstruction
of housing. One small project that we had at Mobilization involved
actually purchasing a tenement and using unskilled local P ople to
git that tenement -really take the heart out of it, strip it right
down, under supervision of skilled people, and then to reconstruct
that tenement. This Is a public works under private auspices. We
did get a mortgage from FHA on that building. It is now being
conducted as a cooperative.

a .0 k, W -- a Am I 044M i I kJA .. -in MOV it Wi k4 ,
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This could be done on a much broader scale. And in doing it, just as
you suggest, Senator, there must be, to my way of thinking, an accom-
panying educational program to upgrade skill-but not, I would like
to restate this-staying on the track of conventional formal education,
but trying to create new ways to stretch knowledge and skills outside
the classroom.

In our auto mechanic training, for example, at Mobilization, we
have helped a lot of young people to learn to read because of the need
to read the technical manuals. And that is not done in a classroom-
it is done there-a mixture of work and learning.

I would like to see a public works program that would help
us rebuild these devastated areas in the cities, that would have this
kind of educational component, and we could say to any man-and
in the service sector to any woman-if you want to work, here is the
way out.

Representative BOLLINO. This leads to my comment. I hope I will
not condemn all future programs to a greater delay by saying this. But
it happens I grew up in the area from whom many of the migrants
to the inner cities come and did come-the Southern part of the United
States-and I grew up at a time when something which it is still
socially acceptable to condemn-I said socially, not politically accepta-
ble to condemn-the new deal with attempting in a very preliminary
way in that area to do most of the things that we have been talking
about today-including the kind of educational and work programs
that you have just described, and including the effect discussed by
Senator Jordan, to do something about the rural poverty, so that we
would prevent the migration to the central cities. It seems to me an
interesting commentary on the history of this country that now today
we are beginning to discuss things that were attempted and out
of the political process and the legislative process 30 years ago. I think
it is good at least that we catch tip In 80 years.

Senator ProxmireI
Senator PRoxtzRI. (now presiding). Yes, I would like to, for the

record, clear this tip. And ?hope I can clear it up by securing from
you a different, kind of an.answer than you have given so far.

I have gotten the impression that you oppose any kind of legislation
in the area of civil rights at the present tine. You said we don't need
any more laws, what we need is enforcement of laws. This shocks me.
Because the Kerner Commission had some very explicit and definite
and I think wholesome recommendations in the area of legislation.
No. 1-they wanted to bring Federal, State and local government
agencies as employers covered by title VII of the 1064 Civil Rights
Act. That would take legislation. No. 2, they want cease-and-desist
powers, which I think are enormously important if you are going to
have a Civil Rights Act that means something. Tat akles legislation.

Then there are other lesser but very important provisions here. There
are some five areas of recommendations where they say the Congress
should take action.
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You do not wantthe record to stand that you are in opposition to
those, do you f

Mr. BECK. Not a bit, Senator. Let me respond, and then I know Mr.
Nixon will want to respond.

My response was in relation to the problem of apprenticeship as it
stands within the building trades field, and whether that could be at-
tacked under present legislation. My opinion is that it could. But-
Senator PRox3zinE. Cease-and-desist orders even there would help,

would they not?
Mr. BECK. Yes. But my response was to the issue of whether it could

be attacked under present legislation.
I certainly think that we need additional legislaton. I fully support

the Kerner Commission recommendations in every respect on this
matter.

Senator PjtoxMiRE. Would you disagree with the House's action in
cutting the Full Employment Opportunity Commission funding from
the $13 million requested down to $7 million?

Mir. BECK. I would disagree completely and entirely.
Senator PRoxIRE. Of course that is not new legislation, but it is an

appropriation.
Mr. NixoN. I would want to be understood on this also.
Of course I would su port some additional legislation. I am sure

some of it would be helpful. And perhaps even important, But I wodld
want to say again that on the books right now, the work that you have
already accomplished in this field-if that were fully applied and fully
administered, you would be able to handle this problem.

Senator PROXMIRE. Can you fully apply it in the area of employ-
ment without cease-and-desist orers? Ti 8 going to be very vtal,

Mr. NixoN. I think the defeat that the civil rights forces suffered in
the cease-and-desist issue was an important defeat, and it made it
easier to avoid the application of this leg islation. I would be all for
increasing the effectiveness of that legislation. But I would not want
to let the situation slip away from us, as it has so often, by referring
to the need for new hearings and new -legislation-until we have done
all that we can within the framework of the present le islation.

Senator PROXMIRE. I want. to get this absolutely clear. Are you say-
ing that we should not pass new legislation vntil we exhaust the
possibilities of the legislation we have-are you saying that?
Mr. NixoN. No, sir. I would not in the remotest conceivable way-I

am not opposing anything from a legislative point of view which
strengthens the drive for new opportunity and legislation. I am all
for it.

Senator PRoxitmr.. You favor cease-and-desist orders now; is that
rightI
9Mr. NixoN. Without any question.
But if we are paying 60 to 60 percent of the cost of contract construe-

tion in this country and we have in those contracts the requirements
you have already put into law, all we need to do is enforce them. That
is all that is necessary.

Senator PRoxMtm. Doesn't this take legislation ? Maybe it doesn't.
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Maybo I am ilnorant in this area. Would it, take legislation to provide
thlat approprmtion-I know we cannot do it. on the appropriations bill.
A point of order would be made in the Senate, and it. would be killed
immediately.

But don't, we require authorization measures that authorize funding
and construction, that no funds will he expeided where discrimiina-
tion is being pr-acticed. You need that legislative net.

Mr. NIxoN. You already Ihve that.
Senator Proxrn. It, is part of the law?
Mr. NIxoN. A variety of different ways, nd at different levels, Fed-

eral, State and local.
Senator PRoxMmnr. You are saying, then, this part. of the law is not

being enforcedI
Mr. NixoN. Exactly.
Senator Paoxm n. Can you document that?
Mr. NIxoN. Yes, sir.
Senator PnoxMm. Will you?
Mr. NixoN. Sure, glad to. It. has already been documented. You are

not. giving me much honiework. The documentation of this has been
very extensive. But I would be glad to supply the committee with it.

(At the t.imo hearings went. to press no further information ladi
been received )

Senator Ioxinip:. I would appreciate that..
Now, Mr. Christian,
Mr. CHRSTIAN. Welli-I-think I made it clear-I meant, to mako it,

clear that I think enforcement is the problem as far as overt labor
market discrimination is concerned. I think the spirit of the Civil
litghts Act. is adequate. Now, if cease-and-desist orders are necessary
to enforce it; then I say make it. possible for them to be used.

I certainly did not want to say unequivocally that additional ineas-
tures may not be needed to insuroeducational equality.

Obviously, I think that atyililig in the way of social institutionsthat maintains largely segregated schooling is badIt think all the his-
tory indicates that. segregated schooling has memiit inferior shooling
for the Negro. Theri-s no question about that. And I think it is im-
portant. also that the Coleman report be taken at its face value rion it.
says that the motivations of the children, the goals of the childven, are
its important as what actually takes place in f}e. classroom. Therefore
I think it very important.4hat Negro children be allowed togo to school
with so-calleal middle-class white children because they will learn as
much from them, really, as they will from the classroomitself, in terms
of their life objectives.

And whereas these gentlemen have emnlinsized something, I think,
that. is extroely important-nanely, getting the Negro a jb-I have
tried to emnlnhasze tin e rating him across the entire spectrum of jobs--
that is, given that lie ras a job, lie should be as likely to be found in
a nianagerial position, saI n1g in torins ofthe proportions of people,
white and Negro In the cofitry, as if he were a. whito man. And I think
that educational equality alone addresss itself to that problem.

Senator Pitoxapt. I would like to ask Mr. Beck-you and Mr.
Nixon together I think have made a very constructive and'very positive
and emphatic recommendation with regaird to one particular industry.
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And I think your poits ar very well taken. I assune that you are
ar1ging that, by an large, with some exception you brought out. ill the
)eNllng answers--you would press for enforcement o the present

law. That is the jot) of tio administration--not the jot) of Congresm.
Let. lte ask, howewer-and I have asked the stair, while you were

sptvlkitg, to go through your recotnnlon(latiolls as thoughtful Ily as they
could-and their feeling mil my own feeling is that your recommen-
dations on what we (1o to overcome racism, with the exception of this
one particular industry, are somewhat ,enordlied-not. as precise and
specific as perhaps you would like to make them.

What I ani tliltnkiig of is that tile Commission does hive these
rocommtndations thatI alluded to and you alluded to oni page 234, as
to just what ought to be done. I wonder if you would like to make
comments on them or modifications or alternatives that would toll us a
little more explicitly what you think should be done.

Mr. BwcK. Well, without the report. before me I am really hard
pressed to be responsive, Senator. But. I might with your pormiiniol,
submit that, as an addendum to my testimony For the rveord.

(The following addendum was sub equently supplied by Mr. Beck :)
Ours Is n country which prides Itself on its social conscience, Its unprece-

(tented productivity, nnd Its capacity to adapt to the challenges of changing titues
antd values.

No situation has so challenged the nation as the racial tensions and disorders
[lnt have already occurred and still threaten the peace and order of our cities.
Official documentt of recent years has presented so sweeping an indictment
as the Report of the Nationni Commilion on Civil Disorders created to meet
is challege.

Yet Instead of responding to the recommendations of this report, Congress
now proposed that the principal financial burden of paying for a distant war
should he borne at honte by the poor, the undereducated, the technologically
dispossessed, the urban slunt dweller, those left stranded In rural and mountain
areas. the aged, the lil, the lone mother and her children and abroad by a reduc-
lion In our investment ant development aid to the emerging new nations of tile
narrowing world.

I would advocate the following:
1. Rejection of the conference report ott II.R. 15414 (Ixclse tax bill) with Its

mandated reduction of $0 billion dollars on federal non-Vietnam spending as
tie price of n tax Increase. It Is understood that at least $2 billion of this rluc-
lion will come front ioinestlc social programs inany of which have already been
reduced by budgetary cuts.

2. Passage of an equitable tax hill which will provide sufficient revenue to
meet the threat of inflation and our social needs within the established principle
of ability to pay and the corstiltullonnl obligation placed oit Congress to allocate
federal 6i0proprintions by agency anti program.

3. Appropriations anmi expenditures at a level at least equal to that of the
President's Budget for JIW, OOO iiUD and foreign ail programs; increased
appropriations for Jot) creation and food distribution programs; supplemental
appropriations for expansion of Job programs during the summer imontis and
for lfead Start.

4 lHxpanded jot) creation programs In pbllle and non-profit agencies (such as
provided In Clark-Javilts.O lara bIllA A. 3003 and II.R. 12280) nnd new compre-
lienslve housing provislonn suchh as provided In 8. 3021 already Imssed by the
Senate).

fs. Repeal of the freeze and other regressive welfare provisions of PT, 00W24R
as provided In the 1llrrIs-Kennedy bills (S. 2893) pending development of nit
underpinning nationwide program of adequate and dignifled welfare provisions.

Senator PnoxlmrmE. I would like to ask Mr, Christiat-your state-
muielt that Inadm quate eductloni of Negroes impliei millions will be t,
a comipttitive disadvnntage all their' working lives does not seen to
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give adequate weight to the possibilities for adult education. And
of course there is a lot of emphasis, should be made a lot more--but
there is some emphasis at least in tie economic opportunity admin-
istration to overcome this. And I would hope that they could make
progress here.

How about it?
Mr. CURIs'riANz. Senator, my experience with it has been that in

general it has not worked too well. I hope some way or other some-
body can find a way to make adults aware of their educational de-
ficiencies, and willing to do something about it. We camnot very well
make education compulsory for people that age. In general, I just do
not think it has worked very well. I hate to say that I despair of it
but I am very skeptical that it will ever be effective for very many of
these people.

Now, certainly there are outstanding exceptions of people at that
ago who have faced their inadequacies ald availed themselves of
further schooling.

Senator PRoxireF. There are outstanding examples of progress in
this area. The Office of Economic Opportunity has done some remark-
able things. Yesterday Mr. Sullivan testified very eloquently about
"self-habH itatlon" as he called it, how it has worked in Philadelphia,
hlow they have tremendously upgraded people's skills. I am not talk-
ing about a formal education, although you have to have some of
that, too. But primarily an opportunity for people to get enough edu-
cation so they can develop some skills they can sell-even though they
are adults and have a very limited basic education.

Mr. CJIRTSTIAb. Well, I could not believe what I said and not think
it is worth a try. Anything that can be done in this area certainly
would help.

Senator PaoximuI. You see, it is so frustrating for those of us who
do not want to write off an entire generation-such a terrific propor-
tion of people in the minority groups are over 16, as you say cannot
be required to go to school, and have years and years to live, and want
to make those years as productive as possible. And if they just give
up on their education, they are not going to.

Mr. CHIMsAI,.. Well, it seems to me that the society that has dis-
criminated against them in this way, certainly owes them something.
Whatever can be done for them- inthis way, or in any other way, I
certainly favor.

The difficulties I see with adult education can be sumnatrized as fol-
lows: (a) convincing the vast number of ghetto people-we are talk-
ing about 7 or.8 million-who are beyond complsory school age that
they would benefit from further education and/or training; (6) pro-
viding the instruction needed, such instruction. presumably having to
come from a public education establishment that is already under
heavy fire relative to its adequacy to do the job; and (o) flntincing
the additional demand on the education system. Traditional methos
of local school finance would surely not suce..

Senator PRoxMIRE. My time is u. I am going to yield not only
time to Congressman Curtis, but the chair also, because I have to
leave. We have a vote.
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Representative Curns (now presiding). Thank you, Mr. Chair-

I am sure this side won't abuse the privilege of having the
chairmanship.

I cannot fail to underline what Mr. Nixon said about this law on
the books. I-am so disturbed that whenever we do not know what to
do, we pass another law, without first having taken a look to see how
the laws wehave are operating.

Congress has two functions. One of course is the legislative function.
But we also have the oversight function, which is to look and see how
the laws that we have written are working out., because I think it is
from a proper utilization of the oversight functions that we gain our
greatest insight as to where new legislation is needed. How can you
legislate wit h intelligence without first finding out how our present
laws are working. This I think is one of the basic criticisms I direct
to what Is called the poverty war and so forth-we just pass more
laws. This occupies us, but it gets us away from what I think is themain business.In St. Louis we have had a very interesting development in the

building trades, where independent union; not with the AFL-CIO,
moved in to create the industrial type union in the construction in-
dustry. This came to a climax about, a year or so ago in the building
of the Gateway Arch in St. Louis.

Lot me close these hearings, if I may, by asking if the panel would
be willing to respond to written questions that we might send to you
to complete this record, and also make it clear thaC the record is open
in cas you would like to expand upon the remarks you have made.
We thank you in behalf, I know, of Chairman Boiling and the htir-
man of the full committee, Senator Proxmire, and allof us, for your
great contribution. We appreciate It very muoh.

Representative Charles E. Bennet4, of Florida has submitted a
statement for the record which will be included at this point.

STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE CHAR, S E. BF,NNrn'r. OF THE
ThIRD smiorT Or FLORIDA

Mr. Chairman I deeply appreciate the opportunity to make this
* statement to the Joint Eoonoio Committee, hearing testimony on the
manpower recommendations of the Kerner Conission, including
problems of unemployment, and underemployment in America. The
committee is doing otr Nation a grat serviceby holding thesehearings.

Securing the employment ot our country's hard-core unenployed
is our prime domeitio challengv. Not unexpectedly it was a major con-
sideration of the report of the National Advisory Commission of Civil
Disorders.

I have introduced legislation which I believe will help solve the
problem of the two million permanently unemployed we now have in
the United States. The bill is attended afer the suggestions of the
National Advisory Commission of Civil Disorders anT on my own re-
search and study in the criticid area of flndin and creating jobs for
the unemployed, underemployed, and the hard-core big city resident
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who in the midst of affluence has found no opportunity to work for a
part of the action himself.

My bill, H.R. 17667, would provide a tax credit for employers who
employ members of the l.mrd.core uinemplpyed. It has 19 cosonsors in
the Iuse of Reprentatives wid is pending in the House Ways and
Means Committee. I hav previously introduced H.R. 244, which is also
pending in the Ways and Means Committee, ind which would provide
tax deductions to individuals and businesses who create new jobs. I am
pushing for legislation in'this field because I believe it is crucial to the
stability of our soc.iety.

We must also continue our basic manpower training and develop-
ment programs and provide for their beefing up to assist in the creat-
hg of new jdbs for the hard-core meanployed.

Jobs am the key to the poverty revolution in our land today. Man-
power training programns cnnot create jobs. Neither can government
on the wide scale that is needed today. Businesses must be given the
necesary incentives to create new jobs and to tke at chance with these
pemniuiently employed.

My bill I .R. 1760t would help make this practical.
It wouid first provAde that the Secretary of Labor determine what

spocifio individutil s make up the hard-oore unemployed. He would the
issue them individuals a "groen card." As reconmendod by the Com-

mission this identifying o the hard-core unemployed should not be
imposed on private industry.

Businesses, lorge and small, would be encouraged to hire these hard-
core unemploy , and for the first 6 months or less, the employer would
be allowed a 7-porent credit; 50 percent for more than 0 months but
not more than 1 year, and 25 percent for the employee who works for
more than 1 year but not more than 2 years. The individual must be
retained for at least 0 months. The ivorker would receive the higher
of the niu nu wage or the prevailing wage. The eanployer would
be restricted on the number of green card employees lie coula hire, and
could not substitute gi enartc employees for existing employees.

Mr. Chairman, ths legislation is patterned after the very popular
act allowing tax credit for investMent in new euiltent Ib business es..
I believe it is it part of the answer to the problean of the permanently
unemployed.

I believe a tax reduction to a bare miniunumn to individuals with low
incomes as at substitute for Federal doles and subsidies is a needed step
in helping to solve these problems. This could be nonplished by leg-
islation which I introduce in the House of Reprewtatives over tM e
last severl (Conre.s. My bill, H.R. 241, to do this is pending in the
House Wt 's and-Menus Committee.

This bill would roducm the luicome tax to $5 forthose citizens classed
in the poverty status to elinuinito the need for handouts from the Fed-
eral Government.

Attached are copies of H.H. 1767, H.R. 241, anw H.R. 244.
I appreciate the oplportun ity 4o appear before the committee.
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CORESS H. R. 17567

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MAY 28, 1068
SlII's.r(frhmfM. ) Jr. .FNNPI.T Mr. KII.PS. , Mr. llyi-m

of PennSylvana, Mr. ADPARDo, Mr. 114s. Mr. FPsiFiw,, Mr. ('ICIsK, Mr.
ROYNA;N Mr. W.,imR, Mr. W.%.IIE, Mr. (1'rlNoFiR. Mr. IMM.4IRM, Mr.
PwKI.F, Mr. 'IERNAN, Mr. llowmRI), Mr. SM , S Mr. MACki,, 11d
Mr. PutI NSKI) 11 inU 1 1he following 1ull; which w:ts mifernAl to the
Commilltm on Ways and Meais

A BILL
To amend tho Internal Rovenue Code of 1954 to provide a tax

credit for employers who employ members of the hard-core
unemployed.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represcnta-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That (a) subpart A of part IV of subchapter A of chal)ter

4 1 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to credits

5 against tax) is amended by redesignating sectioli 40 as sec-

6 tion 41 and by inserting after section 39 the following now

7 section:

8 "SEC. 40. EMPLOYMENT OF THE HARDCORE UNEMPLOYED.

9 "(a) ORNERAL RuLP.-There shall bo allowed, as a

I-0
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1 credit against the tax imposed by this chapter, (he amount

2 determined under subpart C of this part.

3 "(b) R oUAToNs.-The Secretary or his delegate

4 shall prescribe such regulations as may be necessary to carry

5 out the purposes of this section and subpart 0."

6 (b) Such part IV is amended by adding at the end

7 thereof the following new subpart:

8 "Subpart C-Rules for Computing Credit for Employment

9 of the Hard-Core Unemployed

"See. 51. Amount of credit.
"Sec. 52. Issuance of green cards.

10 "SEC. 51. AMOUNT OF CREDIT.

11 "(a) DETERMNATION OF AMOUNT.-

12 "(1) GENERAL RULm.-Tho amount of the credit

13 allowed by section 40 for the taxable year shall be equal

14 to the taxpayer's qualified employment expenses (as

15 defined in subsection (b)) for such year.

16 "(2) LIMTATION BASED ON AMOUNT OP TAX.-

17 Notwithstanding paragraph (1), the credit allowed by

18 section 40 for the taxable year shall not exceed-

19 "(A) so much of the liability for tax as does

20 not exceed $25,000, plus

21 "(B) 50 percent of so much of the liability

22 for tax for the taxable year as exceeds $25,000.

23 "(8) LIABILITY FOR TAx.--For purposes of para-
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graph (2), the liability for tax for the taxable year

shall be the tax imposed by this chapter for the taxable

year, reduced by the sum of the credits allowed tmder-

"(A) section 33 (relating to foreign tax

credit),

"(B) section 35 (relating to partially tax-

exempt interest),

"(0) section 37 (relating to retirement in-

come), and

"(D) section 38 (relating to investment in cer-

tain depreciable property).

"(4) OTHER RULE8 MADE APPLIOABLE.-For pur-

poses of detenining the amount of the credit allowable

under section 40, the rules established by the second

sentence of section 46 (a) (8), by paragraphs (4) and

(5) of section 40 (a), and by section 46 (d) shall apply.

"(h) QUALIFIRD EMPLOYMENT EXPBNBE.-

"(1) IN OENBRAL.-For purposes of this subpart,

the term 'qualified employment expenses' means, with

respect to any taxable year, the aggregate of the ap-

plicable percentage of expenses paid or incurred by the

taxpayer during that year with respect to the compensa-

tion of green card employees.

"(2) APPLTCAB, PERCBNTAOR.-For purposes of
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1 paragraph (1), the applicable percentage of any ex-

2 penso shall be determined under the following table:

"It the employer pays or Incurs the
expense when he has employed The applicable
the individual- percentage Is-

6 months or less ------------------------------------- 76
More than 6 months but not more tIhan I year ------------- 0
More than I year but not more than 2 years ------------ 25

3 "(3) EXPENSH8 TAKRtN INeTO ACCOUNT.-For pur-

4 poses of this subpart, the expenses taken into account

5 with respect to the compensation of an individual are

6 only those expenses-

7 "(A) for wages or other compensation, or

8 "(B) for fringe benefits of the kind required

9 to be taken into account under section 1 (b) of the

10 Act of March 31, 1931, as amended (40 U.S.O.

11 276a; Davis-Bacon Act),

12 for such individual which are attributable to a trade or

13 business carried on by the employer and deductible under

14 this chapter.

15 "(o) LIMiTATIONS.-

16 "(1) INDIW UAL MUST BE RETAINED FOR AT

17 LEAST 0 MONTHS.-No credit shall be allowed under

18 section 40 with respect to any individual unless such

19 individual Is employed by the taxpayer, as a green card
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1 employee, for a period or periods aggregating at least 6

2 months.

3 "(2) INDIVIDUAL MUST RECEIVE HIGHER OF MIN-

4 ZMUM WAOB OR PREVAILINO WAOE.-NO credit shall

5 be allowed under section 40 with respect to any individ-

6 ual unless such individual, throughout his period or pe-

7 riods of employment by the taxpayer as a greedl card

8 employee and prior to the payment or incumring of the

9 expense in question, has been paid wages not less than

10 whichever of the following is the greater-

11. "(A) the minimum wage which would be ap-

12 plicable to the employment under the Fair Labor

13 Standards Act of 1938 if section 6 of such Ac*

14 applied to the employee and he was not exempt

15 under section 18 thereof (and disregarding any

16 applicability of section 14 of such Act), or

17 "(B) the prevailing wage for his occupation in

18 the locality as determined by the Secretary of Labor

19 (but adjusted to reflect fringe benefits in the manner

20 required by section 1 (b) of the Act of March 31,

21 1931, as Amended (40 U.S.O. 27a; Davis-Bacon

22 Act) ).

k-SOS -48--1o
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1 "(3) MAXIMUM XUAItER OF ORB"X CARD EM-

2 PLOYBES TAKBN INTO ACOOUNT.-The maximum num-

3 ber of green card employees whom the taxpayer may

4 take into account at any one time shall be determined

5 in accordance with the following table:

The number of green card em.
ployees taken into account shall

"If the total number of not exceed the following percent.
employees Is- age of such total number:

10 or fewer ........... ..................... 0
More thn 10 but not more than 100 -------------------- 25
More than 100 --------------------------------------- 15

6 "(4) EMPOYBR MAY NOT SUBSTITUTHI OR EN

7 CARD EMPLOYEES FOR EXISTIKO 1IfPLOYRES.-No

8 credit shall bo allowed to an employer under section 40

9 for the taxable year if the Secretary of Labor determines

10 that during such year, or during the immediately preced-

11 ing taxable year, he has dismissed existing employees for

12 the purpose of obtaining a credit under section 40 or for

13 the purpose of increasing the amount of such credit.

14 "(d) CARRYBAOK AND CARRYOVER OP UNUSD

15 CREDITS.-If the amount determined under subsection

16 (a) (1) for any taxable year exceeds the limitation provided

17 by subsection (a) (2) for such taxable year (hereinafter in

18 this subsection referred to as 'unused credit year'), such

19 excess shall be-

20 "(1) an employment credit carryback to each of
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1 the 3 taxable years preceding the unused credit year,

2 and

3 "(2) an employment credit carryover to each of

4 the 7 taxable years following the unused credit year,

5 and shall be added to the anionnt allowable as a credit by

6 section 40 for such years, except that such excess may be a

7 earrback only to it taxable year ending after the date of the

8 enactment of this slipart. All provisions of this title whichh

9 determine (lie operation of the carryback and carryover of

10 the investment credit shall apply for determining the oper-

11 action of the carryback aid carryover of the employment

12 (rcdt.

13 &SEC. 52. ISSUANCE OF GREEN CARDS.

14 "(a) IN OIxNINIAL.-The Secretary of Labor shrll pro-

15 scribe and publish standards for detennining which segments

16 of the labor force constitute tie hard-core unemployed nnd

17 shall, through the system of State employment agencies,

18 through community action agencies, or through such other

19 local agencies as lie designates, issue a green card (or other

20 similar identifying document) to each individual who is a,

21 member of the hard-core unemployed withhV the meaning of

22 tiuch slndards.
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1 "(b) SAPFOUARDs.--Tho Secretary of Labor shall pre-

2 scribe such regulations as may be necessary to insure--

3 "(1) that no holder of a green card will use such

4 card (A) for periods of employment aggregating more

5 than 2 years, or (B) for a series of short-term employ-

6 ment with a series of employers, and

7 "(2) that a green card employee who voluntarily

8 leaves employment two times shall be placed at the

9 bottom of the list of the referral agency.

10 "(o) EXEMPTION FROM MANDATORY LABoR UNTON

11 ABMBEMR8up.-Tho first proviso of section 8(a) (8) of the

12 National Labor Relations Act (29 U.S.C. 158 (a) (3)),

13 and any agreement entered into thereunder, shall not apply

14 to any green card employee until he has become a permanent,

15 full-time employee.

16 "(d) GREEN CARD EMPLOYBB, ETo.-For purposes of

17 this subpart--

18 "(1) The term 'green card' includes any similar

19 identifying document issued for purposes of this subpart.

20 "(2) The term 'green card employee' means any

21 employee who holds a green card which is then valid

22 for use as provided in this subpart."

23 (c) (1) The table of sections for subpart A of part IV

24 of subchapter A of chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code
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1 of 1954 is amended by striking out the last line and Inserting

2 in lieu thereof the following:
"See. 40. Employment of the hard.eore unemployed.
"Sec, 41. Overpayment&"

3 (2) The table of subparts for such part IV is amended

4 by adding at the end thereof the following:

"Subpart 0. Rules for computing credit for employment of the hard-core
unemployed."

5 Bmo. 2. The amendments made by the first section of

6 this Act shall apply to taxable years ending after the date

7 of the enactment of this Act.

-~ .. - -
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90M OKORESS
CrSS H. R. 241

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JAIUAIY 10, 19W1

Mr. flDizm'r introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Corn-
mitte. on Ways and Means

A BILL
To provide assistance to individuals with low Incomes by re-

ducing the amount of income tax on Individuals.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and Mouse of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That (a) part I of subchapter A of chapter 1 of the Inter-

4 nal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to income tax on in-

5 divlduals) is amended by renumbering section 5 as section

6 6 and Inserting after section 4 the following new section:

7 "SEC. & REDUCTION 01 INCOME TAX ON INDIVIDUALS.

8 "(a) MAIRBD PBSMONS FILING JOINT RrURNSS--

9 In the case of a joint return of a husband and wife under

10 section 6013, if before applying this subsection the amount

11 of tax determined under section I (a) (2) (after the appli-
m I
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1 cation of section 3) or table III In section 3 (b) exceeds $5,

2 then the tax Imposed by section I or section 3 on the taxable

3 income of such individuals shall be reduced (but not below

4 $5) by $200.

5 "(b) HaMD OF HouSmIOLD.-If before applying this

6 subsection the amount of tax determined under section 1 (b)

7 (1) (9) or table 11 in section 3(b) exceeds $5, then the

8 tax imposed by section 1 or section 8 on the taxable income

9 of the individual shall be reduced (but not below $5) by

10 $150.

11 " (0) SINGLE PERSONS NOT HBAwS OF HousEnOLd;

12 MARRIED PERSONS FILINO SEPARATE RnruNs.-If before

13 applying this subsection the amount of tax determined under

14 section I (a) (2) or table I, IV, or V in section 3(b) ex-

15 ceeds $5, then the tax imposed by section 1 or section 8 on

16 the taxable income of the individual (other than a husband

17 and wife filing a joint return) shall be reduced (but not

18 below $5) by $100."

19 (b) (1) Subsections (a) (2) and (b) (1)'(B) of sec-

20 tion 1 of such Code are each amended by striking out "a tax

21 determined in accordance with the following table" and in-

22 serting in lieu thereof "a tax equal to the tax determined in

23 accordance with the following table, reduced as provided by

24 section 5".

25 (2) Section 8 (b) of such Code is amended by striking
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1 out "a tax as follows" and inserting in lieu thereof "a tax

2 equal to the amount determined in accordance with which-

3 ever of the following tables applies, reduced as provided by

4 section 5".

5 (o) Section 2 (a) of such Code is amended by inserting

6 "section 5," after "section 3,".

7 (d) The table of sections for such part I is amended by

8 striking out the last item and inserting In lieu thereof the

9 following:

"Sem. 5. Reduction of income tax on individuals
"See. 6. Cross references relating to tax on Individuals."

10 Sio. 2. The amendments made by the first section of

11 this Act shall apply with respect to taxable years beginning

12 after December 81, 1966.
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Oftit CONORESS
l8 SSION H .o . 244

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRW1SIN'ATIVES

JAMOur 10,1987
Mr. B3NtmMr Introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Corn.

mittee on Ways and Means

A BILL
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to provide de-

ductions for persons engaged in trade or business who pro-
vide new jobs for the skilled and for all persons who provide
new jobs for domestics and the unskilled.

I Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress ambled,

3 That (a) part VI of subchapter B of chapter 1 of the

4 Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to itemized deduc-

5 tons for individuals and corporations) is amended by add-

6 ing at the end thereof the following new section:

7 "SEC. 183 DEDUCTIONS FOR PROVIDING NEW JOBS.

8 "(a) NEw JoBs FOR TIMl SmLTm.-In the case of a

9 taxpayer who Is engaged in a trade or business, there shall

I
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1 be allowed a deduction for each now job provided in such

2 trade or business which has an annual salary rate of $3,000

3 or more.

4 "(b) NEW JOBS FOR TIM UNSKIIuL,.-In the case of

5 any taxpayer, there shall be allowed a deduction for each

6 now job which he provides for a domestic, maid, handyman,

7 or other unskiHed worker.

8 "(o) AMOUNT OF DEDuoTION.-.The amount of the de-

9 duction for a new job under subsection (a) or subsection

10 (b) shall be the amount which equals 25 percent of the an-

11 nual salary rate for such job at the time the job qualifies as

12 a new job.

13 "(d) YEAn OF DEDUr IO.-Any deduction allowed

14 tinder subsection (a) or (b) with respect to a new job shall

15 be allowed only for the taxable year of the taxpayer in which

16 the job qualifies as a new job.

17 "(e) DEDUCTION To BE IN ADDITION TO TRADE OR

18 BUSINESm DEDUCTION.--Any deduction allowed under sub-

19 section (a) or (b) of this section shall be in addition to the

20 deduction (if any) allowable under section 102 (relating to

21 trade or business expenses).

22 "() NHw Jon DFIv-D.--

23 "(1) I, OFNEIRAL.-For purposes of this section,

24 the term 'new job' means it position of employment
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I which is full time, which can reasonably be expected to

2 be permanent or of indefinite duration, and which does

3 not replace any other position of employment which the

4 taxpayer (or any related predecessor employer) for-

5 merly provided.

6 "(2) QUALOATION As Nsw jOB.-For pur-

7 poses of this section, a now job within the meaning of

8 paragraph (1) qualifies as such after it has continued

9 for at least one year.

10 "(3) LiMTATION.-For purposes of subsection

11 (b), a taxpayer will not be deemed to have provided a

12 new job unless the appropriate State welfare agency

13 or State unemployment agency has certified that the

14 employee is qualified only for unskilled labor and can-

15 not be retrained for a job of a skilled classification In

16 which there are job openings in such State.

17 "(g) RMULATIONS.-Tho Secretary or his delegate

18 shall prescribe such regulations as may be necessary to carry

19 out the purposes of this section."

20 (b) The table of sections for such part VI is amended

21 by adding at the end thereof the following new item:

"See. 18-3. Deductions for providing new Jos

22 Sm. 2. Section 02 of the Internal Revenue Code of
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1 1954 (defining adjusted gross income) is amended by in-

2 seating after paragraph (8) the following new paragraph:

8 "(9) DEDuoTmS FOE PROVIDING NEW JOBS.-

4 The deductions allowed by section 188."

5 Szc. 3. -The amendments made by this Act shall apply

U with respect to now jobs provided after the date of the en-

7 actment of this Act In taxable years ending after such date.
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(Whereupon, at 12 f0 pm. the Joint Economic committee was ad-
journed, to reconvene subject to the call of the Chair.)

0


